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Announcements and News
The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support

For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New Features
for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
This Explore® Performance Management for z/VM Explore PM for z/VM Release Notes article contains the following
information:

• New features and enhancements to existing features in Version 5.0.
• Information about the documentation for this release.

The current release of the product has been rebranded as Explore PM for z/VM Version 5.0.

New Features

The following enhancements have been added to Explore PM for z/VM Version 5.0. For a list of changes to the previously
existing features, see Enhancements to Existing Features.

PTF LU07215 - Explore PM for z/VM supports z/VM 7.3

Explore PM for z/VM is compatible with z/VM 7.3. The z/VM 7.3 operating system provides many updates and advantages
to the products that run on it, as detailed in the IBM Announcement. To take full advantage of using Explore PM for z/VM
on the z/VM 7.3 operating system, you must install and deploy the PTF before you install or upgrade to z/VM 7.3. You
cannot run Explore PM for z/VM on z/VM 7.3 without installing and deploying PTF LU07215.

If you attempt to run Explore PM for z/VM without installing and deploying the PTF, initialization will fail with a 90999 return
code.

Common Nucleus

This version of Explore PM for z/VM runs under the control of the Broadcom VM Common Nucleus for improved
performance and multitasking support. In this release, each request from a different user runs as a separate task to
improve response time.

Common Nucleus code provides common services such as TCP/IP support, and is implemented across several of
Broadcom products for the z/VM operating environment. Sharing code across products allows Broadcom to quickly deliver
solutions to all affected products, and enables efficient upgrades to these products to support operating system and other
technology updates.

USERS and AUTO Startup Parameters Eliminated

All control blocks are dynamically allocated now and there is no need to specify USERS or AUTO parameters during the
Explore PM for z/VM service machine startup. As the number of users grows, or additional AUTO entries are added, new
control blocks are allocated to accommodate the new capacity.

More User Friendly Environment

The EXPLORE and EXPLREVW EXECs no longer modify the user environment by linking and accessing the required
disks at a fixed address and mode. An available disk address and mode are dynamically obtained.

VMSES/E Implementation

In this release, all installation and maintenance is performed using IBM VMSES/E. This enhancement standardizes the
installation and maintenance of Explore PM for z/VM with Broadcom standards for z/VM products, and with the standard
IBM procedures.
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DCSSNAME Startup Parameter

In this release, the name of the Monitor DCSS can be a user-specified parameter and is no longer required to be
MONDCSS.

Support for RSU ( Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  Explore PM for z/VM Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic
Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU
installation PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to Explore PM for z/
VM for product stability; or, that are required to install a new Explore PM for z/VM feature.

Changes to Existing Features

The following modifications have been made to existing features of Explore PM for z/VM Version 5.0.

Monitor Records Enhancements

In this release, Explore PM for z/VM uses new monitor records to provide more accurate I/O statistics.

Help Enhancements

Help commands now issue more user friendly messages when a request is made for an item which has no help file.

CACHE Command

This command has been modified to provide support for additional devices and provide more accurate data.

EXPLDUMP Command

This command has been modified to display a message when MERGE or FMERGE functions ignore disk file data which is
older than the data in the tape input file.

REPORT on I/O WRITES

The DASTAPE and CHANSUM reports have fields added to differentiate between I/O writes and reads.

Enhancements to EXPLHIST Command

The following parameters can be specified during the invocation of the EXPLHIST command. These parameters eliminate
the need for special zaps to expand field usage in history reporting.

EPLSTSZ
Defines the number of user reports in history reporting.

FTLSTSZ
Defines the maximum number of file types selected for each execution.

GRPLSTS
Defines the number of performance groups reported.

DASTDSZ
Defines the maximum number of devices reported.

USERTSZ
Defines the maximum number of users reported.
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INCEXSZ
Defines the expanded number of Included/Excluded ranges.

SQLESZ
Defines the number of DB2 SQL users.

EXPLDUMP FMERGE STATISTICS

Statistics are provided when monitor data is backed up. This helps ensure that proper tapes and dates are maintained.
This also assists the user in handling the EXPLDUMP, EXPLHIST, and EXPLPURG utilities.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This article defines the acronyms and product names that are referenced in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Explore® Performance Management for z/VM (Explore PM for z/VM)
• License Management Program (LMP)
• Mainframe VM Product Manager (Mainframe VM Product Manager)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM without security (VM:Secure without security)
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Getting Started
 Explore PM for z/VM is a system monitor product that consists of the following components:

Data Collector
Use to collect performance data from the CP monitor and CP control blocks. Data is stored in the EXPLORE LOG
disk file and/or CP monitor format log disk or tape file. The data collector provides current data to real-time using
VMCF.

Real-time
Use for online monitoring of system performance based on events as they occur in real time. The displays are
tabular and plot report panels about the following kinds of activity as it is occurring:

• Total and virtual CPU activity
• Paging activity and storage utilization
• I/O activity
• Channel activity
• Control unit activity
• Device activity
• Minidisk activity on real DASD devices
• Minidisk cache activity
• Wait activity for virtual machines
•  Explore PM for z/VM also lets you display CP control blocks, counters, and storage.

NOTE
The real-time component uses data passed from the data collector using VMCF. It does not read log files.

Flashback
Use to display information about past performance. Flashback displays are similar in format to real-time displays.
The flashback function allows you to display tabular and plot panels about the following kinds of recent activity:

• Total and virtual CPU activity
• Paging activity and storage utilization
• I/O activity
• Channel activity
• Control unit activity
• Device activity
• Wait activity for virtual machines

The flashback component reads the EXPLORE LOG file or an image of it created by EXPLSAVE. It does not
communicate with the Explore PM for z/VM service machine.

Report writers
Use for generating batch reports and plots for performance analysis. Explore PM for z/VM has the following report
writers:
EMAP (EXPLORE Monitor Analysis Program)

Use for generating customized reports and plots for analyzing system performance. EMAP differs from
EXPLORE history reporting (EXPLHIST) in the following ways:
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• EMAP gives information not available to the EXPLORE history report writers, such as detailed data
about the dispatcher and scheduler overhead. EMAP uses data from the CP Monitor format log file
created by the EXPLORE data collector component, or data collected by MONWRITE.

• Reports are customized; that is, the user builds the files to run the reports. Explore PM for z/
VM history reporting (EXPLHIST) features canned reports that the user can modify.

You can also use EMAP to archive or list performance data files.
DASD reporting (EXPLDASD)

Use for generating reports for analyzing DASD seek performance. Data is extracted from the CP Monitor
format log file; a second service machine for DASD seek data collection is no longer required.

Explore PM for z/VM history reporting (EXPLHIST)
Use for generating canned reports and plots for analyzing performance data for VM. EXPLHIST uses
history data created by the EXPLDUP utility from the EXPLORE LOG file.

Interfaces with CMS, EXEC 2, and REXX
Interfaces with CMS, EXEC 2, and REXX enable you to customize Explore PM for z/VM to meet your needs.
These interfaces allow you to add new commands and reports and to select additional data to be captured and
logged.

Running Data Collection
The data collection portion of Explore PM for z/VM should be run in a dedicated CMS virtual machine. This
dedicated CMS virtual machine is known as the Explore PM for z/VM service machine and can be autologged and
run disconnected. The service machine can service up to 50 Explore PM for z/VM users concurrently through the
VMCF facility of VM. Any CMS user having access to the service machine's A-disk can use Explore PM for z/VM.

WARNING
We recommend that the service machine be left running disconnected unless it is necessary to alter Explore PM
for z/VM control parameters, Certain functions, such as XEDIT, interrupt data collection on the service machine
and should be avoided.

Accessing and Exiting the Product
Explore PM for z/VM provides the real time interface to give CMS users full screen displays similar to the display for the
service machine. To activate this interface in CMS machines, use the EXPLORE command, which is explained below.

CMS users can also use the CMS command interface, which lets you see the display for a single EXPLORE command,
or issue an EXPLORE command from an exec, without having to enter the real time interface. This method of accessing
Explore PM for z/VM, the EXPLCMND program, is explained in Activating the CMS Command Interface Without Entering
Real Time.

To access Explore PM for z/VM real time interface, your CMS session must have read access to the 192 or runtime disk of
the service machine, usually the D disk. Enter the following command to access the real time interface:

EXPLORE

The Real Time Main Menu is displayed when you first enter the real time interface. To return to this menu from another
panel, enter the following command on the command line:

*MAIN 

or

*MENU

Exiting the Data Collection Service Machine
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To exit the Explore machine from this user interface enter the following command:

EXIT

NOTE

• To shut down the data collection and control component of Explore PM for z/VM (the service machine), enter
QUIT.

• The EXIT command is not valid within an exec or procedure. Use the EEND command to perform the same
functions as the EXIT command when exiting from within an exec or procedure. The EEND command is not
valid on the service machine.

Starting and Exiting Flashback
 

This section explains how to perform the following tasks:

Starting Flashback with a CMS Command (EXPLREVW Exec)

If you are not already in the real-time subsystem, you can start the flashback subsystem by entering the CMS command
EXPLREVW at the CMS prompt.

Format
EXPLREVW

Starting Flashback from Within Real-Time (REVIEW Procedure)

If the Explore PM for z/VM real-time interface is already active, you can start flashback by executing an EXPLORE
procedure that issues the CMS command EXPLREVW. The name of the procedure is REVIEW.

The REVIEW procedure is supplied as follows:

'CMS EXEC EXPLREVW'

To execute the procedure, enter the REVIEW command as follows:

Format
REVIEW

You can also start flashback and access the Flashback Main Menu by selecting the following option from the real-
time Main Menu. The Flashback Main Menu is described in Using Explore PM for z/VM PM for z/VM Menus.
FLASHBACK - Short-term history

REVIEW

NOTE
Before you can issue report commands and display data, you must issue the ReCall command, which is
explained on the following page.

Starting Data Retrieval (ReCall Command)

After you have entered the flashback subsystem, use the ReCall command to retrieve data from the Explore PM for z/
VM data collection file EXPLORE LOG or from the backup tape of this file created by the EXPLSAVE utility. For more
information, see Backing Up the Log File to Tape (EXPLSAVE).

The data is retrieved in the same 16 scan interval groups in which Explore PM for z/VM writes log records.
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Prerequisite
After entering a ReCall command, use the report commands described in Displaying Online Reports to display the
data.

Format
ReCall [Backward]

       [Forward]

       [Last]

       [Next]

       [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss]

       [Start]

       [Disk]

       [Tape]

NOTE
Use the following to determine the default settings if you do not specify an operand:

If this is the first ReCall command, the default setting is Disk.
If this is not the first ReCall command, the default setting is Forward.

Backward
Data is retrieved from the previous scan interval. (To retrieve data from the previous set of 16 scan intervals, use
the Last operand.)

Forward
Data is retrieved from the next scan interval. To retrieve data from the next set of 16 scan intervals, use the Next
operand.

Last
Data is retrieved starting with the previous set of 16 scan intervals.

Next
Data is retrieved starting with the next set of 16 scan intervals.

mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss
Data is retrieved for the date and time requested. If no data is available for the requested date and time, the next
scan interval is selected.
If you specify mm/dd/yy and do not specify hh.mm.ss, data is retrieved for the same time as the previous request
but for the specified day. The year (yy) does not need to be specified if there is no change requested.
If you specify hh.mm.ss and do not specify mm/dd/yy, data is retrieved for the same day as the previous request
but for the specified time.

NOTE
Due to a command length restriction (8 bytes), only a two-character year is accepted (four characters
are not supported for ReCall). However, the following assumption is made: if yy is less than 50, it is
assumed to be a twenty-first century date (20yy).

Start
Restarts data retrieval at the beginning of the data collection file.

Disk
Sets retrieval input mode to disk input from the EXPLORE LOG A file created by EXPLRVM. Performs retrieval of
the first set of log records.

Tape
Sets retrieval input mode to tape input from the backup tape created by EXPLSAVE. Performs retrieval of the first
set of log records. The tape must be mounted on virtual device X'181' and a CMS LABELDEF must be supplied.
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NOTE
The speed of the Forward and Next operands can be significantly faster than that of the Backward and
Last operands.

Using the ReCall Command Menu
You can also execute the ReCall command from the ReCall Command Menu. To display the ReCall Command
Menu, enter *ReCall on the command line, or select the *RECALL option from the Flashback Main Menu, which is
explained in Using Explore PM for z/VM PM for z/VM Menus.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL     08/04/2010 12:01:39 

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                                ReCall Command Menu                             

                                                                                

   Selecting the Log File                                                       

    _ RECALL Disk           use the EXPLORE LOG disk file                       

    _ RECALL Tape           use the EXPLIN tape file from EXPLSAVE              

   Changing Your Position (Time) within the Log File                            

    _ RECALL Next           move to next set of 16 scan intervals               

    _ RECALL forward        move to next scan interval (default)                

    _ RECALL Last           move to previous set of 16 scan intervals           

    _ RECALL Backward       move to previous scan interval                      

    _ RECALL Start          move to beginning of log file                       

    _ RECALL mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss   move to specified date and/or time             

                                                                                

   Go to main menu                          Help facility                       

    _ *MENU                                  _ HELP RECALL                      

                                             _ HELP                             

                                                                                

   Exit CA Explore PM for z/VM              Return to previous menu             

    _ EXIT                                   _ *SYSPERF                       

                                                                                                              

                                         

 *RECALL                                                                                  

Examples

The following commands can be specified from the ReCall Command Menu:

RC
Retrieves data from the start of the data collection file on disk, EXPLORE LOG

RC T
Retrieves data from the first group of 16 scan intervals on a backup tape created by EXPLSAVE

RC N
Retrieves data from the next set of 16 scan intervals

RC B
Retrieves data from the last scan interval

Exiting Flashback (EXIT Procedure)

Use the EXIT command to invoke the procedure to terminate the flashback subsystem.

Format
EXIT
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NOTE
Use the EEND command to terminate flashback from within an exec or procedure.

User Interface Basics
This page describes the basic features of the user interface.

Using Menus and Commands

There are two ways to move through Explore PM for z/VM:

• By selecting options on menus
• By issuing commands on the command line

The Explore PM for z/VM menu system allows you to move through EXPLORE by selecting options on a menu. All
options on the menus are also commands. The complete system of menus is described in Using Explore PM for z/VM PM
for z/VM Menus.

You can also access any menu or data panel by entering the corresponding command on the command line. A list of
all Explore PM for z/VM commands is given in Command Quick Reference.

Using Online Help

To receive help information, enter HELP or ? on the command line. The help facility used is part of VM, so you do not
need to learn a new facility.

Using Color Screens

Explore PM for z/VM supports the two types of color, as shown below. Color type is controlled by the SET COLOR
command, which is described in Configuring the Product.

Basic color
The terminal sets colors by field attributes.

Extended color
Explore PM for z/VM specifically sets the colors independent of field attributes.

All information about color in this manual is based on the IBM 3179 terminal. Other types of terminals and PCs running
3270 emulators may display color differently.

Using Commands and Function Keys
You enter commands on the command line, after the arrow prompt (==>) located at the top of every panel.

Command Prefixes
The following command prefixes are special characters (characters other than A - Z and 0 - 9). These characters
precede the characters of other commands. Do not enter a blank between the command prefix and the other
commands.

&
The & (ampersand) command prefix causes the current command to remain on the command line after execution.
Press ENTER to reissue the command.
For example, to issue the CP command INDicate PAGing WAIT three times:

1. Type &CP IND PAG WAIT and press ENTER.
2. Press ENTER.
3. Press ENTER.
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You can also use the equal sign command or the RETRIEVE key to reissue commands. The PA2 key is set initially to
RETRIEVE.

This prefix can be used with the Real-time and Flashback subsystems.

*
The * (asterisk) command prefix displays the menu for the selected command. If the selected command does not
have a menu, an error message is displayed. All report and function commands have menus. For example, to see
the COMP command menu, enter *COMP.
This prefix can be used with the Real-time and Flashback subsystems.

>
The > (greater-than sign) command prefix processes the requested command in the Explore PM for z/VM service
machine instead of in the local CMS virtual machine. This process simulates being logged on to the service
machine.
The > command is valid only with the real-time interface and EXPLCMND. It cannot be used:

• From a virtual machine that is not authorized by Explore PM for z/VM basic security check and user security
exit.

• To set PF keys on a service machine.
• With screen control commands such as scrolling.
• To issue the following commands: ?, CMS, CP, HELP, LOGIT, X, XEDIT, EXCLUDE, INCLUDE.

However, you can issue any of these commands by creating an EXPLORE procedure on the Explore PM for z/VM service
machine that in turn issues the commands. You can then invoke the procedure using the > command. Note that screen
control commands cannot be used in a procedure, and only the LIST form of the EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands
can be used in a procedure.

For example, the command >CMS ERASE DLOG LOG is not valid. You can write a procedure called EDLOG EXPLORE
on the EXPLORE service machine, which includes the statement CMS ERASE DLOG LOG. Then issue the command
>EDLOG from another virtual machine to erase the file DLOG LOG from the service machine's A-disk.

This prefix can be used with the Real-time subsystem.

Command Prefixes for Use with Multiple Windows
The W1, W2, and W2CMND command prefixes allow you to direct screen control commands to windows 1 or 2
when you are using multiple windows. These commands are described later in this article.

PF Keys and PA Keys
Explore PM for z/VM supports 24 program function (PF) keys of PF1 through PF24. Each PF key can represent
an EXPLORE, CMS, or CP command, or an Explore procedure.
Setting Key Values

For detailed instructions on how to set the value of a PF key, see Configuring the Product.
Displaying Current Key Values

To display the current values of the PF keys, enter Q PF. The Q command is described in Displaying
Storage.

Key Simulation
If your terminal does not have the desired PA or PF key, you can execute the command or procedure by
typing the name of the key and pressing ENTER. Key simulation is available for keys PF1 through PF24
and PA1 through PA3. For example, to execute the command that PF24 represents, enter PF24 on the
command line.

Equal Sign Repeat Command
The equal sign (=) command executes the last command again. For example, if the last command entered was
CP IND PAG WAIT, you can type = and press ENTER to issue this command again.
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RETRIEVE Key
The RETRIEVE key recalls the last 11 commands entered. Each time you press the RETRIEVE key, the previous
command is placed on the command line. When you enter commands again, the last command recalled is the
starting point in the command stack. By default, the PA2 key is defined as the RETRIEVE key.+
Note: You cannot use key simulation for this retrieve function.

CLEAR Key
Press the CLEAR key to disable the AUTO facility on the machine on which you're running. If you are on the
service machine, pressing CLEAR also disables the WARN facility. Pressing the CLEAR key does not clear the
screen or shut down Explore PM for z/VM. The CLEAR key is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

TEST REQUEST Key
The TEST REQUEST key is not supported.

Example: Retrieve Key

Suppose you entered the following commands:

1. SUM
2. SUMA
3. RDEV DASD ACTIVE I/O
4. CP Q NA

If you press PA2 three times, these commands are displayed on the command line in the following order:

1. CP Q NA
2. RDEV DASD ACTIVE I/O
3. SUMA

Suppose you now change the SUMA command to SUMA IDLE, press ENTER, and issue the following commands:

1. VMSTAT
2. PLOT CP TCPU PAGE

If you press PA2 four times, the commands are displayed on the command line in the following order:

1. PLOT CP TCPU PAGE
2. VMSTAT
3. SUMA IDLE
4. SUMA

Invoking CMS and CP Interfaces
EXPLORE provides the CMS and CP interfaces to allow CMS and CP commands and functions to be executed through
Explore PM for z/VM. These interfaces are invoked with the CMS and CP commands, which are explained in the following
sections.

CMS Command

The CMS command gives control to CMS so that you can issue any CMS command. Control is returned to Explore PM for
z/VM after the CMS command is finished executing. When Explore PM for z/VM gives control to CMS, all Explore PM for
z/VM functions are suspended, including data collection if the CMS command is issued on the service machine.

The CMS command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

NOTE
Because all Explore PM for z/VM functions are suspended when CMS has control, it is best to avoid running
long-duration CMS functions through this interface.
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• Format

CMS [command]

Replace command with any CMS command.

Menu Entry
You can also issue the CMS command from the CMS Command Menu, which can be accessed by entering *CMS
on the command line. The menu displays the command format and lists some commonly used CMS commands
that you can cursor-select to execute.
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 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                              CMS Command Menu                                  

                                                                                

   Replace cmnd with CMS command that is to be executed                         

    _ CMS cmnd                                                                  

                                                                                

   Common CMS commands                                                          

    _ CMS LISTFILE                                   Return to previous menu    

    _ CMS Q DISK                                      _ *FUNC                   

    _ CMS Q FILEDEF                                                             

    _ CMS Q LABELDEF                                 Go to main menu            

    _ CMS Q MACLIB                                    _ *MENU                   

    _ CMS Q TXTLIB                                                              

    _ CMS Q LOADLIB                                                             

    _ CMS Q CMSLEVEL                                 Help facility              

    _ CMS NUCXMAP                                     _ HELP CMS                

    _ CMS IDENTIFY                                    _ HELP                    

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *CMS                                                                 AUTO OFF  

Command Output
Output from the CMS command is displayed on a cleared screen. The word MORE or HOLDING is usually
displayed at the bottom of the panel, but it does not indicate additional screens from the CMS command just
issued. Press PA2 to view additional screens and return to the EXPLORE panel from which you issued the CMS
command.

Writing Explore PM for z/VM Procedures for CMS Commands
You can write Explore PM for z/VM procedures that execute complex CMS commands. An example of how to
create a procedure to issue CMS ACCESS commands is shown below.

1. Use the Xedit command to create an XEDIT file with a file type of EXPLORE. For example, enter X ACC
EXPLORE A to create an EXPLORE procedure called ACC.

2. Write the procedure. The following is an example of a procedure that lets you issue the CMS ACCESS
command:

* Procedure to simplify issuing CMS ACCESS command

CMS ACC &1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8 &9

* end of procedure
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3. To execute the command, enter the name of the procedure followed by any required operands. In this
example, enter ACC 145 J. Explore PM for z/VM parsing of operands limits what can be passed to CMS. A
maximum of 11 operands can be passed to CMS. Each operand passed to CMS can have a maximum of 8
characters.

CP Command

The CP command provides an interface with CP and allows any CP command to be issued that your privilege classes
allow. The CP command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
CP command

Replace command with a CP command.
Menu Entry

You can also issue the CP command from the CP Command Menu, which can be accessed by entering *CP on
the command line. The menu displays the command format and lists some commonly used CPS commands that
you can cursor-select to execute.
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 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                              CP Command Menu                                   

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Replace cmnd with CP command that is to be executed                          

    _ CP cmnd                                                                   

                                                                                

   Common CP commands                                                           

    _ CP CL CON               _ CP CL P                 _ CP CL PU              

    _ CP IND LOAD             _ CP IND USER             _ CP IND Q              

    _ CP DISC                 _ CP PUR P opts           _ CP PUR R opts         

                                                                                

    _ CP Q V UR               _ CP Q V DA               _ CP Q SET              

    _ CP Q R *                _ CP Q P *                _ CP Q PU *             

    _ CP Q PF                 _ CP Q SCREEN             _ CP Q PROC             

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                             Help facility            

    _ *CMS                                              _ HELP CP               

                                                        _ HELP                  

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *CP                                                                  AUTO OFF 

Command Output
Output from the CP command is displayed on an EXPLORE window. If the output exceeds one panel, use
scrolling commands to page through it.
To return to the EXPLORE panel from which you issued the CP command, press ENTER.

Writing Explore PM for z/VM Procedures for CP Commands
You can write Explore PM for z/VM procedures so that you do not need to type the CP command. An example of
how to create a procedure to issue a CP MESSAGE command is shown below.

1. Use the Xedit command to create an XEDIT file with a file type of EXPLORE. For example, enter X MSG
EXPLORE to create a procedure called MSG.
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2. Write the procedure. The following is an example of a procedure that will let you issue the CP MESSAGE
command:

* Procedure to simplify issuing CP MESSAGE command

CP MSG &1 &2 &3 &4 &5 &6 &7 &8 &9

* end of procedure

3. To execute the command, enter the name of the procedure followed by any required operands. In this
example, enter MSG OP HELLO THERE.

Explore PM for z/VM parsing of operands limits what can be passed to a procedure to eleven 8-character tokens.
This limit does not apply when you enter the CP command from outside a procedure.

Using Multiple Windows
EXPLORE panels can display up to three windows. Below is a description of what the windows display in non split-screen
mode. For more information, see Using Split-Screen Mode. Windows 1 and 2 can be turned off; window 3 is always
displayed.

Window 1
Information critical to operations (usually having to do with hardware), and user wait states. Information for users
is displayed only if a user is assigned to a performance group with the GROUP command and that performance
group is selected for display in window 1 with the SET WINDOW GROUP command.
The data for window 1 is refreshed several times every scan interval. The default is ten times per interval.

Window 2
Thresholds that have been exceeded.
The data for window 2 is refreshed once every scan interval. The default is two minutes.

Window 3
Menus and data reports, in response to the commands you enter.
The data for window 3 is refreshed once every scan interval.

Screen REFRESH Intervals
The interval at which screen windows are refreshed is specified with the AUTO command in your INITUSER
EXPLORE initialization file.
The following describes the AUTO commands to insert in your initialization file. For more information about AUTO
command and its menu, see Using Procedures and Execs.

• For Window 1 and Window 2, specify:

AUTO ADD EVERY hh.mm.ss PROC REFRESH

The distributed default time interval is 00.00.15.
• For Window 3, specify:

AUTO ADD EVERY hh.mm.ss PROC *UPDATE

The distributed default time interval is 00.02.00.

In addition, the SET UPDATE command must be set to ON for automatic update to be active. For more
information about SET UPDATE, see Configuring the Product.

Sample Window Display
Below is a sample panel with all three windows displayed. A horizontal dashed line separates windows. Window
1 warns that 93% of spool space is being used, window 2 contains eight threshold exceptions, and window 3
contains the System performance report panel.
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 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

   93% OF SPOOL SPACE IN USE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  BRB CCPU HIGH 22.2 THRES 20.0           SMCFARL VCPU HIGH 22.5 THRES 20.0

  MVSB1 TCPU HIGH 78.6 THRES 25.0         MVSB1 VCPU HIGH 59.5 THRES 20.0

  GENOVRHD TCPU HIGH 54.5 THRES 25.0      GENOVRHD VCPU HIGH 32.6 THRES 15.0

  MVSOVRHD TCPU HIGH 117.6 THRES 50.0     MVSOVRHD VCPU HIGH 85.8 THRES 25.0

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  SYSTEM     TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT  XSTO     RES  STGU  LOG  DLST  SIMUL 

  TOTAL     392.8 248.3 144.5  50.3 658.7 173.4  130528  51.0  813  45.0 5431.3 

   _ *SYSTEM    System performance menu    _ *SYSTEM    Return to previous menu 

                                                                                

  USER       TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT   RAI     RES  % Q0  % Q1  % Q2  % Q3 

  MVSB1      50.4  40.6   9.8    .0  95.0    99       0  11.5    .0    .0  88.3 

  CALLTRK    36.0  14.3  21.7    .1 197.1    64    5380  99.9    .0    .0    .0 

  ORASV98    30.1  29.3    .8    .2  21.7     0      56    .0   1.9   1.9  96.1 

  ORASV96    22.9  12.7  10.2    .0   4.9    25      62    .0   1.0    .7  98.1 

  ORASV93    20.8  12.7   8.1    .0  32.3    34      99    .0  10.6  10.0  79.2 

  MVSC4      18.7  12.8   5.9    .3  42.8    69    8562   9.0    .1    .1  90.5 

  BATCH6     16.5   6.6   9.9    .0   1.0    74      38    .0  47.6  29.4  22.9 

 SYSPERF                                                                 MORE      

Configuring Windows 1 and 2
Use the SET WINDOW command or menu option to configure the following features for windows 1 and 2:

• Turning on and off windows 1 and 2.
• Setting which performance groups are to be displayed in window 1.
• Setting the size of the windows.
• Whether the date and time is displayed in window 2 when in split-screen mode. For more information about

split-screen mode, see Using Split-Screen Mode.

For complete configuration instructions, see Configuring the Product.

Using Screen Control Commands
By default, screen control commands, such as scrolling, act upon window 3. To direct screen control commands to
windows 1 or 2, precede the command with one of the following prefixes to identify the window the command is to
act upon. These command prefixes are valid for the real-time subsystem only.
W1

Performs screen control action for window 1. This command is not valid in split-screen mode.
W2

Performs screen control action for window 2. This command is valid in both split-screen and non-split-
screen modes.

W2CMND
Directs command to display in the upper window of split-screen mode. The W2CMND prefix is valid for
report and function commands. For a complete description of the W2CMND prefix, see Using Explore PM
for z/VM PM for z/VM Menus.

Using Split-Screen Mode
 

In split-screen mode, two windows containing reports are displayed. The operations information and threshold exceptions
that can appear in windows 1 and 2 in non-split-screen mode are not displayed.
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NOTE
Split-screen mode is valid in the real-time subsystem only.

Restrictions
Split-screen mode is not valid with the Explore PM for z/VM service machine, Flashback, or the EXPLCMND
interface.

Activating and Reactivating Split-Screen Mode

You control split-screen mode with the SCReen command as follows:

SCReen 1
Deactivates split-screen mode. The real-time screen contains one report display window.

SCReen 2
Activates split-screen mode. The real-time screen contains two report display windows.

SCReen SWAP
When split-screen mode is active, use SWAP to toggle to the other window. The window containing the command
line is the active display window. In the sample panel on the following page, the upper window (window 2)
contains the command line and is the active window.

Non-Split-Screen Mode

When split-screen mode is deactivated, the display panel contains the following information:

• Line 1 displays the release level and the date and time of the last data collection.
• Line 2 is the command line.
• When you first start Explore PM for z/VM, line 3 contains a copyright notice. On all later panels, lines 3 through the

next-to-last line of the panel are the data display lines, which are displayed from the screen buffer. The screen buffer
can contain up to 800 lines of data for display. The data can be displayed in up to three windows. Your security profile,
the availability of data to display, and the options you select determine if all three windows are displayed.

• Line 24, or the last line of the panel in alternate screen sizes, displays the last command if it was valid, or an error
message if the last command was invalid. The far right side of this line indicates if logging, warning, or automatic
command facilities are disabled. The status of the logging and warning facilities are indicated only when you are
running on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine.

Split-Screen Mode

When split-screen mode is activated, the display panel contains the following information. The window 1 displayed in non-
split-screen mode is not displayed in split-screen mode.

• Line 1 displays the release level and the date and time of the last data collection.
• Line 2 is the command line when the upper display window is active. Line 2 is blank if the lower display window is

active.
• The remainder of the panel is divided into the following two windows:

– The upper window, called window 2. In split-screen mode, window 2 contains a report display. Exception threshold
messages are displayed in window 2 only when split-screen mode is not active. To display the report date and time
in window 2, use the SET WINDOW command or configuration option, see the section on Accessing and Exiting
Explore PM for z/VM for an explanation.

– A lower window, called window 3. This window is the primary window for Explore PM for z/VM report displays.
A horizontal dashed line that extends completely across the panel separates the upper and lower windows. If the
lower window is active, the command line is immediately below the dashed line. Use the SCReen SWAP command
to toggle between windows.

• Line 24, or the last line of the panel in alternate screen sizes, displays the last command if it was valid, or an error
message if the last command was invalid. The right side of this line indicates if the AUTO facility is disabled.
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Sample Split-Screen Window Display

The following is a sample panel showing windows 2 and 3. Window 2 contains an RDEV report display and window 3
contains a SYSPERF report display.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS     08/04/2010 12:01:39  

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

  DEV NAME VOLSER     I/O    T-I/O  IORTC IORTA QDPC QDPA SRVTIM CL TP  BUSY    

  001 3211 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 20 22    .0    

  002 3211 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 20 22    .0    

  003 3211 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 20 22    .0    

  040 3270 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 40 40    .0    

  041 3270 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 40 40    .0    

  042 3270 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 40 40    .0    

  043 3270 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 40 40    .0    

  044 3270 ------       0        0     .0    .0    0   .0      0 40 40    .0MORE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  SYSTEM     TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT  XSTO     RES  STGU  LOG  DLST  SIMUL 

  TOTAL     282.4 173.3 109.1  26.8 423.4  78.6  130528  46.0  827  43.0 3627.0 

   _ *SYSTEM    System performance menu                                         

   _ *MENU      Return to previous menu                                         

                                                                                

  USER       TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT   RAI     RES  % Q0  % Q1  % Q2  % Q3 

  ORASV97    41.3  26.4  14.9    .0  26.3   100     101    .0  12.8  10.2  76.9 

  MVSB1      38.5  29.4   9.1    .0  81.7   100       0  19.9    .0    .1  79.7 

  CALLTRK    30.1  18.3  11.8    .2 619.4   100    5400    .0    .0    .0    .0 

  BATCH7     23.8   9.6  14.2    .0    .0   100      94    .0  37.5  31.8  30.6 

  VTAM       13.2   5.2   8.0    .0  75.5   100    1970    .0    .0    .0    .0 

 W2CMND  RDEV                                           MORE                    

Directing Commands to the Upper Window (W2CMND Prefix)

When you are in split-screen mode and window 3 (the lower window) is active, use the W2CMND command as a prefix to
direct commands to window 2 (the upper window). You do not need to use the W2CMND prefix when window 2 is active
and you want to direct a command to window 3.

NOTE

• The W2CMND is valid for the real-time user interface only. It is not valid for the flashback or data collection
and control subsystems.

• A procedure or exec cannot call a menu with the W2CMND prefix.

Format
W2CMND command

Replace command with an EXPLORE report command, function command, or the name of a procedure or exec.
There is no default for the W2CMND command.

Scrolling
Explore PM for z/VM can capture up to 100 entries for real-time display in window 1 and window 2, plus 800 lines of data
in window 3, in response to a single user request. To scroll through the data, use the following commands.

TOP
Start the display at the top of the screen buffer.
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BOT
Start the display from the end of the screen buffer.

F or FO
Scroll forward a full screen in the screen buffer.

B or BA
Scroll backward a full screen in the screen buffer.

D[n] or N[n]
Scroll forward n lines in the screen buffer. The default is 1 line.

U[n]
Scroll backward n lines in the screen buffer. The default is 1 line.

Locating Character Strings
Use the following commands to search for and locate occurrences of a string of characters. These commands are not
valid in window 1 or window 2.

L [string] or / [string]
Locates the first occurrence of a specified character string from 1 to 8 characters during forward scan. It then
places that line at the top of the display screen. Include a blank between the L and the string but not between the /
and the string.

-L [string] or -/ [string]
Locates the first occurrence of a specified character string from 1 to 8 characters during backward scan. It then
places that line at the top of the display screen. Include a blank between the L or slash and the string.

Printing Panels
Use the PRT command to route Explore PM for z/VM displays to the printer.

NOTE
The PRT command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
PRT [command]

Replace command with any Explore PM for z/VM command (including CP commands) or procedure. If you do not
specify command, the current screen buffer is sent to the printer.

Implied Close
There is no implied close of the virtual printer. Before you can view or print your printer file, you must issue the CP
CLOSE PRT command.
When you exit Explore PM for z/VM, you also must issue a CP CLOSE PRT command.

Examples

The following command sends the current screen buffer to the printer:

PRT

• The following command sends the display produced by the Explore PM for z/VM procedure MENU to the printer:
PRT MENU

• The following command sends the display produced by the command EXEC LOOK to the printer. LOOK is a CMS
EXEC 2 or REXX exec:
PRT EXEC LOOK
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Invoking XEDIT
The Xedit command invokes the XEDIT editor from which you can create and edit files, Explore PM for z/VM procedures,
and CMS EXEC 2 and REXX execs. Control is returned to Explore PM for z/VM when you exit the editor. For more
information about the creation of procedures and execs, see Using Procedures and Execs.

NOTE

• The Xedit command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.
• The Xedit command is disabled when dedicated terminal support is used.

• Format

X filename [filetype [filemode]] 

filename
Replace filename with one of the following, not to exceed eight characters:

• The name of an Explore PM for z/VM procedure
• The name of a file

filetype filemode
If name is an EXPLORE procedure, filetype and filemode are predefined and you can omit them.
If name is the name of a file, replace filetype and filemode with the filetype and filemode of the file.
filetype is required if you specify filemode.
Default values are:
filetype

EXPLORE
filemode

For new files: A1
For existing files: * (asterisk)

Examples

• The following command lets you edit the Explore PM for z/VM procedure IDLE EXPLORE:

X IDLE

• The following command lets you edit the CMS profile exec:

X PROFILE EXEC

Conventions
In this documentation, the format of each command follows these conventions:

All uppercase
Type the entire word in any combination of uppercase and lowercase.

Mixed case
Type either the entire word or only the uppercase portion.

All lowercase italics
Substitute specific information for items in all lowercase italics.

[ ] (brackets)
Items in brackets are optional. Do not type the brackets.
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{ } (braces)
One of the items in braces must be used. Do not type the braces.

Underscoring
Default parameters are underscored.

(|) Vertical bar
Items that are separated by vertical bars are mutually exclusive. If the items are in braces, you must specify
exactly one of the items. If the items are in brackets, you can specify none or one of the items.

... Ellipsis
An ellipsis indicates that the preceding operand is repeatable. If the ellipsis connects numbered operands, the
operand is repeatable up to the number of times indicated in the last numbered operand.

Substitution blocks
For long or complex syntax, a descriptive label in quotes, such as "Parms", is used instead of the operands. The
operands are listed vertically below. The label is wrapped in braces or brackets to indicate whether the operands
are required or optional. Mutually exclusive operands are separated by vertical bars.
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Installing
 

This document describes how to install, deploy, and service the Explore PM for z/VM product.

Audience

Readers of this book must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system. For details on installing and configuring this

facility, see Installing in the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of Explore PM for z/VM and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your
production environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials
The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Step 1. Plan Your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product tape and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Step 2. Allocate Product Resources
The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in Deploying the Product.

3. Step 3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from tape to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/directories.
VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory management.

4. Step 4. Update the Software Inventory
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Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Follow these steps to obtain planning information for this product.

1. Prepare SERVLKPK files for Product Installation
2. Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment.
3. Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST.
4. Load and Generate the Planning Resource File.

Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVEX050A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.
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Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVEX050A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Specify EXPLORESFS for installing on the
Shared File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is <vmsesprodid>. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for the ppfname and component
you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF <vmsesprodid>

<vmcomp1> :PRODID <vmsesprodid>%<vmcomp1>?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a PPF override.

NOTE
If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make
Override Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.
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In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see Allocating User ID Entries
and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVEX050A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to perform
additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Allocating SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

Enroll the user ZVEX050A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued from
a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool.

Create the necessary directories for user ZVEX050A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the EXPLORESFS component override section of the
ZVEX050A PPF file.

Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT AUTHORITY
command.

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV <vmsesprodid>

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVEX050A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Specify EXPLORESFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.
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NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVEX050A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVEX050A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Specify EXPLORESFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Configuration Worksheet
This page contains worksheets for manually calculating the amount of disk space required for the Explore PM for z/VM
service machine.

Parameters Values
1. Maximum number of virtual machines x 736 1.
2. Number of CHPIDS defined in IOCP x 240 2.
3. Number of control units defined in IOCP x 184 3.
4. Number of devices defined in IOCP x 368 4.
5. Space for SQL/DS global data 5. 312
6. Number of SQL/DS connected users x 490 6.
7. Storage for statistical counters and other uses 7. 86,915
8. Add lines 1 through 7: 8.
9. Divide line 8 by 4096 9.
10. Number of hours of data collection per day x 60 10.
11. The SCAN interval (default is 2) x 16 11.
12. Divide line 10 by line 11 12.
13. Multiply line 9 by line 12 13.
14. Multiply line 13 by days of retention 14.
15. Add 1600 to line 14 (4K blocks required for help files) 15.
16. Add 2000 to line 15 (4K blocks required for EXPLORE
software)

16.
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17. Divide line 16 by the blocks per cylinder for the device type.
See the following table for this value.

17.

Device Type Blocks per Cylinder
3380 150
3390 180
9345 150

Deploying the Product
If you previously installed the product using the stand-alone installation instructions, you must use the procedure in the
section Deploying the Product for the First Time to deploy the product with the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to deploy the product.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4. Step4.DeploytheProductMaterials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5. Set Up CP Monitor Facility
Verify that you have set up the z/VM CP Monitor Facility. If not, set one up by creating the relevant DCSS.

6. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

7. Test the Product
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.

8. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.

Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.
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To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVEX050A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the Explore PM for z/VM product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.
Name panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just
overtype the values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for this NAMES entry, see Product Tags in VMSERVER
NAMES File.

Required Tags

The tag names listed in this section are required tags. Although you are permitted to change the device numbers, we
recommend that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• LOCAL
• LOGS

Removable Tags

The tag names listed in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternative and
a previous version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between
product releases or Service Packs. If you do not want to define this disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the following
tag value:

ALTRUNTIME

PREVRUNTIME

Commenting the values prompt that you must not define the minidisk during deployment.

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

Enter the following command to create the user ID and allocate disk space:
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VMALLOC SERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

Depending on the configuration, you may have to perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA
or a Directory Manager product. For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see
Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name INIT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks defined on
the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager documentation.

Step 4.2. Enter LMP Statements

To define the LMP (License Management Program) key for this product, follow the procedure in Managing LMP Keys in
the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation.

Step 4.3 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations needed by the default user IDs for this product.

Deployed User ID Required Authorizations
EXPLORE Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.

Step 5. Set Up CP Monitor Facility

Verify that you have set up the VM CP Monitor facility. If not, set up the facility by defining a DCSS. The default name of
the DCSS is MONDCSS.

NOTE

If you have already defined the CP Monitor Discontiguous Saved Segment (DCSS), you need not redefine it to
use Explore PM for z/VM. However, review this step to make sure.
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The CP Monitor is part of the VM operating system. For more information about setting up the CP Monitor, see the IBM
Performance Toolkit Guide for your version of z/VM.

Determining the DCSS Size

To set up the CP Monitor, you must determine the size of the DCSS. If you allocate a segment smaller than x’200’ pages,
the EXPLRVM Data Collection and Control program may fail to start.

Determining the DCSS Location

To determine where to allocate the DCSS, enter the following CP command to display the page ranges already in use:

CP QUERY NSS MAP ALL

Note: If you determine that a DCSS is already defined as MONDCSS or with a name of your choice, then you can
proceed to step 5.

Defining the DCSS

Enter the DEFSEG command to define the DCSS. The DEFSEG command has the following format:

DEFSEG  MONDCSS  start end  SC  RSTD

MONDCSS
Defines the name of the DCSS. The name must be the same as you specified (in step 1c) in the NAMESAVE
statement in the definition of the Explore PM for z/VM service machine.

start end
Defines the starting and ending pages of the DCSS, as calculated previously in this step.

SC
Defines a required code that allows CP to write to the segment and allows virtual machines to access it.

RSTD
Defines a code that restricts access to the segment to only those virtual machines having a NAMESAVE
reference in their definitions.

Saving the DCSS

Enter the following command to save the DCSS. If you renamed the segment, substitute your name for MONDCSS.

SAVESEG MONDCSS

Step 6. Start and Initialize the Product

The startup procedure verifies the accuracy of the virtual machine configuration.

To start Explore PM for z/VM

1. Log on to the Explore PM for z/VM server.
The VMISTART Prompt panel displays with the following message:
VMISTA845R *

    Do you want to start EXPLORE now?

    Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

2. Select Yes.
An initial screen displaying the various settings defined in the INITSERV file is displayed when Explore PM for z/VM
initializes.

3. Press Enter.
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The Explore PM for z/VM main menu screen displays.
EXPLORE - Version 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      10/25/2010 10:54:56

 ==>                                                                  EXPLORE 

                                 Main Menu                                     

 

 

   Realtime performance reports             Explore for VM Realtime commands   

    _ *CURRENT                               _ *COMMAND                        

    _ SYSPERF                                                                  

 

   FLASHBACK - Short-term history           Explore for VM configuration       

    _ REVIEW                                 _ *CONFIG                         

 

   Long-term history reporting              Resource control facility          

    _ *HISTORY                               _ *RSCTL                          

 

   Exit Explore for VM                      Help facility                      

    _ EXIT                                   _ HELP                            

 

                  CA Explore Performance Management for z/VM

                 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved. 

4. Clear LMP messages.
Allow Explore to collect a few samples for a minute or so to display valid data on panels.

Step 7. Test the Product

You can maneuver through Explore PM for z/VM either by using the extensive menu system or by entering commands
on the command line. Novice users can step through the menu system while experienced users who are familiar with the
commands can access the panels directly.

While you can enter any Explore PM for z/VM command on the command line, many commands have a corresponding
menu that you can display by entering the name of the command preceded by an asterisk (*). The command menu lists
and describes a number of commonly used forms of the command so that you do not have to remember the command
syntax or particular variable names.

Direct Command Output Examples

Here are a few examples of output obtained by issuing the following commands to display data directly:

SYSPERF 

EXPLORE - Version 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      10/28/2010 13:58:19 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

 DEV  943 MISSING INTERRUPT                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 USER USI109ME PAGE HIGH 10.3 THRES 10.0 USI109ME PAGE HIGH 10.3 THRES 10.0    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 SYSTEM     TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT  XSTO     RES  STGU  LOG  DLST  SIMUL 

 TOTAL      44.0  36.3   7.7  23.7  29.8 80703  917503    .0  249  23.0 663505 

  _ *SYSTEM            System performance menu                                 

 

 USER       TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT   RAI     RES  % Q0  % Q1  % Q2  % Q3 

 EXPLORE     7.6   7.0    .6    .0   5.4   100    6798    .0  76.6  13.3   3.3 

 USI121ME    5.9   5.4    .5   7.1  60.5   100  274551  99.9    .0    .0    .0 

 USI109ME    4.2   4.0    .2  10.3  31.3   100  142545  99.9    .0    .0    .0 
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 MVSCA06     3.9   3.5    .4   7.0  35.7   100  112498    .0  48.2  20.6    .0 

 MVSCA66     2.6   2.4    .2   5.2  34.7   100  114057    .0  36.3  24.2    .0 

 MVSCA41     1.4   1.3    .1   2.7   2.5   100   22330    .0  26.3  26.3    .0 

 SS1         1.3    .6    .7   3.7  10.8   100   39853  99.9    .0    .0    .0 

 VTAM        1.1    .8    .3    .0  86.0   100    1755  99.9    .0    .0    .0 

  _ *USERPERF          Virtual Machine performance menu                        

 

 CHNL   IORT BUSY    CHNL   IORT BUSY    CHNL   IORT BUSY    CHNL   IORT BUSY  

  000     .0 13.7     001     .0 44.5     002     .0 02.4     003     .0 00.0  

SYSPERF                                                MORE

DEG EXPLORE 

EXPLORE - Version 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      10/28/2010 13:59:08 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

 DEV  943 MISSING INTERRUPT                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 USER CP2 CCPU LOW .6 THRES 2.0          USER CP3 TCPU LOW .2 THRES 5.0        

 USER CP3 CCPU LOW .2 THRES 2.0          USER USI121ME TCPU HIGH 400.0 THRES 15

 USER USI121ME VCPU HIGH 400.0 THRES 10. USER USI109ME TCPU HIGH 400.0 THRES 15

 USER USI109ME VCPU HIGH 400.0 THRES 10. USER MVSCA06 TCPU HIGH 400.0 THRES 15.

 USER MVSCA06 VCPU HIGH 400.0 THRES 10.0 USER MVSCA66 TCPU HIGH 400.0 THRESMORE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                   DEGRADATION ANALYSIS FOR EXPLORE                            

 

DESCRIPTION       %   SHORT TERM  SAMPLES=   20    %   LONG TERM SAMPLES=     0

DISPATCHED ----  15.0|                               |                         

IN QUEUE ------  15.0|                               |                         

                     --------------------------      --------------------------

                     0   20   40   60   80  100      0   20   40   60   80  100

 

 TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  PIRT  PORT  IORT  RES WSET IOLK CFLK RSVD  SHR        

  7.7   7.3    .4    .0    .0    .0   2.8 6411 6798    0    0    0    0        

 

 

 

DEG EXPLORE 

UXST 

EXPLORE - Version 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      10/28/2010 14:02:49 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

 DEV  943 MISSING INTERRUPT                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 USER CP2 TCPU LOW 4.7 THRES 5.0         USER CP2 CCPU LOW .8 THRES 2.0        

 USER CP3 TCPU LOW .2 THRES 5.0          USER CP3 CCPU LOW .2 THRES 2.0        

 USER USI121ME TCPU HIGH 21.0 THRES 15.0 USER USI121ME VCPU HIGH 19.6 THRES 10.

 USER USI121ME PAGE HIGH 121.1 THRES 10. USER USI109ME VCPU HIGH 10.8 THRES 10.

 USER ZVM440 PAGE HIGH 40.0 THRES 10.0   USER *TOTAL* PAGE HIGH 125.2 THRESMORE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 USERID..    XSTORE   MIGRATE   WRITE    READ                                  

 USI109ME     66658   1116931 2271225 1087636                                  

 USI121ME     50164    727218 3514273 2736891                                  

 MVSCA66      30208    545129 1953461 1378124                                  

 MVSCA06      19746    694514 3096144 2381117                                  

 SS1          15937    404354  637774  196484                                  
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 PERFSVM       8004     16727 7507183 7483237                                  

 USI162VC      7895    176532  427991  243701                                  

 MVSCA41       5792    303169  669717  360756                                  

 ZVM540        2831    211059  984799  750354                                  

 EXPLORE       2528         0    3552    1023                                  

 LINUX045      2220    131854  183949   49875                                  

 SFS$VM        2185     56913  301809  242312                                  

UXST                                                   MORE                    

By issuing various commands as shown above, you can verify that information is being returned without any errors.

Step 8. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users .

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks or directories to contain the product files.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space that is needed for the
product deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade
Restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space that it occupied.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step, you update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine to be updated.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. To update the PPF Name field on the screen,
overtype it.
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For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVEX050A.

For the second token, specify the component name EXPLORE for a minidisk installation or EXPLORESFS for a Shared
File System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see Product Tags in
VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of Explore PM for z/VM from the
product materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as
described in the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC
CONFIG file to add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the Explore PM for z/VM server. Upgrade your
current definition to match the requirements for the new release of Explore PM for z/VM.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

Step 3.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine being deployed.

[PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]
PRIMARY

Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials
from the older product release or version with the new release materials. Back up all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older release, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment.
Setting the Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE
causes that set of deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. To test the new
release, or back out to the old release, only set a new value for Runtime Environment and restart the
server.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for NAMES file entry, see Product Tags in VMSERVER
NAMES File.
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Step 3.2. Enter LMP Statements

(Optional) To define the LMP (License Management Program) key for this product, follow the procedure described in
Managing LMP Keys in the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation.

Step 4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade

If restoration becomes necessary, the steps in this section restore the previous release of the product.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the Explore PM for z/VM server. For more information about this ID, see the section
"Redefine the Product Deployment" in this article.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machines.

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning.

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the previous release of Explore PM for z/VM, discard the previous release and free the
disk space that it occupied. Folllow these steps:

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories that a unique user ID owns. For this
release, that ID is ZVEX050A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product-specific
user ID that was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Make the Product Available

After you finish upgrading and testing the product, make it available to your users. For more information, see Releasing
Products to Users in the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation.
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Servicing Your Product
Service refers to any of the following processes:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

Two basic types of service are possible:

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. This collection can contain all published PTFs,
or it can contain only a subset of them (for example, high impact fixes).

The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the procedures below work for either type. In a
collection of fixes, VMSES ignores any fixes in the collection which have already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the chapter "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, to isolate the new service you are about to receive, merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production
APPLY disk.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Receive the Documentation.
3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk.

NOTE
The ppfname that is used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVEX050A, which assumes that you are
using the PPF supplied for Explore PM for z/VM. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product,
use your override file name instead of ZVEX050A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this
procedure, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

Create a backup copy of the current Explore PM for z/VM disks or SFS directories that contain product materials. Save
this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory that is accessed as
file mode C.

Set up the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. Usually, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVEX050A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if the IPL command
restarts CMS, or if you log out and log in again. If the search order is lost at any time, reestablish it. To do
so, issue the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVEX050A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. Optional Merge the Alternate APPLY disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before you receive a new service, you
can consolidate service levels. To do so, merge the previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:
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VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. Usually, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVEX050A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you can receive all of them before applying and building the service. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component that is defined in the PPF.
Usually, to specify the ppfname, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVEX050A. If
you have created a PPF Override file, as described in Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override, specify the
filename of this file.
For the component value, use EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Specify EXPLORESFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you have received. The version vector table (VVT) is
updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. If you receive
a return code (RC) of 4, review the VMFAPPLY message log. A return code of 4 can indicate that you have local
modifications to rework.

To apply the service, enter the following command:
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VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component that is defined in the PPF.
Usually, to specify the ppfname, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVEX050A. If
you have created a PPF Override file, as described in Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override, specify the
filename of this file.
For the component value, use EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Specify EXPLORESFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding. To
review the log, issue the following command:

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component that is defined in the PPF.
Usually, to specify the ppfname, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVEX050A. If
you have created a PPF Override file, as described in Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override, specify the
filename of this file.
For the component value, use EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Specify EXPLORESFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF
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You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component that is defined in the PPF.
Usually, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVEX050A. If
you have created a PPF Override file, as described in Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override, specify the
filename of this file.
For the component value, use EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Specify EXPLORESFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command. This command copies
serviced product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in the deployed Product Materials from the product
release or version being overwritten with the new serviced materials. Back up all deployed minidisks before using
this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. To test the new service or to back out to the
old level, set a new value for Runtime Environment and restart the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

 

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
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– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product 

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVEX050A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for Explore PM for z/VM. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you
must use your override file name instead of ZVEX050A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this
procedure, unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current Explore PM for z/VM disks or SFS directories, which contain
product materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service
runs correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVEX050A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS.
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WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVEX050A PPF or ZVEX050A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVEX050A PPF A

ERASE ZVEX050A $PPF A

 

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override *

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfname component

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVEX050A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level. 

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVEX050A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS.

• ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD
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Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVEX050A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name EXPLORE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
EXPLORESFS for installing on SFS. 

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

References

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.
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VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
 

This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

 

You must never modify the product supplied  $PPF or  PPF files to change the file pool name or any other installation
parameters. If the  $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any changes to that file will be lost; by
creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file.

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* Explore - SFS install      *  

************************************

:OVERLST. EXPLORESFS

:EXPLORESFS. EXPLORESFS ZVEX050A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVEX050A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVEX050A.APPLYALT
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&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVEX050A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVEX050A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMS014A.TSYSTEM

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVEX050A.SAMPLE

&BLD5Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVEX050A.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVEX050A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname <vmcomp2>

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command with the PLAN
option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever the ppfname is present in
the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags used by the Explore PM for z/VM product. Default values for these tags are added
when a NAMES entry is defined using the VM Product Manager VMDEFINE command.

You may alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE is displayed. After
deployment, you may modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the VMANAGER user
ID.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see VMSERVER command. For more information about
NAMES processing, see the Usage Notes in the help panel that appears when the HELP NAMES command is
issued.

Nick
Name of an Explore PM for z/VM product Server Virtual Machine (SVM)

PPFname
The Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This tag is
modified when upgrading to a newer product release.
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Environment
‘primary’ or ‘alternate’ or ‘previous’
This tag is modified to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The selected set becomes active the
next time the product is started. The deploy tag contains the tag names of disks defined as primary disks. The
same tag names are prefixed by the string “alt” to form the names of the tags defining the alternate set of product
disks. The same tag names are prefixed by the string "prev" to form the names of the tags defining the previous
set of product disks.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server.

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product. It must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which will be populated by the VMDEPLOY command.
You must not modify this tag value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk containing the code executed in the product server virtual machine.

Help
Minidisk containing the product HELP files

Altruntime
Alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains files from a new release of the product or files with fixes
applied.

Prevruntime
Previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains files from a previous release of the product or versions of
files before fixes were applied.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Logs
A minidisk that will hold the Explore log files

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Understand how to use the VMALLOC command in Mainframe VM Product Manager to allocate CP user directory ID
entries and minidisk space.

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The  Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure refer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

Configuring the VMALLOC Command Processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.
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The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that VM:Secure is installed and operational, and that it will be used to automatically allocate
user ID entries and minidisk space. Before you specify this statement, ensure that your environment meets the following
conditions:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure server has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS  file.

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure or VM:Director server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure or VM:Director to allocate the specified
user ID and disk space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
VM:Secure or DIRMAINT from IBM. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.
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MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC calls VM:Secure directly, in order to
allocate the needed user ID entries and disk space.

Collecting SQL Performance Data
SQL/DS data collector (EXPSQLDC) in Explore PM for z/VM is an optional SQL/DS performance monitoring agent. If you
do not want to collect SQL performance data then you can ignore this article. The SQL Data Collector does the following:

• Runs in a dedicated CMS virtual machine (referred to as the SQL/DS data collection machine).
• Sends SQL/DS performance data to the VM service machine using IUCV.

The SQL/DS data collector collects performance data only when an Explore PM for z/VM service machine is connected
to the SQL/DS data collection machine with IUCV. This prevents unnecessary calls to the database server machine and
reduces overhead.

Define the SQL/DS Data Collection Virtual Machine
This section explains the tasks you need to perform to define the SQL/DS data collection machine.

Prior to taking this step, you must have defined and deployed the Explore PM for z/VM service machine. The definition of
the SQL/DS data collection machine contains a link to the service machine’s runtime disk.

NOTE
For more information about defining the service machine, see Step 1 in Installing Explore PM for z/VM.

To define the SQL/DS data collection machine, you add entries to the VM directory. If you are not sure how to update the
system directory, see the IBM manual Planning and Administration.

The following is a sample definition of the SQL/DS data collection machine. Information that you must supply is shown in
italicized, lowercase letters. An explanation of each entry follows.

USER EXPSQLDC password 6M 16M BEG

ACCOUNT nnnnnnnn

IUCV ALLOW

IUCV dbname

IPL CMS

CONSOLE 009 3215

SPOOL 00C 2540 READER A

SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A

SPOOL 00E 1403 A

LINK MAINT 190 190 RR

LINK MAINT 19D 19D RR

LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR

LINK sqlserver 195 195 RR

LINK EXPLORE 191 2EE RR

MDISK 191 dev strt cyls vol M ALL

USER userid password 6M 16M BEG
Replace userid and password with the logon ID and password you want to assign to the SQL/DS data collection
machine. The default user ID is EXPSQLDC.
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The operand 6M specifies the size of the SQL/DS data collection machine. For most users, a 6M virtual machine
is adequate. If data collection fails due to inadequate storage, you must increase the virtual machine size.
The operand 16M specifies the maximum amount of storage that can be defined using the Define Storage CP
command. The default is 1M, which is not compatible with the recommended IPL size of 6M. You should specify
at least 8M for this optional operand.

ACCOUNT name
This statement is optional. If used, name should be replaced with an appropriate accounting name.

IUCV ALLOW
This statement is required. It permits any virtual machine to connect to the SQL/DS data collection machine.

IUCV dbname
This statement is required.
For z/VM systems replace dbname with the name of the SQL/DS database that is to be monitored.

IPL CMS
This statement is required. It causes SQL/DS performance data collection to start when the SQL/DS data
collection machine is logged on.

CONSOLE 009 3215
This statement is required.

SPOOL 00C 2540 READER A
This statement is optional.

SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A
This statement is optional.

SPOOL 00E 1403 A
This statement is optional.

LINK MAINT 190 190 RR
This statement is required. It defines a link to the CMS 190 disk. If a user other than MAINT owns the CMS 190
disk, change MAINT to the proper user ID.

LINK MAINT 19D 19D RR
This statement is required in order to access the CMS help facility. It defines a link to the CMS 19D disk. If a user
other than MAINT owns the CMS 19D disk, change MAINT to the proper user ID.

LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR
This statement is required. It defines a link to the CMS 19E disk. If a user other than MAINT owns the CMS 19E
disk, change MAINT to the proper user ID.

LINK sqlserver 195 195 RR
This statement is required. It defines a link to the SQL/DS production disk. Replace sqlserver with the user ID of
the virtual machine where you run the SQL/DS database server.

LINK EXPLORE 192 2EE RR
This statement is required. It defines a link to the Explore PM for z/VM service machine’s 192 disk. This link is
required because most of the software that collects SQL/DS data remains on the service machine’s 192 disk.

MDISK 191 dev strt cyls vol M ALL
This statement is required. It defines the 191 disk for the SQL/DS data collection machine. Replace the variable
information as follows:
dev

The device type.
strt

The starting cylinder number on the real disk where the minidisk resides.
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cyls
The number of cylinders the minidisk should contain. The required minimum is 1 cylinder. Additional
space may be required if you want to place other files on the minidisk.

Vol
The volume serial number of the real disk where the minidisk resides.

Install the SQL/DS Data Collection Software
 

The Data Collection Module EXPSQLDC must be regenerated with the latest version of the ARIRVSTC TEXT file that
must be loaded on the sqlserver 195 disk. Send this TEXT file to the VMANAGER user ID.

Step 1. Rebuild and Deploy the EXPSQLDC Module

Log onto the VMANAGER userid and obtain the ARIRVSTC TEXT file you sent to the A-disk. Then execute the following
steps.

To rebuild and deploy the EXPSQLDC Module

1. Setup VMANAGER to work with Explore using the following command:

VMFSETUP ZVEX050A EXPLORE (LINK

2. Issue the following command to place the TEXT file on the LOCALMOD disk:

VMFREPL ARIRVSTC TEXT ZVEX050A EXPLORE = TEXT A ($SELECT LOGMOD LX050 OUTMODE LOCALMOD

3. Rebuild and deploy the EXPSQPDC MODULE by executing the steps in Servicing Your Product starting at Step 5.
Build Serviced Objects.

Step 2. Install the SQL Data Collector

Log onto the SQL/DS data collection machine.

1. Enter the following command to access the Explore PM for z/VM service machine’s 191 disk:

ACCESS 2EE O

2. Enter the following command to run the ESQLINST program, which copies the PROFILE EXEC for the SQL/DS data
collector to the 191 disk of the SQL/DS data collection machine:

ESQLINST

3. Enter the following commands to run the SQLINIT program, which initializes files on the SQL/DS data collection
machine to make it ready to communicate with the SQL/DS database server:

ACCESS 195 Q

SQLINIT DBNAME(dbname)

4. Replace dbname with the SQL/DS database name.
5. If you want to begin SQL/DS data collection right now, enter the following command:

IPL CMS

We recommend that the SQL/DS data collection machine be added to the list of virtual machines automatically logged on
when VM is IPLed.

The SQL/DS data collection machine must be started after the SQL/DS database server.
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(Optional) Starting and Stopping Data Collection
 

This section explains how to start and stop Explore PM for z/VM data collection and Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data
collection.

Starting Data Collection

The EXPLORE service machine performs Explore PM for z/VM data collection, except for the collection of SQL/DS data.

To start Explore PM for z/VM automatically whenever VM is IPLed, add the VM service machine to the list of AUTOLOGed
user Ids. The Explore PM for z/VM service machine should normally be left running disconnected.

To manually start Explore PM for z/VM data collection

1. IPL CMS in the service machine.
The PROFILE EXEC placed on the EXPLORE service machine’s A-disk during the install procedure contains
commands that should automatically start Explore PM for z/VM data collection at IPL.

2. You will be presented with a message asking if you want to start Explore now. Select one from the following options:
YES

Initializes Explore using the parameters defined in the EXPLORE CONFIG file and starts the service machine.
NO

Places you at the CMS ready prompt and Explore is not initialized.
Help

Places you in the Installation and Maintenance Help Facility.

NOTE
If the service machine’s PROFILE EXEC does not contain commands that automatically start Explore PM for
z/VM data collection at IPL, proceed to the next step below.

3. From the CMS Ready Prompt enter PROFRUN or issue the EXPLRVM command.
The only reason that one might want to initialize Explore with the EXPLRVM command with version 5.0 is to override
some of the parameters defined in the EXPLORE CONFIG file

NOTE

For information about the format of the EXPLRVM command, see Customize the Product. The same parameters
defined for EXPLRVM also apply to the EXPLORE CONFIG file as control lines.

Common Return Codes

If Explore PM for z/VM ends soon after starting, check the return code. Possible return codes are as follows.

NOTE
The return code displayed is not reliable if Explore PM for z/VM abends. If it abends with a program check,
contact Broadcom Support.

Return Code Meaning
0 Normal return (The QUIT command was issued.)
4 The Explore PM for z/VM virtual machine is too small.
8 An invalid product code was specified, or your product code has

expired.
20 EXPLORE, EXPLRVM, or EXPLREVW is already active on this

virtual machine.
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44 The Monitor DCSS could not be found.
128 Invalid operands were specified with the EXPLRVM command.

Reconnecting to the Explore PM for z/VM Service Machine

The Explore PM for z/VM service machine and the SQL data collector are normally run in a disconnected state. We
recommend that they be left disconnected for normal operation. If it is necessary to issue commands directly on the
service machine, you may use the following procedure to reconnect it:

To reconnect the SQL data collector to the Explore PM for z/VM service machine

1. Log on to the VM service machine.
2. If a CP READ status message is displayed (at the lower right corner of the screen) after the RECONNECTED

message (which is displayed in the upper left part of the screen, a few lines from the top), then type B and press
ENTER.

3. Press ENTER when the RUNNING status message is displayed.
4. Press PA2 when the MORE… status message is displayed.
5. When the Data Collection And Control screen is displayed, you may shut down the service machine, or issue other

commands, as necessary.

Stopping Data Collection

If you are using Explore PM for z/VM resource control facility, you must terminate resource control before stopping
Explore PM for z/VM data collection.

NOTE
For information about terminating resource control, see Resource Control Facility.

Data collection should normally be left running all of the time, except when it is necessary to perform maintenance, or to
shut down the VM system itself.

To terminate data collection

1. From the Data Collection and Control screen on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine, issue the following
command:

QUIT

2. In an emergency, the real-time data collection service machine may be terminated with the following command:

CP FORCE

NOTE
Using CP FORCE in an emergency prevents normal termination of Explore facilities such as the logging facility
and the Resource Control facility

Starting SQL/DS Data Collection

AUTOLOG the SQL/DS data collection machine. The commands necessary to automatically start SQL/DS data collection
were placed in the PROFILE EXEC by the successful execution of the ESQLINST exec.

Do one of the following to manually start the SQL/DS data collector:

• IPL CMS in the SQL/DS data collection machine
• On the CMS command line while logged on to the SQL/DS data collection machine, enter EXPSQLDC

The EXPSQLDC command has the following format:
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EXPSQLDC [SCAN nn] [DBUSERS nnnnn] [ACTIVE]

SCAN nn
Defines the data sampling interval, in minutes.
Limits: 1 to 60 minutes
Default: 2 minutes

DBUSERs nnnnn
Defines the maximum number of user connections (pseudo agents) to monitor. The default is to calculate this
number dynamically at initialization time from SQL/DS connection data.
Limits: 1 to 99,999 users

ACTIVE
Specifies that SQL/DS data collection is to be performed whether or not an Explore PM for z/VM data collector is
connected with IUCV. Use of this parameter will cause SQL/DS data collection to impose unnecessary overhead
on the database server if the SQL/DS data collection machine does not have an IUCV connection to the Explore
PM for z/VM service machine.

Reconnecting to the SQL/DS Data Collection Machine

The SQL/DS data collection machine is normally run in a disconnected state. We recommend that it be left disconnected
for normal operation. The SQL/DS data collector does not support any user interface. If it is necessary to issue commands
directly from the SQL/DS data collection machine, use the following procedure to reconnect it.

To reconnect the SQL/DS data collection machine

1. Log on to the SQL/DS data collection machine.
2. If a CP READ status message is displayed (at the lower right corner of the screen) after the RECONNECTED

message (which is displayed in the upper left part of the screen, a few lines from the top), type B and press ENTER.
3. Press ENTER when the RUNNING status message is displayed.
4. Press CLEAR if the MORE status message is displayed.

Stopping SQL/DS Data Collection

To stop SQL/DS data collection, enter the following command while logged on to the SQL/DS data collection machine:

EXPQUIT

Define Access to the Product
In this step, you can provide access to all the users of Explore PM for z/VM.

Copy the EXPLORE EXEC to a disk automatically accessible by all users. If you want all CMS users to have access to the
Explore PM for z/VM flashback subsystem, copy the EXPLREVW EXEC to a disk accessible by all users.

Customize the Product
This article contains the following sections:

You can skip customization if all of the following apply:
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• You have fewer than 85 VM users, including service machines and guest operating systems.
• You have fewer than 300 DASD and tape devices.
• You prefer to modify Explore PM for z/VM initialization procedures after installation is complete or do not want to

modify initialization procedures at all.
• You prefer to provide users with private copies of valid initialization procedures, example INITUSER EXPLORE fm ,

after installation is complete or do not want to provide users with private copies of initialization procedures.

To customize Explore PM for z/VM

1. Set the EXPLRVM parameters in the EXPLORE CONFIG file to specify the number of users to monitor. You can
specify additional parameters as defined in EXPLRVM Command.

2. Specify the number of devices to be monitored.
3. Modify the Explore user interface initialization procedures to meet your needs (optional).

Specify the Number of Users to Monitor

If you have 85 or more VM users, service machines, and guests, use the following steps to determine the number of VM
users Explore PM for z/VM will monitor.

To specify the number of users to monitor

1. Edit the EXPLORE CONFIG file on the A disk of the service machine and add the following control line after the
DCSSNAME MONDCSS line:

USERS nn

nn
Defines the number

2. Specify a value 15% to 25% greater than the maximum number of users who are ever on your VM system (as
indicated by CP QUERY USERS) for the USERS parameter.
Optionally, use the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command to limit the number of users monitored. This reduces EXPLORE
monitoring overhead. If you do this, you may reduce the value of the USERS parameter accordingly.

NOTE
For information about the EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

3. Save and file EXPLORE CONFIG file.
Your changes will be effective the next time the EXPLORE service machine is IPLed.

Modify Initialization Procedures

You can further optionally customize Explore PM for z/VM by altering the initialization procedures for its components.
Explore PM for z/VM uses the following initialization procedures. These will be loaded on the 192 disk of the service
machine and accessed as D. This disk is read only. To modify any of these files, they should be copied to the 191 A-disk
and modified in this disk. This will also prevent them from being overwritten when maintenance is applied or when new
service packs are installed.

INITSERV EXPLORE
The service machine initialization procedure. Basic security is also established with this procedure, as described
in the section Set Up Security. This procedure executes each time Explore PM for z/VM data collection is started.

INITUSER EXPLORE
The initialization procedure for Explore PM for z/VM real time interface for CMS users.

INITREVW EXPLORE
The initialization procedure for Explore PM for z/VM flashback subsystem.

INITCMND EXPLORE
The initialization procedure for Explore PM for z/VM command interface.
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INITHIST EXPLHIST
The initialization procedure for Explore PM for z/VM history reporting program EXPLHIST.

CONNECT SQL userid
The initialization command for Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collection machine.

NOTE
For information about customizing initialization procedures, except INITHIST EXPLHIST, see Using RealTime
and Flashback. For information about EXPLHIST, see Batch Reporting.

It is not necessary to customize initialization procedures at this point. Customization can be performed at any time.

You might, however, want to remove the AUTO ADD statement for the TAILOR EXPLORE procedure, which sets some
sample warning thresholds, from the distributed INITSERV EXPLORE file (INITSERV EXPLORE is the initialization
procedure for EXPLORE data collection).

Remove the TAILOR EXPLORE Procedure

If you do not want Explore PM for z/VM to execute TAILOR EXPLORE, remove the AUTO ADD statement from INITSERV
EXPLORE.

(Optional) Provide Copies of Initialization Procedures

If you want to allow users to customize the EXPLORE user interface, Flashback subsystem, or History Reporting
subsystem, you can place copies of any of the initialization procedures, except INITSERV EXPLORE, on their A disks. For
example, you can provide them with private copies of INITUSER EXPLORE and INITREVW EXPLORE into which they
can place their own customizations.

EXPLRVM Command

The EXPLRVM command has the following format

EXPLRVM  [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[USERS nn]

[AUTO nn]

[TERM ccuu]

[MODE fm]

[DMODE fm]

[LMODE fm]

[SMODE fm]

[VMODE fm]

[BUF nn]

[DCSSNAME name]

USERS nn
Defines the maximum number of users that will be monitored.
Default: 100

AUTO nn
Defines the maximum number of automatic command table entries.
Default: 50

TERM ccuu
Defines the address of the dedicated terminal used by Explore PM for z/VM.
Default: CMS console
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Using a dedicated terminal is not recommended because some CMS facilities are unavailable to dedicated
terminals. The recommended method is to use the CMS console, which is the default. To use the CMS console,
do not use this operand with the EXPLRVM command.

MODE fm
Defines the CMS filemode to be used for all Explore PM for z/VM log files and work files except for the CP Monitor
format log file, which is always written to the A disk.

DMODE fm
Defines the filemode for the DLOG LOG file.

LMODE fm
Defines the filemode for the EXPLORE LOG file.

SMODE fm
Defines the filemode for the SEEK command work file.

VMODE fm
Defines the filemode for the VLOG LOG file.

BUF nn
Defines the size of screen and VMCF buffers. The minimum size is 65,536.
Default: 131,072 (128k)
The same size must be specified for the EXPLORE and EXPLCMND commands.

DCSSNAME name
Defines a user assigned MONDCSS name. The default name can be changed by the user during startup.
Default: MONDCSS

EXPSTART
This EXEC is called by VMISTART to start the EXPLORE server after reading the "pseudo" CONFIG files to
determine the appropriate startup parameters to pass to EXPLRVM.

EXPLORE CONFIG file

The EXPLORE CONFIG file is populated with the parameters that could be included in the EXPLRVM command. At a
minimum, the EXPLORE CONFIG file includes the DCSSNAME MONDCSS parm as a default.

If a different DCSSNAME is being used for your installation then the name will be changed here.

XEDIT can be used to update any control parameters in the EXPLORE CONFIG file that are EXPLRVM parms.

Following is an example of the default EXPLORE CONFIG file:

********************************************************************** 

* The following implements pseudo ACCESS record that will be updated *

* with the vdevno from the LOGS record of the VMSERVER NAMES file.   * 

* ACCESS LOGS 1D0 B                                                  * 

* The following specifies the  *MONITOR DCSS name to use.            * 

* DCSSNAME MONDCSS                                                   * 

* * * End of File * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

The other parameters as outlined in the EXPLRVM command can also be specified in the EXPLORE CONFIG file.

(Optional) Perform Control Bock Mapping
Take this step if you want to be able to display the contents of CP or CMS control blocks from Explore PM for z/VM. The
following commands are affected:
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• FORMAT
• VMDBK
• RDEVBLOK

This section provides procedures to create maps of CP and CMS control blocks, and display their contents using
the Explore PM for z/VM FORMAT command.

 Explore PM for z/VM creates a map for a CP or CMS control block by reading the member of the MACLIB where the
control block is defined. A member can contain one or more control blocks. You can create maps for all the control blocks
in a MACLIB, or you can create maps for the control blocks in specified members of a MACLIB.

Control Block Locations

Depending on the version of VM, the location and number of control blocks may vary. Check the following MACLIBs to
determine the control blocks present and their locations:

 MACLIB Name  z/VM Location 

HCPPSI S disk or MAINT’s 490 disk

HCPOM1 MAINT’s 193 or 493 disk

HCPOM2 MAINT’s 193 or 493 disk

HCPGPI S disk or MAINT’s 490 disk

Depending on the version of VM, the location and number of control blocks may vary. The list of control blocks, which we
suggest you map, does not contain any CMS control blocks. If you want to find and map control blocks in the CMS macro
libraries, use the CMS FILELIST command to display all MACLIBs on the S disk:

FILELIST * MACLIB S

MACLIBs whose names begin with the characters CMS or DMS contain native CMS control blocks. MACLIBs whose
names begin with the characters OS contain control blocks used by CMS OS simulation.

Select the Control Blocks to Map

For each MACLIB for which you elect to map control blocks, decide whether you are going to map all control blocks or
selected control blocks.

NOTE
 We recommend that you initially map only the following control blocks. Each of these control blocks is contained
in a separate MACLIB member. If you choose to map additional control blocks, remember that a corresponding
amount of additional disk space is required for the resultant map files.

 z/VM MACLIB  Control Block Name 

HCPPSI HCPPFXPG

HCPPLSBK

HCPRDEV

HCPSRMBK

HCPSYSCM

HCPVDEV

HCPOM1

HCPVMDBK
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Mapping Control Blocks

For each MACLIB for which you have elected to map control blocks, do one of the following:

• Create maps of all control blocks in the MACLIB.
• Create maps of selected control blocks in the MACLIB.

 All Control Blocks 

To create maps of all the control blocks in every member of a MACLIB, execute the EXPLMAP exec by entering the
following command from CMS on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine:

EXPLMAP maclib [filemode]

Replace maclib with the filename of the MACLIB library, and replace filemode with the CMS disk where the output maps
will reside. The default filemode is A.

 Selected Control Blocks 

To create maps of all control blocks in a single member from a MACLIB library, execute the EXPLBEXC exec by entering
the following command from CMS on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine:

EXPLBEXC maclib member [filemode]

The parameters for the EXPLBEXC exec are as follows:

maclib
Defines the filename of the MACLIB library.

member
Defines the name of the member in the library. If the member contains only one control block, the member name
is usually the control block name prefixed with HCP.

filemode
Defines the CMS disk where the output maps will reside.
Default: A

The following examples provide sample commands for z/VM:

• To map all of the CMS control blocks, issue the following commands:
EXPLMAP DMSOM

EXPLMAP DMSGPI

• To map all of the CP control blocks listed in the table above, issue the following commands:
EXPLBEXC HCPPSI HCPPFXPGMAP

EXPLBEXC HCPOM1 HCPPLSBK

EXPLBEXC HCPOM1 HCPRDEV

EXPLBEXC HCPOM1 HCPSRMBK

EXPLBEXC HCPOM1 HCPSYSCM

EXPLBEXC HCPOM1 HCPVDEV

EXPLBEXC HCPOM1 HCPVMDBKMAP

 Note: All mapping output will be written to the 191 A-disk.

Rebuilding Maps

The contents of a MACLIB can be updated each time you perform VM maintenance. If you change any member in the
library, you must rebuild its maps to receive the updated information.
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(Optional) Set Up Security
By default, Explore PM for z/VM does not restrict the use of any Explore PM for z/VM command, except the RSCTL
command. Take this step if you want to restrict the commands that can be issued.

In this step, you do one or both of the following:

• Implement basic security by adding ENABLE and DISABLE commands to the Explore PM for z/VM procedure
INITSERV EXPLORE A0. For instructions about the use of these commands, see Command Quick Reference.

• Create a user security exit. Writing a user security exit requires that you know the assembler language. Instructions for
creating a user security exit are given in the following sections.

This article contains the following sections:

The User Security Exit

The user security exit in Explore PM for z/VM allows checking of VM commands requested through the CMS interface. All
commands requested through the CMS interface are logged in the VLOG LOG file. If the user exit denies a request, this is
also logged.

Before a request is passed to the user security exit, it must first pass basic security as defined by the ENABLE and
DISABLE commands. No SVCs should be embedded in the user security exit. If the user security exit does take a
program check, Explore PM for z/VM will attempt recovery. The user security exit will not be disabled, no matter how
many program checks occur.

The entry point of the security exit must be called EXPUSER1.

Exiting Explore PM for z/VM

Use the EXIT command to terminate the following components of Explore PM for z/VM:

• Real time interface
• CMS command interface
• Flashback subsystem

The EXIT command invokes a REXX procedure. If issued from the service machine, the EXIT command disconnects but
does not terminate data collection and logging. Specify:

EXIT

Writing a User Security Exit

The user security exit must be written in assembler. On entry, the contents of the registers are as follows:

Register Contents

R1 Address of the parameter list

R13 Address of the save area

R14 Return address

R15 Entry address of the security exit

On return, if R15 is equal to 0, Explore PM for z/VM executes the command; if R15 is not equal to 0, Explore PM for z/VM
denies the request. Explore PM for z/VM ignores any changes to the parameter list and all registers except R15.
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Sample Parameter List

You can copy the following sample parameter list from the CMS file EXPARMS COPY A1:

PARMLIST DSECT

USERID   DS    CL8           Requester ID

DATE     DS    OCL8

MONTH    DS    CL2

         DS    C

DAY      DS    CL2

         DS    C

YEAR     DS    CL2

TIME     DS    OCL8

HOURS    DS    CL2

         DS    C

MINUTES  DS    CL2

         DS    C

SECONDS  DS    CL2

DAYOFWK  DS    X             Binary day of week

DAYLNG   DS    X             Binary length of name of day

DAYNAME  DS    CL9           Name of day

COMMAND  DS    CL8           CA Explore for VM command

OPERAND1 DS    CL8           Operands

OPERAND2 DS    CL8           *

OPERAND3 DS    CL8           *

OPERAND4 DS    CL8           *

OPERAND5 DS    CL8           *

OPERAND6 DS    CL8           *

OPERAND7 DS    CL8           *

OPERAND8 DS    CL8           *

OPERAND9 DS    CL8           *

OPERANDA DS    CL8           *

OPERANDB DS    CL8           *

Sample User Security Exit

A sample user security exit is provided as the CMS file EXPUSER1 ASSEMBLE. The following example contains a
security exit that limits use of EXPLORE from Monday to Friday from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M:

EXPUSER1 CSECT

         USING *,12

         USING PARMLIST,1

         LR    12,15         COPY BASE REGISTER

         SLR   15,15         SET RETURN CODE

         CLI   DAYOFWK,1     Q/SUNDAY

         BE    REJECT        YES   REJECT

         CLI   DAYOFWK,7     Q/SATURDAY

         BE    REJECT        YES   REJECT

         CLC   HOURS,=C'08'  Q/BEFORE 8 A.M.

         BL    REJECT        YES   REJECT

         CLC   HOURS,=C'17'  Q/AFTER 5.59.59 P.M.

         BH    REJECT        YES   REJECT
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         BR    14            RETURN REQUEST OK

REJECT   LA    15,1          SET DENY FLAG

         BR    14            RETURN REJECT REQUEST

         LTQRG

PARMLIST DSECT

         *

         *

         *

         *

         END

Implementing a User Security Exit

To implement a user security exit

1. Write and assemble the user security exit.
2. Logon to the VMANAGER machine.
3. Place the text deck EXPUSER1 TEXT on the VMANAGER machine's A-disk.
4. Setup VMANAGER to work with Explore using the following command:

VMFSETUP ZVEX050A EXPLORE (LINK

5. Issue the following command to place the TEXT file on the LOCALMOD disk:

VMFREPL EXPUSER1 TEXT ZVEX050A EXPLORE = TEXT A ($SELECT LOGMOD LX050 OUTMODE LOCALMOD

6. Rebuild the EXPSYS MODULE (and any other object that has pending service) by issuing:

VMFBLD PPF ZVEX050A EXPLORE  (SERVICED

7. IPL the Explore PM for z/VM service machine.
8. Start EXPLRVM.

The user security exit is now activated.
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Using RealTime and Flashback
This section provides instructions for using the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time and Flashback facilities to monitor the
performance of your system.

You can monitor performance online based on events as they occur in real time through the Real-time component, or
you can display and analyze information about past performance, using the Flashback component. This information is
displayed in tabular and plot report panels. This section also describes the utilities that generate batch reports and plots to
facilitate performance analysis.

Using Menus
This section describes the EXPLORE menu system. Each of the primary and secondary menus is shown with a table
describing each option and what it displays.

You can select an option on a menu in the following ways:

• Place the cursor on the input field to the left of the option and press ENTER.
• Type the option name on the command line and press ENTER. All options on the menus are also commands that you

can enter from the command line.

For example, from the Main Menu, you can cursor-select the *CURRENT option or enter *CURRENT from the command
line.

Input Fields
All options on the menus are input fields. You can overtype an option with another option or command and
then press ENTER to execute it. The input field begins with the underscore character and continues to the last
character in that string. On color terminals, the underscore is yellow and the remaining characters of the input field
are green.
For example, the following menu line is from the PF Key Assignment Menu. The line displays the current setting
for PF1 as the command SYSPERF BUSY REFRESH. To change the PF1 setting to the command *RETURN,
type the letters *RETURN over the letters SYSPERF BUSY REFRESH and press ENTER. The original setting is
displayed. Press ENTER again to display the new setting of *RETURN.

     _ SET PF1 SYSPERF BUSY REFRESH

     |_____________________________|    <--   Length of input field

Select or Overtype Options
You can select or overtype only one menu option or setting at a time. If you attempt to select or overtype more
than one option, EXPLORE follows these rules priority:

• If you enter a command on the command line, EXPLORE ignores any option on the menu that was currently
overtyped or selected with an x.

• If you overtype an option, that option is executed when you press ENTER regardless of the location of the
cursor.

• If you overtype more than one option, the option closest to the top left of the panel is executed.

A command that begins with an asterisk (*) displays another menu. A command that does not begin with an
asterisk displays a data report panel. For example, the *SUM command and the SUM command display different
panels, as explained below:
*SUM

The SUM Command Menu. From here you can select from variations of the SUM command to display a
summary report panel.
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SUM
A summary report panel.

Additional Options
At the bottom of all menus are options to return to the previous menu and to access the help facility. The Real-
Time and Flashback Main Menus also have an option to EXIT.
The following example is from the Data Collector Configuration Menu. It has two options for the help facility: one
to display specific help for the SET command and one to display general help.

   Return to previous menu                    Help facility

    _ *CONFIG                                  _ HELP SET

                                               _ HELP        

NOTE
Each EXPLORE menu is produced by a REXX procedure.

Real-Time Main Menu (*MAIN, *MENU)
The Main Menu for the real-time interface is the first menu to be displayed when you access EXPLORE. All other menus
can be reached from this menu.

The Real-Time Main Menu is displayed when you first enter the EXPLORE real-time interface. The INITUSER initialization
file issues a *MENU command to display this menu. For more information on the INITUSER initialization file, see
Installing.

To access the Real-Time Main Menu from another EXPLORE panel, enter *MENU or *MAIN from the command line, or
select the *MENU option.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                                 Main Menu                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Realtime performance reports             CA Explore PM for z/VM  Real-time commands    

    _ *CURRENT                               _ *COMMAND                         

    _ SYSPERF                                                                   

                                                                                

   FLASHBACK - Short-term history           CA Explore PM for z/VM  configuration        

    _ REVIEW                                 _ *CONFIG                          

                                                                                

   Long-term history reporting              Help facility                       

    _ *HISTORY                               _ HELP                             

                                                                                

   Exit CA Explore PM for z/VM                                                          

    _ EXIT                                                                      

                                                                                

        Data Center Management - CA Explore PM for z/VM - Resource Optimization         

           Copyright (c) 1984-2011 CA Technologies 

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN * F4=RDEV DAS* F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *                                                                              

Options on this menu include:

*CURRENT
Display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
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SYSPERF
Display the System performance report panel.

REVIEW
Start the flashback subsystem.

*HISTORY
Display the EXPLORE History Menu.

*COMMAND
Display the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu.

*CONFIG
Display the EXPLORE Configuration Menu.

Real-Time Reporting Menu (*CURRENT)
The Real-Time Reporting Menu is the primary menu for displaying real-time report panels. From here you can display
additional menus to access performance data about your total system, the I/O subsystem, and virtual machine activity, as
well as data about real storage.

This article contains the following sections:

To access this menu, select the *CURRENT option from the Main Menu, or enter *CURRENT on the command line.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

                          Realtime Reporting Menu

   System performance summary                Virtual machine performance

    _ *SYSTEM                                 _ *USERPERF

   I/O subsystem performance                 Real storage and paging activity

    _ *IOSUBSYS                               _ *MAINSTG

SQL/DS server performance

    _ *SQL

   Return to previous menu                   Help facility

    _ *MENU                                   _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *CURRENT                                                             

Options on this menu consist of:

*SYSTEM
System Performance Menu.

*IOSUBSYS
I/O Subsystem Menu.

*SQL
SQL Command Menu.
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*USERPERF
User Performance Menu.

*MAINSTG
Main Storage Menu.

System Performance Menu (*SYSTEM)

The System Performance Menu lets you access menus and report panels for summary data about the performance of all
virtual machines and processors.

To access this menu, select the *SYSTEM option from the Real-Time Reporting Menu, or enter *SYSTEM on the
command line.

You can also access the System Performance Menu by selecting the *SYSTEM option from the System performance
report panel (SYSPERF).

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

                          System Performance Menu

   System resource consumption                Processor utilization

    _ SYSPERF                                  _ SUMS

    _ *SUM                                     _ *GRAPH SYST

    _ *SUMA

    _ *GRAPH SYST

                                              Help facility

                                               _ HELP

   Return to previous menu                    Go to main menu

    _ *CURRENT                                 _ *MENU

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *SYSTEM                                                

Options on this menu consist of:

SYSPERF
The system performance report panel.

*SUM
SUM Command Menu.

*SUMA
SUMA Command Menu.

*GRAPH SYST
Selected Plots Menu for system-level and processor reporting.

SUMS
The summary report panel for system groups.

*GRAPH SYST
Selected Plots Menu for processor and system-level reporting.
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I/O Subsystem Menu (*IOSUBSYS)

The I/O Subsystem Menu lets you access menus and report panels for data about the activity of DASD and other devices,
minidisks, control units, and channels.

To access this menu, select the *IOSUBSYS option from the Real-Time Reporting Menu, or enter *IOSUBSYS from the
command line.

You can also access the I/O Subsystem Menu by selecting the *IOSUBSYS option from the System performance report
panel (SYSPERF).

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

                            I/O Subsystem Menu

   Real Device activity                       Channel path activity

    _ DEVICE                                   _ *RCH

    _ *RDEV                                    _ *RCU

    _ *GRAPH RDEV                              _ *GRAPH RCH

    _ *SEEK

    _ *DASD

   Other I/O activity                         Help facility

    _ CACHE                                    _ HELP

    _ SLOT

   Return to previous menu                    Go to main menu

    _ *CURRENT                                 _ *MENU

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *IOSUBSYS

Options for this menu include:

DEVICE
Device report panel.

*RDEV
RDEV Command Menu.

*GRAPH RDEV
A Selected Plots Menu for real device reporting.

*SEEK
SEEK Command Menu.

*DASD
DASD Command Menu.

CACHE
Mini-Disk Cache Status panel.

SLOT
Slot utilization report panel.
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*RCH
RCH Command Menu.

*RCU
RCU Command Menu.

*GRAPH RCH
A Selected Plots Menu for real channel reporting.

User Performance Menu (*USERPERF)

The User Performance Menu lets you access menus and report panels for data about virtual machine and processor
activity, and degradation analysis.

To access this menu, select the *USERPERF option from the Real-Time Reporting Menu, or enter *USERPERF from the
command line.

You can also access the User Performance Menu by selecting the *USERPERF option from the System performance
report panel (SYSPERF).

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                           User Performance Menu                                

                                                                               

                                                                                

   Virtual machine activity                   Virtual machine wait analysis     

    _ *SUM                                     _ *DEG                           

    _ SUMU                                     _ *STATUS                        

    _ VMU                                                                       

    _ *SUMA                                                                     

    _ *PGRP                                                                     

    _ *GRAPH USER                             Help facility                     

                                               _ HELP                           

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                    Go to main menu                   

    _ *CURRENT                                 _ *MENU                          

                                                                                

                                                                               

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *USERPERF                                                            AUTO OFF  

Options for this menu include:

**SUM
SUM Command Menu.

SUMU
Summary report panel for users.

VMU
Summary report panel for all or selected virtual machines that permit use of wild-card searches.

*SUMA
SUMA Command Menu.
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*PGRP
Performance Group Activity Overview.

*GRAPH USER
A Selected Plots Menu for high-activity users.

*DEG
Degradation Analysis - DEG Command Menu.

*STATUS
Status Command Menu.

SQL Command Menu (*SQL)

The SQL Command menu lets you report panels for data about the SQL/DS data collector.

To access this menu, select the *SQL option from the Real-Time Reporting Menu, or enter *SQL from the command line.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>

                              SQL Command Menu

   Display SQL/DS global information

    _ SQL GLOBAL                  Current interval information

    _ SQL GLOBALA                 Accumulated information

   Display SQL/DS user information

    _ SQL USER                    Currently connected user summary

    _ SQL USER userid             Current details for user 'userid'

   Display SQL/DS agent information

    _ SQL AGENT                   Current agent summary

    _ SQL AGENT agentid           Current details for agent 'agentid'

   Return to previous menu                                    Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                    _ HELP SQL

                                                               _ HELP

Options for this menu include:

SQL GLOBAL
General information about SQL/DS activity for the current monitoring interval.

SQL GLOBALA
Accumulated general information about SQL/DS activity, along with agent count and log information for the
current interval.

SQL USER
Information about SQL/DS connected users.

SQL AGENT
Information about SQL/DS agent activity.

Performance Group Activity Overview (*PGRP)

The Performance Group Activity Overview menu lets you access menus and report panels for data about performance
groups.
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To access this menu, select the *PGRP option from the User Performance Menu, or enter *PGRP from the command line.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                     Performance Group Activity Overview                        

                                                                                

   Virtual machine performance group activity                                   

    _ SUMP                  Performance group current activity summary          

    _ SUMAP                 Performance group average activity summary          

                                                                                

   Virtual machine wait state analysis                                          

    _ *DEG                  Degradation analysis                                

    _ *STATUS               Virtual machine status report                       

                                                                                

   Review/Change performance group definitions                                  

    _ *GROUP                                                                    

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                Help facility         

    _ *MENU                                               _ HELP                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=HELP MENU F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN 1 F4=RDEV DAS* F5=          F6=           

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *PGRP

Options available from this menu include:

SUMP
Summary report panel for performance groups.

SUMAP
Summary average report panel for performance groups.

*DEG
Degradation Analysis - DEG Command Menu.

*STATUS
STATUS Command Menu.

*GROUP
GROUP Command Menu.

Main Storage Utilization Menu (*MAINSTG)

The Main Storage Utilization Menu lets you access menus and report panels for data about main and expanded storage.

To access this menu, select the *MAINSTG option from the Real-Time Reporting Menu, or enter *MAINSTG from the
command line.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                          Main Storage Utilization Menu                         

                                                                                

   System activity                                                              
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    _ XSTORE                Expanded storage paging status                      

    _ CACHE                 Xstore utilization for Minidisk caching             

    _ >CPQ XSTOR MAP        Expanded storage allocation                         

    _ *GRAPH PAGE           Selected paging plots menu                          

    _ SLOT                  DASD Page/Spool space utilization                   

                                                                                

   Virtual machine activity                                                     

    _ SUM RES               Current user activity, by RESident size             

    _ SUM WSET              Current user activity, by Working SET size          

    _ UXST                  Paging to Xstore, by user                           

                                                                                

                                              Help facility                     

                                               _ HELP                           

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                    Go to main menu                   

    _ *CURRENT                                 _ *MENU                          

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN * F4=RDEV DAS* F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *MAINSTG                                                             AUTO OFF

Options for this menu include:

XSTORE
The status of expanded storage.

CACHE
Mini-Disk Cache Status panel.

>CPQ XSTOR MAP
A map of expanded storage allocation.

*GRAPH PAGE
Selected Plots Menu for system or user paging activity.

SLOT
Slot utilization report panel for DASD devices.

SUM RES
Summary report panel for users, organized by number of resident pages.

SUM WSET
Summary report panel for users, organized by working set in pages.

UXST
The status of expanded storage for users.

Selected Plots Menus (*GRAPH)

The Selected Plots Menus display commonly used plot commands for graphing data about system, processor, real device,
real channel, and user activity. The display for the Selected Plots Menu for real device reporting (RDEV) includes a listing
of the DASD devices currently most active.

You can also access the PLOT, PLOTE, COMP, COMPE, and CPLT command menus from all Selected Plots Menus.

The Selected Plots Menus can be accessed from the menus shown in the following table:

From This Menu Select To Display the Plot Menu for

System Performance Menu *GRAPH SYST System-level and processor reporting
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I/O Subsystem Menu *GRAPH RDEV
*GRAPH RCH

Real device reporting
Real channel reporting

User Performance Menu *GRAPH USER Reporting about high-activity users

Main Storage Utilization Menu *GRAPH PAGE System or user paging activity

• Fast-Path Access

Enter one of the following from the command line:

*GRAPH SYST

• *GRAPH RDEV
• *GRAPH RCH
• *GRAPH USER
• *GRAPH PAGE

Using Selected Plots Menus

You can cursor-select a plot command as it is displayed on the menu, or you can enter a different plot command by
overtyping an existing one.

Sample *GRAPH SYST Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

                            Selected Plots Menu

  Plot commands commonly used for system level reporting

   _ PLOT *TOTAL* TCPU PAGE   _ PLOT *TOTAL* TCPU IORT   _ PLOT *TOTAL* WSET

   _ PLOT *TOTAL* TCPU        _ PLOT *TOTAL* WSET PAGE   _ PLOT *TOTAL* IORT

   _ PLOT *TOTAL* VCPU        _ PLOT *TOTAL* CCPU        _ PLOT *TOTAL* PAGE

  Plot commands for processor reporting - CP0 may be changed to any processor id

   _ PLOT CP0 TCPU PAGE       _ PLOT CP0 TCPU IORT       _ PLOT CP0 WSET

   _ PLOT CP0 TCPU            _ PLOT CP0 WSET PAGE       _ PLOT CP0 IORT

   _ PLOT CP0 VCPU            _ PLOT CP0 CCPU            _ PLOT CP0 PAGE

  Other plots

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *SYSTEM

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *GRAPH SYST

• Sample *GRAPH RDEV Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

                            Selected Plots Menu
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  Commonly used comparison plots for real device reporting

   _ CPLT RDEV BUSY         _ CPLT RDEV I/O          _ CPLT RDEV IORTC

   _ CPLT RDEV IORTA        _ CPLT RDEV QDPC         _ CPLT RDEV SRVTIM

  Plot real device activity                    Current most active DASD devices

   _ PLOT 2A2 IORTC BUSY                         2A2    2F3    2A3    2E3

   _ PLOT 2A2 BUSY                               2A6    2A4    61B    2F0

   _ PLOT 2A2 SRVTIM                             628    2F6    61F    2E6

   _ PLOT 2A2 IORTC                              2F2    60F    84D    618

   _ PLOT 2A2 IORTA                              612    616    61D    62E

  Other plots

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *IOSUBSYS

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *GRAPH RDEV

• Sample *GRAPH RCH Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                         Selected Real Channel Plots Menu                       

                                                                                

  Plot commands for real channel reporting - Replace cc with real channel number

   _ PLOT  ccXX BUSY        _ PLOT  ccXX I/O         _ PLOT  ccXX IORTC         

   _ PLOTE ccXX BUSY        _ PLOTE ccXX I/O         _ PLOTE ccXX IORTC         

                                                                                

  Commonly used comparison plots for real channel reporting                     

   _ CPLT  RCH  BUSY        _ CPLT  RCH  I/O         _ CPLT  RCH  IORTC         

   _ CPLTA RCH  BUSY        _ CPLTA RCH  I/O         _ CPLTA RCH  IORTA         

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Other plots                                                                   

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu     

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *MENU                    

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu                                                

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility               

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP                     

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN * F4=RDEV DAS* F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *GRAPH RCH

• Sample *GRAPH USER Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39
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 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                            Selected Plots Menu                                 

                                                                                

  Common plot commands for selected, high activity users                        

   _ PLOT MVSB1 TCPU CCPU     _ PLOT MVSB1 VCPU      _ PLOT VTAM CCPU           

   _ PLOT MALONE TCPU PAGE    _ PLOT MALONE PAGE     _ PLOT CALLTRK IORT        

   _ PLOT CALLTRK TCPU IORT   _ PLOT MVSC4 WSET      _ PLOT MVSC4 RES           

                                                                                

  Common extended plot commands for selected, high activity users               

   _ PLOTE MVSB1 TCPU CCPU    _ PLOTE MVSB1 VCPU     _ PLOTE VTAM CCPU          

   _ PLOTE MALONE PAGE TCPU   _ PLOTE CALLTRK IORT   _ PLOTE MVSC4 WSET         

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Other plots                                                                   

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu     

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *USERPERF                

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu                                                

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility               

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP                     

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *GRAPH USER                                                                   

• Sample *GRAPH PAGE Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                            Selected Paging Plots Menu                          

                                                                                

  Plot system paging activity                  Plot user paging activity        

   _ PLOT   CP0    PAGE                         _ PLOT user-id  PAGE WSET       

   _ PLOT   CP0    PIRT                         _ PLOT user-id  PAGE            

   _ PLOT   CP0    PORT                         _ PLOT user-id  WSET            

   _ PLOT VMSTAT RSTORP                                                         

                                                                                

  Current highest paging users                 Compare users with highest paging

   WOOSTER   EXPLORE   BATCHMON                 _ CPLT USER PAGE                

   ALERTVM   BATCH1    FAQSEXEC                 _ CPLT USER WSET                

                                                                                

  Other plots                                                                   

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu     

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *PGRP                    

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu                                                

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility               

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP                     

                                                                                

 F1=HELP MENU F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN 1 F4=RDEV DAS* F5=          F6=           

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *GRAPH PAGE                                                                    
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Flashback Main Menu (REVIEW, *MAIN, *MENU)
The Flashback Main Menu is the entry point into the flashback subsystem. Menus and reports in the flashback subsystem
are similar to the menus and reports in real-time. Some flashback menus, however, have fewer options than their real-time
counterpart.

From the Real-Time Subsystem
If you are in the real-time subsystem, select the REVIEW option from the Real-Time Main Menu, or enter REVIEW
on the command line to start the flashback subsystem.
The initialization file INITREVW EXPLORE issues a *MENU command to display the Flashback Main Menu when
REVIEW is entered. If you do not change this command, the first menu displayed when you enter REVIEW is the
Flashback Main Menu.

From the Flashback Subsystem
If you are already in the flashback subsystem and want to return to the Flashback Main Menu from another
EXPLORE panel, enter *MENU or *MAIN from the command line, or select the *MENU option at the bottom of a
flashback panel.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                                                              

                                 Main Menu                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Flashback performance reports            CA Explore PM for z/VM  Flashback commands   

    _ *CURRENT                               _ *COMMAND                         

    _ SYSPERF                                                                   

                                                                                

   ReCall - Positioning in time             CA Explore PM for z/VM configuration        

    _ *RECALL                                _ *CONFIG                          

                                                                                

   Long-term history reporting              Help facility                       

    _ *HISTORY                               _ HELP                             

                                                                                

   Exit CA Explore PM for z/VM                                                            

    _ EXIT                                                                      

                                                                                

        Data Center Management - CA Explore PM for z/VM  - Resource Optimization         

          Copyright (c) 1984-2011 CA Technologies       

Options for this menu include:

*CURRENT
Flashback Reporting Menu.

SYSPERF
System performance report panel.

*RECALL
ReCall Command Menu.

*HISTORY
EXPLORE History Menu.

*COMMAND
Explore PM for z/VM Flashback Command Menu.
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*CONFIG
EXPLORE Configuration Menu.

EXPLORE History Menu (*HISTORY)
 

The EXPLORE History Menu lets you access menus for running the EXPLORE and EMAP history report writers. For
complete instructions on using these menus, see Batch Reporting.

This article contains the following sections:

To access this menu, select the *HISTORY option from the Main Menu, or enter *HISTORY from the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                              Explore History Menu                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

   CA Explore PM for z/VM  history reporting                         EMAP history reporting      

    _ *EXPLHIST                                      _ *EMAP                    

                                                                                

   CA Explore PM for z/VM DASD seeks reporting                                          

    _ *EXPLDASD                                                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Go to main menu                                  Help facility               

    _ *MENU                                          _ HELP                     

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                                      

    _ *MENU                                                                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN * F4=RDEV DAS* F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *HISTORY                                                                       

Options for this menu include:

*EXPLHIST
Explore PM for z/VM History Reporting Menu.

*EXPLDASD
EXPLDASD Menu.

*EMAP
EMAP Menu.

History Reporting Menu (*EXPLHIST)

The Explore PM for z/VM History Reporting Menu lets you select or enter history reporting commands for running reports.
For an explanation of how to use history reporting commands, see Batch Reporting.
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To access the History Reporting Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *HISTORY option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the
EXPLORE History Menu.

2. From the EXPLORE History Menu, select *EXPLHIST.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *EXPLHIST from the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

 CA Explore PM for z/VM  History Reporting Menu

  Selected history reports

   _ RUNHIST CHANSUM     Produce Channel I/O Summary report.

   _ RUNHIST DASTAP      Produce Disk and tape I/O Summary.

   _ RUNHIST SYSPERF     Produce System Performance Summary report.

   _ RUNHIST SYSSUM      Produce System Resource Utilization Summary.

   _ RUNHIST SUM         Produce User Resource Utilization Summary.

   _ RUNHIST DEGSUM      Produce User Degradation Analysis.

   _ RUNHIST PLOT TCPU   Plot system total CPU utilization.

   _ RUNHIST PLOT PAGE   Plot system paging rate.

   _ RUNHIST PLOT IORT   Plot system non-spooled I/O rate.

  Execute history reporting and supply report control commands interactively

   _ CMS EXPLHIST

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility

    _ *HISTORY                                       _ HELP EXPLHIST

                                                     _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *EXPLHIST                                                           

EMAP Menu (*EMAP)

The EMAP Menu lets you select or edit EMAP reporting commands for running reports. For instructions on how to use
EMAP reporting commands, see Batch Reporting.

To access the EMAP Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *HISTORY option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the
EXPLORE History Menu.

2. From the EXPLORE History Menu, select *EMAP.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *EMAP from the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

                                   EMAP Menu

   Execute EMAP to produce pre-defined reports

    _ CMS EMAP                    Use the default parameter file EMAP PARM fm

   Execute EMAP to produce pre-defined reports
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    _ CMS EMAP parmfile           Use the EMAP parameter file named by parmfile

   Xedit an EMAP parameter file

    _ XEDIT fn      PARM fm       Replace fn and fm with the file-name and

                                  file-mode of the EMAP parameter file you

                                  wish to edit.

   Go to main menu                              Help facility

    _ *MENU                                      _ HELP EMAP

                                                 _ HELP

   Return to previous menu

    _ *HISTORY

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *EMAP                                                                EXPLDASD Menu (*EXPLDASD)

EXPLDASD Menu (*EXPLDASD)

The EXPLDASD Menu lets you select or edit DASD reporting commands for running reports. For instructions on how to
use DASD reporting commands, see Batch Reporting.

To access the EXPLDASD Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *HISTORY option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the
EXPLORE History Menu.

2. From the EXPLORE History Menu, select *EXPLDASD .

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *EXPLDASD from the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                                  EXPLDASD Menu                                 

   Xedit a DASD Reporting parameter file                                        

    _ XEDIT fn       ft       fm  Default parm files are:                       

            EXPLRMON  PARM          for EXPLRMON                                

            EXPLVTOC  PARM          for EXPLVTOC                                

            EXPLDASD EXPLSEEK       for EXPLDASD                                

                                                                                

   Execute EXPLVTOC EXPLORE to map your DASD extents                            

    _ EXPLVTOC   VM     DIRECT * EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK * EXPLVTOC PARM *             

   Execute EXPLRMON to format seek records for reporting                        

    _ CMS EXPLRMON                                                              

   Execute EXPLDASD to produce previously defined reports                       

    _ CMS EXPLDASD  fn            Parm.filetype is EXPLSEEK                     

                                                                                

   Go to main menu                                 Help facility                

    _ *MENU                                         _ HELP EXPLVTOC             

                                                    _ HELP EXPLRMON             

   Return to previous menu                          _ HELP EXPLDASD             

    _ *HISTORY                                      _ HELP                      

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN * F4=RDEV DAS* F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  
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 *EXPLDASD                                                                      

Real-Time Command Menus (*COMMAND, *REPORT, *FUNC, *DIAG)
The Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu contains options for displaying the three primary command menus.

Each of the primary command menus displays an alphabetized listing of EXPLORE commands.

To access this menu, select the *COMMAND option from the Real-Time or Flashback Main Menu, or enter *COMMAND
on the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0      REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    08/04/2010 12:01:39

 ==>                                                                  SAM

                     CA Explore PM for z/VM Real-time Command Menu

   Report commands            Function commands         Diagnostic commands

    _ *REPORT                  _ *FUNC                   _ *DIAG

   Return to previous menu                              Go to main menu

    _ *MENU                                              _ *MENU

                                                        Help Facility

                                                         _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *COMMAND                                                             

Options available from this menu include:

*REPORT
Report Command Menu.

*FUNC
Function Commands Menu.

*DIAG
Diagnostic Command Menu.

Report Command Menu (*REPORT)

The Report Command Menu displays the EXPLORE commands used to display data reports. You can cursor-select a
command on the Report Command Menu or enter it from the command line.

To access the Report Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *COMMAND option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display
the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu.

2. From the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu, select *REPORT.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *REPORT from the command line.

NOTE
The report commands and their corresponding command menus are explained in Displaying Online Reports.
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There are different menus for the flashback and real-time subsystems. So, if you access the Report Command Menu
while in the flashback subsystem, the menu displays only the commands that are valid for the flashback subsystem.

• Flashback Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    FLASHBACK REAL TIME SIMULATION  06/18/2010 14:06:51

==>                                                                  EXPLORE 

                            REPORT Command Menu                               

 _ *COMP     Display comparison plot of current data for users, real devices, 

             real control units, real channels and or CP statistical counters 

 _ *CPLT     Plot eight-way comparision of current data for users, real       

             devices, real control units and real channels                    

 _ *CPLTA    Plot eight-way comparision of averaged data for users, real      

             devices, real control units and real channels                    

 _ *DEG      Degradation analysis for virtual machines                        

 _ DEVICE    Display DASD service time analysis                               

 _ *PLOT     Plot current performance data for users, real devices, real      

             control units, real channels or CP statistical counters          

 _ *Q        Display status of Explore set variables.                         

 _ *RCH      Display real channel activity                                    

 _ *RCU      Display real control unit activity                               

 _ *RDEV     Display real device activity                                     

 _ *SUM      Display current summary information for all virtual machines     

 _ *SUMA     Display averaged summary information for all virtual machines    

 _ *VMSTAT   Display CP statistical counters                                  

                                                                              

                                                                              

  Return to previous menu                          Help facility              

REPORT                                                                        

• Real-Time Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 12:19:57 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

                            REPORT Command Menu                                

 _ CACHE     Display status of minidisk caching in expanded storage            

 _ *COMP     Display comparison plot of current data for users, real devices,  

             real control units, real channels and or CP statistical counters  

 _ *COMPE    Display comparision plot of extended data for users, real devices,

             real control units, real channels and or CP statistical counters  

 _ *CPLT     Plot eight-way comparision of current data for users, real        

             devices, real control units and real channels                     

 _ *CPLTA    Plot eight-way comparision of averaged data for users, real       

             devices, real control units and real channels                     

 _ *DASD     Minidisk I/O activity analysis                                    

 _ *DEG      Degradation analysis for virtual machines                         

 _ DEVICE    Display DASD service time analysis                                

 _ *DLOG     Display contents of user-defined log file                         

 _ LPAR      Display status and CPU utilization in LPAR under PR/SM            

 _ *PLOT     Plot current performance data for users, real devices, real       

             control units, real channels or CP statistical counters           

 _ *PLOTE    Plot extended performance data for users, real devices, real      

             control units, real channels or CP statistical counters           
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 _ *Q        Display status of Explore set variables.                          

 _ *RCH      Display real channel activity                                     

REPORT                                                 MORE                    

Function Commands Menu (*FUNC)

The Function Commands Menu displays the EXPLORE commands used to perform various configuration and
maintenance tasks. You can cursor-select a command on the Function Commands Menu or enter it from the command
line.

To access the Function Commands Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *COMMAND option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the
Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu.

2. From the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu, select *FUNC.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *FUNC from the command line.

NOTE
The function commands and their corresponding command menus are explained in different articles according
to the task they perform.

There are different menus for the flashback and real-time subsystems. So, if you access the Report Command Menu
while in the flashback subsystem, the menu displays only the commands that are valid for the flashback subsystem.

• Flashback Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     FLASHBACK REAL TIME SIMULATION  06/18/2010 14:06:51 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

                           Function Commands Menu                              

                                                                               

 _ *CMS      CMS passthru command allows CMS commands to be issued from Explore

 _ *CP       CP passthru command allows CP commands to be issued from Explore  

 _ *EEND     Command used to shutdown the Explore CMS interface or FLASHBACK   

 _ *EXEC     Invokes an Explore procedure or CMS exec                          

 _ *PRT      Routes Explore displays to a printer                              

 _ *SET      Define PF key values and set Explore parameters                   

 _ X     fn       ft       fm    Invoke the CMS editor, XEDIT                  

 _ XEDIT fn       ft       fm    Invoke the CMS editor, XEDIT                  

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Return to previous menu                                  Help facility       

   _ *MENU                                                  _ HELP        

• Real-Time Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 13:08:30 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

                           Function Commands Menu                              

                                                                               

 _ *AUTO     Automatic execution of Explore procedures and CMS execs at        

             specified time intervals                                          

 _ *CMS      CMS passthru command allows CMS commands to be issued from Explore

 _ *CP       CP passthru command allows CP commands to be issued from Explore  

 _ *DISABLE  Used to prevent Explore CMS interface from being able to issue    
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             one or more Explore commands                                      

 _ *EEND     Command used to shutdown the Explore CMS interface or FLASHBACK   

 _ *ENABLE   Used to enable an Explore CMS interface user to issue one or more 

             Explore commands                                                  

 _ *EXEC     Invokes an Explore procedure or CMS exec                          

 _ *EXECD    Removes a memory resident Explore procedure                       

 _ *EXECL    Makes an Explore procedure memory resident                        

 _ *EXECM    List memory resident Explore procedures                           

 _ *EXPLORE  Start the Explore CMS interface program                           

 _ *EXPLRVM  Start the Explore data collector program                          

 _ *GROUP    Defines which virtual machines belong to a performance group      

 _ *LOG      Used to enter data in the user log file DLOG LOG fm               

 _ *LOGIT    Used to force Explore to log performance data to EXPLORE LOG fm   

 _ *PRT      Routes Explore displays to a printer                              

*FUNC                                                  MORE          

The following function commands are available on the Function Commands Menu. An RT preceding the description
means the command is valid for the real-time subsystem; an FB preceding the description means the command is valid
for the flashback subsystem.

*AUTO
RT. Automatically executes Explore PM for z/VM procedures and CMS EXEC 2 and REXX execs at specified time
intervals.

*CMS
RT and FB. Issues CMS commands and functions from within EXPLORE.

*CP
RT and FB. Issues CP commands and functions from within EXPLORE.

*DISABLE
RT. Prohibits a CMS interface user from issuing the specified EXPLORE commands.

*EEND
RT and FB. Terminates Explore PM for z/VM user interface processing.

*ENABLE
RT. Allows a CMS interface user to issue the specified EXPLORE commands.

*EXEC
RT and FB. Invokes a user-defined exec or procedure.

*EXECDrop
RT. Removes an Explore PM for z/VM exec or procedure from storage.

*EXECLoad
RT. Loads an Explore PM for z/VM exec or procedure into storage.

*EXECMap
RT. Displays the Explore PM for z/VM execs and procedures that are in storage.

*EXPLORE
Accesses EXPLORE.

*EXPLRVM
Starts Explore PM for z/VM in the service machine. You cannot enter the EXPLRVM command from within
EXPLORE.

*GROUP
RT. Defines a group of virtual machines as a performance group.
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*LOG
RT. Adds entries to the user log file DLOG LOG when EXPLORE is in console mode.

*LOGIT
RT. Forces EXPLORE to write its data buffers to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG.

*PRT
RT and FB. Routes EXPLORE displays to the printer.

*RESET
RT. Resets statistical counters to zero.

*SET
RT and FB. Sets EXPLORE configuration parameters. The SET command has many operands, which are
described in Command Quick Reference.

*WARN
RT. Sets threshold levels that automatically invoke EXPLORE procedures when triggered.

X or XEDIT
RT and FB. Invokes the XEDIT editor from which you can create and edit files, Explore PM for z/VM procedures,
and CMS EXEC 2 and REXX execs.

Diagnostic Command Menu (*DIAG)

The Diagnostic Command Menu displays the EXPLORE commands used to display CP control blocks, counters, and
storage. You can cursor-select a command on the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter it from the command line.

NOTE
The Diagnostic Command Menu is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

To access the Diagnostic Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

Select the *COMMAND option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time
Command Menu.

1. From the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu, select *DIAG.

The diagnostic commands and their corresponding command menus are explained in Displaying Storage.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 13:28:33

==>                                                                  EXPLORE 

                          Diagnostic Command Menu                             

                                                                              

  _ *DCP       Display real storage                                           

  _ *FORMAT    Displays CP and CMS control blocks in assembler source format  

  _ *HCPSYM    Display entries in the system symbol table HCPSYM              

  _ *HCPXXX    Display modules and storage locations that are referenced      

               in the system symbol table and/or CP load map                  

  _ *LOADMAP   Display entries in the second symbol table                     

  _ *LOC       Locates the CP component for a specific storage address        

  _ *RDEVBLK   Displays a real device block                                   

  _ SRMBK      Displays System Resource Management block                      

  _ *STATUS    Virtual machine status report menu                             

  _ *TRACE     Display entries from CP trace table                            

  _ *VMDBK     Displays the virtual machine's VMDBK                           
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 Return to previous menu                                   Help facility      

  _ *FUNC                                                   _ HELP            

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

*DIAG         

Sample Command Menu

Most EXPLORE commands have command menus. Command menus display input fields corresponding to different
command formats, allowing you to execute a customized command directly from the menu.

Command menus generally display two types of information:

A syntax diagram labeled "Basic command format." This is a prototype syntax diagram and template; it is not a valid
command. You must overtype the lowercase variables with specific information of the requested type.

• Examples of valid commands

In the sample CPLT Command Menu shown below, the basic CPLT command format is displayed along with CPLT
commands for each valid data group (USER, RCH, RCU, and RDEV). The variables are automatically selected and
displayed in correct command format, based on the current users, channels, control units, and devices with the most
activity.

Each command menu also displays options to return to the previous menu and to display the help facility.

• Sample CPLT Command Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 13:29:37 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

                             CPLT Command Menu                                 

                                                                               

 Basic command format                                                          

  _ CPLT  datagroup variable                                                   

                                                                               

 Plot selected variables for the current top 16 users and performance groups   

   Normal            Users Only         Performance groups                     

 _ CPLT USER TCPU  _ CPLTU USER TCPU  _ CPLTP USER TCPU  Total CPU utilization 

 _ CPLT USER IORT  _ CPLTU USER IORT  _ CPLTP USER IORT  I/O rate per second   

 _ CPLT USER PAGE  _ CPLTU USER PAGE  _ CPLTP USER PAGE  Page rate per second  

                                                                               

 Plot selected variables for the current top 16 channels, ctl units and devices

   Channels          Control units      Devices                                

 _ CPLT RCH IORTC  _ CPLT RCU IORTC   _ CPLT RDEV IORTC        Current I/O rate

 _ CPLT RCH IORTA  _ CPLT RCU IORTA   _ CPLT RDEV IORTA        Average I/O rate

 _ CPLT RCH BUSY                      _ CPLT RDEV DASD BUSY    Percent busy    

                                                                               

 Return to previous menu                   Help facility                       

  _ *DIAG                                   _ HELP CPLT 

Selecting an Option
Cursor-select an option to execute that command. Because each command is an input field, you can also modify
an existing option by overtyping with a different command. Press ENTER to issue the new command.
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EXPLORE Configuration Menu (*CONFIG)
The EXPLORE Configuration Menu lets you display menus from which you can configure your system.

The configuration menus are explained in detail in Configuring the Product and Using Procedures and Execs.

To access this menu, select the *CONFIG option from the Main Menu, or enter *CONFIG on the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 13:30:

==>                                                                  EXPLORE

                        Explore Configuration Menu                          

                                                                            

                                                                            

  User interface configuration               Data collector configuration   

   _ *USRCFIG                                 _ *SRVCFIG                    

   _ *SETPFK                                  _ *GROUP                      

   _ *AUTO USER                               _ *AUTO SERVER                

                                                                            

                                             Help facility                  

                                              _ HELP                        

                                                                            

  Return to previous menu                    Go to main menu                

   _ *CPLT                                    _ *MENU                       

                                                                            

                                                                            

                                                                            

                                                                            

Options available from this menu include:

*USRCFIG
User Interface Configuration Menu.

*SETPFK
PF Key Assignment Menu.

*AUTO USER
User Interface AUTO Facility Menu.

*SRVCFIG
Data Collector Configuration Menu.

*GROUP
GROUP Command Menu.

*AUTO SERVER
Service Machine AUTO Facility Menu.

Configuring the Product
This article describes how to use the Explore PM for z/VM configuration function to customize the collection, logging and
displaying of data for your performance analysis.

 

You can set configuration options through the configuration menus, or, if you are familiar with the configuration
commands, you can issue the individual commands from the command line.
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If you issue data collection commands from the command line and you are not on the service machine, you must preface
your command with the > prefix. The > prefix command is explained in User Interface Basics.

Configuration Settings

Configuration settings are activated as soon as you enter them. Settings affecting scan intervals begin with the next
interval.

Configuration options set with the commands in this article or a configuration menu remain in effect until the Explore PM
for z/VM service machine is IPLed. To change a setting permanently, you must alter the default setting in the appropriate
initialization file.

Assigning Defaults
Defaults for configuration settings are defined in the initialization procedure for each component of Explore PM for
z/VM, as described in the following section, Modifying Initialization Procedures.
To view current settings, you can either display the appropriate configuration menu, or enter the Query command
for a particular parameter. For more information about the Query command, see Displaying Online Reports.

Modifying Initialization Procedures

To further customize Explore PM for z/VM, you can edit the initialization procedure for each component of Explore PM for
z/VM. You can do this by either

• Using the Configuration menu described in the next section
• Using an editor to manually change the initialization procedure

Explore PM for z/VM uses the following initialization procedures on the A-disk of the service machine:

INITSERV EXPLORE
The service machine's initialization procedure. This procedure executes each time Explore PM for z/VM data
collection is started.

INITUSER EXPLORE
The initialization procedure for the real-time interface for CMS users.

INITREVW EXPLORE
The initialization procedure for the flashback subsystem.

INITCMND EXPLORE
The initialization procedure for the command interface.

INITHIST EXPLHIST
The initialization procedure for the history reporting program EXPLHIST.

CONNECT SQL userid
The initialization command for the SQL/DS data collection machine.

You can change a component's default settings in the component's initialization procedure. You can include any command
that the component supports as a command keyed at the terminal.

Rules for Initialization Procedures
Initialization procedures with a filetype of EXPLORE can also contain either EXEC 2 or REXX control statements
(but not both in the same procedure).

• To use REXX statements in a procedure, line 1 of the procedure must be a REXX comment (/* . . . */).
• Procedures with filetype EXPLORE that do not begin with a REXX comment may contain EXEC 2 statements.

If your users want to customize the Explore PM for z/VM user interface or flashback or history reporting, they can make
a copy of any initialization procedure except INITSERV EXPLORE on their own A-disk. For example, they can place their
own F-key definitions in private copies of INITUSER EXPLORE and INITREVW EXPLORE.
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EXPLORE Configuration Menu (*CONFIG)

The EXPLORE Configuration Menu is your entry point into the configuration menus.

To access this menu, select the *CONFIG option from either the Real-Time or Flashback Main Menu. Or, for Fast-Path
Access, enter *CONFIG from the command line.

You can access the Configuration Menu from both the real-time and flashback subsystems, but not all secondary menus
are available from flashback. The real-time menus also contain more options than the flashback menus. See the following
table for information on the menus and options available for flashback.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 13:30:

==>                                                                  EXPLORE

                        Explore Configuration Menu                          

                                                                            

                                                                            

  User interface configuration               Data collector configuration   

   _ *USRCFIG                                 _ *SRVCFIG                    

   _ *SETPFK                                  _ *GROUP                      

   _ *AUTO USER                               _ *AUTO SERVER                

                                                                            

                                             Help facility                  

                                              _ HELP                        

                                                                            

  Return to previous menu                    Go to main menu                

   _ *CPLT                                    _ *MENU                       

                         

The following table shows the options on the Configuration Menu, and lists the menus displayed if you are in the real-time
subsystem or the flashback subsystem.

Option Real-Time Menu Displayed Flashback Menu Displayed

*USRCFIG The User Interface Configuration Menu,
from which you can specify how and when
data is displayed on your terminal.

Only the MENU and COLOR options are
valid for flashback.

*SETPFK The PF Key Assignment Menu, from which
you can assign commands to PF and PA
keys.

Identical to the real-time menu except for
different default settings.

*AUTO USER The User Interface Auto Facility Menu, from
which you can determine for your virtual
machine any EXPLORE procedures to be
automatically executed based on time.

Not available.

*SRVCFIG The Data Collector Configuration Menu,
from which you can specify how and when
you want data to be collected and logged.

Not available

*GROUP The GROUP Command Menu, from which
you can specify virtual machines to be
monitored collectively under one ID.

Not available
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*AUTO SERVER The Service Machine Auto Facility Menu,
from which you can determine for the
service machine any EXPLORE procedures
to be automatically executed based on
time.

Not available

Entering Commands
The configuration menus contain input fields that consist of an underscore followed by a command. In the
following example from the User Configuration Menu, the input field is _SET COLOR OFF.
Current Setting    Alternate Setting    

    COLOR  = AUTO       _ SET COLOR OFF    Terminal color status - ON¦OFF¦AUTO

You can issue the displayed command by placing the cursor on the underscore and pressing ENTER. (Press
ENTER a second time to display the new setting on the menu.) However, because the entire string is an input
field, you can overtype the displayed command with a new command. In the above example, you can type ON
over the OFF in the displayed command _SET COLOR OFF, and press ENTER to set the color setting to ON.
Detailed instructions on entering commands are given with each explanation of the configuration menus.

Configuring the User Interface
This section describes how to configure your user interface. It explains the User Interface Configuration Menu and
describes how to perform the following tasks:

User Interface Configuration Menu (*USRCFIG)

The User Interface Configuration Menu lets you define how and when data is displayed on your terminal. The commands
on this menu affect your own virtual machine; they do not affect the service machine.

The User Interface Configuration Menu can be displayed from both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

To access the User Interface Configuration Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CONFIG option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the
EXPLORE Configuration Menu.

2. From the EXPLORE Configuration Menu, select *USRCFIG.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *USRCFIG from the command line.

EXPLORE  VERSION 05.0     REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/29/2010 14:50:09 

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                     User Interface Configuration Menu                          

                                                                                

   Current Setting    Alternate Setting                                         

    MENU   = ON        _ SET MENU OFF        Menu facility status               

         (when OFF , pressing ENTER will not redisplay or update any menu)      

    COLOR  = AUTO      _ SET COLOR ON        Terminal color status - ON|OFF|AUTO

    UPDATE = ON        _ SET UPDATE OFF      Automatic screen refresh status    

    AUTO   = ON        _ AUTO OFF            Explore AUTO facility status       

    WINDOW = ON        _ SET WINDOW OFF      Status of windowing                

    WINDOW = 05,05     _ SET WINDOW nn nn    Maximum sizes for windows 1 and 2  

    LOGGING  = ON      _ SET LOGGING OFF     DLOG logging status on WOOSTER     

    SHOWPF   = MENU    _ SET SHOWPF ON       PF key display - ON|OFF|REPORT|MENU

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                    Help facility                     
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    _ *SYSPERF                                 _ HELP SET                       

                                               _ HELP                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN * F4=RDEV DAS* F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *USRCFIG                                                                      

The User Interface Configuration Menu is contains of the following:

• The left column displays the current setting for each setting. In the above sample menu, the COLOR setting is defined
as AUTO.

• The second column displays an input field set to an alternate setting. In the above sample menu, the input field for
COLOR contains the SET command formatted to change the setting to OFF.

• The third column gives a brief description of the purpose of the command, and shows all values for the settings if there
are more than two. For example, the settings for COLOR are ON, OFF, and AUTO.

• Changing a Setting
To change a menu setting, take the steps shown next.

NOTE
You can change only one setting at a time.

• Menu Options
Each option on the User Configuration Menu is a form of the SET command, except for the AUTO command. An RT
preceding the description means the command is valid for the real-time subsystem; an FB preceding the description
means the command is valid for the flashback subsystem.

• MENU
RT and FB. Allows you to redisplay the last menu displayed by pressing ENTER.

• COLOR
RT and FB. Determines the color mode used in screen generation.

• UPDATE
RT. Automatically updates at the end of each scan interval the last report command requested.

• AUTO
RT. Enables and disables the auto facility, which allows you to automatically execute procedures and execs at
specified time intervals.

• WINDOW
RT. Allows you to control the data displayed in windows 1 and 2 and the size of windows 1 and 2.

• LOGGING
RT. Activates and deactivates disk logging. The description on the menu displays the user ID of the person running the
menu.

• SHOWPF
RT. Determines if PF-key settings are displayed at the bottom of each menu or report panel.

Activating Menu Redisplay (SET MENU)

Use the MENU parameter of the SET command to control menu redisplay. When menu redisplay is set to ON, you can
press ENTER from any EXPLORE data panel to redisplay the last menu displayed.

The SET MENU command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

SET MENU {ON}

         {OFF}
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Menu Entry
You can set menu redisplay from the following line on the User Interface Configuration Menu (*USRCFIG):

             MENU   = ON        _ SET MENU OFF        Menu facility status

Activating Color (SET COLOR)

Use the COLOR parameter of the SET command to specify the color mode to be used in screen generation.

The SET COLOR command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

SET COLOR {ON}

          {OFF}

          {AUTO}

ON
Forces use of extended color support

OFF
Terminates use of extended color support

AUTO
Whether extended color support is used is determined by the terminal type

Menu Entry
You can set the color mode from the following line on the User Interface Configuration Menu (*USRCFIG):

    COLOR  = AUTO      _ SET COLOR OFF      Terminal color status - ON¦OFF¦AUTO 

Activating Automatic Update (SET UPDATE)

Use the UPDATE parameter of the SET command to set automatic redisplay. When automatic redisplay is activated, the
last report command is automatically updated at the screen refresh interval.

Requirements
To activate automatic redisplay, ensure that all of the following are true:

• Ensure that the auto facility is enabled with the AUTO ON command. This step applies only to the real-time
interface; it does not apply on the service machine.

• For the real-time user interface, ensure that AUTO ADD commands for the *UPDATE and REFRESH
procedures are included in your INITUSER initialization file. These commands determine the refresh interval
for each of the display windows. This step applies only to the real-time interface; it does not apply on the
service machine.

• SET UPDATE is set to ON.

The SET UPDATE command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.
Valid Commands

You can use the following commands with automatic update:
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• COMP
• COMPE
• CP
• CPLT
• CPLTA
• DEG
• PLOT
• PLOTE
• RCH
• RCU
• RDEV
• SLOT
• SUM
• SUMA
• VMSTAT

Commands Used for Automatic Update
You can use the following commands to make any report command auto-refresh when UPDATE is ON:

SET INITCMD
SET INW2CM

These commands are not supported on the service machine.

    SET UPDATE {ON} 

               {OFF}    

ON
Activates automatic update

OFF
Disables automatic update

Menu Entry
You can set automatic update from the following line on the User Interface Configuration Menu (*USRCFIG):

    UPDATE = SCREEN    _ SET UPDATE ON       Automatic screen refresh status    

Displaying Data in Windows 1 and 2 (SET WINDOW)

The WINDOW parameter of the SET command lets you control the display for windows 1 and 2. You can specify the
following:

• Whether data is displayed in windows 1 and 2
• The size of windows 1 and 2
• The performance groups to be displayed in window 1
• Whether the date and time is displayed in window 2 when in split-screen mode

The SET WINDOW command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

SET WINDOW {ON | OFF}

           {GROUP groups}

           {size1 size2 }

           {DATE ON | DATE OFF}
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ON
Data is displayed in windows 1 and 2. The valid mode for this operand is: Non-split-screen.

OFF
Data is not displayed in windows 1 and 2.
To suppress display of one of the windows, use the size1 or size2 operand. The valid mode for this operand is:
Non-split-screen.

DATE ON
The date and time line is displayed in window 2. The valid mode for this operand is: Split-screen.

DATE OFF
The date and time line is not displayed in window 2. The valid mode for this operand is: Split-screen.

GROUP groups
Specifies the performance groups to be displayed in window 1. Replace groups with from one to eight
performance groups. For instructions about the definition of performance groups, see Configuring Data Collection.
The valid mode for this operand is: Non-split-screen.

size1 size2
Specifies the window size for windows 1 and 2. Replace size1 and size2 with a number, the minimum of which is
1, and the maximum of which is the number of lines on your screen. You must specify both size1 and size2.
To suppress the display of window 1 or 2, specify zero for the corresponding size1 or size2 operand. The valid
mode for this operand is: Non-split-screen.

NOTE

The GROUP operand is intended only for use in the INITSERV initialization file, and it affects all EXPLORE
users. For more information about SET WINDOW GROUP, see Configuring Data Collection.

• All other operands for the SET WINDOW command affect only the user issuing the command. These operands can be
placed in the INITUSER initialization file of the user.

Menu Entry

You can also turn window display on and off from the following line on the User Interface Configuration Menu
(*USRCFIG):

WINDOW = ON        _ SET WINDOW OFF      Status of windowing

You can set the size of the windows from the following line:

WINDOW = 05,05     _ SET WINDOW nn nn    Maximum sizes for windows 1 and 2

Displaying PF Keys (SET SHOWPF)

Use the SHOWPF parameter of the SET command to specify whether PF-key settings are displayed at the bottom of each
menu or report panel.

The SET SHOWPF command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

SET SHOWPF {ON}

           {OFF}

           {REPORT}

           {MENU}

ON
PF keys are displayed at the bottom of all real-time panels
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OFF
PF keys are not displayed on any panels

REPORT
PF keys are displayed at the bottom of report panels only

MENU
PF keys are displayed at the bottom of menus only

Menu Entry
You can set the SHOWPF option from the following line on the User Interface Configuration Menu (*USRCFIG):

    SHOWPF   = MENU    _ SET SHOWPF ON      PF key display - ON|OFF|REPORT|MENU 

Assigning PF and PA Keys
 

Explore PM for z/VM lets you assign EXPLORE commands and procedures to PA and PF keys. You can then execute that
command or procedure by pressing the assigned key.

This article describes how to change PF-key assignments using the PF Key Assignment Menu and the SET command.

Key Simulation
If your terminal does not have the desired PA or PF key, you can execute the command or procedure by typing
the name of the key and pressing ENTER. Key simulation is available for keys PF1 through PF24 and PA1
through PA3. For example, to execute the command that PF24 represents, enter PF24 on the command line.

Assigning Keys with the PF Key Assignment Menu

The PF Key Assignment Menu displays the current settings of PF keys 1 through 24 and the PA2 key. You can alter these
settings directly from this panel.

To access the PF Key Assignment Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CONFIG option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the
EXPLORE Configuration Menu.

2. From the EXPLORE Configuration Menu, select *SETPFK.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SETPFK from the command line.

NOTE
The PF Key Assignment Menu accessed from within the flashback subsystem is similar to the menu accessed
from real-time. However, the distributed settings are different, as shown later in this section.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 15:18:17

==>                                                                  EXPLORE 

                         PF Key Assignment Menu                               

                                                                              

                                                                              

 Current PF key assignments  -  overtype current assignment to change         

                               only one PF key may be changed at a time       

   _ SET PF1 SUM                                                              

   _ SET PF2 SUMA                                                             

   _ SET PF3 *RETURN LEVEL                                                    

   _ SET PF4 RDEV DASD                                                        

   _ SET PF5 PLOT CP0 TCPU PAGE                                               
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   _ SET PF6 PLOT CP0 IORT WSET                                               

   _ SET PF7 B                                                                

   _ SET PF8 F                                                                

   _ SET PF9 CPLTA USER TCPU                                                  

   _ SET PF10 CPLTA USER PAGE                                                 

   _ SET PF11 CPLT USER WSET                                                  

   _ SET PF12 CPLTA RDEV DASD IORTC                                           

   _ SET PF13 *MENU                                                           

   _ SET PF14 ** Not currently assigned **                                    

   _ SET PF15 ** Not currently assigned **                                    

   _ SET PF16 ** Not currently assigned **                                    

B                                                      MORE          

Changing Settings
To assign a key setting from the menu, take the following steps:

1. On the PF Key Assignment Menu, type the new setting over the displayed setting.
2. Press ENTER. The original setting is redisplayed.
3. Press ENTER again to refresh the menu and display the new setting.
4. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each setting that you want to change. Step 3 is optional.

Assigning Keys with the SET Command

You can issue the SET key command from the command line to assign new values to a PF or PA key.

The SET key command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems, except for the PREFIX and SUFFIX
operands, which are valid for the real-time subsystem only.

SET key [PREFIX] command

        [SUFFIX]

key
Replace key with the name of the key you want to specify. Valid keys are PF1 through PF24, PA1, PA2, or PA3.
If you specify key but do not specify command, the existing value set for that key is canceled.

PREFIX and SUFFIX
Specify PREFIX or SUFFIX to attach a PF-key value to data that you type on the real-time user interface
command line. Use the PREFIX and SUFFIX operands as follows:

1. Issue SET key command with the PREFIX or SUFFIX operand.
2. Type the data on the command line that you want to be attached to command.
3. Press the PF key specified with key.
4. The value for command for that key is prefixed or suffixed to the data on the command line. The resulting

command string is processed.

You cannot use PREFIX and SUFFIX for a PA key. Before you can use the PA1 key, you may need to change the
CP terminal break-in key, using the CP TERMINAL BRKKEY command.

command
Replace command with one of the following:
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• An Explore PM for z/VM command and any appropriate operands.
• An Explore PM for z/VM procedure.
• The value RETRIEVE if you want the key to recall previously entered commands. The retrieve function is not

available through key simulation. By default, PA2 is the retrieve key. If you specify RETRIEVE, you cannot
specify PREFIX or SUFFIX.

If you specify key but do not specify command, the existing value set for that key is canceled.

Default Settings

The following settings are the defaults distributed with the Explore PM for z/VM tape:

Key Real-Time Settings Flashback Settings
PF1 SYSPERF BUSY REFRESH SUM
PF2 SUFFIX RDEV DASD SUMA
PF3 RETURN RDEV DASD
PF4 SUFFIX SUM RDEV UR TAPE
PF5 DYNPFK WINDOFF PF5 PLOT CP TCPU PAGE
PF6 DYNPFK UPDOFF PF6 PLOT CP IORT WSET
PF7 Back Back
PF8 Forward Forward
PF9 SUFFIX PLOT *TOTAL* TCPU PAGE CPLT USER TCPU
PF10 SUFFIX CPLT USER TCPU CPLT USER PAGE
PF11 SUFFIX CPLT USER PAGE CPLT USER WSET
PF12 DYNPFK ALTPF PF12 CPLT RCHL IORTC
PA2 RETRIEVE RETRIEVE

Configuring Data Collection
This article explains how to configure your system to collect and log the data you need for performance analysis. It
contains information on how to perform the following tasks:

Using Data Collector Configuration Menu

The Data Collector Configuration Menu displays command options for configuring how your system collects, logs, and
displays data. All commands in this menu use the > command prefix and thus are processed in the EXPLORE service
machine.

NOTE
Configuration options set with the Data Collector Configuration Menu are temporary. It is recommended that you
select the appropriate commands from this section and enter them in the INITSERV EXPLORE initialization file
to make them permanent configuration options.

To access the Data Collector Configuration Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CONFIG option from the Main Menu. This will display the EXPLORE Configuration Menu.
2. From the EXPLORE Configuration Menu, select *SRVCFIG.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SRVCFIG from the command line.
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EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 16:07:13 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

                     Data Collector Configuration Menu                         

                                                                               

                                                                               

 Current Setting    Alternate Setting                                          

  DEG      = ON      _ SET DEG OFF       Status of user degradation data scan  

  DHOT     = ON      _ SET DHOT OFF      Display hot I/O in window 1           

  DINRQ    = ON      _ SET DINRQ OFF     Display device intervention request   

  DINTR    = OFF     _ SET DINTR ON      Display device intervention wait      

  DIRM     = ON      _ SET DIRM OFF      Display device intensive recording mod

  DISKWARN = 90      _ SET DISKWARN nnn    A-disk percent full warning level   

  DMIHN    = ON      _ SET DMIHN OFF     Display device missing interrupts     

  DOFFL    = OFF     _ SET DOFFL ON      Display offline devices in window 1   

  DRSET    = ON      _ SET DRSET OFF     Display device reset condition        

  DRSVD    = ON      _ SET DRSVD OFF     Display device reserve pending        

  DWAIT    = ON      _ SET DWAIT OFF     Display disabled wait pgroups         

  ESCAN    = 5       _ SET ESCAN nn      Number scan intervals in extended data

  EXTENDED = ON      _ SET EXTENDED OFF    Status of extended data collection  

  LOGCPFM  = ON      _ SET LOGCPFM OFF   CP Monitor fmt. logging facility      

  LOGGING  = ON      _ SET LOGGING OFF   Status of data logging facility       

  PGROUPA = PGROUPA  _ SET PGROUPA pgrpname    Performance group A's name      

  PGROUPB = PGROUPB  _ SET PGROUPB pgrpname    Performance group B's name    

  PGROUPC = PGROUPC  _ SET PGROUPC pgrpname    Performance group C's name

  PGROUPD = PGROUPD  _ SET PGROUPD pgrpname    Performance group D's name

  PGROUPE = PGROUPE  _ SET PGROUPE pgrpname    Performance group E's name

  PGROUPF = PGROUPF  _ SET PGROUPF pgrpname    Performance group F's name

  PGROUPG = PGROUPG  _ SET PGROUPG pgrpname    Performance group G's name

  PGROUPH = PGROUPH  _ SET PGROUPH pgrpname    Performance group H's name

  PGROUPI = PGROUPI  _ SET PGROUPI pgrpname    Performance group I's name

  PGROUPJ = PGROUPJ  _ SET PGROUPJ pgrpname    Performance group J's name

  PGROUPK = PGROUPK  _ SET PGROUPK pgrpname    Performance group K's name

  PGROUPL = PGROUPL  _ SET PGROUPL pgrpname    Performance group L's name

  PGROUPM = PGROUPM  _ SET PGROUPM pgrpname    Performance group M's name

  PGROUPN = PGROUPN  _ SET PGROUPN pgrpname    Performance group N's name

  PGROUPO = PGROUPO  _ SET PGROUPO pgrpname    Performance group O's name

  PGROUPP = PGROUPP  _ SET PGROUPP pgrpname    Performance group P's name

  PGROUPQ = PGROUPQ  _ SET PGROUPQ pgrpname    Performance group Q's name

  PGROUPR = PGROUPR  _ SET PGROUPR pgrpname    Performance group R's name

  PGROUPS = PGROUPS  _ SET PGROUPS pgrpname    Performance group S's name

  PGROUPT = PGROUPT  _ SET PGROUPT pgrpname    Performance group T's name

  PGROUPU = PGROUPU  _ SET PGROUPU pgrpname    Performance group U's name

  PGROUPV = PGROUPV  _ SET PGROUPV pgrpname    Performance group V's name

  PGROUPW = PGROUPW  _ SET PGROUPW pgrpname    Performance group W's name

  PGROUPX = PGROUPX  _ SET PGROUPX pgrpname    Performance group X's name      

  RCHLOG   = ON      _ SET RCHLOG OFF    Status of channel data logging        

  RCULOG   = ON      _ SET RCULOG OFF    Status of control unit data logging   

  RDEV   = SRVTIM    _ SET RDEV STATUS   Customize RDEV device display         

  RDEVLOG  = ON      _ SET RDEVLOG OFF   Status of device data logging         

  SCALE    = ON      _ SET SCALE OFF     Decimal points in extracted data      

  SCAN     = 2       _ SET SCAN nn       Scan interval in minutes              

  STATLOG  = ON      _ SET STATLOG OFF   Status of logging statistical counters

  SUBSCAN  = 10      _ SET SUBSCAN nnn   Number of subscans per scan interval  
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  SYSID1 = CP0       _ SET SYSID1 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 0 

  SYSID2 = CP1       _ SET SYSID2 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 1 

  SYSID3 = CP2       _ SET SYSID3 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 2 

  SYSID4 = CP3       _ SET SYSID4 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 3 

  SYSID5 = CP4       _ SET SYSID5 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 4 

  SYSID6 = CP5       _ SET SYSID6 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 5 

  SYSID7 = CP6       _ SET SYSID7 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 6 

  SYSID8 = CP7       _ SET SYSID8 xxxxxxxx    Name that represents processor 7 

  TIMESTMP = ON      _ SET TIMESTMP OFF    Status of report timestamping       

  TRACE    = 4       _ SET TRACE nn      Number trace table blks to be scanned 

  UPDATE   = ON      _ SET UPDATE OFF    Status of automatic report update     

  USERLOG  = ON      _ SET USERLOG OFF   Status of virtual machine data logging

  WARN     = 2       _ SET WARN nn       Warn interval in minutes             

  WCONS    = ON      _ SET WCONS OFF     Display user wait on console         

  WCPRD    = ON      _ SET WCPRD OFF     Display user wait on CP read         

  WCSTOP   = ON      _ SET WCSTOP OFF    Display user check stop state        

  WDISC    = ON      _ SET WDISC OFF     Display user disconnected wait       

  WDORM    = ON      _ SET WDORM OFF     Display user dormant wait            

  WELIG    = ON      _ SET WELIG OFF     Display eligible list wait           

  WIDLE    = ON      _ SET WIDLE OFF     Display virtual machine idle         

  WINST    = ON      _ SET WINST OFF     Display instruction simulation wait  

  WI/O     = ON      _ SET WI/O OFF      Display waiting on I/O               

  WPAGE    = ON      _ SET WPAGE OFF     Display waiting on page I/O          

  WSLEEP   = ON      _ SET WSLEEP OFF    Display user wait CP sleep           

  WSTOP    = ON      _ SET WSTOP OFF     Display user wait CP stop            

  WTIO     = ON      _ SET WTIO OFF      Display user wait test I/O           

  WTSCH    = ON      _ SET WTSCH OFF     Display user wait TSCH               

  WVERP    = ON      _ SET WVERP OFF     Display user error recording         

  WINDOW = A         _ SET WINDOW GROUP xxxxxxxx    Define p-groups in window 

                                                                            

Return to previous menu                    Help facility                    

 _ *SETPFK                                  _ HELP SET                      

                                            _ HELP                                    

The Data Collector Configuration Menu contains the following options:

DEG
Specifies whether USER degradation analysis data is collected during the subscan interval.

DHOT
Determines whether HOT I/O devices are isplayed in window 1.

DINRQ
Determines whether device intervention required messages are displayed in window 1.

DINTR
Determines whether device intervention waits are displayed in window 1.

DIRM
Determines whether devices in intensive recording mode are displayed in window 1.

DISKWARN
Specifies the percent full at which the service machine's log disk must be to display in window 1 a warning to back
up the log files.

DMIHN
Determines whether missing interrupts are displayed in window 1.
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DOFFL
Determines whether offline devices are displayed in window 1.

DRSET
Determines whether device reset conditions are displayed in window 1.

DRSVD
Determines whether reserves pending are displayed in window 1.

DWAIT
Determines whether users that are in a disabled wait state are displayed in window 1.

ESCAN
Defines the number of scan intervals to be used in calculating and recording extended data.

EXTENDED
Activates and deactivates collection of extended data.

LOGCPFM
Activates and deactivates logging of data in CP Monitor format. SET LOGCPGM can be set to ON only in the
INITSERV initialization file. LOGCPFM is displayed on the Data Collector Configuration Menu only if a SET
LOGCPFM ON command is included in INITSERV.

LOGGING
Activates and deactivates disk logging to the EXPLORE LOG, DLOG LOG, and VLOG LOG files.

PGROUPA through PGROUPX
Defines the names for performance groups.

RCHLOG
Activates and deactivates logging of real channel data to the EXPLORE LOG file.

RCULOG
Activates and deactivates logging of real control unit data to the EXPLORE LOG file.

RDEV
Specifies whether the RDEV data display shows device status information or service time.

RDEVLOG
Activates and deactivates logging of real device data to the EXPLORE LOG file.

SCALE
Specifies whether data returned by the EXTRACT command is to contain decimal points.

SCAN
Defines the time interval between inspections of CP control blocks.

STATLOG
Activates and deactivates logging of VM statistical counters to the EXPLORE LOG file.

SUBSCAN
Defines how many times a subscan of critical areas is performed per major scan interval.

SYSID1-8
Sets user IDs for the processors.

TIMESTMP
Specifies whether the report date and data date and time are displayed on report panels.

TRACE
Defines the number of 4K pages of the CP trace table that are to be inspected by the TRACE command.

UPDATE
Automatically updates at the end of each scan interval the last report command requested.
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USERLOG
Activates or deactivates logging of data about virtual machines to the EXPLORE LOG file

WARN
Defines the interval at which thresholds are checked.

WCONS
Determines whether users that have CP READ status are displayed in window 1.

WCPRD
Determines whether users waiting on CP reads are displayed in window 1.

WCSTOP
Determines whether users waiting in check stop states are displayed in window 1.

WDISC
Determines whether users in disconnected wait states are displayed in window 1.

WDORM
Determines whether users on the dormant list are displayed in window 1.

WELIG
Determines whether users on the eligible list are displayed in window 1.

WIDLE
Determines whether users that are idle are displayed in window 1.

WINST
Determines whether users that are waiting for instruction simulation are displayed in window 1.

WI/O
Determines whether users that are waiting for nonpage I/O are displayed in window 1.

WPAGE
Determines whether users that are waiting for page I/O are displayed in window 1.

WSLEEP
Determines whether users in CP sleep conditions are displayed in window 1.

WSTOP
Determines whether users in CP stop states are displayed in window 1.

WTIO
Determines whether users in TIO-busy loops are displayed in window 1.

WTSCH
Determines whether users in TSCH-busy loops are displayed in window 1.

WVERP
Determines whether users with Virtual Error Recording Processing active are displayed in window 1.

WINDOW
Controls the display for windows 1 and 2.

Defining Performance Groups (GROUP)

You can group virtual machines together under one ID, as a performance group, to let you monitor their collective activity.
Use the GROUP command to define which virtual machines belong to a performance group. Activity by performance
groups can be displayed on report displays and batch plots.

top
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Related Commands
Use the SET WINDOW GROUP command to set the performance groups for which status warnings are to be
displayed in window 1. Note that window 1 displays warnings for users only if they are assigned to performance
groups. The SET WINDOW GROUP command is explained on the following pages.
Use the SET PGROUP command to change the name of a performance group. The SET PGROUP command is
also explained on the following pages.
The GROUP command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

NOTE

• By default, window 1 displays exception conditions for virtual machines belonging to performance group A.
Unless you change the default, it is best to assign all critical virtual machines to performance group A.

• Statistics are not accumulated for a performance group until a user in the group logs on.

GROUP id {ADD userids | DROP userids | LIST}    

id
Replace id with the performance group identifier. Valid identifiers are the letters A through X, or the performance
group name assigned by the SET PGROUP command.

ADD
Specify ADD to add the listed users to the performance group. You can include up to nine users on one
statement. To add all defined users to a performance group, you would specify ADD *.
Data for an added user is not collected until that user logs on.

DROP
Specify DROP to remove the listed users from the performance group. You can include up to nine users on one
statement. To drop all defined users from a performance group, specify DROP *.

LIST
Specify LIST to display the members of the performance group.

userids
Replace userids with the logon IDs of the virtual machines to be acted upon. If you include more than one logon
ID, separate them with spaces.
Invalid Values: You must replace userids with the IDs of real users; you cannot replace it with any of the
following:

• Another performance group name. To include the members of another performance group, you must add the
members individually.

• An existing system ID, such as SYSTEM0.
• An existing processor ID, such as *TOTAL* or CP1.

Special Characters
The following table shows the special characters you can use in the GROUP command’s userids operand for
pattern matching. There is no limit on the number or placement of special characters, but the total number of
characters including the special characters cannot exceed eight.
* (asterisk)

Represents any number of characters.
+ (plus sign)

Represents a single character.
You can execute GROUP commands from the GROUP Command Menu. Accessing the GROUP Command Menu
requires the steps below. You can also enter *GROUP on the command line to access this menu.

1. Select the *COMMAND option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will
display the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu.
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2. From the Explore PM for z/VM Real-Time Command Menu, select *FUNC. This will display the EXPLORE
Function Commands Menu.

3. On the EXPLORE Function Commands Menu, select *GROUP.

GROUP Command Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 16:12:32

 ==>                                                                  EXPLORE 

                              GROUP Command Menu                               

   Display users in a performance group                                        

    _ GROUP id LIST           Display performance group 'id'  (id = A - X)     

    _ GROUP pgrpname LIST     Display performance group 'pgrpname'             

                                                                               

   Add users to a performance group                                            

    _ GROUP id ADD user-id(s)                                                  

    _ GROUP pgrpname ADD user-id(s)                                            

                                                                               

   Drop users from a performance group                                         

    _ GROUP id DROP user-id(s)                                                 

    _ GROUP pgrpname DROP user-id(s)                                           

                                                                               

   Review/change group names and groups selected for window display            

    _ *SRVCFIG                Go to Data Collection Configuration menu         

   Return to previous menu                                Help facility        

    _ *SRVCFIG                                             _ HELP GROUP        

                                                           _ HELP              

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

 *GROUP       

Example

The following command adds three users to performance group B:

GROUP B ADD USER1 USER2 USER3

Performance Group (SET PGROUP)

Use the PGROUP parameter of the SET command to change the name of a performance group.

SET PGROUP is valid:

• for the real-time subsystem only.
• only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• Syntax

SET PGROUPa name

Replace a with the identifying letter of the performance group, a letter from A to X. Replace name with the new name
that is not one of the following:
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– Another performance group name
– A real user ID
– An existing system ID
– An existing processor ID
– A pseudo-user ID that is identical to a real user ID or another pseudo-user ID

Specifying Groups Displayed in Window 1

Use the GROUP parameter of the SET WINDOW command to specify the performance groups to be displayed in window
1.

SET WINDOW GROUP is valid:

• for the real-time subsystem only.
• only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• Syntax

SET WINDOW GROUP groups

Replace groups with the identifying letters of the performance groups, from A-X.

Defining User IDs for Processors (SET SYSID)

Use the SYSIDn parameter of the SET command to set user IDs for the processors in your site.

SYSID1 sets the user ID that represents the main processor. SYSID2 through SYSID8 set the user IDs that represent the
second through eighth processors.

The SET SYSID command is valid:

• for the real-time subsystem only.
• only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• Syntax

SET SYSIDn userid

N
Replace n with the number of the processor, from 1 through 8.

userid
Replace userid with the user ID that is to represent resource utilization for that processor.
Invalid Values: The userid cannot be one of the following:

• The characters SYSTEM. IBM reserves SYSTEM for CP overhead for spooling operations.
• The characters SYSTEMn where n is a number. SYSTEMn is reserved for Explore PM for z/VM.
• The characters *TOTAL*. On a multiprocessor, this label always represents the system-wide totals (the sum of

IPL and non-IPL processors) and cannot be changed.
• If you specify a pseudo-user ID, it cannot be the same as a real user ID or another pseudo-user ID.

• Default Values

Processor Default Value for userid

SYSID1 CP0

SYSID2 CP1

SYSID3 CP2
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SYSID4 CP3

SYSID5 CP4

SYSID6 CP5

SYSID7 CP6

SYSID8 CP7

• Menu Entry
You can set SYSIDn from the following lines on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):

   SYSID1 = CP0       _ >SET SYSID1 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 0

   SYSID2 = CP1       _ >SET SYSID2 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 1

   SYSID3 = CP2       _ >SET SYSID3 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 2

   SYSID4 = CP3       _ >SET SYSID4 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 3

   SYSID5 = CP4       _ >SET SYSID5 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 4

   SYSID6 = CP5       _ >SET SYSID6 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 5

   SYSID7 = CP6       _ >SET SYSID7 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 6

   SYSID8 = CP7       _ >SET SYSID8 xxxxxxxx   Name that represents processor 7

Example

The following command sets CPVM as the user ID that represents the IPL processor's utilization:

SET SYSID1 CPVM

Specifying Virtual Machines for Data Collection (INCLUDE and EXCLUDE)

Use the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE commands to define EXPLORE's monitoring of virtual machines, as follows:

INCLUDE
Use to monitor only the virtual machines designated

EXCLUDE
Use to monitor all virtual machines except those designated
INCLUDE

You must choose between using the command and the EXCLUDE command; you cannot use both
commands during a single service machine session.
The INCLUDE and EXCLUDE commands are valid only in the INITSERV service machine initialization
file, except for the LIST operand which can be used in the real-time subsystem at any time.
INCLUDE {userids | LIST | RESET userids}

EXCLUDE {userids | LIST | RESET | userids}

userids
Replace userids with the logon IDs of the virtual machines to be included or excluded.

LIST
Use LIST to display a list of the virtual machines you have included or excluded.

RESET userids
Use RESET to remove virtual machines from the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE list. Replace userids with the logon IDs
of the virtual machines to be removed.
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Collecting User Degradation Analysis Data (SET DEG)

Use the DEG parameter of the SET command to specify whether USER degradation analysis data is collected during the
subscan interval.

The SET DEG command is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.

SET DEG {ON | OFF} 

Menu Entry
You can set DEG from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DEG      = ON      _ >SET DEG OFF      Status of user degradation data scan

Collecting Extended Data (SET EXTENDED)

Use the EXTENDED parameter of the SET command to specify if extended data collection is to be performed. Extended
data is displayed by the COMPE and PLOTE commands.

The number of scan intervals to be used in calculating and recording extended data is determined by the SET ESCAN
command, which is explained in Configuring the Product.

The SET EXTENDED command is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.

SET EXTENDED {ON | OFF}   

Menu Entry
You can set EXTENDED from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
EXTENDED = ON      _ >SET EXTENDED OFF   Status of extended data collection

Setting Intervals for Data Collection

This section explains how to set the following time intervals:

top

The SET SCAN, SET SUBSCAN, SET ESCAN, and SET WARN command are valid only when set from the service
machine or entered with the > prefix.

Setting Performance data collection interval (SET SCAN)

Use the SCAN parameter of the SET command to define the time interval between performance data collection intervals.

SET SCAN nn

Replace nn with the interval in minutes, from 1 to 60. The recommended value for nn is between 1 and 10 minutes. The
default value for nn is 2.

Menu Entry
You can set SCAN from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):

    SCAN     = 3       _ >SET SCAN nn      Scan interval in minutes 

Example

The following command causes Explore PM for z/VM to collect performance data every minute:

SET SCAN 1
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Setting Subscans of Critical Areas (SET SUBSCAN)

Use the SUBSCAN parameter of the SET command to define how many times a subscan of critical areas is performed
per major scan interval.

    SET SUBSCAN     nn

Replace nn with a number from 1 to 20. The default value for SUBSCAN is 10.

Menu Entry
You can set SUBSCAN from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
SUBSCAN  = 10      _ >SET SUBSCAN nnn  Number of subscans per scan interval

Setting Time Intervals for Extended Data (SET ESCAN)

Use the ESCAN parameter of the SET command to define the number of scan intervals to be used in calculating and
recording extended data. Explore PM for z/VM averages the values obtained during the specified number of scan
intervals and records the average in the extended data area. The extended data is displayed by the PLOTE and COMPE
commands.

SET ESCAN nn   

Replace nn with a number from 1 to 16 to indicate the number of scan intervals. The default value for nn is 5.

Menu Entry
You can set ESCAN from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
ESCAN    = 5      _ >SET ESCAN nn    Number scan intervals in extended data

Example

The following command causes Explore PM for z/VM to calculate and record extended data every five scan intervals:

SET ESCAN 5

Setting Time Intervals for Threshold Warnings (SET WARN)

Use the WARN parameter of the SET command to define the warning scan interval; that is, the interval at which
procedures are to be executed after threshold conditions are met.

NOTE
To specify procedures and threshold conditions, use the WARN command.

SET WARN nn

Replace nn with the desired time interval in minutes, from 1 to 60. A value equal to or greater than the scan interval is
recommended. The default value is 2.

Menu Entry
You can set WARN from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):

    WARN     = 3       _ >SET WARN nn      Warn interval in minutes 

Example

The following command causes Explore PM for z/VM to inspect the warning stack every minute:
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SET WARN 1

Turning Logging On or Off (SET LOGGING and SET LOGCPFM)

Use the LOGGING and LOGCPFM parameters of the SET command to activate or deactivate logging of data.

The following table shows the commands for activating logging and the files to which each applies:

Command CMS File Name Description
SET LOGGING EXPLORE LOG

DLOG LOG
VLOG LOG

Logs performance and user data. This file is
Explore PM for z/VM's disk data collection
file.
Data is automatically collected by VM. You
set EXPLORE options to determine which
data is logged.
Logs user data only. Each EXPLORE user
can have a DLOG LOG file on the A disk.
The service machine has its own DLOG
LOG file also.
Logs VMCF requests made to the
EXPLORE service machine.
Data is automatically collected and logged
by Explore PM for z/VM data collection.

SET LOGCPFM Dmmddyy Thhmmss Logs performance data in CP Monitor
format. CP Monitor format data is used in
EMAP and DASD seek reporting.
It is recommended that you activate logging
for CP Monitor format data only when you
plan to use EMAP or DASD seek reporting,
or when you plan to pass data to another
product that requires CP Monitor format
data.

• Activating Logging

The following table shows how to activate logging for all of the log files:

File Activation Instructions
EXPLORE LOG
VLOG LOG
DLOG LOG for the service machine

Perform one of the following to simultaneously activate logging for
the EXPLORE, VLOG, and DLOG (service machine) LOG files:
Issue SET LOGGING from the service machine, or from the user
interface using the > prefix.
Include SET LOGGING in the INITSERV initialization file.

DLOG LOG for a user terminal Perform one of the following:
Issue SET LOGGING from the user interface without the > prefix.
Include SET LOGGING in the INITUSER or INITCMND
initialization file.

Dmmddyy Thhmmss Include SET LOGCPFM in the INITSERV initialization file.
The CP Monitor produces monitor configuration records when
the EXPLRVM data collection program first connects to the
*MONITOR CP system service. Because the CP Monitor format
log files must begin with these configuration records, SET
LOGCPFM ON must be activated during initialization.
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The SET LOGGING Command

Requirement

If you are going to use the history reporting or flashback subsystems, both SET LOGGING and SET STATLOG must be
set to ON. For more information about SET STATLOG, see Configuring the Product.

NOTE
The LOGGING parameter is automatically set to OFF when the A-disk becomes full.

SET LOGGING {ON|OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set LOGGING from the following lines on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG) and the
User Interface Configuration Menu (*USRCFIG), respectively:

• Issuing SET LOGGING from the Data Collector Configuration Menu activates logging for the DLOG, VLOG
and EXPLORE LOG files on the service machine. Logging for a user's DLOG LOG file is not activated.

    LOGGING  = OFF     _ >SET LOGGING ON   Status of data logging facility  

Issuing SET LOGGING from the User Interface Configuration Menu activates logging only for the DLOG file on the user's
disk. Logging for the log files on the EXPLORE service machine are not activated.

    LOGGING  = ON      _ SET LOGGING OFF     Status of logging facility 

The SET LOGCPFM Command

SET LOGCPFM {ON|OFF} {DISK|TAPE}

OFF
Deactivates logging of CP Monitor format data.
SET LOGCPFM OFF is valid only when issued from the service machine. You can issue it at any time, but you
cannot reactivate logging by issuing a SET LOGCPFM ON command. To reactivate logging, you must terminate
and restart the service machine.

ON
Activates logging of CP Monitor format data.
SET LOGCPFM ON must be placed in the INITSERV initialization file. If you have issued a SET LOGCPFM OFF
command, you cannot reactivate logging by issuing a SET LOGCPFM ON command. To reactivate logging, you
must terminate and restart the service machine.

DISK
Specifies data is to be logged to disk.

TAPE
Specifies data is to be logged to tape.

If you plan to specify the SET LOGCPFM ON TAPE command, you must have already performed the following tasks
before starting the EXPLRVM data collection program, by placing the LOGCPFM command in the INITSERV EXPLORE
file:

• Attached a tape drive to the service machine as virtual device 181.
• Mounted and made ready a tape. EXPLRVM ignores any labels on the tape.

Example

The following command in your INITSERV initialization file causes CP Monitor format data to be logged to tape:
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SET LOGCPFM ON TAPE

Specifying Time Ranges for Logging Data (SET EXPLOG)

Use the EXPLOG parameter of the SET command to define the day and time range or ranges when Explore PM for z/VM
is to log performance data.

NOTE
This command has no effect on CP monitor format logging. It affects only the EXPLORE LOG.

The SET EXPLOG command is valid:

• for the real-time subsystem only
• only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix

    SET EXPLOG day timerange1 [timerange2] [timerange3] [timerange4]    

day
Replace day with one of the following values:
SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT
To log data for more than one day, issue SET EXPLOG for each day.

Timerange
Replace timerange1 with a pair of beginning and ending times in hh:mm:ss hh:mm:ss format expressed in military
time. You can specify up to four time ranges for the specified day.
The default is 00:00:00 24:00:00 for all seven days. To have no data logged for a given day, specify a single time
range of 00:00:00 00:00:00 for that day.

Specifying Data to Be Logged

This section explains how to activate logging for the following kinds of data:

All commands in this section:

• are valid for the real-time subsystem only.
• are valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• control data logged to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG A.

Logging Virtual Machine Data (SET USERLOG)

Use the USERLOG parameter of the SET command to log data about virtual machines.

• SET USERLOG is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• USERLOG must be set to ON if you use the history reporting or flashback subsystems.

    SET USERLOG {ON|OFF}  

Menu Entry
You can set USERLOG from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):

    USERLOG  = ON    _ >SET USERLOG OFF  Status of virtual machine data logging 

Example

Use the following command to cause data about virtual machines to be logged to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG A:
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SET USERLOG ON

Logging Real Channel Data (SET RCHLOG)

Use the RCHLOG parameter of the SET command to log real channel data.

• SET RCHLOG is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• RCHLOG must be set to ON if you use the history reporting or flashback subsystems.

    SET RCHLOG {ON|OFF}   

Menu Entry
You can set RCHLOG from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
RCHLOG   = ON      _ >SET RCHLOG OFF   Status of channel data logging

Logging Real Control Data (SET RCULOG)

Use the RCULOG parameter of the SET command to log real control unit data.

• SET RCULOG is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• RCULOG must be set to ON if you use the flashback subsystem.

SET RCULOG {ON | OFF} 

• Menu Entry
You can set RCULOG from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):

RCULOG   = ON      _ >SET RCULOG OFF   Status of control unit data logging

Logging Real Device Data (SET RDEVLOG)

Use the RDEVLOG parameter of the SET command to log real device data.

• SET RDEVLOG is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• RDEVLOG must be set to ON if you use the history reporting or flashback subsystems.

SET RDEVLOG {ON | OFF}

• Menu Entry
You can set RDEVLOG from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):

RDEVLOG  = ON      _ >SET RDEVLOG OFF  Status of device data logging    

Example

The following command causes real device data to be logged to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG A:

SET RDEVLOG ON

Logging VM Statistical Counters (SET STATLOG)

Use the STATLOG parameter of the SET command to log VM statistical counters.

• SET STATLOG is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.
• STATLOG must be set to ON if SET LOGGING is set to ON. If you are using the history reporting or flashback

subsystems, both LOGGING and SET STATLOG must be set to ON. Setting STATLOG to OFF can cause invalid data.
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SET STATLOG {ON | OFF}

• Menu Entry
You can set STATLOG from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):

STATLOG  = ON    _ >SET STATLOG OFF  Status of logging statistical counters

Specifying If CPU Utilization Is Divided by Processor Count (SET MPRED)

Use the MPRED (MultiProcessor REDuction) parameter of the SET command to determine whether CPU utilization is
divided by the number of processors.

• The MPRED parameter affects how CPU utilization is displayed, as well as how it is recorded in the EXPLORE LOG
file; as a result, EXPLHIST history reporting data is also affected. To interpret a history report on a multiprocessor,
you must know if MPRED was set to ON or OFF. If you change the setting of SET MPRED, new data is affected but
stored values are not; therefore you should not change the setting of SET MPRED once you have determined the
initial setting.

• The SET MPRED command is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.

SET MPRED {ON | OFF} 

 
OFF

For each CPU, the maximum reported CPU utilization is 100%.
For *TOTAL*, the maximum reported CPU utilization is the number of CPUs x100%.

•ON
For each CPU, the maximum reported CPU utilization is 100% divided by the number of CPUs.
For *TOTAL*, the maximum reported CPU utilization 100%.

Customizing Report Panels
top

Explore PM for z/VM provides the following parameters of the SET command to customize specific report panels:

SET RDEV
Whether the RDEV report panel shows device status information or service time.

SET TIMESTMP
Whether the report date and data date and time are displayed on all report panels.

SET TRACE
The number of 4K pages of the CP trace table that are to be inspected by the TRACE command.

Customizing the RDEV Report Panel (SET RDEV)

Use the RDEV parameter of the SET command to specify whether the RDEV data display shows device status
information or service time.

SET RDEV is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.

SET RDEV {SRVTIM|STATUS}

SRVTIM
The column shows the average service time in milliseconds during the last scan interval.
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STATUS
The column shows the device status flags RDEVSTAT, RDEVAFLG, and RDEVDFLG (in that order) at the end of
the last scan interval.

Menu Entry
You can set RDEV from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
RDEV   = SRVTIM    _ >SET RDEV STATUS  Customize RDEV device display

Displaying the Timestamp (SET TIMESTMP)

Use the TIMESTMP parameter of the SET command to specify whether the following timestamp is displayed on report
panels:

• The report date in mm/dd/yy format
• The data collection date and time in mm//d/d/yy hh:mm:ss format

The timestamp is not visible on the initial display of a report panel. To view the timestamp, scroll backward one line from
the first panel of the report.

SET TIMESTMP is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.

SET TIMESTMP {ON|OFF}

ON
The timestamp is displayed.

OFF
The timestamp is not displayed.

Menu Entry
You can set TIMESTMP from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
TIMESTMP = ON      _ >SET TIMESTMP OFF   Status of report timestamping

Setting the Number of Trace Table Blocks to be Scanned (SET TRACE)

Use the TRACE parameter of the SET command to define the number of 4K pages of the CP trace table that are to be
inspected by the TRACE command.

SET TRACE is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.

SET TRACE blocks

Replace blocks with the number of 4K pages.

NOTE
The recommended value for blocks is 25% of the total trace table, unless a very small trace table is used. The
default value for blocks is 4.

Menu Entry
You can set TRACE from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu:
TRACE    = 4     _ >SET TRACE nn    Number trace table blocks to be scanned

Example

The following command causes the TRACE command to inspect 24K (six 4K pages) of the trace table:

SET TRACE 6
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Setting Basic Security

Authorizing the Use of Commands (ENABLE and DISABLE)

Use the ENABLE and DISABLE commands to authorize whether a real-time CMS or CMS command interface user can
issue Explore PM for z/VM commands. The ENABLE command allows users to issue the designated commands; the
DISABLE command prohibits users from issuing the designated commands.

• The ENABLE and DISABLE commands should be placed in the INITSERV service machine initialization file.
• Only selected users should be authorized to issue the ENABLE and DISABLE commands.

ENABLE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  userid commands

| userid ALL

| userid NONE

| [userid] LIST

DISABLE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  userid commands

| userid ALL

| [userid] LIST

userid
Replace userid with the logon ID of the virtual machine.
The user ID of DEFAULT is reserved. If a user has not been defined in the security table, then the entry DEFAULT
is used. To establish a DEFAULT user profile, enter ENABLE DEFAULT.

commands
Replace commands with the EXPLORE commands to be enabled or disabled. You can specify from one to ten
commands. If you specify more than one command, separate each command with a space.

ALL
For the ENABLE command, specify ALL to enable a user for all commands.
For the DISABLE command, specify ALL to remove a user from the security table. Once the user is removed, the
DEFAULT entry is used for this user. Note that DISABLE ALL does not disable a user for all commands.

NONE
For the ENABLE command only, specify NONE to block a user from entering any EXPLORE commands.

LIST
For both the ENABLE and DISABLE command, specifying LIST displays a list of enabled commands. If LIST is
specified without a user ID, then all users with entries in the security table are displayed. If a user ID is specified,
then only that user's entry is displayed.
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NOTE

• Before you can use the DISABLE command, an ENABLE command must have been previously issued for
that same user ID, including DEFAULT. The ENABLE command must have specified either with the ALL
operand, or with the same command that you are now disabling.

• If you want to enable a user for most commands, it is easier to first ENABLE the user for ALL commands,
and then DISABLE the user for the few commands that are not to be allowed.

• If you enable or disable a root command, all suffixed forms of the command are also enabled or disabled.
Enabling a suffixed form of a command also enables the root command and the other suffixed forms for that
root.
For example, if you enable the command SUMA, the commands SUMAP, SUMAS, and SUMAU are also
enabled. If you enable the command SUMAP, the root command SUMA and the suffixed commands SUMAU
and SUMAS are also enabled.

Examples

The following commands allow the user OPERATOR to issue any command except LPAR and SUMAU. Because SUMAU
is a suffixed form of SUMA, the SUMA, SUMAP, and SUMAS commands are also disabled for the user.

    ENABLE OPERATOR ALL 

    DISABLE OPERATOR LPAR SUMAU 

The following panel shows the result for both the DISABLE RJB LIST and ENABLE RJB LIST commands. The user ID is
shown in the left column. The rest of the display lists the commands that the user RJB can execute.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 16:49:51

 ==>

RJB     DMK      EXTDMK   EXTDCP   AUTO     GROUP    COMP     COMPE    CPLT

        CPLTA    DCP      DEG      DISABLE  DLOG     DMKSYM   EEND     ENABLE

        EXEC     LOC      LOG      PLOT     PLOTE    PRT      Q        RCH

        RCU      RDEV     RDEVBLOK REFRESH  RESET    SET      SLOT     STATUS

        SUM      SUMA     TRACE    VLOG     VMBLOK   VMSTAT   WARN     SCBLOK

        LOADMAP  EXTRACT

Commands for Maintaining Data Collection

This article describes the following commands, which aid you in controlling data collection and logging:

Each of the commands in this article is displayed on the Function Commands Menu.

Adding Console Entries to the User Log File (LOG)

Use the LOG command to add entries to the user log file DLOG LOG from the console.

• The LOG command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.
• The LOG command forces text to be uppercase. If you prefer to use mixed case in execs and procedures, use

the .LOG command.

LOG [type] text

type
Replace type with a record type from one to eight characters. Although type is optional, it is recommended for
later processing and display activities.
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text
Replace text with the text of the log entry, not to exceed 65 characters.

Example

This command adds USER EM FORCED OFF to the log file with a record type of MANUAL:

LOG MANUAL USER EM FORCED OFF

Forcing Buffers to Be Logged (LOGIT)

Use the LOGIT command to force Explore PM for z/VM to immediately log its current buffers to the CMS file EXPLORE
LOG. Normally, Explore PM for z/VM logs its buffers every 16 scan intervals.

• The LOGIT command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.
• The LOGIT command is valid only when set from the service machine or entered with the > prefix.

    LOGIT   

NOTE

• The LOGIT command does not cause the buffers to be cleared after they have been logged. Instead they are
cleared at the regularly scheduled time, after all 16 scan intervals have been written out. Therefore, using the
LOGIT command can cause one or more scan intervals to be written in duplicate to the EXPLORE LOG file.

• It is recommended that the LOGIT command only be used when necessary, such as at the beginning of an
Explore PM for z/VM procedure that processes the EXPLORE LOG file. A sample procedure, AUTOPURG
EXPLORE, is provided as part of the User-Contributed Procedure library. Note that these sample procedures
are distributed on an as-is basis, and support is not provided.

Resetting Statistical Counters (RESET)

Use the RESET command to reset the statistical counters to zero.

The RESET command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

RESET

Setting Thresholds
This article describes how to use the configuration menus and commands to set options for threshold levels and the
exception conditions to be monitored.

You can set the options in this section from the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG) except for the WARN
command, which is displayed on the Function Commands Menu (*FUNC).

For instructions on how to use the Data Collector Configuration Menu, see Configuring the Product. For more information
about the Function Commands Menu, see Explore PM for z/VM PM for zVM Real-Time Command Menu - *COMMAND.

You can also set options by issuing commands from the command line. If you are not on the service machine, you must
preface your command with the > prefix. The > prefix command is explained in Using Commands and Function Keys.

Settings are activated as soon as you enter them. You do not need to IPL your system again for the settings to take effect.

Options set with the WARN or SET commands, whether from the command line or from a menu, are in effect for the
current session only. To change a setting permanently, you must alter the default setting in the appropriate initialization
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file. It is recommended that you select the appropriate commands and enter them in the INITSERV EXPLORE initialization
file to make them permanent configuration options.

Displaying Settings
To view current settings, you can either display the appropriate configuration menu, or enter the Query command
for a particular parameter.

 

Setting Thresholds
This article describes how to use the configuration menus and commands to set options for threshold levels and the
exception conditions to be monitored.

You can set the options in this section from the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG) except for the WARN
command, which is displayed on the Function Commands Menu (*FUNC).

For instructions on how to use the Data Collector Configuration Menu, see Configuring the Product. For more information
about the Function Commands Menu, see Explore PM for z/VM PM for zVM Real-Time Command Menu - *COMMAND.

You can also set options by issuing commands from the command line. If you are not on the service machine, you must
preface your command with the > prefix. The > prefix command is explained in Using Commands and Function Keys.

Settings are activated as soon as you enter them. You do not need to IPL your system again for the settings to take effect.

Options set with the WARN or SET commands, whether from the command line or from a menu, are in effect for the
current session only. To change a setting permanently, you must alter the default setting in the appropriate initialization
file. It is recommended that you select the appropriate commands and enter them in the INITSERV EXPLORE initialization
file to make them permanent configuration options.

Displaying Settings
To view current settings, you can either display the appropriate configuration menu, or enter the Query command
for a particular parameter.

 

Displaying Exception Conditions
Contents

This section explains how to specify the exception conditions to be displayed in window 1. Exception conditions for
devices are explained next; exception conditions for users are explained in the next section.

• A setting of ON indicates the exception condition message is to be displayed.
• Exception condition messages are displayed in window 1. The following conditions must be true:

– SET WINDOW must be set to ON. Windows 1 and 2 are not displayed when SET WINDOW OFF is active.
– Split-screen mode must not be active. Window 1 is not displayed in split-screen mode.

Displaying Exception Conditions for Devices

The SET commands explained in this section display the following kinds of device exception conditions. The commands in
this section are described in alphabetical order.

NOTE
All commands in this section are valid for the service machine only.

3topdiscfalse
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HOT I/O Devices (SET DHOT)

Use the DHOT parameter of the SET command to determine whether HOT I/O devices are displayed. A hot I/O device is
a device that is disrupting system operation because of unsolicited I/O interrupts.

SET DHOT {ON | OFF}  

Menu Entry
You can set DHOT from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DHOT     = ON     _ >SET DHOT OFF     Display hot I/O in window 1

Device Intervention Required (SET DINRQ)

Use the DINRQ parameter of the set command to determine whether device intervention required messages are
displayed.

SET DINRQ {ON | OFF} 

Menu Entry
You can set DINRQ from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DINRQ    = ON      _ >SET DINRQ OFF    Display device intervention request

Device Intervention Waits (SET DINTR)

Use the DINTR parameter of the set command to determine whether device intervention waits are displayed.

SET DINTR {ON | OFF}    

Menu Entry
You can set DINTR from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DINTR    = OFF     _ >SET DINTR ON     Display device intervention wait

Device Intensive Recording Mode (SET DIRM)

Use the DIRM parameter of the set command to determine whether devices in intensive recording mode are displayed.

SET DIRM {ON | OFF}   

Menu Entry
You can set DIRM from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DIRM     = ON     _ >SET DIRM OFF    Display device intensive recording mod

Missing Interrupts (SET DMIHN)

Use the DMIHN parameter of the set command to determine whether missing interrupts are displayed.

SET DMIHN {ON | OFF}   

Menu Entry
You can set DMIHN from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DMIHN    = ON      _ >SET DMIHN OFF    Display device missing interrupts
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Offline Devices (SET DOFFL)

Use the DOFFL parameter of the set command to determine whether offline devices are displayed.

SET DOFFL {ON | OFF}    

Menu Entry
You can set DOFFL from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DOFFL    = OFF     _ >SET DOFFL ON     Display offline devices in window 1

 

Device Reset Conditions (SET DRSET)

Use the DRSET parameter of the set command to determine whether device reset conditions are displayed.

To clear DEVICE RESET messages from window 1, issue SET DRSET OFF from the EXPLORE service machine.

SET DRSET {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set DRSET from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DRSET    = ON      _ >SET DRSET OFF    Display device reset condition

Pending Device Reserves (SET DRSVD)

Use the DRSVD parameter of the set command to determine whether pending device reserves are displayed.

SET DRSVD {ON | OFF}   

Menu Entry
You can set DRSVD from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DRSVD    = ON      _ >SET DRSVD OFF    Display device reserve pending

Displaying Exception Conditions for Users

The SET commands explained in this section display the following kinds of user exception conditions. The commands in
this section are described in alphabetical order.

NOTE
All users must be assigned to a performance group in order to have status messages displayed for them in
window 1. See Configuring the Product for instructions on using the GROUP command to assign a user to a
performance group.

Each performance group must then be selected for display in window 1 by issuing a SET WINDOW GROUP command.
For instructions on using SET WINDOW GROUP, see Configuring the Product.

3topdiscfalse

Disabled Wait States (SET DWAIT)

Use the DWAIT parameter of the set command to determine whether users that are in a disabled wait state are displayed.

SET DWAIT {ON | OFF}
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Menu Entry
You can set DWAIT from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
DWAIT    = ON      _ >SET DWAIT OFF    Display disabled wait pgroups

In CP Read State (SET WCONS)

Use the WCONS parameter of the set command to determine whether users that have CP READ status are displayed.

SET WCONS {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WCONS from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WCONS    = ON      _ >SET WCONS OFF    Display user wait on console

Waiting on CP Reads (SET WCPRD)

Use the WCPRD parameter of the set command to determine whether users waiting on CP reads are displayed.

SET WCPRD {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WCPRD from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WCPRD    = ON      _ >SET WCPRD OFF    Display user wait on CP read

Waiting in Check Stop States (SET WCSTOP)

Use the WCSTOP parameter of the set command to determine whether users waiting in check stop state are displayed.

SET WCSTOP {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WCSTOP from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WCSTOP   = ON      _ >SET WCSTOP OFF   Display user check stop state

Disconnected Waits (SET WDISC)

Use the WDISC parameter of the set command to determine whether users in disconnected wait states are displayed.
The Control Program forces off some users if they are not reconnected within 15 minutes.

SET WDISC {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WDISC from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WDISC    = ON      _ >SET WDISC OFF    Display user disconnected wait

On the Dormant List (SET WDORM)

Use the WDORM parameter of the set command to determine whether users on the dormant list are displayed.

SET WDORM {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WDORM from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
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WDORM    = OFF     _ >SET WDORM ON     Display user dormant wait

On the Eligible List (SET WELIG)

Use the WELIG parameter of the set command to determine whether users on the eligible list are displayed.

SET WELIG {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WELIG from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WELIG    = ON      _ >SET WELIG OFF    Display eligible list wait

Idle Virtual Machines (SET WIDLE)

Use the WIDLE parameter of the set command to determine whether users that are idle are displayed.

SET WIDLE {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WIDLE from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WIDLE    = OFF     _ >SET WIDLE ON     Display virtual machine idle

Waiting for Instruction Simulation (SET WINST)

Use the WINST parameter of the set command to determine whether users that are waiting for instruction simulation are
displayed.

SET WINST {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WINST from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WINST    = ON      _ >SET WINST OFF    Display instruction simulation wait

Waiting for Nonpage I/O (SET WI/O)

Use the WI/O parameter of the set command to determine whether users that are waiting for nonpage I/O are displayed.

SET WI/O {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WI/O from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WI/O     = ON      _ >SET WI/O OFF     Display waiting on I/O

Waiting for Page I/O (SET WPAGE)

Use the WPAGE parameter of the set command to determine whether users that are waiting for page I/O are displayed.

SET WPAGE {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WPAGE from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WPAGE    = ON      _ >SET WPAGE OFF    Display waiting on page I/O
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In CP Sleep Condition (SET WSLEEP)

Use the WSLEEP parameter of the set command to determine whether users in CP sleep conditions are displayed.

SET WSLEEP {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WSLEEP from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WSLEEP   = ON      _ >SET WSLEEP OFF   Display user wait CP sleep

In CP Stop States (SET WSTOP)

Use the WSTOP parameter of the set command to determine whether users in CP stop states are displayed.

SET WSTOP {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WSTOP from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WSTOP    = ON      _ >SET WSTOP OFF    Display user wait CP stop

In TIO Busy Loops (SET WTIO)

Use the WTIO parameter of the set command to determine whether users in TIO-busy loops are displayed.

SET WTIO {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WTIO from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WTIO     = ON      _ >SET WTIO OFF     Display user wait test I/O

In TSCH Busy Loops (SET WTSCH)

Use the WTSCH parameter of the set command to determine whether users in TSCH-busy loops are displayed.

SET WTSCH {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set the WTSCH from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WTSCH    = ON      _ >SET WTSCH OFF    Display user wait TSCH

With Virtual Error Recording Processing Active (SET WVERP)

Use the WVERP parameter of the set command to determine whether users with Virtual Error Recording Processing
active are displayed.

SET WVERP {ON | OFF}

Menu Entry
You can set WVERP from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
WVERP    = ON      _ >SET WVERP OFF    Display user error recording
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Resource Control Facility
This section describes the Explore PM for z/VM resource control facility.

Virtual Machines
The resource control facility dynamically controls the consumption of real machine resources by virtual machines. Virtual
machines are monitored for excessive CPU utilization, I/O rates, paging rates, storage residency size, and idle time.

To reduce resource consumption on specific virtual machines, the resource control facility can send warnings, reduce the
CP relative shares of the virtual machines, or log off offending virtual machines.

Assigning Virtual Machines
You can assign virtual machines to control groups by using the ADD resource control command, either

• Through the RSCTL INIT file
• Interactively on the service machine console

Resource control GROUP initialization commands define the control parameters for the virtual machines
belonging to each control group. Additional information is provided in this article.

Defining a Default Control Group
Virtual machines that are not explicitly added to any control group can be included in resource control by defining
a default control group for these resources. The default control group ID defaults to group X.
Virtual machines are added to control group X as the Explore PM for z/VM encounters them for VM data collector.
There may be a delay of up to 10 minutes after the data collector notices a newly-logged in user before that user
is placed under resource control.
To disable default control groups, include the command DEFGRP OFF in the RSCTL INIT file.
The Explore PM for z/VM service machine is automatically excluded from the default group.

Running Resource Control
Resource control must run on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine, under control of the data collector. The
resource control facility activates the Explore PM for z/VM threshold exception (WARN) and AUTO facilities when
it initializes.
The resource control menu and command can also be used from the real-time interface. If you want to prohibit
real-time CMS or CMS command interface users from using the resource control menu and commands, use the
DISABLE command to secure the RSCTL command.

Requirements

Before you begin assigning resources, be sure to do the following:

1. Edit the RSCTL INIT file to include groups of virtual machines and to specify resource control parameters for each
group. For more information about the commands to use in the RSCTL INIT file, see Initialization Commands in the
RSCTL INIT File.

2. Resource control expects to have read/write access to a CMS minidisk accessed as mode ‘A’. If no read/write disk is
accessed as mode ‘A’, then modify the resource control procedure (RSCTL EXPLORE). In this procedure, change the
outfm variable, which defines the filemode used for the necessary read/write disk.

3. Set up resource control and run it in TEST mode (ACTMODE TEST) until you are satisfied that it is performing as you
expect it to.

4. Starting Resource Control
Resource control can be started manually or automatically. If you want to start resource control automatically, it must
be done during the EXPLORE service machine’s initialization process, with the service machine disconnected. This
can be accomplished two ways:
– Issue the RSCTL command using the AUTO timer facility of Explore PM for z/VM. An AUTO command should be

placed in the INITSERV initialization procedure. The following example shows an AUTO command that can be used
to start resource control:
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AUTO ADD EVERY 2.00 COUNT 1 PROC RSCTL

– If you use an INITSERV initialization procedure that is coded as a REXX exec, you can place a REXX call
statement in the procedure to start resource control. The statement should have the following format:

Call RSCTL

To manually start resource control, do either of the following:
– Use the RSCTL real-time menu (described in this article).
– Type the RSCTL START command on the service machine command line.

5. Shutting Down Resource Control
To avoid leaving virtual machines in degraded states, issue the RSCTL SHUTDOWN command before terminating the
Explore PM for z/VM data collector. Do either of the following:
– Select SHUTDOWN from the RSCTL realtime menu.
– Type the RSCTL SHUTDOWN command on the service machine command line.

6. Error Handling
If errors are detected during startup, resource control will not be started. Errors occurring during resource control
startup or operation are entered in the service machine’s DLOG LOG file, unless the RSCTL INIT file includes an
ACTNLOG OFF statement.

Procedures and Files Used by Resource Control

Resource control is composed of the following Explore PM for z/VM procedures:

• RSCTL (main procedure)
• RCIDL
• RCUTHR
• RCDFRV
• RLMAIN (Lookout function main procedure)
• RLNOTIFY (Lookout function notification procedure)

The following files are used by resource control:

• RSCTL HELPEXPL - Help file
• RSCTL INIT * - Resource control initialization file
• RSCTL USERS fm - Dynamically created control file (where fm is the filemode of the read/write minidisk described in

step 2 in the "Before You Start" section.)
• LOOKOUT MESSAGES fm - Dynamically created control file (where fm is the file mode of the read/write minidisk

described in step2 in the "Before You Start" section.)
• LOOKOUT USERS fm - Dynamically created control file (where fm is the file mode of the read/write minidisk described

in step2 in the "Before You Start" section.)

WARNING
Warning! Do not define WARN thresholds for any user that could be under resource control. Resource
control might change or delete WARN thresholds for users who are not excluded from the default resource
control group (if one is used), or who are added to resource control using the RSCTL INIT file or RSCTL ADD
command.

LOOKOUT Function
Contents

The LOOKOUT function of the Explore PM for z/VM Resource Control Facility monitors the health of one or more virtual
machines, and the status of CP real devices in the VM operating environment.
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If AUTOLOG is selected, the Lookout facility detects virtual machines that are not logged on and automatically re-logs
those machines.

The LOOKOUT facility sends messages to selected virtual machines and checks the responses received. The LOOKOUT
function verifies that these virtual machines are logged on and responding in a pre-determined way. The following
commands are supported:

• The LUSER command
• The LRESP command
• The LACTION command

Using these commands the LOOKOUT function applies an Explore procedure, which then passes on the following
information:

• the virtual machine name
• running status
• log-on status
• real device address
• device type
• CP status of the device
• the volume serial number of the device (if any)

Explore PM for z/VM is also equipped with a default procedure, RLNOTIFY EXPLORE fm, which LOOKOUT invokes
when a virtual machine being monitored is not logged on or does not respond correctly to a message. The RSCTL
LACTION command allows you to specify your own procedure to be invoked. The procedure can contain any of the
following:

• CP and CMS commands
• REXX or EXEC2 logic statements
• Explore PM for z/VM commands

The procedure can also include any function that is valid for Explore PM for z/VM procedures.

NOTE
Prior to activating the LOOKOUT function, the Explore data collection machine must be connected to the *MSG
CP System Service using the CONNECT *MSG form of the Explore CONNECT command. The CONNECT
command can be issued from the INITSERV EXPLORE initialization procedure prior to an Explore RSCTL
startup command.

WARNING
All LOOKOUT function commands are Resource Control initialization commands and must be placed in the
RSCTL INIT fm initialization file.

LOOKOUT Function Commands

LUSER command

The LUSER command identifies a virtual machine that will be monitored by the LOOKOUT function of the Resource
Control facility.

WARNING
The LUSER command is required when using the LOOKOUT function.

LUSER userid SMSG msg

              MSG

              None
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where:

userid
(required) the userid of the virtual machine that will be monitored by the LOOKOUT function.

SMSG
Specifies that a CP SMSG type message should be sent to the monitored virtual machine.

MSG
Specifies that a CP MSG type message should be sent to the monitored virtual machine.

NONE
Specifies that no messages are to be sent to the monitored virtual machine. The virtual machine will be monitored
for a logged on status only.

Msg
The text of the message that will be sent to the monitored virtual machine.
The RSCTL INIT fm file is a fixed format, 80-byte record file. Maximum message length is 60 bytes including
spaces.

Default
None.

LRESP command

The LRESP command specifies the text of the response message that is expected from the monitored virtual machine in
response to the MSG and SMSG sent to it by the LOOKOUT function.

WARNING
A LRSEP command is required for each virtual machine that will be sent a message by the LOOKOUT function.

LRESP userid message  - response

where:

Userid
(required) the userid of the virtual machine that will be monitored by the LOOKOUT function.

Message-response
(required) the text of the monitored Virtual machines expected response to the MSG or SMSG sent to it by the
LOOKOUT function.
The RSCTL INIT fm file is a fixed format, 80-byte record file. Maximum message response length is 60 bytes
including spaces.

LACTION command

The LACTION command specifies the action taken if the monitored virtual machine fails to respond correctly (or fails to
respond at all) to the message that the LOOKOUT function sends to it, or if the monitored virtual machine is logged off.
Either AUTOLOG, NOTIFY, or BOTH must be specified on the LACTION command. If no LACTION command is supplied
for a monitored virtual machine the default LOOKOUT action is NOTIFY and the RLNOTIFY procedure will be invoked.

Laction userid AUTOLOG procname

               RLNOTIFY

               NOTIFY

               BOTH

where:
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userid
(required) the userid of the virtual machine that will be monitored by the LOOKOUT function.

AUTOLOG
Specifies the virtual machine should be AUTOLOGged if it is found to be logged off.

NOTIFY
Specifies a message should be sent (to the VM system operator by default)

BOTH
Directs the LOOKOUT function to both AUTOLOG the monitored virtual machine, and to send a message.

procname
The filename of the Explore PM for z/VM procedure that will be invoked. Default filename is RLNOTIFY. All
Explore PM for z/VM procedures have a filetype of EXPLORE.

Using the Resource Control Menu
The Resource Control menu simplifies the use of real-time resource control commands.

Instead of typing the entire command and trying to remember the syntax, you can select the command you want from the
Resource Control menu.

Access
Do either of the following to display the Resource Control menu:

• Select *RSCTL from the main menu
• Enter *RSCTL on the command line of the Explore PM for z/VM data collection and control facility or user

interface

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:04:23

 ==>                                                                  EXPLORE 

                             Resource Control Menu                             

                                                                               

                                                                               

   Display participating user status                Reset user SHARE value     

    _ RSCTL QUERY USER userid                        _ RSCTL RESET userid      

                                                                               

   Display control group status                     Refresh resource control   

    _ RSCTL QUERY GROUP groupid                      _ RSCTL REFRESH          

                                                                               

                                                                               

   User participation maintenance                   Activate resource control  

    _ RSCTL ADD userid groupid                       _ RSCTL START            

    _ RSCTL CHG userid groupid                                                 

    _ RSCTL DEL userid                                                         

                                                                               

                                                    Help facility              

   Return to previous menu                           _ HELP RSCTL              

    _ *SETHRESH                                      _ HELP                    

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

 *RSCTL
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Options

• The menu options match the real-time commands described in the following section. See the descriptions of
those commands for more information.

• If you select an option that requires parameters such as user ID or group ID, overtype the lowercase letters
with the proper parameters.

• The Terminate resource control (RSCTL SHUTDOWN) option toggles to say Start resource control (RSCTL
START) when resource control has not been initialized.

Real-Time Commands
Real-time resource control commands are entered interactively on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine console.

Syntax and descriptions of real-time resource control commands are as follows. The required part of the command is
shown in uppercase. Use one command for each user ID or group ID specified.

RSCTL ADD userid groupid

Adds a virtual machine to a resource control group. Parameters are:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

groupid
A one-character control group ID, from A-X.

RSCTL CHG userid groupid

Changes the control group assignment of a virtual machine. Parameters include:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

groupid
A one-character control group ID, from A-X. This represents the new control group assignment.

If you issue a CHG command for a virtual machine that is not already under resource control, the machine is placed under
resource control.

RSCTL DEL userid

Removes a virtual machine from resource control. The parameter is:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

If you want a user ID to revert to default resource control, use the RSCTL CHG command to transfer the user to the
default resource group.

RSCTL Query {User {userid | ALL}}

    {Group {groupid | ALL}}

Displays resource control information for participating virtual machines. Parameters are:

userid
A 1-8 character virtual machine name. Specify ALL to display information about all user IDs.
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groupid
A one-character control group ID, from A-X. Specify ALL to display information about all group IDs.

RSCTL REFresh

Implements changes to resource control operating parameters and control groups. Issue this command after you update
the RSCTL INIT file. For more information about the RSCTL INIT file and the REFRESH command, see Initialization
Commands in the RSCTL INIT File.

RSCTL RESET {userid | ALL} [Count]

Resets the CP relative share of a virtual machine under resource control to the value it had when resource control was
activated. Parameters are:

userid
A 1-8 character virtual machine name. Specify ALL to reset the shares of all participating user IDs.

Count
Also resets to zero the counters containing the numbers of WARN, DEGRADE, and LOGOFF actions performed
for the user. This parameter is optional.

RSCTL SHUTDOWN

Terminates the resource control facility.

RSCTL START

Activates the resource control facility. Enter this command, either from the real-time command line or from the RSCTL
menu, to manually activate resource control.

Initialization Commands in the RSCTL INIT File
Initialization commands are placed in the RSCTL INIT file. These commands do not use the RSCTL prefix.

Syntax and descriptions of resource control initialization commands are as follows. The required part of the command is
shown in uppercase. Use one command for each user ID or group ID specified.

ACTMODE {ACT | TEST}

Specifies whether WARN, DEGRADE, and LOGOFF actions are really performed, or only simulated. The parameter is
either:

ACT
Perform real WARN, DEGRADE, and LOGOFF actions. This is the default.

TEST
Simulate actions.

ACTNLOG {ON | OFF}

Specifies whether entries should be logged in the EXPLORE service machine’s DLOG LOG file when the resource control
facility performs a control action or when an error is detected. The parameter is either:

ON
Actions are logged. This is the default.
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OFF
Actions are not logged.

ADD userid groupid

Adds a virtual machine to a resource control group. Parameters are:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

Groupid
A one-character control group ID, from A-X.

This is similar to the realtime command RSCTL ADD.

DEFGRP {groupid | OFF}

Defines the default control group ID for virtual machines. The parameter is:

groupid
A one-character control group ID, from A-X. Specify OFF to disable the default control group function. The default
is X.

DEGRCHG shrincr

Specifies the default change increment for the relative shares of virtual machines being degraded by the resource control
facility. The parameter is:

shrincr
The share increment by which the machine will be degraded. The default value is 10.

DEGRMIN minshr

Specifies the default minimum value to which a degraded machine’s share can be reduced. The parameter is:

minshr
The minimum share allowed. The default is 5.

DEGRTRN ints

Specifies the default number of WARN messages that will be sent every 10 minutes for a virtual machine that is
exceeding resource control levels before the virtual machine is degraded. The parameter is:

ints
The number of warning messages. The default value is 2.

EXCLUDE userid

Excludes the specified virtual machines from resource control. This has no effect when DEFGRP is set to OFF. The
parameter is:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

GROUP groupid resource thresh actions

Identifies a resource control group and its parameters. Additional information and complete syntax is provided later in this
article.
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LACTION

Specifies the action taken if the monitored virtual machine fails to respond correctly (or fails to respond at all) to the
message that the LOOKOUT function sends to it, or if the monitored virtual machine is logged off. The parameter is:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

LOGTRN ints

Specifies the default number of DEGRADE intervals that will occur before a virtual machine is logged off by the resource
control facility. The parameter is:

ints
The number of intervals before the machine is logged off. The default value is 20.

LRESP command

The LRESP command specifies the text of the response message that is expected from the monitored virtual machine in
response to the MSG and SMSG sent to it by the LOOKOUT function. The parameters are:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

message-response
The RSCTL INIT fm file is a fixed format, 80-byte record file. Maximum message response length is 60 bytes
including spaces.

LUSER command

The LUSER command identifies a virtual machine that will be monitored by the LOOKOUT function of the Resource
Control facility. The parameters are:

userid
The 1-8 character virtual machine name.

msg
The text of the message that will be sent to the monitored virtual machine.
The RSCTL INIT fm file is a fixed format, 80-byte record file. Maximum message length is 60 bytes including
spaces.

Updating the Parameters with REFRESH

After you update the RSCTL INIT file, use the RSCTL REFRESH command to update the resource control parameters
without having to restart the resource control facility. REFRESH processes all commands in the RSCTL INIT file.

You can run RSCTL REFRESH either from the RSCTL menu or by typing the command on the EXPLORE service
machine command line.

If you deleted groups from the RSCTL INIT file, you must terminate and restart resource control. REFRESH does not
delete resource control groups.

REFRESH also will not change virtual machine control group assignments for machines that are already under resource
control. Virtual machines that are not named by ADD or EXCLUDE commands in the RSCTL INIT file are not affected by
REFRESH. Use the RSCTL CHG command to change control group assignments for virtual machines.
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Defining Resource Control Parameters for a Group
Contents

Before starting resource control, you must add GROUP initialization commands in the RSCTL INIT file to define resource
control parameters for each group of virtual machines.

• One or more resource type (CPU, I/O, PAGE, STG, or IDLE) and its thresholds, as well as any warning, degrade, or
logoff information associated with the resource type, must be specified for each resource control group you define.

• Only one resource is allowed in each GROUP command. Include as many GROUP commands as you need to define
all resource control requirements for a control group.

• Syntax
All parameters that you specify must be coded in the order shown here. For example, you cannot specify DEGRADE
before WARN.

GROUP groupid {CPU  USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]} [WARN [ints]]  [DEGRADE [ints [minshr]]  [LOGOFF]

    {I/O  USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]}

{PAGE USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]}

{STG  USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]}

{IDLE USER uthresh}

• groupid
Specifies a one-character group ID from A-X.

CPU USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]

I/O USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]

PAGE USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]

STG USER uthresh [SYS sthresh]

IDLE USER uthresh

Specifies the resource type (CPU, I/O, PAGE, STG, and IDLE) being defined. The resource types indicate resources
whose consumption is controlled for the group. Parameters include:

USER uthresh
The threshold value of consumption for a controlled resource. Thisrequired parameter is the level at which
resource control begins to take effect. The uthresh value differs for different resource types, as follows:
For CPU

total CPU utilization
For I/O

on-spooled I/O rate
For PAGE

page rate per second
For STG

resident page size
For IDLE

number of minutes that virtual machine has been idle
SYS sthresh

The threshold value of resource consumption for the entire system at which resource control begins to take effect.
This parameter is optional. The sthresh value differs for different resource types, as follows:
For CPU

total CPU utilization
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For I/O
non-spooled I/O rate

For PAGE
page rate per second

For STG
resident page size

For IDLE
is ignored

When IDLE is specified, no system threshold is used, and DEGRADE is not supported. Do not include ‘SYS sthresh’ or
‘DEGRADE ints min’ parameters in a GROUP command that specifies IDLE.

• WARN [ints]
Sends a warning message to the virtual machine when the resource threshold associated with this WARN parameter is
exceeded. ints is the number of warnings that will be sent before DEGRADE or LOGOFF, if requested, occur.
If ints is not specified, it defaults to the value of the DEGRTRN initialization command.

• DEGRADE [ints [minshr]]
Causes the virtual machine to be degraded (have its CP relative share value reduced) when the resource threshold
associated with this DEGRADE parameter is exceeded.

ints
The number of DEGRADEs that will occur before LOGOFF, if requested, occurs. ints defaults to the value of the
LOGTRN initialization command.

minshr
The minimum value to which the virtual machine’s relative share will be reduced. minshr defaults to the value of
the DEGRMIN initialization command.

• LOGOFF
Logs off the virtual machine when the resource threshold associated with this LOGOFF parameter is exceeded.
Usually this parameter follows WARN or DEGRADE.

Examples

• The following GROUP command specifies that, for the group X (usually the default group) of virtual machines,
resource control will take effect when CPU utilization for the user reaches 15 percent, and CPU utilization for the entire
system is at least 50 percent. Each time the threshold is reached, a warning is sent to the offending virtual machine.
No further action (degrading or logoff) is taken.

GROUP X CPU USER 15 SYS 50 WARN

• The following GROUP command specifies that users in group J will be degraded 5 times, then logged off, if they
exceed the paging threshold of 17 pages per second. No warning intervals occur before degradation occurs. This
example demonstrates that you can omit some parameters.

GROUP J PAGE USER 17 DEGRADE 5 LOGOFF

Exceeding Thresholds for Several Resources at Once

If a virtual machine under resource control exceeds the specified consumption levels for more than one resource during a
control interval, the virtual machine is penalized at an accelerated rate, since the machine has greater potential to degrade
system operation by using more resources.

Controlling Relative Shares
Resource control manipulates virtual machines’ relative share values to control the machines’ consumption of computing
resources.
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Absolute Share Values
Virtual machines that have assigned absolute share values should not be placed under resource control, except
to control IDLE time. Because the control of IDLE time does not manipulate a virtual machine’s SHARE value,
virtual machines with absolute share values can belong to a control group that controls only the IDLE resource.

Manually Changing Relative Shares
CP relative share values for virtual machines under resource control should not be changed manually by entering
CP SET SHARE commands while resource control is active.
If you must change the relative share of a user, first delete the user from resource control. Change the relative
share, and then add the user again to resource control.
Otherwise, the new SHARE value will not be recognized, and resource control will continue to use the SHARE
value that was in effect when resource control was activated.

Displaying Online Reports
The report commands format captures data into meaningful reports. Almost all report commands are displayed on
the Report Command Menu. This article explains how to access the Report Command Menu, gives an overview of all
report commands, and describes in alphabetical order each of the report commands you can use with the real-time and
flashback subsystems.

Each report command has the following sections:

• Introduction, which describes the purpose of the command, the subsystems for which it is valid, and other pertinent
information.

• Command Description, which describes how to produce a display by entering the command from the command line.
This section explains all parameters for the command.

• Menu Description or Menu Path, which describes how to produce the menu or display by using the menu structure.
• Data Displayed, which gives a sample display panel and describes its fields.
• REXX Procedures

The following report commands are REXX procedures that you can access and alter to customize the report command
displays:
– DEVICE
– SYSPERF
– UXST
– VMU
You are encouraged to tailor these displays to fit your needs.

NOTE
The REXX procedures for these report commands are well documented in the source code, but you should have
REXX programming experience before attempting to change the REXX procedures. In addition, we recommend
that you read Using Procedures and Execs in preparation for altering the procedures.

Report Command Menu
You can issue report commands directly from the command line or select them from menus. Explore PM for z/VM
provides the Report Command Menu, which displays the commands in alphabetical order with a brief description of their
purpose. You can enter the commands directly from this menu. The Report Command Menu is shown in Using Explore
PM for z/VM PM for z/VM Menus.

To access the Report Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *COMMAND option from the Real-Time Main Menu or from the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the
Real-Time Command Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Command Menu, select *REPORT.
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Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *REPORT from the command line.

Overview of the Report Commands
The following table gives a brief description of each report command. RT indicates valid subsystems for the real-time
subsystem and FB for the flashback subsystem.

Command Function Subsystems
CACHE Displays minidisk caching statistics RT
COMP Compares data in data groups using the

same or different variables
RT and FB

COMPE Compares long-term history data from data
groups using the same
or different variables

RT

CONNECT SQL Causes an IUCV connection to be
established between the Explore PM for z/
VM service machine and the Explore PM
for z/VM SQL/DS data collection machine

RT

CPLT Selects the 16 highest current entries for a
selected variable and then plots the current
and last 15 intervals

RT and FB

CPLTA Selects the 16 entries with the highest
average values for a selected variable over
the last 16 scan intervals and then plots the
current and last 15 intervals

RT and FB

DASD Displays mini-disk activity on selected real
DASD devices

RT

DEG Performs degradation analysis for a
selected virtual machine

RT and FB

DEVICE Displays analysis of service time on active
DASD devices

RT and FB

DLOG Displays the user's log file (DLOG LOG) RT
LPAR Displays statistics on CPU utilization when

using LPARs under PR/SM
RT

PLOT Plots one or two variables for a selected
entry

RT and FB

PLOTE Plots the long-term history of one or two
variables for a selected entry

RT

Query (Q) Displays the status of Explore PM for z/
VM's set parameters

RT and FB

RCH Displays channel statistics RT and FB
RCU Displays control unit statistics RT and FB
RDEV Displays device statistics RT and FB
SEEK Displays general seek information for a

specific DASD device
RT

SLOT Displays TEMP space slot utilization for
paging and spooling functions

RT

SQL AGENT Displays information about SQL/DS agent
activity

RT and FB
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SQL AGENTS Displays storage information about SQL/DS
agents

RT and FB

SQL GLOBAL Displays general information about SQL/DS
activity

RT and FB

SQL GLOBALA Displays accumulated general information
about SQL/DS activity along with agent
count and log information

RT and FB

SQL USER Displays status information about SQL/DS
connected users

RT and FB

SQL USERS Displays summary information about SQL/
DS connected users

RT and FB

SUM Provides basic information about all virtual
machines for the current statistical period

RT and FB

SUMA Provides information about all virtual
machines since they were logged on

RT and FB

SYSPERF Displays system, user, channel, and device
summary statistics

RT and FB

UXST Displays the status of expanded storage for
users

RT and FB

VLOG Displays and saves the VMCF log (service
machine only)

RT

VMSTAT Provides information from VM statistical
counters

RT and FB

VMU Displays general data about all or selected
virtual machines and processors

RT and FB

XSTore Displays the status of expanded storage RT

IOASSIST Microcode I/O Is Not Detected
CP, or, consequently, Explore PM for z/VM does not detect I/O performed by IOASSIST microcode for VM. I/O for
minidisks is not handled by IOASSIST and is detected by CP and Explore PM for z/VM. IOASSIST works only with real
devices that are dedicated or attached to a virtual machine with SET IOASSIST ON activated. It can be activated for V=R
or V=F virtual machines running under VM/XA SP or VM/ESA ESA. For further information, see your processor and IBM
documentation.

The following reports can be affected:
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• COMP
• COMPE
• CPLT
• CPLTA
• DEVICE
• RCH
• RCU
• RDEV
• PLOT
• PLOTE
• SEEK
• SUM
• SUMA
• SYSPERF
• VMU

CACHE
The CACHE command displays the Mini-Disk Cache Status panel, which shows the status of minidisk caching in
extended storage.

The counters on this panel are not affected by the RESET command. Any counter that is not available is displayed as N/
A.

Valid Subsystem
The CACHE command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
CACHE

Menu Access
To access the Mini-Disk Cache Status panel using the menu panels requires several steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu or select

*MAINSTG to display the Main Storage Utilization Menu.
3. From the I/O Subsystem Menu or the Main Storage Utilization Menu, select CACHE, and the Mini-Disk Cache

Status panel is displayed.

NOTE
The Mini-Disk Cache Status panel can also be accessed from the real-time Report Commands Menu.

Data Displayed

A sample Mini-Disk Cache Status panel follows:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:06:16

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                           MINI-DISK CACHE STATUS

    614  MDC READ RATE                      160  XSTORE PAGING RATE

    110  MDC WRITE RATE                      78  XSTORE MIGRATION RATE

     89  MDC READ HIT RATIO
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 120832  CACHE CEILING IN PAGES            7680  CACHE FLOOR IN PAGES

  13627  LAST CHANGE IN PAGES              4096  MAXIMUM GRANULE SIZE

     30  CURRENT FAIR SHARE LIMIT           600  MAXIMUM FAIR SHARE LIMIT

 114688  CURRENT CACHE SIZE PAGES        107672  ACTIVE CACHE SIZE PAGES

 106494K COUNT OF PAGEINS                 24282K COUNT OF PAGEOUTS

 160460K COUNT OF SUCCESSFUL PROBES       27672K COUNT OF FAILED PROBES

 106197K COUNT OF SUCCESSFUL SEARCHES     17957K COUNT OF FAILED SEARCHES

 165086  COUNT OF FAIR SHARE EXCLUDES         0  COUNT OF I/O ERRORS

 106458K COUNT OF CACHE HITS               5963K COUNT OF CACHE MISSES

     50  COUNT OF ACTIVE USERS

 CACHE                                                                AUTO OFF

COMP
 

The COMP command compares a variable from one data group to a variable from the same or a different data group. The
variables can be the same or different.

The data groups can contain like entries, such as two users, or different entries, such as the I/O rate and the I/O rate of a
real device for a user.

The variables are plotted versus time on a single plot for 16 scan intervals. The scale used for plotting is determined by
the highest entry to be plotted.

The time spanned is determined by the SCAN parameter of the SET command. The default is approximately 1/2 hour.
The SET SCAN command is explained in Configuring the Product.

Valid Subsystems
The COMP command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
COMP datagroup1 variable1 datagroup2 [variable2] [FLoat]

The following table shows the valid values for the datagroup and variable operands. If variable1 and variable2 are the
same, you do not need to specify variable2.

Use FLoat to specify that the same scale should not be used for both variables, even when they are of the same type.

 Values for datagroup   Values for variable1 and variable2  
 CCPU Percentage of CPU time used

by CP to support user requests
 IORT I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 PAGE Sum of page-in and page-out

rate, in pages per second
 PIRT Page-in rate, in pages per

second
 PORT Page-out rate, in pages per

second

 *TOTAL* 
 
 
 sysidn 
 
 
 SYSTEMn 
 
 
 userid 

Sum of CP0 through CP7 (MP
only)
 
User IDs for processors (CP0
through CP7)
 
System ID
 
 
The user ID of a virtual machine
or name of a performance group  RES Pages resident
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 TCPU Percentage of total CPU used
 VCPU Percentage of virtual CPU used
 WSET Working set, in pages
 BUSY Percentage of time device busy
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second
 QDPA Average queue depth
 QDPC Current queue depth

 ccuu 
 

Real device cuu data group
 

 SRVTIM Average service time
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccuX 
 

Control unit cu0 data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

 BUSY Percentage of time channel
busy

 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccXX 
 

Channel c data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

 VMSTAT A CP statistical counter One of the VMSTAT variables listed in VMSTAT Variables For
RealTime and Flashback 

 Examples 

• The following example plots the percentage of the total CPU used by the main processor versus the percent used by
MVS.
COMP CP0 TCPU MVS

• The following example plots the percentage of the total CPU used by the virtual machine PRODOS versus the percent
used by TESTDOS
COMP PRODOS TCPU TESTDOS        

• The following example plots the sum of the page-in and page-out rates of the main processor versus the I/O rate of
channel 1 data group
COMP CP0 PAGE 1XX IORTC     

• The following example plots the sum of the page-in and page-out rates of the main processor versus the I/O rate of
control unit 15X data group
COMP CP0 PAGE 15X IORTC     

• The following example plots the sum of the page-in and page-out rates of the main processor versus the I/O rate of
real device 150 data group
COMP CP0 PAGE 150 IORTC     

• The following example plots the privileged instruction interrupt rate of the data group VMSTAT (a CP statistical counter)
versus the percentage of virtual CPU used by TESTDOS
COMP VMSTAT PPRVIS TESTDOS VCPU

Menu description

 Menu Access 
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The COMP Command Menu can be accessed from the bottom of any Selected Plots Menu, as shown in the following
sample:

  Other plots

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *SYSTEM

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP

The COMP Command Menu can also be accessed from the real-time and flashback REPORT Command Menus.

 Fast-Path Access: Enter *COMP to display the COMP Command Menu.

•  Sample COMP Command Menu  

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                             COMP Command Menu

  Basic command format

   _ COMP datagroup1 variable1 datagroup2 (variable2)

  Compare current high utilization users to total for system

   _ COMP *TOTAL* TCPU MVSB1                   Total CPU utilization

   _ COMP *TOTAL* IORT CALLTRK                 I/O rate per second

   _ COMP *TOTAL* PAGE MVSC6                   Page rate per second

  Compare real DASD device I/O rates to system non-spooled I/O rate

   _ COMP *TOTAL* IORT 2E3                     _ COMP *TOTAL* IORT 62C

  Compare real channel I/O rates to system non-spooled I/O rate

   _ COMP *TOTAL* IORT 6XX                     _ COMP *TOTAL* IORT 4XX

  Return to previous menu                     Help facility

   _ *CURRENT                                  _ HELP COMP

                                               _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *COMP                                                                AUTO OFF

Data Displayed

The following screen shows a sample result of the command COMP CP0 PAGE 150 IORTC:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

==>

PAGE RATE                                                            I/O RATE

   64.50 |                                                *              8.60

   60.20 |                                               +               8.02

   55.90 |                                               x *             7.45

   51.60 |                                              *   x     x      6.88

   47.30 |                                x            +    +    x x     6.30

   43.00 |                                            +x     x xx   xx+  5.73

   38.70 |                                           +       +x     +  x 5.16

   34.40 |                            +             + x       +++  +     4.58
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   30.10A|xxx------------------------+-+x---------++xx-----------++----  4.01

   25.80 |---xx-------*+------------+---+----x---+xx-------------------A 3.44

   21.50 |     x   ++* x+++        +   x ++    **x                       2.86

   17.20 |+     x++ x   x  +  xx ++        +++*                          2.29

   12.90 | +++ ++x x     xxxxx  xxxxxxx                                  1.72

    8.60 |    +   x          + +                                         1.14

    4.30 |                    +                                           .57

         +|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

        14:09   14:11   14:13   14:15   14:17   14:19   14:21   14:23

            14:10   14:12   14:14   14:16   14:18   14:20   14:22   14:24

CP0       x - PAGE     PAGES PER SECOND VS TIME

150       + - IORTC    CURRENT I/O'S PER SECOND VS TIME

 COMP CP0 PAGE 150 IORTC

Plot Description
Xs

The value of variable1.
Plus signs (+)

The value of variable2.
Asterisks (*)

Overlap between variable1 and variable2.
An A with a dashed line

Averages. The A on the left shows the average for variable1. The A on the right shows the average for variable2.
Left vertical scale

The scale for variable1. In the above sample, the pages per second for the main processor.
Right vertical scale

The scale for variable2. In the above sample, the I/O rate in I/Os per second.
Horizontal axis

The time at which each sample was collected.

 Legend Lines: The legend lines display data group, plot character, and plot variable with a brief explanation of the plot
variable.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 

Blue Vertical scale for variable1
and all plotted data.

Vertical scale for variable1

White Vertical scale for variable2
and the horizontal axis

Horizontal axis for time

Yellow N/A Vertical scale for variable2

Blue-reverse video N/A Variable1 from data point to time axis

Yellow-reverse video N/A Variable2 from data point to axis, and
asterisks indicating when variable1 and
variable2 coincide
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COMPE
 

The COMPE command compares a variable from one data group to a variable from the same or a different data group.
The variables can be the same or different. This article contains the following sections:

The data plotted is long-term history from the extended data areas. The data groups can contain like entries, such as two
different users, or different entries, such as a user's I/O rate and the I/O rate of a real device.

NOTE
 SET EXTENDED must be set to ON. For more information about SET EXTENDED, see Configuring Data
Collection.

The variables are plotted versus time on a single plot. The scale used for plotting is determined by the highest entry to be
plotted.

The time spanned can range from one hour to one day, depending on the value of the SET SCAN and SET ESCAN
commands. The SET SCAN and SET ESCAN commands are described in Configuring the Product.

Valid subsystems
The COMPE command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
COMPE datagroup1 variable1 datagroup2 [variable2] [FLoat]

The following table shows the available entries for the datagroup and variable operands. If variable1 and variable2
are the same, you do not need to specify variable2. Use FLoat to specify that the same scale should not be used
for both variables, even when they are of the same type.

 Values for datagroup   Values for variable1 and variable2  
 CCPU Percentage of CPU time used

by CP to support user requests
 IORT I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 PAGE Sum of page-in and page-out

rate, in pages per second
 PIRT Page-in rate, in pages per

second
 PORT Page-out rate, in pages per

second
 RES Pages resident
 TCPU Percentage of total CPU used
 VCPU Percentage of virtual CPU used

 *TOTAL* 
 
 
 sysidn 
 
 
 SYSTEMn 
 
 userid 

Sum of CP0 through CPF (MP
only)
 
User IDs for processors (CP0
through CPF)
 
System ID
 
The user ID of a virtual machine
or name of a performance group

 WSET Working set, in pages
 BUSY Percentage of time device busy
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second
 QDPA Average queue depth
 QDPC Current queue depth

 ccuu 
 

Real device cuu data group
 

 SRVTIM Average service time
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 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccuX 
 

Control unit cu0 data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

 BUSY Percentage of time channel
busy

 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccXX 
 

Channel c's data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

Examples
The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used by the main processor versus the percentage of
total CPU used by DOSVS.

COMPE CP0 TCPU DOSVS

The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used by the virtual machine PRODOS versus the percentage of
total CPU used by MVS.

COMPE PRODOS TCPU MVS

The following command plots the sum of page-in and page-out rates of the total system versus the I/O rate of channel 1's
data group.

COMPE *TOTAL* PAGE 1XX IORTC

The following command plots the sum of page-in and page-out rates of the main processor versus the I/O rate of control
unit 15X's data group.

COMPE CP0 PAGE 15X IORTC

The following command plots the sum of page-in and page-out rates of the main processor versus the I/O rate of real
device 150.

COMPE CP0 PAGE 150 IORTC

Menu Description

 Menu Access 

The COMPE Command Menu can be accessed from the bottom of any Selected Plots Menu, as shown in the following
sample:

Other plots

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *SYSTEM

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP

The COMPE Command Menu can also be accessed from the real-time REPORT Commands Menu.

 Fast-Path Access: Enter *COMPE to display the COMPE Command Menu.

 Sample COMPE Command Menu 

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51
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 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                             COMPE Command Menu

  Basic command format

   _ COMPE datagroup1 variable1 datagroup2 (variable2)

  Compare current high utilization users to total for system

   _ COMPE *TOTAL* TCPU MVSB1                 Total CPU utilization

   _ COMPE *TOTAL* IORT CALLTRK               I/O rate per second

   _ COMPE *TOTAL* PAGE MVSC6                 Page rate per second

  Compare real DASD device I/O rates to system non-spooled I/O rate

   _ COMPE *TOTAL* IORT 2B4                   _ COMPE *TOTAL* IORT 62E

  Compare real channel I/O rates to system non-spooled I/O rate

   _ COMPE *TOTAL* IORT 6XX                   _ COMPE *TOTAL* IORT 4XX

  Return to previous menu                    Help facility

   _ *IOSUBSYS                                _ HELP COMPE

                                              _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *COMPE

Data Displayed

The following screen shows a sample result of the command COMPE CP0 PAGE 300 IORTC:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

PAGE RATE                                                            I/O RATE

   55.30 |                                x                       +      7.60

   51.61 |                                xxx                     *      7.09

   47.92 |                                x*x                     * x    6.58

   44.24 |                                x*xxx                   *xx x  6.08

   40.55 |                 +              x***x                   *xx x  5.57

   36.86 |                 + x    +      x****x   x               **x x  5.06

   33.18 |                 + x    + x+   *****x   x           *   **xxx  4.56

   29.49 |            +    * x    ++*+   ******+x x + + + + + *x  **xxx  4.05

   25.80A|------------++--x*+xx---++*+--+********-**+++-+-+-+-*xx-**xxxA 3.54

   22.12 |       +    ++ +x****+*+***+ +********* **+++ * **+ *xx ***xx  3.04

   18.43 |       +   ++**********+*************** **+**+* ***x*x*x***xx  2.53

   14.74 |       +*+++***************************x**+**+*+************x  2.02

   11.06 |       +*+++*********************************+***************  1.52

    7.37 |      x**+++*************************************************  1.01

    3.68 |      *******************************************************   .50

         +|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

                07:31   085:52  10:14   11:36   12:57   14:19   15:40

            06:91   08:12   09:33   10:55   12:17   13:38   14:59   16:32

CP0       x - PAGE     PAGES PER SECOND VS TIME

300       + - IORTC    CURRENT I/O'S PER SECOND VS TIME
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 COMPE CP0 PAGE 300 IORTC

Plot Description
Xs

The value of variable1.

Plus signs (+)
The value of variable2.

An A with a dashed line
Averages. The A on the left shows the average for variable1. The A on the right shows the average for variable2.

Left vertical scale
The scale for variable1. In the above sample, the pages per second for the main processor.

Right vertical scale
The scale for variable2. In the above sample, the I/O rate in I/Os per second.

Horizontal axis
The time at which each scan interval for which average values for the variables were calculated.

 Legend Lines: The legend lines display data group, plot character, and plot variable with a brief explanation of the plot
variable.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 

Blue Vertical scale for variable1
and all plotted data. 

Vertical scale for variable1 

White Vertical scale for variable2
and the horizontal axis

Horizontal axis for time

Yellow N/A Vertical scale for variable2 

Blue-reverse video N/A  Variable1 from data point to time axis

Yellow-reverse video N/A  Variable2 from data point to
axis, and asterisks indicating
when variable1 and variable2 coincide

CONNECT SQL
The CONNECT SQL command causes an IUCV connection to be established between the Explore PM for z/VM service
machine and the Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collection machine. The IUCV connection is used to communicate
SQL/DS performance data for real-time reporting and logging. The command should be issued on the service machine
during or after EXPLRVM initialization. The Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collector (EXPSQLDC) must be active in
the Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collection machine before issuing the CONNECT SQL id command.

• Valid Subsystem

The CONNECT SQL command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

• Format

CONNECT SQL userid
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userid
The userid of the Explore PM for z/VM PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collection machine.

CPLT
 

The CPLT (compare plot) command compares the 16 highest values collected during the last scan interval for one
variable in one data group. Each of the 16 plots shows the activity level of the selected variable for the last 16 scan
intervals. This article contains the following sections:

The time spanned depends on the SCAN parameter of the SET command, which is explained in Configuring the Product.
The default for SET SCAN is 2 minutes, so the default for the last 16 scan intervals is 32 minutes.

Valid Subsystems
The CPLT command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
For datagroup RDEV (real devices):

CPLT RDEV variable [type1...type8]

For datagroup USER:

CPLT USER variable [group1...group8 | userid1 userid2...userid8]

or

{CPLTP | CPLTS | CPLTU} USER variable

For all other datagroups:

CPLT datagroup variable

Using Suffixes
When using the datagroup USER, you can limit plotting to a particular group of users by adding one of the
following suffixes to the characters CPLT:

 Suffix  Limits Reporting to 
P Performance Group entries
S System Group entries
U User Virtual Machine entries

Specifying no suffix allows display of all three types of entries. Suffixes are ignored if you specify
the groups or userids operands.

•  Sample Display 

The following sample display was produced by entering CPLT USER TCPU.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

==>

 35|                  |                   |                   |

 31|**          *     |      *            |                   |

 27|****        * *   |      *            |                   |

 23|****       ****   |      ***          |                   |

 19|*****     *****   |      ***          |                   |

 15|*****     *****   |      ****         |                   |

 11|*****     *****   |*     ****         |           **      |     *    *

  7|*****    ******   |* *  *****   * *   |       *** *****   |     *       *

  3|******  *******   |* ********  ****   |   *   *** *****   |**************
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   0---MVS---------   0----DOSVS-------   0----PAM---------   0----VSESIPO---

 35|                  |                   |                   |

 31|                  |                   |                   |

 27|                  |                   |                   |

 23|                  |                   |                   |

 19|                  |                   |                   |

In the preceding display, the vertical scale is the percentage of CPU utilization, as denoted by the height of the asterisks
(*). The scale factor used is based on the highest entry to be displayed. The horizontal scale is time, with each column of
asterisks representing one scan interval.

•  Color Assignment 

The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals when
using the CPLT command:

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 
White Entire display Vertical and horizontal axes
Blue-reverse video N/A No threshold level has been set
reen-reverse video N/A A threshold has been set and the level

plotted does not represent an exception
Red-reverse video N/A A threshold has been set and the level

plotted represents an exception

 Operands 

 Values for datagroup   Values for variable  
 BUSY Percentage of time channel

busy
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second

 RCHL 
 

Real channels
 

 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second

 RCU 
 

Real control units
 

 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 BUSY Percentage of time that the

device was busy
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 QDPA Average queue depth

percentage of I/Os queued
 QDPC Current queue depth

percentage of I/Os queued

 RDEV 
 

Real devices
 

 SRVTIM Average device service time
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 CCPU Percentage of CPU time used
by CP to support user requests

 IORT I/O ratio in I/Os per second
 PAGE Sum of page-in and page-out

rates, in pages per second
 PIRT Page-in rate, in pages per

second
 PORT Page-out rate, in pages per

second
 RES Pages resident
 TCPU Percent total CPU used
 VCPU Percent virtual CPU used

 USER 
 

Currently logged-on users
(may be disconnected),
performance groups,
SYSID setting (CP0 through
CP7), SYSTEMn, or *TOTAL*
 

 WSET Working set in pages

 Optional Operands 

  datagroup   Values for the Optional Operands 
For real devices, you may limit the comparison to selected device
types. You may select up to eight of the following entries for type:
ACTIVE Devices that are currently active
CKD Device class DASD CKD
DASD Device class DASD CKD and

FBA
FBA Device class DASD FBA
GRAF Device class graphic
SPEC Device class special
TAPE Device class tape
TERM Device class terminal
URI Device class unit record in
URO Device class unit record out

 RDEV 
 

 type 
 

UR Class unit record in and out
 groups Use to specify which performance groups' members are to be

selected for plotting. Valid performance groups are A through X.
Specify 1-8 groups. Do not separate the group letters with spaces.
This option plots members from the specified performance groups.
To plot the groups' totals, use either the
userids

option or the CPLTP suffix.

 USER 
 

 userids The user IDs of two or more virtual machines or the name of a
performance group, allowing specification of which users are to be
plotted, regardless of ranking. A maximum of eight users can be
specified. A minimum of two users must be specified. If only one
user is specified, it will be taken as a list of performance groups
(see above).

 Examples 
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• The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used by the members of the 16 performance groups having
the highest current total CPU utilizations.
CPLTP USER TCPU

• The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used by the 16 currently logged-on users having the highest
TCPU values for the current interval.
CPLT USER TCPU

• The following command plots the sum of the page-in and page-out rates for the 16 users having the highest current
paging rates.
CPLT USER PAGE

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16 real channels having the highest current I/O rates.
CPLT RCHL IORTC     

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16 real control units having the highest current I/O rate.
CPLT RCU IORTC      

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16 CKD and FBA DASD that have the highest current I/O rates.
CPLT RDEV IORTC DASD        

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16-unit record-in, unit record-out, and tape class real devices that
have the highest current I/O rates.
CPLT RDEV IORTC TAPE UR

• The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used by the virtual machines VS1, MVS, MVSTST, VSE3,
and VSESIPO
CPLT USER TCPU VS1 MVS MVSTST VSE3 VSESIPO

Menu Description

 Menu Access 

The CPLT Command Menu can be accessed from the bottom of any Selected Plots Menu, as shown in the following
sample:

  Other plots

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *SYSTEM

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP

The CPLT Command Menu can also be accessed from the real-time and flashback REPORT Commands Menus.

 Fast-Path Access: Enter *CPLT to display the CPLT Command Menu.

•  Sample CPLT Command Menu  

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                              CPLT Command Menu

  Basic command format

   _ CPLT  datagroup variable

  Plot selected variables for the current top 16 users and performance groups

    Normal            Users Only         Performance groups

  _ CPLT USER TCPU  _ CPLTU USER TCPU  _ CPLTP USER TCPU  Total CPU utilization

  _ CPLT USER IORT  _ CPLTU USER IORT  _ CPLTP USER IORT  I/O rate per second
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  _ CPLT USER PAGE  _ CPLTU USER PAGE  _ CPLTP USER PAGE  Page rate per second

  Plot selected variables for the current top 16 channels, ctl units and devices

    Channels          Control units      Devices

  _ CPLT RCH IORTC  _ CPLT RCU IORTC   _ CPLT RDEV IORTC        Current I/O rate

  _ CPLT RCH IORTA  _ CPLT RCU IORTA   _ CPLT RDEV IORTA        Average I/O rate

  _ CPLT RCH BUSY                      _ CPLT RDEV DASD BUSY    Percent busy

  Return to previous menu                   Help facility

   _ *IOSUBSYS                               _ HELP CPLT

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 F

Data Displayed

The following screen shows a sample result of the command CPLT USER TCPU:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

==>

 35|                  |                   |                   |

 31|**          *     |      *            |                   |

 27|****        * *   |      *            |                   |

 23|****       ****   |      ***          |                   |

 19|*****     *****   |      ***          |                   |

 15|*****     *****   |      ****         |                   |

 11|*****     *****   |*     ****         |           **      |     *    *

  7|*****    ******   |* *  *****   * *   |       *** *****   |     *       *

  3|******  *******   |* ********  ****   |   *   *** *****   |**************

   0---MVS---------   0----DOSVS-------   0----PAM---------   0----VSESIPO---

 35|                  |                   |                   |

 31|                  |                   |                   |

 27|                  |                   |                   |

 23|                  |                   |                   |

 19|                  |                   |                   |

 15|             *    |                   |                   |

 11|             *    |    *              |                   |

  7| *      **   **   |   **              |                   |

  3| *      **   **   |   *****       *   | * *  *    *   *   |             *

   0---LKH---------   0----PHOENIX-----   0----VGRAF1------   0----SYSTEM----

 CPLT USER TCPU

In the preceding display, the vertical scale is the percentage of CPU utilization, as denoted by the height of the asterisks
(*). The scale factor used is based on the highest entry to be displayed. The horizontal scale is time, with each column of
asterisks representing one scan interval.

•  Color Assignment  

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 

White Entire display Vertical and horizontal axes

Blue-reverse video N/A No threshold level has been set
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Green-reverse video N/A A threshold has been set and the level
plotted does not represent an exception

Red-reverse video N/A A threshold has been set and the level
plotted represents an exception

CPLTA
The CPLTA (compare plot averaged) command selects for plotting the 16 elements of a data group for which the average
value of a specified variable was highest.

Each of the 16 plots shows the activity level of the selected variable for the last 16 scan intervals. Each data point on the
graph represents the value for each interval.

The time spanned depends on the setting of the SCAN parameter of the SET command, which is explained in Configuring
the Product. The default for SET SCAN is 2 minutes, so the default for the last 16 scan intervals is 32 minutes or
approximately 1/2 hour.

Valid Subsystems
The CPLTA command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
For datagroup RDEV (real devices):

CPLTA RDEV variable [type1...type8]

For datagroup USER:

CPLTA USER variable [group1...group8 | userid1 userid2...userid8]

or

{CPLTAP | CPLTAS | CPLTAU} USER variable

For all other datagroups:

CPLTA datagroup variable

• Using Suffixes 

 Suffix  Limits Reporting to 

P Performance Group entries

S System Group entries

U User Virtual Machine entries

 Specifying no suffix allows display of all three types of entries. Suffixes are ignored if you specify
the groups or userids operands.

 Operands 

 Values for datagroup   Values for variable  
 BUSY Percentage of time channel

busy
 I/O  I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTA  Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second

 RCHL 
 

Real channels
 

 IORTC  I/O rate, in I/Os per second
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 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second

 RCU 
 

Real control units
 

 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 BUSY Percentage of time that the

device was busy
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 QDPA Average queue depth

percentage of I/Os queued
 QDPC Current queue depth

percentage of I/Os queued

 RDEV 
 

Real devices
 

 SRVTIM Average device service time
 CCPU Percentage of CPU time used

by CP to support
 IORT I/O ratio in I/Os per second
 PAGE Sum of page-in and page-out

rates, in pages per second
 PIRT Page-in rate, in pages per

second
 PORT Page-out rate, in pages per

second
 RES Pages resident
 TCPU Percent total CPU used
 VCPU Percent virtual CPU used

 USER 
 

Currently logged-on users (may
be disconnected), performance
groups, SYSID setting (CP0
through CPF),
SYSTEMn, or *TOTAL*
 

 WSET Working set in pages

 Optional Operands 

 Values for datagroup   Values for the Optional Operands 
For real devices, you may limit the comparison to selected device
types. You may select up to eight of the following entries for type:
ACTIVE Devices that are currently active
CKD Device class DASD CKD
DASD Device class DASD CKD and

FBA
FBA Device class DASD FBA
GRAF Device class graphic
SPEC Device class special
TAPE Device class tape
TERM Device class terminal
URI Device class unit record in

 RDEV 
 

 type 
 

URO Device class unit record out
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UR Class unit record in and out
 groups Use to specify which performance groups' members are to be

selected for plotting. Valid performance groups are A through X.
Specify 1-8 groups. Do not separate the group letters with spaces.
This option plots members from the specified performance groups.
To plot the groups' totals, use either the userids option or the
CPLTP suffix.

 USER 
 

 userids The user IDs of two or more virtual machines or the name of a
performance group, allowing specification of which users are
to be plotted, regardless of ranking. A maximum of eight users
can be specified. A minimum of two users must be specified. If
only one user is specified, it will be taken as a list of performance
groups (see above). Results are the same for the CPLTA and
CPLT commands.

 Examples 

• Percentage of total CPU used by the 16 highest currently logged-on users having the highest average TCPU values
over the last 16 scan intervals.
CPLTA USER TCPU

• The following command plots the sum of the page-in and page-out rates for the 16 users having the highest average
paging rates over the last 16 scan intervals.
CPLTA USER PAGE

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16 real channels having the highest average I/O rates over the last 16
scan intervals.
CPLTA RCHL IORTC

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16 real control units having the highest average I/O rate over the last
16 scan intervals.
CPLTA RCU IORTC

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16 CKD and FBA DASD that have the highest average I/O rate over
the last 16 scan intervals.
CPLTA RDEV IORTC DASD

• The following command plots the I/O rate for the 16-unit record-in and unit record-out, and tape class real devices with
the highest average I/O rates over the last 16 scan intervals.
CPLTA RDEV IORTC TAPE UR

• The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used by the virtual machines VS1, MVS, MVSTST, VSE3,
and VSESIPO.
CPLTA USER TCPU VS1 MVS MVSTST VSE3 VSESIPO

Menu Description

 Menu Path 

The CPLTA Command Menu can be accessed from the real-time and flashback REPORT Command Menus.

 Fast-Path Access: Enter *CPLTA to display the CPLTA Command Menu.

•  Sample CPLTA Command Menu 

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                              CPLTA Command Menu

  Basic command format
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   _ CPLTA  datagroup variable

  Plot selected variables for the top 16 users and performance groups

    Normal             Users Only          Performance groups

  _ CPLTA USER TCPU  _ CPLTAU USER TCPU  _ CPLTAP USER TCPU  Total CPU utilized

  _ CPLTA USER IORT  _ CPLTAU USER IORT  _ CPLTAP USER IORT  I/O rate per second

  _ CPLTA USER PAGE  _ CPLTAU USER PAGE  _ CPLTAP USER PAGE  Page rate/second

  Plot selected variables for the top 16 channels, control units and devices

    Channels          Control units      Devices

  _ CPLTA RCH IORT  _ CPLTA RCU IORTC  _ CPLTA RDEV IORTC       Current I/O rate

  _ CPLTA RCH IORT  _ CPLTA RCU IORTA  _ CPLTA RDEV IORTA       Average I/O rate

  _ CPLTA RCH BUSY                     _ CPLTA RDEV DASD BUSY   Percent busy

  Return to previous menu                   Help facility

   _ *CPLT                                   _ HELP CPLTA

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *CPLTA

Data Displayed

The command CPLTA USER TCPU produces a screen like the following:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

==>

 35|                  |                   |                   |

 31|**          *     |                   |                   |

 27|****        * *   |                   |                   |

 23|****       ****   |                   |                   |

 19|*****     *****   |                   |                   |

 15|*****     *****   |              *    |                   |

 11|*****     *****   |              *    |           **      |    *

  7|*****    ******   |  *      **   **   |       *** *****   |   **

  3|******  *******   |  *      **   **   |   *   *** *****   |   *****   *

   0-----MVS-------   0-----DOSVS------   0----VSESIPO-----   0------PAM-----

 35|                  |                   |                   |

 31|                  |                   |                   |

 27|                  |                   |                   |

 23|                  |                   |                   |

 19|                  |                   |                   |

 15|                  |                   |                   |

 11|    *             |                   |                   |

  7|    *    * *      |                   |* *  *             |

  3|************* *   |               *   |* ********  ****   | * *  *    *

   0-----LKH-------   0-----PHOENIX----   0-----VGRAF1-----   0----SYSTEM----

 CPLTA USER TCPU

In the preceding display, the vertical scale is the percentage of CPU utilization, as denoted by the height of the asterisks
(*). The scale factor used is based on the highest entry to be displayed. The horizontal scale is time, with each column of
asterisks representing one scan interval.
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•  Color Assignment 

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 

White Entire display Vertical and horizontal axes

Blue-reverse video N/A No threshold level has been set

Green-reverse video N/A A threshold has been set and the level
plotted does not represent an exception

Red-reverse video N/A A threshold has been set and the level
plotted represents an exception

DASD
 

The DASD command displays active minidisks on real DASD volumes. This article contains the following sections:

NOTE

• Explore PM for z/VM's service machine must have VM privilege class B to perform this command.
• Only the first 371 links to a real DASD device are inspected.
• Only non-zero entries are displayed.

Data collection is performed at the time the command is issued. Therefore, DASD command data is not written to the
EXPLORE LOG file and is not available in DASD reporting. For information about logging data for DASD reporting,
see Batch Reporting.

Valid Subsystems
The DASD command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
DASD {volser | rcuu} [Count]

volser
The volume serial number of the real DASD device to be scanned for active minidisks.

rcuu
The channel unit address of the real DASD device to be scanned for active minidisks.

Count
Use to force all minidisks with non-zero total I/O counts to be displayed, regardless of any previously
issued DASD command. I/O rates and delta counts are not available if Count is specified or issued by
default.
The first time you select a new or different device, the Count option is forced, and I/O counts per minidisk
are displayed. These counts are totals since the VDEV block was created (that is, since the disk was
LINKed, or the user logged on). These counts are shown in both the T-I/O and I/O columns. The
RATE column will display zeros. All minidisks checked that are found to have a non-zero I/O count are
displayed.
On successive requests for the same device, I/O rates are given for each active minidisk, unless
overridden by the Count parameter. The I/O column displays the number of I/Os performed since the
previous DASD command. Only minidisks having a non-zero value in this column are displayed. Explore
PM for z/VM uses time and number of I/Os performed between requests to calculate I/O rates.

Error Messages
Issuing the DASD command for an inactive real device will produce the message NO ACTIVE MINIDISKS.
Issuing the DASD command for a real device that either is dedicated to a user or that does not have any minidisks
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defined on it, or when no one is linked to any minidisk on the volume, will produce the message MINIDISK NOT
FOUND.
Reissuing a DASD command for the same device at very short time intervals is likely to yield unsatisfactory
results, such as the message NO ACTIVE MINIDISKS. This is because the window allowed for minidisk I/O to
occur has been made very short.

Example
The following command displays minidisk information for real DASD device 14D:

DASD 14D

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the DASD Command Menu using the menu panels, follow these steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu . This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu.
3. From the I/O Subsystem Menu, select *DASD, and the Mini-Disk Cache Status panel is displayed.

NOTE
The DASD Command Menu can also be accessed from the real-time Report Command Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *DASD from the command line.

Sample DASD Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                               DASD Command Menu

   Command format

    _ DASD ccuu                     Insert real device address -or-

           volser                          real device volser

    _ DASD ccuu   COUNT             Insert device address

   Display minidisk activity on real DASD exhibiting highest current activity

    _ DASD 62E         _ DASD 2A4         _ DASD 2A6         _ DASD 2E3

    _ DASD 614         _ DASD 2A1         _ DASD 2B4         _ DASD 61F

    _ DASD 61B         _ DASD 2E1         _ DASD 62D         _ DASD 618

    _ DASD 616         _ DASD 608         _ DASD 612         _ DASD 617

   Return to previous menu                                  Help facility

    _ *IOSUBSYS                                              _ HELP DASD

                                                             _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *DASD

Data Displayed

The following screen is a sample result of the command DASD 85E. Because this is the first time the command DASD
85E has been issued, the rate column shows .0. To show current rate activity, you must enter the command a second
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time, with no interceding DASD commands for any device. (It is possible that another user can issue a DASD command
before you issue your command the second time; your display would then still show the rate column as .0.)

The second sample display shows the display from the second execution of DASD 85E.

• First Execution of DASD 85E

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

 USER-ID   ADR MODE  T-I/O     I/O  RATE USER-ID   ADR MODE  T-I/O     I/O  RATE

 ORANMST  0291 R/O     122K    122K   .0 ORADBWR  0229 R/W  99,285  99,285    .0

 ORADBWR  0225 R/W  97,982  97,982    .0 ORADBWR  0223 R/W  83,431  83,431    .0

 EURDBWR  0229 R/W   5,359   5,359    .0 EURDBWR  0223 R/W   4,510   4,510    .0

 ORASV05  0223 R/O   3,387   3,387    .0 ORASV02  0223 R/O   2,263   2,263    .0

 ORASV16  0223 R/O   1,956   1,956    .0 IA1DD67  0292 R/O   1,785   1,785    .0

 DOUG     0191 R/W   1,773   1,773    .0 ORASV06  0223 R/O   1,601   1,601    .0

 ORASV44  0223 R/O   1,553   1,553    .0 ORASV04  0223 R/O   1,512   1,512    .0

 ORASV40  0223 R/O   1,257   1,257    .0 ORASV30  0223 R/O   1,033   1,033    .0

 ORASV19  0223 R/O     937     937    .0 ORASV23  0223 R/O     825     825    .0

 ORASV08  0223 R/O     779     779    .0 ORASV61  0223 R/O     744     744    .0

 JFM      0191 R/W     706     706    .0 AA1CF68  0292 R/O     700     700    .0

 LKLINGE  0292 R/O     647     647    .0 BS       0292 R/O     631     631    .0

 AT1PJ90  0293 R/O     621     621    .0 ANNE     0191 R/W     616     616    .0

 BHAYCOO2 0292 R/O     597     597    .0 ORASV09  0223 R/O     594     594    .0

 BHAYCOO  0191 R/W     590     590    .0 KKRIPKE  0191 R/W     586     586    .0

 AA1EH17  0292 R/O     554     554    .0 BSPURRI  0191 R/W     516     516    .0

 ORASV42  0223 R/O     479     479    .0 DFRANKO  0292 R/O     479     479    .0

 TYARD    0292 R/O     468     468    .0 ORASV37  0223 R/O     448     448    .0

 ORASV21  0223 R/O     424     424    .0 JABRAHA  0292 R/O     400     400    .0

 ORASV70  0223 R/O     395     395    .0 ORASV51  0223 R/O     393     393    .0

 DASD 85E                                               MORE                   

• Second Execution of DASD 85E

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

 USER-ID   ADR MODE  T-I/O     I/O  RATE USER-ID   ADR MODE  T-I/O     I/O  RATE

 ORASV59  0223 R/O   2,002   2,002   133 ORASV59  0225 R/O     116     116   7.7

 ORASV49  0223 R/O     167      79   5.2 LPYKUS   0292 R/O     302      30   2.0

 IA1DD67  0292 R/O   1,828      16   1.0 EURSV11  0223 R/O     126      11    .7

 AA1DP57  0292 R/O     283      10    .6 ORASV12  0225 R/O     174      10    .6

 ORADBWR  0223 R/W  83,443       7    .4 ORADBWR  0225 R/W  97,989       7    .4

 ORASV31  0225 R/O      86       5    .3 EURSV02  0223 R/O      18       3    .2

 MBERNAR  0293 R/O      26       5    .2 DHURLEY  0293 R/O      93       4    .2

                                                                         

                                                                                

 DASD 85E                                                                      

Field Explanations
USER-ID

The name of the virtual machine using the minidisk.
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ADR
The virtual address for the minidisk.

MODE
The type of access the virtual machine has for the minidisk.

T-I/O
The number of I/Os since the virtual machine was logged on or since the minidisk was linked.

I/O
The same as T-I/O if Count was assumed or specified, or the number of I/Os since the previous DASD command
if Count is not in effect.

RATE
This is zero if Count was assumed or specified, but otherwise it is the current I/O rate based on time between
successive entries of the DASD command.

Color Assignment
The following basic color and extended color assignments are used for data displayed on color terminals:
White

User ID
Blue

The column by which the report is sorted
Red

Error or failure messages
Green

Remaining text

DEG
 

The DEG command performs degradation analysis for a selected virtual machine. You can use this command to identify
factors contributing to virtual machine degradation. Such factors include waits for CPU, I/O, paging, instruction simulation
and time spent idle. This report identifies performance bottlenecks and guides you in identifying resource contention and
availability.

The DEG command performs both short- and long-term degradation analyses. The number of degradation samples taken
during each scan interval is controlled by the SET SUBSCAN command, which is explained in Configuring the Product.
The default is 10 per scan interval. Every 16-scan interval, the short-term counters are rolled into the long-term counters.

• Valid Subsystems

The DEG command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

• Format

DEG userid

Replace userid with the user ID of a virtual machine. You can specify a CPn, SYSTEMn, or *TOTAL* pseudo-ID, but you
cannot specify a performance group name.

WARNING
If the user ID is that of the EXPLORE service machine, the results will be meaningless.

Example

The following command displays the analysis of the virtual machine BATCH1:
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DEG BATCH1

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the DASD Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the Real-
Time Reporting Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *USERPERF to display the User Performance Menu.
3. From User Performance Menu, select *DEG, and the DEG Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The DEG Command Menu can also be accessed from the following panels:

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *DEG from the command line.

• Sample DEG Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                   Degradation Analysis - DEG Command Menu

  Display degradation analysis for users currently highest in CPU utilization

    _ DEG MVSB1        _ DEG MVSC3        _ DEG CALLTRK      _ DEG TSTSV05

    _ DEG MVSB2        _ DEG MVSDEMO      _ DEG VTAM         _ DEG MVSC6

    _ DEG MVSC2        _ DEG ALERTVM      _ DEG BATCH7       _ DEG TSTSV04

    _ DEG MVSC4        _ DEG DEVVSE       _ DEG DEVTST       _ DEG RDSVXA

    _ DEG MVSC1        _ DEG DEVTST2      _ DEG ORASV25      _ DEG PHXSP

    _ DEG ORASV38      _ DEG BATCH8       _ DEG BATCH5       _ DEG ORASV30

   Return to previous menu                                  Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                  _ HELP DEG

                                                             _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *DEG

Data Displayed

The following screen shows a sample result of the command DEG BATCH1:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

 REPORT DATE=03/31/97 DATA DATE=03/31/97 17:18:43

                    DEGRADATION ANALYSIS FOR BATCH1

 DESCRIPTION       %   SHORT TERM  SAMPLES=  120    %   LONG TERM SAMPLES= 844
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 WAIT CONSOLE --      |                            1.7|

 WAIT ON PAGING       |                             .2|

 WAIT I/O ------      |                             .4|

 WAIT IDLE -----   100|*************************  80.9|******************

 WAIT INST. SIM.      |                            5.3|*

 WAIT ON CPU ---      |                             .2|

 IN QUEUE ------      |                           19.0|****

                      --------------------------      -------------------

                      0   20   40   60   80  100      0   20   40   60

  TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  PIRT  PORT  IORT  RES WSET IOLK CFLK RSVD  SHR

    .0    .0    .0    .0    .0    .0    .0    0    0    0    0    0    0

    .7    .5    .2    .1    .1    .0   1.0   49   55    0    0    0    0

 DEG BATCH1

Field Explanations

Plot Portion of Display

The plot on the left is the short-term degradation analysis. The plot on the right is the long-term (from IPL or LOGON)
degradation analysis.

The plot parameters are displayed only when they are not zero. Percentages may not add up to 100% if multiple
conditions are simultaneously true.

Plot parameters are defined as follows:

WAIT CONSOLE

The percentage of time spent waiting for a reply on the virtual machines VM console.

WAIT ON PAGING

The percentage of time the virtual machine waited because of page fault in address space under VM page control.

WAIT SCHED. I/O

The percentage of time the virtual machine waited for the I/O block to be scheduled.

WAIT PSW

The percentage of time the virtual machine is in virtual PSW wait. This parameter may be displayed in place of WAIT I/O
or WAIT IDLE if Explore PM for z/VM is unable to determine whether the user virtual PSW wait is due to I/O wait.

WAIT I/O

The percentage of time the virtual machine waited for I/O completion or timer. WAIT I/O is calculated by subtracting WAIT
IDLE from WAIT PSW. If short-term WAIT IDLE is zero, then WAIT PSW is displayed.

WAIT IDLE

The percentage of time the virtual machine had WAIT PSW while no I/O was pending as far as VM was concerned.

WAIT INST. SIM.

The percentage of time the virtual machine waited for instruction simulation.

WAIT ON CPU

The percentage of time the virtual machine waited to receive CPU cycles while the virtual machine was ready to run.
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IN QUEUE

The percentage of time the virtual machine was in Q0, Q1, Q2, or Q3.

IN ELIGIBLE LST

The percentage of time the virtual machine was in the eligible list for either Q0, Q1, or Q2.

TIME SLICE END

The percentage of time the virtual machine used an entire time slice.

IN SLEEP

The percentage of time the virtual machine was in CP-sleep status.

Tabular Portion of Display

The first line of the tabular display is the average for the parameter over the short-term. The second line is the average for
the parameter over the long term. The tabular data is defined as follows:

TCPU
The average total CPU utilization of the virtual machine

VCPU
The average virtual CPU utilization of the virtual machine

CCPU
The average percentage of CPU used by CP to service requests made by the virtual machine

PAGE
The average total page rate of the virtual machine

PIRT
The average page-in rate of the virtual machine

PORT
The average page-out rate of the virtual machine

IORT
The average I/O rate of the virtual machine

RES
The average number of resident pages

WSET
The average working set of the virtual machine

IOLK
The average number of pages locked because of outstanding I/O requests

CFLK
The average number of pages locked by console function

RSVD
The average number of reserved pages

SHR
The average number of shared pages owned by this virtual machine
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Color Assignment

Basic Color

Color Plot Parameter Tabular Data

Green Acceptable performance levels Levels have not exceeded user-defined
thresholds

White Levels that are approaching performance
problems

N/A

Red Levels indicating performance problems Levels have exceeded user-defined
thresholds

Blue Additional information that cannot be used
alone to determine performance

Levels for which no thresholds have been
established

• Extended Color

Color Plot Parameter Tabular Data

Green Acceptable performance levels Levels have not exceeded user-defined
thresholds

White Levels that are approaching performance
problems

N/A

Red Levels representing performance problems Levels have exceeded user-defined
thresholds

Blue Additional information that cannot be used
alone to determine performance

Levels for which no thresholds have been
established

DEVICE Command For Online Reports
The DEVICE command displays an analysis of DASD device service time. The report is in service time sequence. The
data display is from the device measurement block, which is maintained by the hardware.

The DEVICE command is a REXX procedure that you can access and alter to customize the display. You are encouraged
to tailor the display to fit your needs. The DEVICE REXX procedure is well documented in the source code, but you
should have REXX programming experience before attempting to change the procedure. In addition, it is recommended
that you read Using Procedures and Execs in preparation for altering the procedure.

The DEVICE REXX procedure differs from other REXX procedures used with Explore PM for z/VM in that it is recognized
by the user interface. When issued from the real-time subsystem, DEVICE is always executed on the EXPLORE service
machine. Any modified copy stored on a user's disk is therefore ignored. In addition, DEVICE output can be displayed in
window 2 in split-screen mode.

• Valid Subsystem

The DEVICE command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

• Format

 

DEVICE [rcuu]

Replace rcuu with the address of a device to display statistics for that device only. The device can be of any type.
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NOTE
If a device address is not specified, all active DASD devices are displayed in sequence of decreasing service
time.

Menu Path

Menu Access

To access the DEVICE report panel using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the Real-
Time Reporting Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu.
3. From I/O Subsystem Menu, select DEVICE, and the DEVICE report panel is displayed.

NOTE
The DEVICE report panel can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Data Displayed

The following screen shows a sample result of the DEVICE command:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

==>

 ADDR  VOLSER   IORT   SRVTIM   BUSY   CONNECT   PENDING   DISCONNECT

  113  VM3381    3.1     35       11    21.50      0.13       13.70

  12B  XASER2     .2     34        1    20.10      0.13       13.95

  F02  VM3380    3.5     33       11    19.46      0.13       13.18

  35C  BATCH2    6.2     33       20    16.00      0.13       17.28

  35B  BATCH1    6.2     33       20    16.13      0.13       16.51

  806  XASPL2     .3     29        1    16.38      0.38       12.67

  B47  MVSCIC     .1     27        0    18.69      0.13        8.19

  121  VM3388     .9     25        2     7.55      0.26       17.15

  E03  VM338D    5.5     25       13     5.50      0.26       19.46

  80A  MVSDB2    3.6     24        8     7.04      0.26       16.90

  804  VM3386    6.6     24       15     6.78      0.26       16.90

  120  VM338A    5.1     24       12     2.82      0.26       21.63

  123  P33803     .3     23        0    10.88      0.13       12.29

  802  MVS001    5.1     22       10     5.25      0.26       17.15

  805  MVS003    6.9     22       15     3.71      0.13       18.18

  12A  XASRE2    2.7     22        6     7.30      0.13       14.59

  800  VM3384    2.4     21        5     4.48      0.38       16.38

  801  MVSRE1    1.5     21        3     4.74      0.13       16.00

  126  MXARES    3.7     21        7     7.94      0.13       13.31

  352  DEVSE2     .1     21        0    12.93      0.13        7.81

  809  VM3385   10.9     20       21     2.05      0.26       17.79

  E04  MVS004    6.4     20       13     5.63      0.13       14.21

  80F  P33804    2.5     19        3     4.48      0.13       14.72

  B48  DEVSE1    2.5     19        5    11.52      0.13        7.30

  803  VM338E    4.5     19        8     4.74      0.26       14.85

  128  P33801    2.6     19        5     6.40      0.13       12.54

  E06  VM3389    3.2     19        6     5.63      0.13       13.06

  DEVICE
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Field Explanations

The DEVICE report panel that is distributed with EXPLORE has the following field headings:

ADDR
The device address.

VOLSER
The volume serial number for DASD devices.

IORT
The current I/O rate, in I/Os per second.

SRVTIM
The current device service time, in milliseconds.

BUSY
The current percentage of time that the device is busy. Green indicates less than 30%. Yellow indicates less than
50%. Red indicates 50% or greater.

CONNECT
The average connect time per I/O, in milliseconds. Green indicates less than half of the disconnect time. Yellow
indicates greater than half the disconnect time. Red indicates greater than the disconnect time. The connect time
is the activate data transfer time.

PENDING
The time interval from the time the subchannel receives the start- or resume-subchannel (SSCH or RSCH)
machine instructions until the first command (CCW) is received by the device. Displayed as an average, in
milliseconds. Green indicates less than 0.4 milliseconds. Yellow indicates greater than 0.4 milliseconds, and red
indicates greater than 1 millisecond.

DISCONNECT
The time the device is disconnected (that is, the device is active with an I/O request, but is not connected to the
channel). For DASD, this is seek and rotational positioning time. Displayed as an average, in milliseconds. Green
indicates less than 17.0 milliseconds. Yellow indicates greater than 17 milliseconds, and red indicates greater
than 20 milliseconds.

NOTE
All three timers (CONNECT, PENDING, AND DISCONNECT) are stopped when a suspend flag is recognized in
a CCW. When an RSCH is subsequently executed, the PENDING timer is started. When the device accepts the
next command, the PENDING timer stops, and either the CONNECT or DISCONNECT timer is started.

Some devices, such as some solid state DASD devices (SSDs), do not disconnect, and may have unusually large
PENDING or CONNECT times.

DLOG
 

The DLOG command displays the user log file in the virtual machine that processed the DLOG command.

The DLOG LOG File
Each user and each service machine has its own DLOG LOG file, the contents of which are user-defined. It is an
in-memory file that wraps when it is full. If logging has been enabled, Explore PM for z/VM logs the log data to
disk file DLOG LOG A before wrapping the file. This prevents loss of data, since DLOG LOG A does not wrap.
Each in-memory log file can contain up to 800 entries. You can enter data into the log file with the LOG command
when you are in console mode, or an Explore PM for z/VM procedure or exec can contain a .LOG command. The
DLOG, LOG, and .LOG commands are the sole means for processing the DLOG file.
The DLOG LOG file is ignored by history reporting. You can erase it if you do not want to examine it.
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A sample AUTO procedure, HIUSER EXPLORE, is provided to demonstrate use of the DLOG LOG file. You
should remove this AUTO procedure if you do not wish to process the information it collects.

Valid Subsystem
The DLOG command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
DLOG [CLEAR | DATE mmddyy hhmm | SAVE | TYPE types | TIME hhmm]

NOTE
The use of DLOG with no operands displays the entire in-memory log file.

CLEAR
Erases the in-memory log file.

DATE mmddyy hhmm
Specifies that records created on or after the requested time are to be displayed from the in-memory file.

SAVE
Writes the in-memory log file to disk as CMS file DLOG LOG A and clears the in-memory buffer. After the
CMS disk file DLOG LOG A has been created by the DLOG SAVE command, it can be displayed using
the system editor XEDIT.

TYPE types
Specifies, which record types, are to be displayed. Up to ten types can be specified; each one can consist
of one to eight characters. You define the record types in the LOG and .LOG commands.

TIME hhmm
Specifies that records created on or after the requested time are to be displayed.

Examples

The following command displays all entries in the log file:

DLOG

The following command erases the in-memory log file:

DLOG CLEAR

The following command writes the in-memory log file to disk as CMS file DLOG LOG A:

DLOG SAVE

The following command displays all records in the log file that were created on or after 12:45:

DLOG TIME 1245

The following command displays all type XR records in the log file:

DLOG TYPE XR

Menu Description

Menu Path

The DLOG Command Menu can be accessed from the real-time REPORT Command Menu.
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Fast-Path Access: Enter *DLOG to display the DLOG Command Menu.

DLOG Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                               DLOG Command Menu

   Command format

    _ DLOG                     Display all entries in user log file

    _ DLOG CLEAR               Erase in memory user log file

    _ DLOG SAVE                Write in memory user log file to disk

    _ DLOG DATE mmddyy hhmm    Start display with data since requested date

    _ DLOG TIME hhmm           Start display with data since requested time

    _ DLOG TYPE type(s)        Display data of requested type(s)

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility

    _ *CURRENT                                       _ HELP DLOG

                                                     _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *DLOG

Data Displayed

Sample result of the command DLOG TYPE MANUAL:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

083191 1422 MANUAL USER EM FORCED OFF

DLOG TYPE MANUAL

Field Explanation

The first two columns show the date (in mmddyy format) and time (in hhmm format) that the entry was entered into the log
file. The next column contains the type of entry (as defined by the user). In this example, the type is MANUAL. To the right
of the type is the text of the entry.

Color Assignment

The use of color is the same for basic and extended color.

White
The date and time fields

Blue
The log data
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IOP
Contents

The IOP command produces the I/O Processing report that reports on I/O processing statistics.

Valid Subsystem
The IOP command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
IOP

Data Displayed

The following screen is a sample screen produced by the IOP command:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

==> GENLUSER

IOPID BUSY IDLE SSCH INTRUPT CHANNEL SWITCH CTLU DEVICE

00 30065 8913 540.2 511.9 121.2 60.4 89.6 166.8

01 26788 10744 223.5 199.8 87.0 43.9 61.7 103.3

02 28769 11541 244.0 236.1 123.5 77.4 80.1 128.4

IOP

Field Description

The top line of the IOP Summary panel contains the following fields:

IOPID
Unique I/O PROCESSOR number

BUSY
Number of times the I/O Processor was found busy

IDLE
Number of times the I/O Processor was found idle

SSCH
Rate per second the I/O Processor began a Start Subchannel

INTRUPT
Rate per second the I/O Processor generated an I/O interruption

CHANNEL
Rate per second the I/O Processor indicated a channel-busy condition

SWITCH
Rate per second the I/O Processor indicated a switch-busy condition

CTLU
Rate per second the I/O Processor indicated a control-unit-busy condition

DEVICE
Rate per second the I/O Processor indicated a device-busy condition

LPAR
Contents
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The LPAR command displays status and CPU utilization statistics when running in an LPAR under PR/SM.

Valid Subsystem
The LPAR command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
LPAR

Menu Path

The LPAR Summary panel can be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Data Displayed

The following screen is a sample screen produced by the LPAR command:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                           LPAR SUMMARY

  PARTITIONS    2   GLOBAL TIME SLICE     0 MS.    PHYSICAL CPUS   6

  PARTITION ID   CPUS   CPU  WAIT CAPPED  WEIGHT    TOTAL TIME  DELTA TIME   %

  BSYS       3     5

                         0   YES    NO   DEDICATED   679,339     121.297   100

                         1   YES    NO   DEDICATED   674,531     121.263   100

                         2   YES    NO   DEDICATED   674,517     121.240   100

                         3   YES    NO   DEDICATED   674,530     121.259   100

                         4   YES    NO   DEDICATED   674,542     121.278   100

  VMXA       4     1     0   YES    NO   DEDICATED   524,314     119.950  99.1

  LPAR

Field Explanations

The top line of the LPAR Summary panel contains the following fields:

PARTITIONS
The number of partitions

GLOBAL TIME SLICE
The defined time slice, in milliseconds

PHYSICAL CPUS
Number of physical processors available on this machine
The second line of the LPAR Summary panel contains the following field headings:

PARTITION ID
The name and ID of the logical partitions.

CPUS
Number of logical processors defined for the partition. The following field headings describe configuration settings
for each of the logical processors:
CPU

Numbering sequence for the logical processors
WAIT

YES or NO, to indicate if wait completion is defined
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CAPPED
YES or NO, to indicate if CPU utilization capping is defined

WEIGHT
PRIORITY, DEDICATED, or x%, to indicate how weight is defined

TOTAL TIME
Total time in milliseconds that the logical processor was active

DELTA TIME
Total time consumed by the logical processor since the last data sample was taken

%
Delta time divided by wall-clock time

PLOT
The PLOT command compares values for one or two variables within the same data group over the last 16 scan intervals.
Both variables are plotted versus time on a single plot.

The time spanned is determined by the SCAN parameter of the SET command, which is explained in Configuring the
Product. The default for SET SCAN is 2 minutes, so the default for the last 16 scan intervals is 32 minutes.

Valid Subsystems
The PLOT command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
PLOT datagroup variable1 [variable2] [FLoat]

The following table shows the valid values for the datagroup and variable operands.

Use FLoat to specify that the same scale should not be used for both variables, even when they are of the same type.

 Values for datagroup   Values for variable1 and variable2  
 CCPU Percentage of CPU time used

by CP to support user requests
 IORT I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 PAGE Sum of page-in and page-out

rate, in pages per second
 PIRT Page-in rate, in pages per

second
 PORT Page-out rate, in pages per

second
 RES Pages resident
 TCPU Percentage of total CPU used
 VCPU Percentage of virtual CPU used

 *TOTAL* 
 
 
 sysidn 
 
 SYSTEMn 
 
 userid 

Sum of CP0 through CP7 (MP
only)
 
User IDs for processors (CP0
through CP7)
 
System ID
 
The user ID of a virtual machine
or name of a performance group

 WSET Working set, in pages
 BUSY Percentage of time device busy
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second

 ccuu 
 

Real device cuu data group
 

 QDPA Average queue depth
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 QDPC Current queue depth
 SRVTIM Average service time
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccuX 
 

Control unit cu0 data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

 BUSY Percentage of time channel
busy

 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccXX 
 

Channel c's data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

 VMSTAT A CP statistical counter One of the VMSTAT variables listed in VMSTAT Variables For
RealTime and Flashback.

 Examples 

The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used and the sum of page-in and page-out rates for the main
processor resource group over the last 16 scan intervals.

PLOT CP0 TCPU PAGE

• The following command plots the percentage of total and virtual CPU used by DOSVS during the last 16 scan
intervals.
PLOT DOSVS TCPU VCPU

• The following command plots the I/O rate and utilization of channel 1's data group over the last 16 scan intervals.
PLOT 1XX IORTC BUSY

• The following command plots the I/O rate of control unit 150's data group during the last 16 scan intervals.
PLOT 15X IORTC

• The following command plots the I/O rate of real device 150's data group during the last 16 scan intervals.
PLOT 150 IORTC

Menu Description

 Menu Path 

The PLOT Command Menu can be accessed from the bottom of any Selected Plots Menu, as shown in the following
sample:

  Other plots

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *SYSTEM

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP

The PLOT Command Menu can also be accessed from the real-time and flashback REPORT Command Menus.

 Fast-Path Access: Enter *PLOT to display the PLOT Command Menu.

•  Sample PLOT Command Menu  

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM
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                             PLOT Command Menu

  Basic command format

   _ PLOT datagroup variable1 (variable2)

  Plot system performance variables           Plot user performance variables

   _ PLOT *TOTAL*  TCPU PAGE                   _ PLOT MVSB1    TCPU PAGE

   _ PLOT *TOTAL*  VCPU TCPU                   _ PLOT MVSB1    VCPU TCPU

   _ PLOT *TOTAL*  IORT                        _ PLOT CALLTRK  IORT

   _ PLOT *TOTAL*  WSET                        _ PLOT MVSC4    WSET

  Plot real device activity                   Plot real channel activity

   _ PLOT 628 IORTC BUSY                       _ PLOT 6XX IORTC BUSY

   _ PLOT 628 SRVTIM                           _ PLOT 6XX I/O

   _ PLOT 628 I/O                              _ PLOT 6XX IORTA

  Return to previous menu                     Help facility

   _ *MENU                                     _ HELP PLOT

                                               _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *PLOT

Data Displayed

The following screen shows a sample result of the command PLOT CP0 TCPU PAGE:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

 CPU %                                                              PAGE RATE

 85.00 |                                            *xxxx               64.50

 79.33 |                                           *     xx    xxxxxx   60.20

 73.66 |        x                  xxxxxxx        x  +     xxxx         55.90

 68.00A|x------x-xxxx-----------xxx-------x-------+-----------------+   51.60

 62.33 | xx   x      xxx       x           x     *    +          +++    47.30

 56.66 |   x x          xxxx xx             xxxx*              ++       43.00

 51.00 |    x               x                  +       +      +         38.70

 45.33 |                        +             +         +++  +          34.40

 39.66 |                       + +          ++             ++           30.10

 34.00 |--------++------------+---+--------+------------------------A   25.80

 28.33 |     +++  +++        +     ++    ++                             21.50

 22.66 |   ++        +     ++        ++++                               17.20

 17.00 | ++           +   +                                             12.90

 11.33 |+              + +                                               8.60

  5.66 |                +                                                4.30

       +|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

      14:10   14:12   14:14   14:16   14:18   14:20   14:22   14:24

          14:11   14:13   14:15   14:17   14:19   14:21   14:23   14:25

        x -  TCPU     PERCENT TOTAL CPU VS TIME

        + -  PAGE     PAGES PER SECOND VS TIME

PLOT CP0 TCPU PAGE
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Plot Description

 The Following  Indicates 

 Xs The value of variable1. 

Plus signs (+) The value of variable2. 

Asterisks (*) Overlap between variable1 and variable2. 

An A with a dashed line Averages. The A on the left shows the average for variable1.
The A on the right shows the average for variable2.

Left vertical scale The scale for variable1. In the above sample, the pages per
second for the main processor.

Right vertical scale The scale for variable2. In the above sample, the I/O rate in I/Os
per second.

Horizontal axis The time at which each sample was collected.

 Legend Lines: The legend lines display data group, plot character, and plot variable with a brief explanation of the plot
variable.

•  Color Assignment 

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 

Blue Vertical scale for variable1
and all plotted data. 

Vertical scale for variable1 

White Vertical scale for variable2
and the horizontal axis

Horizontal axis for time

Yellow N/A Vertical scale for variable2 

Blue-reverse video N/A  Variable1 from data point to time axis

Yellow-reverse video N/A  Variable2 from data point to
axis, and asterisks indicating
when variable1 and variable2 coincide

PLOTE
The PLOTE command compares long-term history values for one or two variables within the same data group. Both
variables are plotted versus time on a single plot.

NOTE
 The EXTENDED parameter of the SET command must be ON.

The time interval spanned can vary from the last hour to the last day, depending on the value of the SCAN and ESCAN
parameters of the SET command. The SCAN and ESCAN parameters are explained in Configuring the Product.

Valid subsystems
The PLOTE command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
PLOTE datagroup variable1 [variable2] [FLoat]
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The following table shows the valid values for the datagroup and variable operands. Use FLoat to specify that the same
scale should not be used for both variables, even when they are of the same type.

 Values for datagroup   Values for variable1 and variable2  
 CCPU Percentage of CPU time used

by CP to support user requests
 IORT I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 PAGE Sum of page-in and page-out

rate, in pages per second
 PIRT Page-in rate, in pages per

second
 PORT Page-out rate, in pages per

second
 RES Pages resident
 TCPU Percentage of total CPU used
 VCPU Percentage of virtual CPU used

 *TOTAL* 
 
 
 sysidn 
 
 
 SYSTEMn 
 
 userid 
 

Sum of CP0 through CPF (MP
only)
 
User IDs for processors (CP0
through CPF)
 
System ID
 
The user ID of a virtual machine
or name of a performance group

 WSET Working set, in pages
 BUSY Percentage of time device busy
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second
 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per

second
 QDPA Average queue depth
 QDPC Current queue depth

 ccuu 
 

Real device cuu data group
 

 SRVTIM Average service time
 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccuX 
 

Control unit cu0 data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

 BUSY Percentage of time channel
busy

 I/O I/Os during the last scan interval
 IORTC I/O rate, in I/Os per second

 ccXX 
 

Channel c's data group
 

 IORTA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per
second

Examples
The following command plots the percentage of total CPU used and the sum of page-in and page-out rates for the
main processor resource group.

    PLOTE CP0 TCPU PAGE

The following command plots the percentage of total and virtual CPU used by DOSVS.

    PLOTE DOSVS TCPU VCPU

The following command plots the I/O rate and utilization of channel 1's data group.

    PLOTE 1XX IORTC BUSY
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The following command plots the I/O rate of control unit 150's data group.

    PLOTE 15X IORTC

The following command plots the I/O rate of real device 150's data group.

    PLOTE 150 IORTC

Menu Description

 Menu Path 

The PLOTE Command Menu can be accessed from the bottom of any Selected Plots Menu, as shown in the following
sample:

  Other plots

   _ *PLOT     PLOT command menu                    Return to previous menu

   _ *COMP     COMP command menu                     _ *SYSTEM

   _ *CPLT     CPLT command menu

   _ *PLOTE    PLOTE command menu                   Help facility

   _ *COMPE    COMPE command menu                    _ HELP

The PLOTE Command Menu can also be accessed from the real-time REPORT Command Menu.

 Fast-Path Access: Enter *PLOTE to display the PLOTE Command Menu.

 Sample PLOTE Command Menu  

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  DOCSAM

                             PLOTE Command Menu

  Basic command format

   _ PLOTE datagroup variable1 (variable2)

  Plot system performance variables           Plot user performance variables

   _ PLOTE *TOTAL*  TCPU PAGE                  _ PLOTE MVSB1    TCPU PAGE

   _ PLOTE *TOTAL*  VCPU TCPU                  _ PLOTE MVSB1    VCPU TCPU

   _ PLOTE *TOTAL*  IORT                       _ PLOTE CALLTRK  IORT

   _ PLOTE *TOTAL*  WSET                       _ PLOTE MVSC4    WSET

  Plot real device activity                   Plot real channel activity

   _ PLOTE 628 IORTC BUSY                      _ PLOTE 6XX IORTC BUSY

   _ PLOTE 628 SRVTIM                          _ PLOTE 6XX I/O

   _ PLOTE 628 I/O                             _ PLOTE 6XX IORTA

  Return to previous menu                     Help facility

   _ *PLOT                                     _ HELP PLOTE

                                               _ HELP

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *

 *PLOTE

Data Displayed

The following screen shows a sample result of the command PLOTE CP0 TCPU PAGE.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51
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 ==>

 CPU %                                                              PAGE RATE

 94.30 |                                                        +       57.40

 88.01 |                                                     +x++       53.57

 81.72 |                                                   x +x++x  x   49.74

 75.44 |                                                 x x +x++x  *   45.92

 69.15 |                                                 xxx x*++x x*   42.09

 62.86 |                                                xxxx x*++xxx*   38.26

 56.58 |                                                xxx* x*++*x**   34.44

 50.29A|-------------------------------------------x-x--xxx*-x*++****   30.61

 44.00 |-------------------------------------------xxx--xxx*xx*++****A  26.78

 37.72 |                                           x*x+ xx***x*++****   22.96

 31.43 |                                           x**+ *x***x*++****   19.13

 25.14 |                                           ******************   15.30

 18.86 |                                           ******************   11.48

 12.57 |                                           ******************    7.65

  6.28 |                                           ******************    3.82

       +|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

                                                   13:06   14:27   15:49

                                                      13:46   15:08

        x -  TCPU     PERCENT TOTAL CPU VS TIME

        + -  PAGE     PAGES PER SECOND VS TIME

PLOTE CP0 TCPU PAGE

Plot Description
Xs

The value of variable1.
Plus signs (+)

The value of variable2.
Asterisks (*)

Overlap between variable1 and variable2.
An A with a dashed line

Averages. The A on the left shows the average for variable1. The A on the right shows the average for variable2.
Left vertical scale

The scale for variable1. In the above sample, the pages per second for the main processor.
Left vertical scale

The scale for variable1. In the above sample, the pages per second for the main processor.
Right vertical scale

The scale for variable2. In the above sample, the I/O rate in I/Os per second.
Horizontal axis

The time at which each sample was collected.

 Legend Lines: 
The legend lines display data group, plot character, and plot variable with a brief explanation of the plot variable.

 Interval Explanation: 
The graph contains sixty-one columns, each representing an ESCAN interval. The length of this interval is the value of the
SET ESCAN command (default of 5) times the value of the SET SCAN command (default of 2), in minutes (default of 10).
The latest ESCAN interval can be short because it refers only to the data that has been collected so far.

 Color Assignment  
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The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 

Blue Vertical scale for variable1 and all plotted
data.

Vertical scale for variable1

White Vertical scale for variable2 and the
horizontal axis

Horizontal axis for time

Yellow N/A Vertical scale for variable2

Blue-reverse video N/A Variable1 from data point to time axis

Yellow-reverse video N/A Variable2 from data point to axis, and
asterisks indicating when variable1 and
variable2 coincide

Query
The Q (query) command displays the status of Explore PM for z/VM parameters.

Valid Subsystems
The Q command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
Q operand

Replace operand with one the following values:

AUTO
For the real-time subsystem only, displays whether the AUTO facility is enabled. The default is ON.

COLOR
Displays the status of extended color support. With some software products that allow multiple logical sessions,
actual terminal attributes are not given to Explore PM for z/VM. In this case, ON or OFF can be used to force the
correct mode. The default is AUTO.

DEG
On the service machine only, displays whether user degradation analysis data is collected during subscan
interval. The default is ON.

DHOT
On the service machine only, displays whether HOT I/O devices are shown in window 1. The default is ON.

DINRQ
On the service machine only, displays whether device intervention required are shown in window 1. The default is
ON.

DINTR
On the service machine only, displays whether device intervention wait are shown in window 1. The default is ON.

DIRM
On the service machine only, displays whether device intensive recording mode are shown in window 1. The
default is ON.

DISKWARN
On the service machine only, displays at what percentage the service machine's A-disk receives a warning in
window 2 to back up the log files. The default is 90.

DMIHN
On the service machine only, displays whether missing interrupts are shown in window 1. The default is ON.
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DOFFL
On the service machine only, displays whether offline devices are shown in window 1. The default is ON.

DRSET
On the service machine only, displays whether device reset condition are shown in window 1. The default is ON.

DRSVD
On the service machine only, displays whether reserve pending are shown in window 1. The default is ON.

DWAIT
On the service machine only, displays whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are selected for
display in window 1 and that are in a disabled wait state are shown in window 1. The default is ON.

ESCAN
On the service machine only, displays the number of scan intervals that make up an ESCAN interval, from 1 to
16. During the ESCAN interval, Explore PM for z/VM averages the values that were obtained during the scan
intervals. These averages are placed in the extended data area for use by the PLOTE and COMPE commands.
The default is 5.

EXECLIST
Displays whether any command requests are to be placed in the screen buffer. When EXECLIST is off, no
command requests are placed in the screen buffer. When Explore PM for z/VM procedures, CMS execs, and
REXX execs are processed, all commands executed by Explore PM for z/VM can be placed in the screen buffer.
After a procedure or exec is debugged, this may no longer be desirable. The default is ON.

EXPLOG
On the service machine only, displays by day of week the hours when Explore PM for z/VM logs performance
data to the Explore PM for z/VM log files. The default is 0-2400.

EXTENDED
On the service machine only, displays whether extended data is being collected. Extended data is used by the
PLOTE and COMPE commands. The default is OFF.

EXTRACT
Displays whether EXTRACT command requests will be placed in the screen buffer. The default setting is ON,
which indicates that EXTRACT command requests are to be placed in the screen buffer unless overridden by
the EXECLIST parameter in the off state. When Explore PM for z/VM procedures, CMS EXEC execs, and CMS
REXX execs are processed, all commands executed by Explore PM for z/VM can be placed in the screen buffer.
After a procedure or exec is debugged, this may no longer be desirable. The default is ON.

GUESTEXP
Displays the user ID of the service machine.

LOGCPFM
On the service machine only, displays whether data is being logged in CP Monitor format. The defaults are OFF
and DISK.

LOGGING
For the service machine, displays whether logging is activated for the EXPLORE LOG, DLOG LOG, and VLOG
LOG log files as a group. Whenever the CMS A-disk becomes full, the status changes to OFF. After you back up
and erase the current log files, you can initiate logging by using the SET command to change the status back to
ON.
For the real-time interface, displays the status of the local DLOG LOG file. The default is ON.

LOGSTAT
On the service machine only, displays whether the disk is full and logging has stopped. OFF indicates the disk is
full and logging has stopped; ON indicates the disk is not full. There is no default.
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MENU
Displays whether the last menu used is redisplayed when you press ENTER with nothing on the command line.
The default is ON.

MPRED
On the service machine only, displays whether MP CPU times are to be divided by the processor count. The
default is OFF.

PF
Displays the settings of the F (program function) and PA (program attention) keys. Use the SET command to set
the functions of the F and PA keys. See the list in Configuring the Product.

PGROUPa
On the service machine only, displays any user ID assigned to performance groups A through X. The last letter of
the variable name is set to the desired performance class. There is no default.

RCHLOG
On the service machine only, displays whether real channel data is being logged to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG
A. The default is ON.

RCULOG
On the service machine only, displays whether real control unit data is being logged to the CMS file EXPLORE
LOG A. The default is ON.

RDEVLOG
On the service machine only, displays whether real device data is being logged to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG A.
The default is ON.

SCALE
On the service machine only, displays whether decimal points are inserted in numeric fields when variables are
returned to a procedure or exec. ON indicates that decimal points are inserted and is the recommended setting for
REXX; OFF is recommended for EXEC 2. The default is ON.

SCAN
On the service machine only, displays how often Explore PM for z/VM collects data. The shortest interval is 1
minute and the longest is 60 minutes. A value between 1 and 10 minutes is recommended. The default is 2.

SET
On the service machine only, displays the status of most query variables. There is no default.

STATLOG
On the service machine only, displays whether statistical counters are being logged to the CMS file EXPLORE
LOG A. The default is ON.

SUBSCAN
On the service machine only, displays how often per major scan interval a subscan of critical areas should be
done. The default is 10.

SYSID1
On the service machine only, represents main processor utilization. The default value for SYSID1 is CP0.
Throughout this manual, the label CP0 has been used to refer to main processor utilization. To change this default
to some other label, see the SET command. The default is CP0.

SYSID2 - SYSID8
On the service machine only, represents the user IDs used to identify resource utilization by the 2nd through 8th
processors in the complex. To change the defaults to some other label, see the SET command. The defaults are
from CP1 through CP7.

TIMESTMP
On the service machine only, displays whether the timestamp is displayed on report panels. The default is ON.
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TRACE
On the service machine only, displays the number of 4K pages of the CP trace table that are to be inspected for
display by the TRACE command. The valid range is dependent upon the size of the trace table. The default value
meets most users' needs. The default is 2.

UPDATE
Displays whether the last report command is to be reissued at the end of each scan interval. The following are the
report commands available for automatic update:
COMP COMPE  CP    CPLT  CPLTA  DASD  DEG    PLOT   PLOTE

RCU  RCH    RDEV  SLOT  SUM    SUMA  TRACE  VMSTAT

In the real-time CMS interface, use reserved procedure name *UPDATE to control the frequency of automatic
update. The default is ON.

USERLOG
On the service machine only, displays the status of logging data about each user, including CP, to the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG A. The default is ON.

VMCF
On the service machine only, displays a summary of Explore PM for z/VM VMCF activity. There is no default.

WARN
On the service machine only, displays the warning scan interval. (The warning scan interval is the interval at
which specified procedures will be executed after threshold conditions have been met.) The shortest interval is
1 minute and the longest is 60 minutes. A value equal to or greater than the scan interval is recommended. To
use the warning facility, see the WARN command. To set the warning scan interval, see the SET command. The
default is 2.

WCONS
On the service machine only, indicates whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are selected for
display in window 1 and that are in a CP READ status should be shown in window 1. The default is ON.

WCPRD
On the service machine only, displays whether a user waiting on a CP read should be shown in window 1. The
default is ON.

WCSTOP
On the service machine only, displays whether a user waiting in a check stop state should be shown in window 1.
The default is ON.

WDISC
On the service machine only, displays whether a user in a disconnected wait should be shown in window 1. The
default is OFF.

WDORM
On the service machine only, displays whether a user on the dormant list should be shown in window 1. The
default is ON.

WELIG
On the service machine only, displays whether a user on the eligible list should be shown in window 1. The default
is ON.

WIDLE
On the service machine only, displays whether idle virtual machines in performance groups that are selected for
display in window 1 should be shown in window 1. The default is ON.

WINDOW
Displays control information for windows. It indicates whether windows 1 and 2 are displayed, identifies the
performance groups that will be displayed in window 1 (on the EXPLORE service machine only), and displays the
size of windows 1 and 2. The default is ON, Group A 5, 5
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WINST
On the service machine only, displays whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are selected for
display in window 1 and that are waiting for instruction simulation should be displayed in window 1. The default is
ON.

WI/O
On the service machine only, displays whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are selected for
display in window 1 and that are waiting for nonpage I/O should be shown in window 1. The default is OFF.

WPAGE
On the service machine only, displays whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are selected for
display in window 1 and that are waiting for page I/O should be shown in window 1. The default is ON.

WSLEEP
On the service machine only, displays whether a user in a CP sleep condition should be shown in window 1. The
default is ON.

WSTOP
On the service machine only, displays whether a user in a CP stop state should be shown in window 1. The
default is ON.

WTIO
On the service machine only, displays whether a user in a TIO-busy condition should be shown in window 1. The
default is ON.

WTSCH
On the service machine only, displays whether a user in a TSCH-busy condition should be shown in window 1.
The default is ON.

WVERP
On the service machine only, displays whether a user with Virtual Error Recording Processing active should be
shown in window 1. The default is ON.

Examples

• The following command displays whether EXTRACT command requests will be placed in the screen buffer.

Q EXTRACT

• The following command displays the status of all log files except the CP Monitor format log file.

Q LOGGING

• The following command displays the settings of the F and PA keys.

Q PF

• The following command displays whether real channel data is being logged to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG A.

Q RCHLOG

• The following command displays the scan interval.

Q SCAN

• The following command displays whether statistical counters are being logged to the CMS file EXPLORE LOG A.

Q STATLOG

• The following command displays windowing control information.

Q WINDOW
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Menu Description

Menu Path

The Q Menu can be accessed from the real-time and flashback REPORT Command Menus.

Fast-Path Access: Enter *Q to display the Q Menu.

• Service Machine

The following menu is displayed when you are logged on to the service machine:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                                  Q Command Menu                                

 Select desired highlighted field with cursor and press enter.                  

 You may also modify a menu command or enter any command on the command line.   

                                                                                

  _ Q COLOR           Status of displaying screens in extended color.           

  _ Q DEG             Status of collecting user degradation analysis data.      

  _ Q DHOT            Status of displaying device hot shot.                     

  _ Q DINRQ           Status of displaying device intervention required.        

  _ Q DINTR           Status of displaying device intervention wait.            

  _ Q DIRM            Status of displaying device intensive recording mode.     

  _ Q DISKWARN        Warning level of percent A-Disk full.                     

  _ Q DMIHN           Status of displaying device missing interrupt.            

  _ Q DOFFL           Status of displaying device offline.                      

  _ Q DRSET           Status of displaying device reset.                        

  _ Q DRSVD           Status of displaying device reserved.                     

  _ Q DWAIT           Status of displaying user disabled wait.                  

  _ Q ESCAN           Extended scan interval.                                   

  _ Q EXECLIST        Status of listing exec commands.                          

  _ Q EXPLOG          Status of logging by day and time.                        

  _ Q EXTENDED        Status of extended data collection.                       

  _ Q EXTRACT         Status of displaying extract commands.                    

  _ Q LOGCPFM         Status of logging data in CP Monitor format.              

  _ Q LOGGING         Global status of logging function.                        

  _ Q LOGSTAT         Whether logging is stopped due to disk full.              

  _ Q MENU            Status of menu facility.                                  

  _ Q MPRED           Whether CPU count divides CPU utilization.                

  _ Q PF              PF and PA key definitions.                                

  _ Q PGROUPA         Pseudo-userID of performance group A.                     

  _ Q PGROUPB         Pseudo-userID of performance group B.                     

  _ Q PGROUPC         Pseudo-userID of performance group C.                     

  _ Q PGROUPD         Pseudo-userID of performance group D.                     

  _ Q PGROUPE         Pseudo-userID of performance group E.                     

  _ Q PGROUPF         Pseudo-userID of performance group F.                     

  _ Q PGROUPG         Pseudo-userID of performance group G.                     

  _ Q PGROUPH         Pseudo-userID of performance group H.                     

  _ Q PGROUPI         Pseudo-userID of performance group I.                     

  _ Q PGROUPJ         Pseudo-userID of performance group J.                     

  _ Q PGROUPK         Pseudo-userID of performance group K.                     

  _ Q PGROUPL         Pseudo-userID of performance group L.                     

  _ Q PGROUPM         Pseudo-userID of performance group M.                     

  _ Q PGROUPN         Pseudo-userID of performance group N.                     
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  _ Q PGROUPO         Pseudo-userID of performance group O.                     

  _ Q PGROUPP         Pseudo-userID of performance group P.                     

  _ Q PGROUPQ         Pseudo-userID of performance group Q.                     

  _ Q PGROUPR         Pseudo-userID of performance group R.                     

  _ Q PGROUPS         Pseudo-userID of performance group S.                     

  _ Q PGROUPT         Pseudo-userID of performance group T.                     

  _ Q PGROUPU         Pseudo-userID of performance group U.                     

  _ Q PGROUPV         Pseudo-userID of performance group V.                     

  _ Q PGROUPW         Pseudo-userID of performance group W.                     

  _ Q PGROUPX         Pseudo-userID of performance group X.                     

  _ Q RCHLOG          Status of logging channel data.                           

  _ Q RCULOG          Status of logging control unit data.                      

  _ Q RDEVLOG         Status of logging device data.                            

  _ Q SCALE           Status of using decimal points in extract data.           

  _ Q SCAN            Basic sampling interval in minutes.                       

  _ Q SET             Full screen display of all settings.                      

  _ Q STATLOG         Status of logging vmstat variables.                       

  _ Q SUBSCAN         Subscan intervals per scan interval.                      

  _ Q SYSID1          Processor id for processor 0 (IPL processor).             

  _ Q SYSID2          Processor id for processor 1.                             

  _ Q SYSID3          Processor id for processor 2.                             

  _ Q SYSID4          Processor id for processor 3.                             

  _ Q SYSID5          Processor id for processor 4.                            

  _ Q SYSID6          Processor id for processor 5.                             

  _ Q SYSID7          Processor id for processor 6.                             

  _ Q SYSID8          Processor id for processor 7.                             

  _ Q TIMESTMP        Whether report panels are timestamped.                    

  _ Q TRACE           Number of trace pages scan for trace command.             

  _ Q UPDATE          Status of automatic report update.                        

  _ Q USERLOG         Status of logging user data.                              

  _ Q VMCF            Server VMCF request statistics.                           

  _ Q WARN            Warn interval in minutes.                                 

  _ Q WCONS           Status of displaying user wait on console.                

  _ Q WCPRD           Status of displaying user wait on CP read.                

  _ Q WCSTOP          Status of displaying user in check stop.                  

  _ Q WDISC           Status of displaying disconnected wait.                   

  _ Q WDORM           Status of displaying user in dormant list.                

  _ Q WELIG           Status of displaying user in eligible list.               

  _ Q WIDLE           Status of displaying user in wait idle.                   

  _ Q WINDOW          Status of window facility.                                

  _ Q WINST           Status of displaying user in inst. simulation wait.       

  _ Q WI/O            Status of displaying user waiting on I/O.                 

  _ Q WPAGE           Status of displaying user in page wait.                   

  _ Q WSLEEP          Status of displaying user in CP sleep wait.               

  _ Q WSTOP           Status of displaying user in wait stop state.             

  _ Q WTIO            Status of displaying user in TIO loop wait.               

  _ Q WTSCH           Status of displaying user in TSCH loop wait.              

  _ Q WVERP           Status of displaying user wait virtual erep.              

                                                                                

                                                            Help facility       

                                                             _ HELP Q           

                                                             _ HELP             

 F                                                               WARN AUTO OFF 
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User in Real-Time Subsystem

The following menu is displayed for a user in the real-time subsystem. Note that the QSET command must be entered
from the real-time user interface without a space following the Q:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                                  Q Command Menu                                

 Select desired highlighted field with cursor and press enter.                  

 You may also modify a menu command or enter any command on the command line.   

                                                                                

  _ Q AUTO            Status of AUTO facility in EXPLORE user interface.        

  _ Q COLOR           Status of displaying screens in extended color.           

  _ Q EXECLIST        Status of listing exec commands.                          

  _ Q EXTRACT         Status of displaying extract commands.                    

  _ Q GUESTEXP        Userid of EXPLORE Service machine.                        

  _ Q MENU            Status of menu facility.                                  

  _ Q PF              PF and PA key definitions.                                

  _ QSET              Full screen display of all Server settings.               

  _ Q UPDATE          Status of automatic report update.                        

  _ Q WINDOW          Status of window facility.                                

                                                                                

  Return to previous menu                                   Help facility       

   _ *GRAPH PAGE                                             _ HELP Q           

                                                             _ HELP             

                                                                                

 F1=HELP MENU F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN 1 F4=RDEV DAS* F5=          F6=           

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *Q                  

User in Flashback Subsystem

The following menu is displayed for a user in the flashback subsystem:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                                  Q Command Menu                                

 Select desired highlighted field with cursor and press enter.                  

 You may also modify a menu command or enter any command on the command line.   

                                                                                

  _ Q AUTO            Status of AUTO facility in EXPLORE user interface.        

  _ Q COLOR           Status of displaying screens in extended color.           

  _ Q EXECLIST        Status of listing exec commands.                          

  _ Q EXTRACT         Status of displaying extract commands.                    

  _ Q MENU            Status of menu facility.                                  

  _ Q PF              PF and PA key definitions.                                

  _ Q SCALE           Status of using decimal points in extract data.           

                                                                                

 TURQUOISReturn to previous menu                        TURQUOIS   Help faci    

   _ *MENU                                                   _ HELP Q           

                                                             _ HELP             
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 *Q                                                                             

• Sample Q SET Display

The following panel is a sample display from the Q SET (service machine) or QSET (real-time) command.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

 COLOR=AUTO         EXPLDAY=4          SUBSCAN=10         WCSTOP=ON             

 DEG=ON             EXPLMODE=C         SYSID1=CP0         WDGROUP=A             

 DHOT=ON            EXPLSERV=EXPLORE   SYSID2=CP1         WDISC=ON              

 DINRQ=ON           EXPLTIME=16:10:00  SYSID3=CP2         WDORM=ON              

 DINTR=OFF          EXTENDED=ON        SYSID4=CP3         WDSTAT=ON             

 DIRM=ON            EXTRACT=OFF        SYSID5=CP4         WD1SIZE=5             

 DISKWARN=90        LOGCPFM=OFF        SYSID6=CP5         WD2SIZE=5             

 DLOGFM=A1          LOGGING=ON         SYSID7=CP6         WELIG=ON              

 DMIHN=ON           LOGSTAT=ON         SYSID8=CP7         WIDLE=ON              

 DOFFL=OFF          MENU=ON            TIMESTMP=ON        WINST=ON              

 DRSET=ON           RCHLOG=ON          TRACE=4            WIO=ON                

 DRSVD=ON           RCULOG=ON          UPDATE=ON          WPAGE=ON              

 DWAIT=ON           RDEV=SRVTIM        USERLOG=ON         WSLEEP=ON             

 ELOGFM=A1          RDEVLOG=ON         VLOGFM=A1          WSTOP=ON              

 ESCAN=5            SCALE=ON           WARN=2             WTIO=ON               

 EXECLIST=OFF       SCAN=2             WCONS=ON           WTSCH=ON              

 EXPLDATE=09/01/94  STATLOG=ON         WCPRD=ON           WVERP=ON              

                            Performance Group Names                             

 A=PGROUPA    E=PGROUPE    I=PGROUPI    M=PGROUPM    Q=PGROUPQ    U=PGROUPU     

 B=PGROUPB    F=PGROUPF    J=PGROUPJ    N=PGROUPN    R=PGROUPR    V=PGROUPV     

 C=PGROUPC    G=PGROUPG    K=PGROUPK    O=PGROUPO    S=PGROUPS    W=PGROUPW     

 D=PGROUPD    H=PGROUPH    L=PGROUPL    P=PGROUPP    T=PGROUPT    X=PGROUPX     

                                      EXPLOG                                    

      START    STOP     START    STOP     START    STOP     START    STOP       

 SUN=00:00:00 24:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00    

 MON=00:00:00 24:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00    

 TUE=00:00:00 24:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00    

 WED=00:00:00 24:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00    

 THU=00:00:00 24:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00    

 FRI=00:00:00 24:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00    

 SAT=00:00:00 24:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00    

 F                                                                             

Data Displayed

The following panel shows a sample result of the command Q WINDOW:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

WINDOW   ON  SIZE=05,05

Q WINDOW
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The following panel shows a sample result of the command Q PF:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

  F1  SUM

  F2  SUMA

  F3  RDEV DASD

  F4  RDEV UR TAPE

  F5  PLOT CP0 TCPU PAGE

  F6  PLOT CP0 IORT WSET

  F7  B

  F8  F

  F9  CPLT USER TCPU

  F10 CPLT USER PAGE

  F11 CPLT USER WSET

  F12 CPLT RCHL IORTC

  PA2  RETRIEVE

  Q PF

RCH
The RCH command displays data about channel activity. You can select the sequence of the data.

The I/O counts and rates displayed for real channels by Explore PM for z/VM are estimated values. Estimation is
necessary because I/O counts are not maintained by CP at the channel level. The I/O count for a channel is calculated by
summing the I/O counts for all devices on a channel. The total I/O count is divided by the number of paths to the devices
and the result becomes the I/O count for each channel path.

Valid Subsystems
The RCH command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
RCH [seq]

To set the report sequence, replace seq with one of the following values:

BUSY
In decreasing order, the percentage of time the channel is busy. Inactive channels show zero percent busy, and
help identify potential problem areas that are not apparent when looking at the I/O count.

CHL
In increasing order of address. This is the default.

I/O
In decreasing order of number of I/Os in the last scan interval.

IORTA
In decreasing order of the average I/O rate.

IORTC
In decreasing order of the current I/O rate.

T-I/O
In decreasing order of total I/O count.

Examples
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• The following command displays Channel Activity by channel address.

RCH

• The following command displays Channel Activity by the number of I/Os in the last scan interval.

RCH I/O

• The following command displays Channel Activity by channel busy.

RCH BUSY

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the RCH Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu.
3. From I/O Subsystem Menu, select *RCH , and the RCH Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The RCH Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time and Flashback REPORT Command
Menus.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *RCH from the command line.

• RCH Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                              RCH Command Menu                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display real channel activity                                                

    _ RCH                     Channel address sequence                          

    _ RCH IORTC               Current I/O rate sequence                         

    _ RCH IORTA               Average I/O rate sequence                         

    _ RCH BUSY                Channel busy sequence                             

    _ RCH I/O                 Current I/O count sequence                        

    _ RCH T-I/O               Total I/O count sequence                          

    _ RCH CHL                 Channel address sequence                          

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                  Help facility       

    _ *SYSPERF                                               _ HELP RCH         

                                                             _ HELP             

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *RCH              
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Data Displayed

The following panel shows a sample result of the command RCH:

 

EXPLORE - Version 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      11/01/2016 06:45:59

==>                                                                  EXPLORE

  B DISK 98% FULL, BACKUP LOG FILES       USER CP2 TCPU LOW 1.6 THRES 5.0

  USER CP2 CCPU LOW .4 THRES 2.0          USER CP3 TCPU LOW 2.4 THRES 5.0

  USER CP3 CCPU LOW .6 THRES 2.0          USER CP4 TCPU LOW .3 THRES 5.0

  USER CP4 CCPU LOW .2 THRES 2.0          USER CP5 CCPU LOW .6 THRES 2.0

  USER CP6 CCPU LOW 1.2 THRES 2.0         USER EXPLORE VCPU HIGH 12.8 THRES MORE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CHL TYPE     I/O    T-I/O  IORTC IORTA BUSY

  01E OSD        0       83     .0    .0 ----

  01F OSD        0       81     .0    .0 ----

  020 FCS      139  572,079    1.2   2.8 ----

  021 FCS      151  510,586    1.3   2.5 ----

  022 FCS      145  509,556    1.2   2.5 ----

  023 FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  024 FCS      147  510,557    1.2   2.5 ----

  025 FCS      141  509,532    1.2   2.5 ----

  026 FCS      147  510,557    1.2   2.5 ----

  028 FCS       14    3,389K    .1  16.9 ----

  029 FCS   16,579   94,448K   144   471 ----

  02A FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  02D FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  02E FCS        0    2,704     .0    .0 ----

  02F FCP        0      384     .0    .0 ----

  030 FCP  853,855   12,935K   871  64.5 ----

  031 FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  032 FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  034 FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  037 FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  039 FCS        0        0     .0    .0 ----

  03A FCS        0      142     .0    .0 ----

Field Explanations

The data in the first six columns is determined by inspection of the CP control block RDEV and EXPLIOCP as supplied by
the user. The following table explains the fields:

CHL
The channel address for each line entry.

TYPE
Displays channel type as in the following table:

Channel Type Label

x'03' SCPP (Serial-point-to-point channel)

x'05' SCP (Serial-channel-path)

x’06’, x’07’, x’0D’, x’0E’, x’0F’ ESCON
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x'08' CTCP (Channel-to-channel point-to-point)

x'09' CTCS (Channel-to-channel swt-point-to-point)

x'0A' CTC (Channel-to-channel)

x'0B' CFS (Message Facility Intersystem Channel)

x'0C' CFR (Message Processor Intersystem Channel)

x'10' OSE (Open-Systems-Adapter Express)

x'11' OSD (Open-Systems-Adapter Direct-Express)

x'12' OSA (Open-Systems-Adapter channel)

x'13' ISD (Internal-system-device-channel)

x'14' OSC (OSA 3270-console channel)

x'15' OSN (OSA NCP channel)

x'16' CBS (Message-facility-cluster-bus channel)

x’1A’ FCU (Fiber Channel Unswitched)

x’1B’ FCS (Fiber Channel Switched)

x’1C’ FCV (Fiber Channel ConVerted)

x’1D’ FC (Fiber Channel)

x'1E' DSD (Direct-system-device channel)

x'1F' EIO (Emulated I/O channel)

x'20' INVAL (Reserved)

x'21' CBP (Cluster-bus-peer channel)

x'22' CFP (Coupling-facility-peer channel)

x'23' ICP (Internal-coupling-peer channel)

x'24 IQD (Internal-queued-direct-communication)

x'25' FCP (Fiber-channel-protocol channel)

x'26' CIB (Coupling-over-InfiniBand channel)

x'27' - x'2F' INVAL (Reserved)

x'30' OSX (OSA Direct-Express channel)

x'31' OSM (OSA Direct-Express-Management channel)

x'32' INVAL (Reserved)

x'33' CS5 (Coupling-over-PCIe channel)

x'34' CL5 (Coupling-over-RoCE channel)

I/O
The number of I/O operations performed on devices that have this channel as their initial path during the last scan
interval.

T-I/O
The total number of I/O operations, since IPL, that were performed on devices that have this channel as their
initial path.

IORTC
The current I/O rate per second for devices that have this channel as their initial path.
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IORTA
The average I/O rate per second for devices that have this channel as their initial path.

BUSY
The percentage of time the channel was busy.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White All headings except the sort sequence
heading

All headings except the sort sequence
heading

Blue Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Green Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Red Fields for which thresholds have been
exceeded

N/A

Blinking Red N/A Data in fields for which a threshold has
been exceeded

RCU
The RCU command displays data about control unit activity. You can select the sequence of the data.

The I/O counts and rates displayed for real control units by Explore PM for z/VM are calculated values. Because CP does
not maintain I/O counts at the control unit level, I/O counts for the devices attached to a control unit are totaled to obtain
the I/O count for a control unit.

Valid Subsystems
The RCU command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
RCU [seq]

To set the report sequence, replace seq with one of the following values:

CU
In increasing order of control unit address (default)

I/O
In decreasing order of the number of I/Os in the last scan interval

IORTA
In decreasing order of average I/O rate

IORTC
In decreasing order of current I/O rate

T-I/O
In decreasing order of the number of I/Os since IPL

Examples

• The following command displays Control Unit Activity Data in order of unit address.
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RCU

• The following command displays Control Unit Activity Data in order of the number of I/Os in the last scan interval.

RCU I/O

• The following command displays Control Unit Activity Data in order of I/O rate.

RCU IORTC

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the RCU Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu.
3. From I/O Subsystem Menu, select *RCU, and the RCH Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The RCU Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time and Flashback REPORT Command
Menus.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *RCU from the command line.

• RCU Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                              RCU Command Menu                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display real control unit activity                                           

    _ RCU                     Unit address sequence                             

    _ RCU IORTC               Current I/O rate sequence                         

    _ RCU IORTA               Average I/O rate sequence                         

    _ RCU I/O                 Current I/O count sequence                        

    _ RCU T-I/O               Total I/O count sequence                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                  Help facility       

    _ *RCH                                                   _ HELP RCU         

                                                             _ HELP             

                                                                                

                                                                            

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *RCU                
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Data Displayed

The following panel shows a sample result of the command RCU:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

   CU     I/O    T-I/O  IORTC IORTA

  008       0   23,444     .0    .0

  040     556    1,016K   4.8   3.0

  120     810    1,969K   7.0   5.9

  220     816    1,977K   7.0   6.0

  340     306    1,464K   2.6   4.4

  440     126  211,663    1.0    .6

  460      96  141,692     .8    .4

  480      92   36,179     .8    .1

  4A0       0   23,418     .0    .0

  4E0       0   17,986     .0    .0

  580       0  558,603     .0   1.6

  620     125  115,206    1.0    .3

  640     150  159,394    1.3    .4

  660      95  119,169     .8    .3

  680       0        0     .0    .0

  6E0       0        0     .0    .0

  740     474  849,676    4.1   2.5

  800   3,879    2,277K  33.7   6.9

  900   3,883    2,284K  33.7   6.9

  A40      92   67,890     .8    .2

  A60     564  169,497    4.9    .5

  AC0     147  125,610    1.2    .3

  AE0     246   91,254    2.1    .2

  B40     185  424,966    1.6   1.2

  RCU

 

Field Explanations

CU

Lists the control unit address for each line entry.

I/O
Displays the number of I/O operations performed on devices that are attached to this control unit during the last
scan interval.

T-I/O
Displays the total number of I/O operations, since IPL, that were performed on devices that are attached to this
control unit. A suffix of K indicates that the value has been divided by 1,000. A suffix of M indicates that the value
has been divided by 1,000,000.

IORATC
Displays the current I/O rate per second for devices that are attached to this control unit.
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IORTA
Displays the average I/O rate per second for devices that are attached to this control unit.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White All headings except the sort sequence
heading

All headings except the sort sequence
heading

Blue Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Green Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Red Fields for which thresholds have been
exceeded

N/A

Blinking Red N/A Data in fields for which a threshold has
been exceeded

RDEV
 

The RDEV command displays data about device activity. You can specify both the sequence of the data and the classes
of the device to be displayed.

Because collection of real I/O subsystem counts starts with IPL of the VM system instead of the EXPLORE service
machine, I/O statistics can become significantly inflated if the EXPLORE service machine is started several times between
VM system IPLs.

Valid Subsystems
The RDEV command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
RDEV [seq] [type]

You can specify the operands seq and type in either order.
seq

Replace with any one of the following to set the report sequence:
BUSY

In decreasing order, the percentage of time the device was busy
CLAS

In increasing order of device class
DEV

In increasing order of device address (default)
I/O

In decreasing order of the number of I/Os during the last scan interval
IORTA

In decreasing order of average I/O rate
IORTC

In decreasing order of current I/O rate
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NAME
In increasing order of real device name

QDPA
In decreasing order of average queue depth

QDPC
In decreasing order of current queue depth

SRVTIM
In decreasing order of average service time

STATUS
In increasing order of device status

T-I/O
In decreasing order of total I/Os performed

TYPE
In increasing order of device type

VOLSER
In increasing order of volume serial number

type
Replace to select the device types to be displayed. Up to six of the device types listed below may be specified.
The default is all devices.
ACTIVE

Data about devices that were active during the last scan interval
cuu

Data about devices starting with address cuu
DASD

Data about devices from the DASD class
GRAF

Data about devices from the GRAF class
SPEC

Data about devices from the SPECial class
TAPE

Data about devices from the TAPE class
TERM

Data about devices from the TERM class
UR

Data about devices from the UR class
URI

Data about devices from the URI class
URO

Data about devices from the URO class

Examples

• The following command displays Device Activity data for all devices, in order of address.
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DEV

• The following command displays Device Activity data for devices with an address of 150 or higher, in decreasing order
of I/O active for the last scan interval.

RDEV I/O 150

• The following command displays Device Activity data for DASD class devices that were active during the last scan
interval, in order of the current I/O rate.

RDEV DASD ACTIVE IORTC

• The following command displays Device Activity data for TAPE and DASD class devices that were active during the
last scan interval, in order of device address.

RDEV DASD TAPE ACTIVE

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the RDEV Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu.
3. From I/O Subsystem Menu, select *RDEV , and the RDEV Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The RDEV Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time and Flashback REPORT Command
Menus.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *RDEV from the command line.

• RDEV Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0     DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                             RDEV Command Menu                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Real device displays for DASD devices       Other common real device displays 

   _ RDEV DASD             Unit address sequence             _ RDEV             

   _ RDEV DASD IORTC       Current I/O rate sequence         _ RDEV IORTC       

   _ RDEV DASD IORTA       Average I/O rate sequence         _ RDEV IORTA       

   _ RDEV DASD BUSY        Device busy sequence              _ RDEV BUSY        

   _ RDEV DASD SRVTIM      Device service time sequence      _ RDEV SRVTIM      

   _ RDEV DASD I/O         Current I/O count sequence        _ RDEV I/O         

   _ RDEV DASD T-I/O       Total I/O count sequence          _ RDEV T-I/O       

   _ RDEV DASD QDPC        Current queue depth sequence      _ RDEV QDPC        

   _ RDEV DASD QDPA        Average queue depth sequence      _ RDEV QDPA        

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Return to previous menu                                   Help facility       

   _ *RCU                                                    _ HELP RDEV        

                                                             _ HELP             
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 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *RDEV                                                                         

Data Displayed

The following panel shows a sample result of the command RDEV DASD ACTIVE:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>

DEV NAME VOLSER     I/O    T-I/O  IORTC IORTA QDPC QDPA SRVTIM CL TP  BUSY

120 3380 VM3380      72  118,804     .6   1.7    0  7.0      0 04 04    .0

122 3380 VM3382       3   59,331     .0    .8   66 31.6      0 04 04    .0

123 3380 MVS001      40  111,302     .3   1.6    0  1.1      0 04 04    .0

124 3380 MVSTST     194  424,155    1.6   6.2    0   .1      0 04 04    .0

126 3380 XASERV       3  138,205     .0   2.0    0 26.2      0 04 04    .0

128 3380 P33801      40   75,953     .3   1.1    0  2.6      0 04 04    .0

12E 3380 BSVSE1       6  230,031     .0   3.3    0  1.4      0 04 04    .0

12F 3380 MVSRES     266  205,704    2.3   3.0    0  1.6      0 04 04    .0

340 3350 DOSRES      31  323,321     .2   4.7    0  3.7      0 04 10    .0

359 3350 SYSWK1      45  216,744     .3   3.1   13  3.3      0 04 10    .0

35D 3350 ADMVM2   2,754  333,491   23.9   4.8    0  1.3      0 04 10    .0

803 3380 VM3385       1   39,039     .0    .5    0 36.2      0 04 04    .0

804 3380 VM3386      37  361,997     .3   5.3    0 13.4      0 04 04    .0

80A 3380 VM338A      66  178,015     .5   2.6    0  6.7      0 04 04    .0

80B 3380 VM3388       8  106,758     .0   1.5   12 24.7      0 04 04    .0

80C 3380 VM3381      85   85,833     .7   1.2    0  5.3      0 04 04    .0

80D 3380 XASRES      53  143,451     .4   2.1   50 57.0      0 04 04    .0

 RDEV DASD ACTIVE

NOTE
You can specify whether the RDEV display shows device status information or service time by using the RDEV
parameter of the SET command, which is explained in Configuring the Product.

Field Explanations

DEV

Lists the device address for each line entry.

NAME
Lists the IBM device name (type) for each line entry.

VOLSER
Lists DASD volume serial numbers for DASD device entries. This column is blank for device types other than
DASD.

I/O
Displays the number of I/O operations that were performed by this device during the last scan interval.

T-I/O
Displays the total number of I/O operations that this device has performed since IPL.

IORTC
Displays the current I/O rate per second for this device for the last scan interval.
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IORTA
Displays the average I/O rate per second for this device since IPL or the last execution of the RESET command.

QDPC
Displays the highest device queue depth for any subscan interval during the last scan interval.

QDPA
Displays the average of all QDPCs since IPL or the last execution of the RESET command.

SRVTIM or STATUS
SRVTIM is displayed when SET RDEV is set to SRVTIM. The column then shows the average service time in
milliseconds during the last scan interval.
STATUS is displayed when SET RDEV is set to STATUS. The column then shows the device status flags
RDEVSTAT, RDEVAFLG, and RDEVDFLG (in that order) at the end of the last scan interval.

CL
Displays the VM device class.

TP
Displays the device type code within the VM device class.

BUSY
Displays the percentage of time that the device was busy for the last scan interval.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White All headings except the sort sequence
heading

All headings except the sort sequence
heading

Blue Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Green Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Red Fields for which thresholds have been
exceeded

N/A

Blinking Red N/A Data in fields for which a threshold has
been exceeded

SEEK
Contents

The SEEK command displays general seek information for a specific DASD device. Data is collected when the command
is issued for the time period specified.

Valid Subsystem
The SEEK command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
SEEK [rcuu [time]]  [seq]

rcuu
Replace with the address of the DASD device for which the seek analysis is to be done.
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time
Replace with a value from one second to the length of the scan interval in seconds, to determine the duration of
the sample to be analyzed. The default is 15 seconds.

seq
Replace with one of the following to specify the report sequence:
CYL

In increasing order of cylinder address (default)
I/O

In decreasing order of I/O count
ZERO

In decreasing order of zero seeks
AVG

In decreasing order of average seek distance
MAX

In decreasing order of maximum seek distance
MIN

In decreasing order of minimum seek distance
If seq is specified alone, the current report is sorted.

Example

The following command does seek analysis on device 120 for 15 seconds:

SEEK 120 15

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SEEK Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu.
3. From I/O Subsystem Menu, select *SEEK, and the SEEK Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The SEEK Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menus. Or, for Fast-
Path Access, you can enter *SEEK from the command line.

• Sample SEEK Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/29/2010 17:11:51

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                             SEEK Command Menu                                  

                                                                             

   Basic command format                                                         

    _ SEEK ccuu                                                                 

                                                                                

   Perform seek analysis for DASD with highest current activity                 

    _ SEEK 251         _ SEEK 651         _ SEEK 62C         _ SEEK 2B5         

    _ SEEK 623         _ SEEK 25B         _ SEEK 25F         _ SEEK 607         

    _ SEEK 608         _ SEEK 632         _ SEEK 2B6         _ SEEK 86E         
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    _ SEEK 2F7         _ SEEK 62E         _ SEEK 631         _ SEEK 25E         

    _ SEEK 650         _ SEEK 85E         _ SEEK 259         _ SEEK 60F         

    _ SEEK 602         _ SEEK 24D         _ SEEK 24F         _ SEEK 2F4         

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                  Help facility       

    _ *RDEV                                                  _ HELP SEEK        

                                                             _ HELP             

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *SEEK                                                                  

Data Displayed

The following panel shows a sample result of the command SEEK 804 10:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

   CYL     I/O Z-SEEKS   AVG   MAX   MIN  CONTENTION CYLINDERS ON 804

     0       1       1     0     0     0   607

    61       9       0   310   546     8   607   69   84   77   76

    69       8       0   476   572     8   607   61  641

    76       2       0   531   531   531   607   61

    77       8       0   530   530   530   607   61

    84      10       0   473   523    23   607   61

    86       1       0   521   521   521   607

   377       4       0   230   230   230   607

   607     173     119   353   607     4    84  643   77   69   61  638  377

   611       3       0     4     4     4   641

   638       5       0    25    31     5   643  641

   641       6       0    22    34     2   643   69  638  611

   643      11       1    29    36     2   641  638

  TOTAL     241     121   314   607    2

SEEK 804 10

Field Explanations

CYL

The cylinder that was seeked to.

I/O

The number of I/Os to this cylinder.

Z-SEEKS

The number of zero seeks.

AVG
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The length of the average seek.

MAX

The maximum seek to this cylinder.

MIN

The minimum seek to this cylinder.

CONTENTION CYLINDERS

The cylinders that the arm either came to this cylinder from, or else went from this cylinder to. These entries are sorted by
activity descending sequence.

SLOT
Contents

The SLOT command displays slot utilization on DASD devices that are owned by CP and have system-owned space
defined on them.

Valid Subsystem
The SLOT command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
SLOT

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SLOT Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *IOSUBSYS to display the I/O Subsystem Menu.
3. From I/O Subsystem Menu, select *SLOT, and the SLOT Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The SLOT Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menus.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SLOT from the command line.

• SLOT Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                             SLOT Command Menu                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                

  Display VM-owned-volume slot allocation and utilization                       

   _ SLOT                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                 

  Return to previous menu                               Help facility           

   _ *SEEK                                               _ HELP SLOT            

                                                         _ HELP                 

                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  
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 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *SLOT  

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command SLOT:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

QUERY ALLOC MAP

            EXTENT EXTENT                         % ALLOCATION

VOLID  RDEV  START    END  TOTAL IN USE   HIGH USED TYPE

------ ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ---- -------------

VM1RES 0800      1     17     17      3      5  17% DRCT ACTIVE

VM1RES 0800     69    158  16200  16163  16200  99% SPOOL

VM1PG1 0B4F      0   3338 601020  51349 120761   8% PAGE

VM1PG2 0B6B      0   3338 601020  48455 120342   8% PAGE

VM1PG3 0803      0    849 153000 133486 153000  87% SPOOL

VM1PG3 0803    850   3338 448020 55305 134639   12% PAGE

VM1SP0 0B60      0   3338 601020 165448 554928  27% SPOOL

VM1PG4 0804      0   3338 601020  62977 158037  10% PAGE

CMS801 0248    800    899    100     90     90  90% TDISK

CMS801 0248   3270   3992    723    300    300  41% TDISK

VM1SP1 0805      0   2688 484020 266975 483013  55% SPOOL

1= Help       2= Add line 3= Quie      4= Tab      5= Clocate     6= ?/Change

7= Backward   8= Forward  9= Receive  10= Rgtleft 11= Spltjoin   12= Cursor    

 ==>

Field Explanations

VOL ID

The volume serial number of the DASD volume. The data is listed in order of device address.

RDEV

The primary path device address for this DASD volume.

EXTENT START

Starting cylinder

EXTEND END

Ending cylinder

TOTAL

Total number of cylinders allocated

IN USE

Number of cylinders currently in use

HIGH

Largest amount of cylinders used since IPL
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% USED

Current percentage of allocated cylinders in use

ALLOCATION TYPE

One of the following:

DIRECTORY
The space where the VM DIRECTORY is located

PAGE
The space used for VM paging

SPOOL
The space used to hold unit-record files

TDISK
The space where virtual machines can create short-term minidisks

SQL AGENT
Contents

The SQL AGENT command displays information about SQL/DS agent activity for the current monitoring interval. You can
issue the command with no operands to obtain general information about all agents or with an operand to obtain detailed
information about a specific agent.

Valid Subsystems
The SQL AGENT command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
SQL AGENT agentid

Replace agentid with a one to eight character SQL/DS agent name.

Example

The following command displays information about agent 1:

SQL AGENT 1

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SQL Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SQL to display the SQL Command Menu.

NOTE
The SQL Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SQL from the command line.

• Sample SQL Command Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

                              SQL Command Menu
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   Display SQL/DS global information

    _ SQL GLOBAL                  Current interval information

    _ SQL GLOBALA                 Accumulated information

   Display SQL/DS user information

    _ SQL USER                    Currently connected user summary

    _ SQL USER userid             Current details for user 'userid'

   Display SQL/DS agent information

    _ SQL AGENT                   Current agent summary

    _ SQL AGENT agentid           Current details for agent 'agentid'

   Return to previous menu                                    Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                    _ HELP SQL

                                                               _ HELP

Data Displayed

The following sample panel shows the data displayed after issuing the SQL AGENT command with no operands. In this
case, the command produces a display containing general information about all agents.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                             REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00        SQL/DS REAL AGENT SUMMARY            REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                               REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                            REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

              PERCENT       - - - - - - - - - - -    PERCENT WAIT   - - - - - - - - - - - -

   AGENT       ACTIVE      COMM      LOCK     CHKPT    OUT PAGE    OUT BLK     I/O      LPAGE

   1            81.7        3.1       9.5        .1        1.0         .8      23.0        .1

   2            64.2        5.8       8.1        .0         .1         .0      37.4        .0

   3            23.5        1.9       5.7        .0         .9         .9      48.6        .0

   4             2.2         .1        .1        .0         .0         .0      17.3        .0

   5              .1         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   CHECKPT        .2         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   OPERATOR       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   RECOVERY       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   PROTOTYP       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   QUEUES         .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   PACKAGES       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   SYSTEM         .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

The following sample panel shows the data displayed after issuing the command SQL AGENT 1.  In this case, the command produces a display containing
detailed information about agent 1.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

??????????????????????
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Field Explanations

The following fields contain general information about the status of the agent and are displayed when you issue the SQL
AGENT command with or without an operand:

AGENT
The agent number or name.

PERCENT ACTIVE
The percentage of intervals in which the virtual machine used any CPU; that is, the number of user records for
the agent with a nonzero TCPU%, divided by the total number of agent records for the agent . For example, if the
interval length is 32 minutes (the default), and an agent works for even a brief period each half hour, the value for
PERCENT ACTIVE for that agent would be 100%.

PERCENT WAIT
The percentage of intervals in which the agent is waiting, presented in the following wait categories:
COMM

The agent is waiting for a user request or completion of an APPC/VM function.
LOCK

The agent is waiting to obtain a lock held by another agent.
CHKPT

The agent is waiting because a checkpoint is being processed.
OUT PAGE

The agent is waiting for a data page buffer.
OUT BLK

The agent is waiting for a directory block buffer.
I/O

The agent is waiting for I/O to be completed.
LPAGE

With LPAGE

SQL AGENTS
Contents

The SQL AGENTS command displays information about SQL/DS agent activity for the current monitoring interval. You
can issue the command with no operands to obtain general information about all agents or with an operand to obtain
detailed information about a specific agent.

Valid Subsystems
The SQL AGENTS command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
SQL AGENTS agentid

Replace agentid with a one to eight character SQL/DS agent name.

Example

The following command displays information about agent 1:

SQL AGENTS 1
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Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SQL Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SQL to display the SQL Command Menu.

NOTE
The SQL Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SQL from the command line.

• Sample SQL Command Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

                              SQL Command Menu

   Display SQL/DS global information

    _ SQL GLOBAL                  Current interval information

    _ SQL GLOBALA                 Accumulated information

   Display SQL/DS user information

    _ SQL USER                    Currently connected user summary

    _ SQL USER userid             Current details for user 'userid'

   Display SQL/DS agent information

    _ SQL AGENT                   Current agent summary

    _ SQL AGENT agentid           Current details for agent 'agentid'

   Return to previous menu                                    Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                    _ HELP SQL

                                                               _ HELP

Data Displayed

The following sample panel shows the data displayed after issuing the SQL AGENTS command with no operands. In this
case, the command produces a display containing general information about all agents.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                              REPORT PAGE             1

TO   2010/03/30  23.40.00        SQL/DS REAL AGENT STORAGE             REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                             REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

AGENT     ALLOC    IN USE    FREE   HI USE   USER         ALLOC   IN USE   FREE    HI USE   USER

            - - - - - - - -  < 16M  - - - - - - - -       - - - - - - - -  > 16M  - - - - - - - -

1          4096     3992      104    4096   VSEPROD       8192     7168     1024     8192   SEPROD

2          4096     3072     1024    4096   SQLUSER       8192     7420      722     8192   QLUSER

3          4096     1024     3072    4096   VSETST        8192     5120     3072     8192   QLUSER

4          1024      512      512    1024                 8192     4352     3840     8192

5          1024        0     1024    1024                 8192        0     8192     8192
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CHECKPT    2048        0     2048    2048                 2048        0     2048     2048

OPERATOR   4096        0     4096    4096                 4096     1104     2992     4096

RECOVERY   4096        0     4096    4096                 4096        0     4096     4096

PROTOTYP   8192        0     8192    8192                 8192        0     8192     8192

QUEUES     8192        0     8192    8192                 8192        0     8192     8192

PACKAGES      0        0        0       0                    0        0        0        0

SYSTEM     8192        0     8192    8192                 8192        0     8192     8192           

The following sample panel shows the data displayed after issuing the command SQL AGENTS 1. In this case, the
command produces a display containing detailed information about agent 1

.EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

??????????????????????    

Field Explanations

The following fields contain information about storage allocation and usage by the agent. They are displayed when you
issue the SQL AGENTS command, and do not appear if the agent is dormant.

AGENT
The agent number or name.

- - - 16M - - -
Identifies whether the information in this row applies to storage above or below the 16M line, as follows:
< 16M

The information applies to storage below the 16M line.
> 16M

The information applies to storage above the 16M line.
ALLOC

The amount of storage allocated to the agent, in bytes
IN USE

The amount of storage in use by the agent, in bytes
FREE

The amount of storage allocated to the agent that is not in use, in bytes
HI USE

The maximum amount of storage in use by the agent since SQL/DS started or the RESET HIGHSTOR command
was last issued.

USER
The SQL/DS user ID associated with the agent when the agent reached its highest level of storage usage.

SQL GLOBAL
Contents

The SQL GLOBAL command displays general information about SQL/DS activity for the current monitoring interval.

Valid Subsystems
The SQL GLOBAL command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
SQL GLOBAL
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Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SQL Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SQL to display the SQL Command Menu.

NOTE
The SQL Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SQL from the command line.

• Sample SQL Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

                              SQL Command Menu

   Display SQL/DS global information

    _ SQL GLOBAL                  Current interval information

    _ SQL GLOBALA                 Accumulated information

   Display SQL/DS user information

    _ SQL USER                    Currently connected user summary

    _ SQL USER userid             Current details for user 'userid'

   Display SQL/DS agent information

    _ SQL AGENT                   Current agent summary

    _ SQL AGENT agentid           Current details for agent 'agentid'

   Return to previous menu                                    Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                    _ HELP SQL

                                                               _ HELP

Data Displayed

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

       1  REAL AGENTS ACTIVE          4  REAL AGENTS AVAILABLE          1  CONNECTED USERS

       0  INACTIVE PSEUDO AGENTS      0  PSEUDO AGENTS AVAILABLE       95  PSEUDO AGENTS WAITING

      10  RDSCALLS                   42  DBSS CALLS                    16  MONITORING CALLS

      14  LUWS STARTED                0  LUWS ROLLED BACK               0  DEADLOCKS

       0  LOCK ESCALATIONS            0  LOCK EXCALATIONS FAILED        0  LOCK REQUEST WAITS

     192  LOOKS IN PAGEBUF           89  DBSPACE READS                  2  DBSPACE WRITES

     101  LOOKS IN DIRBUF           233  DIRECT BLOCK READS            63  DIRECT BLOCK WRITES

       3  LOG PAGE READS              3  LOG PAGE WRITES                1  SYSTEM CHECKPOINTS

     325  DASD READS                 68  DASD WRITES                  393  DASD I/O

    4661K BYTE LOG SIZE             439  LOG BYTES USED              4194K BYTES UNTIL OVERFLOW

      10  PAGES UNTIL CHECKPOINT
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Field Explanations

Agent Information

The following variables contain general information about SQL/DS agent usage and activity:

REAL AGENTS ACTIVE
The number of real agents currently active.

REAL AGENTS AVAILABLE
The number of real agents currently available.

CONNECTED USERS
The number of currently connected users.

PSEUDO AGENTS WAITING
The number of pseudo-agents currently waiting.

INACTIVE PSEUDO AGENTS
The number of pseudo-agents currently inactive.

PSEUDO AGENTS AVAILABLE
The number of pseudo-agents currently available. This is the number of user SQL/DS connections available.

Additionally, the current status of the checkpoint agent is listed below the fields that provide general agent information.

SQL/DS Counter Values

The following fields, with the exception of the one-labeled MONITORING CALLS, contain information from the internal
counters maintained by SQL/DS collected by Explore PM for z/VM at each data collection interval. This information
corresponds to that obtained by issuing the SQL/DS COUNTER * command, as described in the IBM SQL/DS (DB2)
documentation.

RDS CALLS

The number of calls to RDS (Relational Data System). The execution of each SQL data request results in at least one call
to RDS. The SQL/DS Counter is RDSCALL.

DBSS CALLS

The number of calls to the DBSS (Database Storage Subsystem) by RDS. The number of calls to DBSS can indicate
whether the form of the SQL statements within a program are degrading the program's performance. The SQL/DS
Counter is DBSSCALL.

When retrieving a row requires a comparison of values (for example, to satisfy the selection criteria in a WHERE clause),
the DBSS can resolve the comparison only if the predicates in the request are sargable. If a predicate is residual (not
sargable), DBSS must pass the data back to RDS to be resolved. Using sargable predicates in SQL statements can
improve performance by reducing the number of calls by DBSS to RDS and thus reducing the program's CPU usage.

MONITORING CALLS

The number of calls to RDS generated by Explore PM for z/VM’s SQL/DS monitoring.

LUWS STARTED

The number of LUWs started. You can use this value to check the effect of your tuning efforts: generally, if tuning is
successful, the number of LUWs started over a given time interval should increase. The SQL/DS Counter is BEGINLUW.

LUWS ROLLED BACK

The number of LUWs rolled back. If 5% or more of the LUWs started are rolled back, the applications involved should be
examined. The SQL/DS Counter is ROLLBACK.

DEADLOCKS
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The number of deadlocks. If 5% or more of LUWs started become deadlocked, the applications involved should be
examined. If deadlocks cannot be avoided by altering the logic of the competing applications, try to run them at different
times. The SQL/DS Counter is DEADLOCK.

LOCK ESCALATIONS

The number of successful lock escalations; that is, the number of times a set of small locks acquired by an LUW were
replaced with a single larger DBSPACE lock. The number of successful lock escalations plus the number of times the
lock escalation process failed is the number of times that an LUW reached either the user lock limit (as specified with the
NLRBU SQL/DS initialization parameter) or the system lock limit (as specified with NLRBS).

If lock escalations impair performance, you should consider either increasing the lock level for the DBSPACE in which the
escalation occurred or increasing the number of lock request blocks available. The SQL/DS Counter is ESCALATE.

LOCK ESCL.FAILED

The number of times the lock escalation process failed; that is, the number of times SQL/DS attempted to replace a set
of small locks acquired by an LUW with a single larger DBSPACE lock but could not. The usual cause of failure of lock
escalation is that the attempt to acquire the larger replacement lock resulted in deadlock. The number of successful lock
escalations plus the number of times the lock escalation process failed is the number of times that an LUW reached either
the user lock limit (as specified with the NLRBU SQL/DS initialization parameter) or the system lock limit (as specified with
NLRBS). The SQL/DS Counter is LOCKLMT.

LOCK REQUEST WAIT

The number of lock requests resulting in waits because another user already had an incompatible lock on the data to be
accessed. If this value is 10% or more of the number of calls to RDS, consider whether the application's LUWs are too
long or whether the lock level for the DBSPACEs involved is too high. The SQL/DS Counter is WAITLOCK.

LOOKS IN PAGEBUF

The number of looks in the page buffer; that is, the number of times SQL/DS attempted to read data from a page in the
page buffer. If the page is not in the page buffer, SQL/DS must perform an I/O (a page read) to bring the page into the
buffer (and, if the buffer is full, perform an additional I/O [a page write] to free a page in the buffer).

The ratio of page reads to looks in the page buffer is the hit ratio for the page buffer pool. In the worst case, the value
of this ratio is 1; that is, SQL/DS had to read a page every time it looked for a page in the buffer pool. Unless your
applications involve a large amount of random (nonsequential) access of data, the hit ratio indicates how effectively your
buffer pool configuration minimizes database I/O. If a change in your configuration results in a significant decrease in
the value of this ratio, the change was probably effective; otherwise, the change probably was not worthwhile. Generally,
a consistently low ratio may suggest that the buffer pool size can be decreased and the storage can be used for other
SQL/DS resources, while a high value can indicate that more page buffers should be allocated. The SQL/DS Counter is
LPAGBUFF.

DBSPACE READS

The number of DBSPACE page reads. The SQL/DS Counter is PAGEREAD.

DBSPACE WRITES

The number of DBSPACE page writes. The SQL/DS Counter is PAGWRITE.

LOOKS IN DIRBUFR

The number of looks in the directory buffer; that is, the number of times SQL/DS attempted to read a directory block from
the directory buffer. If the directory block is not in the directory buffer, SQL/DS must perform an I/O (a directory block read)
to bring the block into the buffer (and, if the buffer is full, perform an additional I/O [a directory block write] to free a page in
the buffer).

The ratio of directory block reads to looks in the directory buffer is the hit ratio for the directory buffer pool, which indicates
how effectively your buffer pool configuration minimizes database I/O. In the worst case, this ratio is equal to 1, indicating
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that SQL/DS had to read a directory block each time it looked in the directory buffer. If this ratio exceeds 0.10, consider
using the NDIRBUF initialization parameter to allocate more directory buffers. The SQL/DS Counter is LDIRBUFF.

DIRECT BLK READS

The number of directory block reads. See the above explanation of LDIRBUFF for tuning information. The SQL/DS
Counter is DIRREAD.

DIRECT BLK WRITES

The number of directory block writes. The SQL/DS Counter is DIRWRITE.

LOG PAGE READS

The number of log page reads. The SQL/DS Counter is LOGREAD.

LOG PAGE WRITES

The number of log page writes. The SQL/DS Counter is LOGWRITE.

SYSTEM CHECKPOINT

The number of checkpoints taken. Checkpoints require substantial overhead and therefore should be kept to a minimum.
Checkpoints occur when the number of log pages specified with the CHKINTVL SQL/DS initialization parameter are
filled or when an update is made to a table in a nonrecoverable DBSPACE. One checkpoint every 10 to 15 minutes is
acceptable. The SQL/DS Counter is CHKPOINT.

DASD READS

The total number of directory, log, and data page reads. The SQL/DS Counter is DSADREAD.

DASD WRITES

The total number of directory, log, and data page writes. The SQL/DS Counter is DASDWRIT.

DASD I/O

The total number of DASD I/Os. The SQL/DS Counter is DASDIO.

Log Information

The following fields contain information about the SQL/DS log:

LOG SIZE
The configured size of the log, in bytes.

LOG BYTES USED
The amount of the log currently in use, in bytes.

BYTES UNTIL OVRFL
The amount of the log currently available, in bytes.

PAGES UNTIL CHKPT
The number of log pages that must be written for the next checkpoint to occur.

SQL GLOBALA
Contents

The SQL GLOBALA command displays accumulated general information about SQL/DS activity along with agent count
and log information for the current monitoring interval.

Valid Subsystems
The SQL GLOBALA command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.
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Format
SQL GLOBALA

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SQL Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SQL to display the SQL Command Menu.

NOTE
The SQLCommand Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SQL from the command line.

• Sample SQL Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

                              SQL Command Menu

   Display SQL/DS global information

    _ SQL GLOBAL                  Current interval information

    _ SQL GLOBALA                 Accumulated information

   Display SQL/DS user information

    _ SQL USER                    Currently connected user summary

    _ SQL USER userid             Current details for user 'userid'

   Display SQL/DS agent information

    _ SQL AGENT                   Current agent summary

    _ SQL AGENT agentid           Current details for agent 'agentid'

   Return to previous menu                                    Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                    _ HELP SQL

                                                               _ HELP

Data Displayed

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

       1  REAL AGENTS ACTIVE          4  REAL AGENTS AVAILABLE          1  CONNECTED USERS

       0  INACTIVE PSEUDO AGENTS      0  PSEUDO AGENTS AVAILABLE       95  PSEUDO AGENTS WAITING

   10923  RDSCALLS                12514  DBSS CALLS                 10929  MONITORING CALLS

   12486  LUWS STARTED                0  LUWS ROLLED BACK               0  DEADLOCKS

       0  LOCK ESCALATIONS            0  LOCK EXCALATIONS FAILED        0  LOCK REQUEST WAITS

    3310  LOOKS IN PAGEBUF           89  DBSPACE READS                  2  DBSPACE WRITES

     101  LOOKS IN DIRBUF           233  DIRECT BLOCK READS            63  DIRECT BLOCK WRITES

       3  LOG PAGE READS              3  LOG PAGE WRITES                1  SYSTEM CHECKPOINTS

     325  DASD READS                 68  DASD WRITES                  393  DASD I/O
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    4661K BYTE LOG SIZE             439  LOG BYTES USED              4194K BYTES UNTIL OVERFLOW

      10  PAGES UNTIL CHECKPOINT

Field Explanations

The field explanations for the SQL GLOBALA command are the same as those for the SQL GLOBAL command described
in the previous section, except that values for the SQL/DS counters are not for the current interval but are accumulated
totals from the time that SQL/DS started or the SQL/DS RESET command was last issued.

SQL USER
The SQL USER command displays information about SQL/DS connected users for the current monitoring interval. You
can issue the command with no operands to obtain general information about all users or with an operand to obtain
detailed information about a specific user.

Valid Subsystems
The SQL USER command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystem.

Format
SQL USER userid

Replace userid with a one to eight character SQL/DS user ID.

Example

sql user sqluser

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SQL Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SQL to display the SQL Command Menu.

NOTE
The SQLCommand Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SQL from the command line.

• Sample SQL Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

                              SQL Command Menu

   Display SQL/DS global information

    _ SQL GLOBAL                  Current interval information

    _ SQL GLOBALA                 Accumulated information

   Display SQL/DS user information

    _ SQL USER                    Currently connected user summary

    _ SQL USER userid             Current details for user 'userid'

   Display SQL/DS agent information
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    _ SQL AGENT                   Current agent summary

    _ SQL AGENT agentid           Current details for agent 'agentid'

   Return to previous menu                                    Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                    _ HELP SQL

                                                               _ HELP

Data Displayed

Sample Displays

The following sample panel shows the data displayed when you issue the SQL USER command without an operand:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

VMUSER    SQLUSER   CPU  PROTOCOL        STATE              CONVERSATION        APPLICATION

VSETST    VSETST    N/A     P      03/12/2009 03:43:03   03/12/2009 03:43:05

VSEPROD   VSEPROD   N/A     P      03/12/2009 03.22.10   03/12/2009 03:23:33  CUST.LISTING.PGM03

SQLUSER   SQLUSER   N/A     P      03/12/2009 04:02:54   03/12/2009 04:02:58

DAVEL     DAVEL     N/A     P      03/12/2009 08:28:46   03/12/2009 08:28:46

The following sample panel shows the data displayed when you issue the SQL USER command with an operand.  In this case the operand is the SQL/
DS user ID SQLUSER.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58 

VMUSER    SQLUSER   CPU  PROTOCOL        STATE              CONVERSATION        APPLICATION

SQLUSER   SQLUSER   N/A     P      03/12/2009 04:02:54   03/12/2009 04:02:58

Field Descriptions

The following fields are displayed when you issue the SQL USER command with or without an operand:

VMUSER
The user’s VM user ID.

SQLUSER
The user’s SQL/DS user ID.

CPU
The amount of storage in use by the agent, in bytes.

PROTOCOL
The type of communication protocol used for communication with SQL/DS, as follows:
P

Private flow
D

DRDA protocol
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STATE
The time elapsed since the psuedo-agent associated with the user entered its current state. This information is
displayed in seconds, unless the elapsed time exceeds 12 days, in which case it is displayed in days, hours, and
minutes.

CONVERSATION
The duration of the conversation between the user and SQL/DS. This information is displayed in seconds, unless
the elapsed time exceeds 12 days, in which case it is displayed in days, hours, and minutes.

APPLICATION
The application server name associated with the user.

The following field is displayed when you issue the SQL USER command with an operand:

ASSOCIATED AGENTS
The identifiers of SQL/DS agents associated with the user.

SQL USERS
The SQL USERS command displays information about SQL/DS connected users for the current monitoring interval.
You can issue the command with no operands to obtain general information about all users or with an operand to obtain
detailed information about a specific user.

Valid Subsystems
The SQL USERS command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystem.

Format
SQL USERS userid

Replace userid with a one to eight character SQL/DS user ID.

Example

squ users sqluser

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SQL Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SQL to display the SQL Command Menu.

NOTE
The SQLCommand Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time REPORT Command Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SQL from the command line.

• Sample SQL Command Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

                              SQL Command Menu

   Display SQL/DS global information

    _ SQL GLOBAL                  Current interval information

    _ SQL GLOBALA                 Accumulated information
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   Display SQL/DS user information

    _ SQL USER                    Currently connected user summary

    _ SQL USER userid             Current details for user 'userid'

   Display SQL/DS agent information

    _ SQL AGENT                   Current agent summary

    _ SQL AGENT agentid           Current details for agent 'agentid'

   Return to previous menu                                    Help facility

    _ *MENU                                                    _ HELP SQL

                                                               _ HELP

Data Displayed

Sample Displays

The following sample panel shows the data displayed when you issue the SQL USERS command without an operand:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

VMUSER    SQLUSER     CPU    PROTOCOL    STATE     CONVERSATION       APPLICATION

SQLUSER   SQLUSER     N/A       P         .094      23561.881         CUST.LISTING.PGM03

VSEPROD   VSEPROD     N/A       P        1.231      408.26.39

VSETST    VSETST      N/A       P        3.890      86400.042

DAVEL     DAVEL       N/A       P         .077      23643.447

Field Descriptions

The following fields are displayed when you issue the SQL USERS command with or without an operand:

VMUSER
The user’s VM user ID.

SQLUSER
The user’s SQL/DS user ID.

CPU
The amount of storage in use by the agent, in bytes.

PROTOCOL
The type of communication protocol used for communication with SQL/DS, as follows:
P

Private flow
D

DRDA protocol
STATE

The time elapsed since the psuedo-agent associated with the user entered its current state. This information is
displayed in seconds, unless the elapsed time exceeds 12 days, in which case it is displayed in days, hours, and
minutes.

CONVERSATION
The duration of the conversation between the user and SQL/DS. This information is displayed in seconds, unless
the elapsed time exceeds 12 days, in which case it is displayed in days, hours, and minutes.
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APPLICATION
The application server name associated with the user.

The following field is displayed when you issue the SQL USERS command with an operand:

ASSOCIATED AGENTS
The identifiers of SQL/DS agents associated with the user.

SUM Command For Online Reports
 

The SUMmary command displays general data about all virtual machines, performance groups, and processors. The
report displays current activity levels and counts.

The length of time that current activity represents is determined by the SCAN parameter of the SET command, which is
described in Configuring the Product. The default is 2 minutes.

Valid Subsystems
The SUM command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
{SUM | SUMP | SUMS | SUMU} [seq] [groups]

Using Suffixes
You can limit plotting to a particular group of users by adding one of the following suffixes to the characters SUM:

Suffix Limits Reporting to
P Performance Group entries
S System Group entries
U User Virtual Machine entries

Specifying no suffix allows display of all three types of entries.

seq
Replace seq with one of the following to specify the report sequence:
CCPU

In decreasing order of CP service CPU time.
IORT

In decreasing order of I/O rate.
NSPL

In decreasing order of nonspooled I/O count.
PAGE

In decreasing order of the sum of page-in and page-out rates.
PIRT

In decreasing order of page-in rate.
PORT

In decreasing order of page-out rate.
RES

In decreasing order of number of resident pages.
SPL

In decreasing order of spooled printer I/O count.
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TCPU
In decreasing order of percentage of total CPU time (default).

USER
In ascending order of user ID.

VCPU
In decreasing order of virtual CPU time.

WSET
In decreasing order of working set in pages.

groups
Replace groups with the performance groups to be displayed. Do not use spaces between performance groups.
If no group is specified, all users are displayed. Valid groups are performance group names or their designated
classes A through X. You can specify only one performance group name.

Examples

• The following command displays general data about CP and all virtual machines in decreasing order of percentage of
total CPU time.

SUM

• Thfollowing command displays performance group entries only in TCPU sequence.

SUMP

• The following command displays general data about all members of performance group A in I/O rate sequence.

SUM IORT A

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SUM Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the Real-
Time Reporting Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SYSTEM to display the System Performance Menu or select
*USERPERF to display the User Performance Menu.

3. From either menu in step 2, select *SUM, and the SUM Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The SUM Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time or Flashback REPORT Command Menus.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SUM from the command line.

• SUM Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                               SUM Command Menu                                 

                                                                                

  Basic command format                                                          

   _ SUM  (sequence) (group)   Display users, processors, and performance groups

   _ SUMU (sequence) (group)   Display virtual machines only                    

   _ SUMS (sequence) (group)   Display system and processors only               
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   _ SUMP (sequence) (group)   Display performance groups only                  

                                                                                

  Display resource utilization summary                                          

     Normal       Users Only    Processors    Performance groups                

   _ SUM TCPU   _ SUMU TCPU   _ SUMS TCPU   _ SUMP TCPU   Total CPU utilization 

   _ SUM IORT   _ SUMU IORT   _ SUMS IORT   _ SUMP IORT   I/O rate per second   

   _ SUM PAGE   _ SUMU PAGE   _ SUMS PAGE   _ SUMP PAGE   Page rate per second  

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Return to previous menu                                   Help facility       

   _ *MENU                                                   _ HELP SUM         

                                                             _ HELP             

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *SUM                                                                          

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command SUM:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 USERID.   TCPU VCPU CCPU PIRT PORT IORT PGRP  RES   WSET RAI NSPL IO  SPL IO

 *TOTAL*     199  144 55.0 86.5 72.2  364      65136 33655 1.0  45174K   5076K

 CP0        99.7 67.5 32.2 47.9 70.8  180      65136 33655 1.0  21526K   5076K

 SYSTEM0     4.8   .0  4.8   .0   .0   .0          0     0 1.0      0       0

 CP1        99.7 76.9 22.8 38.6  1.4  184          0     0 1.0  23647K      0

 SYSTEM1     3.4   .0  3.4   .0   .0   .0          0     0 1.0      0       0

 MVSOVRHD    101 76.7 24.6 10.1 17.2  282 H     8331  8700 .00  29799K  228804

 MVSB1      55.3 48.0  7.3   .0   .0  141 H        0     0 .96  19461K 134096

 GENOVRHD   30.7 19.8 10.9  4.7 15.9  267 G     7656  4585 .00  15152K   2885K

 MVSB2      14.7  9.1  5.6   .0   .0 83.2 H        0     0 .65   6466K   3094

 BATCH8     11.4 10.0  1.4   .0   .0  120 G       28    28 .61   1962K   6648

 MVSC2       9.1  5.5  3.6  3.0  5.6  6.4 H     2345  2715 .43 634754      83

 MVSDEMO     8.7  5.6  3.1   .0   .0 13.3 H        0     0 .78   1688K   90164

 VSEOVRHD    7.8  5.7  2.1  4.6 13.2 39.5 F     4437  4507 .00   2200K   1258K

 VTAM        5.5  1.6  3.9   .6  3.0 24.8 G      822    12 .97   2681K   1134

 MVSSP3      5.0  3.6  1.4  3.8  7.0 31.3 H     2412  2485 .44 873812     996

 DEVVSE      4.9  3.3  1.6  1.1  4.5 33.3 F      947   921 .12 847627  530839

 MVSTST      4.9  2.7  2.2  1.1  2.9  4.7 H     2416  2416 .71 643577     371

 CALLTRK     4.5  3.3  1.2  1.3  2.3 60.8 G      829    30 .63   5697K  43438

 MVSC2T      3.6  2.2  1.4  2.2  1.7  1.4 H     1158  1084 .17  31401       0

 ALERTVM     2.2  1.6   .6   .0   .0 16.5 G      138    33 .90   1369K   2160

 RSCS        1.8   .6  1.2   .1   .3  5.6 G      143   142 .00 481944    2613K

 DB          1.6  1.0   .6   .2   .4  2.1        133   133 .00  30545    16443

 DAR2        1.6  1.6   .0   .3  1.1   .8          0   206 .00   8570      11

 MTERM       1.3   .7   .6   .1   .0  7.5 G      820    30 .45 460953    1787

 SUM                                                          MORE
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Field Explanations

USERID

The virtual machines' logon identifications. The user ID CP0 represents the main processor. (You can change this user ID
to any valid name through the SYSIDn parameter of the SET command.)

The SYSTEMn entry contains accounting information on resource utilization that is not charged to any one user. The
spooling functions for real unit record equipment are one example of service attributed to the user SYSTEMn.

*TOTAL* is the sum of all processors and virtual machines in the complex.

A pound sign (#) after the user ID indicates the user ID is a performance group.

TCPU
The percentage of total CPU utilization for the user during the last scan interval. With short scan intervals (such as
1), there is a loss of accuracy because Explore PM for z/VM keeps user CPU time to only one-second resolutions
for performance reasons.

VCPU
The percentage of virtual CPU utilization used by the specified user during the last scan interval. Virtual CPU
utilization is the CPU cycles used by the guest operating system. As with the total percentage of CPU utilization
(the TCPU column), there is a loss of accuracy with short scan intervals.

CCPU
The percentage of CPU used by CP to service requests made by the virtual machines' guest operating system.
As with the total percentage of CPU utilization (the TCPU column), there is a loss of accuracy with short scan
intervals.

PIRT
The current page-in rate for the virtual machine, in pages per second.

PORT
The current page-out rate for the virtual machine, in pages per second.

IORT
The virtual machines' current I/O rates, excluding paging, in I/Os per second.

PGRP
The performance groups to which the virtual machine belongs.

RES
The number of pages that are resident.

WSET
The number of pages that composed the working set of the virtual machine the last time it was dispatched.
For users with shared segments, each user's working set includes those pages it uses that are in the shared
segments. Therefore, the working set shown for user CP overstates the actual memory requirements. Correction
depends on the version of CMS and the user's application of shared segments.

RAI
The Resource Availability Index for the virtual machine.

NSPL I/O
The number of nonspooled I/O requests since the user logged on or since the last CP ACCT command was
issued.

SPL I/O
The number of spooled I/O requests since the user logged on or since the last CP ACCT command was issued.
This is the sum of cards read and punched plus print lines spooled.
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Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White All headings except the sort sequence
heading

All headings except the sort sequence
heading

Blue Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Green Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Red Fields for which thresholds have been
exceeded

N/A

Blinking Red N/A Data in fields for which a threshold has
been exceeded

SUMA
The SUMA (SUMmary Average) command displays general data about all virtual machines, performance groups, and
attached and main processors since logon. Note that the CP ACCT command has the effect of logging all users off and
on.

Valid Subsystems
The SUMA command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
{SUMA | SUMAP | SUMAS | SUMAU} [seq] [groups]

Using Suffixes
You can limit plotting to a particular group of users by adding one of the following suffixes to the characters SUM:

Suffix Limits Reporting to
P Performance Group entries
S System Group entries
U User Virtual Machine entries

Specifying no suffix allows display of all three types of entries.
seq

Replace with one of the following to specify the report sequence:
CCPU

In decreasing order of CP service CPU time.
IDLE

In decreasing order of how long the user has been idle.
IORT

In decreasing order of I/O rate.
LOGON

In increasing order of date and time of logon.
PAGE

In decreasing order. This is the sum of page-in and page-out rates.
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PIRT
In decreasing order of page-in rate.

PORT
In decreasing order of page-out rate.

TCPU
In decreasing order of percentage of total CPU time (default).

USER
In ascending order of user ID.

VCPU
In decreasing order of virtual CPU time.

VSIZ
In decreasing order of the virtual machine size.

groups
Specifies which performance groups are to be displayed. Do not include spaces between performance groups. If
no group is specified, all users will be displayed. Performance groups are defined by the GROUP command. Valid
groups are A through X.

Examples

• The following command displays general virtual machine, CP, and performance group data in order of decreasing
percentage of total CPU utilization.

SUMA

• The following command displays performance group entries only, in TCPU sequence.

SUMAP

• The following command displays general information about members of performance groups G and H in decreasing
order of how long users have been idle.

SUMA IDLE GH

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the SUMA Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the Real-
Time Reporting Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SYSTEM to display the System Performance Menu or select
*USERPERF to display the User Performance Menu.

3. From either menu in step 2, select *SUMA, and the SUM Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The SUMA Command Menu can also be accessed from the Real-Time or Flashback REPORT Command
Menus.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *SUMA from the command line.

• SUMA Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58
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 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                              SUMA Command Menu                                 

                                                                                

  Basic command format                                                          

   _ SUMA  (sequence) (group)  Display users, processors, and performance groups

   _ SUMAU (sequence) (group)  Display virtual machines only                    

   _ SUMAS (sequence) (group)  Display system and processors only               

   _ SUMAP (sequence) (group)  Display performance groups only                  

                                                                                

  Display resource utilization summary                                          

     Normal        Users Only     Processors     Performance groups             

   _ SUMA TCPU   _ SUMAU TCPU   _ SUMAS TCPU   _ SUMAP TCPU   Total CPU used    

   _ SUMA IORT   _ SUMAU IORT   _ SUMAS IORT   _ SUMAP IORT   I/O rate/second   

   _ SUMA PAGE   _ SUMAU PAGE   _ SUMAS PAGE   _ SUMAP PAGE   Page rate/second  

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Return to previous menu                                   Help facility       

   _ *MENU                                                   _ HELP SUMA        

                                                             _ HELP             

                                                                                

 F1=HELP MENU F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN   F4=RDEV DAS* F5=          F6=           

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *SUMA                                                                         

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command SUMA LOGON:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

 USERID.   TCPU VCPU CCPU PIRT PORT IORT VSIZ K    IDLE   LOGON  TIME DURATION

 CP0        75.7 44.4 31.3 48.5 44.9  100      0   00:00  090191 08:34   07:05

 SYSTEM0     4.7   .0  4.7   .0   .0   .0      0   00:00  090191 08:34   07:05

 MVSSP3     15.7  8.2  7.5   .1   .1 26.8 11,264   00:00  090191 08:37   07:02

 PHOLLY      6.9  6.7   .2  1.2  1.0   .7  5,120   00:00  090191 08:38   07:01

 BATCH3      6.3  6.1   .2   .5   .8  1.1  2,048   00:00  090191 15:33   00:06

 TECHVSE     5.4  3.5  1.9  1.6  1.4 11.6  8,192   00:00  090191 12:26   03:13

 ACCESSXA    3.5  1.1  2.4  2.3  1.8   .3 16,384   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 VSE2TST     3.0  1.9  1.1  1.4  1.2  6.9 16,384   00:00  090191 08:47   06:52

 BATCH2      2.9  2.8   .1   .3   .3   .4  6,144   00:00  090191 15:19   00:20

 DEBRODT     2.0  2.0   .0   .0   .0  1.7  1,664   00:00  090191 15:39   00:00

 T6          2.0  2.0   .0   .0   .0  2.5  3,072   00:00  090191 15:38   00:01

 MTERM       1.9   .9  1.0   .7   .6  6.4  7,168   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 HPO         1.4  1.1   .3  1.2   .9  2.3  5,120   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 MTERM1      1.3   .6   .7   .4   .4  4.3  6,144   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 ALERTVM      .9   .6   .3   .1   .1  4.1  3,072   00:00  090191 08:35   07:04

 RSCS         .8   .3   .5   .0   .0  2.7  3,072   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 PRODIGY      .8   .8   .0   .3   .3   .3  4,096   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 VTAM         .7   .1   .6   .2   .2  1.3  8,192   00:00  090191 08:43   06:56

 JEC          .7   .5   .2   .5   .5   .7 16,384   00:00  090191 14:48   00:50

 PHOENIX      .7   .6   .1   .4   .4   .7  5,120   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03
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 TJK          .5   .3   .2   .6   .5  2.3  6,144   00:00  090191 12:56   02:43

 EXPLORE      .5   .2   .3   .9   .8   .0  4,096   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 PVM          .5   .1   .4   .1   .1  4.6  5,120   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 RSCS1        .5   .1   .4   .0   .0  4.7  3,072   00:00  090191 08:36   07:03

 PJC          .5   .3   .2   .3   .3  2.2  3,072   00:00  090191 09:19   06:20

 DEVVSE       .5   .2   .3   .4   .4  1.8 15,360   00:00  090191 08:39   07:00

 DLW          .4   .2   .2   .9   .9   .5  3,072   00:00  090191 15:18   00:21

 PEK          .4   .2   .2   .4   .3   .9  3,072   00:12  090191 10:01   05:38

 SUMA                                                    MORE

Field Explanations

USERID

The virtual machines' logon identifications. The user ID CP0 represents the main processor. (The user ID CP0 can be
changed to any valid name through the SYSIDn parameter of the SET command.) IBM reserves the user ID SYSTEMx for
CP's own use. This entry contains accounting information on resource utilization that is not charged to any one user. The
spooling functions for real unit record equipment are one example of service attributed to user SYSTEMx.

TCPU
The average total percentage of CPU utilization for the user since logon. With short scan intervals (such as 1),
there is a loss of accuracy because Explore PM for z/VM keeps user CPU time to only one-second resolutions for
performance reasons.

VCPU
The average percentage of virtual CPU utilization for the user since logon. Virtual CPU utilization is the CPU
cycles used by the guest itself.

CCPU
The average percentage of CPU utilization by CP to service requests made by the virtual machines guest
operating system.

PIRT
The virtual machines average page-in rate since logon, in pages per second.

PORT
The virtual machines average page-out rate since logon, in pages per second.

IORT
The average I/O rate, excluding paging and spooled I/O, in I/Os per second for the virtual machine.

VSIZ K
The virtual machine size in 1024-byte blocks of storage.

IDLE
The amount of time the virtual machine has been idle. Idle is defined as a state in which the following is true since
the start of the idle timer:

• Virtual CPU time has not been used
• Paging has not occurred
• Application I/O has not been performed

LOGON TIME
The date and time that the virtual machine was logged on. The date is in mmddyy format, and the time is in
hh:mm format.

DURATION
The length of time the user has been signed on.
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Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White All headings except the sort sequence
heading

All headings except the sort sequence
heading

Blue Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Sort sequence heading and sort sequence
data

Green Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Data for which no threshold levels have
been exceeded

Red Fields for which thresholds have been
exceeded

N/A

Blinking Red N/A Data in fields for which a threshold has
been exceeded

SYSPERF Command For Online Reports
The SYSPERF command displays the System performance report panel, which shows system, user, channel, and
device summary statistics. From this panel, you also can access the System Performance, User Performance, and I/O
Subsystem menus.

The System performance report is automatically refreshed when it is displayed on the user interface and UPDATE is
active.

The System performance report panel can be automatically redisplayed at your data refresh interval, if the REFResh
command is specified.. Press ENTER to redisplay the original panel or menu.

NOTE
The SYSPERF command is a REXX procedure that you can access and alter to customize the display. You are
encouraged to tailor the display to fit your needs.

The SYSPERF REXX procedure is well documented in the source code, but you should have REXX programming
experience before attempting to change the procedure. In addition, it is recommended that you read Using Explore PM for
z/VM Procedures and CMS Execs, in preparation for altering the procedure.

Valid Subsystems
The System performance report panel is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
SYSPERF [seq] [REFResh]

seq
Specify to sort a particular column. All specified columns are sorted in decreasing order. Replace seq with one of
the following settings to sort the indicated columns:

Setting User Column Channel and Device Column
BUSY TCPU BUSY
CCPU CCPU IORT
IORT IORT IORT
PAGE PAGE IORT
RES RES IORT
TCPU TCPU IORT
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VCPU VCPU IORT

NOTE
TCPU is the default if nothing is specified.

REFResh
Specify to automatically redisplay the panel at the data refresh interval

Menu Access
The System performance report panel can be accessed from the Main Menu by selecting the SYSPERF option. It
can also be accessed from the System Performance Menu, as follows:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display
the Real-Time Reporting Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *SYSTEM to display the System Performance Menu.
3. From the System Performance Menu, select SYSPERF, and the System performance report panel is

displayed.

Data Displayed

Sample Distributed Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command SYSPERF:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

  SYSTEM     TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT  XSTO     RES  STGU  LOG  DLST  SIMUL 

  TOTAL     293.7 185.9 107.8  20.9 424.1  69.9  130528  44.0  835  39.0 3470.8 

   _ *SYSTEM    System performance menu                                         

   _ *MENU      Return to previous menu                                         

                                                                                

  USER       TCPU  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT   RAI     RES  % Q0  % Q1  % Q2  % Q3 

  MVSB1      53.0  41.7  11.3    .0 117.7    97       0  20.3    .0    .1  79.4 

  ORASV97    43.3  27.2  16.1    .0  27.8    84     100    .0   8.7   6.5  84.6 

  BATCH7     26.0  10.5  15.5    .0    .0    83      94    .0  27.0  22.9  50.0 

  VTAM       12.1   5.2   6.9    .0  58.9    95    1971    .0    .0    .0    .0 

  MVSC4      11.6   8.0   3.6    .0   8.2    91    6262   1.6    .0    .0  98.3 

  CALLTRK     9.7   6.4   3.3    .2 144.5    83    5400    .0    .0    .0    .0 

  MVSC2       8.9   6.8   2.1    .0  20.5    93    6011    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

  MVSDEMO     8.0   6.8   1.2    .0   2.8    98       0    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

   _ *USERPERF   Virtual Machine performance menu                               

                                                                                

  CHNL   IORT BUSY    CHNL   IORT BUSY    CHNL   IORT BUSY    CHNL   IORT BUSY  

   006  173.7   .0     004   39.3  1.1     016    2.6  1.1     00A     .6   .5  

   008     .0   .0     003     .0   .0     01A     .0  6.1     010     .0  2.2  

                                                                                

  RDEV   IORT BUSY    RDEV   IORT BUSY    RDEV   IORT BUSY    RDEV   IORT BUSY  

   631   40.8 49.4     613   34.1 48.8     25F   23.7  5.0     84C   17.2 20.8  

   651   15.3  7.4     623   14.0 20.6     85E   10.8 17.3     24F   10.4  3.1  

   _ *IOSUBSYS   I/O Subsystem utilization menu                                 

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 SYSPERF                                                                  
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Field Explanations
The System performance report panel that is distributed with Explore PM for z/VM is divided into the following
sections. Field headings are described for each section.
System

Displays total values for the system
Users

Lists the eight users with the highest total CPU utilization
Channels

Lists the eight channels with the highest I/O rate
Real devices

Lists the eight real devices with the highest I/O rate

Customizing the Display

The following lists show the default field headings. Because the System performance report panel is a REXX procedure,
you can access the procedure and alter the headings to fit your needs.

System Fields
The default field headings for the System section are described next.
TCPU

The percentage of total CPU utilization for the user during the last scan interval. With short scan intervals
(such as 1), there is a loss of accuracy because Explore PM for z/VM keeps user CPU time to only one-
second resolutions for performance reasons.

VCPU
The percentage of virtual CPU utilization used by the specified user during the last scan interval. Virtual
CPU utilization is the CPU cycles used by the guest operating system. As with the total percentage of
CPU utilization (the TCPU column), there is a loss of accuracy with short scan intervals.

CCPU
The percentage of CPU used by CP to service requests made by the virtual machines' guest operating
system. As with the total percentage of CPU utilization (the TCPU column), there is a loss of accuracy
with short scan intervals.

PAGE
Page-in and page-out rate to DASD, in pages per second

IORT
The virtual machines' current I/O rates, excluding paging, in I/Os per second.

XSTO
Page-in and page-out rate to expanded storage, in pages per second

RES
The number of pages that are resident.

STGU
Storage utilization percentage of DPA (dynamic paging area) occupied by in-queue users.

LOG
Number of users logged on.

DLST
Number of users in the dispatch list.

SIMUL
Instruction simulation rate, in instructions per second.
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User Fields
USER

The virtual machines' logon identifications. The user ID CP0 represents the main processor. (You can
change this user ID to any valid name through the SYSIDn parameter of the SET command.)
The SYSTEMx entry contains accounting information on resource utilization that is not charged to any
one user. The spooling functions for real unit record equipment are one example of service attributed to
the user SYSTEMx.
*TOTAL* is the sum of all processors and virtual machines in the complex.
A pound sign (#) after the user ID indicates the user ID is a performance group.

TCPU
The percentage of total CPU utilization for the user during the last scan interval. With short scan intervals
(such as 1), there is a loss of accuracy because Explore PM for z/VM keeps user CPU time to only one-
second resolutions. Explore PM for z/VM does this because of performance considerations.

VCPU
The percentage of virtual CPU utilization used by the specified user during the last scan interval. Virtual
CPU utilization is the CPU cycles used by the guest operating system. As with the total percentage of
CPU utilization (the TCPU column), there is a loss of accuracy with short scan intervals.

CCPU
The percentage of CPU used by CP to service requests made by the virtual machines' guest operating
system. As with the total percentage of CPU utilization (the TCPU column), there is a loss of accuracy
with short scan intervals.

PAGE
Page-in and page-out rate, in pages per second.

IORT
I/O rate, in rate per second.

RAI
Resource availability index.

RES
Number of pages resident.

%Q0, %Q1%Q2, %Q3
Percentage of time the virtual machine was in the queue.

Channel Fields
CHNL

Channel number
IORT

I/O rate, in I/Os per second
BUSY

Percentage of time the channel was busy
Real Devices Fields

RDEV
Number of the real device

IORT
I/O rate, in I/Os per second

BUSY
Percentage of time the device was busy
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UXST
The UXST command displays the status of expanded storage for users.

NOTE
The UXST command is a REXX procedure that you can access and alter to customize the display. You are
encouraged to tailor the display to fit your needs.

The UXST REXX procedure is well documented in the source code, but you should have REXX programming experience
before attempting to change the procedure. In addition, it is recommended that you read Using Procedures and Execs in
preparation for altering the procedure.

Valid Subsystem
The UXST command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
UXST

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the UXST report panel using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu. This will display the Real-Time Reporting Menu.
2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *MAINSTG to display the Main Storage Utilization Menu.
3. From the Main Storage Utilization Menu, select UXST, and the UXST report panel is displayed.

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command UXST:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

  USERID..    XSTORE   MIGRATE   WRITE    READ                                  

  DEVVSE        3239         0    5087    1789                                  

  DEVTST2       2320         0    3712    1343                                  

  MVSC6         2284         0    2322      38                                  

  DEVTST        2030         0    3554    1497                                  

  MVSC4         1383         0    1383       0                                  

  VSEPROD       1378         0    1447      69                                  

  MVSC2         1322         0    1341      19                                  

  VLOCK1        1261         0    1349      88                                  

  VSEDEMO       1159         0    1851     676                                  

  MVSC1         1148         0    1447     299                                  

  MVSB2          820         0     905      85                                  

  EXPLORE        815         0     904      89                                  

  CPREPORT       765         0     960     195                                  

  NETVIEW        738         0    1250     512                                  

  TPX01          716         0     759      43                                  

  VTAMTEST       633         0     653      20                                  

  RSCS           631         0     715      82                                  

  VTAM2          455         0     455       0                                  

  VSESEPRD       450         0    3249    2388                                  
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  RDSVXA         434         0     491      57                                  

 UXST                                                   MORE                   

Field Explanations

The UXST report panel that is distributed with Explore PM for z/VM has the following field headings:

USERID
The logon ID of the virtual machine.

XSTORE
The number of pages of expanded storage that are occupied.

MIGRATE
The number of pages that have migrated from expanded storage to DASD.

WRITE
The number of pages written to expanded storage since logon.

READ
The number of pages read from expanded storage since logon.

VLOG
The VLOG command displays and saves the VMCF activity log. The VMCF log is an in-memory file of up to 800 entries
kept by the service machine. When the file is full, it automatically logs to the CMS file VLOG LOG (if logging is enabled),
and then wraps. The VLOG LOG file is not processed by any other component of Explore PM for z/VM. You can erase it if
you do not want to examine it.

NOTE
Because the in-memory VMCF log file is not automatically logged to the disk file before system shutdown, it is
recommended that you use the AUTO command to issue VLOG SAVE at regular intervals.

Valid Subsystem
The VLOG command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
VLOG ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

  CLEAR

| DATE mmddyy hhmm

| SAVE

| TIME hhmm

| USER userid

| ?

The VLOG command issued without operands displays the entire in-memory log file.
CLEAR

Erases the in-memory log file.
DATE mmddyy hhmm

Displays records that were created after the requested time from the in-memory log file.
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SAVE
Writes the in-memory file to disk as CMS file VLOG LOG AO and clears the in-memory buffer. After the CMS disk
file VLOG LOG AO has been created, you can display it using the system editor XEDIT.

TIME hhmm
Displays records that were created on or after the requested time from the in-memory log file.

USER userid
Displays only those entries that are for the selected user from the in-memory log file.

?
Displays attempted security violations.

Examples

• The following command displays entries in the VMCF activity log that are for the user EAM.

VLOG USER EAM

• The following command displays entries in the VMCF activity log that were created on or after 5:15 p.m.

VLOG TIME 1715

• The following command displays attempted security violations.

VLOG ?

Menu Description

Menu Access

The VLOG Command Menu can be accessed from the real-time REPORT Command Menu.

Fast-Path Access: Enter *VLOG to display the VLOG Command Menu.

• VLOG Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                               VLOG Command Menu                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Command format                                                               

    _ VLOG                     Display all entries in VMCF log file             

    _ VLOG SAVE                Write in memory VMCF log file to disk            

    _ VLOG CLEAR               Erase in memory VMCF log file                    

    _ VLOG USER userid(s)      Display entries for specified userid(s)          

    _ VLOG DATE mmddyy hhmm    Start display with data since requested date     

    _ VLOG TIME hhmm           Start display with data since requested time     

    _ VLOG ?                   Display security violations                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility               

    _ *REPORT                                        _ HELP VLOG                

                                                     _ HELP                     
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 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *VLOG                                                                         

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command VLOG:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 083191 0930   TONY     PLOTE ACCESS01 TCPU

 083191 0931   TONY     PLOTE ACCESS01 WSET

 083191 0939   RCD      SLOT

 083191 0951   RCD      SLOT

 083191 1009   RCD      RDEV DASD ACTIVE IORTC

 083191 1009   RCD      SEEK 804 10

 083191 1011   RCD      RDEV DASD ACTIVE IORTC

 083191 1011   RCD      SUM

 083191 1013   RCD      SUM

 083191 1015   RCD      SUM

 083191 1015   JV       SLOT

 083191 1017   RCD      SUM

 083191 1019   RCD      SUM

 083191 1021   RCD      SUM

 083191 1043   DRH      SLOT

 083191 1044   DRH      SUM

 083191 1044   DRH      DEG VSEB

 083191 1326   GEORGE   SUMA

 083191 1326   GEORGE   SUMA

 083191 1326   GEORGE   SUMA USERID

 083191 1448   DWM      SUM

 083191 1448   DWM      CPLTA USER PAGE

 083191 1450   DWM      EXTRACT COLOR

 083191 1450   DWM      CPLTA USER PAGE

 083191 1531   JRO      SUM

 083191 1532   JRO      SUM

 083191 1738   T21      SUM

 083191 1738   T21      EXTRACT COLOR

   VLOG                                           MORE

Field Explanations

Column Displays

1 The date of the request.

2 The time of the request.

3 The user ID of the requestor.

4 The command requested.
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Color Assignment
The color assignments for data displayed on color terminals are as follows:

Color Description

White Date and time.

Green Virtual machine, if the request was authorized.

Red Virtual machine, if the request was denied.

Blue The command you requested.

VMSTAT Command For Online Reports
The VMSTAT command displays CP statistical counters.

Valid Subsystems
The VMSTAT command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
VMSTAT [ALL]

Issuing the VMSTAT command without an operand displays only active fields, which are fields with a non-zero count.

Specify ALL to display all entries that are appropriate for your operating system, including those with zero values.

Menu Description

Menu Path

The VMSTAT Command Menu can be accessed from the real-time REPORT Command Menu.

Fast-Path Access: Enter *VMSTAT to display the VMSTAT Command Menu.

• VMSTAT Command Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                            VMSTAT Command Menu                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Command format                                                               

    _ VMSTAT           Display CP statistical counters with non-zero values     

    _ VMSTAT ALL       Display all CP statistical counters                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Return to previous menu                               Help facility           

   _ *VLOG                                               _ HELP VMSTAT          

                                                         _ HELP                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  
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 *VMSTAT                                                                       

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command VMSTAT:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

 LABEL  COUNT CUR-R AVG-R   LABEL  COUNT CUR-R AVG-R   LABEL  COUNT CUR-R AVG-R

 SYSTEM IPLED - 03/06/97 08:34:38   DURATION -   11:16:10

 EBMULT    10     .0    .0  EBPRCT   195K    .3   5.1  EFRMAQ     1    .0    .0

 ELOTHR   300    300   300  ERSTHI   256     .0    .0  ERSTLO   128    .0    .0

 ESRABI   198K    .2   5.1  ESRGCT   286K    .5   7.4  ESRSCT   114K   .3   3.0

 ESTIME  5655    1.5    .1  PALEMP  2902     .0    .1  PALNCT  3878K 16.0   100

 PASARL   323K    .3   8.4  PBISAS  2879    1.9    .1  PBISBT 26567    .0    .7

 PBISCP 24720     .0    .6  PBISIU  2126K   4.1  55.0  PBISXE   839    .0    .0

 PBISXS   833     .0    .0  PCFMCK 38090     .1   1.0  PCPSUS 79234    .2   2.0

 PCTHS   9604     .0    .2  PCTRS   1026K   2.6  26.5  PCTSI   6969K 74.4   180

 PCTSS   4923K  59.7   127  PCTUI    356K   2.1   9.2  PDGXA0   364    .0    .0

 PDGXA4   914K   3.5  23.6  PDGXA8  1152K    .9  29.8  PDGXB0   777    .0    .0

 PDGXB4   502     .0    .0  PDGXB8    11     .0    .0  PDGXD0     2    .0    .0

 PDGXD4     1     .0    .0  PDGXD8  1947     .0    .1  PDGX0C   815K  5.8  21.1

 PDGX00 14086     .0    .4  PDGX04 21442     .5    .6  PDGX08   980K  2.5  25.3

 PDGX10   784K   1.8  20.3  PDGX14 62800     .0   1.6  PDGX18 12428    .0    .3

 PDGX20 59485     .1   1.5  PDGX24   266K    .5   6.9  PDGX28  2865    .0    .1

 PDGX3C     7     .0    .0  PDGX34  1904     .0    .0  PDGX4C  1198    .0    .0

 PDGX40    20     .0    .0  PDGX44 15178     .0    .4  PDGX48     5    .0    .0

 PDGX5C 77337     .1   2.0  PDGX58   218K   1.4   5.6  PDGX60   825    .0    .0

 PDGX64 10261     .0    .3  PDGX68 26211     .0    .7  PDGX7C   366K  2.9   9.5

 PDGX70    48     .0    .0  PDGX8C 16889     .0    .4  PDGX84    90    .0    .0

 PDGX90    66     .0    .0  PDGX94     9     .0    .0  PDGX98    36    .0    .0

 PDIAGT  5825K  20.3   150  PDORM1 16863     .0    .4  PDRMP1   828K  1.2  21.4

 PDSPCM   647K   6.4  16.7  PDSPCW  2253K  61.2  58.2  PDSPP1   157K  1.7   4.1

 PDSWCU  9418K   120   243  PDXFRE  6299     .1    .2  PEQKAD 48106   5.1   1.2

 PEXTNX  5129K   123   132  PFRECT 59446K   633  1536  PFRET  59435K  632  1536

 PFSPCT 59334K   632  1533  PGIRPG   214K    .5   5.5  PIORCT  6385K  124   165

 PISEBL 68892     .0   1.8  PISEM  42554     .1   1.1  PISERA 24190    .0    .6

 VMSTAT                                                  MORE

Field Explanations

LABEL

Variable name label.

COUNT
Cumulative count, or number of occurrences, depending on the VMSTAT variable.

CUR-R
The rate within the current sample interval. Enter Q SCAN to display the length of the sample interval, in minutes.

AVG-R
The COUNT column expressed as an average rate.
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Microcode
The type, level, and state of microcode determines the accuracy of the counts. In many cases, microcode
performs the function and does not always increment the counter. Turning off the microcode assist provides more
accurate data, but such a drastic action should be done only when mandatory.

VMSTAT Variables
The statistics displayed are described in VMSTAT Variables For RealTime and Flashback.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White The entry ID (if the threshold has not been
exceeded) and the current count

The entry ID, if the threshold has not been
exceeded

Yellow N/A The current count

Blue The average rate and, if no threshold has
been set, the current rate

The average rate and, if no threshold has
been set, the current rate

Green The current rate if within the user-defined
threshold

The current rate if within the user-defined
threshold

Red If the threshold has been exceeded, both
the entry ID
and the current rate

N/A

Blinking Red N/A If the threshold has been exceeded, both
the entry ID and the current rate

VMU
The VMU command displays general data about all or selected virtual machines and processors. The report displays
current activity levels and counts.

• The length of time that current activity represents is determined by the SCAN parameter of the SET command, which
is described in Configuring the Product. The default is 2 minutes.

• To display online help for the VMU command, enter VMU ? instead of the usual format of ? command.

NOTE
The VMU command is a REXX procedure that you can access and alter to customize the display. You are
encouraged to tailor the display to fit your needs.

The VMU REXX procedure is well documented in the source code, but you should have REXX programming experience
before attempting to change the procedure. In addition, it is recommended that you read Using Procedures and Execs in
preparation for altering the procedure.

Valid Subsystems
The VMU command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
VMU {[userid] [sortcolumn] | controlcommand}

userid
Replace with the user ID of a virtual machine. You can use an asterisk (*) as a wild card character as follows:
*string*

Displays all user IDs containing string.01
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*string
Displays all user IDs ending with string.

string*
Displays all user IDs beginning with string.

sortcolumn
Replace with one of the following column headings to sort by that column:

• TCPU
• VCPU
• CCPU
• PAGE

controlcommand
Replace with one of the following to control different aspects of the display:
SYSTOT {OFF | TOP | BOT}

Specifies if or where the system or user total line is displayed.
USRCNT {ON | OFF}

Specifies whether user count information is displayed.
CPUTYP {PCT | SEC}

Specifies whether CPU utilization is displayed as a percent (PCT) or as CPU seconds used (SEC).
NLINES { n | ALL}

Specifies the maximum number of lines to be displayed. Replace n with a number, or specify ALL to
display all lines.

RESET
Resets SYSTOT, USRCNT, CPUTYP, and NLINES to the default settings.

PARMS
Displays the current settings of SYSTOT, USRCNT, CPUTYP, and NLINES.

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the VMU report panel using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the Real-
Time Reporting Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *USERPERF to display the User Performance Menu.
3. From either menu in step 2, select VMU, and the VMU report panel is displayed.

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the VMU command:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

  USERID..  TCPUS  VCPU  CCPU  PAGE  IORT   RAI     RES  % Q0  % Q1  % Q2  % Q3 

  *TOTAL*   626.5 405.5 221.0  55.0 646.2   100  130528  ----  ----  ----  ---- 

  MVSB1     97.38 79.02 18.36    .0  79.9   100       0  22.6    .0    .1  77.1 

  ORASV98   57.06 45.00 12.06    .1  46.3    81      61    .0   3.0   3.0  93.8 
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  CALLTRK   55.62 25.02 30.60    .1 916.4    62    5402    .0    .0    .0    .0 

  MVSC2     42.48 34.20  8.28   2.3  60.7    86    5340    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

  MVSC4     39.60 26.10 13.50   1.5  59.4    71    5706   1.6    .0    .0  98.3 

  MVSB2     36.90 24.84 12.06    .0  67.9   100    4892    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

  VTAM      30.60 12.96 17.64    .0  93.5   100    1971    .0    .0    .0    .0 

  BATCH8    17.46  7.02 10.44    .0    .0    79      90    .0  75.6  19.3   4.9 

  MVSDEMO   16.20 13.86  2.34    .0   3.8    95       0    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

  ALERTVM    8.10  5.94  2.16    .0  52.2   100     139  99.9    .0    .0    .0 

  MVSC6      7.74  6.12  1.62    .1   4.7    91    4345    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

  RDSVXA     7.38  1.98  5.40    .0  27.3    90     138    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

  DEVVSE     6.84  5.76  1.08    .6   9.1   100     819    .1    .0  94.0  49.1 

  VSEDEMO    6.12  4.14  1.98    .0  23.9   100     583    .0  51.0  18.5  30.3 

  MVSC1      5.94  4.86  1.08    .0   1.1   100    2032    .0    .0    .0  99.9 

  DEVTXC1    5.76  3.42  2.34   1.5  18.6   100     407    .0  94.0   5.5    .3 

  VMESAX     3.60  1.44  2.16   5.5   7.5     0    2100    .0  92.6   6.7    .6 

  EVMTECH    3.60  1.62  1.98    .1    .0    77     659    .0  85.8   8.8   5.2 

  DEVTSYS    3.42  1.80  1.62    .0   8.9   100     390    .0  30.2  69.2    .4 

 VMU                                                    MORE                   

Field Explanations

The VMU report panel that is distributed with EXPLORE has the following field headings:

*TOTAL*
The total of each column for all users.

*GRPTOT*
Displayed only if at least two users, but not all users, have been selected for display by using a wild card
character. Indicates the total for the group of users displayed.

TCPU
The percentage of total CPU utilization (if TCPU is followed by P), or the number of seconds of CPU time (if
TCPU is followed by S) for the user during the last scan interval. With short scan intervals (such as 1), there is a
loss of accuracy because Explore PM for z/VM keeps user CPU time to only one-second resolutions. Explore PM
for z/VM does this because of performance considerations.

VCPU
The percentage of virtual CPU utilization (if TCPU is followed by P), or the number of seconds of virtual CPU
utilization (if TCPU is followed by S) used by the specified user during the last scan interval. Virtual CPU utilization
is the CPU cycles used by the guest operating system. As with the TCPU column, there is a loss of accuracy with
short scan intervals.

CCPU
The percentage of CPU (if TCPU is followed by P), or the number of seconds of CPU (if TCPU is followed by S)
used by CP to service requests made by the virtual machines' guest operating system. As with the TCPU column,
there is a loss of accuracy with short scan intervals.

PAGE
Page-in and page-out rate to DASD, in pages per second.

IORT
The virtual machines' current I/O rates, excluding paging, in I/Os per second.

RAI
Resource availability index.

RES
The number of pages that are resident.
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%Q0, %Q1, %Q2, %Q3
Percentage of time the virtual machine was in the queue.

Displaying Storage
Diagnostic commands display CP control blocks, counters, and storage. All diagnostic commands are displayed on the
Diagnostic Command Menu. This section explains how to access the Diagnostic Command Menu, gives an overview of
all diagnostic commands, and describes in alphabetical order each of the diagnostic commands you can use with the real-
time subsystem.

The diagnostic commands are valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Each diagnostic command has the following sections:

• An introduction describing the purpose of the command and other pertinent information.
• A command description explaining how to produce a display by entering the command from the command line. This

section explains all parameters for the command.
• A menu description describing the command menu for each command.
• A data display giving a sample display panel and describing its fields.

Diagnostic Command Menu
You can issue diagnostic commands from the command line or select them from the Diagnostic Command Menu, which
displays the commands in alphabetical order with a brief description of their purpose. For a description of the Diagnostic
Command Menu, see Using Explore PM for z/VM PM for z/VM Menus.

Menu Access

To access the Diagnostic Command Menu using the menu panels requires two steps:

1. Select the *COMMAND option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the Real-
Time Command Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Command Menu, select *DIAG to display the Diagnostic Command Menu. Or, for Fast-Path
Access, you can enter *DIAG from the command line.

Overview of the Diagnostic Commands

The following is a brief description of each diagnostic command provided in this documentation.

DCP
Displays real storage.

FORMAT
Displays CP and CMS control blocks in a formatted manner.

HCPSYM
Displays entries in the system symbol table HCPSYM.

HCPxxx
Displays modules and storage locations that are referenced in the system symbol table or CP Load Map.

LOADMAP
Displays entries in the second symbol table.

LOC
Locates the CP component for a specific storage address.

RDEVBLOK
Displays a real device block.
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SRMBK
Displays the System Resource Management block.

STATUS
Displays the status of a virtual machine and its associated virtual channels, control units, and devices.

TRACE
Displays selected entries from the CP trace table.

VMDBK
Displays the virtual machine's VMDBK.

DCP
The DCP command displays real storage.

NOTE
If you are running VM under VM, the DCP command displays the storage that appears to be real to the level of
CP for which Explore PM for z/VM is a user. Unlike CP's Display Host, the Explore PM for z/VM DCP command
display lets you review data both forward and backward without reissuing the command.

Format

    DCP address [[T]length] 

address
Replace address with the address with which the display of real storage is to begin. Explore PM for z/VM checks
the address to make sure it is valid. During SYSGEN, the real machine size is defined in the module HCPSYS
using the macro SYSCOR. If the value specified for RMSIZE is less than the real memory size, then the highest
valid address is that specified by RMSIZE.
Because CP does not use the memory between RMSIZE and the end of real storage, this memory is not
displayed. If the value specified in RMSIZE is greater than the real memory available, CP uses only the memory
that is available and only this memory is displayed.

T
Use T as a prefix to length to cause the data to be displayed in both hexadecimal and EBCDIC. If T is not
specified, the data is displayed in hexadecimal only.

length
Replace length with a hexadecimal number from 4 to 1000 to define the number of bytes to be displayed. If the
starting address plus length equals an invalid address, the command is rejected. The default is 400.

Examples

• The following command displays the 1024 (X'400') bytes of real storage starting at address 0.

DCP 0

• The following command displays the 8 bytes of real storage starting at address 0.

DCP 0 8

• The following command displays in hexadecimal and EBCDIC, the 1024 bytes of real storage starting at address B48.

DCP B48 T

• The following command displays in hexadecimal and EBCDIC, the 8 bytes of real storage starting at address B48.
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DCP B48 T8

• Sample DCP Command Menu
To access the DCP Command Menu, select *DCP from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *DCP from the
command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                                DCP Command Menu                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Command format                                                               

    _ DCP address (T)length                                                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Sample DCP commands                                                          

    _ DCP 00000028 T8          Display program check old PSW                    

    _ DCP 00000018 T8          Display external interrupt old PSW               

    _ DCP 07C00000 T           Display VMDBK for MVSB1                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                   Help facility      

    _ *DIAG                                                   _ HELP DCP        

                                                              _ HELP            

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *DCPData Displayed

Sample Display
The following panel shows a sample result of the command DCP B48 T:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

 0000B48 06173013 30900000 00000000 00000000 *  * *.          *

 0000B58 0001392B D858E74A 00000000 00000000 *  .AQ.X         *

 0000B68 02541000 03F80000 00000000 00000000 * .   8          *

 0000B78 10060000 00000000 00000000 00010000 *                *

 0000B88 7FFFFFFF 00000000 7FFD18AB 3D080C00 *"..    ". ..    *

 0000B98 7FFF3018 5D0DFE00 7FFFEB73 0DB7BE00 *".* ) . ".. . . *

 0000BA8 7FFEC6AF FB7D5B00 7FFFFFFF 00000000 *".F.'$ "...     *

 0000BB8 7FFEC6AF FC1FFD00 00000000 00000000 *".F.+.          *

 0000BC8 40000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000BD8 00001400 00000000 FF000000 00000000 *        .       *

 0000BE8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000BF8 00000000 00000000 0101FC00 00000004 *          .     *

 0000C08 00000000 00000000 03E7D000 02976000 *         X.  p- *

 0000C18 00053000 02541001 0012A210 03E68480 *  *  .    s  Wd.*

 0000C28 8011A95A 00135E80 00000000 00D7E3E5 *. z!  ;.     PTV*

 DCP B48 T                                               MORE
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Field Explanation
The following describes the type of data displayed in the sample display above. Column 1 is the first column on
the left side of the panel; column 6 is the column farthest to the right.
Column 1

Displays the storage address
Columns 2 through 5

Display the data in hexadecimal
Column 6

Displays the data in EBCDIC
Color Assignment

The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color
terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use
White Storage address and EBCDIC data Storage address
Blue Hexadecimal data Hexadecimal data
Yellow N/A EBCDIC data

FORMAT Command For RealTime and Flashback
 

The FORMAT command displays the contents of CP and CMS control blocks in storage, using control block DSECT
format. To produce this display, the control block text data is extracted from the appropriate MACLIB library and merged
with the contents of storage.

EXPLBMAP
The EXPLBMAP program creates maps for control blocks by processing control block definitions from the
MACLIB library. Because EXPLBMAP only handles the most common assembler storage definitions, if you
use unusual storage definitions to make local modifications to CP and CMS control blocks, you may encounter
problems with the data displayed by the FORMAT command.
The data to be formatted may not be larger than 4k, unless the V prefix is used.
.

Command Description

Format

FORMAT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  [V]address name [SHORT][maclib]

| MACLIB maclib

| MAX xxxx

V
Use as a prefix for address to specify that the address is a virtual address and that the control block is located in
this virtual machine's memory. Always use V as a prefix to the address when displaying CMS control blocks from
your own virtual machine.

address
Replace with the location of the control block in memory.
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name
Replace with the control block DSECT name.

SHORT
Include if you want to display only active equates.

maclib
Replace with the filename of the MACLIB library where the control block is defined. The default setting for maclib
is HCPXA, except when using the V prefix. DMSSP is the default when using the V prefix. To temporarily override
a default, enter a filename for maclib.

MACLIB maclib
Use to set a new default for maclib. If issued on the user interface, this operand sets the default for the V prefix
only. If issued on the service machine, this operand sets the default for the FORMAT command when it is issued
on the service machine, either with or without the V prefix.
This setting remains in effect until you change it or issue an EEND command.

MAX xxxx
Use to limit the amount of data displayed for a single storage definition in a control block. Replace xxxx with a
value from 1 to 4096 bytes. The default is 72 bytes.

Examples

• The following command displays the contents of the PFXPG in CP.

FORMAT O PFXPG

• The following command displays the contents of NUCON in CMS.

FORMAT VO NUCON

Menu Description

Sample FORMAT Command Menu

To access the FORMAT Command Menu, select *FORMAT from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *FORMAT from
the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                              FORMAT Command Menu                               

                                                                                

   Command format                                                               

    _ FORMAT address ctlblock                                                   

    _ FORMAT Vaddress ctlblock                                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display minidisk activity on real DASD exhibiting highest current activity   

    _ FORMAT 0 PFXPG                  Display formatted PREFIX page             

    _ FORMAT V0 NUCON                 Display formatted CMS NUCON               

    _ FORMAT 07E44230 RDEV            Display real DASD device 25F RDEVBLOK     

    _ FORMAT 07E62CA8 RDEV            Display real DASD device 613 RDEVBLOK     

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility               

    _ *DIAG                                          _ HELP FORMAT              

                                                     _ HELP                     
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 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *FORMAT                                                                       

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following shows a sample result of the command FORMAT 0 PFXPG:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 0000 PFXPG    DSECT ,                                         .P06228C

 0000 HCPPFX   CSECT ,                                         .V80G0FA

 0000 PFXMACHN DS    064D      MACHINE USAGE                   .V80G0FA

      00FC3000 800FA080 FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF 033C1000

      8011A290 000C3000 8013841A 000C1000 800F9802 00000000 00000000

      030C1000 800F0C66

      00000000 00000000

 0200 PFXSPARE DC    128D'0'   RESERVED FOR FUTURE IBM USE     .VX1NASG

      00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

      00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

      00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0600 PFXSAVES DC    096D'0'   SAVE AREAS                      .VX1NASG

      000B2530 03E7DEA8 01195880 80102D76 00000200 003EA030 00000000

      00004690 03A51620 03A51624 00000004 03A51FFC 003D4208 00000273

      03F90000 00000000 00000640 003D4000

 0900 PFXTIMES DC    016D'0'   CPU TIMER REGION                .V80G0FA

      9EDE9689 304DFC01 9EDE9689 2632DA01 00000000 02BB8300 00000000

      028E9500 00000000 02BC3900 7FFFFFFF 00000000 7FFFFF8C 24EE6B00

      00000000 00000000 90B0EE40 003D4001

FORMAT 0 PFXPG

Field Explanations
Data from the FORMAT command is displayed in blocks. The following is a single sample block from the
FORMAT 0 PFXPG command:

 0600 PFXSAVES DC    096D'0'   SAVE AREAS                      .VX1NASG

      000B2530 03E7DEA8 01195880 80102D76 00000200 003EA030 00000000

      00004690 03A51620 03A51624 00000004 03A51FFC 003D4208 00000273

      03F90000 00000000 00000640 003D4000

Each of the fields in the sample block above is described below:

0600
Displacement in hexadecimal relative to the beginning of the control block.

PFXSAVES
Field name.

DC 096D'0'
Field type and length.
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000B2530 through 003D4000
The hexadecimal content or a character field. If the hexadecimal content or character field does not fit in the first
line, it is displayed on the following line, as in the above sample.

SAVE AREAS
Description of the field. This field is not always displayed

.VX1NASG
IBM change level indicator. This field is not always displayed.

Color Assignment
The following table shows the color assignments for the FORMAT display. These assignments are fixed.

Color Extended Color Use

Blue Relative displacement

Green General text

White Equated symbols whose bit masks are all equal to 1

HCPSYM
 

The HCPSYM command displays the contents of the system symbol table created from the CP Load Map. Explore PM for
z/VM displays the 8-character label of each entry, the associated address of the entry in CP, and the first 16 bytes of data
at the associated address in both hexadecimal and EBCDIC. To view more than the first 16 bytes of a specific entry, use
the HCPxxx command.

Command Description

Format

HCPSYM [entry]

Replace entry with the entry of the system symbol table for which the display should start. The specified symbol must be a
valid table entry and must start with HCP.

If entry is not specified, the contents of the system symbol table are displayed until the screen buffer is full.

Examples

• The following command displays the contents of the entire system table.

HCPSYM

• The following command displays the contents of the system symbol table starting with the entry HCPCVT.

HCPSYM HCPCVT

Menu Description

Sample HCPSYM Command Menu

To access the HCPSYM Command Menu, select *HCPSYM from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *HCPSYM from
the command line.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58
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 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                             HCPSYM Command Menu                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display system symbol table                                                  

    _ HCPSYM                                                                    

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display system symbol table starting with symbol                             

    _ HCPSYM symbol                                                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility               

    _ *DIAG                                          _ HELP HCPSYM              

                                                     _ HELP                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *HCPSYM                                                                       

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the HCPSYM command:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>

 HCPABC   0018B000 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPABCQA 0018B228 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPABCSA 0018B060 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPABN   0007D000 47F0F060 C8C3D7C1 C2D54040 01E5E2D7 *.00-HCPABN   VSP*

 HCPABNCT 0007DD60 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNDS 0007D060 58C0FE08 1FEE58F0 CE68BAEF CD5C4770 *.. +..0.....*..*

 HCPABNLK 0007DD5C 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNSW 0007DD64 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNTB 0007DC30 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNTR 0007DC5C 4B4B4B4B 4B4B4B4B 4B4B4B4B 4B4B4B4B *...............*

 HCPACC   0007BBD0 47F0F060 C8C3D7C1 C3C34040 0067E2D7 *.00-HCPACC   .SP*

 HCPACCVM 0007BC30 900F0718 58C0F298 92404010 D24E4011 *.   .2qk   K+  *

 HCPACCVS 0007BD68 900F0718 58C0F160 92404010 D24E4011 *.   .1-k   K+  *

 HCPACF   0018B420 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACFSE 0018B480 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACO   0018C000 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACOAA 0018C410 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACOAC 0018C8C8 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACODG 0018C550 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACU   0007BF10 47F0F060 C8C3D7C1 C3E44040 0014E2D7 *.00-HCPACU    SP*

 HCPACUOF 0007BF80 900F0718 58C0F01C 1FFF50F0 D054980F *.   .0-+.0.q *
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 HCPSYM

Field Explanations
The following describes the type of data displayed in the sample display above. Column 1 is the first column on
the left side of the panel; column 6 is the column farthest to the right.
Column 1

Displays the symbolic name of the system symbol table entry.
Column 2

Displays the symbol's address in CP storage.
Columns 3 through 6

Display the first 16 bytes of storage, starting with the symbol's address displayed in hexadecimal.
Column 7

Displays the data in EBCDIC
Color Assignment

The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color
terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White The symbolic name and EBCDIC data The symbolic name

Red The symbol address The symbol address

Blue Hexadecimal data Hexadecimal data

Yellow N/A EBCDIC data

HCPXXX
The HCPxxx command displays CP modules listed in the symbol table extracted from the CP Load Map. It can also
display VM statistical counters listed in the symbol table.

Command Description

Format

    HCPxxx [+/- disp] [[T]length]

HCPxxx
Replace with an entry in the symbol table.

+/-disp
Replace with the displacement in hexadecimal to be added to or subtracted from the address in the system
symbol table at which the display is to start. You must specify a plus sign (+) or minus sign (-). The default
displacement is zero.

T
Used as a prefix to length to cause the data to be displayed in both hexadecimal and EBCDIC. If T is not
specified, the data is displayed in hexadecimal only.

length
Replace with a hexadecimal value from 4 to 1000 to specify the number of bytes to be displayed. The default
value is 400.

Examples
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• The following command displays 1024 (X'400') bytes of the CP module HCPRIO.

HCPRIO

• The following command displays the same information as the command HCPRIO, but in both hexadecimal and
EBCDIC.

HCPRIO T

• The following command displays 16 (X'10) bytes of the CP module HCPRIO.

HCPRIO 10

• The following command displays 1024 (X'400') bytes of the CP module starting at displacement 1C8 from HCPSYS.

HCPSYS +1C8

• The following command displays in hexadecimal and EBCDIC, 16 (X'10) bytes of the CP module starting at
displacement 1C8 from HCPSYS.

HCPSYS +1C8 T10

Menu Description

Sample HCPxxx Command Menu

To access the HCPxxx Command Menu, select *HCPxxx from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *HCPxxx from the
command line.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                              HCPXXX Command Menu                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Command format                                                               

    _ HCPxxx +disp (T)leng                                                      

                                                                                

    Replace HCPxxx with actual module or entry point name                       

    Replace +disp with desired displacement, sign is required if used           

    Replace length with desired length of display                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Sample commands                                                              

    _ HCPRIO                 Display HCPRIO                                     

    _ HCPSYS                 Display HCPSYS                                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                  Help facility       

    _ *DIAG                                                  _ HELP HCPXXX      

                                                             _ HELP             

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *HCPXXX                                                                       
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Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command HCPSYS +1C8 T100:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/30/2010 11:47:51

==>

 00011C8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 00001D8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 00001E8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 00001F8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000208 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000218 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000228 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000238 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000248 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000258 00000000 00000000 00000058 10000000 *           .    *

 0000268 00000000 00000000 9EDE7D40 5B49C201 *         .' $.B *

 0000278 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 0000288 80000000 00000000 00200000 00000000 *.        *      *

 0000298 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 00002A8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 00002B8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPSYS +1C8 T100

Field Explanations
The following describes the type of data displayed in the preceding sample display. Column 1 is the first column
on the left side of the panel; column 6 is the column farthest to the right.
Column 1

Displays the starting address of the displayed memory, followed by the displacements in hexadecimal
from the entry's starting address

Columns 2 through 5
Display the data in hexadecimal

Column 6
Displays the data in EBCDIC

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color
terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White The entry address and displacements and
EBCDIC data

The entry address and displacements

Blue Hexadecimal data Hexadecimal data

Yellow N/A EBCDIC data

LOADMAP
Contents
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The LOADMAP command displays the contents of the symbol table created from the CP Load Map. The symbol table
contains entries for VM components and critical control blocks and data areas. Explore PM for z/VM displays the 8-
character label of each entry, the associated address of the entry in CP, and the first 16 bytes of data at the associated
address in both hexadecimal and EBCDIC. To view more than just the first 16 bytes of a specific entry, use the HCPxxx
command.

Command Description

Format

LOADMAP [entry]

Replace entry with an entry of the second symbol table with which the display should start. The specified symbol must be
a valid table entry and must start with HCP.

If entry is not specified, the content of the system symbol table is displayed until the screen buffer is full. Because of the
large size of the symbol table, you must use the entry option if you want to see the entire table.

Examples

• The following command displays the contents of the symbol table.

LOADMAP

• The following command displays the contents of the symbol table starting with the entry HCPCVT.

LOADMAP HCPCVT

Menu Description

Sample LOADMAP Command Menu

To access the LOADMAP Command Menu, select *LOADMAP from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *LOADMAP
from the command line.

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                            LOADMAP Command Menu                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display CP loadmap in alphabetical order                                     

    _ LOADMAP                                                                   

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display CP loadmap starting with symbol                                      

    _ LOADMAP symbol                                                            

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility               

    _ *DIAG                                          _ HELP LOADMAP             

                                                     _ HELP                     
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 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *LOADMAP                                                                      

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the LOADMAP command:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 HCPABC   0018B000 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPABCQA 0018B228 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPABCSA 0018B060 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPABN   0007D000 47F0F060 C8C3D7C1 C2D54040 01E5E2D7 *.00-HCPABN   VSP*

 HCPABNCT 0007DD60 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNDS 0007D060 58C0FE08 1FEE58F0 CE68BAEF CD5C4770 *.. +..0.....*..*

 HCPABNLK 0007DD5C 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNSW 0007DD64 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNTB 0007DC30 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *                *

 HCPABNTR 0007DC5C 4B4B4B4B 4B4B4B4B 4B4B4B4B 4B4B4B4B *...............*

 HCPACC   0007BBD0 47F0F060 C8C3D7C1 C3C34040 0067E2D7 *.00-HCPACC   .SP*

 HCPACCVM 0007BC30 900F0718 58C0F298 92404010 D24E4011 *.   .2qk   K+  *

 HCPACCVS 0007BD68 900F0718 58C0F160 92404010 D24E4011 *.   .1-k   K+  *

 HCPACF   0018B420 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACFSE 0018B480 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACO   0018C000 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACOAA 0018C410 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACOAC 0018C8C8 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACODG 0018C550 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACODV 0018C1C8 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 HCPACU   0007BF10 47F0F060 C8C3D7C1 C3E44040 0014E2D7 *.00-HCPACU    SP*

 HCPACUOF 0007BF80 900F0718 58C0F01C 1FFF50F0 D054980F *.   .0-+.0.q *

 HCPACUON 0007BF70 5FC0C028 1FFF50F0 D05458F0 D0140DEF *

 HCPADF   0018D000 NOT IN RESIDENT PART OF HCP

 LOADMAP                                           MORE

Field Explanations
The following describes the type of data displayed in the sample display above. Column 1 is the first column on
the left side of the panel; column 6 is the column farthest to the right.
Column 1

Displays the symbolic name of the system symbol table entry.
Column 2

Displays the symbol's address in CP storage.
Columns 3 through 6

Display the first 16 bytes of storage, starting with the symbol's address displayed in hexadecimal.
Column 7

Displays the data in EBCDIC
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Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color
terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White The symbolic name and EBCDIC data The symbolic name

Red The symbol address The symbol address

Blue Hexadecimal data Hexadecimal data

Yellow N/A EBCDIC data

LOC
The LOC command identifies which CP component is at a specific address. The LOC command can be used only for
those fixed portions of CP that have entries in the CP Load Map. We strongly recommend that the symbol table be built;
otherwise, the LOC command will not work. For information on building a second symbol table, see the Installing .

Command Description

Format

LOC address

Replace address with either the address in CP that is in question or a component name. If a component name is specified
and that name exists in the second symbol table, the request is transformed into the HCPxxx command without operands.

Examples

• The following command displays the CP component at address 1234.

LOC 1234

• The following command displays 1024 bytes of the CP module HCPACU.

LOC HCPACU

Menu Description

Sample LOC Command Menu

To access the LOC Command Menu, select *LOC from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *LOC from the command
line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                               LOC Command Menu                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Identify component at address in CP                                          

    _ LOC address                                                               

                                                                                

   Locate symbol in CP                                                          

    _ LOC symbol                                                                
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   Return to previous menu                          Help facility               

    _ *DIAG                                          _ HELP LOC                 

                                                     _ HELP                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *LOC                                                                          

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command LOC 1234:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL   06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

  001000   HCPSYS

  001234  +000234

  045C80   HCPRIO

   LOC 1234

Field Explanations
The following describes the type of data displayed in the sample display above. Line 1 is the first line of the
display below the command input arrow.
Line 1

The starting address and name of the module in which the requested address falls.
Line 2

The requested address and its displacement in the module named in the first line. If the address
requested matches a system symbol table entry name, the name of the entry is displayed instead.

Line 3
The address and name of the next module.

Color Assignment
The color assignments for the LOC display are the same for basic and extended color, and are shown in
the following table:

Color Basic and Extended Color Use

White Addresses

Red Module names and displacements
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RDEVBLOK
The RDEVBLOK command displays the contents of the real device control block in HCPRIO.

Command Description

Format

RDEVBLOK rcuu

Replace rcuu with the channel unit address of the real device.

Example

The following command displays the RDEVBLOK for real device 550:

RDEVBLOK 550

 

Menu Description

Sample RDEVBLOK Command Menu

To access the RDEVBLOK Command Menu, select *RDEVBLOK from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter
*RDEVBLOK from the command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                             RDEVBLOK Command Menu                              

                                                                                

   Command format                                                               

    _ RDEVBLOK ccuu                 Insert real device address                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Display real device block - DASD exhibiting highest current activity         

    _ RDEVBLOK 24C     _ RDEVBLOK 62C     _ RDEVBLOK 25B     _ RDEVBLOK 25D     

    _ RDEVBLOK 25F     _ RDEVBLOK 850     _ RDEVBLOK 613     _ RDEVBLOK 24E     

    _ RDEVBLOK 623     _ RDEVBLOK 606     _ RDEVBLOK 2B4     _ RDEVBLOK 608     

    _ RDEVBLOK 60D     _ RDEVBLOK 651     _ RDEVBLOK 24F     _ RDEVBLOK 25A     

    _ RDEVBLOK 251     _ RDEVBLOK 61F     _ RDEVBLOK 617     _ RDEVBLOK 62A     

    _ RDEVBLOK 25E     _ RDEVBLOK 60C     _ RDEVBLOK 602     _ RDEVBLOK 252     

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility               

    _ *DIAG                                          _ HELP RDEVBLOK            

                                                     _ HELP                     

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *RDEVBLK                                                                      
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Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command RDEVBLOK B50:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 0000 RDEV     DSECT ,                                          .P0568CB

 0000 RDEVDEFN DS    0X        DEVICE DEFINITION FIELDS         .V80G1G0

 0000 RDEVCODE DS    0H        DEVICE IDENTIFICATION CODE       .V80G1G0

 0000 RDEVCLAS DC    X 04      DEVICE CLASS                     .V80G1G0

 0001 RDEVTYPE DC    X 10      DEVICE TYPE                      .V80G1G0

 0002 RDEVFEAT DC    X 82      DEVICE FEATURES                  .V80G1G0

 0003 RDEVMODL DC    X 00      DEVICE MODEL NUMBER              .V80G1G0

 0004 RDEVUSER DS    A         POINTER TO CONTROLLING VMDBLOCK  .V80G1G0

                 00001000

 0008 RDEVVSCH DS    0F        OLD AND HISTORICAL NAME          .V80G1G0

 0008 RDEVVDEV DS    A         POINTER TO DEDICATED DEVICE VDEV .V80G1G0

                 00000000

 000C RDEVMIHF DS    X 00      USED BY HCPMIH FOR DETECTION OF  .V80G1G0

 000D RDEVLPM  DS    X 20      LOGICAL PATH MASK                .V80G17D

 000E RDEVBASE DS    H 0000    370X-EP NATIVE DEVICE ADDRESS    .V80G1G0

 0010 RDEVFLGS DS    0X        DEVICE STATUS FLAGS              .V80G1G0

 0010 RDEVSTAT DC    X 80      DEVICE OPERATION STATUS FLAG     .V80G1G0

      RDEVALID EQU   X'80'     VALID DEVICE ASSOCIATED WITH SUBCH    .P1058CB

 0011 RDEVAFLG DC    X 42      DEVICE ALLOCATION CONTROL FLAG   .V80G1G0

      RDEVSYS  EQU   X'40'     DEVICE ATTACHED TO SYSTEM        .V80G1G0

      RDEVMNT  EQU   X'02'     VOLUME IS MOUNTED BUT NOT ATTACHED    .V80G1G0

 0012 RDEVRFLG DC    X 00      DEVICE ERROR RECOVERY CTL FLAG   .V80G1G0

 0013 RDEVDFLG DC    X 00      DEVICE DEVICE DEPENDENT STATUS   .V80G1G0

 0014 RDEVLSOP DS    F         LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL OBJECT POINTER     .V81HYCB

 0018 RDEVSPEC DS    XL48      DEVICE REDEFINITION AREA         .P4467V6

      00000000 00000000 E2D7F5C8 D7D60000 00000000 0000022B 00780000

      00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 02300000

 RDEVBLOK B50                                           MORE

Field Explanations
Data from the RDEVBLOK command is displayed in blocks. The following is a single sample block from the
RDEVBLOK B50 command:

 0004 RDEVUSER DS    A         POINTER TO CONTROLLING VMDBLOCK  .V80G1G0

                 00001000

The following explains each of the fields in the above sample block:

0004
Displacement in hexadecimal relative to the beginning of the control block.

RDEVUSER
Field name.

DS A
Field type and length.
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00001000
The hexadecimal content or a character field. If the hexadecimal content or character field does not fit in the first
line, it is displayed on the following line, as in the above sample.

POINTER TO CONTROLLING VMDBLOCK
Description of the field. This field is not always displayed.

.V80G1G0
IBM change level indicator. This field is not always displayed.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White Entry address and displacements, and
EBCDID data

Entry address and displacements

Blue Hexadecimal data Hexadecimal data

Yellow N/A EBCDIC data

SRMBK
Contents

The SRMBK command displays the contents of the System Resource Management block.

Command Description

Format

SRMBK

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command SRMBK:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 0000 SRMBK    DSECT ,              SYSTEM RESOURCE MANAGEMENT BLOCK .P06228C

 0000 SRMELIST DS    F 00000000     ELIGIBLE LIST ANCHOR             .V80G0G3

 0004 SRMMLIST DS    F 02669000     DORMANT LIST ANCHOR              .V80G0G3

 0008 SRMDLSCN DS    F 0144A000     DISPATCH LIST SCAN HEADER.  THIS .VX1MZ1X

 000C SRMDLADD DS    A 0144A000     POINTER TO THE LAST VMDBK ADDED  .VX1SFP8

 0010 SRMVMTID DS    A 01AE9000     ADDRESS OF FIRST TEST-IDLE VMDBK .VX1SFG6

 0014 SRME1ADD DS    A 026A4000     LAST USER ADDED TO E-LIST, BY    .VX1SFP8

 0018 SRME2ADD DS    A 026A4000     CLASS.  THESE FIELDS ARE NOT     .VX1SFP8

 001C SRME3ADD DS    A 026A4000     VALID WHEN THE E-LIST IS EMPTY,  .VX1SFP8

 0020 SRMTSLIC DS    FL8S12         TIME SLICE VALUE                 .V80G0G3

 0028 SRMTSHOT DS    FL8S12         SHORT TIME SLICE FOR HOT-SHOT    .V80G0G3

                     00000000 01388000

 0030 SRMTIMIN DS    FL8S12         SYSTEM SAMPLING INTERVAL         .V80G0G3

                     0000001C 9C380000
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 0038 SRMTODSV DS    FL8S12         TOD CLOCK TIME WHEN LAST         .VX1MZ1X

                     9EDF8226 6698DA01

 0040 SRMRVLTM DS    FL8S12         TIME OF LAST PLDV RE-SHUFFLE     .VX1SFG6

                     9EDF8226 58DD4601

 0048 SRMCDISP DS    H 0014         COUNT OF VMDBKS IN DISPATCH LIST .VX1MZ1X

 004A SRMC1DSP DS    H 000E         COUNT OF VMDBKS IN Q1,Q2 AND Q3  .VX1MZ1X

 004C SRMC2DSP DS    H 000A         COUNT OF VMDBKS IN Q2 AND Q3     .VX1MZ1X

 004E SRMC3DSP DS    H 0008         COUNT OF VMDBKS IN Q3            .VX1MZ1X

 0050 SRMCDLDG DS    H 0000         COUNT OF LOADING  VMDBKS IN      .VX1MZ1X

 0052 SRMC1DLD DS    H 0000         COUNT OF LOADING  VMDBKS IN      .VX1MZ1X

 0054 SRMC2DLD DS    H 0000         COUNT OF LOADING  VMDBKS IN      .VX1MZ1X

 0056 SRMC3DLD DS    H 0000         COUNT OF LOADING  VMDBKS IN      .VX1MZ1X

 0058 SRMCELIG DS    H 0000         COUNT OF VMDBKS IN ELIGIBLE LIST .VX1MZ1X

 SRMBK MFH                                         MORE

Field Explanations
Data from the SRMBK command is displayed in blocks. The following is a single sample block from the SRMBK
command:

 0040 SRMRVLTM DS    FL8S12         TIME OF LAST PLDV RE-SHUFFLE     .VX1SFG6

                     9EDF8226 58DD4601

The following explains each of the fields in the above sample block:

0040
Displacement in hexadecimal relative to the beginning of the control block.

SRMRVLTM
Field name.

DS FL8S12
Field type and length.

9EDF8226 58DD4601
The hexadecimal content or a character field. If the hexadecimal content or character field does not fit in the first
line, it is displayed on the following line, as in the above sample.

TIME OF LAST PLDV RE-SHUFFLE
Description of the field. This field is not always displayed.

.VX1SFG6
IBM change level indicator. This field is not always displayed.

STATUS
Contents

The STATUS command displays data about a virtual machine. The information displayed is from the users VMDBK and
VDEVs.

NOTE
The display for batch machines such as MVS, VS1, and VSE may contain hundreds of entries.

Command Description

Format
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STATUS userid

Replace userid  with the user ID of a virtual machine.

Example

The following command displays the status of the virtual machine EXPLORE:

STATUS EXPLORE

Menu Description

Menu Access

To access the STATUS Command Menu using the menu panels requires three steps:

1. Select the *CURRENT option from the Real-Time Main Menu or the Flashback Main Menu. This will display the Real-
Time Reporting Menu.

2. From the Real-Time Reporting Menu, select *USERPERF to display the User Performance Menu.
3. From the User Performance Menu, select *STATUS, and the STATUS Command Menu is displayed.

NOTE
The STATUS Command Menu can also be accessed from:

Performance Group Activity Overview panel, which is accessed from the User Performance Menu

• Diagnostic Command Menu
• Real-time REPORT Command Menus

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *STATUS from the command line.

Sample STATUS Command Menu

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                            STATUS Command Menu                                 

                                                                                

  Basic command format                                                          

   _ STATUS userid                                                              

                                                                                

  STATUS commands for selected users                                            

   _ STATUS MVSB1       Current highest CPU utilizer                            

   _ STATUS MVSB1       Current highest virtual CPU utilizer                    

   _ STATUS MVSB1       Current highest CP state CPU utilizer                   

   _ STATUS CALLTRK     User with highest current I/O rate                      

   _ STATUS DHEPNER     User with highest current page rate                     

   _ STATUS MVSC2       User with largest current working set                   

   _ STATUS MVSC2       User with largest current storage residency             

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Return to previous menu                               Help facility           

   _ *VMSTAT                                             _ HELP STATUS          

                                                         _ HELP                 

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  
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 *STATUS                                                                       

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command STATUS EXPLORE. The settings of the PF keys are first
displayed, followed by data for users VMDBK and VDEV.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 REPORT DATE=06/06/10  DATA DATE=06/30/10 10:22:08

                                   EXPLORE

 PF01 UNDEFINED                        PF13 UNDEFINED

 PF02 UNDEFINED                        PF14 UNDEFINED

 PF03 UNDEFINED                        PF15 UNDEFINED

 PF04 UNDEFINED                        PF16 UNDEFINED

 PF05 UNDEFINED                        PF17 UNDEFINED

 PF06 UNDEFINED                        PF18 UNDEFINED

 PF07 UNDEFINED                        PF19 UNDEFINED

 PF08 UNDEFINED                        PF20 UNDEFINED

 PF09 UNDEFINED                        PF21 UNDEFINED

 PF10 UNDEFINED                        PF22 UNDEFINED

 PF11 UNDEFINED                        PF23 UNDEFINED

 PF12 UNDEFINED                        PF24 DELAY RETRIEVE

 0000 VMDBK    DSECT                                                 .P0622K0

 0000 VMDLSEG  DS    32F            HOST SEGMENT TABLE FOR           .V80G0G3

      019A400F 0198C00F 0198B00F 0199700F 80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020

      80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020 03B6400F 03B6300F

      80000020 80000020

 0080 VMDUSER  DS    CL8'EXPLORE '  USER LOGON IDENTIFICATION        .V80G0G3

 0088 VMDACTID DS    CL8'EXPLORE '  ACCOUNTING USER IDENTIFICATION.  .V80G0G3

 0090 VMDALGID DS    CL8'AUTOLOG1'  USERID CAUSING THIS USER'S LOGON .V80G0G3

 0098 VMDACTNO DS    CL8'ACT4    '  USER ACCOUNTING NUMBER           .V80G0G3

 00A0 VMDDIST  DS    CL8'CMSTST  '  USER DISTRIBUTION CODE.          .V80G0G3

 00A8 VMDGRPN  DS    CL8'        '  RACF ACI GROUP NAME              .VX1MOIF

 00B0 VMDTODON DS    F 9EE1EF33     SESSION LOGON TOD, BITS 0-31     .V80G0G3

 00B4 VMDATODN DS    F 9EE1EF33     VALUE OF VMDTODON A

  .      .     .     .    .            .                                .

  .      .     .     .    .            .                                .

  .      .     .     .    .            .                                .

 0280 VMDWUTOD DS    FL8S12         TOD CLOCK AT LAST USE OF THIS    @V80G0G3   

                     00000000 00000000                                          

 0288 VMDWRGVT DS    FL8S12         THE RGUEST VMDVTIME, AT THE TIME @V80G0G3   

                     00000000 00000000                                          

 0290 VMDWTIME DS    FL8S12         ACCUMULATED CPU TIME IN HOST     @V80G0G3   

                     00000000 00000000                                          
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 0298 VMDWG145 DS    D              RGUEST R14,R15 WHILE IN V/SIE    @V80G0G3   

                     00000000 00000000                                          

                                                                                

 0000 VDEV     DSECT                                                            

 0000 VDEVFPNT DS    1F       FORWARD  INTERRUPTION POINTER          @V80G1G0   

                     0FB9EE48                                                   

 0004 VDEVBPNT DS    1F       BACKWARD INTERRUPTION POINTER          @V80G1G0   

                     0FB9EE48                                                   

 F                                                      MORE          AUTO OFF 

Field Explanations
Data from the STATUS command is displayed in blocks. The following is a single sample block from the STATUS
EXPLORE command:

 0000 VDEVFPNT DS    1F       FORWARD  INTERRUPTION POINTER          @V80G1G0   

                     0FB9EE48                                                  

The following explains each of the fields in the preceding sample block:

0000
Displacement in hexadecimal relative to the beginning of the control block.

VDEVFPNT
Field name.

DS 1F
Field type and length.

0FB9EE48
The hexadecimal content or a character field. If the hexadecimal content or character field does not fit in the first
line, it is displayed on the following line, as in the above sample.

FORWARD INTERRUPTION POINTER
Description of the field. This field is not always displayed.

@V80G1G0
IBM change level indicator. This field is not always displayed.

TRACE
 

The TRACE command allows you to inspect the CP trace table.

You can specify the number of 4K pages of the CP trace table that are to be inspected by the TRACE command by using
the TRACE parameter of the SET command, which is explained in Configuring the Product.

Command Description

Format

TRACE [USER userid | RDEV cuu | TYPE codes]

If you enter the TRACE command without operands, all entries in the trace table are displayed.

USER userid
Replace userid with the user ID for a virtual machine to display records for that machine.
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RDEV cuu
Replace cuu with the channel and unit address of a device to display records for that device.

TYPE codes
Replace codes with up to ten record types from the table beginning on page to display records for those codes.

Examples

• The following command displays all entries.

TRACE

• The following command displays trace records for the user VSE.

TRACE USER VSE

• Valid Values for TYPE codes
The following table lists the valid values for the code parameter of the TYPE operand. You can prefix the alphabetic
values with the letters TTE to match the CP trace table. For example, you can specify either TTEEXT or EXT.

Valid Values Type Code

EXT or 0100 EXTERNAL INTERRUPT

SVC or 0200 SVC INTERRUPT

PGM or 0300 PROGRAM INTERRUPT

MCH or 0400 MACHINE CHECK INTERRUPT

INT or 0500 I/O INTERRUPT

OFS or 0600 GET FREE STORAGE

RFS or 0700 RELEASE FREE STORAGE

RUN or 0A00 RUN USER

VIN or 0C00 VIRTUAL 370-XA I/O INTERRUPT

V32 or 0C32 VIRTUAL MODIFY SUBCHANNEL

V33 or 0C33 VIRTUAL START SUBCHANNEL

V35 or 0C35 VIRTUAL TEST SUBCHANNEL

V36 or 0C36 VIRTUAL TEST PENDING INTERRUPT

CSW or 0D00 VIRTUAL CSW STORED

SIO or 0D90 VIRTUAL START I/O

SIF or 0D91 VIRTUAL START I/O FAST

CC0 or 1000 CLEAR SUBCHANNEL CC=0

CC3 or 1003 CLEAR SUBCHANNEL CC=3

HC0 or 1010 HALT SUBCHANNEL CC=0

HC1 or 1011 HALT SUBCHANNEL CC=1

HC3 or 1013 HALT SUBCHANNEL CC=3

MC0 or 1020 MODIFY SUBCHANNEL CC=0

MC1 or 1021 MODIFY SUBCHANNEL CC=1

MC3 or 1023 MODIFY SUBCHANNEL CC=3

SC0 or 1030 START SUBCHANNEL CC=0
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SC1 or 1031 START SUBCHANNEL CC=1

SC3 or 1033 START SUBCHANNEL CC=3

SS0 or 1038 START SUBCHANNEL CC=0 SENSE

SS1 or 1039 START SUBCHANNEL CC=1 SENSE

SS3 or 103B START SUBCHANNEL CC=3 SENSE

TC0 or 1050 TEST SUBCHANNEL CC=0

TC1 or 1051 TEST SUBCHANNEL CC=1

TC3 or 1053 TEST SUBCHANNEL CC=3

RC0 or 1080 RESUME SUBCHANNEL CC=0

RC1 or 1081 RESUME SUBCHANNEL CC=1

RC2 or 1082 RESUME SUBCHANNEL CC=2

RC3 or 1083 RESUME SUBCHANNEL CC=3

SNS or 10F0 I/O SENSE DATA RECEIVED

IQU or 1500 IUCV QUERY

ITM or 1501 IUCV TEST MESSAGE

IRB or 1502 IUCV RETRIEVE BUFFER

IDE or 1503 IUCV DESCRIBE

ISE or 1504 IUCV SEND

IRC or 1505 IUCV RECIEVE

IRP or 1506 IUCV REPLY

ITC or 1507 IUCV TEST COMPLETION

IRJ or 1508 IUCV REJECT

IPU or 1509 IUCV PURGE

IAC or 150A IUCV ACCEPT

ICO or 150B IUCV CONNECT

IDB or 150C IUCV DECLARE BUFFER

IQI or 150D IUCV QUIESCE

IRE or 150E IUCV RESUME

ISV or 150F IUCV SEVER

ISM or 1510 IUCV SET MASK

ISC or 1511 IUCV SET CONTROL MASK

RUV or 1A00 RUN USER IN VIRTUAL SIE MODE

VSI or 1A11 VIRTUAL SIE INTERCEPTION

UCH or 1C01 UNIT CHECK

UEX or 1C02 UNIT EXCEPTION

MCC or 1D01 I/O RELATED MACHINE CHECK

IOC or 1D02 CHANNEL CHECK

SDN or 1D03 CHANNEL CHECK AT TERMINATION
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CON or 2200 ADD OR STACK COMBK

XCP or 2301 EXECUTE CP COMMAND

GUT or 2500 GUEST I/O UNTRANSLATION

CWS or 2800 CALL WITH SAVEAREA

RWS or 2C00 RETURN WITH SAVEAREA

KIO or 3000 STACK IORBK / TRQBK

UIO or 3010 UNSTACK IORBK / TRQBK

AUL or 3200 ADD USER TO DISPATCH LIST

DUL or 3210 DROP USER FROM DISPATCH LIST

KCP or 3300 STACK CPEBK

UCP or 3310 UNSTACK CPEBK

NIC or 3500 INTERCEPTION, NOT INSTRUCTION

IGI or 3504 INSTRUCTION INTERCEPTION

EXD or 3600 EXIT TO DISPATCHER

KWB or 3700 STACK WORK BITS

DRS or 3C00 PRCS. CTL. DIAGNOSE REQUEST STARTED

SCS or 3C10 PRCS. CTL. SERVICE CALL REQUEST STARTED

DRR or 3C55 PRCS. CTL. REQUEST RETURNED

SCR or 3C65 PRCS. CTL. SERVICE REQUEST RETURNED

PCU or 3CFF PRCS. CTL. CONTROLLER INTERRUPT RECEIVED

PTR or 4000 PTR TRANSLATION RESULTS

DS1 or 4001 DEMAND SCAN PASS 1

DS2 or 4002 DEMAND SCAN PASS 2

CP0 or 5000 SIE ASSIST CSCH CC=0

CP3 or 5003 SIE ASSIST CSCH CC=3

HP0 or 5010 SIE ASSIST HSCH CC=0

HP1 or 5011 SIE ASSIST HSCH CC=1

HP2 or 5012 SIE ASSIST HSCH CC=2

HP3 or 5013 SIE ASSIST HSCH CC=3

MP0 or 5020 SIE ASSIST MSCH CC=0

MP1 or 5021 SIE ASSIST MSCH CC=1

MP2 or 5022 SIE ASSIST MSCH CC=2

MP3 or 5023 SIE ASSIST MSCH CC=3

SP0 or 5030 SIE ASSIST SSCH CC=0

SP1 or 5031 SIE ASSIST SSCH CC=1

SP2 or 5032 SIE ASSIST SSCH CC=2

SP3 or 5033 SIE ASSIST SSCH CC=3

TP0 or 5050 SIE ASSIST TSCH CC=0
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TP1 or 5051 SIE ASSIST TSCH CC=1

TP3 or 5053 SIE ASSIST TSCH CC=3

PP0 or 5060 SIE ASSIST TPI CC=0

PP1 or 5061 SIE ASSIST TPI CC=1

RP0 or 5080 SIE ASSIST RSCH CC=0

RP1 or 5081 SIE ASSIST RSCH CC=1

RP2 or 5082 SIE ASSIST RSCH CC=2

RP3 or 5083 SIE ASSIST RSCH CC=3

PIN or 5500 SIE ASSIST INTERRUPTION

CL0 or 8000 CLEAR LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=0

CL3 or 8003 CLEAR LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=2

HL0 or 8010 HALT LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=0

HL1 or 8011 HALT LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=1

HL3 or 8013 HALT LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=3

ML0 or 8020 MODIFY LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=0

ML1 or 8021 MODIFY LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=1

ML3 or 8023 MODIFY LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=3

SL0 or 8030 START LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=0

SL1 or 8031 START LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=1

SL3 or 8033 START LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=3

LS0 or 8038 START LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=0 SENSE

LS1 or 8039 START LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=1 SENSE

LS3 or 803B START LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=3 SENSE

TL0 or 8050 TEST LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=0

TL1 or 8051 TEST LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=1

TL3 or 8053 TEST LOGICAL SUBCHANNEL CC=3

LNS or 80F0 LOGICAL I/O SENSE DATA RECEIVED

LIN or 8500 LOGICAL I/O INTERRUPT

SGP or AE00 SIGP INSTRUCTION

CSP or F400 CPU IS CHECK STOPPED

CSH or F401 CHECK STOP CPU RECOVERY

MWP or F40F TRACE PAGE FULL DURING MACHINE CHECK

EPR or F700 EXTENDED FREE STORAGE PAGE RELEASE

FXR or F701 FREE STORAGE EXTEND REPLENISHMENT

ABG or FFEE RESUME TRACE AFTER SOFT ABEND

ABS or FFFF SUSPEND TRACE DURING SOFT ABEND
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Menu Description

Sample TRACE Command Menu

To access the TRACE Command Menu, select *TRACE from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *TRACE from the
command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                             TRACE Command Menu                                 

                                                                                

  Command format                                                                

   _ TRACE                  Display trace table entries                         

   _ TRACE USER userid      Display entries for userid                          

   _ TRACE RDEV ccuu        Display entries for ccuu                            

   _ TRACE TYPE code(s)     Display entries for code(s)                         

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  Return to previous menu                                   Help facility       

   _ *DIAG                                                   _ HELP TRACE       

                                                             _ HELP             

                                                                                

                                                                                   

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *TRACE                                                                         

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command TRACE:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 RETURN WITH SAVEAREA                     CODE=2C00 EQUATE=TTERWS

   TTETODCK      RTN CODE    CC,CALLR    SAVBK       CALR RADR   CALE RADR

 2BBA57957B01    00000000    10D3C3C5    03E3EE00    800C271E    800BF0F8

 CALL WITH SAVEAREA                       CODE=2800 EQUATE=TTECWS

   TTETODCK      PARM REG    CALLER      SAVBK       CALR RADR   CALE VADR

 2BBA5795FB01    00000000    00D3C4C5    03E3EE00    800C2740    000BF3C0

 CALL WITH SAVEAREA                       CODE=2800 EQUATE=TTECWS

   TTETODCK      PARM REG    CALLER      SAVBK       CALR RADR   CALE VADR

 2BBA57964301    00000000    00D3C3C5    03E4C600    800BF3CE    000C6738

 RETURN WITH SAVEAREA                     CODE=2C00 EQUATE=TTERWS

   TTETODCK      RTN CODE    CC,CALLR    SAVBK       CALR RADR   CALE RADR

 2BBA5796A401    00000000    00D3E2D6    03E4C600    800BF3CE    800C677E

 CALL WITH SAVEAREA                       CODE=2800 EQUATE=TTECWS
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   TTETODCK      PARM REG    CALLER      SAVBK       CALR RADR   CALE VADR

 2BBA5796FD01    00000000    00D3C3C5    03E4C600    800BF3EA    000C5E78

 RETURN WITH SAVEAREA                     CODE=2C00 EQUATE=TTERWS

   TTETODCK      RTN CODE    CC,CALLR    SAVBK       CALR RADR   CALE RADR

 2BBA5797E801    00000000    00D3E2D6    03E4C600    800BF3EA    800C647A

 RETURN WITH SAVEAREA                     CODE=2C00 EQUATE=TTERWS

   TTETODCK      RTN CODE    CC,CALLR    SAVBK       CALR RADR   CALE RADR

 2BBA57982301    00000000    00D3C3C5    03E3EE00    800C2740    800BF3F4

 RELEASE FREE STORAGE                     CODE=0700 EQUATE=TTERFS

   TTETODCK                  D WORDS     ADDRESS     VMDBK       RET ADR

 2BBA5798C101    4C4C4C4C    00000001    0390C288    006BC000    800C2A82

TRACE                                                  MORE

For more complete information, see the IBM z/VM CP Diagnosis Reference Manual.

Color Assignment
The following table describes color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic and Extended Color Use

White Virtual machine identification

Green Description of the TRACE entry

VMDBK
The VMDBK command displays the contents of the main control block for a virtual machine.

Command Description

Format

VMDBK [userid]

Replace userid with the user ID of a virtual machine.

Example

The following command displays the VMDBK for user MAP:

VMDBK MAP

Menu Description

Sample VMDBK Command Menu

To access the VMDBK Command Menu, select *VMDBK from the Diagnostic Command Menu or enter *VMDBK from the
command line.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

 ==>                                                                  SAM       

                              VMBDK Command Menu                                
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   Command format                                                               

    _ VMDBK userid                                                              

                                                                                

   Display VMDBK for selected users                                             

    _ VMDBK MVSB1        Current highest CPU utilizer                           

    _ VMDBK MVSB1        Current highest virtual CPU utilizer                   

    _ VMDBK MVSB1        Current highest CP state CPU utilizer                  

    _ VMDBK MVSB1        User with highest current I/O rate                     

    _ VMDBK MVSC2        User with highest current page rate                    

    _ VMDBK MVSC4        User with largest current working set                  

    _ VMDBK MVSC4        User with largest current storage residency            

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                              Help facility           

    _ *DIAG                                              _ HELP VMDBK           

                                                         _ HELP                 

                                                                                

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=RCH       F3=*RETURN   F4=VMSTAT    F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *VMDBK                                                                        

Data Displayed

Sample Display

The following panel shows a sample result of the command VMDBK MAP:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0   REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS    06/30/2010 11:13:58

==>

 0000 VMDBK    DSECT                                                 .P0622K0

 0000 VMDLSEG  DS    32F            HOST SEGMENT TABLE FOR           .V80G0G3

      00A2F00F 0208100F 02FEB00F 0367B00F 0281400F 0171100F 80000020

      80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020 80000020

      03B9200F 03B9100F 80000020 80000020

 0080 VMDUSER  DS    CL8'MAP     '  USER LOGON IDENTIFICATION        .V80G0G3

 0088 VMDACTID DS    CL8'MAP     '  ACCOUNTING USER IDENTIFICATION.  .V80G0G3

 0090 VMDALGID DS    CL8'MAP     '  USERID CAUSING THIS USER'S LOGON .V80G0G3

 0098 VMDACTNO DS    CL8'EDDO    '  USER ACCOUNTING NUMBER           .V80G0G3

 00A0 VMDDIST  DS    CL8'MAP     '  USER DISTRIBUTION CODE.          .V80G0G3

 00A8 VMDGRPN  DS    CL8'        '  RACF ACI GROUP NAME              .VX1MOIF

 00B0 VMDTODON DS    F 9ED960C7     SESSION LOGON TOD, BITS 0-31     .V80G0G3

 00B4 VMDATODN DS    F 9ED960C7     VALUE OF VMDTODON AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

 00B8 VMDATTIM DS    FL8S12         VALUE OF VMDTTIME AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

                     7FFFFFFF 00000000

 00C0 VMDAVTIM DS    FL8S12         VALUE OF VMDVTIME AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

                     7FFFFFFF 00000000

 00C8 VMDACSIO DS    F 00000000     VALUE OF VMDCTSIO AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

 00CC VMDACRDR DS    F 00000000     VALUE OF VMDCTRDR AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

 00D0 VMDACPCH DS    F 00000000     VALUE OF VMDCTPCH AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

 00D4 VMDACPRT DS    F 00000000     VALUE OF VMDCTPRT AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

 00D8 VMDACPGW DS    F 00000000     VALUE OF VMDCTPGW AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

 00DC VMDACPGR DS    F 00000000     VALUE OF VMDCTPGR AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3
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 00E0 VMDAVFVT DS    FL8S12         VALUE OF VMDVFVTM AT LAST 'ACNT' .V85ITV6

                     00000000 00000000

 00E8 VMDAVFOT DS    FL8S12         VALUE OF VMDVFOTM AT LAST 'ACNT' .V85ITV6

                     00000000 00000000

 00F0          DS    F 00000000     RESERVED FOR FUTURE IBM USE      .V85ITV6

 VMDBK MAP                                                     MORE

Field Explanations
Data from the VMDBK command is displayed in blocks. The following is a single sample block from the VMDBK
MAP command:

 00B8 VMDATTIM DS    FL8S12         VALUE OF VMDTTIME AT LAST 'ACNT' .V80G0G3

                     7FFFFFFF 00000000

The following explains each of the fields in the above sample block:

00B8
Displacement in hexadecimal relative to the beginning of the control block.

VMDATTIM
Field name.

DS FL8S12
Field type and length.

7FFFFFFF 00000000
The hexadecimal content or a character field. If the hexadecimal content or character field does not fit in the first
line, it is displayed on the following line, as in the above sample.

VALUE OF VMDTTIME AT LAST 'ACNT'
Description of the field. This field is not always displayed.

.V80G0G3
IBM change level indicator. This field is not always displayed.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

Color Basic Color Use Extended Color Use

White Entry address and displacements, and
EBCDIC data

Entry address and displacements

Blue Hexadecimal data Hexadecimal data

Yellow N/A EBCDIC data

Using Procedures and EXECs
Explore PM for z/VM accepts user-written procedures and CMS EXEC 2 and REXX execs. A procedure or an exec is a
group of commands or statements that, when executed, can carry out any number of functions.

With this facility, you can add commands, reports, and functions, and log data to disk for further processing. Because the
invoked procedures can contain Explore PM for z/VM, CMS, and CP commands, you can automate many control and
reporting functions.

What Do You Need to Know to Write Execs?
You do not need to know the internal structure of Explore PM for z/VMto write execs. You do need to know EXEC
2 or REXX, the CMS exec languages that are used by most IBM CMS components. Using IBM standard exec
languages minimizes the need for user training.
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Valid Types
The following are the four types of procedures and execs accepted by Explore PM for z/VM:

• Explore PM for z/VM EXEC 2
• Explore PM for z/VM REXX
• CMS EXEC 2
• CMS REXX

Writing Procedures and EXECs
 

Explore PM for z/VM procedures are written in the EXEC 2 or REXX programming language. They can contain Explore
PM for z/VM, CP, and CMS commands. You can also write procedures that are simply lists of Explore PM for z/VM
commands.

Required Filetype of EXPLORE
All Explore PM for z/VM procedures must have a filetype of EXPLORE. Because the filetype is EXPLORE, the
exec processor passes all commands it does not recognize to Explore PM for z/VM.

Invoking CMS EXECS
CMS EXEC 2 and REXX execs must be invoked with one of the following:

• Explore PM for z/VM EXEC command
• AUTO facility
• WARN facility

If you invoke these execs with the CMS command, you will not be able to use EXPLORE commands in your exec.
However, you will be able to use most EXPLORE utility programs.

Initial Statement for CMS EXEC 2 Execs (&PRESUME)
One of the first statements in a CMS EXEC 2 exec should be the &PRESUME command. This command informs
the exec processor to pass commands it does not recognize to Explore PM for z/VM. The correct format of the
&PRESUME command for use with EXPLORE is as follows:
&PRESUME &SUBCOMMAND EXPLORE

With this statement in the EXEC 2 exec, you can use all Explore PM for z/VM commands except those listed in
the section, Valid EXPLORE Commands. A sample exec using the &PRESUME command is given later in this
article.

Initial Statement for CMS REXX Execs (ADDRESS)
One of the first statements in a CMS REXX exec should be the ADDRESS command. This command informs
the exec processor to pass commands it does not recognize to Explore PM for z/VM. The correct format of the
ADDRESS command for use with EXPLORE is as follows:
ADDRESS EXPLORE

With this statement in the REXX exec, you can use all Explore PM for z/VM commands except those listed in the
section, Valid EXPLORE Commands. A sample exec using the ADDRESS command is given later in this article.

If You Run Execs that Process Tapes in a Disconnected Virtual Machine
If you run execs that process tapes in a disconnected virtual machine, ensure that the tape labels are correct. If
CMS encounters errors on OPEN, it issues prompts at the terminal, which could leave a disconnected user in a
VM READ.
One way to ensure that tape labels are correct is to provide your own label-checking code in your exec. Or you
can specify a secondary user ID in the User Directory for the user ID that will be running the exec. In general,
the Explore PM for z/VM service machine cannot be controlled through a secondary user ID, but CMS-generated
messages and prompts done by user-written execs with the REXX statements PULL and SAY are exceptions.
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Related SET Command Parameters

Certain parameters of the SET command are useful in general for writing EXECs and procedures. For more information,
see SET Command Parameters.

Handling Multiple Windows

Commands issued from procedures and execs are always directed to window 3 regardless of which window is active.
When you are in split-screen mode and window 3 (the lower window) is active, use the W2CMND command as a prefix
to direct commands to window 2 (the upper window). You do not need to use the W2CMND prefix when window 2 is
active and you want to direct a command to window 3. For more information about the W2CMND prefix command, see
Command Quick Reference.

NOTE
A procedure or exec cannot call a menu using the W2CMND prefix.

When Windows Are Cleared
The following table shows when each window is cleared, in non-split-screen and split-screen modes:

Window Non-Split Screen Mode Split Screen Mode

1 At the start of each subscan interval.
WARN procedures are not associated with
the events normally reported in window 1
because they are not thresholds.

N/A. Window 1 is not displayed in split-
screen mode.

2 At the start of each warn interval. WARN
procedures normally write to window 2 (that
is, use the .WRN command, not the .CRT
command).

At the start of each typed-in command.

3 At the start of each typed-in command. At the start of each typed-in command.

Commands Used in Procedures and Execs

For Explore PM for z/VM procedures and CMS EXEC 2 and REXX execs, you can use all EXPLORE commands except
the following:

• EXEC command.
• EXIT command. Explore PM for z/VM's EXIT command is implemented as a procedure, so you cannot issue the EXIT

command from within your procedure. If you want your procedure to terminate Explore PM for z/VM components the
same way the EXPLORE EXIT command does, use one of the following instead of the EXIT command:
– If your procedure is written in REXX and has a filetype of EXPLORE, use the statement call ‘EXIT’.
– If your procedure is executed on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine, use the CP DISC command.
– If your procedure is executed on the real-time, flashback, or EXPLCMND interface, use the EEND command.
– Commands for menus.
– Commands that are procedures.

• Additional Commands
The commands in the following table are available for use in procedures. An RT in the column headed Subsystem
indicates the command is valid for the real-time subsystem; an FB in that column indicates the command is valid for
the flashback subsystem.

Command Function Subsystem

.CLRBUF Clears the screen buffer. You can ignore the
return code from this command

RT and FB
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.CRT Valid only for procedures executed
on the Explore PM for z/VM service
machine. Allows information to be placed
in window 1. The information to be placed
in the window immediately follows .CRT,
separated by a blank, and is limited to a
total of 38 characters, including embedded
blanks. This information is not displayed
if split-screen mode is active or if SET
WINDOW OFF has been issued.

RT

.HDR Allows user definition of a screen header. RT and FB

.LOG Allows information to be placed in the user
log file (DLOG LOG). This command has
the same format as the LOG command,
which is explained in this article.

RT and FB

.MEMO Defines the start of data to be placed in the
screen buffer.

RT and FB

.MEND Defines the end of data to be placed in the
screen buffer.

RT and FB

.WRN Valid only for procedures executed on the
Explore PM for z/VM service machine.
Allows information to be placed in window
2 when split-screen mode is not active.
The information to be placed in the window
immediately follows .WRN, separated
by a blank, and is limited to a total of 38
characters, including embedded blanks.
This information is not displayed if split-
screen mode is active or if SET WINDOW
OFF has been issued.

RT

EXTRACT Requests data from and through Explore
PM for z/VM. The EXTRACT command is
described in EXTRACT Command.
EXTRACT SET, EXTRACT W1 and
EXTRACT W2 are valid for the real-time
subsystem only, and EXTRACT USER
returns an extra variable (USAMPTIM)
when in the flashback subsystem.

RT and FB

SET INITCMD Sets the initial report command to be
processed in window 3 by the automatic
screen update facility.

RT

SET INW2CMD Sets the initial report command to be
processed in window 2 in split-screen mode
by the automatic screen update facility.

RT

UCPLT CPLT command using user-supplied data. RT

UPLOT PLOT command using user-supplied data. RT

Examples

• The following command places the text "EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN AT 13:00" in window 1:
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.CRT EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN AT 13:00

• The following command places the text "USER VS2398 APPEARS TO BE IN LOOP" in window 2:

.WRN USER VS2398 APPEARS TO BE IN LOOP

• The following command directs the output to the screen buffer:

.MEMO

THE BATCH REPORTS HAVE FINISHED

THE RETURN CODE WAS &BRC

.MEND

In this example .MEMO send output to the screen buffer. Once .MEMO is issued, Explore PM for z/VM treats anything
passed to it as text to be placed in the screen buffer - even valid EXPLORE commands. The next two lines place the
following text in the screen buffer: "THE BATCH REPORTS HAVE FINISHED. THE RETURN CODE WAS 0".

The return code was passed in the variable &BRC. The EXEC-2 return code variables &RETCODE and &RC will be set
by each of the four statements in the example. Return codes from these lines could include the following:

• From text statements:
0 - Processed successfully
20 - Screen buffer was full
128 - Text statement is too long

• From .MEMO command:
16 - .MEMO command was not entered correctly
20 - Screen buffer was full and EXECLIST was on

• From .MEND command:
0 - MEMO mode was terminated
20 - EXECLIST was on and there was not enough room in the screen buffer to trace the .MEND command
The .MEN command tells Explore PM for z/VM that output is no longer to be directed to the screen buffer.
Once .MEND has been issued, Explore PM for z/VM treats anything passed to it as a command.

• The following command places a list of all users Explore PM for z/VM is monitoring in window 3:

REXX code:

‘EXTRACT LIST USER TCPU USER’

‘.MEMO’

do I=1 to user.0

user.i

end i

‘.MEND’

 

EXTRACT Command
The EXTRACT command allows a procedure or exec to obtain data from Explore PM for z/VM, thereby providing you
with a way to customize EXPLORE. The EXTRACT command is valid only when requested from an Explore PM for z/VM
procedure, EXEC 2 exec, or REXX exec.

NOTE
To control whether the EXTRACT command returns integer or decimalized data, use the SET SCALE command.
Most EXECs require decimal data. For more information, see SET Command Parameters.
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Extract Command Format

The EXTRACT command has the following format:

EXTRACT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  COLOR

| datagroup entryid [ALL]

| DCP label adr +/-disp length code

| HCP xxxxx label +/-disp length code

| LIST datagroup [sequence][type]

| SET

| SQL datagroup

| SQL datagroup entryid

| VMSTAT variable

| W1

| W2

| W3 [+/-disp][lines]

The parameters are described in the sections that follow.

Extracting SQL/DS Data

When SQL/DS data is extracted for use in an EXEC, the REQUEST variable, SQLARRQ, contains a number or a blank. If
a rollback or commit is in progress, SQLARRQ contains a number that corresponds to a requestor as follows:

4
Scheduled

5
User

6
System

8
Lock limit

9
DBSS LIMIT

blank
No rollback in progress

EXTRACT COLOR

The COLOR operand of the EXTRACT command obtains Explore PM for z/VM's internal attribute bytes for extended color
support. You can use the returned variables to color your reports.

In the final screen, the attribute appears as a blank. After the reverse video is turned on, it is turned off when the first blank
is encountered.
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The following table shows the returned variables:

 Variable  Description 
BLUE Blue with both blink and reverse video off
BLUEB Blue with blink on; review video off
BLUEV Blue with reverse video on, blink off. The blank where the attribute byte was is reverse

video.
BLUEV1 Blue with reverse video on, blink off starting with next position. The blank where the

attribute byte was is not reverse video.
CMDS Attribute denoting start of command in menu screen.
CMDE Attribute denoting end of command in menu screen.
EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.
EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:
 C Indicates that the data is current information

from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS
file Explore PM for z/VM LOG A on tape
or disk, representing review processing
(flashback subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.
GREEN Green with both blink and reverse video off.
GREENB Green with blink on, reverse video off.
GREENV Green with reverse video on, blink off. The blank where the attribute byte was is reverse

video.
GREENV1 Green with reverse video on, blink off starting with next position. The blank where the

attribute byte was is not reverse video.
RED Red with both blink and reverse video off.
REDB Red with blink on; reverse video off.
REDV Red with reverse video on; blink off. The blank where the attribute byte was is reverse

video.
REDV1 Red with reverse video on, blink off starting with next position. The blank where the

attribute byte was is not reverse video.
SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds
WHITE White with both blink and reverse video off.
WHITEB White with blink on, reverse video off.
WHITEV White with reverse video on, blink off. The blank where the attribute byte was is reverse

video.
WHITEV1 White with reverse video on, blink off starting with next position. The blank where the

attribute byte was is not reverse video.
YELLOW Yellow with both blink and reverse video off.
YELLOWB Yellow with blink on, reverse video off.
YELLOWV Yellow with reverse video on, blink off. The blank where the attribute byte was is reverse

video.
YELLOWV1 Yellow with reverse video on, blink off starting with next position. The blank where the

attribute byte was is not reverse video.
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EXTRACT datagroup entryid ALL

This form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about a specific virtual machine, real channel, real control unit, or real
device.

 Operand   Meaning 
Replace datagroup entryid with one of the following:
 USER userid Obtains data about a specific virtual

machine
 RCHL c Obtains data about a specific real channel
 RCU cu0 Obtains data about a specific real control

unit

 datagroup entryid 

 RDEV cuu Obtains data about a specific real device
ALL Use ALL to return information about the last 16 sample intervals.

Each of the values for datagroup entryid is explained separately in the following sections.

EXTRACT USER userid ALL

This form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about a specific virtual machine identified by userid. ALL returns
information about the last 16 sample intervals and degradation analysis data. Degradation analysis identifies the
bottlenecks that are critical for an individual user, and should be the first step in tuning VM.

The following predefined external names are always returned:

 Variable  Description 

CCPU Current CP service CPU time, as a percentage

CCPUA Average CP service CPU time, as a percentage.

CRDS Number of spooled records read.

CRDSR Number of spooled records read at the time of the last RESET command.

DISK Number of user pages on disk paging areas

DRUM Number of user pages on drum paging areas.

EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.

EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:

 C Indicates that the data is current information
from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS
file EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.

ID User ID

IDLE Time, in minutes, the user has been idle.

IORT Current virtual I/O rate, in I/Os per second.
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IORTA Average virtual I/O rate, in I/Os per second.

LINS Number of spooled lines printed.

LINSR Number of spooled lines printed at time of last RESET command.

LOGD Logon date in mm/dd/yy format.

LOGT Logon time in hh:mm:ss format.

NSPL Nonspooled I/O count.

PAGE Current page rate, in pages per second.

PGRD Total page read count

PGROUP Performance groups that the user is a member of, or INVALID if the user is not a member
of any performance group. PGRP is also returned with the same values.

PGRP Performance groups that the user is a member of, or INVALID if the user is not a member
of any performance group. PGROUP is also returned with the same values.

PGWT Total page write count.

PIRT Current page-in rate, in pages per second.

PIRTA Average page-in rate, in pages per second.

PNCH Number of spooled output cards punched.

PNCHR Number of spooled output cards punched at time of last RESET command.

PORT Current page-out rate, in pages per second.

PORTA Average page-out rate, in pages per second.

Q0PCT Percent of times user was dropped from Q0.

Q1PCT Percent of times user was dropped from Q1.

Q2PCT Percent of times user was dropped from Q2.

Q3PCT Percent of times user was dropped from Q3.

RAI Short-term resource availability index.

RES Current number of pages resident.

RSVD Number of reserved pages.

SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds

SHARE User's relative share. This value is zero if the user has an absolute share (no variable
returns the absolute share).

SIZE Virtual machine size, in bytes, excluding shared segments.

SIZEP Virtual machine size, in bytes, including shared segments.

TCPU Current total CPU time, as a percentage.

TCPUA Average total CPU time, as a percentage.

USAMPTIM Sample interval in minutes. Returned only when the procedure is executed from
flashback.

VCPU Current virtual CPU time, as a percentage.

VCPUA Average virtual CPU time, as a percentage.

VMBADR Address of VMDBK in CP storage.

WRNADR Address of warn block in Explore PM for z/VM.
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WSWAP Swap Rate

WSWAPA Average Swap Rate

WLOCK Number of pages that are loaded

WLOCKA Average number of pages that are loaded

WSET Current working set, in pages.

XSTMIG Number of migrates from expanded storage.

XSTORE Number of expanded storage pages in use.

XSTREAD Number of expanded storage page reads.

XSTWRT Number of expanded storage page writes.

When ALL Is Specified
The following table shows the predefined external names that are also returned when ALL is specified.
A name.0 entry is also returned for name.i entries when ALL is specified. This entry shows the number of entries
returned for that external name.

 Variable  Description 

CCPU.i CP service CPU time for the last i scan intervals, as a percentage

DCCPU Sum of CCPU for each scan interval during short-term
degradation analysis (sum of percentages)

DCCPUA Sum of CCPU for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of percentages)

DCNT1 Number of scan intervals during short-term degradation

DCNT1A Number of scan intervals during long-term degradation analysis

DCNT2 Number of sample subscans during short-term degradation
analysis

DCNT2A Number of sample subscans during long-term degradation
analysis

DIORT Sum of IORT for each scan interval during short-term degradation
analysis (sum of I/Os per second)

DIORTA Sum of IORT for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of I/Os per second)

DISP Number of samples with virtual machine in running state during
short-term degradation analysis

DISPA Number of samples with virtual machine in running state during
long-term degradation analysis

DPIRT Sum of PIRT for each scan interval during short-term degradation
analysis (sum of pages per second)

DPIRTA Sum of PIRT for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of pages per second)

DPORT Sum of PORT for each scan interval during short-term degradation
analysis (sum of pages per second)

DPORTA Sum of PORT for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of pages per second)
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DRES Sum of RES for each scan interval during short-term degradation
analysis (sum of pages)

DRESA Sum of RES for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of pages)

DTCPU Sum of TCPU for each scan interval during short-term degradation
analysis (sum of percentages)

DTCPUA Sum of TCPU for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of percentages)

DVCPU Sum of VCPU for each scan interval during short-term degradation
analysis (sum of percentages)

DVCPUA Sum of VCPU for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of percentages)

DWSET Sum of WSET for each scan interval during short-term
degradation analysis (sum of pages)

DWSETA Sum of WSET for each scan interval during long-term degradation
analysis (sum of pages)

ETIME Number of samples with virtual machine at the end of a time slice
during short-term degradation analysis

ETIMEA Number of samples with virtual machine at the end of a time slice
during long-term degradation analysis

INELG Number of samples with virtual machine in an eligible list for Q1 or
Q2 during short-term degradation analysis.

INELGA Number of samples with virtual machine in an eligible list queue
for Q1 or Q2 during long-term degradation analysis

INQUE Number of samples with virtual machine in either Q1 or Q2 during
short-term degradation analysis

INQUEA Number of samples with virtual machine in either Q1 or Q2 during
long-term degradation analysis

IORT.i I/O rate for the last i scan intervals (I/Os per second)

PAGE.i Page rate for the last i scan intervals (pages per second)

PIRT.i Page-in rate for the last i scan intervals (pages per second)

PORT.i Page-out rate for the last i scan intervals (pages per second)

RES.i Resident pages for the last i scan intervals

RUNABL Number of samples with virtual machine in ready-to-run state
during short-term degradation analysis

RUNABLA Number of samples with virtual machine in ready-to-run state
during long-term degradation analysis

SLEEP Number of samples with virtual machine in CP sleep wait during
short-term degradation analysis

SLEEPA Number of samples with virtual machine in CP sleep state during
long-term degradation analysis

TCPU.i Total CPU time for the last i scan intervals, expressed as a
percentage
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VCPU.i Virtual CPU time for the last i scan intervals, expressed as a
percentage

WCONS Number of samples with virtual machine in console wait during
short-term degradation analysis

WCONSA Number of samples with virtual machine in console wait during
long-term degradation analysis

WIDLE Number of samples with virtual machine in WAIT PSW and no I/O
pending during short-term degradation analysis

WIDLEA Number of samples with virtual machine in WAIT PSW and no I/O
pending during long-term degradation analysis

WINST Number of samples with virtual machine in instruction simulation
wait during short-term degradation analysis

WINSTA Number of samples with virtual machine in instruction simulation
wait during long-term degradation analysis

WPAG Number of samples with virtual machine in page wait during short-
term degradation analysis

WPAGA Number of samples with virtual machine in page wait during long-
term degradation analysis

WPSW Number of samples with virtual machine in WAIT PSW wait during
short-term degradation analysis

WPSWA Number of samples with virtual machine with WAIT PSW during
long-term degradation analysis

WSET.i Working set in pages for the last i scan intervals

 Examples 

To extract basic information about user TLM, issue the following command:

    EXTRACT USER TLM    

To extract basic data, degradation analysis data, and plot data from the last 16 scan intervals for user TLM, issue the
following command:

    EXTRACT USER TLM ALL    

EXTRACT RCHL c ALL

This form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about a specific real channel identified by c. ALL returns information
about the last 16 scan intervals. The time spanned depends on the SCAN parameter of the SET command.

The following predefined external names are always returned:

 Variable  Description 

CBUSY Percent of time channel was busy.

CIOCNT I/Os performed during the last sample period.

CIOCNTT Total I/O count since IPL.

CIORA Average channel I/O rate, in I/Os per second.

CIORC Current channel I/O rate, in I/Os per second.
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CLADR Logical channel address.

CSAMP Number of channel samples taken during channel busy sampling.

CTYPE Channel type byte.

CWADR Address of warning block within Explore PM for z/VM.

EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.

EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:

 C Indicates that the data is current information
from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS
file EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.

SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds

When ALL Is Specified
The following table shows the predefined external names that are also returned when ALL is specified.
A name.0 entry is also returned when ALL is specified. This shows the number of entries returned for that external
name.

 Variable  Description 

CBSY.i Percent of channel busy for the last i scan intervals

CIO.i I/Os performed in each of the last i scan intervals

CIRA.i Average I/O rate for the last i scan intervals (I/Os per second)

CIRC.i Current I/O rate for the last i scan intervals (I/Os per second)

 Examples 

• To obtain data about real channel 1, issue the following command:
EXTRACT RCHL 1

• To obtain data from the last 16 sample intervals about real channel 3, issue the following command:
EXTRACT RCHL 3 ALL

EXTRACT RCU cu0 ALL

This form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about a specific real control unit identified by cu0. ALL returns
information about the last 16 scan intervals.

The following predefined external names are always returned:

 Name  Description 

EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.

EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

EXPLMODE Mode of operation:
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 C Indicates that the data is current information
from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS
file EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.

SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds

UIOCNT Number of I/Os performed during the last scan period.

UIOCNTT Total I/O count since IPL.

UIORA Average I/O rate in I/Os per second.

UIORC Current I/O rate in I/Os per second.

ULADR Logical control unit address.

UWADR Address of the warning block within Explore PM for z/VM.

When ALL Is Specified
The following table shows the predefined external names that are also returned when ALL is specified.
A name.0 entry is also returned when ALL is specified. This entry shows the number of entries returned for that
external name.

 Name  Description 

UIO.i I/Os performed in each of the last i scan intervals

UIRA.i Average I/O rate for the last i scan intervals (I/Os per second)

UIRC.i Current I/O rate for the last i scan intervals (I/Os per second)

 Examples 

• To obtain data about real control unit 150, issue the following:
EXTRACT RCU 150

• To obtain data about real control until 300 from the last 16 scan intervals, issue the following:
EXTRACT RCU 300 ALL

EXTRACT RDEV cuu ALL

This form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about a specific real device identified by cuu. ALL returns information
about the last 16 scan intervals.

The following predefined external names are always returned:

 Name  Description 

DAFLG Device allocation control flag.

DBUSY Percent of time device busy.

DCBRD Count of read I/O requests to bound tracks, for 3880-13 control units only.

DCBWR Count of write I/O requests to bound tracks, for 3880-13 control units only.

DCBYP Count of bypass cache I/O requests. Not available for 3880-13 control units.
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DCCDT Count of cache to DASD transfer operations, for 3990 control units. This is the number of
bytes transferred for 3880-13 control units. Not available for 3880-23 control units.

DCCTCH Count of cache to channel bytes transferred, for 3880 control units only.

DCDCS Count of sequential DASD to cache transfer operations, for 3990 and 3880-23 control
units only.

DCDCT Count of DASD to cache transfer operations. This is the number of bytes transferred for
3880-13 control units.

DCDTCH Count of DASD to channel bytes transferred (3880 only).

DCFRD Count of read cache fast write I/O requests (3990 only).

DCFRDH Count of read cache fast write I/O request hits (3990 only).

DCFWR Count of cache fast write I/O write requests (3990 only).

DCFWRH Count of cache fast write I/O write request hits (3990 only).

DCICL Count of inhibit cache loading I/O requests.

DCLAS Device class type byte.

DCNRD Count of read normal I/O requests.

DCNRDH Count of read normal I/O request hits.

DCNWR Count of write normal I/O requests.

DCNWRH Count of DASD fast write I/O request hits.

DCOFWR Count of DASD fast write operations (3990 only).

DCOFWS Count of DASD fast write sequential write operations (3990 only).

DCOFWW Count of DASD fast write normal write operations (3990 only).

DCSRD Count of read sequential I/O requests.

DCSRDH Count of read sequential I/O request hits.

DCSWR Count of write sequential I/O requests.

DCSWRH Count of DASD fast write sequential I/O request hits (3990 only).

DCTIO Count of I/O requests queued (current queue depth).

DCTRD Count of deferred lock requests.

DCTRG Count of granted lock requests.

DCTRS Count of successful ERP attempts.

DCTRY Count of unsuccessful ERP attempts.

DCTSI Count of solicited I/O interrupts.

DCTSN Number of SSCH requests for normal operations.

DCTSR Number of SSCH requests for recovery operations.

DCTSS Number of SSCH requests for sense operations.

DCTUI Number of unsolicited I/O interrupts

DDFLG Device dependent device status byte.

DIOCNT Number of I/Os performed during the last sample period.

DIOCNTT Total I/O count since IPL.

DIORA Average I/O rate, in I/Os per second.
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DIORC Current I/O rate, in I/Os per second.

DLADR Logical device address.

DMCONN Device connected time.

DMDISC Device disconnected time.

DMPEND Function pending time.

DMSSCH SSCHs and RSCHs issued (halfword counter)

DNAME Four-character device type.

DQDPA Average device I/O queue depth.

DQDPC Current device I/O queue depth.

DRADR Address of RDEV block in CP.

DSRVTIME Device service time.

DSTAT Device status byte.

DTYPE Device type byte.

DVOLSER Volume serial number if device is DASD.[

DWADR Address of warning block within Explore PM for z/VM.

EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.

EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:

 C Indicates that the data is current information
from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS
file EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.

SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds

When ALL Is Specified
The following table shows the predefined external names that are returned when ALL is specified.
A name.0 entry is also returned when ALL is specified. This shows the number of entries returned for that external
name.

 Name  Description 

DBSY.i Percent of time device busy

DIO.i I/Os performed in each of the last i scan intervals

DIRA.i Average I/O rate for the last i scan intervals, in I/Os per second

DIRC.i Current I/O rate for the last i scan intervals, in I/Os per second

DQDA.i Average queue depth for the last i scan intervals, as a percentage

DQDC.i Current queue depth for the last i scan intervals, as a percentage

DSRV.i Device service time, in milliseconds

 Examples 
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• To obtain data about real device 150, enter the following command:
EXTRACT RDEV 150

• To obtain data about real device 300 for the last 16 scan intervals, issue the following:
EXTRACT RDEV 300 ALL

EXTRACT DCP label adr +/- disp length type

The DCP form of the EXTRACT command obtains data from CP storage.

Operand Meaning
label The external name to which you want the data returned, up to

eight characters in length.
adr The address in CP that you want to use as a base address.
+/- disp The desired displacement from the base address, in hexadecimal.

If no displacement is desired, specify 0. The default is positive.
length The input field length.
type The type of data conversion to be performed.

Values for length and type
Use the following table to determine length and type:

Type Length Description
CC 1 to 8 Character to character
XX 1 to 8 Hexadecimal to dexadecimal
BD 1 to 4 Binary to decimal
BH 1 to 4 Hexadecimal to EBCDIC
IO 2 An I/O address to EBCDIC
RT 4 to 8 TOD value to relative time from now
TD 4 to 8 TOD to date in mm/dd/yy format
TT 4 to 8 TOD to time, in hh:mm:ss format

Examples

• To obtain the CP’s CPU ID on VM/ESA 1.2.0, issue the following:

EXTRACT DCP CPUID 808 0 4 BH

• To obtain the CPU model number on VM/ESA 1.2.0, issue the following:

EXTRACT DCP MODEL 808 4 2 BH
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EXTRACT HCPxxxxx label +/- disp length type

The HCPxxxx form of the EXTRACT command obtains information from CP.

Operand Meaning
HCPxxxxx Replace with an external entry in HCP. Do not type HCPxxxxx

in the command; replace it with an entry from the symbol table
created from CP Load Map.

label The external name in which you want the data returned, up to
eight characters in length.

+/- disp The desired displacement from HCPxxxxx in hexadecimal. If no
displacement is desired, specify 0. The default is positive.

length The input field length.
type The type of data conversion to be performed.

Values for length and type
Use the following table to determine length and type:

Type Length Description
CC 1 to 8 Character to character
XX 1 to 8 Hexadecimal to dexadecimal
BD 1 to 4 Binary to decimal
BH 1 to 4 Hexadecimal to EBCDIC
IO 2 An I/O address to EBCDIC
RT 4 to 8 TOD value to relative time from now
TD 4 to 8 TOD to date in mm/dd/yy format
TT 4 to 8 TOD to time, in hh:mm:ss format

Examples

• To obtain the smoothed number of loading users logged on for ESA 1.2.0, issue the following:

EXTRACT HCPSYSLC USERS +d84 0 4 BD

• To obtain the address of the prefix page, issue the following:

EXTRACT HCPSYSLC PFXPG 698 0 4 BD

EXTRACT LIST datagroup sequence type

The LIST form of the EXTRACT command obtains a list of entries that belong to the requested data group. Each data
group has a predefined external name. In each case, the name.0 entry shows the number of entries returned for the
selected data group. The name.i entries contain the actual entry names.

 Operand  Meaning 
Replace datagroup with one of the following:
 USER Returns user.i variables (virtual machine

logon Ids)

 datagroup 
 

 RCHL Returns rchl.i variables (real channels)
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 RCU Returns rcu.i variables (real control units)
 RDEV Returns rdev.i variables (real devices)

 sequence Controls the sequence in which the entries are returned. Replace sequence with one of
the entries from the table immediately following this one.
type is used with datagroups USER and RDEV.
For datagroup RDEV, type specifies real device type classes. The default is all types.
You can specify up to six class types from the following:
 ACTIVE Devices that were active during last interval
 cuu Start selection with device address cuu
 DASD Class DASD devices
 GRAF Class GRAF devices
 SPEC Class SPECial devices
 TAPE Class TAPE devices
 TERM Class TERM devices
 UR Class UR devices
For datagroup USER, type limits the data returned to specified categories. The default is
all categories.
 USER USER virtual machines
 PGROUP Performance groups

 type 
 

 SYSTEM *TOTAL*, CPn, or SYSTEMn

Value of Sequence

 Data Grouping  Value of Sequence 
 CCPU Current interval CP service CPU time in

descending sequence
 IDLE Length of time since the user was last

active, in descending sequence
 IORT Current interval I/O rate in descending

sequence
 LOGON Logon time in ascending sequence
 PAGE Current interval page rate in descending

sequence
 PIRT Current interval page-in rate in descending

sequence
 PORT Current interval page-out rate in

descending sequence
 RES Current interval resident page count in

descending sequence
 TCPU Current interval total CPU time in

descending sequence (default)
 VCPU Current interval virtual CPU time in

descending sequence

 User 
 

 WSET Current interval working set in pages in
descending sequence
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 CCPUA Average CP service CPU time in
descending sequence

 IORTA Average I/O rate in descending sequence
 PIRTA Average page-in rate in descending

sequence
 PORTA Average page-out rate in descending

sequence
 TCPUA Average total CPU time in descending

sequence
 VCPUA Average virtual CPU time in descending

sequence
 BUSY Current interval busy percentage in

descending sequence
 CHL Channel address in ascending sequence

(default)
 I/O Current interval delta I/O count in

descending sequence
 IORTA Average I/O rate in descending sequence

 RCHL 
 

 IORTC Current interval I/O rate in descending
sequence

 CU Channel address in ascending sequence
(default)

 I/O Current interval delta I/O count in
descending sequence

 IORTA Average I/O rate in descending sequence

 RCU 
 

 IORTC Current interval I/O rate in descending
sequence

 BUSY Current interval percent of time device busy
in descending sequence

 DEV Channel address in ascending sequence
(default)

 I/O Current interval delta I/O count in
descending sequence

 IORTA Average I/O rate in descending sequence
 IORTC Current interval I/O rate in descending

sequence
 QDPA Average queue depth in descending

sequence
 QDPC Current interval queue depth in descending

sequence

 RDEV 
 

 SRVTIM Current interval service time in descending
sequence

 

•  When USER is specified without type  
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When datagroup USER is specified without the type operand, then all categories of data will be returned, in the following
sequence:

 Name  Description 
*TOTAL* Returned only on a MP system.
CP0 and SYSTEM0 through CPn and SYSTEMn The IPL processor's totals and the IPL processor's system

overhead. The non-IPL processors' totals and system overhead
entries appear on MP systems, for as many processors as are
configured (up to seven non-IPL processors).

 userid1 through useridn USER virtual machines and performance group entries are sorted
together, according to the sequence specified or defaulted in
the sequence operand.

NOTE
The names CPn may have been changed by the real-time SET SYSIDn command

 Examples 

• The following command obtains a list of users.
EXTRACT LIST USER

• The following command obtains a list of users in decreasing order of how long the user has been idle. This is
equivalent to being in increasing order of the last time any CPU or I/O activity occurred which was charged to this
user's VMDBK.
EXTRACT LIST USER IDLE USER

• The following command obtains a list of channels in order of decreasing average I/O rate.
EXTRACT LIST RCHL IORTA

• The following command obtains a list of control units in order of decreasing average I/O rate.
EXTRACT LIST RCU IORTA

• The following command obtains a list of DASD devices that were active during the last scan interval. The devices are
listed in order of decreasing average I/O rate sequence.
EXTRACT LIST RDEV IORTA DASD ACTIVE

EXTRACT LIST SQL datagroup sequence type

The LIST SQL form of the EXTRACT command obtains a list of entries that belong to the requested SQL data group.
Replace datagroup with one of the following:

USER
Returns data about specific SQL/DS users

AGENT
Returns data about specific SQL/DS agents

LOCK
Returns data about SQL/DS locking by agent

Each data group has a predefined external name. In each case, the name.0 entry shows the number of entries returned
for the selected data group. The name.i entries contain the actual entry names.

The following variables are returned for EXTRACT LIST SQL USER:

Variable Description
SQLU.0 Number of entries in list
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SQLU.i One entry for each user containing the userid

The following variables are returned for EXTRACT LIST SQL AGENT:

Variable Description
SQLA.0 Number of entries in list
SQLA.i One entry for each agent containing the agent id

The following variables are returned for EXTRACT LIST SQL LOCK:

Variable Description
SQLL.0 Number of entries in list
SQLL.i One entry for each agent containing the agent id

EXTRACT SET

The SET form of the EXTRACT command obtains the SET variable status of EXPLORE. You can use the returned
variables to control Explore PM for z/VM functions from an exec.

Valid Subsystems
EXTRACT SET is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Variables from Local Virtual Machines
The values returned for variables always indicate the status of the Explore PM for z/VM service machine,
regardless of what user ID issues the EXTRACT SET command. The following variables can have different values
for the  virtual machine of the local user, but these local values are not returned: COLOR, DLOGFM, EXECLIST,
EXTRACT, LOGGING, MENU, UPDATE, WDSTAT, WD1SIZE, and WD2SIZE.

External Variables Returned

 Variable  Description  Default 
BUSY An invalid variable, returned only for compatibility with previous

releases.
ON or OFF

COLOR The status of extended color support. With some software
products that allow multiple logical sessions, actual terminal
attributes are not given to Explore PM for z/VM. In this case, ON
or OFF can be used to force the correct mode. The value returned
indicates the status of the service machine, regardless of which
user ID issues the EXTRACT SET command.

AUTO

CTRACE An invalid variable, returned only for compatibility with previous
releases.

ON or OFF

DEG Whether user degradation analysis data is collected during
subscan interval.

ON

DHOT Whether HOT I/O devices are shown in window 1. ON
DINRQ Whether device intervention required is shown in window 1. ON
DINTR Whether device intervention wait is shown in window 1. ON
DIRM Whether device intensive recording mode is shown in window 1. ON
DISKWARN At what percent full the service machines A disk receives a

warning in window 2 to back up the log files.
90
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DLOGFM The file mode of the DLOG LOG file. The value returned indicates
the status of the service machine, regardless of what user ID
issues the EXTRACT SET command.

A1

DMIHN Whether missing interrupt handling is shown in window 1. ON
DOFFL Whether offline devices are shown in window 1. ON
DRSET Whether device reset condition is shown in window 1. ON
DRSVD Whether reserve pending is shown in window 1. ON
DWAIT Whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are

selected for display in window 1 and that are in a disabled wait
state are shown in window 1.

ON

ELOGFM Filemode of the EXPLORE LOG file. A1
ESCAN The number of scan intervals that make up an escan interval, from

1 to 16. During the escan interval, Explore PM for z/VM averages
the values that were obtained during the scan intervals. These
averages are placed in the extended data area for use by the
PLOTE and COMPE commands.

5

EXECLIST Whether any command requests are placed in the screen buffer.
When EXECLIST is off, no command requests will be placed in
the screen buffer. When Explore PM for z/VM procedures, CMS
execs, and REXX execs are processed, all commands executed
by Explore PM for z/VM can be placed in the screen buffer. After a
procedure or exec is debugged, this may no longer be desirable.
The value returned indicates the status of the service machine,
regardless of what user ID issues the EXTRACT SET command.

ON

EXPLDATE The month, day, and year for returned data.  mm/dd/yy 
EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday) Current day of the week

One of the following modes of operation:
 C Indicates that the data is current

information from the service
machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from
the CMS file EXPLORE LOG
A on tape or disk, representing
review processing (flashback
subsystem).

N/A

EXPLSERV The user ID of the Explore PM for z/VM service machine. N/A
EXPLTIME The hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for.  hh:mm:ss 
EXTENDED The status of extended data collection. Extended data is used by

the PLOTE and COMPE commands.
OFF

EXTRACT That EXTRACT command requests are placed in the screen
buffer unless overridden by the EXECLIST parameter in the off
state. When Explore PM for z/VM procedures, CMS EXEC execs,
and CMS REXX execs are processed, all commands executed
by Explore PM for z/VM can be placed in the screen buffer. After a
procedure or exec is debugged, this may no longer be desirable.
The value returned indicates the status of the service machine,
regardless of what user ID issues the EXTRACT SET command.

OFF

LOGCPFM Whether logging of data in CP Monitor format is activated. ON
indicates logging is activated, and is only accepted initialization.

OFF
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LOGGING The status of the service machine EXPLORE LOG. DLOG LOG,
and VLOG LOG files as a group. ON indicates that logging can
take place. Whenever the CMS A disk becomes full, the status
changes to OFF. After you back up and erase the current log files,
you can initiate logging by using the SET command to change the
status back to ON. The value returned indicates the status of the
service machine, regardless of what user ID issues the EXTRACT
SET command.

ON

LOGday.i LOGSUN.i
LOGMON.i
LOGTUE.i
LOGWED.i
LOGTHU.i
LOGFRI.i
LOGSAT. 
Values for day are set using the SET EXPLOG command
(see Configuring Data Collection). Values for i are from 1 to 8 to
indicate 4 pairs of start and stop times for logging; odd values
of i represent start times, and even values represent stop times.

If .i = 2, then default is 24:00:00.
Default for all others is 00:00:00.

LOGSTAT Whether logging has stopped because of a disk full condition.
After clearing disk space, use the SET LOGGING ON service
machine command to resume logging.

ON

MENU Whether the last menu used is redisplayed when you press
ENTER. The value returned indicates the status of the service
machine, regardless of what user ID issues the EXTRACT SET
command

ON

PGROUPa The name assigned to performance groups A through X. The
last letter of the variable name specifies the desired performance
class. These variables do not return a list of the virtual machines
belonging to the group. Users are assigned to a performance
group by issuing the GROUP command (see Configuring Data
Collection).

N/A

RCHLOG The status of logging real channel data to the CMS file EXPLORE
LOG A.

ON

RCULOG The status of logging real control unit data to the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG A.

ON

RDEV Whether the RDEV display includes the Device Status column or
the Service Time column.

SRVTIM

RDEVLOG The status of logging real device data to the CMS file EXPLORE
LOG A.

ON

SCALE Whether decimal points are inserted in numeric fields when
variables are returned to a procedure or exec. ON indicates that
decimal points are inserted. ON is recommended for REXX;
OFF is recommended for EXEC 2. SCALE is not applicable to
EXTRACT Wn.

ON

SCAN How often Explore PM for z/VM collects performance data. The
shortest interval is 1 minute and the longest is 60 minutes. Values
between 2 and 10 minutes are recommended.

2

STATLOG The status of logging statistical counters to the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG A.

ON

STRACE An invalid variable, returned only for compatibility with previous
releases.

ON or OFF
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SUBSCAN How often per major scan interval a subscan of critical areas is
done.

10

SYSID1 The pseudo-user ID used to identify the main processor utilization.
Throughout this manual, the label CP0 has been used to refer to
main processor utilization. To change this default to some other
label, see the SET command.

CP0

SYSID2 - SYSID8 The pseudo-user IDs used to identify resource utilization by the
2nd through 8th processors in the complex. To change these
defaults to some other label, see the SET command.

CP1 through CP7

TIMESTMP Whether the report date and data collection date and time are
displayed on report panels.

Report date is mm/dd/yy.
Data date and time are mm/dd/
yy hh:mm:ss 

TRACE The number of 4K pages of the CP trace table that are inspected
for display by the TRACE command. The valid range depends
upon the size of the trace table. The default value of 4 meets most
users' needs.

4

UPDATE Whether the last report command is reissued at the end of each
scan interval. The following are the report commands available
for automatic update. The value returned is either ON or OFF; it
is not a list of commands. The value returned indicates the status
of the service machine, regardless of which user ID issues the
EXTRACT SET command.
COMP
COMPE
CP
CPLT
CPLTA
DASD
DEG
PLOT
PLOTE
RCU
RCH
RDEV
SLOT
SUM
SUMA
TRACE
VMSTAT
In the CMS interface, use an AUTO ADD command for the
reserved procedure name *UPDATE to activate the automatic
update feature.

ON

USERLOG The status of logging data about each user, including CP, to the
CMS file EXPLORE LOG A.

ON

VLOGFM The file mode of the VLOG LOG file. A1
WARN The warning scan interval (the interval at which specified

procedures are executed after threshold conditions have been
met). The shortest interval is 1 minute and the longest is 60
minutes. A value equal to or greater than the scan interval is
recommended.
To use the warning facility, see the WARN command. To set the
warning interval, see the SET WARN command

2
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WCONS Whether the virtual machine performance groups that are selected
for display in window 1 and that are in a CP READ status are
shown in window 1.

ON

WCPRD Whether a user waiting on a CP read is shown in window 1. ON
WCSTOP Whether a user waiting in a check stop state is shown in window

1.
ON

WDGROUP Which, if any, performance groups can have warnings displayed
in window 1. Use the SET WINDOW GROUP service machine
command to specify groups

N/A

WDISC Whether a user in a disconnected wait is shown in window 1. ON
WDORM Whether a user on the dormant list is shown in window 1. ON
WDSTAT Whether windows 1 and 2 are displayed or not. The value

returned indicates the status of the service machine, regardless of
what user ID issues the EXTRACT SET command.

ON

WD1SIZE The size of window 1 on the service machine. The value returned
indicates the status of the service machine, regardless of what
user ID issues the EXTRACT SET command.

5

WD2SIZE The size of window 2 on the service machine. The value returned
indicates the status of the service machine, regardless of what
user ID issues the EXTRACT SET command.

5

WELIG Whether a user on the eligible list is shown in window 1. ON
WIDLE Whether idle virtual machines in performance groups that are

selected for display in window 1 are shown in window 1.
ON

WINST Whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are
selected for display in window 1 and that are waiting for instruction
simulation are displayed in window 1.

ON

WIO Whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are
selected for display in window 1 and that are waiting for nonpage
I/O are shown in window 1.

ON

WPAGE Whether the virtual machines in performance groups that are
selected for display in window 1 and that are waiting for page I/O
are shown in window 1.

ON

WSLEEP Whether a user in a CP sleep condition are shown in window 1. ON
WSTOP Whether a user in a CP stop state are shown in window 1. ON
WTIO Whether a user in a TIO-busy loops are shown in window 1. ON
WTSCH Whether a user in a TSCH-busy loops are shown in window 1. ON
WVERP Whether a user with Virtual Error Recording Processing active are

shown in window 1.
ONv

EXTRACT SQL datagroup

The SQL GLOBAL(A) form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about SQL performance at the system level.

Replace datagroup with one of the following:

GLOBAL
Obtains SQL/DS information for the current interval

GLOBALA
Obtains accumulated global SQL/DS information
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Variables Returned

 Variable  Description 
EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.
EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:
 C Indicates that the data is current information

from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.
SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds
SQLSDAT SQL Data sample date
SQLSTIM SQL Data sample time
SQLSAMP Number of sql data samples
SQLSSEC Length of sample interval in seconds
SQLMDBU Maximum number of connected users
SQLMXTN Maximum number of data base extents
SQLMAGT Maximum number of real and pseudo agents
SQLUADR Address of SQL user data storage
SQLXADR Address of SQL extent data storage
SQLAADR Address of SQL agent data storage
SQLLADR Address of SQL lock data storage
SQLSADR Address of SQL SNA data storage
SQLRSV1 Reserved (contents are unpredictable)
SQLCALL Number of calls for monitor sampling
SQLRDS Number of RDS calls
SQLDBSS Number of DBSS calls
SQLLUW Number of LUWs started
SQLLUWR Number of LUWs rolled back
SQLSYSC Number of system checkpoints
SQLMAXL Number of times lock escalation failed
SQLESCL Number of successful lock escalations
SQLWLOC Number of lock requests resulting in a wait
SQLDLOC Number of deadlocks detected
SQLLPGB Number of looks in page buffer
SQLDPGR Number of Dbspace page reads
SQLDPGW Number of Dbspace page writes
SQLLDBU Number of looks in directory buffer
SQLDIRR Number of directory block reads
SQLDIRW Number of directory block writes
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SQLLOGR Number of log page reads
SQLLOGW Number of log page writes
SQLDAR Number of DASD reads
SQLDAW Number of DASD writes
SQLDAIO Number of DASD I/Os
SQLRSV2 Reserved (contents are unpredictable)
SQLLGSZ Log size in bytes
SQLLGUS Number of log bytes used
SQLLGRM Number of log bytes before overflow
SQLLGPG Number of pages before checkpoint
SQLCDAT SHOW CONNECT command start date
SQLCTIM SHOW CONNECT command start time
SQLTNU Agents in use count
SQLTAAG Number of active real agents
SQLTWTP Number of pseudo agents waiting
SQLTINP Number of pseudo agents
SQLTAVA Number of real agents available
SQLTAVP Number of agent connections available
SQLTUSR Number of connected users

Check point agent status. Values for SQLCPST:
1 Not active
2 Waiting start log archive
3 Waiting start checkpoint archive
4 Waiting start checkpoint
5 Processing checkpoint archive

SQLCPST

6 Processing checkpoint
SQLRSV3 Reserved (contents are unpredictable)

 

Additional Variables Returned by EXTRACT SQL GLOBALA Only

 Variable  Description 
SQLCALLA Accumulated number of calls for monitor sampling
SQLRDSA Accumulated number of RDS calls
SQLDBSSA Accumulated number of DBSS calls
SQLLUWA Accumulated number of LUWs started
SQLLUWRA Accumulated number of LUWs rolled back
SQLSYSCA Accumulated number of system checkpoints
SQLMAXLA Accumulated number of time lock escalation failed
SQLESCLA Accumulated number of successful lock escalations
SQLWLOCA Accumulated number of lock requests resulting in a wait
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SQLDLOCA Accumulated number of deadlock detected
SQLLPGBA Accumulated number of looks in page buffer
SQLDPGRA Accumulated number of DBspace page reads
SQLDPGWA Accumulated number of DBspace page writes
SQLLDBUA Accumulated number of looks in directory buffer
SQLDIRRA Accumulated number of directory block reads
SQLDIRWA Accumulated number of directory block writes
SQLLOGRA Accumulated number of log page reads
SQLLOGWA Accumulated number of log page writes
SQLDARA Accumulated number of DASD reads
SQLDAWA Accumulated number of DASD writes
SQLDAIOA Accumulated number of DASD I/Os

EXTRACT SQL datagroup entryid

The SQL form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about specific SQL components. You can use the returned
variables to control EXPLORE functions from an exec. Replace datagroup with one of the following:

USER
Returns data about specific SQL/DS users

AGENT
Returns data about specific SQL/DS agents

LOCK
Returns locking data for a specific SQL/DS agent

Examples of the commands include:

EXTRACT SQL USER userid

EXTRACT SQL AGENT agentid

EXTRACT SQL LOCK agentid

Variables Returned by EXTRACT SQL USER userid

 Variable  Description 
EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.
EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:
 C Indicates that the data is current information

from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.
SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds
SQLUASN Address of SNA data extension
SQLUVID VM userid
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SQLUSID SQL userid
SQLUREQ Application requester level
SQLUANM Application server name
SQLURV1 reserved (contents are unpredictable)
SQLUSSD State start date
SQLUSST State start time
SQLUCSD Conversation start date
SQLUCST Conservation start time
SQLUCPU CPU time
SQLUST Status
SQLUAIN Accounting indicator - Y=accounting on, otherwise N
SQLUPIN Protocol indicator - x’00’=private, x’02’=DRDA
SQLULOG User logon flag - x’01’=logged on, x’00’=logged off

 

Variables Returned by EXTRACT SQL AGENT agentid

 Variable  Description 
EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.
EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:
 C  Indicates that the data is current information

from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.
SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds
SQLAAGT Agent id
SQLALWT Address of lock chain

Work Status. Valid values include:
0 NIW
1 NEW
2 R/O

SQLAKST

3 R/W
SQLASSA Subsystem or application indicator

Agent processing status. Valid values include:
1 not processing SQL operator command
2 processing SQL operator command
3 not processing and in wait

SQLAPST

4 processing and in wait
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5 processing log archive checkpoint
6 processing LPAGEBUF
Wait status. Valid values include:
4 communication
5 lock
6 checkpoint
7 out of page
8 out of block
9 I/O

SQLAWST

A with LPAGE
SQLATID Transaction id
SQLARCM Resource consumption

Rollback/commit type. Valid values include:
R rollback
C commit

SQLARTY

blank not in rollback/commit
Rollback/commit status. Valid values include:
3 active

SQLARCS

4 scheduled
Request variable. Contains a number or a blank.
If a rollback or commit is in progress, SQLARRQ contains a number
that corresponds to a requester as follows:
4 Scheduled
5 User
6 System
8 Lock limit
9 DBSS limit

SQLARRQ

blank No rollback in progress
SQLARV1 Reserved (contents are unpredictable)
SQLAPCR Package creator
SQLAPNM Package name
SQLAPSN Package section number
SQLARV2 Reserved (contents are unpredictable)
SQLAVAD Address of user table entry
SQLAVID Userid of associated user
SQLAALA >16m storage allocated
SQLAALB <16m storage allocated
SQLAIUA >16m storage in use
SQLAIUB <16m storage in use
SQLAHIA >16m storage in use high water mark
SQLAHIB <16m storage in use high water mark
SQLAHUA User causing >16m high water mark
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SQLAHUB User causing <16m high water mark

 

Variables Returned by EXTRACT SQL LOCK agentid

 Variable  Description 
EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.
EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:
 C Indicates that the data is current information

from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.
SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds
SQLKAGT Agent id
SQLKDBS Dbspace number
SQLKLTY Lock type
SQLKSID SQL userid
SQLKVID VM userid
SQLKNXT Address of next lock record for this agent
SQLKSIX Number of SIX modes
SQLKIS Number of IS modes
SQLKIX Number of IX modes
SQLKS Number of S modes
SQLKU Number of U modes
SQLKX Number of X modes
SQLKNWT Number of waiters
SQLKRV1 Reserved (contents are unpredictable)
SQLKDBD Database connection date
SQLKDBT Database connection time
SQLWLQL Lock qualifier
SQLWRST Request state
SQLWRMD Request mode
SQLWDUR Duration

EXTRACT VMSTAT variable

The VMSTAT form of the EXTRACT command obtains data about a specific CP statistical counter.

Operand
Replace variable with any of the VMSTAT variables listed in VMSTAT Variables For RealTime and Flashback.
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Predefined Exec Variables
The name of the VMSTAT variable is not used as the name of an exec variable. Instead, the following predefined
exec variables are always returned:

 Variable  Description 
EXPLDATE Month, date, and year that the data is for, in mm/dd/yy format.
EXPLDAY Day of the week (1=Sunday, 2=Monday, . . . 7=Saturday).

Mode of operation:
 C Indicates that the data is current information

from the service machine (EXPLRVM).

EXPLMODE

 R Indicates that the data is from the CMS
file EXPLORE LOG A on tape or disk,
representing review processing (flashback
subsystem).

EXPLTIME Hours, minutes, and seconds that the data is for, in hh:mm:ss format.
SAMPSEC Length of current data sample interval in seconds
VADR Address of counter in CP.
VCT1 Count during last scan interval, depending on VMSTAT variable.
VCT2 Cumulative count, or number of occurrences, depending on the VMSTAT variable.
VHCP Name of counter in HCPSYM if in HCPSYM.
VRT The rate within the current sample interval.
VRTA Cumulative count, or number of occurrences, expressed as an average rate.

VRT.i is also returned. VRT.i is the current rate or level for the last i scan intervals. A VRT.0 entry is also returned, showing
the number of entries returned for VRT.

 Example 

The following command obtains the number of users in Q1:

EXTRACT VMSTAT RSLDD1

EXTRACT W1

The W1 form of the EXTRACT command obtains the current contents of window 1 on the service machine. The following
variables are returned.

Variable Description
E.0 Number of entries in window 1.
Ei.0 Number of words in entry i.
Ei.j The word in position j.

NOTE
SET SCALE has no effect on this command.

Return Is Truncated
Each word (Ei.j) returned is truncated to eight characters.

Example

Suppose window 1 contains the following data:
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    CTRL UNIT 420 DISABLED      MVSSP3 WAIT ON CPU  

    VSESIPO WAIT ON PAGE    

The variables returned for an EXTRACT W1 would be as follows:

• E.0=3
• E1.0=4
• E1.1=CTRL
• E1.2=UNIT
• E1.3=420
• E1.4=DISABLED
• E2.0=4
• E2.1=MVSSP3
• E2.2=WAIT
• E2.3=ON
• E2.4=CPU
• E3.0=4
• E3.1=VSESIPO
• E3.2=WAIT
• E3.3=ON
• E3.4=PAGE

EXTRACT W2

The W2 form of the EXTRACT command obtains the current contents of window 2 on the service machine. The following
variables are returned:

Variable Description
E.0 Number of entries in window 2.
Ei.0 Number of words in entry i.
Ei.j The word in position j.

NOTE
SET SCALE has no effect on this command.

Return Is Truncated
Each word (Ei.j) returned is truncated to eight characters.

Example

Suppose window 2 contains the following data:

USER MVSSP3 TCPU HIGH 95.0 THRES 90.0   VMSTAT PPRVIS HIGH 135.4 THRES 32.0

An EXTRACT W2 for the window shown above would return the following variables:
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• E.0=2
• E1.0 = 7
• E1.1=USER
• E1.2=MVSSP3
• E1.3=TCPU
• E1.4=HIGH
• E1.5=95.0
• E1.6=THRES
• E1.7=90.0
• E2.0=6
• E2.1=VMSTAT
• E2.2=PPRVIS
• E2.3=HIGH
• E2.4=135.4
• E2.5=THRES
• E2.6=32.0

EXTRACT W3 +/- disp lines

The W3 form of the EXTRACT command obtains the current contents of window 3 on the local machine.

Name Description
+/- disp Optional. It defines the point in the screen buffer where you want

to start extracting data. +disp is the number of lines down from the
start of the buffer. - disp is the number of lines up from the last line
currently in the buffer.

lines Optional. It defines the number of lines you want to extract.

To initially place data in the window, issue any Explore PM for z/VM command that displays data. The resulting display is
placed in window 3 and can be obtained by issuing the EXTRACT W3 command. The following variables are returned:

Variable Description
E.0 Number of entries extracted.
Ei.0 Number of words in entry i.
Ei.j The word in position j.

NOTE
SET SCALE has no effect on this command.

Return Is Truncated
Each word (Ei.j) returned is truncated to eight characters.

If EXECLIST and EXTRACT Are ON
If EXECLIST and EXTRACT are set to ON, then the EXTRACT W3 command is written to the buffer before any
positioning specified by +/-disp is done. This means that the command EXTRACT W3 -1 would always return the
text of the extract command in E1.j.

Trailing Blank Lines Not Returned
Trailing blank lines are not returned. You receive only as many lines as exist in the buffer, from the point specified
by +/-disp to the end. This means that if the -disp form is used, lines should never be more than disp. For
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example, the command EXTRACT W3 -4 9 would return at most four lines; if there were fewer than four lines in
the buffer, it would return all of them, starting at the top of the buffer.

Example

Suppose window 3 contains the following data.

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS      06/30/2010 12:37:51 

=>

USERID. TCPU% VCPU% CCPU% PIRT PORT IORT   RAI  RES WSET  NSPL I/O   SPL I/O

CP        55.2  27.6  27.6 29.8 17.1 30.7   .92 2030 3975   724,091   462,626

PAM       10.3   6.9   3.4  2.6  2.2  5.5   .83  116  124    32,545     1,909

MVS        8.6   5.2   3.4  3.0  1.4  7.5   .95  196  207   127,553    28,322

LKH        8.6   6.9   1.7  2.2   .6  1.3   .95   78  108     3,094       401

PRD        5.1   3.4   1.7  1.1   .0  1.9  1.00   79   74       917        73

VSESIPO    3.4   1.7   1.7  1.3   .8   .0  1.00   76   78    22,840     5,486

PHOENIX    3.4   1.7   1.7  1.7   .6  6.3  1.00   97  102    21,694        48

DOSVS      3.4   1.7   1.7  1.9  1.0  2.7  1.00  113  113   181,728   121,280

SYSTEM     1.7    .0   1.7   .0   .0   .0  1.00  536    0         0         0

VGRAF1     1.7   1.7    .0   .1   .0  2.7  1.00   31   31    22,437         0

JV         1.7   1.7    .0   .7  2.1   .2  1.00   43   43     1,119     6,482

SMART      1.7    .0   1.7   .7   .7   .0  1.00   43    2       136       712

VGRAF2     1.7   1.7    .0   .0   .1   .0  1.00   16   19    15,835         0

VMEXP      1.7    .0   1.7   .8   .7   .0  1.00   50   50       743     3,829

VSE3       1.7    .0   1.7   .6   .4   .0  1.00   31   31    25,383    33,800

CA EXPLORE1   1.7    .0   1.7  1.2  1.1   .0  1.00   50   41       232         0

FFFRT1      .0    .0    .0  4.4   .1   .8  1.00  105  255     1,346         0

DON         .0    .0    .0   .0   .0   .0  1.00    0   30       292        35

FFFRT       .0    .0    .0  2.2   .1   .2  1.00  122   69       345         0

PSERV       .0    .0    .0   .0   .0   .0  1.00    1   48       446    10,227

SUM                                                  MORE

An EXTRACT W3 2 for the previous window would return the following variables:
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• E.0=2
• E1.0=14
• E1.1=USERID
• E1.2=TCPU%
• E1.3=VCPU%
• E1.4=CCPU%
• E1.5=PIRT
• E1.6=PORT
• E1.7=IORT
• E1.8=RAI
• E1.9=RES
• E1.10=WSET
• E1.11=NSPL
• E1.12=I/O
• E1.13=SPL
• E1.14=I/O
• E2.0=12
• E2.1=CP
• E2.2=55.2
• E2.3=27.6
• E2.4=27.6
• E2.5=29.8
• E2.6=17.1
• E2.7=30.7
• E2.8=.92
• E2.9=2030
• E2.10=3975
• E2.11=724,091
• E2.12=462,626

To clear the data in window 3 after the extract, issue the .CLRBUF command.

SET Command Parameters
The SET command has several parameters that aid in the creation of EXECs and procedures. SET also has the INITCMD
and INW2CMD parameters, which can be included in EXECs.

Contents

Parameters That Assist In Writing EXECs

The following parameters of the SET command are available to help make writing procedures and EXECs easier:

SET EXECLIST
Lets you log to the screen buffer commands from Explore PM for z/VM procedures and CMS EXEC 2 or REXX
execs.

SET EXTRACT
Allows listing of EXTRACT commands executed by Explore PM for z/VM during procedure processing. After
debugging your procedures, you can suppress the listing feature by setting it to OFF
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SET SCALE
Lets you specify that data returned by the EXTRACT command is to contain decimal points. SET SCALE is valid
for the service machine only.
SET SCALE {ON | OFF}

A setting of ON indicates decimal points are returned. OFF indicates they are not returned.

Recommended SET SCALE Settings for REXX and EXEC 2

Type of EXEC Recommended Setting
REXX ON
EXEC 2 OFF

Menu Entry
You can also set SCALE from the following line on the Data Collector Configuration Menu (*SRVCFIG):
SCALE    = ON      _ >SET SCALE OFF    Decimal points in extracted data

WARNING
Most report commands that are implemented as procedures require SET SCALE ON in order to function
correctly.

SET INITCMD

The INITCMD operand of the SET command sets the initial report command to be processed by the automatic screen
update facility. The display produced by the report command specified will be placed in window 3 of the real-time screen.

Valid Subsystem
SET INITCMD is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Restrictions
SET INITCMD is not valid with the Explore PM for z/VM service machine or the EXPLCMND interface.

Command Format
SET INITCMD command

Replace command with the report command to be initially executed.
Default

The default value is SUM.

SET INW2CMD

The INW2CMD operand of the SET command sets the initial report command to be processed in split-screen mode by the
automatic screen update facility. The display produced by the specified report command will be placed in window 2 of the
real-time screen. The specified command will have no effect if split-screen mode is not active.

Valid Subsystem
SET INW2CMD is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Restrictions
SET INW2CMD is not valid with the Explore PM for z/VM service machine or the EXPLCMND interface.

Command Format
SET INW2CMD command

Replace command with the report command to be initially executed in split-screen mode.
Default

The default value is CPLT USER TCPU.
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UCPLT Command
The UCPLT command plots user supplied data using the CPLT command report format.

The following data fields must be defined in the exec before the UCPLT command is presented to Explore PM for z/VM:

Name Description
ID.i i = 1 to 8. Legend for each plot (8 characters maximum).
SCALE Scale factor for data (1=integer, 10=.x, 100=.xx, etc.).
DATA1.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 1st plot (integers).
DATA2.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 2nd plot (integers).
DATA3.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 3rd plot (integers).
DATA4.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 4th plot (integers).
DATA5.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 5th plot (integers).
DATA6.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 6th plot (integers).
DATA7.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 7th plot (integers).
DATA8.i i = 1 to 16. Data interval to be plotted for the 8th plot (integers).

Data Points and SCALE
All data points (DATAn.i) must be passed as integers (without decimal points).
Plotted values are DATAn.i divided by SCALE. SCALE can be any positive integer. For example, if DATA1.1=19
and SCALE=1, then the first data point would be plotted as 19; if SCALE=10, the first data point would be plotted
as 1.9.

Plotting Data: Oldest to Newest
We suggest that you plot the most recent data on the right side of the graph, in order to be consistent with the
Explore PM for z/VM built-in plotting commands. To do this, place the oldest data in DATAn.1 and the most recent
data in DATAn.16.
The EXTRACT . ALL commands return the most recent data in the .1 variable of any array, and the oldest data in
the .16 variable. Therefore, if you copy data obtained with EXTRACT . ALL, the most recent data appears in the
leftmost column of the plot, rather than in the rightmost column. An example of this is shown next:

    ‘EXTRACT USER GORDON ALL’    /* EXTRACT ... ALL  */ 

    do i=1 to IORT.0             /* COPY EXTRACTED   */ 

    DATA1.i = IORT.i             /*  DATA FOR UCPLT  */ 

    end i   

You can change this to put the most recent data on the right, as the built-in CPLT command does, by using the following:

    ‘EXTRACT USER GORDON ALL’    /* EXTRACT ... ALL   */    

    do i=1 to IORT.0             /* COPY EXTRACTED    */    

    j=IORT.0+1-i                 /* CHANGE DATA ORDER */    

    DATA1.i = IORT.i             /*  DATA FOR UCPLT   */    

    end i   

Sample Procedure
The following screen shows an example of the UCPLT procedure:

    &TRACE *

    &ID.1 = &LITERAL OF USER 1

    &ID.2 = &LITERAL OF USER 2
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    &ID.3 = &LITERAL OF USER 3

    &ID.4 = &LITERAL OF USER 4

    &ID.5 = &LITERAL OF USER 5

    &ID.6 = &LITERAL OF USER 6

    &ID.7 = &LITERAL OF USER 7

    &ID.8 = &LITERAL OF USER 8

    &SCALE = 1

    &DATA1.1 = 1

    &DATA1.2 = 2

    &DATA1.3 = 3

    &DATA1.4 = 4

    &DATA1.5 = 5

    &DATA1.6 = 6

    &DATA1.7 = 7

    &DATA1.8 = 8

    &DATA1.9 = 9

    &DATA1.10 = 10

    &DATA1.11 = 11

    &DATA1.12 = 12

    &DATA1.13 = 13

    &DATA1.14 = 14

    &DATA1.15 = 15

    &DATA1.16 = 16

    &DATA2.1 = 16

    &DATA2.2 = 15

    &DATA2.3 = 14

    &DATA2.4 = 13

    &DATA2.5 = 12

    &DATA2.6 = 11

    &DATA2.7 = 10

    &DATA2.8 = 9

    &DATA2.9 = 8

    &DATA2.10 = 7

    &DATA2.11 = 6

    &DATA2.12 = 5

    &DATA2.13 = 4

    &DATA2.14 = 3

    &DATA2.15 = 2

    &DATA2.16 = 1

     .

     .

     .

    UCPLT

This procedure can be continued from DATA1.x through DATA8.x.

Sample Display
The following screen shows a sample result of the command UCPLT:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/30/2010 12:37:51

 ==>

  UCPLT

     18|                 |                 |                 |
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     16|              ** |**               |              ** |**

     14|            **** |****             |            **** |****

     12|          ****** |******           |          ****** |******

     10|        ******** |********         |        ******** |********

      8|      ********** |**********       |      ********** |**********

      6|    ************ |************     |    ************ |************

      4|  ************** |**************   |  ************** |**************

      2|**************** |**************** |**************** |****************

       0----USER 1------ 0----USER 2------ 0----USER 3------ 0----USER 4------

     18|                 |                 |                 |

     16|              ** |**               |              ** |**

     14|            **** |****             |            **** |****

     12|          ****** |******           |          ****** |******

     10|        ******** |********         |        ******** |********

      8|      ********** |**********       |      ********** |**********

      6|    ************ |************     |    ************ |************

      4|  ************** |**************   |  ************** |**************

      2|**************** |**************** |**************** |****************

       0----USER 5------ 0----USER 6------ 0----USER 7------ 0----USER 8------

UPLOT Command
The UPLOT command plots user supplied data using the PLOT command report format.

The following data fields must be defined in the exec before the UPLOT command is presented to Explore PM for z/VM:

Name Description
DATA1.0 16 or 61. Number of data points to plot.
DATA1.i i = 1 - 61. Number of data points to be plotted for the first variable

(integers).
DATA2.0 16 or 61. Number of data points to plot. This value should be the

same as the value set for DATA1.0.
DATA2.i i = 1 - 61. Number of data points to be plotted for the second

variable (integers).
INDEX.i i = 1 - 16. Horizontal index points (7 characters maximum).

If DATA1 or DATA2 is set to 61, then an index point occurs for
every 4 data points, and there are always 16 index points

LEGEND.1 First variable legend (32 characters maximum).
LEGEND.2 Second variable legend (32 characters maximum).
SCALE.1 First variable scale factor (10=.x, 100=.xx, etc.).
SCALE.2 Second variable scale factor (10=.x, 100=.xx, etc.).
VAR.1 First variable scale label (9 characters) left side.
VAR.2 Second variable scale label (9 characters) right side.

Data Points and SCALE
All data points (DATAn.i) must be passed as integers (without decimal points).
Plotted values are DATAn.i divided by SCALE. SCALE can be any positive integer. For example, if DATA1.1=19
and SCALE=1, then the first data point would be plotted as 19; if SCALE=10, the first data point would be plotted
as 1.9.
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Sample Procedure
The following screen shows an example of the UPLOT procedure:

  &TRACE *

  &VAR.1 = TEST1

  &LEGEND.1 = &LITERAL OF 'THIS IS A TEST1 VARIABLE'

  &index.1  = &LITERAL OF 1.0

  &index.2  = &LITERAL OF 2.0

  &index.3  = &LITERAL OF 3.0

  &index.4  = &LITERAL OF 4.0

  &index.5  = &LITERAL OF 5.0

  &index.6  = &LITERAL OF 6.0

  &index.7  = &LITERAL OF 7.0

  &index.8  = &LITERAL OF 8.0

  &index.9  = &LITERAL OF 9.0

  &index.10  = &LITERAL OF 10.0

  &index.11 = &LITERAL OF 11.0

  &index.12  = &LITERAL OF 12.0

  &index.13 = &LITERAL OF 13.0

  &index.14  = &LITERAL OF 14.0

  &index.15 = &LITERAL OF 15.0

  &index.16  = &LITERAL OF 16.0

  &SCALE.1 = 1

  &DATA1.0 = 16

  &DATA1.1 = 1

  &DATA1.2 = 2

  &DATA1.3 = 4

  &DATA1.4 = 6

  &DATA1.5 = 8

  &DATA1.6 = 10

  &DATA1.7 = 12

  &DATA1.8 = 14

  &DATA1.9 = 14

  &DATA1.10 = 12

  &DATA1.11 = 10

  &DATA1.12 = 8

  &DATA1.13 = 6

  &DATA1.14 = 4

  &DATA1.15 = 2

  &DATA1.16 = 1

  &VAR.2 = TEST2

  &LEGEND.2 = &LITERAL OF 'THIS IS A TEST2 VARIABLE'

  &SCALE.2 = 10

    .

    .

    .

  UPLOT

Sample Display
The following screen shows the result of the command UPLOT:

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/30/2010 12:37:51

 ==>
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   UPLOT

   TEST1                                                                 TEST2

    14.01 |                            XXXXX           +                    5.00

    13.07 |                          XX     XX                              4.66

    12.14 |                        XX         XX                            4.33

    11.20 |                      XX             XX    + +                   4.00

    10.27 |                    XX                 XX                        3.66

     9.34 |                  XX                     XX                      3.33

     8.40 |                XX                         XX                    3.00

     7.47A|---------------X--------------------------+--X+--------------    2.66

     6.53 |             XX                               XX                 2.33

     5.60 |           XX                                   XX               2.00

     4.67 |         XX                              +     +  XX             1.66

     3.73 |+++++++**+++++++++                                  XX           1.33

     2.80 |-----XX-----------+++++++++++++-----------------------XX-----A   1.00

     1.86 |  XXX                          ++++++++++               XXX       .66

      .93 |XX                                              ++++++++++ XX     .33

          +|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

          1.0     3.0     5.0     7.0     9.0     11.0    13.0    15.0

              2.0     4.0     6.0     8.0     10.0    12.0    14.0    16.0

  X - 'THIS IS A TEST1 VARIABLE'

  + - 'THIS IS A TEST2 VARIABLE'

Sample Procedures and Execs
A common problem for VM systems is created when CMS users log on and remain idle for long periods of time. Idle users
occupy real memory that could be better used for active users. (Real memory is the memory where CP has built control
blocks that define the user.) Also, if users do not disconnect, security breaches can occur.

The following sample execs are written in the following four accepted forms:

The examples address the problem previously described and are defined to perform the following tasks:

Task Description
1 Invoke the procedure or exec every five minutes.
2 Force off users who are idle for longer than 60 minutes when

paging exceeds 50 pages per second.
3 Force off users who are idle for longer than 60 minutes after

17:00.
4 Put an entry in the user log file (DLOG LOG) whenever a user is

forced off.
5 Exempt the following users from the above actions: OPERATOR,

OPS, MVS, PRODVSE, and TESTVSE.

Task 1
The following command causes the exec to automatically execute every five minutes. How to use the AUTO
command to automatically execute commands is explained in the section Using the AUTO Command.
AUTO ADD EVERY 5:00 PROC IDLE

Tasks 2 - 5
The following four examples are EXEC 2 and REXX execs designed to perform steps 2 through 5 as described in
the preceding table.
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Explore PM for z/VM EXEC2 Example

The following Explore PM for z/VM procedure is written in EXEC 2. A possible filename is IDLE EXPLORE A.

EXTRACT LIST USER

EXTRACT USER &USER.1

&PRATE = &PAGE

EXTRACT LIST USER IDLE USER

&X = 1

-START

&IF &USER.&X EQ OPERATOR &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ OPS &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ MVS &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ PRODVSE &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ TESTVSE &GOTO -CONTINUE

EXTRACT USER &USER.&X

&IF &IDLE LT 60 &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &TIME GT 17:00:00 &GOTO -FORCE

&IF &PRATE GT 50.0 &GOTO -FORCE

-CONTINUE

&X = &X + 1

&IF &X LE &USER.0 &GOTO -START

&EXIT 0

-FORCE

.LOG user &USER.&X idle &IDLE minutes forced at &TIME

CP FORCE &USER.&X

&GOTO -CONTINUE

 

Explore PM for z/VM REXX Example

The following Explore PM for z/VM procedure is written in REXX. A possible filename is IDLE EXPLORE A.

/* */

'EXTRACT LIST USER'

'EXTRACT USER 'user.1

if page > 50.0 then force = 1

if time(hours) > 17 then force = 1

'EXTRACT LIST USER IDLE USER'

do i = 1 to user.0

   if user.i = 'OPERATOR' |,

user.i = 'OPS' |,

user.i = 'MVS' |,

user.i = 'PRODVSE' |,

user.i = 'TESTVSE',

    then nop

    else do

    'EXTRACT USER' user.i

    if ( idle > 60 & force = 1 ) then do

    '.LOG User' user.i 'idle' idle 'minutes and forced at' time()

    'CP FORCE' user.i

    end
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    else leave

   end

end

CMS EXEC2 Example

The following CMS exec is written in EXEC 2. A possible filename is IDLE EXEC A. Because the file type is EXEC, one of
the first lines of the exec must be the &PRESUME command. This is the only line that is different from the Explore PM for
z/VM EXEC 2 example.

&PRESUME &SUBCOMMAND EXPLORE

EXTRACT LIST USER

EXTRACT USER &USER.1

&PRATE = &PAGE

EXTRACT LIST USER IDLE USER

&X = 1

-START

&IF &USER.&X EQ OPERATOR &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ OPS &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ MVS &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ PRODVSE &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &USER.&X EQ TESTVSE &GOTO -CONTINUE

EXTRACT USER &USER.&X

&IF &IDLE LT 60 &GOTO -CONTINUE

&IF &TIME GT 17:00:00 &GOTO -FORCE

&IF &PRATE GT 50.0 &GOTO -FORCE

-CONTINUE

&X = &X + 1

&IF &X LE &USER.0 &GOTO -START

&EXIT 0

-FORCE

.LOG user &USER.&X idle &IDLE minutes forced at &TIME

CP FORCE &USER.&X

&GOTO -CONTINUE

CMS REXX Example

The following CMS exec is written in REXX. A possible filename is IDLE EXEC A. Because the file type is EXEC, one of
the first lines of the exec must be the ADDRESS command. This is the only line that is different from the Explore PM for z/
VM REXX example.

/* */

address EXPLORE

'EXTRACT LIST USER'

'EXTRACT USER 'user.1

if page > 50.0 then force = 1

if time(hours) > 17 then force = 1

'EXTRACT LIST USER IDLE USER'

do i = 1 to user.0

   if  user.i = 'OPERATOR' |,

    user.i = 'OPS' |,

user.i = 'MVS' |,
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user.i = 'PRODVSE' |,

user.i = 'TESTVSE',

then nop

else do

'EXTRACT USER' user.i

if ( idle > 60 & force = 1 ) then do

'.LOG User' user.i 'idle' idle 'minutes and forced at' time()

'CP FORCE' user.i

end

else leave

   end

end

Automatically Executing Procedures and Execs
 Contents 

  

This section explains how to automatically execute your procedures and execs by using the AUTO command.

Using the AUTO Command

Use the AUTO command to automatically execute at specified time intervals up to 50 Explore PM for z/VM procedures
and CMS EXEC 2 and REXX execs.

Valid Subsystem
The AUTO command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Where to Issue the AUTO Command
You must issue the AUTO command on the virtual machine for which you want the specified procedure to
execute. Separate AUTO facilities are maintained for the service machine and for each user using the EXPLORE
interface.

Enabling and Disabling the AUTO Function
Pressing the CLEAR key disables the AUTO facility on the machine on which you're running. If you are on the
service machine, pressing CLEAR also disables the WARN facility. It is recommended that you instead use the
AUTO OFF command to disable the AUTO facility.

To re-enable the AUTO facility, use the AUTO ON command.

Formats
The formats of the AUTO command are as follows:

AUTO ADD [Start hh:mm:ss] [Every hh:mm:ss] [Count xxx] Proc procname

AUTO CHG yyy [Start hh:mm:ss] [Every hh:mm:ss] [Count xxx] Proc procname

AUTO DEL {yyy | ALL}

AUTO LIST [yyy | ALL]

AUTO {ON | OFF}

Operands

 Operand  Description 
ADD Adds an entry. Use the following parameters with ADD:
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The Start parameter sets the
time at which the procedure is to
be initiated. If the time specified
is less than the current time, the
procedure will be invoked the
following day at the specified
time. If no time is specified,
the current time plus the Every
interval is assumed. Actual time
used is rounded down to the
next five-second interval. time
can have the following formats:
 hh:mm:ss Valid values are 00:00:00 to

24:59:59
 sssss Valid values are 00000 to 86400

 Start  time 

 mmmm:ss Valid values for mmmm are
0000 to 1440; values for ss are
00 to 99

 Every  time The interval at which the
command is to be reissued.
time uses the same formats and
values as in the Start parameter.
If neither Every time nor Count
xxx is specified, the procedure
is invoked only once. If Every
times is not specified, but Count
xxx is, the command is executed
once a day until it has been
executed the specified number
of times. Actual time used is
rounded down to the next five-
second interval.

 Count xxx The number of times the
command is to be issued. If
Count xxx is not specified and
Every hh:mm:ss is specified,
then no limit is set on the
number of times the command
is to be issued.

 Proc procname The name of the procedure
or EXEC to be invoked. Use
the X command to create
the procedure or EXEC that
contains the Explore PM for z/
VM, CP, and CMS commands to
be executed.

CHG yyy Updates the entry with the ID yyy. Explore PM for z/VM assigns a unique ID to each AUTO entry.
The ID is displayed when you first create the entry. You can also display IDs with the AUTO LIST
command. The parameters used with CHG are the same as those used with ADD.
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Deletes an entry or entries.
 yyy The ID of an entry to be deleted.

(Explore PM for z/VM assigns a
unique ID to each AUTO entry.
The ID is displayed when you
first create the entry. You can
also display IDs with the AUTO
LIST command.)

DEL
 

 ALL Deletes all entries
Lists all the entries in the auto command table.
 yyy The ID of the entry that is to

be listed with its associated
procedure. (Explore PM for z/
VM assigns a unique ID to each
AUTO entry. The ID is displayed
when you first create the entry.
You can also display IDs with
the AUTO LIST command.)

 ALL Lists all the commands and their
associated procedures.

LIST

If you specify LIST without a parameter, all commands are listed but their associated procedures are
not listed.

ON and OFF ON enables the auto facility; OFF disables it

Entry and Procedure Displayed
When you add or change an entry, the AUTO entry and associated procedure are displayed.

When AUTO Command Entries Are Cleared
AUTO command entries that are issued on a user's local virtual machine are cleared when the user exits Explore
PM for z/VM. AUTO command table entries issued on the service machine are cleared when the EXPLRVM
program is terminated.

 Examples  

• The following command adds a new entry, LISTIDLE. It is to be executed for the first time at 2 P.M. and will be
executed every hour thereafter.
AUTO ADD S 14:00:00 E 1:00:00 P LISTIDLE

• The following command adds a new entry, LISTIDLE, which is to be executed in one hour and every hour thereafter.
AUTO ADD E 1:00:00 P LISTIDLE

• The following command changes the entry with an ID of 1 so that it is executed at the next occurrence of 1 P.M. The
next execution occurs at the interval previously set.
AUTO CHG 1 S 13:00:00

• The following command deletes the entry with an ID of 2.
AUTO DEL 2

• The following command lists all the commands in the AUTO command table and their associated procedures.
AUTO LIST ALL

• The following command enables the AUTO facility.
AUTO ON

•  Sample Display
The following screen shows the result of the command AUTO ADD EVERY 60 PROC LISTIDLE:

EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      06/30/2010 12:37:51
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 ==>

     ID START     NEXT      INTRVL   COUNT ISSUED  PROCEDURE

     5  15:40:10  15:40:10  00:01:00    0     0    LISTIDLE

       /* */

       'EXTRACT COLOR'

       'EXTRACT LIST USER IDLE USER'

       do i = 2 to user.0    

          'EXTRACT USER' user.i

          if idle > 60 then do

        '.memo'

              'USER' RED USER.I GREEN 'IDLE'YELLOW IDLE BLUE 'MINUTES'

        '.mend'

           end

           else leave

        end

    AUTO ADD EVERY 60 PROC LISTIDLE

Field Explanations

The first data line describes the AUTO entry, as follows:

ID
The ID of the AUTO entry. This number would be used with the CHG, DEL, and LIST options.

START
The time at which the entry is to begin executing.

NEXT
The time at which the procedure will next be executed.

INTRVL
The time interval between executions of the named procedure. If zero is listed under this heading, the time
interval used is 24 hours.

COUNT
The number of times the procedure is to be executed. If zero is listed under this heading, the number of
executions is unlimited.

ISSUED
The number of times the procedure has been invoked for execution.

PROCEDURE
The name of the Explore PM for z/VM procedure, CMS EXEC 2, or REXX exec to be executed.
The data lines after PROCEDURE are a listing of the procedure to be executed. The internal comment statements
(those starting with an asterisk) are not displayed.

Color Assignment
The following table describes basic color and extended color assignments for data displayed on color terminals:

 Color  Basic Color Use  Extended Color Use 
White Report heading and a listing of the

procedure that is to be invoked. 
Report heading

Blue AUTO table entry AUTO table entry
Yellow N/A Listing of the procedure that is to be

invoked
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Using the Auto Facility Menus

The AUTO Facility Menus display the different formats of the AUTO command. You can enter and issue commands
directly from these menus. The AUTO Facility Menus are as follows:

The User Interface AUTO Facility Menu (*AUTO USER), which displays AUTO command formats for the user interface

The Service Machine AUTO Facility Menu (*AUTO SERVICE), which displays AUTO command formats for the Explore
PM for z/VM service machine

Menu Access
To access the AUTO Facility Menus using the menu panels requires the following:

1. Select the *CONFIG option from the Main Menu. This will display the EXPLORE Configuration Menu.
2. From the EXPLORE Configuration Menu, select *AUTO USER to display the User Interface AUTO Facility

Menu or select *AUTO SERVICE to display the Service Machine AUTO Facility Menu.

Or, for Fast-Path Access, you can enter *AUTO from the command line.

AUTO Facility Menus

User Interface AUTO Facility Menu

 EXPLORE VERSION 05.0    REAL TIME INTERFACE FOR CMS       06/30/2010 12:37:51

 ==>                                                                  WOOSTER   

                        User Interface AUTO Facility Menu                       

   Add an AUTO entry                                                            

    _ AUTO ADD Start hh.mm.ss Every hh.mm.ss Count nnn Proc name                

   Change an AUTO entry                                                         

    _ AUTO CHG id Start hh.mm.ss Every hh.mm.ss Count nnn Proc name             

 

   List all entries                                List an entry                

    _ AUTO LIST ALL                                 _ AUTO LIST id              

 

   Delete an entry                                 Delete all entries           

    _ AUTO DEL id                                   _ AUTO DEL ALL              

 

   Disable AUTO facility                           Enable AUTO facility         

    _ AUTO OFF                                      _ AUTO ON                   

 

   Return to previous menu                         Help facility                

    _ *CONFIG                                       _ HELP AUTO                 

                                                    _ HELP                      

 

 F1=SYSPERF * F2=SUM       F3=*RETURN * F4=RDEV DAS* F5=DYNPFK W* F6=DYNPFK U*  

 F7=B         F8=F         F9=PLOT *TO* F10=CPLT US* F11=CPLT US* F12=DYNPFK *  

 *AUTO USER                                                                    

Service Machine AUTO Facility Menu

The Service Machine AUTO Facility Menu is identical to the User Interface AUTO Facility Menu except that all commands
contain the > prefix, thereby directing commands to be executed on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine.

Maintaining Procedures and Execs
Contents

This section explains the following commands that are available to use and maintain your procedures and execs:
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EXEC
Invokes a user-defined procedure or exec

EXECDrop
Removes a procedure or exec from storage

EXECLoad
Loads a procedure or exec into storage so it is ready for execution

EXECMap
Displays the procedures and execs in storage

CMS Has Similar Commands
Both Explore PM for z/VM and CMS have EXECDrop, EXECLOad, and EXECMap commands. The Explore PM
for z/VM commands affect procedures that are in storage controlled by Explore PM for z/VM; the CMS commands
affect execs in storage controlled by CMS. When the Explore PM for z/VM program ends, EXPLORE-controlled
storage is automatically freed; CMS-controlled storage is not automatically freed.
Because you can have different programs with the same name loaded in both EXPLORE-controlled storage and
CMS-controlled storage, be sure that you specify the correct program when using these commands.

Avoid Duplicate Procedures
Storing the same procedure in both EXPLORE and CMS-controlled storage is an inefficient use of your virtual
storage.

EXEC

The EXEC command invokes a user-defined procedure or exec.

Valid Subsystems
The EXEC command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Format
EXEC name [parameters]

Operand

Color Basic Color Use
name Replace with the name of an Explore PM for z/VM procedure,

EXEC 2 or REXX exec. The procedure or exec can contain the
following:
Any Explore PM for z/VM command except for the following:
1. EXEC command.
2. EXIT command. Use the following commands instead:
If your procedures are executed on the Explore PM for z/VM
service machine, use the CP DISC command in place of the EXIT
command.
If your procedures are executed on the real-time, flashback, or
EXPLCMND interface, use the EEND command in place of the
EXIT command.
3. Commands for menus.
4. Commands that are procedures.
The PRT command, if the procedure is not the object of a PRT
command.
CP and CMS commands, if CP and CMS prefix them.

parameters Replace with up to nine parameters to be passed to the procedure
or exec. Each parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.
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When EXEC is Required
The following table shows when the command EXEC is required:

Exec or Procedure EXEC Required
EXEC 2 execs Yes
REXX execs Yes
Explore PM for z/VM procedures No

Search Order
The search order when EXEC is specified is as follows:

1. Explore PM for z/VM procedure with a filetype of EXPLORE
2. Explore PM for z/VM procedure with a filetype of EXEC

EXECDrop

The EXECDrop command removes the specified Explore PM for z/VM exec or procedure from storage.

Valid Subsystem
The EXECDrop command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
EXECDrop filename

Operands
Replace filename with the filename of the Explore PM for z/VM exec or procedure to be removed.

EXECLoad

The EXECLoad command loads the specified Explore PM for z/VM exec or procedure into storage so that it is ready for
execution. To reduce overhead, use this command for execs or procedures that are executed frequently. For Explore
PM for z/VM to register a change to an exec or procedure once it is loaded, remove the exec or procedure using the
EXECDrop command and reload it using EXECLoad.

Automatic EXECLoad for WARN Procedure
When you issue the WARN command from the service machine, Explore PM for z/VM automatically issues an
EXECLoad command for the WARN procedure.

Valid Subsystem
The EXECLoad command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
EXECLoad filename filetype filemode

Operands

Variable Description
filename Replace filename with the filename of the Explore PM for z/VM

exec or procedure to be loaded.
filetype Replace filetype with the filetype of the Explore PM for z/VM

PM for z/VM exec or procedure to be loaded. The default is
EXPLORE.

filemode Replace filemode with the filemode of the Explore PM for z/VM
exec or procedure to be loaded. The default is * (asterisk).
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EXECMap

The EXECMap command displays the Explore PM for z/VM execs and procedures that are in storage.

Valid Subsystem
The EXECMap command is valid for the real-time subsystem. It is not valid for the flashback subsystem.

Format
The format of the EXECMap command is as follows:
EXECMap

Diagnostic Tools
Explore PM for z/VM provides the following two forms of the SET command for debugging purposes. These commands let
you display a listing of commands executed by Explore PM for z/VM during procedure processing. The commands in your
procedure are written to the screen as they occur, which is useful for initial testing and debugging. After debugging your
procedures, you can turn off the listing features for normal operation.

SET EXECLIST
Logs to the screen buffer all commands from EXPLORE procedures and CMS EXEC 2 or REXX execs.

SET EXTRACT
Logs EXTRACT commands to the screen buffer.

Displaying Procedure and Exec Commands (SET EXECLIST)

Use the EXECLIST parameter of the SET command to log to the screen buffer all of the commands from EXPLORE
procedures and CMS EXEC 2 or REXX execs. When Explore PM for z/VM procedures, CMS execs, and REXX execs
are processed, all commands executed by EXPLORE can be placed in the screen buffer. After a procedure or exec is
debugged, this may no longer be desirable.

Valid Subsystems
The SET EXECLIST command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Override Information
The SET EXECLIST OFF command overrides the EXTRACT form of the SET command.

SET EXECLIST and Supplied Procedures
Most of the procedures supplied with Explore PM for z/VM turn SET EXECLIST to OFF.

Command Format
SET EXECLIST {ON | OFF}

Displaying EXTRACT Commands (SET EXTRACT)

Use the EXTRACT parameter of the SET command to log EXTRACT commands to the screen buffer. When EXPLORE
procedures, CMS execs, and REXX execs are processed, all commands executed by Explore PM for z/VM can be placed
in the screen buffer. After a procedure or exec is debugged, this may no longer be desirable.

Valid Subsystems
The SET EXTRACT command is valid for both the real-time and flashback subsystems.

Override Information
The SET EXECLIST OFF command overrides the EXTRACT form of the SET command.

Command Format
SET EXTRACT {ON | OFF}
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Command Quick Reference

All Commands

The following table lists all Explore PM for z/VM commands, the valid subsystems and restrictions for each, and the
articles to refer to for more information. RT indicates valid subsystems for the real-time subsystem and FB for the
flashback subsystem.

Command Function Valid Subsystems and
Restrictions

Article

& (ampersand) Command prefix used to keep
the current command on the
command line after execution.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

*
(asterisk)

Command prefix used to display
the menu for the selected
command.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

-L [string] or
-/ [string]

Locates the first occurrence of a
specified character string from 1
to 8 characters during backward
scan. It then places that line at
the top of the display screen.
You do not need to include a
blank between the slash and the
string.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

/ [string] or L [string] Locates the first occurrence of
a specified character string from
1 to 8 characters during forward
scan. It then places that line at
the top of the display screen.
You do not need to include a
blank between the slash and the
string.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

>
(greater-than sign)

Command prefix that instructs
EXPLORE to process the
requested command in the
service machine instead of in
the local CMS virtual machine.

RT only. User Interface Basics

= (equal sign) Repeats last command. RT and FB. N/A

? Invokes IBM's VM help facility
for Explore PM for z/VM.
Identical to the HELP command.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

.CLRBUF Allows data in the screen buffer
to be cleared.

RT and FB.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs

.CRT Allows information to be placed
in window 1.

RT only.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.
Service machine only.

Using Procedures and Execs
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.HDR Allows a user-defined header to
be placed in the screen buffer.

RT and FB.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs

.LOG Allows information to be placed
in the user log file DLOG LOG.

RT only.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs

.MEMO Defines the start of text or data
to be placed in the screen
buffer.

RT and FB.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs

.MEND Defines the end of text or data
to be placed in the screen
buffer.

RT and FB.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs

.WRN Allows information to be placed
in window 2.

RT only.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.
Service machine only.

Using Procedures and Execs

AUTO Provides for the automatic
execution of up to 50 Explore
PM for z/VM procedures or CMS
EXEC 2 and REXX execs based
on time.

RT only. Using Procedures and Execs

B or BA Scroll backward. RT and FB User Interface Basics

BOT Starts the display from the end
of the screen buffer.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

CACHE Displays the status of minidisk
caching in expanded storage.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

CMS Command prefix that provides
an interface between Explore
PM for z/VM and CMS so that
CMS commands and functions
can be executed through
Explore PM for z/VM.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

COMP Compares data in data groups
using the same or different
variables.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

COMPE Compares long-term history
data from data groups using the
same or different variables.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

CONNECT SQL, also
CONNECT *MSG

Causes an IUCV connection
to be established between the
Explore PM for z/VM service
machine and the Explore PM for
z/VM SQL/DS data collection
machine.
*MSG causes an IUCV
connection between Explore
and the *MSG CP System
Service for use by the Lookout
function of the Resource Control
facility.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports
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CP Command prefix that provides
an interface with CP so that CP
commands and functions can be
executed through Explore PM
for z/VM.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

CPLT Selects the 16 highest values
collected during the last scan
interval for a selected variable,
and then plots the current and
last 15 intervals.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

CPLTA Selects the 16 entries with the
highest average values for a
selected variable over the last
16 scan intervals, and then plots
the current and last 15 intervals.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

D [n] or N [n] Scroll forward n lines in the
screen buffer. The default is 1
line.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

DASD Displays active minidisks on real
DASD devices.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

DCP Displays real storage. RT only. Displaying Storage

DEG Performs degradation analysis
for a selected virtual machine.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

DEVICE Displays analysis of service time
on active DASD devices.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

DISABLE Disallows an Explore PM for
z/VM command for a CMS
interface user. See the ENABLE
command.

RT only.
Placement in INITSERV
initialization file recommended.

Configuring the Product

DLOG Displays the user's log file
DLOG LOG.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

EEND Terminates Explore PM for z/VM
processing.

RT and FB.
If you are writing an exec or
procedure, you must use EEND
instead of EXIT.
If you are exiting the EXPLORE
service machine, you must use
QUIT instead of EEND.

User Interface Basics

ENABLE Authorizes a CMS interface
user to use an Explore PM for
z/VM command. See also the
DISABLE command.

RT only.
Placement in INITSERV
initialization file recommended.

Configuring the Product

EXCLUDE Instructs Explore PM for z/VM
to monitor all virtual machines
except those designated. See
also the INCLUDE command.

INITSERV initialization file only,
except for EXCLUDE LIST,
which is RT only.

Configuring the Product

EXEC Invokes a user-defined
procedure or exec.

RT and FB. Using Procedures and Execs
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EXECDrop Removes the specified Explore
PM for z/VM exec or procedure
from storage.

RT only. Using Procedures and Execs

EXECLoad Loads the specified Explore
PM for z/VM exec or procedure
into storage so it is ready for
execution.

RT only. Using Procedures and Execs

EXECMap Displays the Explore PM for z/
VM execs and procedures that
are in storage.

RT only. Using Procedures and Execs

EXIT Terminates the following
components of Explore PM for
z/VM:
The real-time interface (the
EXPLORE program)
CMS command interface (the
EXPLCMND program)
Flashback (the EXPLREVW
program or REVIEW procedure)
 

RT and FB.
If you are writing an exec or
procedure, you must use EEND
instead of EXIT.
If you are exiting the EXPLORE
service machine, you must use
QUIT instead of EEND.

User Interface Basics

EXPLCMND Activates the CMS command
interface, which enables you to
access the display for a single
command without having to
enter the real-time interface.

RT only. Activating the CMS Command
Interface Without Entering Real
Time

EXPLORE Starts the Explore PM for z/
VM real-time interface in CMS
machines that have access to
Explore PM for z/VM's A disk.

N/A User Interface Basics

EXPLREVW Starts the flashback subsystem
from outside the real-time
subsystem. Use REVIEW to
start flashback from within real
time.

N/A User Interface Basics

EXPLRVM Starts Explore PM for z/VM in
the EXPLORE service machine.
For information on the
EXPLRVM command, see
Customize the Product.

N/A N/A

EXTRACT Allows user-written procedures
and execs to request data from
and through Explore PM for z/
VM.

RT and FB, except for
EXTRACT SET, which is RT
only.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs

F or FO Scrolls forward a full screen in
the screen buffer.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

FORMAT Displays the contents of CP and
CMS control blocks in storage,
using control block DSECT
format.

RT only. Displaying Storage
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GROUP Assigns virtual machines to a
performance group.

RT only. Configuring the Product

HCPSYM Displays the contents of the
system symbol table created
from the CP Load Map.

RT only. Displaying Storage

HCPxxx Displays CP modules listed in
the symbol table extracted from
the CP Load Map.

RT only. Displaying Storage

HELP Invokes IBM's VM help facility
for Explore PM for z/VM.
Identical to the ? command.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

INCLUDE Instruct Explore PM for z/
VM to monitor only the virtual
machines designated. See also
the EXCLUDE command.

INITSERV initialization file only,
except for INCLUDE LIST, which
is RT only.

Configuring the Product

L [string] or
/ [string]

Locates the first occurrence of
a specified character string from
1 to 8 characters during forward
scan. It then places that line at
the top of the display screen.
You do not need to include a
blank between the slash and the
string.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

LOADMAP Displays the contents of the
symbol table created from CP
Load Map.

RT only. Displaying Storage

LOC Identifies the CP component for
a specific address.

RT only. Displaying Storage

LOG From the console, adds entries
to the user log file DLOG LOG.
For procedures and execs, see
the .LOG command.

RT only. Configuring the Product

LOGIT Forces Explore PM for z/
VM to immediately log its
current buffers to the CMS file
EXPLORE LOG.

RT only.
Service machine only.

Configuring the Product

LPAR Displays statistics on CPU
utilization when running in an
LPAR under PR/SM.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

N [n] or D [n] Scroll forward n lines in the
screen buffer. The default is 1
line.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

PLOT Plots one or two variables for a
selected entry.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

PLOTE Plots the long-term history
of one or two variables for a
selected entry.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports
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PRT Routes Explore PM for z/VM
displays to the printer.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

Q (Query) Displays the status
of Explore PM for z/VM
parameters.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

QUIT Terminates Explore PM for
z/VM Data Collection and
Control Program (EXPLRVM)
processing.

RT only.
Service machine only.

User Interface Basics

RC After you've entered the
flashback subsystem, enter
ReCall to retrieve data from
EXPLORE's data collection file
EXPLORE LOG A or from a
back-up tape produced by the
EXPLSAVE utility.

FB only. User Interface Basics

RCH Displays data about channel
activity.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

RCU Displays data about control unit
activity.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

RDEV Displays data about device
activity.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

RDEVBLOK Displays the contents of the real
device control block in HCPRIO.

RT only. Displaying Storage

ReCall After you've entered the
flashback subsystem, enter
ReCall to retrieve data from
EXPLORE's data collection file
EXPLORE LOG A or from a
back-up tape produced by the
EXPLSAVE utility.

FB only. User Interface Basics

RESET Resets the statistical counters to
zero.

RT only. Configuring the Product

REVIEW From the real-time interface,
starts the flashback subsystem
by executing an EXPLORE
procedure that issues the
CMS command EXPLREVW.
The name of the EXPLORE
procedure is REVIEW.

RT only. User Interface Basics

SCReen Activates and deactivates split-
screen mode and controls which
of the two windows is active.

RT only.
Not valid with the service
machine or EXPLCMND
interface.

User Interface Basics

SEEK Displays general seek
information for a specific DASD
device.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports
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SET Sets Explore PM for z/VM
parameters.

All parameters are valid for RT;
a limited number are valid for
FB.

See below in this article.

SLOT Displays slot utilization on
DASD devices that are owned
by CP and have system-owned
space defined on them.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

SQL AGENT Displays information about SQL/
DS agent activity.

RT and FB Displaying Online Reports

SQL AGENTS Displays storage information
about SQL/DS agents.

RT and FB Displaying Online Reports

SQL GLOBAL Displays general information
about SQL/DS activity.

RT and FB Displaying Online Reports

SQL GLOBALA Displays accumulated general
information about SQL/DS
activity along with agent count
and log information.

RT and FB Displaying Online Reports

SQL USER Displays status information
about SQL/DS connected users.

RT and FB Displaying Online Reports

SQL USERS Displays summary information
about SQL/DS connected users.

RT and FB Displaying Online Reports

SRMBK Displays the contents of the
System Resource Management
block.

RT only. Displaying Storage

SUM Displays general data about all
virtual machines, performance
groups, and processors for the
current statistical period.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

SUMA Displays general data about all
virtual machines, performance
groups, and processors since
logon.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

SYSPERF Displays system, user, channel,
and device summary statistics.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

TOP Starts the display at the top of
the screen buffer.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

TRACE Allows you to inspect the CP
trace table.

RT only. Displaying Storage

U[n] Scrolls backward n lines in the
screen buffer. The default is 1
line.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

UCPLT Identical to the CPLT command
but uses user-supplied data.

RT and FB.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs

UPLOT Identical to the PLOT command
but uses user-supplied data.

RT and FB.
For user-written procedures and
execs only.

Using Procedures and Execs
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UXST Displays status of expanded
storage for users.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

VLOG Displays and saves the VMCF
activity log.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

VMDBK Displays the contents of the
main control block for a virtual
machine.

RT only. Displaying Storage

VMSTAT Displays CP statistical counters. RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

VMU Displays general data about all
or selected virtual machines and
processors.

RT and FB. Displaying Online Reports

W1 Command prefix that directs
screen control commands to
window 1.

RT only.
For non-split-screen mode only

User Interface Basics

W2 Command prefix that directs
screen control commands to
window 2.

RT only.
For both split-screen and non-
split-screen modes

User Interface Basics

W2CMND Command prefix used to direct
commands to the upper window
when the lower window is
active.

RT only.
For split-screen mode only.

User Interface Basics

WARN Sets thresholds that
automatically invoke Explore
PM for z/VM procedures or CMS
EXEC 2 and REXX execs when
user-specified threshold levels
are exceeded.

RT only.
Service machine only.

Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

Xedit Invokes the XEDIT editor from
which you can create and edit
files, Explore PM for z/VM
procedures, and CMS EXEC 2
and REXX execs.

RT and FB. User Interface Basics

XSTore Displays the status of expanded
storage.

RT only. Displaying Online Reports

 

SET Command Operands

The following table lists all operands of the SET command and the articles to refer to for more information. The
Restrictions column shows the valid subsystems for the command and lists any restrictions.

Operand Function Restrictions Article

AUTOREAD Specifies the action Explore PM
for z/VM takes when the current
command is processed.

For the EXPLCMND interface.
RT only.

Activating the CMS Command
Interface Without Entering Real
Time

COLOR Determines the color mode used
in screen generation.

RT and FB. Configuring the Product
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DEG Specifies whether USER
degradation analysis data is
collected during the subscan
interval.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

DHOT Determines whether HOT I/O
devices are displayed in window
1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DINRQ Determines whether device
intervention required messages
are displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DINTR Determines whether device
intervention waits are displayed
in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DIRM Determines whether devices in
intensive recording mode are
displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DISKWARN Specifies the percent full at
which the service machine's
log disk must be to display in
window 2 a warning to back up
the log files.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DMIHN Determines whether missing
interrupts are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DOFFL Determines whether offline
devices are displayed in window
1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DRSET Determines whether device
reset conditions are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DRSVD Determines whether reserves
pending are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

DWAIT Determines whether users that
are in a disabled wait state are
displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

ESCAN Defines the number of
scan intervals to be used in
calculating and recording
extended data.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

EXECLIST Lets you log to the screen buffer
commands from EXPLORE
procedures and CMS EXEC 2 or
REXX execs.

RT and FB. Using Procedures and Execs

EXPLOG Defines the day and time range
or ranges for when EXPLORE
logs performance data.

RT only.
Service machine only.

Configuring the Product
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EXTENDED Specifies if extended data
collection is to be performed.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

EXTRACT Lets you log EXTRACT
commands to the screen buffer.

RT and FB. Using Procedures and Execs

INITCMD Sets the initial report command
to be processed in window 3
by the automatic screen update
facility.

RT only.
For user-written procedures
and execs only. Not valid for
EXPLCMND or the service
machine.

Using Procedures and Execs

INW2CMD Sets the initial report command
to be processed in window 2
in split-screen mode by the
automatic screen update facility.

RT only.
For user-written procedures
and execs only. Not valid for
EXPLCMND or the service
machine.

Using Procedures and Execs

key Assign a new value to a key. RT and FB.
PREFIX and SUFFIX operands
are RT only and are not valid on
the service machine.
Not valid for EXPLCMND.

Configuring the Product

LINES Limits output to the number of
lines specified.

For the EXPLCMND interface.
RT only.

Activating the CMS Command
Interface Without Entering Real
Time

LOGCPFM Activates and deactivates
logging of CP Monitor format
data.

SET LOGCPFM ON is for use
in the INITSERV initialization file
only
SET LOGCPFM OFF is for the
service machine only.

Configuring the Product

LOGGING Activates and deactivates disk
logging.

If issued from the service
machine, the setting applies
to the EXPLORE LOG, DLOG
LOG, and VLOG LOG files.
If not issued from the service
machine, the setting applies
only to the local DLOG LOG file.

Configuring the Product

MENU Allows you to redisplay the last
menu displayed by pressing
ENTER.

RT and FB. Configuring the Product

MPRED Determines whether CPU
utilization is divided by the
number of processors.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

PGROUPa Changes the name of a
performance group.

RT only. Configuring the Product

RCHLOG Logs real channel data. Service machine only. Configuring the Product

RCULOG Logs real control unit data. Service machine only. Configuring the Product

RDEV Specifies whether the RDEV
data display shows device
status information or service
time.

RT only. Configuring the Product

RDEVLOG Logs real device data. Service machine only. Configuring the Product
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SCALE Lets you specify that data
returned by the EXTRACT
command is to contain decimal
points.

RT and FB.
Service machine only.

Using Procedures and Execs

SCAN Defines the time interval
between inspections of CP
control blocks.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

SERVICE Identifies the name of the
service machine.

For the EXPLCMND interface.
RT only.

Activating the CMS Command
Interface Without Entering Real
Time

SHOWPF Determines if PF-key settings
are displayed at the bottom of
each menu or report panel.

RT only.
Not valid for EXPLCMND or the
service machine.

Configuring the Product

STACK Determines whether output is
placed in the console buffer for
later use by an exec.

For the EXPLCMND interface.
RT only.

Activating the CMS Command
Interface Without Entering Real
Time

STATLOG Logs VM statistical counters. Service machine only. Configuring the Product

SUBSCAN Defines how many times a
subscan of critical areas is
performed per major scan
interval.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

SYSIDn Sets user IDs for the
processors.

RT only.
Service machine only.

Configuring the Product

TIMESTMP Determines whether report date
and data collection date and
time are displayed on report
panels.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

TRACE Determines the number of 4K
pages of the CP trace table
that are to be inspected by the
TRACE command.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

UPDATE Automatically updates at the
end of each scan interval the
last report command requested.

RT only.
Service machine only.

Configuring the Product

USERLOG Logs data about virtual
machines.

Service machine only. Configuring the Product

WARN Defines the warning scan
interval (the interval at which
procedures are to be executed
after threshold conditions are
met).

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WCONS Determines whether users
that have CP READ status are
displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WCPRD Determines whether users
waiting on CP reads are
displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions
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WCSTOP Determines whether users
waiting in check stop states are
displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WDISC Determines whether users in
disconnected wait states are
displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WDORM Determines whether users on
the dormant list are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WELIG Determines whether users on
the eligible list are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WIDLE Determines whether users that
are idle are displayed in window
1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WINDOW Allows you to control the data
displayed in windows 1 and 2
and the size of windows 1 and
2.

RT only.
WINDOW GROUP is for use in
the INITSERV initialization file
only.

Configuring the Product

WINST Determines whether users
that are waiting for instruction
simulation are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WI/O Determines whether users that
are waiting for nonChapter I/O
are displayed in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WCHAPTER Determines whether users that
are waiting for Chapter I/O are
displayed in window 1

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WSLEEP Determines whether users in CP
sleep conditions are displayed
in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WSTOP Determines whether users in
CP stop states are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WTIO Determines whether users in
TIO-busy loops are displayed in
window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WTSCH Determines whether users in
TSCH-busy loops are displayed
in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions

WVERP Determines whether users
with Virtual Error Recording
Processing active are displayed
in window 1.

Service machine only. Setting Thresholds and
Displaying Exception Conditions
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VMSTAT Variables For RealTime and Flashback
The following table describes the VMSTAT variables for VM/ESA and z/VM. The column headed Data Source indicates
the data source in CP, with the first three letters identifying the IBM control block.

Variables

Label Data Source Description

%PAGE %PAGE The percentage of page space active.

%SPL %SPL The percentage of spool space active.

CCFWT CALCFWT The total number of VMBKs in the dispatch
list which were in PAGE WAIT.

CCPURN CALCPURN The total number of VMBKs in the dispatch
list which were running on a processor.

CCPUWT CALCPUWT The total number of VMBKs in the dispatch
list which were in CONSOLE FUNCTION
WAIT.

CELSVM CALELSVM The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in SVM WAIT.

CIOACT CALIOACT The total number of VMDBKs that had
asynchronous I/O outstanding which
caused them to be left in the dispatch list

CIOWT CALIOWT The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in I/O WAIT state.

CLLIST CALLLIST The number of VMDBKs, which were in the
dispatch list waiting for a CPU, but were
also on the limit list, prevented from running
by MAX SHARE.

CMPNCT CALMPNTR The number of non-trivial transactions
completed in a virtual MP environment.

CMPNTR CALMPNTR The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for non-trivial transactions completed in a
virtual MP environment.

CMPTCT CALMPTCT The number of trivial transactions
completed in a virtual MP environment.

CMPTRV CALMPTRV The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for trivial transactions completed in a virtual
MP environment.

CMSACT XCTMSACT Accumulated elapsed time in microseconds
which display user exits were active.

CNOTEL FTRNOTEL The number of time s a presented CCW
was not eligible for fast CCW translation.
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COTHR CALOTHR The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were not in CALPCPRN,
CALCPUWT, CALSIMWT, CALCFWT,
CALWTPAG, CALIOWT, CALTSVM, or
CALTIDL.

CQDISP CALQDISP The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were quick dispatch
users.

CQDNCT CALQDNCT The number of transactions added for a
quick dispatch VMDBK.

CQDNTR CALQDNTR The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for quick dispatch VMDBKs.

CRABRT FTRABORT The number of times fast CCW translation
was aborted.

CRDONE FTRDONE The number of times fast CCW translation
completed successfully.

CSIMWT CALSIMWT The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in SIMUALTION
WAIT.

CSLKTM CALSLKTM The number of formal spin request for the
scheduler lock.

CTIDL CALTIDL The total number of VMDBKs, which were
found in TEST IDLE and not in SVM WAIT.

CTSVM CALTSVM The total number of VMDBKs, which were
found in both TEST IDLE and in SVM
WAIT.

CUPNCT CALUPNCT The number of non-trivial transactions
completed in a virtual UP environment.

CUPNTR CALUPNTR The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for non-trivial transactions completed in a
virtual UP environment.

CUPTCT CALUPTCT The number of trivial transactions
completed in a virtual UP environment.

CUPTRV CALUPTRV The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for trivial transactions completed in a virtual
UP environment.

CWRITE FTRWRITE The number of times a write channel
program was presented for fast CCW
translation.

CWTPAG CALWTPAG The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in PAGE WAIT.

EAVGAG XSTAVGAG The average age of paging XSTORE
blocks.

EBLKCY XSTBLKCY The number of blocks migrated from a non-
dormant guest.
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EBLKDM XSTBLKDM The number of blocks migrated from a
dormant guest.

EBLKSH XSTBLKSH The number of blocks migrated from a
shared system.

EBLKSY XSTBLKSY The number of blocks migrated from the CP
system.

EBMULT XSTBMULT Used to control number of migrate buffers
obtained at migration invocation.

EBPRCT XSTBPRCT The number of blocks of pages read.

ECPPAR XSTCPPAR The total number of blocks in CP partition
for allocation.

ECPSTR XSTCPSTR The size in blocks of XSTORE retained for
CP use.

ECTGAL XSTCTGAL The number of blocks to flush from a user's
partition.

ECTPGM XSTCTPGM The number of PGMBKs selected.

ECTXAV XSTCTXAV The number of available blocks in the CP
partition.

ECTXER XSTCTXER The number of currently allocated XSTORE
blocks in error.

ECYCLS XSTCYCLS The number of times through the cyclic list.

ECYCMX XSTCYCMX The number of users to visit before lowering
target time.

EFLCYC XSTFLCYC The number of cycles while flushing.

EFRMAQ XSTFRMAQ Migration frame queue (buffers).

EGUEST XSTGUEST The total number of XSTORE blocks
migrated and allocated to users.

EHICNT XSTHICNT The number of times XSTLOH20 was larger
than XSTRSTHI.

EHITHR XSTHITHR The high threshold for migration.

EINCRB XSTINCRB The number of blocks per increment.

ELOH2O XSTLOH2O The minimum number of XSTORE blocks
available during this migration.

ELOTHR XSTLOTHR The low threshold for migration.

EMAXCT XSTMAXCT The number of times target time lowered.

EMAXK XSTMAXK The highest XSTORE increment number.

EMIGS XSTMIGS The number of migrate invocations.

EMRABI XSTMRABI The number of pages read in as part of a
block but not used (as seen by migrate).

ENOIO XSTNOIO I/O not required for migration.

ENUMAQ XSTNUMAQ The number on the migrate frame queue.

EOTALB XSTOTALB The total XSTORE blocks configured to CP.
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ERHICT XSTRHICT The number of times buffer decreased.

ERLOCT XSTRLOCT The number of times buffer increased.

ERSTHI XSTRSTHI XSTLOTHR was lowered if XSTLOH20 was
larger 3 times in a row at end of migration.

ERSTLO XSTRSTLO XSTLOTHR was raised if XSTLOH20 was
smaller than RSTLO at end of migration.

ESRABI XSTSRABI The number of pages read in as part of a
block but not used (as seen by steal).

ESRGCT XSTSRGCT The number of single reads for guests.

ESRSCT XSTSRSCT The number of single reads for system.

ESTIME XSTSTIME The migrate/steal timer.

ETARGT XSTTARGT The target age, in seconds.

EUSRCY XSTUSRCY The number of non-dormant guests, which
were the target of migration.

EUSRDM XSTUSRDM The number of dormant guests, which were
the target of migration.

EUSRSH XSTUSRSH The number of shared systems, which were
the target of migration.

EXBGET XSTXBGET The number of XSTORE allocations.

EXBREL XSTXBREL The number of XSTORE releases.

EXBZIP XSTXBZIP The number of times no XSTORE was
available.

GDISKS QDGDISKS The number of active virtual disk in storage.
An active disk is one, which is currently
linked by at least one user.

GLKCNT QDGLKCNT The total number of links to all virtual disks
in storage. This includes one of each disk
created with the define command.

GSYSCA QDGSYSCA The total number of currently allocated
blocks for virtual disk in storage.

GSYSLM QDSYSLM The limit of total allocation of virtual disks
in storage for all users on the system. The
units are in 512 byte blocks. A value of - 1
indicates there is no limit.

GUSRLM QDGUSRLM The limit of total allocation of virtual disks in
storage for any single user on the system.
The units are in 512 byte blocks. A value of
- 1 indicates there is no limit.

LAVGML CALAVGML The average system modified device load
(MLOAD) for paging.

LAVMLS CALAVMLS The average system modified device load
(MLOAD) for spooling.

LDMOIU CALDMOIU The total number of dump slots in use on
special dump-only volumes.
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LDMPAV CALDMPAV The total number of dump slots available on
special dump-only volumes.

LPLTAV CALPLTAV The total number of slots, which have been
allocated for paging.

LPLTIU CALPLTIU The total number of slots, which are
currently being used for paging.

LPRFAV CALPRFAV The total number of preferred paging slots,
which have been allocated for the system.
This is not a valid variable for VM/ESA
releases 3.1 and above.

LPRFIU CALPRFIU The total number of preferred paging slots,
which are currently in use. This is not a
valid variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

LSLTAV CALSLTAV The total number of slots, which have been
allocated for spooling.

LSLTIU CALSLTIU The total number of slots, which are
currently being used for spooling.

LTOSML CALTOSML The sum of modified device load (MLOAD)
on system spooling exposure.

LTOTML CALTOTML The sum of modified device load (MLOAD)
on system paging exposure.

L90FUL CAL90FUL The number of times available paging slots
were 90% full.

L91FUL CAL91FUL The number of times available paging slots
were 91% full.

MDCAC HCPDCAC The authorized cache capacity.

MDCAU HCPDCAU The number of active users which
performed at least one insert into
the minidisk cache after the last fair
share interval. The value is the sum of
TCMFSHVM + TCMNFSVM.

MDCEM HCPDCEM The total number of times the empty pointer
moves. This is not a valid variable for VM/
ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCEX HCPDCEX The number of fair share exclusions. The
number of times a data buffer not places in
the minidisk cache because the fair share
limit was exceeded. The value is from
TCMFSLEX.

MDCFA HCPDCFA The number of failed searches. This is not
valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCFP HCPDCFP The number of probes during failure. This
is not valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.
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MDCHT HCPDCHT The number of cache hits. This is not valid
with VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCIA HCPDCIA The number of I/Os avoided.

MDCIB HCPDCIB The number of invalidated blocks.

MDCIH HCPDCIH The total number of invalidation request
hits. This is not valid for VM/ESA releases
3.1 and above.

MDCIS HCPDCIS The total number of inserts in hash table.

MDCIT HCPDCIT The total number of invalidation request.

MDCLI HCPDCLI The fair share limit for cache inserts.

MDCLP HCPDCLP The hash table load factor * 100. This is not
valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCMS HCPDCMS The number of cache misses. This is not
valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCNE HCPDCNE The total number of expanded storage
pages in the minidisk cache. The value is
from TCMXSTOR.

MDCPH HCPDCPH The number of partial hits.

MDCPN HCPDCPN The number of non-aligned page ops.

MDCPR HCPDCPR The number of PAGEINS.

MDCPW HCPDCPW The number of PAGEOUTS.

MDCPY HCPDCPY The number of aligned page ops.

MDCQC HCPDCQC The number of queued cpex events.

MDCSP HCPDCSP The number of probes during succ. This
is not valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

MDCSU HCPDCSU The number of successful searches. This
is not valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

MDCTR HCPDCTR The total number of read request.

MDCXG HCPDCXG The number of XSTORE blocks minidisk
cache receives from CP expanded storage.
The value is the sum of TCMXSTOR +
TCMXSTDL.

MDCXR HCPDCXR The number of XSTORE blocks minidisk
cache steals from CP expanded storage.
The value is from TCMXSTDL.

PABNCT PLSABNCT The number of soft abends.

PAISRV PLSAISRV The number of restore VAC instructions.

PAISVC PLSAISVC The number of vector change control
intercepts.

PALEMP PLSALEMP The number of times available list was
empty.
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PALNCT PLSALNCT The number of times a new frame was
needed from available list.

PASARL PLSASARL The number of ASAs released because that
page is currently in main storage and has
been changed.

PBISAS PLSBISAS The number of STAP (B212) instructions.

PBISBP PLSBISBP The number of PTLB (B20D) instructions.

PBISBT PLSBISBT The number of TB (B22C) instructions.

PBISCP PLSBISCP The number of STIDP (B202) instructions.

PBISIU PLSBISIU The number of IUCV (B2F0) instructions.

PBISSI PLSBISSI The number of SIE (B214) instructions.

PBISTE PLSBISTE The number of SCK (B204) instructions.

PBISXE PLSBISXE The number of SPX (B210) instructions.

PBISXS PLSBISXS The number of STPX (B211) instructions.

PCFMCK PLSCFMCK The number of call-from-CFM CPEBKs
unstacked and executed.

PCPSUS PLSCPSUS Invocations of IORSUSNS exit.

PCTCS PLSCTCS The number of real CSCHs executed.

PCTHS PLSCTHS The number of real HSCHs executed.

PCTPGN PLSCTPGN The page-in rate between real storage and
expanded storage.

PCTPGO PLSCTPGO The page-out rate between real storage
and expanded storage.

PCTRS PLSCTRS The number of real RSCHs executed.

PCTSI PLSCTSI The number of I/O solicited interrupts.

PCTSS PLSCTSS The number of real SSCHs executed.

PCTUI PLSCTUI The number of I/O unsolicited interrupts.

PCUHAF PLSCUHAF The number of users dispatched with hard
affinity (which is, a dedicated processor).

PDGUCT PLSDGUCT The number of user-supplied diagnose
instructions.

PDIAGT PLSDIAGT The number of all diagnose instructions.

PDISPE PLSDISPE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of
dispatch list.

PDISP1 PLSDISP1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of dispatch list.

PDISP2 PLSDISP2 The number of times the demand scan
completed after second scan of dispatch
list.
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PDORME PLSDORME The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency pass of
dormant list.

PDORM1 PLSDORM1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first pass of dormant list.

PDORM2 PLSDORM2 The number of times the demand scan
completes after second pass of dormant
list.

PDRMPE PLSDRMPE The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list emergency pass.

PDRMP1 PLSDRMP1 The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list pass 1.

PDRMP2 PLSDRMP2 The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list pass 2.

PDSPCM PLSDSPCM Master-only forced selects.

PDSPCN PLSDSPCN Windows to wait for lock on CPU.

PDSPCW PLSDSPCW Entries to wait state on CPU.

PDSPPE PLSDSPPE The number of frames taken from users
during dispatch list emergency pass.

PDSPP1 PLSDSPP1 The number of frames taken from users
during dispatch list pass 1.

PDSPP2 PLSDSPP2 The number of frames taken from users
during dispatch list pass 2.

PDSWCU PLSDSWCU User work select slow paths.

PDXFRE PLSDXFRE The total number of disextend frames
returned.

PEFRC1 PLSEFRC1 E1 "forced" into the dispatch list.

PEFRC2 PLSEFRC2 E2 "forced" into the dispatch list.

PEFRC3 PLSEFRC3 E3 "forced" into the dispatch list.

PELGPE PLSELGPE The number of frames taken from users
during eligible list emergency pass.

PELGP1 PLSELGP1 The number of frames taken from users
during eligible list pass 1.

PELGP2 PLSELGP2 The number of frames taken from users
during eligible list pass 2.

PELIGE PLSELIGE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of eligible
list.

PELIG1 PLSELIG1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of eligible list.

PELIG2 PLSELIG2 The number of times the demand scan
completed after second scan of eligible list.

PEQKAD PLSEQKAD The number of QUICKDSP users added.
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PEXTNC PLSEXTNC The number of SIGP external call interrupts
on CPU.

PEXTNK PLSEXTNK The number of clock comparator interrupts
with required CPU switch.

PEXTNX PLSEXTNX The number of external interrupts on CPU.

PFRECT PLSFRECT The number of calls for free storage.

PFRET PLSFRET The number of free storage returns by the
system.

PFSPCT PLSFSPCT The number of requests satisfied by regular
free storage subpools.

PFVRCT PLSFVRCT The number of requests satisfied by V=R
subpools.

PFVRLS PLSFVRLS The number of V=R requests satisfied
from V=R free storage, but not from V=R
subpools.

PFVRRQ PLSFVRRQ Total number of V=R free storage requests.

PGIRPG PLSGIRPG The number of program interrupts reflected
to virtual machines.

PIORCT PLSIORCT The number of IORBKs processed.

PISEAC PLSISEAC The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*ACCOUNT to a virtual machine.

PISEBL PLSISEBL The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*BLOCKIO to a virtual machine.

PISECC PLSISECC The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *CCS.
This is not a valid variable for VM/ESA
releases 3.1 and above.

PISECF PLSISECF The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *CONFIG
to a virtual machine. This not a valid
variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

PISECR PLSISECR The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *CRM to
a virtual machine.

PISEID PLSISEID The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *IDENT
to a virtual machine.

PISELO PLSISELO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*LOGREC to a virtual machine.

PISEM PLSISEM The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *MSG to
a virtual machine.
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PISEMA PLSISEMA The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *MSGALL
to a virtual machine.

PISEMO PLSISEMO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*MONITOR to a virtual machine.

PISERA PLSISERA The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *RPI to a
virtual machine.

PISESI PLSISESI The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *SIGNAL to
a virtual machine.

PISESP PLSISESP The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *SPL to a
virtual machine.

PISESY PLSISESY The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *SYMPTOM
to a virtual machine.

PISEVM PLSISEVM The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP systems from a virtual
machine.

PISTAC PLSISTAC The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *ACCOUNT.

PISTBL PLSISTBL The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *BLOCKIO.

PISTCC PLSISTCC The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MSG.

PISTCF PLSISTCF The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service *CONFIG. This is not a
valid variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

PISTCR PLSISTCR The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service *CRM.

PISTID PLSISTID The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *INDENT.

PISTLO PLSISTLO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system *LOGREC.

PISTM PLSISTM Number of successful IUCV data transfers
to CP system service *MSG.

PISTMA PLSISTMA Number of successful IUCV data transfers
to CP system service *MSGALL.
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PISTMO PLSISTMO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *MONITOR.

PISTRA PLSISTRA The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *RPI.

PISTSI PLSISTSI The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *SIGNAL.

PISTSP PLSISTSP The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *SPL.

PISTSY PLSISTSY The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *SYMPTOM.

PISTVM PLSISTVM The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service.

PISUAC PLSISUAC The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *ACCOUNT.

PISUBL PLSISUBL The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *BLOCKIO.

PISUCC PLSISUCC The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *CCS.

PISUCF PLSISUCF The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service
*CONFIG to a virtual machine. This is not a
valid variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

PISUCR PLSISUCR The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service *CRM
to a virtual machine.

PISUID PLSISUID The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service
*INDENT to a virtual machine.

PISULO PLSISULO The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service
*LOGREC to a virtual machine.

PISUM PLSISUM The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MSG.

PISUMA PLSISUMA The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MSGALL.

PISUMO PLSISUMO The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MONITOR.

PISURA PLSISURA The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *RPI.
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PISUSI PLSISUSI The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *SIGNAL
to a virtual machine.

PISUSIP PLSISUSIP The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *SPL to a
virtual machine.

PISUSY PLSISUSY The number of unsuccessful IUCV
data transfers from CP system service
*SYMPTOM to a virtual machine.

PISUVM PLSISUVM The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service.

PIUCVT PLSIUCVT The total number of IUCV functions. The
following fields indicate the total number of
successful IUCV transfers.

PKEUIE PLSKEUIE The number of ISKE (B229) instructions.

PKEYIK PLSKEYIK The number of ISK (09) instructions.

PKEYRE PLSKEYRE The number of RRBE (B22A) instructions.

PKEYRR PLSKEYRR The number of RRB (B213) instructions.

PKEYSE PLSKEYSE The number of SSKE (B22B) instructions.

PKEYSK PLSKEYSK The number of SSK (08) instructions.

PLTDPE PLSLTDPE The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list emergency
pass.

PLTDP1 PLSLTDP1 The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list pass 1.

PLTDP2 PLSLTDP2 The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list pass 2.

PLTD1 PLSLTD1 The number of times demand scan
completed after pass 1 while scanning long-
term dormant users.

PLTD2 PLSLTD2 The number of times demand scan
completed after pass 2 while scanning long-
term dormant users.

PMCHCT PLSMCHCT The number of primary machine-checks on
CPU.

PMCVMC PLSMCVMC The number of machine check interrupts
reflected to virtual machines.

PNOCMP PLSNOCMP The number of times the demand scan
completed without satisfying the demand
for frames.

PPCVSC PLSPCVSC The number of SERVC (B220) instructions.

PPGIN PLSPGIN The number of longpath page-ins.
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PPGMRD PLSPGMRD The number of page table translations,
which resulted in a page, read from DASD
during XSTORE migrations.

PPGMRX PLSPGMRX The number of page table translations,
which resulted in a page, read from
XSTORE during XSTORE migration.

PPGOUT PLSPGOUT The number of longpath page-outs.

PPGXRD PLSPGXRD The number of page table translations,
which resulted in a page, read from
XSTORE.

PPGXTD PLSPGXTD The number of free storage frame requests.

PPGXWT PLSPGXWT The number of page tables paged to
XSTORE.

PPIOPR PLSPIOPR The number of paging read requests.

PPIOPW PLSPIOPW The number of paging write requests.

PPIOSR PLSPIOSR The number of spooling read requests.

PPIOSW PLSPIOSW The number of spooling write requests.

PPNEW PLSPNEW The number of page translations for a first-
time referenced page.

PPREAD PLSPREAD The number of page translations, which
resulted in a page read.

PPRQDF PLSPRQDF The total number of page requests
deferred.

PPRVGP PLSPRVGP The number of SIGP (AE) instructions.

PPRVIS PLSPRVIS The number of non-fast-path guest
instruction simulations performed on this
processor.

PPRVLC PLSPRVLC The number of LCTL (B7) instructions.

PPRVLP PLSPRVLP The number of LPSW (82) instructions.

PPRVMN PLSPRVMN The number of STNSM (AC) instructions.

PPRVMO PLSPRVMO The number of STOSM (AD) instructions.

PPRVMS PLSPRVMS The number of SSM (80) instructions.

PPRVSC PLSPRVSC The number of SVC interrupts reflected to
virtual machines.

PPRVSV PLSPRVSV The number of SVC (0A) instructions.

PPRVTC PLSPRVTC The number of STCTL (B6) instructions.

PPRVTP PLSPRVTP The number of TPROT (E501) instructions.

PPRVVN PLSPRVVN The number of guest SVC 76s reflected.

PPTLCA PLSPTLCA The number of calls to set a pending host
TLB for a user (not the current user).

PPTLCD PLSPTLCD The number of calls to set a pending host
TLB for a user.
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PPTLCL PLSPTLCL The number of calls to purge the TLB on
local processor.

PPTLCS PLSPTLCS The number of calls on a processor to
purge the TLB on all processors.

PRELES PLSRELES The number of times any release function
was performed, including release of any
virtual system pages or shared pages.

PRELFR PLSRELFR The number of frames returned by any
release function.

PRETFR PLSRETFR The number of frames returned to the
available list.

PRSCHC PLSRSCHC The number of virtual RSCHs executed.

PSHARE PLSSHARE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of shared
storage.

PSHRPE PLSSHRPE The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage emergency pass.

PSHRP1 PLSSHRP1 The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage pass 1.

PSHRP2 PLSSHRP2 The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage pass 2.

PSHRRD PLSSHRRD The total number of page reads and
PAGINs for shared pages.

PSIOCT PLSSIOCT The number of virtual SIOs executed.

PSIOFC PLSSIOFC The number of virtual SIOFs executed.

PSSCHC PLSSSCHC The number of virtual SSCHs executed.

PSTKCC PLSSTKCC CPEBKs stacked.

PSTKCD PLSSTKCD The number of calls to update user-
scheduling status.

PSTKCH PLSSTKCH The number of adds for hot shot.

PSTKCI PLSSTKCI IORBKs stacked.

PSTKCJ PLSSTKCJ The number of dormant adds after hot shot.

PSTKCM PLSSTKCM Wakeup by proxy on master CPU.

PSTKCS PLSSTKCS Special CPEBK calls.

PSTKCW PLSSTKCW Work bit stack calls.

PSTKGS PLSSTKGS SIGPs to drop MP adjunct.

PSTKPE PLSSTKPE Elapsed time slice drops.

PSTLFR PLSSTLFR The number of frames taken for free
storage by the frame table scan.

PSTLNU PLSSTLNU The number of users "stolen" from another
PLDV.

PSTLWT PLSSTLWT The number of frame replacement page I/O
write requests.
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PSVCCT PLSSVCCT The number of CP SVCs on CPU.

PSYSE PLSSYSE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of the
system VMDBK.

PSYSPE PLSSYSPE The number of frames taken from users
during system storage emergency pass.

PSYSP1 PLSSYSP1 The number of frames taken from users
during system storage pass 1.

PSYSP2 PLSSYSP2 The number of frames taken from users
during system storage pass 2.

PSYS1 PLSSYS1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of the system
VMDBK.

PTCCC PLSTCCC The number of virtual test channels and
clear channels (TCCCS) executed to virtual
machines.

PTDFCT PLSTDFCT The trim dormant frame count.

PTEFCT PLSTEFCT The trim eligible frame count.

PTMRCO PLSTMRCO The number of guest timer updates when
leaving guest wait state.

PTMRCW PLSTMRCW The number of guest entries to an enabled
wait state.

PTRDCT PLSTRDCT The number of trim dormant user
invocations

PTRECT PLSTRECT The number of trim eligible user
invocations.

PTRMWT PLSTRMWT The number of frame replacement writes
pending which are requested by the trim
from dormant and eligible list user scans.

PTRQCF PLSTRQCF The number of false clock comparator
interrupts because CKC set to TRQBK
already dequeued on another CPU.

PUNKMC PLSUNKMC The number of times an unrecognized
monitor call (MC) instruction was invoked
UNRECOGNIZZED CODES. The user and
I/O domains do not detect unrecognized
codes.

PURFTF PLSURFTF The number of times guest faulted on a
frame for first time but did not modify it.

PVATCA PLSVATCA The number of guest virtual to guest real
address translations.

PVATCL PLSVATCL The number of guest virtual to host real
address translations.

PVFLDR PLSVFLDR The number of vector register pairs loaded.

PVFLOD PLSVFLOD The number of vector load operations.
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PVFOTM PLSVFOTM The amount of CPU time spent switching
vector users.

PVFSVR PLSVFSVR The number of vector register pairs saved.

PVIPRC PLSVIPRC The number of page faults recognized for a
PAGEX guest.

PVIPRS PLSVIPRS The number of page faults recognized for a
PAGEX guest.

PVIXEX PLSVIXEX The number of external interrupts reflected
to virtual machines.

PVOPIF PLSVOPIF The number of instruction fetches.

PVPTNV PLSVPTNV The number of IPTE (B221) instructions.

PVSEVM PLSVSEVM The number of successful VMCF data
transfers by a virtual machine.

PVSTVM PLSVSTVM The number of successful VMCF data
transfers to a virtual machine.

PVSUVM PLSVSUVM The number of unsuccessful VMCF data
transfers to a virtual machine.

PWRUCI PLSWRUCI The number of SIE interceptions while
simulating the SIE instruction.

PWRUCP PLSWRUCP The number of SIE instruction executions
while simulating the SIE instruction.

PXITCT PLSXITCT The number of user exit calls.

PXPGIN PLSXPGIN The number of PGIN (B22E) instructions.

PXPGOU PLSXPGOU The number of PGOUT (B22F) instructions.

RABSDE SRMABSDE The sum of the absolute shares of all
VMDBKs currently in the eligible and
dispatch lists.

RABSDL SRMABSDL The sum of the absolute shares of all
VMDBKs (excluding dedicated VMDBKs)
currently in the dispatch list.

RAPGDE SRMAPGDE The average paging rate of a user in
dispatch or eligible list.

RATOD SRMATOD This TOD only advances at the rate the
system is running user work. (Artificial
TOD)

RATOD2 SRMATOD2 This TOD only advances with each CPU’s
user time and each CPU’s wait time.
(Artificial TOD2)

RAVLHT  The available high threshold list.

RAVLLT  The available low threshold list.

RAWSDE SRMAWSDE The average working set size of a user in
dispatch or eligible list.
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RBIASD SRMBIASD The duration, which the IABIAS parameter
of the SET SRM command is currently set
to. The range is 1-100.

RBIASI SRMBIASI The intensity, which the IABIAS parameter
of the SET SRM command is currently set
to. The range is 0.00-1.00.

RBLOCK SRMBLOCK The blocked class. This is used when
selecting VMDBKs for the dispatch list.

RCDISP SRMCDISP The number of VMDBKs in dispatch list
(Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RCDLDG SRMCDLDG The number of loading VMDBKs in dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RCDORM SRMCDORM The number of VMDBKs in dormant list.

RCELDG SRMCELDG The number of loading VMDBKs in eligible
list (E0, E1, E2, E3).

RCELIG SRMCELIG The number of VMDBKs in eligible list (E0,
E1, E2, E3).

RCKVAL SRMCKVAL The relative E1 elapsed-time-slice (ETS)
adjustment factor used by the E1 ETS
adjustment logic in HCPSTP.

RCONLL SRMCONLL The number of users actually in the limit list.

RCRCPU SRMCRCPU The number of CPUs not in wait state.

RCTGRW SRMCTGRW Count drops for growth limit.

RCTLCK SRMCTLCK Count drops for LOCKSHOT end.

RCTPRM SRMCTPRM Count drops for preemption.

RC1DLD SRMC1DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q1, Q2
and Q3.

RC1DSP SRMC1DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q1, Q2 and Q3.

RC1ELD SRMC1ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E1, E2
and E3.

RC1ELG SRMC1ELG The number of VMDBKs in E1, E2, E3.

RC1LOW SRMC1LOW The Q1 + E1 threshold value.

RC2DLD SRMC2DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q2 and
Q3.

RC2DSP SRMC2DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q2 and Q3.

RC2ELD SRMC2ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E2 and
E3.

RC2ELG SRMC2ELG The number of VMDBKs in E2 and E3.

RC3DLD SRMC3DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q3.

RC3DSP SRMC3DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q3.

RC3ELD SRMC3ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E3.

RC3ELG SRMC3ELG The number of VMDBKs in E3.
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RC3LOW SRMC3LOW The Q3 + E3 threshold value.

RDLTLD SRMDLTLD The total dispatch list time for all E1 loading
users.

RDSVMW SRMDSVMW The number of dormant list users in SVM
wait.

RD1DSP SRMD1DSP The default number of users allowed in
dispatch list (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RD1LDG SRMD1LDG The default percentage of load capacity,
which can be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RD1WSS SRMD1WSS The default working set size E1.

RD2DSP SRMD2DSP The default number of users allowed in Q2
and Q3.

RD2LDG SRMD2LDG The default percentage of load capacity for
Q2 and Q3.

RD2WSS SRMD2WSS The default working set size E2.

RD3DSP SRMD3DSP The default number of users allowed in Q3.

RD3LDG SRMD3LDG The default percentage of load capacity for
Q3.

RD3WSS SRMD3WSS The default working set size E3.

REDFFC SRMEDFFC The constant used to adjust each EDFF.

REDFF1 SRMEDFF1 Class 1 eligible list delay factor feedback.

REDFF2 SRMEDFF2 Class 2 eligible list delay factor feedback.

REDFF3 SRMEDFF3 Class 3 eligible list delay factor feedback.

REPNF1 SRMEPNF1 Expansion factor class 1.

REPNF2 SRMEPNF2 Expansion factor class 2.

REPNF3 SRMEPNF3 Expansion factor class 3.

RETSDC SRMETSDC The amount the E1 time slice was
decremented when a user completes
after an E1 stay. (The elapsed time slice
decrement)

RETSIN SRMETSIN The amount the E1 time slice was
incremented whenever a user does not
complete after an E1 stay. (The elapsed
time slice increment)

RETSLC SRMETSLC The E1 slice time *. Any SRMEXETF
should always be less than SRMMVESL.

RETSMN SRMETSMN The minimum elapsed time slice (.05
second or 50,000 microseconds).

RETSMX SRMETSMX The maximum elapsed time slice (16
seconds or 16M microseconds).

RE0ETF SRME0ETF The E0 elapsed time slice factor. An E0
slice was an E1 slice times this number.

RE1ETF SRME1ETF The dummy holder for indexing.
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RE1ETS SRME1ETS The E1 elapsed time slice.

RE2ETF SRME2ETF The E2 elapsed time slice factor. An E2
slice was an E1 slice times this number.

RE3ETF SRME3ETF The E3 elapsed time slice factor. An E3
slice was an E1 slice times this number.
Resource limits note: EO users are not
subject to any of these quotas.

RHFRST SRMHFRST Half a reset interval.

RHOTIN SRMHOTIN The HOTSHOT intensity, which is the
intensity of the HHOTSHOT boost for
unsolicited terminal interrupts for a VMDBK.

RLDGCP SRMLDGCP The total load capacity, which is the number
of users, paging continuously, required to
drive the paging hardware at its maximum
rate. It is based on the number of read
exposures.

RLDGFW SRMLDGFW Fullword to hold number of page reads per
minor time slice, which constitute a "loading
user".

RLLCNT SRMLLCNT The number of adds to the limit list. This
does not include adds from a virtual MP
priority drop.

RLOTHR SRMLOTHR The low through-out value to use when
SRMRTBSZ or more users in dispatch list.

RL1DSP SRML1DSP The limit on number of users allowed in
dispatch list (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RL1LDG SRML1LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RL2DSP SRML2DSP The limit on number of users allowed in Q2
and Q3.

RL2LDG SRML2LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in (Q2, Q3).

RL3DSP SRML3DSP The limit on number of users allowed in Q3.

RL3LDG SRML3LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in Q3.

RMNLDC SRMMNLDC The minimum loading capacity for the
system.

RMNPGR SRMMNPGR The minimum system paging rate used by
the scheduler.

RMSCPU SRMMSCPU The CPU address of the master-side CPU.

RMXPAG SRMMXPAG The total paging capacity, in pages per
second, which can be delivered by the
paging hardware.

RNCPUA SRMNCPUA The number of CPUs available to schedule
time on for non-dedicated users.
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RPGRDE SRMPGRDE The total last-recorded paging rates of all
users currently in the eligible and dispatch
lists (in pages per second).

RPGRDL SRMPGRDL The total last-recorded paging rates of all
users currently in the dispatch list (in pages
per second).

RPGRLD SRMPGRLD The number of page reads by all E1 loading
users.

RPGSRW SRMPGSRW The system resource weight for paging.
This was computed by HCPSTPGS
whenever the system paging rate
changes. It was used in eligible list priority
calculation.

RPGWTF SRMPGWTF The paging weighting factor.

RP1LDG SRMP1LDG The percentage of load capacity, which can
be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RP1WSS SRMP1WSS The percentage of available memory, which
can be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RP2LDG SRMP2LDG The percentage of load capacity for Q2 and
Q3.

RP2WSS SRMP2WSS The percentage of available memory, which
can be taken by Q2 and Q3.

RP3LDG SRMP3LDG The percentage of load capacity for Q3.

RP3WSS SRMP3WSS The percentage of available memory, which
can be taken by Q3.

RRELDE SRMRELDE The sum of the relative shares of all relative
share holders currently in the eligible and
dispatch list.

RRELDL SRMRELDL The sum of the relative shares of all
relative share holders (excluding dedicated
VMDBKs) currently in the dispatch list.

RRSCTM SRMRSCTM The CPU time reset interval.

RRSRVP SRMRSRVP The percentage, in units of CPUs to be held
in reserve for the relative share users. (The
reserved percent)

RRTHRU SRMRTHRU The sum of the through-put values for all
relative and absolute share dispatch list
users. "Through-put" is the value that a
given user was to receive in the dispatch
list. A user's through-put was translated into
a dispatch list share through comparison
with this field.

RSAAVA RSAAVAIL The total number of frames currently on the
available list.

RSACPL RSACPLOK The total number of frames locked by the
CP LOCK command.
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RSACTS RSACTSHR The total number of resident frames for
shared address spaces.

RSAFRQ RSAFRQWT The total number of deferred tasks waiting
for a frame.

RSAFST RSAFSTOR The dwords of subpool free storage
allocated and available.

RSAFSY RSAFSYUD The dwords of subpool free storage
currently in use.

RSAFVR RSAFVRUD The dwords of V=R subpool free storage
currently in use.

RSANON RSANONPG The total number of pages made non-
pageable (i.e. locked for I/O).

RSAPGA RSAPGABL The total number of pageable frames in
the system. This includes pages which
have been made non-pageable Dynamic
page area (DPA) size = RSAPGABL minus
RSANONPG

RSANU RSANUMSA The total number of shared address space
defined.

RSASAV RSASVAFR The total number of frames in use for save
areas.

RSASH RSASHARE The resident shared frame count.

RSAXFR RSAXFREE The number of free storage extend frames.
When using z/VM this is the total number
of frames in use for save, subpool, system
and VMDBK free storage.

RSAXTE RSAXTEND The number of unsuccessful requests for a
free storage extended frame. When using z/
VM this is the total number

RSA2GD RSA2GDCT The total number of deferred tasks waiting
for frames, which are above the 2 gigabyte
line.

RSDORL SRMSDORL The smoothed number of users in the
dormant list.

RSDSPL SRMSDSPL The smoothed number of users in the
dispatch list (Q0).

RSDSP1 SRMSDSP1 The smoothed number of users in Q1.

RSDSP2 SRMSDSP2 The smoothed number of users in Q2.

RSDSP3 SRMSDSP3 The smoothed number of users in Q3.

RSELGL SRMSELGL The smoothed number of users in the
eligible list (E0).

RSELG1 SRMSELG1 The smoothed number of users in E1.

RSELG2 SRMSELG2 The smoothed number of users in E2.

RSELG3 SRMSELG3 The smoothed number of users in E3.
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RSLDDL SRMSLDDL The smoothed number of loading users in
the dispatch list (Q0).

RSLDD1 SRMSLDD1 The smoothed number of loading users in
Q1.

RSLDD2 SRMSLDD2 The smoothed number of loading users in
Q2.

RSLDD3 SRMSLDD3 The smoothed number of loading users in
Q3.

RSLDEL SRMSLDEL The smoothed number of loading users in
the eligible list (E0).

RSLDE1 SRMSLDE1 The smoothed number of loading users in
E1.

RSLDE2 SRMSLDE2 The smoothed number of loading users in
E2.

RSLDE3 SRMSLDE3 The smoothed number of loading users in
E3.

RSLKTM SRMSLKTM The elapsed spin time on the scheduler
lock starting at zero and counting up when
formally spinning on the lock.

RSMSZ HCPRSMSZ The actual real storage size.

RSPGRT SRMSPGRT The system CPU-page read ratio.

RSPLIN SRMSPLIN The sampling interval.

RSSTEL SRMSSTEL The smoothed "steal" output for indicate
load.

RSTDSP SRMSTDSP The smoothed total users in the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RSTEAL SRMSTEAL The instantaneous steal value.

RSTORP SRMSTORP The smoothed storage utilization projection.

RSTORQ SRMSTORQ The storage required from preemption.

RSTRD SRMSTRD The smoothed "time it takes to read a
page." Computed by HCPSTP.

RSTSRW SRMSTSRW The length of time an average real CPU
has spent doing overhead work (work billed
to the system).

RTATM1 SRMTATM1 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
1.

RTATM2 SRMTATM2 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
2.

RTATM3 SRMTATM3 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
3.

RTDTM1 SRMTDTM1 The total d-list time, class 1.

RTDTM2 SRMTDTM2 The total d-list time, class 2.

RTDTM3 SRMTDTM3 The total d-list time, class 3.
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RTIDLE SRMTIDLE The maximum amount of time granted to
a user who goes idle in the dispatch list
before being dropped to the dormant list.

RTIMIN SRMTIMIN The system sampling interval.

RTOTST SRMTOTST The total storage to consider when
selecting VMDBKs for the dispatch list.

RTSHOT SRMTSHOT Short time slice for hot shot dispatch for a
terminal user.

RTSLIC SRMTSLIC The time slice value.

RT1PGR SRMT1PGR The total page rate of all E1 users.

RT1USR SRMT1USR The number of E1 users included.

RT1WSS SRMT1WSS The total working set size of all E1 users.

RVFACT SRMVFACT The number of active vector users elapsed
time slice variables.

RWSSDE SRMWSSDE The total of working set sizes for all users
currently in the eligible and dispatch lists.

RWSSDL SRMWSSDL The sum of WSSs for all users currently in
the dispatch list.

RWSSD1 SRMWSSD1 The sum of WSSs for all Q1, Q2, and Q3
users currently in the dispatch list.

RWSSD2 SRMWSSD2 The sum of WSSs for all Q2 and Q3 users
currently in the dispatch list.

RWSSD3 SRMWSSD3 The sum of WSSs for all Q3 users currently
in the dispatch list.

RWSSL1 SRMWSSL1 The largest E1 user, which can fit into
storage (total unused Q1 storage).

RWSSL2 SRMWSSL2 The largest E2 user, which can fit into
storage (total unused Q2 storage).

RWSSL3 SRMWSSL3 The largest E3 user, which can fit into
storage (total unused Q3 storage).

RWSSMN SRMWSSMN The minimum user working set size.

RWSSMP SRMWSSMP The percentage of available memory, which
constitutes a maximum WSS.

RWTCPU SRMWTCPU The mask of CPUs in wait state.

RXPCTG SRMXPCTG The percentage of XSTORE to use in
working set size and available memory
calculations.

RXSIZE SRMXSIZE The blocks of XSTORE available to CP.

RXSRTE SRMXSRTE The current system XSTORE page-in and
page-out rate (smoothed by HCPSTPGS).

R1AVPG SRM1AVPG The average user paging rate, in pages per
microsecond.

R1AVWS SRM1AVWS The average user working set size.
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SCORCT SYSCORCT The error recording correlation count.

SCPUS SYSCPUS The active processor count.

SDIALD SYSDIALD The total number of current dialed users.

SFNDX SYSSFNDX The number of SFNDX pages in warm start
area.

SHIMAX SYSHIMAX The user high-water-mark.

SLOGON SYSLOGON The number of logons.

SLUCNT SYSLUCNT The total number of users logged on
through SNA.

SMAXU SYSMAXU The maximum number of users.

SMCHCT SYSMCHCT The number of system recovery machine
checks.

SMSPID SYSMSPID The maximum spool file ID.

SPGRAT SYSPGRAT The paging ratio.

SRSVPG SYSRSVPG Reserved pages.

SRS98X SYSRS98X The total number of pages locked by
DIAG98 in 24-bit mode.

SRS983 SYSRS983 The total number of pages locked by
DIAG98 in 31-bit mode. This is not a valid
variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

SSCMAV SYSSCMAV The number of SCMBKs available.

SSFCRT SYSSFCRT The number of spool file created since IPL.

SSFPUR SYSSFPUR The number of spool files purged since IPL.

STADCS SYSTADCS The number of concurrently active DCSS.

STANSS SYSTANSS The number of concurrently active NSS.

STORS SYSTORS The real machine specified storage size.

STPXB SYSTPXB The use of storage is partial to minidisk
cache.

STRAC SYSTRAC The number of trace table pages per CPU.

STRCPC SYSTRCPC The actual trace table count per CPU.

SUSRS SYSUSRS The number of users currently logged on.

SVRFRE SYSVRFRE The size of V=R free storage.

SVRSIZ SYSVRSIZ The size of V=R area.

SXMCHR SYSXMCHR The XSTORE MDC read hit ratio.

SXMCPR SYSXMCPR The XSTORE MDC read rate.

SXMCPW SYSXMCPW The XSTORE MDC write rate.

SXSTMG SYSXSTMG The XSTORE migration rate.

SXSTPG SYSXSTPG The XSTORE paging rate.

SXTSIZ SYSXTSIZ The number of blocks of XSTORE.
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TMIDSZ TCMMIDSZ The maximum XSTORE blocks allowed in
minidisk cache. The maximum XSTORE
blocks allowed is based on the average age
of a page in the DPA.

TMMAIN TCMMMAIN The current number of pages in main
storage being used as track cache.

TMMNDL TCMNDL The number of main storage pages deleted
from cache.

TMNABV TCMNABV The number of pages in use for track cache
pages within main storage. The pages must
be equal to or greater than 2 gigabytes.
This field will be zero for ESA/390 systems.

TMNBLW TCMMNBLW The number of pages in use for track cache
pages within main storage. The pages must
be less than 2 gigabytes. This filed will be
equal to TCMMAIN for ESA/390 systems.

TMNMAX TCMMNMAX The maximum number of main storage
pages, as set by the user command, being
used as cache.

TMNMIN TCMMNMIN The minimum number of main storage
pages, as set by the user command, being
used as cache.

TSTLMN TCMSTLMN The number of times the steal function was
invoked to steal main storage pages from
the track changes.

TXIDSZ TCMXIDSZ The maximum XSTORE blocks allowed
in cache. The maximum XSTORE blocks
allowed is based on the average age of the
XSTORE block.

TXSMIN TCMXSMIN The minimum XSTORE blocks used by
cache.

VMDFRE VMDSFORE The total number of referenced frames
resident when the system shared frame-
owned list was reset.

VMDFRO VMDSFORO The total number of times the system
shared frame-owned list was ordered.

XCLEAR PFXCLEAR The number of fastpath page clears.

XCTID PFXCTID The number of times the interrupt.

XCTIG PFXCTIG The number of times the interrupt.

XCTVD PFXCTVD The number of times virtual device lock.

XCTVG PFXCTVG The number of times the VDEV lock.

XDSPCS PFXDSPCS The number of full select paths.

XDSPCT PFXDSPCT The number of entries to dispatcher.

XDSWCT PFXDSWCT The number of entries to user work.

XFSTSG PFXFSTSG The number of fast path simulations.
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XLRC PFXLRC The local SAVBK return queue count.

XPGIN PFXPGIN The number of fast path PGINs.

XPTRCT PFXPTRCT The number of fast path page translations.

XRUNCI PFXRUNCI The number of SIE interceptions.

XRUNCP PFXRUNCP The number of SIE instructions.

XRUNCR PFXRUNCR The number of times guest’s work.

XRUNPF PFXRUNPF The number of host page faults for guest
pages.

XRUNPR PFXRUNPR The number of host page faults on RCP
pages.

XSPINC PFXSPINC The number of spins on a spin lock.

XSPINT PFXSPINT The elapsed time in forma spin locks on the
processor.

XSTKCR PFXSTKCR The number of time-slice-end reorders.

XSTKPQ PFXSTKPQ The number of dispatch list adds.

XSVCLC PFXSVCLC The number of CP call-with-save-area.

XTOTWT PFXTOTWT The total system wait time on the CPU.

 

Variables No Longer Supported

The following table lists formerly used VMSTAT variables that were valid for VM/SP. They are not supported under
z/VM. The second column lists similar valid VMSTAT variables you can use instead. None indicates that there is no
corresponding valid variable because none would be meaningful under the z/VM feature. See the preceding table for
descriptions of the valid variables.

Instead of This Invalid Variable Use This Similar Valid Variable

DIAG PDIAGT

DIAGI PDGXnn

DIAL SDIALD

EXT PEXTNX

IDLEW None

IOW None

I/O PCTSI and PCTUI

ISK PKEYIK and PKEYIE

LCTL PPRVLC

LPSW PPRVLP

MCK PMCHCT

PAGEW None

PGM PGIRPG

PRVLG PPRVIS
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PTLB PBISPB

RMSIZE STORS

RRB PKEYRR and PKEYRE

SCK PBISTE

SIG PPRVGP

SIGP PPRVGP

SSK PKEYSK or PKEYSE

SSM PPRVMS

STCTL PPRVTC

STIDP PBISCP

STNSM PPRVMN

STOSM PPRVMO

Activating the CMS Command Interface Without Entering Real Time
Contents

The EXPLCMND command activates the CMS command interface, which enables you to access a display for a
single command without having to enter the real-time interface. The EXPLCMND command can also be used to issue
commands from execs when it is not appropriate to enter the real-time interactive CMS interface.

Initialization Procedure
The EXPLCMND command has its own initialization procedure, INITCMND EXPLORE A. The name of the
EXPLORE service machine must be specified in that procedure.
The INITCMND EXPLORE file must contain a SET SERVICE statement identifying the EXPLORE service
machine's user ID, or you may receive the following error:
GE662 userid VIRTUAL MACHINE NOT AVAILABLE

Valid Subsystem
The EXPLCMND command is valid for the real-time subsystem only.

Format
EXPLCMND command [([STACK][AUTOREAD][lines][;]]

command
Replace command with any valid Explore PM for z/VM command except those listed below, or with the name of
an EXPLORE procedure. command cannot contain parentheses.

• AUTO
• CMS
• DLOG
• HELP
• LOG
• Screen control commands
• Program function keys
• XEDIT commands

NOTE
An EXTRACT command is valid only when EXPLCMND is used within an EXEC 2 exec, or a REXX exec that is
using the ADDRESS COMMAND command.
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STACK
Specify STACK to place the output in the console stack.

AUTOREAD
Specify AUTOREAD to have EXPLORE issue a terminal read until it encounters an EEND command.

lines
Replace lines with the maximum number of output lines.

;
Specify a semi-colon (;) to have EXPLORE perform a terminal read after it processes the current command.

Using the AUTOREAD Operand
Additional commands read from the terminal because of the AUTOREAD operand or other parameters cannot
contain parentheses. The format of these commands is similar to that of the EXPLCMND command:
command [([STACK][AUTOREAD][lines][;]] z

SET Commands for the EXPLCMND Interface

This section explains the following SET commands that you can use with the EXPLCMND interface:

• SET AUTOREAD
• SET LINES
• SET SERVICE
• SET STACK
• Valid Subsystem

The SET commands explained in this section are valid for the real-time subsystem only.
• SET AUTOREAD

Use the AUTOREAD parameter of the SET command to specify the action Explore PM for z/VM takes when the
current command is processed.

SET AUTOREAD {OFF}

    {ON}

OFF
Indicates Explore PM for z/VM returns to CMS, provided that the last EXPLCMND input does not include a
continuation symbol.

ON
Indicates Explore PM for z/VM issues a terminal read until you issue an EEND command.

• SET LINES
Use the LINES parameter of the SET command to limit output to the number of lines specified.

SET LINES nnnnn        

Replace nnnnn with the maximum number of lines desired, from 1 to 32767. The default is 32767.
• SET SERVICE

Use the SERVICE parameter of the SET command to identify the name of the service machine. A SET SERVICE
command must be specified in the INITCMND EXPLORE A initialization procedure.

SET SERVICE userid

Replace userid with the user ID of the service machine. The default is EXPLORE.
• SET STACK

Use the STACK parameter of the SET command to determine whether output is placed in the console buffer for later
use by an exec.
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SET STACK {OFF}

    {ON}

OFF
Indicates that output is not placed in the console buffer; ON indicates that it is.
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Batch Reporting
This section explains how to use Explore PM for z/VM batch report writers. For information about accessing performance
information online using the real-time and flashback subsystems, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

Report Writers

 About the Report Writers 

 Explore PM for z/VMhas four report writers, as described in the following table. All report writers use data collected by
the CP Monitor. By using only CP Monitor data you prevent the collection of data from affecting the data. For example,
when Explore PM for z/VM collected data, it was dispatched as a virtual machine to examine the contents of storage in
VM and thus created its own page faults, and so on.

Report Writer Used For 

EMAP (Explore PM for z/VM Monitor Analysis Program) Generating customized reports and plots for analyzing system
performance. EMAP differs from Explore PM for z/VM history
reporting (EXPLHIST) in the following ways:
EMAP gives information not available to the Explore PM for
z/VM history report writers, such as detailed data about the
dispatcher and scheduler overhead. EMAP uses data from the
CP Monitor format log file created by Explore PM for z/VM or data
collected by MONWRITE.
Reports are customized; that is, the user builds the files to run
the reports. Explore PM for z/VM history reporting (EXPLHIST)
features canned reports that the user can modify.
You can also use EMAP to archive or list performance data files.

DASD reporting (EXPLDASD) Generating reports for analyzing DASD seek performance. Data
is extracted from the CP Monitor format log file; a second service
machine for DASD seek-data collection is no longer required.

history reporting (EXPLHIST) Generating canned reports and plots for analyzing performance
data for VM. EXPLHIST uses performance data collected by
the Explore PM for z/VM real-time monitor.

cross-system reporting (EXPRPT) Generating reports and plots for analyzing performance data
across systems running under VM, such as VSE, SQL/DS, VTAM,
MVS, and CICS. You must be running the Explore PM for z/VM
product for that system to collect data for it. You can also run
reports for VM alone; however, you must have another Explore
PM for z/VM product to use the cross-system report writer.

 Accessing the Report Writers 

The History Menu is displayed when you select the *HISTORY option from the Main Menu or enter *HISTORY from the
command line. From this menu, you can:

• Select *EXPLHIST to display the Explore PM for z/VM History Reporting Menu;
• Select *EMAP to display the EMAP Menu;
• Select *EXPLDASD to display the EXPLDASD Menu.

To use the cross-system report writer, you must have another Explore PM for z/VM product. For information about using
the cross-system report writer, see Cross-System Reporting.
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 Notes for Writers of Execs and LABELDEFs 

If you provide your own REXX execs to process Explore PM for z/VM tapes, then you should use the REXX instruction
ADDRESS COMMAND to invoke Explore PM for z/VM utility programs. The default instruction for execs with filetype
EXEC, ADDRESS CMS, generally invokes the supplied exec with the same name as the intended module, rather than the
module itself.

The Explore PM for z/VM command CMS may also have this effect. This often has the effect of ignoring user-supplied
replacement LABELDEFs. To determine if this caused a command to fail, issue the CMS command QUERY LABELDEF.

If you run execs that process tapes in a disconnected virtual machine, ensure that the tape labels are correct. If CMS
encounters errors on OPEN, It issues prompts at the terminal, which could leave a disconnected user in a VM READ.

One way to ensure that tape labels are correct is to provide your own label-checking code in your exec. Another is to
specify a secondary user ID in the user directory for the user ID that will be running the exec. In general, the Explore PM
for z/VM service machine cannot be controlled through a secondary user ID, but CMS-generated messages and prompts
done by user-written execs with the REXX statements PULL and SAY are exceptions.

EXPLDASD Reports
Explore PM for z/VM DASD reporting produces a variety of DASD performance reports detailing seek activity for all non-
IOASSISTed DASD in the VM configuration. Explore PM for z/VM DASD reporting displays seek activity by volume and by
the extent owner, to the minidisk and, optionally, the data set level.

Input Files

The EXPLDASD program uses your seek data, the mapping of your DASD volumes, and the commands you supply to
produce reports. EXPLDASD uses the following input files when creating reports:

File Description
EXPRMON EXPLSEEK Formatted seek data records. This file is the output of the

EXPLRMON program.
EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK The data needed to map DASD volumes. This file is the output of

the EXPLVTOC utility.
EXPLDASD EXPLSEEK The control file containing the EXPLDASD commands you enter.

Procedure Overview for Producing Reports

Follow these steps to use Explore PM for z/VM DASD reporting.

Step Action
1 Map the data sets and minidisks on your DASD volumes.
2 Collect and format your seek data.
3 Create a control file and in it specify the input files for all reports to

be generated.
4 Add to your control file any global commands you want to limit all

reports in the run to the time period and DASD you specify.
5 Add to your control file local commands to define one or more

reports.
6 Generate your reports by running the EXPLDASD program.

Using the EXPLDASD Menu
A sample EXPLDASD Menu is shown below.
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EXPLORE Version 05.0      DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      07/13/2010 13:04:54 

==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

 USER CP0 TCPU LOW .1 THRES 5.0          USER CP0 CCPU LOW .1 THRES 2.0        

 USER CP0 PAGE HIGH 2.6 THRES .0         CP0 TCPU LOW .1 THRES 5.0             

 CP0 CCPU LOW .1 THRES 2.0               CP0 PAGE HIGH 2.6 THRES .0            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                                 EXPLDASD Menu                                 

  Xedit a DASD Reporting parameter file                                        

   _ XEDIT fn       ft       fm  Default parm files are:                       

           EXPLRMON  PARM          for EXPLRMON                                

           EXPLVTOC  PARM          for EXPLVTOC                                

           EXPLDASD EXPLSEEK       for EXPLDASD                                

                                                                               

  Execute EXPLVTOC EXPLORE to map your DASD extents                            

   _ EXPLVTOC   VM     DIRECT * EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK * EXPLVTOC PARM *             

  Execute EXPLRMON to format seek records for reporting                        

   _ CMS EXPLRMON                                                              

  Execute EXPLDASD to produce previously defined reports                       

   _ CMS EXPLDASD  fn            Parm.filetype is EXPLSEEK                     

                                                                               

  Go to main menu                                 Help facility                

   _ *MENU                                         _ HELP EXPLVTOC             

                                                   _ HELP EXPLRMON             

EXPLDASD                                               MORE         

Use the EXPLDASD Menu to perform the following actions.

• To Xedit a DASD parameter file, move your cursor to the following option:

XEDIT fn    ft    fm

Type over fn, ft, and fm with the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file you want to edit. Press ENTER.
• To execute the EXPLVTOC utility to map your DASD extents, place your cursor next to the following option and press

ENTER.

explvtoc vm direct * explvtoc explseek * explvtoc parm *

You can type over any of the file Ids to specify different input files before pressing ENTER. Replace VM DIRECT with
the file ID of your input user directory. Replace EXPLVTOC EXPLSEEK with the file ID of your output file. Replace
EXPLVTOC PARM with the file ID of your input parameter file.

• To execute EXPLRMON to format seek records for reporting, place your cursor next to the following option and press
ENTER.

CMS EXPLRMON

• To execute EXPLDASD to produce reports, move your cursor to the following option.

CMS EXPLDASD  fn

Type over fn with the filename of your parameter file. The filetype of the file must be EXPLSEEK. Press ENTER.
• To go to the Main Menu, place your cursor next to the following option and press ENTER.
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*MENU

• To return to the *HISTORY Menu, place your cursor next to the following option and press ENTER.

*HISTORY

• To access help information, place your cursor next to one of the following options and press ENTER.

HELP EXPLVTOC

HELP EXPLRMON

HELP EXPLDASD

HELP

Map Your Volumes
In this step, you use the EXPLVTOC utility to create the file EXPLVTOC EXPLSEEK, which maps the minidisks and data
sets that reside on your DASD volumes. EXPLDASD must have an accurate mapping of your DASD volumes to create
reports on DASD seeks at the minidisk and data set level.

If your DASD volume directories have not changed since you last ran the EXPLVTOC utility and the file EXPLVTOC
EXPLSEEK still exists, then you can skip this step.

How to Map Your Volumes

If you want to use the default parameter values for executing EXPLVTOC, you can execute this utility from the
EXPLDASD Menu. To do so, place your cursor next to the following option on the EXPLDASD Menu and press ENTER.

EXPLVTOC VM DIRECT * EXPLVTOC EXPLSEEK * EXPLVTOC PARM *

You can type over any of the file Ids to specify different input files before pressing ENTER. Replace VM DIRECT with
the file ID of your input user directory. Replace EXPLVTOC EXPLSEEK with the file ID of your output file. Replace
EXPLVTOC PARM with the file ID of your input parameter file.

For information about running the EXPLVTOC utility, see Utilities.

Collect and Format Seek Data
In this step, you create the file EXPRMON EXPLSEEK, which contains the formatted seek data records to be used in your
reports. If you want to use an existing EXPRMON EXPLSEEK file, you can skip this step.

Collecting Seek Data

Because collecting seek data involves a great deal of overhead, seek data is collected only when specifically requested.
To collect seek data, you must specify the command SET LOGCPFM ON in your INITSERV EXPLORE file. Then, when
you want to collect seek data for DASD reporting, issue the CP commands MONITOR EVENT ENABLE SEEKS ALL and
MONITOR START to enable the monitor seek domain. This causes seek data collected by the CP Monitor to be logged in
CP Monitor format to a disk file located by default on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine’s A-disk.

To terminate seek data collection, issue the CP command MONITOR EVENT DISABLE SEEKS ALL.

The Explore PM for z/VM real-time procedures SEEKSTRT, SEEKON, SEEKOFF, and SEEKEND can be used with the
real-time AUTO facility to automate DASD seek data collection. For more information about these procedures, see Using
RealTime and Flashback .
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Formatting Your Seek Data

After you have collected seek data as explained in the preceding section, you must run the program EXPLRMON to
reformat the records so they can be read by EXPLDASD. EXPLRMON produces the file EXPRMON EXPLSEEK, which is
used as input to EXPLDASD.

To execute EXPLRMON, do one of the following:

• On the command line, enter the command CMS EXPLRMON.
• From the EXPLDASD Menu, place your cursor next to the following option and press ENTER.

    CMS EXPLRMON    

The file EXPRMON EXPLSEEK, where the records of seeks collected by the CP Monitor are stored, is normally the
largest single file in DASD reporting. Logical records are blocked into CMS records by EXPLRMON. Since the actual
number of records written depends heavily upon disk activity, there is no formula for calculating the actual disk space
consumption.

Specify Input Files
In this step, you create a control file and in it you specify the commands that determine the input files to be used by
EXPLDASD and the size of the workfiles. If you want to use the default fields, you can skip this step.

The default name of the control file is EXPLDASD EXPLSEEK.

Use the following commands to specify the input files for your reports. These commands are optional.

Command Description Default
BLKSIZE Specifies the block size for workfiles. 12288 bytes
EXPRMON Specifies the file containing formatted seek

data. The EXPLRMON program creates
this file.

EXPRMON EXPLSEEK

EXPVTOC Specifies the file containing volume
mapping information. This file is created by
the EXPLVTOC utility.

EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK

WORKFILE Specifies the workfiles. RDEV ccuu EXPLWORK A1, where ccuu
is the address of the device for which the
workfile is being used

 

BLKSIZE Command

The BLKSIZE command defines the block size used for the workfile. The workfiles are temporary CMS files used by
EXPLDASD to sort DASD data by device.

The format of the command is:

BLKSIZE nnnnn

nnnnn
The block size of the workfiles, in bytes. This value should be a multiple of the block size used to format the CMS
minidisk being used for the workfiles. The minimum value is 1024, and the maximum is 32768.

The default block size is 12288 bytes.
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Example
The following command sets the workfile block size to 8192 bytes.
BLKSIZE 8192

EXPRMON Command

Use the EXPRMON command to specify the file created by the EXPLRMON program. This file contains formatted seek
data.

The format of the command is:

EXPRMON fn [ft [fm]] 

fn
The filename of the seek data file. This parameter must be specified.

ft
The filetype of the seek data file. This parameter is optional.

fm
The filemode of the seek data file. This parameter is optional. If you specify a filemode, then you must also specify
a filetype.

The default file ID is EXPRMON EXPLSEEK *.

Example
The following command tells EXPLDASD to use the CMS file EXPRMON MYSEEK B.
EXPRMON EXPRMON MYSEEK B

EXPVTOC Command

Use the EXPVTOC command to specify the file created by the EXPVTOC program, which contains the information
used by EXPLDASD to map minidisk extends. For information about running the EXPLVTOC utility, see Mapping DASD
Devices (EXPLVTOC).

The format of the command is:

EXPLVTOC fn [ft [fm]] 

fn
The filename of the file created by the EXPLVTOC program. This operand is required.

ft
The filetype of the file created by the EXPLVTOC program.

fm
The filemode of the file created by the EXPLVTOC program. If you specify a filemode, then you must also specify
a filetype.

The default file ID is EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK *.

Example
The following command tells EXPLDASD to use the CMS file EXPVTOC MYSEEK B.
EXPVTOC EXPVTOC MYSEEK B

WORKFILE Command

Use the WORKFILE command to specify the EXPLDASD workfiles.
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A separate workfile is created for each device included in reporting. EXPLDASD uses the workfiles to sort data for each
device. The files are erased when processing is completed.

The format of the command is:

WORKFILE fn [ft [fm]] 

fn
The first four characters of the filenames of the workfiles.

ft
The filetype of the workfiles. This parameter is optional.

fm
The filemode of the workfiles. This parameter is optional. If you specify a filemode, then you must also specify a
filetype

The default file ID is RDEV ccuu EXPLWORK A1, where ccuu is the address of the device for which the workfile is being
used.

Example
The following command tells EXPLDASD to name its workfiles DISKccuu WORKFILE A1.
WORKFILE DISK

Specify Global EXPLDASD Commands
Contents

Global EXPLDASD commands remain in effect throughout an entire reporting run. One reporting run may include as many
report requests as you want. Local EXPLDASD commands apply only to the single report for which they are specified.

Use the following global commands in your control file to limit all reports in the run to a specified time period or group of
DASD.

Command Description
DEVICE Specifies the devices that reporting is to be limited to.
FROM and TO Specifies the date and time of the oldest or the most recent data to

be included in the reports.
SHIFT Specifies a daily time range that reporting is to be limited to.

DEVICE Command

Use the DEVICE command to specify the devices that reporting is to be limited to.

The format of the command is:

DEVICE [RESET]

    [ccuu]

[ccuu-ccuu]

You can specify a maximum of 16 operands with one DEVICE command. Multiple DEVICE commands can be in effect.

RESET
Clears any previous DEVICE specifications and includes all devices in reporting.
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ccuu
The device address of the devices to be included in reporting, where cc is the channel number and uu is the
control unit and device number.

ccuu-ccuu
A range of devices to be included in reporting, where cc is the channel number and uu is the control unit and
device number. cc must be the same for the beginning and ending device addresses. This specification counts as
three of the 16 allowed operands.

Default
The default is all devices.

Examples
The following command includes only devices 120, 122, 340, 341, 342, and 343 in reporting.
DEVICE 120 122 340-343

The following commands clear any previous DEVICE specifications and limit reporting to device 350.
DEVICE RESET

DEVICE 350

FROM and TO Commands

The FROM and TO commands limit reporting to data collected within a specified date and time range.

The format of the commands are:

FROM [mm/dd/yyyy] [hh.mm.ss]

TO      [mm/dd/yyyy] [hh.mm.ss]

mm/dd/yyyy
The date at which to begin or end reporting.

hh.mm.ss
The time at which to begin or end reporting.

NOTE
To support twenty-first century dates, four character year specifications are accepted for FROM and TO
commands. Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is specified, and it is less than 50, it
is assumed to be a twenty-first century date (20yy).

Defaults
If you specify the FROM or TO command without either a date or time, the value for that command is reset to the
default. If you specify the date or time but not both, EXPLDASD uses the default for the omitted parameter.
The default for FROM is 01/01/0000 00.00.00, which is the first second of January 1, 0000. The default for TO is
12/31/1999 23.59.59, which is the last second of December 31, 9999.

Examples
The following commands limit reporting to data collected from 8:00 a.m., September 8, 2010 to 5:00 p.m.
September 30, 2010.
FROM 09/08/2010 08.00.00

TO   09/30/2010 17.00.00

The following commands limit reporting to data collected during the month of May, 1996. Since only the date
ranges have been specified, the default times of midnight and one second before midnight will take effect.
FROM 05/01/2010

TO   05/31/2010
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SHIFT Command

Use the SHIFT command to specify a daily time period that reporting is to be limited to.

The format of the command is:

SHIFT [hh.mm.ss hh.mm.ss]

hh.mm.ss
The time at which to begin or end reporting. If you specify a starting time, you must also specify an ending time.

Default
Specifying the SHIFT command with no operands resets the SHIFT value to the default, which is SHIFT 00.00.00
23.59.59.

Example
The following command limits reporting to data collected between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. every day.
SHIFT 23.00.00 07.00.00

Specify the Reports to Be Generated
In this step, you specify the REPORT command and one or more local commands in your control file to specify a report to
be produced. You can specify more than one REPORT command in a run.

When EXPLDASD encounters a REPORT command, it produces a report based on the current values for the global
commands and the values for the local commands that have been entered since the last REPORT command.

REPORT Command Description

Enter all local EXPLDASD commands that apply to the report requested by a REPORT command preceding the
REPORT command in the control file. The local commands you can use with each REPORT command are described in
Descriptions of EXPLDASD Reports.

The format of the command is:

REPORT [EXPLSEEK|EXPLPACK|EXPLVMPX|EXPLFILE]

Specifying a REPORT command with no operand generates the set of reports last requested. There is no default for the
first REPORT command in the control file.

EXPLSEEK
Requests the Seek Activity Report showing one of the following, depending on the local commands specified:

• Seek activity by extent owner.
• Volume summary information only.
• Seek activity for a volume on the basis of the user accessing the volume.

EXPLPACK
Requests all of the following reports:

• Seek Activity by Extent Owner Report
• Volume Summary Report
• Channel Summary Report
• String Summary Report

EXPLFILE
Requests the System Activity by Extent Owner Report.
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EXPLVMPX
Requests the Data set Contention by Arm Movement Report.

Example
The following command requests the System Activity by Extent Owner Report.
REPORT EXPLFILE

Execute EXPLDASD
Contents

When you have mapped your DASD volumes, collected and formatted your seek data, and built the EXPLDASD control
file, you are ready to produce reports by executing the EXPLDASD utility.

You can execute EXPLDASD either from the CMS console or from the EXPLDASD Menu. Both methods are explained
next.

Executing EXPLDASD From the CMS Console

To execute EXPLDASD at the CMS console, enter the EXPLDASD command as shown below.

EXPLDASD [fn]

Replace fn with the filename of the control file containing the global and local EXPLDASD commands. The filetype of this
file must be EXPLSEEK.

The default filename is EXPLDASD.

Example
The following command executes the EXPLDASD reporting program using the file TEST EXPLSEEK * as the
control file.
expldasd test

Executing EXPLDASD From the EXPLDASD Menu

To execute EXPLDASD from the EXPLDASD Menu, move your cursor to the following option:

CMS EXPLDASD fn

Replace fn with the filename of your parameter file. The filetype of the file must be EXPLSEEK. Press ENTER.

Descriptions of EXPLDASD Reports
This article describes the reports you can generate using DASD reporting. For instructions on how to generate these
reports, see Creating Plot Reports and Creating Tabular Reports.

You can generate the following reports using DASD reporting:

This Command Generates These Reports
REPORT EXPLSEEK One of the versions of the Seek Activity Report, depending on the

local commands specified
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REPORT EXPLPACK The following four reports:
The Seek Activity by Extent Owner Report
The Volume Summary Report
The Channel Summary Report
The String Summary Report

REPORT EXPLFILE System Activity by Extent Owner Report
REPORT EXPLVMPX Dataset Contention by Arm Movement Report

REPORT EXPLSEEK Command
Use the command REPORT EXPLSEEK to request one of the following versions of the Seek Activity Report:

• The Seek Activity Report showing seek activity by extent owner. This is the default.
• The Seek Activity Report containing only volume summary information. To request this report, specify the local

command SUM.
• The Seek Activity Report containing information on the users accessing each extent on the volume. To request this

report, specify the local command USER. This report requires that the seek data have been collected with the CP
Monitor.

This article contains the following sections:

Local Commands

You can specify the following local commands with the REPORT EXPLSEEK command:

• LINES
• MDISK
• SUM
• SUPPRESS
• USER

LINES Command

Use the LINES command to specify the number of lines to be printed per report page.

LINES nnn

Replace nnn with the maximum number of print lines per report page. This value must be between 15 and 999. The
default is 54.

MDISK Command

The MDISK command tells EXPLDASD how much storage will be required to build the data tables used in formulating
reports.

MDISK nnnn

Replace nnn with the maximum number of minidisks and datasets on a volume. The default is 1000.

SUM Command

The SUM command requests the EXPLSEEK Seek Activity Report with only volume summary information.
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SUM

USER Command

The USER command requests the EXPLSEEK Seek Activity Report displaying seek activity for a volume on the basis of
the user accessing the volume.

USER

SUPPRESS Command

Use the SUPPRESS command to eliminate any extent with zero seek activity from the report display.

SUPPRESS

Sample Commands

Since the SUM command is not specified, the following commands produce the default EXPLSEEK report. The MDISK
command specifies that there are a maximum of 1500 minidisks on any individual volume included in reporting.

MDISK 1500

REPORT EXPLSEEK

Sample Reports

CA Technologies                            E  X  P  L  O  R  E            COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                         SEEK ACTIVITY                    REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                             REPORT                       REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                            REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                       REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

                                                                                     REPORT CPU ID 000047/4381

    START      END     TOTAL  PERCENT  TOTAL ARM   PERCENT   AVG    OWNER   VIRTUAL

     CYL       CYL     SEEKS   DEVICE  MOVEMENTS    MOVES    MOVE  USER ID   ADDR       DSN

                                                      VM3380 - 0120

        0       49      5,438    86.4      3,631     66.8      40  $PAGE$    0A07

       50       89          0      .0          0       .0       0  VMMAP     0191

       90       92          0      .0          0       .0       0  ADM       0191

       93       95          0      .0          0       .0       0  BWW       0193

       96      110         59      .9         32     54.2      98  ADM       0194

      111      126          0      .0          0       .0       0  ALRTCICS  0292

      127      156        246     3.9        156     63.4      74  MAINT     031A

      157      201          0      .0          0       .0       0  BSYS      0391

      202      206          0      .0          0       .0       0  BILL      05F3

      207      235          1      .0          1    100.0     184  SCRIPTPR  0191

      236      247          0      .0          0       .0       0  SSS       0191

      248      250          0      .0          0       .0       0  WILSON    0191

      251      251          0      .0          0       .0       0  ERA       0191

      252      257          7      .1          6     85.7     207  GDJ00     0191

      258      267          1      .0          1    100.0     255  FAQSMVS   0191
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      268      287          3      .0          2     66.7     132  DB        0291

      288      297          0      .0          0       .0       0  VDISKSRC  0191

      298      307         84     1.3         74     88.1      92  ECICSBAT  0191

      308      315          1      .0          1    100.0     280  CCWARE    0191

      316      322          0      .0          0       .0       0  MGF       0193

      323      328          0      .0          0       .0       0  AXPMVS    0193

      329      344          0      .0          0       .0       0  AXPMVS    0194

      345      360          0      .0          0       .0       0  MAINT     0519

      361      390        115     1.8         80     69.6     243  MAINT     03A0

      391      400          0      .0          0       .0       0  SMART     0191

      401      420          0      .0          0       .0       0  ECICSBAT  0192

      421      423          0      .0          0       .0       0  PATTI     0191

      424      425          0      .0          0       .0       0  DIRECTOR  0196

      426      440          0      .0          0       .0       0  CIC       0191

      441      443        340     5.4        229     67.4     311  PHIZ      0191

      444      EOV          0      .0          0       .0       0  * FREE *  0000

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      6,295   100.0      4,213     66.9      62

Sample Volume Summary Report

CA Technologies                            E  X  P  L  O  R  E          COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                         SEEK ACTIVITY                    REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                             REPORT                       REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                            REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

    START      END     TOTAL  PERCENT  TOTAL ARM   PERCENT   AVG    OWNER   VIRTUAL

     CYL       CYL     SEEKS   DEVICE  MOVEMENTS    MOVES    MOVE  USER ID   ADDR       DSN

                                                      VM3380 - 0120

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      6,295   100.0      4,213     66.9      62

                                                      VM3381 - 0121

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      6,216   100.0      3,981     64.0      46

                                                      VM3382 - 0122

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      3,221   100.0      1,722     53.5      69

                                                      VM3383 - 0123

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      6,787   100.0      3,965     58.4     134

                                                      MVSTST - 0124

   VOLUME SUMMARY:        334   100.0         69     20.7     252

                                                      P33801 - 0228

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      7,387   100.0      4,813     65.2      78

                                                      P33802 - 0229

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      5,565   100.0      3,570     64.2      11

                                                      MAIN42 - 022C

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      4,898   100.0      2,376     48.5     119

Sample User Report

CA Technologies                            E  X  P  L  O  R  E           COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.00 03/31/10

FROM 2010/03/30  23.40.00                         SEEK ACTIVITY                     REPORT PAGE             1

TO   2010/03/30  23.40.00                             REPORT                        REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                             REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                       REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672
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    START      END     TOTAL  PERCENT  TOTAL ARM   PERCENT   AVG    OWNER   VIRTUAL   SIO

     CYL       CYL     SEEKS   DEVICE  MOVEMENTS    MOVES    MOVE  USER ID   ADDR   USER ID       DSN

                                                      MAIN42 - 022C

 

        0      884      1,459    29.8        736     50.4     157  MAINTHP4  0124  PHOENIX

        0      884          6      .1          5     83.3     263  MAINTHP4  0124  NEWPHEN

        0      884          4      .1          3     75.0     599  MAINTHP4  0124  C10

        0      884          4      .1          2     50.0     574  MAINTHP4  0124  CATHY

        0      884        991    20.2        450     45.4      88  MAINTHP4  0124  OLDPHEN

        0      884      1,613    32.9        802     49.7      90  MAINTHP4  0124  MRKTPHEN

        0      884          1      .0          1    100.0     464  MAINTHP4  0124  PHNX

        0      884          8      .2          6     75.0     305  MAINTHP4  0124  PBI

        0      884        177     3.6         85     48.0      98  MAINTHP4  0124  PHENINS

        0      884          3      .1          3    100.0     239  MAINTHP4  0124  PRD

        0      884         20      .4         11     55.0     165  MAINTHP4  0124  C3

        0      884         33      .7         21     63.6     271  MAINTHP4  0124  PBP

        0      884         20      .4         11     55.0     143  MAINTHP4  0124  C4

        0      884          4      .1          2     50.0     478  MAINTHP4  0124  P12

        1       32          0      .0          0       .0       0  MAINTHP4  0590

       33       59          1      .0          1    100.0      67  MAINTHP4  0191  BETTY

       60       78          0      .0          0       .0       0  MAINTHP4  0193

       79       92          0      .0          0       .0       0  MAINTHP4  0196

       93      119        115     2.3         67     58.3     119  MAINTHP4  019D  PHOENIX

      120      140        689    14.1        327     47.5     152  MAINTHP4  0201  PHOENIX

      141      151         11      .2         11    100.0     419  MAINTHP4  0293  PHOENIX

      152      180        104     2.1         83     79.8     182  MAINTHP4  0294  PHOENIX

      181      185        110     2.2         55     50.0     268  MAINTHP4  0295  PHOENIX

      186      201         13      .3         12     92.3      96  MAINTHP4  0296  PHOENIX

      202      289        286     5.8        121     42.3      94  MAINTHP4  0393  PHOLLY

      290      403        316     6.5        146     46.2     146  MAINTHP4  0394  PHOENIX

      404      434        196     4.0         77     39.3     149  MAINTHP4  0396  PHOLLY

      435      435         38      .8          4     10.5      31  MAINTHP4  0496  PHENINS

      436      444         69     1.4         23     33.3     220  MAINTHP4  0497  PHENINS

      445      475         93     1.9         72     77.4     109  MAINTHP4  0595  PHENINS

      476      486         20      .4         17     85.0      75  MAINTHP4  0596  PHENINS

      487      495          2      .0          2    100.0       7  MAINTHP4  059E  MRKTPHEN

      496      522      1,114    22.7        565     50.7      81  MAINTHP4  0194  MRKTPHEN

      523      527          0      .0          0       .0       0  MAINTHP4  0591

 

   VOLUME SUMMARY:      4,898   100.0      2,376     48.5     119
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Explanation of Reports

The following table explains the information in the preceding reports:

Field Meaning
FROM and TO The time-stamps for the first and last records included in the

report, respectively. The time-stamps usually do not exactly match
the time specifications of the FROM and TO commands.
Note: To support twenty-first century dates, four character year
specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is
specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first
century date (20yy).

REPORT DATE The date the report was run.
REPORT TIME The time the report was run.
REPORT CPU ID The CPU ID of the data source.
START CYL The DASD extent starting cylinder or FBA block address.
END CYL The DASD extent ending cylinder or FBA block address.
TOTAL SEEKS The total number of seeks to the DASD extent, either minidisk or

dataset.
If a USER report is requested, this number is the total seeks by
the user identified under SIO USER ID.

PERCENT DEVICE The percentage of all seeks to the volumes that were within this
extent.

TOTAL ARM MOVEMENTS The total number of seeks that required a movement of the DASD
head assembly (non-zero seeks).

PERCENT MOVES The percentage of seeks to the DASD extent that required an arm
movement.

AVG MOVE The average distance in cylinders or blocks that the arm had to
move to satisfy seeks.

OWNER USER ID The virtual machine user ID of the owner of the minidisk or dataset
extent.

VIRTUAL ADDR The virtual address of the owner of the extent.
SIO USER ID The user ID of the user requesting a seek. This column is

displayed only when the local command USER is in effect.
If the seek data was collected with EXPLSAMP rather than with
the VM Monitor, then this column will be blank.

DSN The dataset name given to the DASD extent, if one was supplied
by EXPLVTOC processing. For more information about the
EXPLVTOC utility, see Mapping DASD Devices (EXPLVTOC).

REPORT EXPLPACK Command
This article describes the REPORT EXPLPACK command.

Use the command REPORT EXPLPACK to request the following four reports.

This Report Displays Seek Activity
Seek Activity by Extent Owner On a volume basis, in four sort sequences
Volume Summary On a system basis at the volume level, in four sort sequences
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Channel Summary On a channel basis
String Summary On a string basis

Local Commands

You can specify the following local commands with the REPORT EXPLPACK command.

• MDISK
• VOLUMES
• SUPPRESS

MDISK Command

The MDISK command tells EXPLDASD how much storage will be required to build the data tables used in formulating
reports.

MDISK nnnn

Replace nnnn with the maximum number of minidisks and datasets on a volume. The default is 1000.

VOLUMES Command

The VOLUMES command tells EXPLDASD how much storage will be required to build the data tables used in formulating
reports.

VOLUMES nnnn

 

Replace nnnn with the maximum number of DASD volumes. The default is 1000.

SUPPRESS Command

Use the SUPPRESS command to eliminate any extent with zero seek activity from the report display.

SUPPRESS

Sample Commands

The following commands produce the four EXPLPACK reports. The MDISK command specifies that there is a maximum
of 1500 minidisks on each volume included in reporting. The VOLUMES command specifies the number of volumes
included in reporting. The SUPPRESS command excludes all zero entries from reporting.

MDISK 1500     

VOLUMES 64

SUPPRESS

REPORT EXPLPACK
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Sample Seek Activity by Extent Owner Reports

The Seek Activity by Extent Owner Report is displayed sorted in each of four ways. The following table explains how to
use each of the reports generated:

Use This Sort Order To
By seeks Identify the most active extents on a volume.
By low cylinder Identify volume allocation problems. The ideal plot is a bell-shaped

curve.
By owner Find a specific minidisk for a guest machine.
By arm movement Analyze non-zero seeks.

Sorted by Seeks

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E         COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                 SEEK ACTIVITY                      REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                    REPORT                          REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

                                                     VM3382 0122

 OWNER    LOW  HGH VADR     SEEKS    ARM    PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

 NAME     CYL  CYL                MOVEMENTS OF DEV

$SWAP$      0   39 0A04     1,622       953  50.3 

KEITH     107  117 0191       449       182  13.9 ********************

ALERTVM   253  261 0198       290       188   9.0 *************

VMUTIL    220  220 0197       261        58   8.1 ************

BOBSM      82   89 0191       182        97   5.6 ********

MEAD      387  389 0191       126        85   3.9 ******

HECK      149  156 0191        62        16   1.9 ***

JIM       262  264 0191        35         8   1.0 *

RB        535  537 0191        30        23    .9 *

DOUG      342  345 0191        27        13    .8 *

CHONG     443  445 0191        20        16    .6

BETTY     370  371 0191        18        14    .5

WM08      216  218 041A        15         9    .4

SMITTY    227  239 0191        13        10    .4

DBP       529  534 0191        12        11    .3

PWC       104  106 0191        11         8    .3

JAS       122  124 0191         9         5    .2

BKN       538  538 0191         9         5    .2

CMH       539  539 0191         5         4    .1

CATHY     505  507 0191         5         2    .1

PHIL      157  185 0199         4         1    .1

SCRIPT     46   51 0191         3         1    .0

STEVEH    304  307 0191         3         3    .0

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

ADMPRT    357  363 0191         2         2    .0

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

MAP       331  334 0191         1         1    .0

FAVERFIX  240  252 0191         1         1    .0
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BSS       375  378 0191         1         1    .0

ECICSBAT  552  561 0193         1         1    .0

TAD       496  498 0191         1         1    .0

SCRIPTPR  192  215 0193         1         1    .0

 

Sorted by Cylinder

CA Technologies                          E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00          SEEK ACTIVITY BY EXTENT OWNER             REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                SORTED BY LOW CYL                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

                                            VM3382 0122

 OWNER    LOW  HGH VADR     SEEKS    ARM    PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

 NAME     CYL  CYL                MOVEMENTS OF DEV

$SWAP$      0   39 0A04     1,622       953  50.3 

SCRIPT     46   51 0191         3         1    .0

BOBSM      82   89 0191       182        97   5.6 ********

PWC       104  106 0191        11         8    .3

KEITH     107  117 0191       449       182  13.9 ********************

JAS       122  124 0191         9         5    .2

HECK      149  156 0191        62        16   1.9 ***

PHIL      157  185 0199         4         1    .1

SCRIPTPR  192  215 0193         1         1    .0

WM08      216  218 041A        15         9    .4

VMUTIL    220  220 0197       261        58   8.1 ************

SMITTY    227  239 0191        13        10    .4

FAVERFIX  240  252 0191         1         1    .0

ALERTVM   253  261 0198       290       188   9.0 *************

JIM       262  264 0191        35         8   1.0 *

STEVEH    304  307 0191         3         3    .0

MAP       331  334 0191         1         1    .0

DOUG      342  345 0191        27        13    .8 *

ADMPRT    357  363 0191         2         2    .0

BETTY     370  371 0191        18        14    .5

BSS       375  378 0191         1         1    .0

MEAD      387  389 0191       126        85   3.9 ******

CHONG     443  445 0191        20        16    .6

TAD       496  498 0191         1         1    .0

CATHY     505  507 0191         5         2    .1

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

DBP       529  534 0191        12        11    .3

RB        535  537 0191        30        23    .9 *

BKN       538  538 0191         9         5    .2

CMH       539  539 0191         5         4    .1

ECICSBAT  552  561 0193         1         1    .0
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Sorted by Owner

CA Technologies                          E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00            SEEK ACTIVITY BY EXTENT OWNER           REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                SORTED BY OWNER                     REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

                                                     VM3382 0122

 OWNER    LOW  HGH VADR     SEEKS    ARM    PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

 NAME     CYL  CYL                MOVEMENTS OF DEV

$SWAP$      0   39 0A04     1,622       953  50.3 

ADMPRT    357  363 0191         2         2    .0

ALERTVM   253  261 0198       290       188   9.0 *************

BETTY     370  371 0191        18        14    .5

BKN       538  538 0191         9         5    .2

BOBSM      82   89 0191       182        97   5.6 ********

BSS       375  378 0191         1         1    .0

CATHY     505  507 0191         5         2    .1

CHONG     443  445 0191        20        16    .6

CMH       539  539 0191         5         4    .1

DBP       529  534 0191        12        11    .3

DOUG      342  345 0191        27        13    .8 *

ECICSBAT  552  561 0193         1         1    .0

FAVERFIX  240  252 0191         1         1    .0

HECK      149  156 0191        62        16   1.9 ***

JAS       122  124 0191         9         5    .2

JIM       262  264 0191        35         8   1.0 *

KEITH     107  117 0191       449       182  13.9 ********************

MAP       331  334 0191         1         1    .0

MEAD      387  389 0191       126        85   3.9 ******

PHIL      157  185 0199         4         1    .1

PWC       104  106 0191        11         8    .3

RB        535  537 0191        30        23    .9 *

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

SCRIPT     46   51 0191         3         1    .0

SCRIPTPR  192  215 0193         1         1    .0

SMITTY    227  239 0191        13        10    .4

STEVEH    304  307 0191         3         3    .0

TAD       496  498 0191         1         1    .0

VMUTIL    220  220 0197       261        58   8.1 ************

WM08      216  218 041A        15         9    .4

 

Sorted by Arm Movement

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00          SEEK ACTIVITY BY EXTENT OWNER             REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                SORTED BY ARM MOV.                 REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672
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                                                     VM3382 0122

 OWNER    LOW  HGH VADR     SEEKS    ARM    PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

 NAME     CYL  CYL                MOVEMENTS OF DEV

$SWAP$      0   39 0A04     1,622       953  50.3 

ALERTVM   253  261 0198       290       188   9.0 *************

KEITH     107  117 0191       449       182  13.9 ********************

BOBSM      82   89 0191       182        97   5.6 ********

MEAD      387  389 0191       126        85   3.9 ******

VMUTIL    220  220 0197       261        58   8.1 ************

RB        535  537 0191        30        23    .9 *

CHONG     443  445 0191        20        16    .6

HECK      149  156 0191        62        16   1.9 ***

BETTY     370  371 0191        18        14    .5

DOUG      342  345 0191        27        13    .8 *

DBP       529  534 0191        12        11    .3

SMITTY    227  239 0191        13        10    .4

WM08      216  218 041A        15         9    .4

JIM       262  264 0191        35         8   1.0 *

PWC       104  106 0191        11         8    .3

JAS       122  124 0191         9         5    .2

BKN       538  538 0191         9         5    .2

CMH       539  539 0191         5         4    .1

STEVEH    304  307 0191         3         3    .0

ADMPRT    357  363 0191         2         2    .0

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

CATHY     505  507 0191         5         2    .1

RSCSP1    511  511 0191         2         2    .0

SCRIPT     46   51 0191         3         1    .0

BSS       375  378 0191         1         1    .0

PHIL      157  185 0199         4         1    .1

TAD       496  498 0191         1         1    .0

MAP       331  334 0191         1         1    .0

FAVERFIX  240  252 0191         1         1    .0

SCRIPTPR  192  215 0193         1         1    .0

ECICSBAT  552  561 0193         1         1    .0

 

Explanation of Reports

The following table describes the information in the preceding four reports:

Field Meaning
FROM and TO The time-stamps for the first and last records included in the

report, respectively. The time-stamps usually do not exactly match
the time specifications of the FROM and TO commands.
Note: To support twenty-first century dates, four character year
specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is
specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first
century date (20yy)

REPORT DATE The date the report was run.
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REPORT TIME The time the report was run.
REPORT CPU ID The CPU ID of the data source.
OWNER NAME The owner of the extent as defined in the EXPVTOC file.
LOW CYL The starting cylinder of the extent.
HGH CYL The ending cylinder of the extent.
VADR The virtual device address as seen by the owner.
SEEKS The total number of seeks to this extent.
ARM MOVEMENTS The total number of non-zero seeks to this extent.
PERCENT OF DEV The percentage of seeks to this extent on a volume basis.
PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY The plot of seeks to this extent on a volume basis. The highest

entry for the volume is used to set the scale.

Sample Volume Summary Reports

The Volume Summary Report is displayed sorted in each of four ways. The following table explains how to use each of
the reports generated.

Use This Sort Order To
By seeks Identify the volume with the greatest seek activity. If all volumes

are the same type of device, the ideal plot is a straight vertical line.
By volser Locate a specific volume.
By real address Locate a specific real address.
By arm movement Display non-zero seek information.

Sorted by Seeks

CA Technologies                          E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                 VOLUME SUMMARY                     REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                 SORTED BY SEEKS                    REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

VOLSER RADR          SEEKS   ARM MOVEMENTS  PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

                                            OF SYS

VM3388 0228          7,387           4,813   10.2 

VM3383 0123          6,787           3,965    9.3 

VM3380 0120          6,295           4,213    8.7 

VM3381 0121          6,216           3,981    8.6 ************************************************************

ADMVM1 025D          6,102           3,719    8.4 ***********************************************************

VM3389 0229          5,565           3,570    7.7 ******************************************************

VMSW03 025A          5,410           2,500    7.4 ****************************************************

P33801 022E          4,898           2,376    6.7 ***********************************************

HP3RES 0346          4,210           1,752    5.8 *****************************************

VM3382 0122          3,221           1,722    4.4 *******************************

ADMVM2 0344          2,551             455    3.5 *************************

SYSWK1 0345          2,461           1,368    3.4 ************************

DOSRES 025B          2,448           1,328    3.3 ***********************
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P33802 022F          2,424           1,602    3.3 ***********************

VMSPR3 0342          1,403              94    1.9 **************

OSVM03 025F          1,162             657    1.6 ************

OSVM01 0347            907              86    1.2 *********

WM08RS 034A            837             501    1.1 ********

VMU004 0340            383             168     .5 ****

VMU005 0341            375              55     .5 ****

MVSTST 0124            334              69     .4 ***

VMSW02 0259            264              40     .3 ***

CIC160 0349            242             101     .3 ***

MV3IPO 034B            201              88     .2 *

MV3RES 034D            107              44     .1

CIC170 034E             25              15     .0

VMSW01 0258             24              14     .0

OSVM02 025C             13               3     .0

MEM25E 025E              1               1 

Sorted by Volume Serial Number

CA Technologies                          E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                  VOLUME SUMMARY                    REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                 SORTED BY VOLSER                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

VOLSER RADR          SEEKS   ARM MOVEMENTS  PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

                                            OF SYS

ADMVM1 025D          6,102           3,719    8.4 ***********************************************************

ADMVM2 0344          2,551             455    3.5 *************************

CIC160 0349            242             101     .3 ***

CIC170 034E             25              15     .0

DOSRES 025B          2,448           1,328    3.3 ***********************

HP3RES 0346          4,210           1,752    5.8 *****************************************

MEM25E 025E              1               1     .0

MVSTST 0124            334              69     .4 ***

MV3IPO 034B            201              88     .2 *

MV3RES 034D            107              44     .1

OSVM01 0347            907              86    1.2 *********

OSVM02 025C             13               3     .0

OSVM03 025F          1,162             657    1.6 ************

P33801 022E          4,898           2,376    6.7 ***********************************************

P33802 022F          2,424           1,602    3.3 ***********************

SYSWK1 0345          2,461           1,368    3.4 ************************

VMSPR3 0342          1,403              94    1.9 **************

VMSW01 0258             24              14     .0

VMSW02 0259            264              40     .3 ***

VMSW03 025A          5,410           2,500    7.4 ****************************************************

VMU004 0340            383             168     .5 ****

VMU005 0341            375              55     .5 ****

VM3380 0120          6,295           4,213    8.7 

VM3381 0121          6,216           3,981    8.6 ************************************************************

VM3382 0122          3,221           1,722    4.4 *******************************
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VM3383 0123          6,787           3,965    9.3 

VM3388 0228          7,387           4,813   10.2 VM3389 0229          5,565           3,570    7.7 

WM08RS 034A            837             501    1.1 ********

Sorted By Real Address

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                  VOLUME SUMMARY                    REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                 SORTED BY REAL ADR                 REPORT DATE    03/312010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

VOLSER RADR          SEEKS   ARM MOVEMENTS  PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

                                            OF SYS

VM3380 0120          6,295           4,213    8.7 

VM3381 0121          6,216           3,981    8.6 ************************************************************

VM3382 0122          3,221           1,722    4.4 *******************************

VM3383 0123          6,787           3,965    9.3 

MVSTST 0124            334              69     .4 ***

VM3388 0228          7,387           4,813   10.2 

VM3389 0229          5,565           3,570    7.7 ******************************************************

P33801 022E          4,898           2,376    6.7 ***********************************************

P33802 022F          2,424           1,602    3.3 ***********************

VMSW01 0258             24              14     .0

VMSW02 0259            264              40     .3 ***

VMSW03 025A          5,410           2,500    7.4 ****************************************************

DOSRES 025B          2,448           1,328    3.3 ***********************

OSVM02 025C             13               3     .0

ADMVM1 025D          6,102           3,719    8.4 ***********************************************************

MEM25E 025E              1               1     .0

OSVM03 025F          1,162             657    1.6 ************

VMU004 0340            383             168     .5 ****

VMU005 0341            375              55     .5 ****

VMSPR3 0342          1,403              94    1.9 **************

ADMVM2 0344          2,551             455    3.5 *************************

SYSWK1 0345          2,461           1,368    3.4 ************************

HP3RES 0346          4,210           1,752    5.8 *****************************************

OSVM01 0347            907              86    1.2 *********

CIC160 0349            242             101     .3 ***

WM08RS 034A            837             501    1.1 ********

MV3IPO 034B            201              88     .2 *

MV3RES 034D            107              44     .1

CIC170 034E             25              15     .0

 

Sorted by Arm Movements

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM 2010/03/30  23.40.00                  VOLUME SUMMARY                    REPORT PAGE             1

TO   2010/03/30  23.40.00                  SORTED BY ARM MOV.               REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672
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VOLSER RADR          SEEKS   ARM MOVEMENTS  PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

                                            OF SYS

VM3388 0228          7,387           4,813   10.2 

VM3380 0120          6,295           4,213    8.7 

VM3381 0121          6,216           3,981    8.6 ************************************************************

VM3383 0123          6,787           3,965    9.3 

ADMVM1 025D          6,102           3,719    8.4 ***********************************************************

VM3389 0229          5,565           3,570    7.7 ******************************************************

VMSW03 025A          5,410           2,500    7.4 ****************************************************

P33801 022E          4,898           2,376    6.7 ***********************************************

HP3RES 0346          4,210           1,752    5.8 *****************************************

VM3382 0122          3,221           1,722    4.4 *******************************

P33802 022F          2,424           1,602    3.3 ***********************

SYSWK1 0345          2,461           1,368    3.4 ************************

DOSRES 025B          2,448           1,328    3.3 ***********************

OSVM03 025F          1,162             657    1.6 ************

WM08RS 034A            837             501    1.1 ********

ADMVM2 0344          2,551             455    3.5 *************************

VMU004 0340            383             168     .5 ****

CIC160 0349            242             101     .3 ***

VMSPR3 0342          1,403              94    1.9 **************

MV3IPO 034B            201              88     .2 *

OSVM01 0347            907              86    1.2 *********

MVSTST 0124            334              69     .4 ***

VMU005 0341            375              55     .5 ****

MV3RES 034D            107              44     .1

VMSW02 0259            264              40     .3 ***

CIC170 034E             25              15     .0

VMSW01 0258             24              14     .0

OSVM02 025C             13               3     .0

MEM25E 025E              1               1     .0

 

Explanation of Reports

The following table describes the information in the preceding four reports.

Field Meaning
FROM and TO The time-stamps for the first and last record included in the report,

respectively. The time-stamps usually do not exactly match the
time specifications of the FROM and TO commands.
Note: To support twenty-first century dates, four character year
specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is
specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first
century date (20yy).

REPORT DATE The date the report was run.
REPORT TIME The time the report was run.
REPORT CPU ID The ID of the CPU where the data was collected.
VOLSER The serial number of the volume.
RADR The real device address.
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SEEKS The total number of seeks to this volume.
ARM MOVEMENTS The total number of non-zero seeks to this volume.
PERCENT OF SYS The percentage of seeks to this volume compared to all other

volumes included in this report request.
PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY A plot of seeks to this volume compared to seeks to the other

volumes in this report request. The highest entry for a volume is
used to set the high end of the scale.

Sample Channel Summary Report

CA Technologies                        E  X  P  L  O  R  E       COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                   CHANNEL SUMMARY                  REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                    REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

RADR                 SEEKS   ARM MOVEMENTS  PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY                                   

         OF SYS

0100-01FF           22,853          13,950   21.5 ****************

0200-02FF           35,698          20,623   33.5 ************************

0300-03FF           13,702           4,727   12.4 *********

 

Explanation of Report

The following table describes the information in the preceding report:

Field Meaning
FROM and TO The time-stamps for the first and last record included in the report,

respectively. The time-stamps usually do not exactly match the
time specifications of the FROM and TO commands.
Note: To support twenty-first century dates, four character year
specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is
specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first
century date (20yy).

REPORT DATE The date the report was run.
REPORT TIME The time the report was run.
REPORT CPU ID The CPU ID of the data source.
RADR The device address range for the channel.
SEEKS The total number of seeks on this channel.
ARM MOVEMENTS The total number of non-zero seeks on this channel.
PERCENT OF SYS The percentage of seeks on this channel versus all other channels

included in this report request.
PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY The plot of the percent of seeks for each channel. The scale is

from 0 to 100 percent. The ideal plot is a straight vertical line.
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Sample String Summary Report

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                  STRING SUMMARY                    REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                    REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

RADR                 SEEKS   ARM MOVEMENTS  PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY

                                            OF SYS

0120-0127           22,853          13,950   21.5 ****************

0228-022F           20,274          12,361   19.1 **************

0258-025F           15,424           8,262   14.4 ***********

0340-0347           12,290           3,978   11.4 ********

0348-034F            1,412             749    1.0

 

Explanation of Report

The following table describes the information in the preceding report.

Field Meaning
FROM and TO The time-stamps for the first and last record included in the report,

respectively. The time-stamps usually do not exactly match the
time specifications of the FROM and TO commands.
Note: To support twenty-first century dates, four character year
specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is
specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first
century date (20yy).

REPORT DATE The date the report was run.
REPORT TIME The time the report was run.
REPORT CPU ID The ID of the CPU in which EXPLDASD is being executed.
RADR The real device address.
SEEKS The total number of seeks on this string.
ARM MOVEMENTS The total number of non-zero seeks on this string.
PERCENT OF SYS The percentage of seeks on this string versus all other strings

included in the report.
PLOT OF SEEK ACTIVITY The plot of the percentage of seeks on this string versus all other

strings included in the report. The scale is from 0 to 100 percent.
The ideal plot is a straight vertical line.

REPORT EXPLFILE Command
The command REPORT EXPLFILE requests the System Activity by Extent Owner Report.

The following three sort sequences are produced.
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• By seeks
• By owner
• By arm movement

Local Commands

You can specify the following local commands with the REPORT EXPLFILE command.

MDISK

MAXIMUM

SUPPRESS

MDISK Command

Use the MDISK command, along with the MAXIMUM command, to tell EXPLDASD how much storage will be required to
build the data tables used in formulating reports.

MDISK nnnn

Replace nnnn with the maximum number of minidisks and datasets on a volume. The default is 1000.

MAXIMUM Command

Use the MAXIMUM command, along with the MDISK command, to tell EXPLDASD how much storage will be required to
build the data tables used in formulating reports.

MAXIMUM nnnn

Replace nnnn with the maximum number of active extents for all volumes. The default is 1000.

SUPPRESS Command

Use the SUPPRESS command to eliminate any extent with zero seek activity from the report display.

SUPPRESS

Sample Commands

The following commands produce all three sort sequences of the EXPLFILE report. The MDISK command specifies that
the maximum number of minidisks on any volume included in reporting is 200. The MAXIMUM command specifies that the
total number of extents having at least one seek on the volumes included in reporting is 2000. The SUPPRESS command
excludes zero entries from reporting.

MDISK 200

MAXIMUM 2000   

SUPPRESS       

REPORT EXPLFILE

Sample Reports
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Sorted by Seeks

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00          SYSTEM ACTIVITY BY EXTENT OWNER           REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                 SORTED BY SEEKS                    REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

 OWNER   VADR VOLSER RADR LCYL HCYL   SEEKS      ARM    PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEKS

 NAME                                         MOVEMENTS OF SYS

$PAGE$   0A09 VM3388 0228    0   49     5,733     3,923   7.9 

$PAGE$   0A0A VM3389 0229    0   49     5,565     3,570   7.7 

$PAGE$   0A07 VM3380 0120    0   49     5,438     3,631   7.5 

$PAGE$   0A08 VM3381 0121    0   49     5,328     3,557   7.3 

MAINTHP3 0123 HP3RES 0346    0  554     3,935     1,585   5.4 ****************************************

VSEB     0551 ADMVM1 025D    0  554     3,879     2,378   5.3 ***************************************

$TEMP$   0A05 VMSW03 025A  200  554     3,473     1,918   4.8 ***********************************

MAINT    0319 VM3383 0123  374  413     2,701     1,849   3.7 ***************************

MVSSP3   0901 P33802 022F    0  884     2,421     1,600   3.3 *************************

VSEB     0141 SYSWK1 0345    0  554     2,285     1,260   3.1 ***********************

VSEOL    0551 ADMVM1 025D    0  554     2,248     1,365   3.1 ***********************

VSEB     0550 ADMVM2 0344  304  554     2,160       262   2.9 **********************

VSEB     0140 DOSRES 025B    0  554     2,118     1,160   2.9 **********************

MAINTHP3 0190 HP3RES 0346   93  141     1,971       913   2.7 ********************

$T-DISK$ 0A06 VMSW03 025A   40  199     1,937       582   2.6 *******************

$SWAP$   0A04 VM3382 0122    0   39     1,622       953   2.2 *****************

$SWAP$   0A05 VM3383 0123    0   39     1,612     1,085   2.2 *****************

MRKTPHEN 0480 P33801 022E  498  538     1,152       604   1.5 ***********

ALERTVM  0191 VMSPR3 0342   75   79     1,092         4   1.5 ***********

OLDPHEN  0580 P33801 022E  644  707       990       449   1.3 **********

$TEMP$   0A03 HP3RES 0346   27   71       974       209   1.3 **********

$FBA$    0A1B OSVM03 025F  275  554       888       479   1.2 *********

OPERATOR 0150 OSVM01 0347  545  554       846        43   1.1 *********

VSE2TST  0150 WM08RS 034A    0  807       837       501   1.1 *********

PHNX     0482 P33801 022E  101  130       708       346    .9 *******

PHIZ     0293 VM3383 0123  419  420       594       128    .8 ******

VSEOL    0141 SYSWK1 0345    0  554       589       292    .8 ******

$SYSCKP$ 0A02 HP3RES 0346   17   17       478       203    .6 *****

GOALOPER 0552 ADMVM2 0344    0  554       464       137    .6 *****

MRKTPHEN 0481 P33801 022E  539  547       454       194    .6 *****

KEITH    0191 VM3382 0122  107  117       449       182    .6 *****

* FREE * 0000 VM3388 0228    0    0       423       117    .5 ****

VSEB     0552 ADMVM2 0344    0  303       391       193    .5 ****

CMSBATCH 0192 VMU005 0341  101  251       375        55    .5 ****

PHIZ     0191 VM3380 0120  441  443       340       229    .4 ***

MVSSP3   0900 MVSTST 0124    0  884       334        69    .4 ***

VSEOL    0140 DOSRES 025B    0  554       330       168    .4 ***

PHIZ     0292 VM3383 0123  417  418       323        76    .4 ***

* FREE * 0000 VM3381 0121    0    0       310        56    .4 ***

ALERTVM  0198 VM3382 0122  253  261       290       188    .4 ***

DDR      0191 VM3383 0123  344  347       287       166    .3 ***

PHNX     0486 P33801 022E  224  253       278       120    .3 ***

VS1      0166 OSVM03 025F    0  274       274       178    .3 ***
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VMUTIL   0197 VM3382 0122  220  220       261        58    .3 ***

ADM      0193 VM3388 0228  353  358       250       194    .3 ***

Sorted by Owner

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E         COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM 2010/03/30  23.40.00          SYSTEM ACTIVITY BY EXTENT OWNER           REPORT PAGE             1

TO   2010/03/30  23.40.00                SORTED BY OWNER                    n REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

 OWNER   VADR VOLSER RADR LCYL HCYL   SEEKS      ARM    PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEKS

 NAME                                         MOVEMENTS OF SYS

$DIRECT$ 0A02 HP3RES 0346    1    2       181       100    .2 *

$DIRECT$ 0A03 VMSPR3 0342    1    2         6         5    .0

$FBA$    0A1B OSVM03 025F  275  554       888       479   1.2 *********

$PAGE$   0A09 VM3388 0228    0   49     5,733     3,923   7.9 

$PAGE$   0A08 VM3381 0121    0   49     5,328     3,557   7.3 

$PAGE$   0A07 VM3380 0120    0   49     5,438     3,631   7.5 

$PAGE$   0A0A VM3389 0229    0   49     5,565     3,570   7.7 

$SAVSYS$ 0A02 HP3RES 0346    5   14       175        59    .2 *

$SAVSYS$ 0A03 VMSPR3 0342    5   14         8         1    .0

$SWAP$   0A05 VM3383 0123    0   39     1,612     1,085   2.2 *****************

$SWAP$   0A04 VM3382 0122    0   39     1,622       953   2.2 *****************

$SYSCKP$ 0A02 HP3RES 0346   17   17       478       203    .6 *****

$SYSERR$ 0A02 HP3RES 0346   15   16        16         9    .0

$T-DISK$ 0A06 VMSW03 025A   40  199     1,937       582   2.6 *******************

$TEMP$   0A03 HP3RES 0346   27   71       974       209   1.3 **********

$TEMP$   0A05 VMSW03 025A  200  554     3,473     1,918   4.8 ***********************************

* FREE * 0000 VM3381 0121    0    0       310        56    .4 ***

* FREE * 0000 VM3383 0123    0    0       217        96    .3 ***

* FREE * 0000 VM3388 0228    0    0       423       117    .5 ****

ADM      0194 VM3380 0120   96  110        59        32    .0

ADM      0193 VM3388 0228  353  358       250       194    .3 ***

ADMPRT   0191 VM3382 0122  357  363         2         2    .0

ALERTVM  0198 VM3382 0122  253  261       290       188    .4 ***

ALERTVM  0191 VMSPR3 0342   75   79     1,092         4   1.5 ***********

AVMMAINT 0191 VM3388 0228  210  219       194       147    .2 *

BETTY    0191 VM3382 0122  370  371        18        14    .0

BHSP     0193 VM3388 0228  246  253        28        25    .0

BHSP     0191 VM3388 0228  238  245        18        13    .0

BKN      0191 VM3382 0122  538  538         9         5    .0

BOBSM    0191 VM3382 0122   82   89       182        97    .2 *

BSS      0191 VM3382 0122  375  378         1         1    .0

BW       0191 VM3381 0121  290  290         2         2    .0

BWH      0191 VM3383 0123  229  236        29        17    .0

BWH      0291 VM3383 0123  120  123         1         1    .0

CAT      0191 VM3383 0123  348  350        45        22    .0

CATHY    0191 VM3382 0122  505  507         5         2    .0

CAW      0191 VM3381 0121  297  300        21        20    .0

CCWARE   0191 VM3380 0120  308  315         1         1    .0

CDB      0191 VM3388 0228  266  295        33        32    .0
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CHONG    0191 VM3382 0122  443  445        20        16    .0

CJT      0191 VM3388 0228  254  259        41        29    .0

CMH      0191 VM3382 0122  539  539         5         4    .0

CMSBATCH 0192 VMU005 0341  101  251       375        55    .5 ****

CMSBATCH 0195 HP3RES 0346  263  263        24        10    .0

DAE      0191 VM3388 0228  299  301        77        58    .1

Sorted by Arm Movement

CA Technologies                         E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM  201003/30  23.40.00           SYSTEM ACTIVITY BY EXTENT OWNER          REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                 SORTED BY ARM MOV.                REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

 OWNER   VADR VOLSER RADR LCYL HCYL   SEEKS      ARM    PERCENT  PLOT OF SEEKS

 NAME                                         MOVEMENTS OF SYS

$PAGE$   0A09 VM3388 0228    0   49     5,733     3,923   7.9 

$PAGE$   0A07 VM3380 0120    0   49     5,438     3,631   7.5 *

$PAGE$   0A0A VM3389 0229    0   49     5,565     3,570   7.7 

$PAGE$   0A08 VM3381 0121    0   49     5,328     3,557   7.3 

VSEB     0551 ADMVM1 025D    0  554     3,879     2,378   5.3 ***************************************

$TEMP$   0A05 VMSW03 025A  200  554     3,473     1,918   4.8 ***********************************

MAINT    0319 VM3383 0123  374  413     2,701     1,849   3.7 ***************************

MVSSP3   0901 P33802 022F    0  884     2,421     1,600   3.3 *************************

MAINTHP3 0123 HP3RES 0346    0  554     3,935     1,585   5.4 ****************************************

VSEOL    0551 ADMVM1 025D    0  554     2,248     1,365   3.1 ***********************

VSEB     0141 SYSWK1 0345    0  554     2,285     1,260   3.1 ***********************

VSEB     0140 DOSRES 025B    0  554     2,118     1,160   2.9 **********************

$SWAP$   0A05 VM3383 0123    0   39     1,612     1,085   2.2 *****************

$SWAP$   0A04 VM3382 0122    0   39     1,622       953   2.2 *****************

MAINTHP3 0190 HP3RES 0346   93  141     1,971       913   2.7 ********************

MRKTPHEN 0480 P33801 022E  498  538     1,152       604   1.5 ***********

$T-DISK$ 0A06 VMSW03 025A   40  199     1,937       582   2.6 ******************

VSE2TST  0150 WM08RS 034A    0  807       837       501   1.1 *********

$FBA$    0A1B OSVM03 025F  275  554       888       479   1.2 *********

OLDPHEN  0580 P33801 022E  644  707       990       449   1.3 **********

PHNX     0482 P33801 022E  101  130       708       346    .9 *******

VSEOL    0141 SYSWK1 0345    0  554       589       292    .8 ******

VSEB     0550 ADMVM2 0344  304  554     2,160       262   2.9 **********************

PHIZ     0191 VM3380 0120  441  443       340       229    .4 ***

$TEMP$   0A03 HP3RES 0346   27   71       974       209   1.3 **********

$SYSCKP$ 0A02 HP3RES 0346   17   17       478       203    .6 *****

MRKTPHEN 0481 P33801 022E  539  547       454       194    .6 *****

ADM      0193 VM3388 0228  353  358       250       194    .3 ***

VSEB     0552 ADMVM2 0344    0  303       391       193    .5 ****

ALERTVM  0198 VM3382 0122  253  261       290       188    .4 ***

KEITH    0191 VM3382 0122  107  117       449       182    .6 *****

VS1      0166 OSVM03 025F    0  274       274       178    .3 ***

VSEOL    0140 DOSRES 025B    0  554       330       168    .4 ***

DDR      0191 VM3383 0123  344  347       287       166    .3 ***

MAINT    031A VM3380 0120  127  156       246       156    .3 ***
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AVMMAINT 0191 VM3388 0228  210  219       194       147    .2 *

GOALOPER 0552 ADMVM2 0344    0  554       464       137    .6 *****

PHNX     0484 P33801 022E  163  194       207       132    .2 *

PROP     0191 HP3RES 0346  191  202       174       131    .2 *

PHIZ     0293 VM3383 0123  419  420       594       128    .8 ******

PHNX     0486 P33801 022E  224  253       278       120    .3 ***

* FREE * 0000 VM3388 0228    0    0       423       117    .5 ****

PHENINS  0480 P33801 022E  435  488       220       116    .3 ***

MVSSP3   0159 CIC160 0349    0  807       242       101    .3 ***

VS1      0162 VMU004 0340  302  401       241       101    .3 ***

Explanation of Reports

The following table explains the information in the preceding reports. Entries in the preceding sample that start with a
dollar sign ($) are dummy entries in the directory; they define system files.

Field Meaning
FROM and TO The time-stamps for the first and last record included in the report,

respectively. The time-stamps usually do not exactly match the
time specifications of the FROM and TO commands.
Note: To support twenty-first century dates, four character year
specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is
specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first
century date (20yy).

REPORT DATE The date the report was run.
REPORT TIME The time the report was run.
REPORT CPU ID The ID of the CPU in which EXPLDASD is being executed.
OWNER NAME The name of the owner of the minidisk.
VADR The virtual device address as seen by the owner.
VOLSER The volume serial number of the volume.
RADR The real device address.
LCYL The starting cylinder of the extent.
HCYL The ending cylinder of the extent.
SEEKS The total number of seeks to this extent.
ARM MOVEMENTS The total number of non-zero seeks to this extent.
PERCENT OF SYS The percentage of seeks to this extent versus all other extents

included in data collection.
PLOT OF SEEKS The plot of the percentage of seeks to this extent versus all others.

The high end of the scale is set by the most active extent. The
ideal plot is a straight vertical line.

REPORT EXPLVMPX Command
Contents

Use the command REPORT EXPLVMPX to request the Dataset Contention by Arm Movement Report. This report
contains an entry for every arm movement route that made up more than 0.1 percent of all arm movement routes for the
volume. Each entry shows the dataset names that form the route. The order of the dataset names does not imply the
direction of travel on the route.
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You can use the Dataset Contention by Arm Movement Report to strategically distribute files within a volume for the
minimum of arm movement distance. The first four or five pairs of extents listed should be placed as close to each other
as possible on the volume. These extents may or may not be the most active extents.

Local Command

You can specify the local command MDISK with the REPORT EXPLVMPX command.

MDISK Command

The MDISK command tells EXPLDASD how much storage will be required to build the data tables used in formulating
reports.

MDISK nnnn

Replace nnnn with the maximum number of minidisks and datasets on a volume. The default is 200. The amount of
memory required for additional workspace is
(8 * nnnn * nnnn) + (100 * nnnn) bytes.

For example, if MDISK is set to 1000 then a virtual machine of 9M is required. In a 16M virtual machine, the limit is
approximately 1350 minidisks.

Sample Commands

The following commands produce the EXPLVMPX report. The MDISK command specifies that no more than 250
minidisks and datasets on any volume are to be included in reporting.

MDISK 250      

REPORT EXPLVMPX

Sample Report

CA Technologies                          E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

FROM 2010/03/30  23.40.00         DATA SET CONTENTION BY ARM MOVEMENT        REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                     REPORT                         REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

                                               VM3382 0122

           ACTIVE DSNAME #1      START  ARM     PCT   START ACTIVE DSNAME #2

                                               CYL MOVEMENTS        CYL

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000       694  40.3 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000       137   8.0 0314   GOALOPER MDISK 0191

           HECK     MDISK 0191  0149       137   8.0 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           GOALOPER MDISK 0191  0314        98   5.7 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000        80   4.6 0253   ALERTVM  MDISK 0198

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000        76   4.4 0040   NICK     MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000        73   4.2 0149   HECK     MDISK 0191

           JRS      MDISK 0191  0326        56   3.3 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           ALERTVM  MDISK 0198  0253        53   3.1 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000        46   2.7 0326   JRS      MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000        19   1.1 0350   BOBSM2   MDISK 0191

           HECK     MDISK 0191  0149        18   1.0 0508   HEJ      MDISK 0191
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           AMH      MDISK 0191  0510        17   1.0 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           NICK     MDISK 0191  0040        13   0.8 0314   GOALOPER MDISK 0191

           CATHY    MDISK 0191  0505        13   0.8 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           MED      MDISK 0191  0372        11   0.6 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000        11   0.6 0510   AMH      MDISK 0191

           CHONG    MDISK 0191  0443        10   0.6 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           PWC      MDISK 0191  0104         9   0.5 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         9   0.5 0423   FAQS     MDISK 0194

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         9   0.5 0520   DAY      MDISK 0191

           NICK     MDISK 0191  0040         8   0.5 0330   SRH      MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         6   0.3 0443   CHONG    MDISK 0191

           NICK     MDISK 0191  0040         6   0.3 0326   JRS      MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         6   0.3 0331   MAP      MDISK 0191

           JFM      MDISK 0191  0663         6   0.3 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         6   0.3 0505   CATHY    MDISK 0191

           JAS      MDISK 0191  0122         6   0.3 0314   GOALOPER MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         5   0.3 0372   MED      MDISK 0191

           BOBSM2   MDISK 0191  0350         4   0.2 <--------------------   SAME   ------------------>

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         4   0.2 0523   SHRIVER  MDISK 0191

           NICK     MDISK 0191  0040         4   0.2 0122   JAS      MDISK 0191

           JAS      MDISK 0191  0122         4   0.2 0326   JRS      MDISK 0191

           HECK     MDISK 0191  0149         4   0.2 0423   FAQS     MDISK 0194

           GOALOPER MDISK 0191  0314         4   0.2 0523   SHRIVER  MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         4   0.2 0508   HEJ      MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         4   0.2 0387   MEAD     MDISK 0191

           NICK     MDISK 0191  0040         3   0.2 0253   ALERTVM  MDISK 0198

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         3   0.2 0046   SCRIPT   MDISK 0191

           HECK     MDISK 0191  0149         3   0.2 0314   GOALOPER MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         2   0.1 0122   JAS      MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         2   0.1 0291   AXPSERV  MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         2   0.1 0104   PWC      MDISK 0191

           $SWAP$   MDISK 0A04  0000         2   0.1 0390   JKM      MDISK 0191

Explanation of Report

The following table explains the information in the preceding report:

Field Meaning
FROM and TO The time-stamps for the first and last record included in the report,

respectively. The time-stamps usually do not exactly match the
time specifications of the FROM and TO commands.
Note: To support twenty-first century dates, four character year
specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is
specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first
century date (20yy).

REPORT DATE The date the report was run.
REPORT TIME The time the report was run.
REPORT CPU ID The CPU ID of the data source.
ACTIVE DSNAME #1 The first extent identifier for arm movement. This can be a

minidisk, system space, or an actual dataset name, depending on
the control commands input to the EXPLVTOC utility.
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START CYL The starting cylinder of the active dataset entries. FBA blocks are
converted to cylinder.

ARM MOVEMENTS The number of seeks between these two extents.
PCT The percentage of all non-zero seeks between these two extents.
ACTIVE DSNAME #2 The second extent identifier for arm movement, which may be a

minidisk, system space, or an actual dataset name, depending on
the control commands input to the EXPLVTOC utility.

<--------SAME---------> indicates that the arm was moving from one location to another
within the same extent.

EMAP Reports
The Explore PM for z/VM Monitor Analysis Program (EMAP) is a batch program that generates customized reports on
your system performance data. You can also use EMAP to archive or list performance files. You can produce reports and
archive or list files in the same EMAP run. This article contains the following sections:

EMAP uses the following input:

• Performance data collected by the CP Monitor and the Explore PM for z/VM data collector (EXPLRVM). For detailed
instructions on installing the CP Monitor and on collecting the data, see the IBM publication VM/ESA Performance.
EMAP can also report on data collected by the CP Monitor and the MONWRITE program; however, you should use the
CP Monitor and EXPLRVM to collect new data.

• The EMAP report control file. This user-created file identifies the other input files, selects the input performance data,
and sets output specifications.

• One or more EMAP report definition files. These user-created files define the format and content of your performance
reports.

You can use EMAP to produce the following output:

• CP printer spool files that contain customized performance reports. The reports are in the format of graphs, plots, lists,
or tables and are ready for you to print. EMAP produces the reports when you issue the REPORT command.

• Performance data archive files. The archive files can reside on tape or disk. EMAP creates the archive files when you
issue the ARCHIVE MERGE command.

• A list of the records in the input performance data file. EMAP produces this list when you issue the ARCHIVE DUMP
command.

• Control files for use with the DCM presentation graphics system, RView.

Producing EMAP Reports

To produce EMAP reports on your performance data, follow these steps:

1. Create a report control file. For more information, see Creating a Report Control File.
2. Create a report definition file. For more information, see Creating a Report Definition File.
3. Run the EMAP program.

Archiving or Listing Files

To archive or list files using EMAP, follow these steps:

1. Create a report control file. For more information, see Creating a Report Control File.
2. Run the EMAP program. EMAP will create output files in EMAP format.
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Executing EMAP

From the Command Line

EMAP consists of routines that are assembled separately and are linked together into one module. To execute EMAP,
enter the following command:

EMAP [filename]

Replace filename with the name of a report control file. The default is EMAP.

From the EMAP Menu

The following is a sample EMAP Menu:

EXPLORE Version 05.0      DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      07/13/2010 16:28:43 

 ==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

  USER CP0 TCPU LOW .0 THRES 5.0          USER CP0 CCPU LOW .0 THRES 2.0        

  CP0 TCPU LOW .0 THRES 5.0               CP0 CCPU LOW .0 THRES 2.0             

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                                   EMAP Menu                                    

                                                                                

   Execute EMAP to produce pre-defined reports                                  

    _ CMS EMAP                    Use the default parameter file EMAP PARM fm   

                                                                                

   Execute EMAP to produce pre-defined reports                                  

    _ CMS EMAP parmfile           Use the EMAP parameter file named by parmfile 

                                                                                

   Xedit an EMAP parameter file                                                 

    _ XEDIT fn      PARM fm       Replace fn and fm with the file-name and      

                                  file-mode of the EMAP parameter file you      

                                  wish to edit.                                 

                                                                                

   Go to main menu                                           Help facility      

    _ *MENU                                                   _ HELP EMAP      

                                                              _ HELP           

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                                                      

 EMAP                                                                           

To execute EMAP from the EMAP Menu, do one of the following:

• To execute EMAP using the default parameter file EMAP PARM, place your cursor next to the option CMS EMAP and
press ENTER.

• To execute EMAP using a parameter file other than EMAP PARM, type the name of the parameter file over parmfile in
the option CMS EMAP parmfile and then press ENTER.

EMAP Exec

Issuing the EMAP command executes EMAP EXEC A1, which loads and executes the EMAP program.

It is important to use the EMAP exec supplied on the EMAP distribution tape. The supplied exec issues a CMS
NUCXDROP command to drop any previously loaded copy of EMAP. This ensures that the NUCXLOAD command loads
a new copy of EMAP. The new copy is necessary because EMAP is not serially reusable.

The contents of the supplied EMAP exec are as follows:
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 /*

    EXPLORE/MAP START-UP EXEC

 */

 trace

 parse upper arg ARG1

 address cms

 'NUCEXT EMAP'

 if rc = 0 then 'NUCXDROP EMAP'

 'FILEDEF EMAP DISK EMAP MODULE *'

 'NUCXLOAD EMAP EMAP'

 if rc ¬ = 0 then exit rc

 'FILEDEF EMAP CLEAR'

 'EMAP' ARG1

 SRC = rc

 'NUCXDROP EMAP'

 exit SRC

LABELDEFs

All EMAP tape files use EMAPHIST as their filename. The following is a sample LABELDEF for tape input to EMAP:

'LABELDEF EMAPHIST'

Creating a Report Control File
A report control file is a user-created file containing commands to generate one or more reports. You can include
commands in the report control file to do the following:

• Specify the other input files
• Limit the data used in the report to certain time periods
• Set output specifications, such as the time interval that each detail line is to represent, the number of lines per report

page, and the title for each report

The number of reports one report control file can generate and the time period they can cover are limited only by the
virtual storage size of the CMS virtual machine.

The report control file must contain fixed-length 80-byte records.

What to Name the Report Control File

The EMAP report control file must have the following name:

fn PARM fm

Replace fn with the filename of the file; the default is EMAP. Replace fm with the two characters that indicate the
appropriate CMS minidisk.

Order of Commands
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Specify commands in the report control file in the following order:

Steps Action
1 The first command you should specify in the report control file

is usually the HISTORY command, which identifies the input
data files. The HISTORY command must precede all REPORT
commands.

2 If you are requesting reports, next specify all commands that
pertain to a single report, ending with a REPORT command.
Request additional reports within the same report control file
by coding additional commands to define each report. The last
command defining each requested report must be a REPORT
command.
If you are archiving, next specify the MERGEOUT command and,
optionally, the MERGEIN command. Then specify the ARCHIVE
command.

EMAP processes commands in the order in which they are read.

The values you set for most report control commands (such as FROM, TO, SHIFT, and EACH) carry over from one report
to the next. Commands with values that do not carry over are documented accordingly.

Summary of Report Control File Commands
The following table briefly describes each report control command:

Command Description
* Indicates a comment
ARCHIVE Archives or lists performance data files
EACH For reports organized by time, sets the interval of time that each

detail line is to cover
EXCLUDE Excludes data from one or more days of the week, a specific date,

or a time range
FROM Specifies the date and time of the oldest performance records to

be reported on
GROUP Assigns virtual machines to performance groups
HISTORY Names the input performance data files (required)
INCLUDE Includes data from one or more days of the week, a specific date,

or a time range
MERGEIN Names the input performance data file for the archive function
MERGEOUT Names the output performance data file for the archive function
PERIOD Subdivides the report into fixed reporting intervals
REPORT Names a report definition file that describes a report to be

generated
RLINES Sets the number of lines EMAP is to print on each page of the

report
SHIFT Specifies the hours of each day that EMAP is to report on
TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 Specifies titles to be centered on the first, second, and third of the

three 60-character lines at the top of each page reserved for titles,
respectively
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TO Specifies the date and time of the most recent performance
records to be reported on

* (Asterisk) - EMAP Report Control Files
An asterisk (*) in column 1 indicates that the rest of the line is a comment. Comments can begin in column 2 and extend
through column 80.

The format of the command is:

*[comment]

The following is a sample comment:

*THIS IS A COMMENT

ARCHIVE
Use the ARCHIVE command to merge or list performance data files. You can also use this command to convert an input
tape or disk performance data file from CP Monitor format to EMAP format, or to convert an input tape file to an output
disk file (or vice versa).

Usage Notes
When using the ARCHIVE MERGE function, specify the ARCHIVE command following the HISTORY command,
the MERGEOUT command, and any MERGEIN commands.
If no valid MERGEOUT command precedes the ARCHIVE MERGE command, then output will be written to the
file EMAPHIST DISK A1. This file cannot be used as input to EMAP reporting unless its filetype is changed to
yymmddhh format. If you need to rename an EMAPHIST DISK A1 file, it is strongly recommended that you use
the date and time of the beginning of the data in the file as the yymmddhh filetype.
The format of the command is:

    ARCHIVE {MERGE} 

                  {DUMP}    

MERGE

Directs EMAP to combine performance data files into a single output file. Use the HISTORY and MERGEIN commands to
name the input files. Use the MERGEOUT command to name the output file. If no MERGEIN command is specified, then
the input file named by the HISTORY command is copied to the output file.

DUMP
Directs EMAP to print the records in the file named by the HISTORY command. EMAP prints the records in dump
format and does not create an output file.

The default is ARCHIVE MERGE.

Examples

The following commands direct EMAP to merge the data files D010192 T000000 * and D120191 T000000 * and to write
the new file on the tape mounted on tape drive 184:

HISTORY DISK D010192 T000000 *

MERGEIN DISK D120191 T000000 *

MERGEOUT TAPE 184

ARCHIVE MERGE
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The following commands direct EMAP to list the file D060192 T000000 * in dump format:

HISTORY DISK D060192 T000000 *

ARCHIVE DUMP

The following commands direct EMAP to copy the performance data file from the tape on 183 to a disk file named
EMAPHIST 91120100 B1:

HISTORY TAPE 183

MERGEOUT DISK EMAPHIST 91120100 B1

ARCHIVE MERGE

EACH Command for EMAP Reports
Use the EACH command to specify the time interval that each detail line in a report is to cover. The interval that you set
remains in effect until you issue another EACH command. To reset the default value, reissue the EACH command with no
operands.

Usage Notes
Use the EACH command only with reports organized by time. If the report is not organized by time, the EACH
command has no effect; use the PERIOD command to divide these reports into reporting intervals.
If you specify an interval smaller than the interval at which the CP Monitor created the performance records, then
EMAP ignores the interval you specified and generates detail lines that cover the smallest possible interval.
The format of the command is:
EACH [nn {MINUTES}]

          {HOURS}

      {DAYS}

      {WEEKS}

      {MONTHS}

      {YEARS}

nn
A one- or two-digit number between 1 and 99

The default is EACH 30 MINUTES.

Example
The following command directs EMAP to generate detail lines that cover 15-minute intervals:
EACH 15 MINUTES

EXCLUDE and INCLUDE Commands For EMAP Reports
Use the EXCLUDE command to exclude selected performance data from the reports. For example, you might want to
exclude data collected on Saturdays and Sundays. Use the INCLUDE command to selectively include performance data
for reporting. For example, you can include data collected only on weekdays.

By default, data from all days of the week and all dates and times is included in reports. A blank EXCLUDE command or a
blank INCLUDE command resets all EXCLUDE commands and all INCLUDE commands to this default.

Formats
The EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands have two formats. Use the day’s format to exclude or include one day
of the week, selected days of the week, or a range of days of the week. Use the date/time format to exclude or
include a date or time or a range of dates or times.
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Days Format
EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands in the days format apply to the individual report request. An EXCLUDE
command in this format overrides any preceding EXCLUDE command of the same format; an INCLUDE
command in this format overrides any preceding INCLUDE command of the same format.
EXCLUDE [SUN] [MON] [TUE] [WED] [THU] [FRI] [SAT]

         [day-day]

INCLUDE [SUN] [MON] [TUE] [WED] [THU] [FRI] [SAT]

         [day-day]

day
To specify a range of days to be included or excluded, specify the earlier day, a hyphen (-), and the later
day. The following are valid values:

• SUN
• MON
• TUE
• WED
• THU
• FRI
• SAT

Date/Time Format
EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands of the date/time format apply to the entire reporting run; they cannot be
uniquely specified for each report request.
EXCLUDE [01/01/00] [00.00.00] [ - [12/31/99] [23.59.59]] 

        [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss] [ - [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss]] 

        [==/==/==] [==.==.==] [ - [==/==/==] [==.==.==]] 

INCLUDE [01/01/00] [00.00.00] [ - [12/31/99] [23.59.59]] 

        [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss] [ - [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss]] 

        [==/==/==] [==.==.==] [ - [==/==/==] [==.==.==]]

mm/dd/yy
The date to be excluded or included.

hh.mm.ss
The time to be excluded or included.

Two equal signs (==) can be substituted for month (mm), day (dd), year (yy), hour (hh), minute (mm), or second
(ss). When == is specified for a date or time qualifier, all date or time values corresponding to that position are
accepted for exclusion or inclusion purposes.
To specify a date/time range, specify the earlier value, a hyphen (-), and the later value.

Defaults
The defaults shown above are used for any omitted values in a date/time format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE
command. For example, the following commands are equivalent:
This command:
EXCLUDE 11.30.00 - 12.30.00

is equivalent to this command
EXCLUDE 01/01/00 11.30.00 - 12/31/99 12.30.00

Accordingly, neither of these commands excludes the lunch hour for every day of input data; rather, each of
them excludes all data for the twentieth century except for the morning of January 1, 1900 and the afternoon and
evening of December 31, 1999.
Similarly, to exclude or include one entire day, you can specify a date range, using the date to be excluded as
both the starting and ending date. For example, to exclude data from July 4, 1996, you could use the following
date range:
This command:
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EXCLUDE 07/04/96 - 07/04/96

is equivalent to this command:
EXCLUDE 07/04/96 00.00.00 - 07/04/96 23.59.59

Alternatively, you could specify the date and use a time of ==.==.== to indicate that all times on that date are to be
excluded, as follows:
EXCLUDE 07/04/96 ==.==.==

Rules of Precedence
In the following discussion, when a data record is said to match the days format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE
command, either the day of the week of the data record is identical to a day specified by the days format
EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command or else it falls within the range specified by the EXCLUDE or INCLUDE
command. Similarly, when a data record is said to match a date/time format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command,
either the date/time of the record matches a date/time specified by the command or else it falls within the range of
dates and times specified by the command.

General Rules
Only one EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command of the days format can be in effect at one time. However, one
or more date/time format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands can be in effect in addition to an EXCLUDE or
INCLUDE command of the days format.
When both formats of the EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command are in effect, the days comparison is performed
first. If the record passes the days test (explained below) then the date/time test is performed. Data records are
compared to each date/time format command in the order in which the commands were specified. The first match
stops all further comparisons; a match to a date/time EXCLUDE command excludes the record from the report,
and a match to a date/time INCLUDE command includes the record in the report.
If a data record passes the days test and does not match any date/time EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command, then
the last date/time format command is used as the final guideline. If the last date/time format command is an
EXCLUDE command, then the record is included in the report; it will not be excluded because it does not match
the EXCLUDE command. Similarly, if the last command is an INCLUDE command, then the record is not included
in the report, since it does not match the INCLUDE command.

Passing the Days Test
There are four possible situations with days format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands. If the record matches
an EXCLUDE command, processing will stop, and the record is excluded from the report. If the record does not
match, processing continues with the date/time format commands. If the record matches an INCLUDE command,
processing continues with the date/time format commands; the record is not necessarily included in the report. If
the record does not match the INCLUDE command, processing stops, and the record is excluded from the report.
The following table summarizes these four possible situations:

Command Match? Result
Days EXCLUDE Match Record excluded from report
Days EXCLUDE No match Processing continues
Days INCLUDE Match Processing continues
Days INCLUDE No match Record excluded from report

Guidelines for Mixing EXCLUDE and INCLUDE Commands
Be careful when using EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands together. The first match to an INCLUDE command
of the date/time format will cause a record to be included in reporting even when a later EXCLUDE command
would have matched and excluded it. Similarly, any EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands with generic time or date
specifications (=) should come last. It is also a good idea to use an EXCLUDE command rather than an INCLUDE
command of the days format when date/time format commands are also in effect because it is easier to see what
will happen.
The following is usually the best order when combining EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands of both formats:
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• Days EXCLUDE commands
• Specific date/time format EXCLUDE commands
• Specific date/time format INCLUDE commands
• Generic date/time format EXCLUDE commands
• Generic date/time format INCLUDE commands

Examples
The following command directs EMAP to exclude data for Saturdays and Sundays:
EXCLUDE SAT SUN

The following command directs EMAP to exclude data for the month of August, 1996:
EXCLUDE 08/01/96 - 08/31/96

The following command directs EMAP to exclude data for the hours of 6 A.M. to noon every day:
EXCLUDE ==/==/== 06.00.00 - ==/==/== 12.00.00

The following command directs EMAP to exclude data for all fourths of July:
EXCLUDE 07/04/==  ==.==.==

The following commands direct EMAP to include Mondays through Fridays in the year of 1996; Wednesday,
October 21, is the only weekday excluded:
EXCLUDE SAT SUN

EXCLUDE 10/21/96 ==.==.==

INCLUDE ==/==/96 ==.==.==

The following commands direct EMAP to include Mondays through Fridays in the year of 1996. Wednesday,
October 21, is included because it matches the first INCLUDE command.
EXCLUDE SAT SUN

INCLUDE ==/==/96 ==.==.==

EXCLUDE 10/21/96 ==.==.==

FROM and TO Commands For EMAP Reports
Use the FROM command to specify the date and time of the oldest performance records to be reported on. Use the TO
command to specify the date and time of the most recent performance records to be reported on.

The dates and times you specify remain in effect until you issue a subsequent FROM or TO command. To reset to the
default value, reissue the FROM or TO command with no operands.

The format of the command is:

FROM [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss]

TO [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss]

mm/dd/yy
The date in month/day/year format.

hh.mm.ss
The time in hour.minute.second format.

You can specify the date and time in either order.

Defaults are shown next.

FROM 01/01/00 00.00.00.

TO 12/31/99 23.59.59.
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Examples
The following command directs EMAP to select performance data starting with the data collected at 8 A.M. on
June 1, 1996:
FROM 06/01/96 08.00.00

The following command directs EMAP to select performance data ending with the data collected at 5 P.M. on May
31, 1996:
TO 05/31/96 17.00.00

GROUP Command for EMAP Reports
Use the GROUP command to assign virtual machines to performance groups. You use performance groups to do the
following:

• Report on the performance of several virtual machines that are grouped together
• Contrast one performance group with all other virtual machines

NOTE

Use the GROUP command only in reports organized by user. You can use the USER resource group command
in a report definition file to select the virtual machines that EMAP is to report on. For more information about the
command, see USER in Creating a Report Definition File.

The format of the command is:

GROUP [groupid] [userid] ... [userid]

groupid
One of eight performance group IDs from A through H. You can assign up to 50 virtual machines to a single
performance group. You can assign a particular virtual machine to any or all of the eight performance groups.

userid
The user IDs of the virtual machines that belong to the performance group. You can issue as many GROUP
commands as necessary to assign virtual machines to a performance group.

Defaults
A GROUP command with a group ID but without user IDs resets the performance group to null. A GROUP command with
neither group IDs nor user IDs resets all performance groups to null.

Example
The GROUP commands in the following example assign several virtual machines to each of two performance groups.
A report is produced for each group showing variable values for all virtual machines in the group as a single combined
figure. The report definition file EXAMPFIL must define a report by user for the GROUP command to have an effect.
.
.
.
GROUP A MVSSP3 MVSTST VS1
GROUP C CMS001 CMS030 WDPRO01 WDPRO04
REPORT EXAMPFIL
.
.
.
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HISTORY
Use the HISTORY command to specify one or more input performance data files. If you subsequently issue a REPORT
command, EMAP produces the performance report from the data file specified with the HISTORY command. If you
subsequently issue an ARCHIVE MERGE command, EMAP merges the file named by the MERGEIN command with the
files named by the HISTORY command into the file named by the MERGEOUT command.

Usage Note
Each report control file must contain at least one HISTORY command. Place the HISTORY command before the
first REPORT or ARCHIVE command.

Disk Input Format
The format for disk input is shown below.
HISTORY [DISK] {[Dmmddyy [Thhmmss [fm]] ] [-Dmmddyy [Thhmmss [fm]] ]}

             {[EMAPHIST yymmddhh [fm]]  [-EMAPHIST yymmddhh [fm]] }

DISK
Indicates that the performance data file is a CMS disk file. This is the default.

Dmmddyy Thhmmss fm
The file ID of a CMS disk performance data input file in CP Monitor format. Dmmddyy is the filename;
mmddyy indicates the month, day, and year. Thhmmss is the filetype; hhmmss indicates the hour, minute,
and second. fm is the two-character filemode; it indicates the CMS minidisk that the file resides on.
A file in CP Monitor format contains fixed length records of 4K (4096) bytes in length. It contains
performance data records, configuration data records, and control area records for use by a reporting
program such as EMAP.

EMAPHIST yymmddhh fm
The file ID of a CMS disk performance data file in EMAP format. EMAPHIST is the filename. yymmddhh
is the filetype; it indicates the year, month, day, and hour. fm is the two-character filemode; it indicates the
CMS minidisk that the file resides on.
A file in EMAP format contains variable-length records in variable-length blocks of up to 32K (32768)
bytes in length. It contains performance and configuration data records; it does not contain the
control area records created by the CP Monitor. This file format is more compact and provides better
performance; however, it may not be suitable as input to other programs that use CP Monitor format data.

To specify a range of input files, specify the file ID of the first performance data file in the range, a hyphen (-), and
then the filename of the last file in the range. The default first file ID is D010100 T000000 *. The default last file ID
is D123199 T235959 *.
Because file ID parameters are positional, you must specify embedded parameters. To take the default for an
embedded parameter, specify an asterisk (*) in its position. Trailing parameters are optional and assume the
default value if omitted.

Tape Input Format
EMAP accepts single-volume or multi-volume performance data tapes as input. You create a performance data
tape in one of the following two ways:

• By specifying the command SET LOGCPFM ON TAPE in INITSERV EXPLORE, as explained in Configuring
Data Collection.

• By using the EMAP archive function

Tapes processed by EMAP must have standard tape labels. EMAP creates tape files with standard labels, but the
EXPLORE data collector (EXPLRVM) does not, nor does the IBM MONWRITE program. To use EMAP to process
tape files without standard labels, you must first copy the tape to a new tape file with standard labels. This can
be done with the CMS MOVEFILE command. To avoid this extra step it is recommended that CP Monitor data be
placed in a disk file when using EXPLRVM or the MONWRITE program.
The command format for tape files is as follows:
HISTORY TAPE [vaddr]
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TAPE
Indicates that the performance data file is a tape file. If you do not specify TAPE, EMAP assumes that the
input file is on disk.

vaddr
The virtual address of the tape drive on which you have mounted the performance data input tape. The
default is X'181'.

Examples
The following command directs EMAP to select the disk file named D060196 T080010 A1 as input:
HISTORY DISK D060196 T080010 A1

Assume that D060196 T080010 A1 is the only performance data file on the disks accessed by the virtual machine
on which EMAP runs. Then you could use either of the following two commands to select that file:
HISTORY DISK D060196 T080010 *

HISTORY DISK D010100 T000000 * - D123199 T235959 *

Assume that the following files reside on disks accessed by the virtual machine on which EMAP runs:
D080196 T080013 A1

D080296 T080007 A1 

D080396 T080031 A1

Assume also that the hours of 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. are not excluded from the requested report. Then you could
use any one of the following commands to select the three files:
HISTORY DISK D080196 T080000 * - D080396 T170000 *

HISTORY DISK D080196 T000000 * - D083199 T235959 * 

HISTORY DISK D010100 T000000 * - D123199 T235959 *

The following command directs EMAP to select all of the performance data files in CP Monitor format that exist on
the A disk for the months of October, 1996 and November, 1996:
HISTORY DISK D100196 T000000 A1 - D113096 T235959 A1

The following command directs EMAP to select all files in CP Monitor format for the month of June, 1996 on all
accessed disks:
HISTORY DISK D060196 T000000 * - D063096 T235959 *

The following command directs EMAP to select all disk performance data files in CP Monitor format on all disks
accessed by the virtual machine on which EMAP runs:
HISTORY DISK D010100 T000000 * - D123199 T235959 *

The following command directs EMAP to read the performance data file from the tape on virtual address X'181':
HISTORY TAPE

The following command directs EMAP to read the performance data file from the tape on virtual address X'184':
HISTORY TAPE 184

The following command directs EMAP to select all disk performance data files in EMAP format on all disks
accessed by the virtual machine on which EMAP runs:
HISTORY DISK EMAPHIST 00010100 * - EMAPHIST 99123123 *

MERGEIN
Use the MERGEIN command to name one input performance data file. When you issue the ARCHIVE MERGE command,
EMAP merges the file named by the MERGEIN command with the files named by the HISTORY command into the file
named by the MERGEOUT command. If no MERGEIN command is specified, ARCHIVE MERGE the file named by the
HISTORY command is copied to the file named by the MERGEOUT command.

Usage Note
Specify the MERGEIN command preceding the ARCHIVE command.

Disk Input Format
Use the following format to specify disk files:
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MERGEIN  [DISK] {[Dmmddyy [Thhmmss [fm]] ]}

              {EMAPHIST yymmddhh fm}

DISK
Indicates that the performance data file is a CMS disk file. This is the default.

Dmmddyy Thhmmss fm
The filename of a CMS disk performance data file in CP Monitor format. Dmmddyy is the filename;
mmddyy indicates the month, day, and year. Thhmmss is the filetype; hhmmss indicates the hour, minute,
and second. fm is the filemode; it consists of the two characters that indicate the CMS minidisk that the
file resides on.

EMAPHIST yymmddhh fm
The filename of a disk performance data file in EMAP format. EMAPHIST is the filename. yymmddhh is
the filetype; it indicates the year, month, day, and hour. fm is the filemode; it consists of the two characters
that indicate the CMS minidisk that the file resides on.

Default
The default filename is D010100 T000000 *. To take the default for one part of the filename, you can substitute
an asterisk in its position. Because the parameters are positional, you must specify embedded parameters either
explicitly or with an asterisk (*). Trailing parameters, however, are optional and will assume the default value if
omitted.

Tape Input Format
Use the following format to specify tape files:
MERGEIN TAPE [vaddr]

TAPE
Indicates that the performance data file is a tape file. If you do not specify TAPE, EMAP assumes that the
input file is on disk.

vaddr
The virtual address of the tape drive on which you have mounted the performance data input tape. The
default is X'183'.

Standard Tape Labels Required
Tapes processed by EMAP must have standard tape labels. EMAP creates tape files with standard labels, but
EXPLRVM and the IBM MONWRITE program do not. To use EMAP to process tape files created by EXPLRVM or
the MONWRITE program, you must first copy the tape to a new tape file with standard labels. This can be done
with the CMS MOVEFILE command. To avoid this extra step, it is recommended that CP Monitor data be placed
in a disk file when using EXPLRVM or the MONWRITE program.

Example
The following commands direct EMAP to merge the disk performance data files named EMAPHIST 96110100 A1
and EMAPHIST 96103100 A1 and to write the new file on the tape mounted on tape drive 184:
HISTORY DISK EMAPHIST 96110100 A1

MERGEIN DISK EMAPHIST 96103100 A1

MERGEOUT TAPE 184

ARCHIVE MERGE

MERGEOUT
Use the MERGEOUT command to name an output performance data file. EMAP creates this output file when you issue
the ARCHIVE MERGE command. The performance data records in the newly created file are in EMAP format in date/time
sequence. A file in EMAP format contains variable-length records in variable-length blocks of up to 32K (32768) bytes
in length. An EMAP format file contains performance and configuration data records; it does not contain the control area
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records created by the CP Monitor. This file format is more compact and provides better performance; however, it might
not be suitable as input to other programs that use CP Monitor format data.

Usage Notes
When using the ARCHIVE MERGE function, specify the MERGEOUT command preceding the ARCHIVE
command.
If no valid MERGEOUT command precedes the ARCHIVE MERGE command, then output is written to the
file EMAPHIST DISK A1. This file cannot be used as input to EMAP reporting unless its filetype is changed to
yymmddhh format. If you need to rename an EMAPHIST DISK A1 file, it is strongly recommended that you use
the date and time of the beginning of the data in the file as the yymmddhh filetype.

Disk Output Format
Use the following format to specify disk files:
MERGEOUT [DISK] EMAPHIST yymmddhh fm

DISK
Indicates that EMAP is to write the output performance data file to a CMS disk. This is the default.

EMAPHIST yymmddhh fm
The file UD of the CMS disk performance data file that EMAP is to create. EMAPHIST is the filename.
yymmddhh is the filetype; it indicates the year, month, day, and hour. fm is the two-character filemode; it
indicates the CMS minidisk that the file resides on. If a file already exists with the name specified in the
MERGEOUT command, EMAP issues error message EMAARC030E.

Tape Output Format
Use the following format to specify tape files:
MERGEOUT TAPE [vaddr]

TAPE
Indicates that EMAP is to create the output performance data file on tape. If you do not specify TAPE,
EMAP assumes that the output file is a disk file.

vaddr
The virtual address of the tape drive on which you have mounted the performance data output tape. The
default is X'182'.

Example
The following commands direct EMAP to merge the disk performance data files named EMAPHIST 96123123 A1
and EMAPHIST 96123000 A1 and to write the new file on the tape mounted on tape drive 184:
HISTORY DISK EMAPHIST 96123123 A1

MERGEIN DISK EMAPHIST 96123000 A1

MERGEOUT TAPE 184

ARCHIVE MERGE

PERIOD Command For EMAP Reports
Use the PERIOD command to subdivide the time range covered by the report into fixed reporting intervals. The period
that you set remains in effect until you issue a subsequent PERIOD command. A PERIOD command with no operands
restores the default value.

The format of the command is:

PERIOD [time-period]

time-period
Specify one of the following to divide your report into intervals, or NONE to indicate the report is not to be divided.
Replace nnn with a whole number between 1 and 999.
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• NONE
• HOURLY
• DAILY
• MONTHLY
• YEARLY
• nnn HOURS
• nnn DAYS
• nnn MONTHS
• nnn YEARS

Default
PERIOD NONE, which does not divide the report into intervals.

Examples
The following command directs EMAP to produce monthly reports:
PERIOD MONTHLY

The following command directs EMAP to produce a separate report for each day:
PERIOD DAILY

The following command directs EMAP to produce a separate report for each seven-day period, beginning with the
date of the first record included in the report:
PERIOD 7 DAYS

REPORT
Use the REPORT command to specify the filename of a report definition file. Issue one REPORT command for each
report that you request.

Usage Note
Place a REPORT command after the other report control commands for that report.
For information about creating report definition files and supplied report definition files, see Creating a Report
Definition File.
The format of the command is:
REPORT filename

filename
The CMS filename of an EMAP report definition file

Examples
The following commands request a single report. The REPORT command specifies that the report definition file is
SYSPERF EMAPRPT.
HISTORY DISK

FROM 08/15/10

TO   08/15/10

EACH 30 MINUTES

REPORT SYSPERF

The following example shows how to generate two reports from one report control file. The report definition files
specified by the REPORT commands are USERSUM EMAPRPT and UTILGRPH EMAPRPT.
HISTORY DISK

FROM 08/15/10 08.00.00

TO   08/15/10 20.00.00

REPORT USERSUM

EACH 30 MINUTES

REPORT UTILGRPH
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RLINES Command For EMAP Reports
Use the RLINES command to specify the number of lines that EMAP is to print on each page of the report.

The format of the command is:

RLINES nn

nn
A two-digit number that specifies the number of lines

Default
RLINES 62.

Example
RLINES 45

SCALE
Use the SCALE command to specify the scale for a variable in a plot format report.

Usage Notes
The value set by the SCALE command remains in effect until changed by a subsequent SCALE command. You
can specify the SCALE command for each plot report you request.
The format of the command is:
SCALE [DYNAMIC]

       [nnnnn]   [OFF]

DYNAMIC
If a variable's value exceeds 100, sets the scale of the plot to the maximum value for the variable during
the reporting interval. Dynamic scaling is the default scaling mode.

OFF
Turns scaling off, causing all variables to be plotted using the default scale of 100.

nnnnn
A scale factor between 1 and 99,999, which is multiplied by 100 to set the scale. The default scale factor
is 1, which results in a scale of 100.

SHIFT Command For EMAP Reports
Use the SHIFT command to specify the hours of each day that EMAP is to report on. The SHIFT range that you set
remains in effect until you issue a subsequent SHIFT command. To reset the command to the default value, reissue the
SHIFT command with no operands.

The format of the command is:

SHIFT [hh.mm.ss hh.mm.ss]

hh.mm.ss
The start and end of the time range in hour.minute.second format. The first time is the start time, and the second
time is the end time. If you supply a start time, you must also supply an end time. Shifts can cross midnight

The default is shown next.

SHIFT 00.00.00 23.59.59.
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Example
The following command directs EMAP to select all performance data within the SHIFT range from 3:00 P.M. to
11:00 P.M.:
SHIFT 15.00.00 23.00.00

TITLEn, TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 - Report Control Files
Three 60-character lines at the top of each page are reserved for titles. Use the TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands
to specify titles to be centered on the first, second, and third of these lines, respectively. If you do not use these
commands, the default title lines are printed.

Usage Notes
The titles you specify remain in effect for all reports until changed by subsequent TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3
commands.
You can place the TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands in either the report control file or the report definition
file. These are the only commands that you can place in either file.
The format of the command is:
TITLE1 titletext

TITLE2 titletextTITLE3 titletext

titletext
The title that you want to appear on the report. It can be from 2 to 60 characters in length.

Example
The following commands direct EMAP to print the two specified titles on the reports:
TITLE1 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL INC. 

TITLE2 CPU UTILIZATION ANALYSIS

Creating a Report Definition File
A report definition file is a user-created file containing commands that define the format and content of one performance
report.

You specify one or more report definition files as input to EMAP by specifying the REPORT command in a report control
file, as explained in Creating a Report Control File.

A report definition file must contain fixed-length 80-byte records.

The EMAP report definition file must have a filetype of EMAPRPT. You can use any filename that conforms to CMS file
naming conventions.

Order of Commands

EMAP processes commands in the order in which they are read. Specify commands in the report definition file in the
following order:

• The first command is usually the FORMAT command. Only TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands can precede the
FORMAT command in the file.

• After the FORMAT command, specify at least one resource group command. The four resource group commands are
DEVICE, GLOBAL, PROCessor, and USER.

• Specify variables following the appropriate resource group command. The order in which variables appear in the report
definition file determines the order in which the variable values appear in the report.

Several report definition files are supplied with EMAP. They are described in EMAP Supplied Report Definition Files.
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Resource Group Commands
You must specify at least one of the following resource group commands in your report definition file:

Command Description
DEVICE Signals the start of a group of device-level variables EMAP is to

report on and specifies the real devices EMAP is to report on
GLOBAL Signals the start of a group of system-wide variables EMAP is to

report on
PROCessor Signals the start of a group of processor-level variables EMAP is

to report on and specifies the real processors EMAP is to report
on

USER Signals the start of a group of user-level variables EMAP is to
report on and specifies the virtual machines EMAP is to report on

Placement
Specify a resource group command immediately preceding one or more variables. Variables are described in
EMAP Variables.

Usage Notes
You can specify as many resource group commands, as you need. EMAP combines all data selected by the
resource group commands and the associated variables into one report.
The number of variables you can specify depends upon the FORMAT command you specify, as explained in the
Format section of this article. If you specify more variables than one report can show, EMAP ignores the extra
variables.

 

DEVICE Command for EMAP Reports

Use the DEVICE command to select the real devices that EMAP is to report on and to signal the start of a group of
device-level variables EMAP is to report on.

The format of the command is:

DEVICE {[ccuu] [ccuu] ... [ccuu]}

    {ccuu-ccuu}

ccuu
The addresses of one or more real devices that EMAP is to report on. To specify a range of device addresses,
enter the lowest address, a hyphen, and the highest address; EMAP will report on all real addresses within the
range, including the low and high addresses.

Default
If you specify the DEVICE command with no device addresses, EMAP reports on all real devices found in the
input performance data files.

Examples
The following command directs EMAP to report on devices 0801, 080D, 0A01, and 1020:
DEVICE 0801 080D 0A01 1020

The following command directs EMAP to report on all devices with addresses from 120 to 80F, inclusive:
DEVICE 120-80F
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GLOBAL

Use the GLOBAL command to indicate the start of a group of system-wide variables that EMAP is to report on.

The format of the command is:

GLOBAL

Example
The following example shows how to use the GLOBAL command in a resource definition file:
FORMAT LIST

GLOBAL

SYTPRP_PFXPRBTM

SYTPRP_PFXUTIME

SYTPRP_PFXTMSYS

SYTPRP_PFXTOTWT

SYTXSP_PLSPGIN

SYTXSP_PLSPGOUT

PROCessor

Use the PROCessor command to select the real processors that EMAP is to report on and to signal the start of a group of
processor-level variables EMAP is to report on.

The format of the command is:

PROCessor {[processorid] [processorid] ... [processorid]}

        {processorid-processorid}

processorid
The ID of a real processor that EMAP is to report on. To specify multiple processor IDs, separate them by spaces.
To specify a range of processor IDs, specify the low processor ID, a hyphen (-), and then the high processor ID.
EMAP reports on all real processors within the specified range, including the low and high processors.

Default
If you specify the PROCessor command without any processor IDs, EMAP reports on all real processors found in
the input performance data files.

Examples
The following example shows the PROCessor command in a report definition file. Since the PROC command
in the example has no processor ID parameters, EMAP reports on data for all real processors that it finds in the
input performance data file.
FORMAT LIST

PROC

PRCPRP_PLSSTLNU

PRCPRP_PLSDSPCM

PRCPRP_DSVMAXUS

The PROC command in the following example directs EMAP to report on the real processors with IDs of 0001,
0002, 0003, and 0004:
FORMAT TABULAR

PROC 0001 0002 0003 0004

PRCPRP_PLSSTLNU

PRCPRP_PLSDSPCM

PRCPRP_DSVMAXUS
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The PROC command in the following example directs EMAP to report on all real processors with IDs from 0001 to
0003, inclusive:
FORMAT TABULAR

PROC 0001-0003

PRCPRP_PLSSTLNU

PRCPRP_PLSDSPCM

PRCPRP_DSVMAXUS

USER

Use the USER command to select the virtual machines that EMAP is to report on and to signal the start of a group of
user-level variables EMAP is to report on.

Placement
Specify the USER command immediately preceding one or more variables. Variables are described in EMAP
Variables.
The format of the command is:
USER [userid] [userid] ... [userid]

     [GROUPx] [GROUPx] ... [GROUPx]

userid
The user ID of a virtual machine that EMAP is to report on. To specify multiple user IDs, separate them by
spaces.

GROUPx
The keyword GROUP followed by the group ID of a group of virtual machines that EMAP is to report on.
The group ID must be a letter from A through H defined by a preceding GROUP command. To specify
multiple groups, separate them by spaces.

Default
If you specify the USER command with no user IDs, EMAP reports on all virtual machines found in the input
performance data files.

Examples
The USER command in the following example directs EMAP to report on the virtual machines with user IDs of
VSEPROD, VSEOL, and VSETEST:
FORMAT TABULAR

USER VSEPROD VSEOL VSETEST

USEACT_VMDTTIME

USEACT_VMDVTIME

The following example includes two GROUP commands, which defines two groups of virtual machines. The
USER command, which follows the GROUP commands, specifies that EMAP is to report on data for the virtual
machines in those groups.
FORMAT LIST

GROUP A MVSSP3 MVSTST VS1

GROUP B CMS001 CMS030 WDPRO01 WDPRO04

USER GROUPA GROUPB

USEACT_VMDTTIME

USEACT_VMDVTIME
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Other Commands
The following table briefly describes all report definition commands except the resource group commands. Each command
is described in detail in the following sections.

Command Description
* Indicates a comment.
COLUMN Defines the starting column position of a variable.
DESCRIPTION Specifies a description of a variable to replace the default

description in a graph, list, or plot format report.
FORMAT Defines the report format as a plot, list, graph, or table. This

command is required.
HEADING1 Specifies strings to replace the first, second, and third lines,
HEADING2 respectively, of the default column headings in a tabular
HEADING3 format report.
NAME Specifies a name for a performance variable to replace the default

name for the reporting run.
TITLE1 Specifies titles to be centered on the first, second, and third of
TITLE2 the three 60-character lines at the top of each page reserved for
TITLE3 titles, respectively.
TYPE Specifies the print data type or print length of a performance

variable.

* (Asterisk) - EMAP Report Definition Files

An asterisk (*) in column 1 indicates that the rest of the line is a comment. Comments can begin in column 2 and extend
through column 80.

The format of the command is:

*[comment]

Example
An example is shown next.
*THIS IS A COMMENT

COLUMN

Use the COLUMN command to specify the column number where EMAP is to put the leftmost character of the value of a
performance variable in a tabular format report.

Placement
Specify the COLUMN command on a separate line following the variable it applies to and preceding any other
variables in the report definition file.
The format of the command is:
COLUMN column

column
The column number of a tabular format report where EMAP is to place the leftmost character of the value
of the performance variable specified immediately preceding the COLUMN command
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Example
An example is shown next.
SYTRSP_PLSNOCMP

COLUMN 52

DESCRIPTION

Use the DESCRIPTION command to specify a description of a variable to replace the default description in a graph, list,
or plot format report. The description you specify remains in effect for the duration of the reporting run.

Placement
Specify the DESCRIPTION command on a separate line following the variable it describes and preceding any
other variables in the report definition file.
The format of the command is:
DESCRIPTION  description

description
A string of up to 46 characters

Example
An example is shown next.
SYTPRP_PFXUTIME

DESCRIPTION TOTAL CPU UTILIZATION

FORMAT Command for EMAP Reports

 

Use the FORMAT command to select one of the EMAP report types.

Each report type has its own command syntax. All report formats create printed reports. The report types are as follows:

Report Type Description
LIST Consists of one detail line for each variable that you specify in the

report definition file.
GRAPH The performance data is displayed using vertical bars .
PLOT The performance data is displayed using horizontal bars

 

FORMAT TABULAR

The FORMAT TABULAR command produces a performance report in the form of a table. From one to nine performance
data variables can be specified for each tabular format report.

FORMAT TABULAR {"Parms"} [SORTCOL column]

 

Parms:

  BY TIME [AVERAGED]

| BY USER

| BY PROCessor

| BY DEVICE
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BY TIME
Produces a report by time of day. Each detail line in the report covers the interval of time set by the EACH report
control command, as explained in Creating a Report Control File.

AVERAGED
Valid only when BY TIME is also in effect. AVERAGED requests that EMAP report data from a minor time range
as an average over a major time range. To specify the minor time range, use the EACH report control command.
To specify the major time range, use the PERIOD report control command.
For example, suppose you want a report of CPU utilization for each 30-minute interval between 8:00 A.M. and
5:00 P.M. for one month. If you specify AVERAGED, one detail line is produced for each half-hour period between
8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M., showing the average CPU utilization for that half-hour period for the entire month. If you
do not specify AVERAGED, one detail line is produced for each half-hour period between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M.
for each day of the month, showing the CPU utilization for that 30-minute period on that day only.

BY USER
Produces a report with detail lines that cover individual users.

BY PROCessor
Produces a report with detail lines that cover individual processors.

BY DEVICE
Produces a report with detail lines that cover individual devices.

SORTCOL column
Specifies the column number that the report will be sorted by. The default is 1, which is the column listing times,
user IDs, processor IDs, or device IDs, depending upon the report's organization; the values for the first variable
specified appear in column 2. The sort order is descending.

FORMAT LIST

The FORMAT LIST command produces a performance report with one detail line for each variable listed in the report
definition file. Each detail line contains the following information:

• Variable name
• Description of the variable
• Average, minimum, and maximum values of the variable for the reporting period
• Date and time of the minimum and maximum occurrences

FORMAT LIST

Any number of performance data variables can be specified for each LIST format report.

FORMAT GRAPH

The FORMAT GRAPH command produces a performance report in the form of a graph. An EMAP graph uses vertical
bars to show variable values. From one to eight performance data variables can be specified for each GRAPH format
report.

FORMAT GRAPH {BY TIME [AVERAGED] | BY variablename}  

BY TIME
Produces a report showing the values of the variables for each time interval specified by the EACH report control
command.
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AVERAGED
Valid only when BY TIME is also in effect. AVERAGED requests that EMAP report data from a minor time range
as an average over a major time range. To specify the minor time range, use the EACH report control command.
To specify the major time range, use the PERIOD report control command.
For example, suppose you want a report of CPU utilization for each 30-minute interval between 8:00 A.M. and
5:00 P.M. for one month. If you specify AVERAGED, one vertical bar is produced for each half-hour period
between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M., showing the average CPU utilization for that half-hour period for the entire
month. If you do not specify AVERAGED, one vertical bar is produced for each half-hour period between 8:00
A.M. and 5:00 P.M. for each day of the month, showing the CPU utilization for that 30-minute period on that day
only.

BY variablename
Produces a graph of one variable against another. For example, you can request a report that graphs I/O rate
versus paging rate. Variables are described in EMAP Variables. When you use this option, you must place the
following immediately after the FORMAT command:

1. Resource group command defining the resource group that the variable belongs.
2. A variable, which must be the same variable as specified with the FORMAT command

FORMAT PLOT

The FORMAT PLOT command produces a performance report in the form of a plot. An EMAP plot uses horizontal bars to
show variable values. Up to eight performance data variables can be specified for each PLOT format report.

FORMAT PLOT [AVERAGED]

AVERAGED
Requests that EMAP report data from a minor time range as an average over a major time range. To specify
the minor time range, use the EACH report control command. To specify the major time range, use the PERIOD
report control command.
For example, suppose you want a report of CPU utilization for each 30-minute interval between 8:00 A.M. and
5:00 P.M. for one month. If you specify AVERAGED, one horizontal bar is produced for each half-hour period
between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M., showing the average CPU utilization for that half-hour period for the entire
month. If you do not specify AVERAGED, one horizontal bar is produced for each half-hour period between 8:00
A.M. and 5:00 P.M. for each day of the month, showing the CPU utilization for that 30-minute period on that day
only.

HEADING1, HEADING2, and HEADING3

Use the HEADING1, HEADING2, and HEADING3 commands to specify strings to replace the first, second, and third
lines, respectively, of the default column headings in a tabular format report. The values you specify remain in effect for
the duration of the reporting run.

Placement
Specify the HEADING1, HEADING2, and HEADING3 commands following the variable they apply to and
preceding any other variables in the report definition file.
The format of the command is:
HEADING1 column heading

HEADING2 column headingHEADING3 column heading

column
The print column of the first character of the column heading string

heading
The column heading string to be used
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Examples
The following commands specify a three-line column heading:
HEADING1 20 NUMBER

HEADING2 22 OF

HEADING3 20 USERS

NAME

Use the NAME command to specify a name for a performance variable to replace the default name for the reporting run.

Placement
Specify the NAME command following the variable it applies to and preceding any other variables in the report
definition file.
The format of the command is:
NAME varname

varname
The name to be applied to the performance variable specified preceding the NAME command. The name
can be up to 16 characters in length and can contain imbedded single blanks but not imbedded strings of
consecutive blanks.

Example
The following is an example of the use of the NAME command:
NAME LOGGED ON USERS

TABLESZ

Use the TABLESZ command to specify the maximum number of table entries to be used by EMAP when sorting
performance data for reporting.

The format of the command is:

TABLESZ entries

entries
The number of table entries that can fit into the EMAP sort table. Each entry holds the performance data to be
reported for a single virtual machine, real device, or real channel.

Default
The default table size is 32768 entries.

Example
The following command specifies that 1000 table entries can fit into the EMAP sort table:
TABLESZ 1000

TITLEn, TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 - Control Definition Files

Three 60-character lines at the top of each page are reserved for titles. Use the TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands
to specify titles to be centered on the first, second, and third of these lines, respectively. If you do not use these
commands, the default title lines are printed. The titles you specify remain in effect for all reports until changed by
subsequent TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands.
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Placement
You can specify the TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands in either the report control file or the report definition
file. These are the only commands that you can specify in either file.
The format of the command is:
TITLE1 titletext

TITLE2 titletextTITLE3 titletext

titletext
The title that you want to appear on the report. It can range from 2 to 60 characters in length.

Example
The following commands print the two specified titles on the reports:
TITLE1 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL INC.

TITLE2 CPU UTILIZATION ANALYSIS

TYPE

Use the TYPE command to specify the print data type or print length of a performance variable. Each variable has a
default TYPE; they are listed in EMAP Variables. The TYPE command overrides the default type for a single EMAP
reporting run.

Placement
Specify the TYPE command following the variable it applies to and preceding any other variables in the report
definition file.
The format of the command is:
TYPE [PERCENT] [LENGTH len]

     [COUNT  ]   [RATE   ]

PERCENT
Specifies that the variable is to be printed as a percentage of a whole. An example of a percentage type
variable is total CPU utilization. PERCENT applies to only a few performance variables (for example,
CPU utilization).

COUNT
Specifies that the variable is to be printed as a count, such as an I/O count or number of logged on users.
When TYPE COUNT is specified for a timer variable, the result is the total time accumulated for the
reporting period.

RATE
Specifies that the variable is to be printed as a rate per second, such as an I/O rate or paging rate. When
TYPE RATE is specified for a duration, time, or timer variable, the result is a utilization reported in decimal
form. To see the percentage, do one of the following:

• If the original variable value was in seconds, then take the resulting utilization and multiply by 100
• If the original variable value was in milliseconds, then take the resulting utilization and divide by 10
• If the original variable value was in microseconds, then take the resulting utilization and divide by

10,000

Do not specify TYPE RATE for variables reported in TOD (time of day) clock units.
LENGTH

Specifies the printed length as a number of characters of a performance variable. len can be from three
to nine characters for a COUNT type variable. len can be from three to seven characters for a RATE or
PERCENT. The default print length is seven characters for PERCENT and RATE type variables, and nine
characters for COUNT type variables.
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Examples
The following examples show how to use the TYPE command:
TYPE COUNT

TYPE RATE LENGTH 3

EMAP Supplied Report Definition Files
 

This article describes report definition files that are supplied with EMAP for you to use. These files are loaded
automatically during EMAP installation.

To generate a report using a supplied report definition file, create a report control file naming your input performance data
files and one of the supplied report definition files, as explained in Creating a Report Control File. Then run EMAP by
issuing the command EMAP. You can also use the supplied files as examples to help you create your own report definition
files.

The following report definition files are supplied:

SYSPERF1 EMAPRPT
Use this file to generate a report displaying system-wide performance indicators.

SYSUWT1 EMAPRPT
Use this file to generate a report displaying wait indicators.

USERSUM EMAPRPT
Use this file to generate a report displaying virtual machine performance indicators.

VMSTAT EMAPRPT
Use this file to generate a report displaying CP statistical counters.

SYSPERF1 EMAPRPT (System-wide Performance Indicators)

The SYSPERF1 report definition file defines a report that displays system-wide performance indicators. Some of these
indicators are CPU utilization, paging rate, number of logged-on users, and I/O rate.

The contents of the file are:

FORMAT TABULAR BY PROCESSOR

PROC

TCPU                    TOTAL CPU UTILIZATION

VCPU                    VIRTUAL CPU UTILIZATION

CCPU                    CP STATE CPU UTILIZATION

SYTSYP_PLSCTSS          REAL SSCH RATE PER SECOND

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPR         PAGE READ RATE PER SECOND

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPW         PAGE WRITE RATE PER SECOND

GLOBAL

USERS                   NUMBER OF LOGGED-ON USERS

SYTUWT_CALWTPAG         NBR USERS WAITING ON PAGING

SYTUWT_CALIOWT          NBR USERS WAITING ON I/O

Sample report:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.                 E  M  A  P               Version 05   09/15/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                       REPORT PAGE             1
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TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                   E  M  A  P                          REPORT DATE    03/31/1910

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                         REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

TOTAL       VIRT        CP        SYTSYP     SYTSYP     SYTSYP     SYTUSR     SYTUWT    SYTUWT

PROCESSOR  CPU UTIL   CPU UTIL   CPU UTIL   PLSCTSS    PLSPIOPR   PLSPIOPW   SYSUSRS   CALWTPAG    CALIOWT

*GLOBAL*    89.1        61.0       28.1       189.2      17.6       12.8       344        0           1

0001        45.6        27.6       18.0       84.0       11.0       12.3       ---       ---         ---

0002        43.5        33.4       10.1      105.2        6.6        0.5       ---       ---         ---

SYSUWT1 EMAPRPT (Virtual Machine Wait Queues)

The SYSUWT1 report definition file defines a report that displays information about the virtual machine wait queues.
Some of the indicators included are number of users waiting for CPU, paging rate, I/O rate, test idle, and service-virtual-
machine wait.

The contents of the file are:

TITLE1

TITLE2 GLOBAL USER WAIT OVERVIEW

TITLE3

FORMAT TABULAR

GLOBAL

SYTUWT_CALTIDL          NBR USERS WAITING TEST IDLE

SYTUWT_CALCPUWT         NBR USERS WAITING ON CPU

SYTUWT_CALWTPAG         NBR USERS WAITING ON PAGING

SYTUWT_CALIOWT          NBR USERS WAITING ON I/O

SYTUWT_CALCFWT          USERS IN CONSOLE-FUNCTION WAIT

SYTUWT_CALSIMWT         USERS WAITING INSTR SIMULATION

SYTUWT_CALTSVM          NBR USERS SVM WAIT + TEST IDLE

SYTUWT_CALELSVM         ELIGIBLE LIST USERS IN SVM WAIT

SYTUWT_SRMDSVMW         DORMANT LIST USERS IN SVM WAIT

Sample report:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.                 E  M  A  P               Version 05   09/15/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                       REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00               GLOBAL USER WAIT OVERVIEW               REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                         REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

TIME     SYTUWT    SYTUWT    SYTUWT     SYTUWT    SYTUWT      SYTUWT      SYTUWT      SYTUWT      SYTUWT

OF DAY   CALTIDL  CALCPUWT  CALWTPAG    CALIOWT   CALCFWT     CALSIMWT    CALTSVM     CALELSVM    SRMDSVMW

08/22/96

17.11.59    6         2         0           1         0          0           1           0           0

10/15/96

18.06.58    8         5         0           2         0          1           2           0           0

10/23/96

18.08.56    8         5         0           1         0          1           1           0           0
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USERSUM EMAPRPT (Virtual Machine Performance)

The USERSUM report definition file defines a report that displays virtual machine activity and resource consumption for
each user ID. The indicators displayed are CPU utilization, I/O rates, and storage and paging statistics.

The contents of the file are:

TITLE1

TITLE2 USER ACTIVITY SUMMARY

TITLE3

FORMAT TABULAR BY USER

USER

UTCPU              USER TOTAL CPU UTILIZATION

UVCPU              USER VIRTUAL STATE CPU UTILIZATION

UCCPU              USER CP STATE CPU UTILIZATION

UPGFAULT           USER PAGE FAULT RATE

UPAGE              USER PAGE I/O RATE

UWSET              USER WORKING-SET SIZE

URESPG             USER RESIDENT STORAGE SIZE

UIORT              USER VIRTUAL I/O RATE

USPOOLRT           USER SPOOL I/O RATE

Sample report:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.                 E  M  A  P               Version 05   09/15/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                       REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                  USER ACTIVITY SUMMARY                REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                         REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672 

TOTAL       VIRT         CP          PAGE     PAGING      WSET     PAGES    VIRT        SPOOL

USERID    CPU UTIL    CPU UTIL    CPU UTIL    FAULTS      RATE     PAGES    RESIDENT   I/O RATE   I/O RATE

HPO         8.4         6.5         1.9         2.6       15.2      1031      1032        12.3         0.0

MVSSP3      6.5         3.3         3.3         2.3       12.0      1850      1666        23.0         0.0

VSEB        9.6         6.3         3.3         1.8        7.6       572       552        28.9         0.1

VSEOL       2.8         2.1         0.7         3.3       13.3       621       637         4.6         0.0

VSE2TST     6.3         3.9         2.3         2.8       11.3       708       680        18.8         0.0

VMSTAT EMAPRPT (CP Statistical Counters)

The VMSTAT report definition file defines a report that displays CP statistical counters. The report shows the average,
minimum, and maximum values for each of the variables reported on, and the date and time these minimum and
maximum values occurred. The variables included are resource utilization, waiting statistics, scheduler and dispatcher
statistics, real and expanded storage data, paging activity rates, and I/O activity rates.

The contents of the file are listed next.

TITLE1

TITLE2 CP STATISTICAL SUMMARY

TITLE3

FORMAT LIST

*
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PROC

SYTSYP_PLSABNCT    SOFT ABENDS TAKEN

SYTSYP_PLSDIAGT    IBM-SUPPLIED DIAGNOSE INSTRUCTION COUNT

SYTSYP_PLSPRVIS    SIMULATED INSTRUCTIONS

SYTSYP_PLSEXTNX    EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS RECEIVED BY THIS CPU

SYTSYP_PLSEXTNC    EXTERNAL SIGPS ISSUED BY THIS PROCESSOR

SYTSYP_PLSMCHCT    MACHINE CHECKS WHICH OCCURRED

SYTSYP_PLSCTSS     COUNT OF REAL START SUBCHANNEL INSTR

SYTSYP_PLSCTRS     COUNT OF REAL RESUME SUBCHANNEL INSTR

SYTSYP_PLSCTCS     COUNT OF REAL CLEAR SUBCHANNEL INSTR

SYTSYP_PLSCTHS     COUNT OF REAL HALT SUBCHANNEL INSTR

SYTSYP_PLSCTSI     COUNT OF SOLICITED INTERRUPTS RECEIVED

SYTSYP_PLSCTUI     COUNT OF UNSOLICITED INTERRUPTS RECVD

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPR    READ OPERATIONS DONE FOR SYSTEM PAGING

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPW    WRITE OPERATIONS DONE FOR SYSTEM PAGING

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSR    READ OPERATIONS DONE FOR SPOOLING

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSW    WRITE OPERATIONS DONE FOR SPOOLING

*

SYTPRP_PLSCUHAF    TIMES A VMDBK WAS DISPATCHED WITH

*                  HARD AFFINITY

TCPU               TOTAL CPU UTILIZATION

VCPU               VIRTUAL STATE CPU UTILIZATION

CCPU               CP STATE CPU UTILIZATION

SYTPRP_PLSVFVTM    CPU TIME WHILE IN VECTOR FACILITY

SYTPRP_PLSVFOTM    CPU TIME SPENT SWITCHING VECTOR USERS

SYTPRP_PLSVFLOD    VECTOR LOADS

SYTPRP_PFXTOTWT    TOTAL SYSTEM WAIT TIME

SYTPRP_PFXRUNCI    INTERCEPTIONS FROM SIE

SYTPRP_PFXRUNPF    HOST PAGE FAULTS

SYTPRP_PFXRUNCP    INSTRUCTIONS FROM SIE ON THIS PROCESSOR

SYTPRP_CALFSTPH    FASTPATH INSTRUCTION SIMULATIONS

*

GLOBAL

SYTRSG_RSAFSTOR    TOTAL DWORD SIZE OF FREE STORAGE

SYTRSG_SYSVRSZ     V=R AREA SIZE IN BYTES

SYTRSG_RSAFSYUD    DWORD SIZE OF FREE STORAGE IN USE

SYTRSG_RSAFVRUD    DWORD SIZE OF FREE V=R STORAGE IN USE

SYTRSG_SYSRSVPG    RESERVED PAGES

SYTRSG_RSACPLOK    FRAMES LOCKED BY CP LOCK COMMAND

SYTRSG_RSANONPG    PAGEABLE FRAMES NOW NON-PAGEABLE

SYTRSG_RSAPGABL    PAGEABLE FRAMES IN THE SYSTEM

SYTRSG_RSAAVAIL    FRAMES CURRENTLY ON THE AVAILABLE LIST

SYTRSG_RSAFRQWT    DEFERRED TASKS WAITING FOR A FRAME

SYTRSG_RSAXTEND    PAGE EXTEND REQUESTS NOT SATISFIED

SYTRSG_RSAXFREE    FREE STORAGE EXTEND FRAMES

SYTRSG_RSASAVFR    FRAMES IN USE FOR SAVE AREAS

*

PROC

SYTRSP_PLSSTLFR    FRAMES TAKEN TO SATISFY AN EXTEND

SYTRSP_PLSPRQDF    TASKS DEFERRED WHILE WAITING FOR A PAGE

SYTRSP_PLSSHRRD    PAGE READS AND PAGEINS FOR SHARED PAGES

SYTRSP_PLSALEMP    TIMES THE AVAILABLE LIST BECAME EMPTY

SYTRSP_PLSNOCMP    TIMES DEMAND WAS UNABLE TO GET ENOUGH
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*

SYTXSP_PFXPGIN     FASTPATH PAGEINS FOR THIS CP

SYTXSP_PLSPGIN     FASTPATH PAGEINS NOW LONG-PATH

SYTXSP_PLSPGOUT    CP PAGEOUTS

*

GLOBAL

SYTASG_CAL90FUL    TIMES PAGING SLOTS WERE 90% FULL

SYTASG_CAL91FUL    TIMES SPOOLING SLOTS WERE 90% FULL

SYTASG_CALSLTA1    NUMBER SLOTS ALLOCATED FOR PAGING

SYTASG_CALSLTI1    NUMBER SLOTS IN USE FOR PAGING

SYTASG_SALPRFAV    NBR OF PREFERRED PAGING SLOTS ALLOCATED

SYTASG_SALPRFIU    PREFERRED PAGING SLOTS CURRENTLY IN USE

SYTASG_CALSLTA2    SLOTS ALLOCATED FOR SPOOLING

SYTASG_CALSLTI2    SPOOLING SLOTS CURRENTLY IN USE

SYTASG_SYSSFCRT    NUMBER OF FILES THAT HAVE BEEN CREATED

SYTASG_SYSSFPUR    NUMBER OF FILES THAT HAVE BEEN PURGED

*

SYTSHS_SYSTANSS    NBR OF NSS'S  CURRENTLY ACTIVE

SYTSHS_SYSTADCS    NBR OF DCSS'S CURRENTLY ACTIVE

SYTSHS_RSASHARE    RESIDENT SHARED FRAMES

*

SYTUSR_SYSUSRSS    NUMBER OF LOGGED-ON USERS

SYTUSR_SRMCDORM    NUMBER OF USERS NOW IN THE DORMANT LIST

SYTUSR_CALMPTCT    TRIVIAL TRANSACTIONS IN A VIRTUAL MP

SYTUSR_CALMPNCT    NON-TRIVIAL TRANSACTIONS IN A VIRTUAL MP

SYTUSR_CALUPTCT    TRIVIAL TRANSACTIONS IN A VIRTUAL UP

SYTUSR_CALUPNCT    NON-TRIVIAL TRANSACTIONS IN A VIRTUAL UP

SYTUSR_CALQDNCT    TRANSACTIONS ADDED FOR A QUICKDISP VMDBK

*

SYTSCG_SRMCDISP    NUMBER USERS IN THE DISPATCH LIST

SYTSCG_SRMCDLDG    NBR 'LOADING' USERS IN DISPATCH LIST

SYTSCG_SRMC1DSP    SHORT, MEDIUM, AND LONG-RUNNING USERS IN THE DISPATCH LIST

*

SYTSCG_SRMC2DSP    MEDIUM AND LONG-RUNNING USERS IN THE  DISPATCH LIST

*               

SYTSCG_SRMC3DSP    LONG-RUNNING USERS IN THE DISPATCH LIST

SYTSCG_SRMC1ELG    SHORT, MEDIUM, AND LONG-RUNNING USERS IN THE ELIGIBLE LIST

*                  

SYTSCG_SRMC2ELG    MEDIUM AND LONG-RUNNING USERS IN THE ELIGIBLE LIST

*

SYTSCG_SRMC3ELG    LONG-RUNNING USERS IN THE ELIGIBLE LIST

SYTSCG_SRMC1DLD    NBR 'LOADING' USERS IN Q1, Q2, AND Q3

SYTSCG_SRMC2DLD    NBR 'LOADING' USERS IN Q2 AND Q3

SYTSCG_SRMC3DLD    NBR 'LOADING' USERS IN Q3

SYTSCG_SRMC1ELD    NBR 'LOADING' USERS IN E1, E2, AND E3 SYTSCG_SRMC2ELD    NBR 

'LOADING' USERS IN E2 AND E3

SYTSCG_SRMC3ELD    NBR 'LOADING' USERS IN E3

SYTSCG_SRMABSDL    TOTAL ABSOLUTE SHARES OF ALL VMDBKS

SYTSCG_SRMRELDL    TOTAL RELATIVE SHARES OF ALL VMDBKS

*

PROC

SYTCOM_PLSISEVM    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                  BY IUCV FROM A VIRTUAL MACHINE
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SYTCOM_PLSISEMA    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV FROM THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE  

*                  MSGALL

SYTCOM_PLSISEM     TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                  BY IUCV FROM THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE MSG

SYTCOM_PLSISERA    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV FROM THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE RPI  

SYTCOM_PLSISEBL    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV FROM THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE  

*                  BLOCKIO

SYTCOM_PLSISEMO    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV FROM THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE  

*                  MONITOR

SYTCOM_PLSISTMA    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV TO CP SYSTEM SERVICE MSGALL 

SYTCOM_PLSISTVM    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                  BY IUCV TO A VIRTUAL MACHINE

SYTCOM_PLSISTM     TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV TO THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE MSG    

SYTCOM_PLSISTRA    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV TO THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE RPI    

SYTCOM_PLSISTBL    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV TO CP SYSTEM SERVICE BLOCKIO    

SYTCOM_PLSISTMO    TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*               BY IUCV TO CP SYSTEM SERVICE MONITOR    

SYTCOM_PLSISUVM    TIMES DATA IS NOT SUCCESSFULLY

*                TRANSFERRED BY IUCV TO A VIRTUAL MACHINE   

SYTCOM_PLSISUMA     TIMES DATA NOT SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                BY IUCV TO CP SYSTEM SERVICE MSGALL    

SYTCOM_PLSISUM      TIMES DATA NOT SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                   BY IUCV TO THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE MSG

SYTCOM_PLSISURA     TIMES DATA NOT SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                BY IUCV TO THE CP SYSTEM SERVICE RPI   

SYTCOM_PLSISUBL     TIMES DATA NOT SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                BY IUCV TO CP SYSTEM SERVICE BLOCKIO   

SYTCOM_PLSISUMO     TIMES DATA NOT SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                BY IUCV TO CP SYSTEM SERVICE MONITOR   

SYTCOM_PLSVSEVM     TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                BY VMCF FROM A VIRTUAL MACHINE 

SYTCOM_PLSVSTVM     TIMES DATA IS SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                BY VMCF TO A VIRTUAL MACHINE   

SYTCOM_PLSVSUVM     TIMES DATA NOT SUCCESSFULLY TRANSFERRED

*                BY VMCF ON A PROCESSOR TO A USER   

*

GLOBAL

SYTUWT_CALTIDL      TIMES A VMDBK WAS TEST IDLE NOT SVM WAIT

SYTUWT_CALTSVM      TIMES A VMDBK WAS TEST IDLE AND SVM WAIT

SYTUWT_CALIOWT      VMDBKS WITH VMDIOWT FLAG ON IN D-LIST

SYTUWT_CALWTPAG     VMDBKS WITH VMDWTPAG FLAG ON IN D-LIST

SYTUWT_CALCFWT      VMDBKS WITH VMDCFWT FLAG ON IN D-LIST

SYTUWT_CALSIMWT     VMDBKS WITH VMDSIMWT FLAG ON IN D-LIST

SYTUWT_CALCPUWT     VMDBKS IN THE D-LIST WAITING FOR CPU

SYTUWT_CALCPURN     VMDBKS IN THE DISPATCH LIST RUNNING
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SYTUWT_CALOTHR      VMDBKS IN D-LIST IN OTHER WAIT STATES

SYTUWT_CALQDISP     QUICK DISPATCH VMDBKS IN THE D-LIST

SYTUWT_CALELSVM     VMDBKS IN THE ELIGIBLE LIST IN SVM WAIT

SYTUWT_SRMCELIG     VMDBKS IN THE ELIGIBLE LIST

SYTUWT_SRMDSVMW     VMDBKS IN THE DORMANT LIST IN SVM WAIT

*

PROC

SYTSCP_PLSEQKAD     TIMES A QUICKDSP USER ADDED TO D-LIST

SYTSCP_PLSEFRC1     TIMES A USER WAS 'FORCED INTO' Q1

SYTSCP_PLSEFRC2     TIMES A USER WAS 'FORCED INTO' Q2

SYTSCP_PLSEFRC3     TIMES A USER WAS 'FORCED INTO' Q3

*

GLOBAL

SYTXSG_XSTXBGET     EXPANDED STORAGE (XSTORE) ALLOCATIONS

SYTXSG_XSTXBREL     EXPANDED STORAGE DEALLOCATIONS

SYTXSG_XSTUSRSH     TIMES A SHARED SYSTEM WAS MIGRATED

SYTXSG_XSTCTXAV     XSTORE BLOCKS AVAILABLE TO CP

SYTXSG_XSTCPPAR     XSTORE BLOCKS IN CP PARTITION

*

USER

SCLADL_SRMTOTST     MEMORY AVAIL FOR USERS ENTERING D-LIST

SCLADL_SRMWSSDL     COUNT OF ALL DISPATCH LIST USERS WSETS

SCLADL_SRMCDSIP     USERS IN THE DISPATCH LIST

*

GLOBAL

SCLSTP_SRMSTEAL     INSTANTANEOUS VALUE OF STEAL PARAMETER

*

STORSG_CALSSUBT     BLOCKS ON EACH REGULAR FREE STG SUBPOOL

STORSG_CALVSUBT     BLOCKS ON EACH V=R FREE STORAGE SUBPOOL

STORSG_RSAAVLLT     AVAILABLE LIST LOW THRESHOLD

STORSG_RSAAVLHT     AVAILABLE LIST HIGH THRESHOLD

STORSG_XSTBPRCT     PAGE FAULTS INVOLVING DASD BLOCKED PAGES

STORSG_XSTSRGCT     SINGLE READS FOR A GUEST

STORSG_XSTMRABI     PAGES BROUGHT IN AS PART OF A BLOCK

*                   WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN REFERENCED BY THE

*                   TIME THEY WERE SELECTED FOR MIGRATION

STORSG_XSTSRABI     PAGES THAT WERE BROUGHT IN AS PART OF A

*                   BLOCK WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN REFERENCED BY

*                THE TIME THEY WERE SELECTED FOR A STEAL    

*

PROC

STORSP_PLSFRECT     NUMBER REQUESTS FOR FREE STORAGE

STORSP_PLSFRET      FREE STORAGE RETURNS

STORSP_PLSPGXTD     FREE STORAGE FRAME REQUESTS

STORSP_PLSFSPCT     CALLS FOR FREE STORAGE SATISFIED FROM

*                   REGULAR FREE STORAGE SUBPOOLS

STORSP_PLSDXFRE     REGULAR FREE STORAGE FRAMES RETURNED

STORSP_PLSFVRRQ     V=R FREE STORAGE REQUESTS

STORSP_PLSFVRCT     CALLS FOR FREE STORAGE SATISFIED FROM

*                   V=R SUBPOOLS

STORSP_PLSFVRLS     V=R REQUESTS SATISIFED FROM V=R FREE

*                   STORAGE, BUT NOT FROM V=R SUBPOOLS

STORSP_PLSPREAD     PAGE TRANSLATIONS RESULTING IN PAGE READ
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STORSP_PLSPNEW      FIRST-TIME-REFERENCED PAGE TRANSLATIONS

*                   EXCLUDING FASTPATH PAGE FAULTS

STORSP_PFXCLEAR     FIRST-TIME-REFERENCED FASTPATH PAGE FLTS

STORSP_PFXPTRCT     FASTPATH PAGE TRANSLATIONS

STORSP_PLSRELES     TIMES ANY RELEASE FUNCTION WAS PERFORMED

STORSP_PLSRETFR     NUMBER OF FRAMES THAT ARE RETURNED TO

*                   THE AVAILABLE LIST

STORSP_PLSRELFR     NUMBER OF FRAMES THAT ARE RETURNED TO BY

*                   ANY RELEASE FUNCTION

STORSP_PLSALNCT     FRAMES OBTAINED FROM THE AVAILABLE LIST

STORSP_PLSSTLWT     FRAME REPLACEMENT WRITES PENDING THAT

*                   ARE REQUESTED BY THE AVAILABLE LIST

*                   REPLENISHMENT DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSTRMWT     CHANGED FRAMES TAKEN BY TRIM FUNCTION

STORSP_PLSLTD1      TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   FIRST PASS OF THE LONG-TERM DORMANT LIST

STORSP_PLSDORM1     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE FIRST PASS OF THE DORMANT LIST

STORSP_PLSSYS1      TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE FIRST SCAN OF THE SYSTEM VMDBK

STORSP_PLSSHAR1     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE FIRST SCAN OF NSS AND DCSS

STORSP_PLSELIG1     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE FIRST SCAN OF THE ELIGIBLE LIST

STORSP_PLSDISP1     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE FIRST SCAN OF THE DISPATCH LIST

STORSP_PLSLTD2      TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   SECOND PASS OF LONG-TERM DORMANT LIST

STORSP_PLSDORM2     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE SECOND PASS OF THE DORMANT LIST

STORSP_PLSELIG2     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE SECOND SCAN OF THE ELIGIBLE LIST

STORSP_PLSDISP2     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE SECOND SCAN OF THE DISPATCH LIST

STORSP_PLSSHARE     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE EMERGENCY SCAN OF NSS AND DCSS

STORSP_PLSDORME     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE EMERGENCY SCAN OF THE DORMANT LIST

STORSP_PLSELIGE     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE EMERGENCY SCAN OF ELIGIBLE LIST

STORSP_PLSSYSE      TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE EMERGENCY SCAN OF THE SYSTEM VMDBK

STORSP_PLSDISPE     TIMES THE DEMAND SCAN COMPLETED AFTER

*                   THE EMERGENCY SCAN OF THE DISPATCH LIST

STORSP_PLSLTDP1     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE LONG-TERM DORMANT

*                USERS IN PASS 1 OF THE DEMAND SCAN 

STORSP_PLSDRMP1     FRAMES TAKEN FROM DORMANT USERS IN

*                   PASS 1 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSSHRP1     FRAMES TAKEN FROM NSS AND DCSS IN

*                   PASS 1 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSSYSP1     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE SYSTEM VMDBK IN

*                   PASS 1 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSDSPP1     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE DISPATCH LIST
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*                   USERS IN PASS 1 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSELGP1     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE ELIGIBLE LIST

*                   USERS IN PASS 1 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSLTDP2     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE LONG-TERM DORMANT

*                   USERS IN PASS 2 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSDRMP2     FRAMES TAKEN FROM DORMANT USERS IN

*                   PASS 2 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSSHRP2     FRAMES TAKEN FROM NSS AND DCSS IN

*                   PASS 2 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSDSPP2     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE DISPATCH LIST

*                   USERS IN PASS 2 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSELGP2     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE ELIGIBLE LIST

*                   USERS IN PASS 2 OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSDRMPE     FRAMES TAKEN FROM DORMANT USERS IN

*                   PASS E OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSSHRPE     FRAMES TAKEN FROM NSS AND DCSS IN

*                   PASS E OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSSYSPE     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE SYSTEM VMDBK IN

*                   PASS E OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSDSPPE     FRAMES TAKEN FROM THE DISPATCH LIST

*                   USERS IN PASS E OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSELGPE     RAMES TAKEN FROM THE ELIGIBLE LIST

*                   USERS IN PASS E OF THE DEMAND SCAN

STORSP_PLSTRECT     TRIM ELIGIBLE USER INVOCATIONS

STORSP_PLSTEFCT     FRAMES TAKEN WHEN TRIMMING E-LIST USERS

STORSP_PLSTRDCT     TRIM DORMANT USER INVOCATIONS

STORSP_PLSTDFCT     FRAMES TAKEN WHEN TRIMMING DORMANT USERS

*

GLOBAL

STOXSG_XSTMIGS      MIGRATE INVOCATIONS

STOXSG_XSTBLKDM     EXPANDED STORAGE BLOCKS MIGRATED

STOXSG_XSTBLKCY     EXPANDED STORAGE BLOCKS MIGRATED FROM

*                   NON-DORMANT USERS

STOXSG_XSTBLKSH     EXPANDED STORAGE BLOCKS MIGRATED FROM

*                   SHARED SYSTEMS (NSS/DCSS)

STOXSG_XSTBLKSY     EXPANDED STORAGE BLOCKS MIGRATED FROM

*                   THE CP SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE

STOXSG_XSTLOTHR     MIGRATION LOW THRESHOLD

STOXSG_XSTCYCLS     TIMES THE MIGRATOR HAS MADE A COMPLETE

*                   CIRCUIT OF THE CYCLIC LIST

STOXSG_XSTCPDAL     EXPANDED STORAGE BLOCKS MIGRATED

*                   ALLOCATED TO GUESTS

STOXSG_XSTNOIO      EXPANDED STORAGE BLOCKS THAT COULD BE

*                   RELEASED BY THE MIGRATOR WITHOUT

*                   HAVING TO PERFORM I/O

*

PROC

PRCPRP_PFXDSPCS     LONG PATHS THROUGH THE DISPATCHER

PRCPRP_PLSDSPCM     TIMES A VMDBK WAS CHOSEN TO BE

*                   DISPATCHED THEN HAD TO BE MOVED TO THE

*                   MASTER FOR MASTER-ONLY WORK

PRCPRP_DSVMAXUS     MAXIMUM NBR USERS ALLOWED IN THE

*                   PROCESSOR LOCAL DISPATCH VECTOR (PLDV)
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EMAP Variables
In your report definition file following a resource group command (DEVICE, GLOBAL, PROCessor, or USER), you
specify one or more variables to select the categories of data EMAP is to report on. EMAP ignores variables that are not
preceded by a resource group command.

Groups of Variables

Variables are divided into the following resource groups

• DEVICE
• GLOBAL
• PROCessor
• USER

What Are Domains and Records?

The tables describing the variables include columns labeled Domain and Record. These identify the source of the
variable: domains are categories of performance data, and records are subdivisions of domains.

When you set up your data collection system, you select the domains for which the CP Monitor is to collect performance
data. The CP Monitor collects the performance data and sends it to EXPLRVM or MONWRITE. EXPLRVM or MONWRITE
identifies each performance data record by domain number and record number, and writes the records to the performance
data file.

Computed Variables

Some GLOBAL and USER variables have no values listed in the Domain and Record columns of the following tables.
These variables are not collected directly; they are computed from other variables.

EMAP DEVICE Variables

Name Domain Record Description
IODDEV_HFCTIO 6 3 The number of SSCH requests

queued, excluding the active
requests (RDEVCTIO).

IODDEV_HFRDEVCT 6 3 The number of high-frequency
samples done.

IODDEV_RDEVCTRD 6 3 The cumulative count of RDEV
lock requests that were deferred
for this device.

IODDEV_RDEVCTRG 6 3 The cumulative count of
RDEV lock requests granted
immediately for this device.

IODDEV_RDEVCTSI 6 3 The cumulative count of
solicited interrupts for the
device.

IODDEV_RDEVCTSR 6 3 The cumulative count of
SSCHs done for error recovery
purposes.

IODDEV_RDEVCTUI 6 3 The cumulative count of
unsolicited interrupts for the
device.
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I ODDEV_RDEVMICT 6 3 The cumulative count of
missing interrupts detected
for this device. This count is
incremented only when the SET
MITIME command is active for
this device.

IODDEV_RDEVRCWH 6 3 The cumulative count of real
reserve CCWs that have been
sent to a device and are held
immediately.

IODDEV_RDEVRCWP 6 3 The cumulative count of real
reserve CCWs that have been
sent to a device and are held
pending.

IODDEV_RDEVRTPD 6 3 The cumulative amount of real
time a real reserve CCW is held
pending.

IODDEV_SCMCNTIM 6 3 The time the device is
connected to the channel. This
is the sum of the time intervals
measured whenever the device
is logically connected to the
channel path for purposes of
transferring information between
it and the channel.

IODDEV_SCMCOUNT 6 3 The cumulative count. This
count is incremented by one
whenever any measurement
fields are updated.

IODDEV_SCMDDTIM 6 3 The device disconnect
time. This is the sum of the
time intervals measured
whenever the device is logically
disconnected from the channel
subsystem while the subchannel
is active.

IODDEV_SCMFPTIM 6 3 The device function pending
time. This is the time interval
between acceptance of
the START function at the
subchannel and acceptance of
the first command associated
with the initiation of channel
program execution at the
device.

IODDEV_SCMSSCH 6 3 The cumulative count of SSCHs
and RSCHs for this device.

STOASP_CALPAGE 3 4 The total number of page slots
in use on this CP volume.

STOASP_CALSPOOL 3 4 The total number of spool slots
in use on this CP volume.
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STOASP_EXPCTACP 3 4 The number of page/spool
READs or WRITEs added onto
an executing channel program
without executing an RSCH or
SSCH.

STOASP_EXPCTPRD 3 4 The total number of page
READs.

STOASP_EXPCTPWR 3 4 The total number of page
WRITEs.

STOASP_EXPCTSRD 3 4 The total number of spool
READs.

STOASP_EXPCTSWR 3 4 The total number of spool
WRITEs.

STOASP_EXPCTUSI 3 4 The number of times user I/
O interferes with paging and
spooling I/O.

STOASP_EXPCTURQC 3 4 The number of page/spool
READs/WRITEs that are
currently active or queued on
this logical device.

STOASP_SCMSSCH 3 4 The cumulative count of SSCHs
and RSCHs for this device.

GLOBAL Variables

Name Domain Record Description
CCPU The CP state CPU utilization.
IORT The non-spooled I/O rate.
NONTRESPMP The non-trivial response

time for virtual MP users, in
milliseconds.

NONTRESPUP The non-trivial response time for
virtual UP users, in milliseconds.

PAGING The paging I/O rate.
QUICKDRESP The response time in

milliseconds for quick dispatch
transactions.

SCLSRM_SRMLDGCP 2 7 The LOADing user capacity of
the system.

SCLSRM_SRMLDGUS 2 7 The number of page READs
a user must do in a minor
time slice to be classified as a
LOADing user.

SCLSRM_SRMP1LDG 2 7 The percentage of load capacity
that can be taken by Q1, Q2,
and Q3 users. Set by the SET
SRM LDUBUF command.
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SCLSRM_SRMP2LDG 2 7 The percentage of load capacity
that can be taken by Q2 and
Q3 users. Set by the SET SRM
LDUBUF command.

SCLSRM_SRMP3LDG 2 7 The percentage of load capacity
that can be taken by a Q3 user.
Set by the SET SRM LDUBUF
command.

SCLSRM_SRMP1WSS 2 7 The percentage of available
memory that is assignable
to E1, E2, and E3 users. Set
by the SET SRM STORBUF
command.

SCLSRM_SRMP2WSS 2 7 The percentage of available
memory that is assignable to E2
and E3 users. Set by the SET
SRM STORBUF command.

SCLSRM_SRMP3WSS 2 7 The percentage of available
memory that is assignable to
E3 users. Set by the SET SRM
STORBUF command.

SCLSRM_SRMTSHOT 2 7 The minor time slice used for
HOTSHOT users.

SCLSRM_SRMTSLIC 2 7 The minor time slice size. Set
by the SET SRM DPSLICE
command.

SCLSTP_SRMAPGDE 2 8 The average paging rate of
users in dispatch and eligible
lists.

SCLSTP_SRMAWSDE 2 8 The average WSS of users in
dispatch and eligible lists.

SCLSTP_SRM1AVPG 2 8 The average paging rate of all
E1 users at the end of their Q1
dispatch list stay. Used by the
scheduler to assign a projected
paging rate to E1 users on entry
to the eligible list for a new
transaction.

SCLSTP_SRM1AVWS 2 8 The average WSS of all E1
users at the end of their Q1
dispatch list stay. Used by the
scheduler to assign a projected
WSS to E1 users on entry to the
eligible list for a new transaction.

SCLSTP_SRMEPNF1 2 8 The expansion factor for all
E1 users. Represents the
ratio of time it is taking for a
short transaction to complete
compared with the amount
of time it would take if it were
running alone on the system.
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SCLSTP_SRMEPNF2 2 8 Expansion time for all E2 users.
Represents the ratio of time it is
taking for a medium transaction
to complete compared with the
amount of time it would take
if it were running alone on the
system.

SCLSTP_SRMEPNF3 2 8 The expansion time for all
E3 users. Represents the
ratio of time it is taking for a
long transaction to complete
compared with the amount
of time it would take if it were
running alone on the system.

SCLSTP_SRMPGSRW 2 8 The system resource weight for
paging. Used by the scheduler
to decide how much of a
bottleneck the paging resources
are.

SCLSTP_SRMRSCTM 2 8 The reset interval size.
SCLSTP_SRMSTEAL 2 8 The instantaneous value of the

STEAL parameter reported on
the INDICATE LOAD command.

SCLSTP_SRMSTRD 2 8 The average time to read a
page. Scheduler's estimate of
how long it is taking users to
receive a page once requested.
Measured in elapsed time.

SCLSTP_SRMSTSRW 2 8 The system resource weight
for storage. Used by the
scheduler to decide how much
of a bottleneck the storage
resources are.

SCLSTP_SYSPGRAT 2 8 The number of pages per
second being read in by the
system.

STORSG_CALSSUBT 3 1 The number of blocks on each
regular free storage subpool list.

STORSG_CALVSUBT 3 1 The number of blocks on each
V=R free storage subpool list.

STORSG_RSAAVLHT 3 1 The available list high threshold.
The number of frames that
should be taken by the available
list. Replenishment functions
to satisfy the current user and
system needs.

STORSG_RSAAVLLT 3 1 The available list low threshold
value. Indicates when the
DEMAND SCAN should be
invoked. This provides a buffer
of frames for the system to use
while the DEMAND SCAN is
replenishing the available list.
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STORSG_RSACPLOK 3 1 The number of frames locked by
CP LOCK command.

STORSG_RSAMAXPP 3 1 The number of reserved frames
per processor.

STORSG_RSASAVFR 3 1 The number of frames in use for
save areas.

STORSG_XSTBPRCT 3 1 The number of page faults that
involved DASD blocked pages.

STORSG_XSTMRABI 3 1 The number of pages that were
brought in as part of a block (the
GUEST referenced a different
page that was a member of a
block), but that have not been
referenced by the time they
were selected for migration.

STORSG_XSTSRABI 3 1 The number of pages that were
brought in as part of a block (the
GUEST referenced a different
page that was a member of a
block), but that have not been
referenced by the time they
were selected for STEAL.

STORSG_XSTSRGCT 3 1 The number of single READs for
a GUEST.

STORSG_XSTSRSCT 3 1 The number of single READs for
the system. System pages are
never formed into blocks, so this
number represents all system
page READs.

STOSHR_SNTNDTCT 3 3 The number of storage pages
defined with a "no data saved"
page descriptor code.

STOSHR_SNTSTRCT 3 3 The number of pages saved in
this NSS or DCSS.

STOSHR_SNTUSREX 3 3 The number of users that are
accessing this NSS or DCSS in
nonshared mode.

STOSHR_SNTUSRSH 3 3 The number of users that are
accessing this DCSS in shared
mode, or the number of an
image library or NSS.

STOSHR_VMDCTPRS 3 3 The number of frames that have
been translated for this virtual
system.

STOSHR_VMDCTPST 3 3 The number of frames that have
been taken by the DEMAND
SCAN, the trim function, and the
free storage frame table scan
from virtual system.

STOSHR_VMDFLREO 3 3 The total number of frame list
reorders for this shared frame
list.
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STOSHR_VMDPTRSH 3 3 The number of page translation
for shared pages.

STOSHR_VMDRESET 3 3 The total number of referenced
frames resident when reset was
done for this shared frame list.

STOXSG_XSTBLKCY 3 9 The number of expanded
storage blocks migrated from
nondormant users.

STOXSG_XSTBLKDM 3 9 The number of expanded
storage blocks migrated.

STOXSG_XSTBLKSH 3 9 The number of expanded
storage blocks migrated from
shared systems (NSS/DCSS).

STOXSG_XSTBLKSY 3 9 The number of expanded
storage blocks migrated from
the CP system address space.

STOXSG_XSTCPDAL 3 9 The total number of expanded
storage blocks migrated,
allocated to GUESTs.

STOXSG_XSTCYCLS 3 9 The number of times the
migrator has made a complete
circuit of the cyclic list.

STOXSG_XSTLOTHR 3 9 The migration low threshold.
If XSTCTXAV falls below
XSTLOTHR, the migration
task is kicked off. This value
can change at the end of each
migration.

STOXSG_XSTMIGS 3 9 The number of MIGRATE
invocations.

STOXSG_XSTNOIO 3 9 The number of expanded
storage blocks that could be
released by the migrator without
having to perform I/O. These
are pages that have not been
modified since they were last
written to DASD. Additionally,
for user pages, the page must
have been brought into storage
as part of a block and not
referenced.

STOXSG_XSTSUMAG 3 9 The total age of all expanded
storage blocks migrated.

SYTASG_CAL90FUL 0 6 The number of times available
paging slots were 90 percent
full. SAL90FUL in paging data
area of HCPPGD.

SYTASG_CAL91FUL 0 6 The number of times available
spooling slots were 90 percent
full. SAL90FUL in spool data
area of HCPPGD.
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SYTASG_CALSLTA1 0 6 The total number of slots
allocated for paging. SALSLTAV
in paging data area of
HCPPGD.

SYTASG_CALSLTA2 0 6 The total number of slots
allocated for spooling.

SYTASG_CALSLTI1 0 6 The total number of slots
currently used for paging.
SALSLTIU in paging data area
of HCPPGD.

SYTASG_CALSLTI2 0 6 The total number of slots
currently used for spooling.
SALSLTIU in spooling data area
of HCPPGD.

SYTASG_SALPRFAV 0 6 The total number of preferred
paging slots allocated for the
system.

SYTASG_SALPRFIU 0 6 The total number of preferred
paging slots currently in use.

SYTASG_SYSSFCRT 0 6 The cumulative number of files
that have been created. This
includes both spool files and
system data files, but not files
that have already been purged.

SYTASG_SYSSFPUR 0 6 The number of files that have
been purged. This includes both
spool files and system data files,
but not the system data files in
the pending purge state.

SYTRSG_RSAAVAIL 0 3 The number of frames that are
currently available.

SYTRSG_RSACPLOK 0 3 The number of frames locked by
CP LOCK command.

SYTRSG_RSAFRQWT 0 3 The number of deferred
tasks waiting for a frame.
This represents the number
of requests for real frames
that have not been satisfied
yet because no frames are
available.

SYTRSG_RSAFSTOR 0 3 The size in doublewords of free
storage currently available and
in use (does not include V=R
free storage).

SYTRSG_RSAFSYUD 0 3 The size in doublewords of free
storage currently in use.

SYTRSG_RSAFVRUD 0 3 The size in doublewords of free
V=R storage currently in use.
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SYTRSG_RSANONPG 0 3 The number of pageable frames
in the system that have been
made nonpageable. This
includes pages locked for I/O,
CP LOCK command, virtual
system lock functions, etc.

SYTRSG_RSAPGABL 0 3 The number of pageable frames
in the system. The size of the
dynamic page area can be
calculated as RSAPGABL minus
RSANONPG.

SYTRSG_RSASAVFR 0 3 The number of frames in use for
save areas.

SYTRSG_RSAXFREE 0 3 The number of free storage
extend frames.

SYTRSG_RSAXTEND 0 3 The number of requests for a
free storage extended page that
have not yet been satisfied.

SYTRSG_SYSRSVPG 0 3 The number of reserved pages.
SYTRSG_SYSVRSZ 0 3 The size of the V=R area in

bytes.
SYTSCG_SRMABSDL 0 10 The total absolute shares of

all VMDBKs in the dispatch
list. The unit of value is a
hexadecimal factor scaled 16
bits. For example:
X'00010000' = 1.00 (100%)
X'0000C000' = 0.75 (75%)
X'00008000' = 0.50 (50%)
This value is set to zero if the
user is a relative share user.

SYTSCG_SRMCDISP 0 10 The number of users in the
dispatch list.

SYTSCG_SRMCDLDG 0 10 The number of LOADing users
in the dispatch list.

SYTSCG_SRMC1DLD 0 10 The number of LOADing users
in Q1, Q2, and Q3.

SYTSCG_SRMC2DLD 0 10 The number of LOADing users
in Q2 and Q3.

SYTSCG_SRMC3DLD 0 10 The number of LOADing users
in Q3.

SYTSCG_SRMC1DSP 0 10 The number of short-, medium-,
and long-running users in the
dispatch list.

SYTSCG_SRMC2DSP 0 10 The number of medium- and
long-running users in the
dispatch list. This includes all
Q2 and Q3 users but no Q0 or
Q1 users.
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SYTSCG_SRMC3DSP 0 10 The number of long-running
users in the dispatch list. This
includes all Q3 users but no Q0,
Q1, or Q2 users.

SYTSCG_SRMC1ELD 0 10 The number of LOADing users
in E1, E2, and E3.

SYTSCG_SRMC2ELD 0 10 The number of LOADing users
in E2 and E3.

SYTSCG_SRMC3ELD 0 10 The number of LOADing users
in E3.

SYTSCG_SRMC1ELG 0 10 The number of short-, medium-,
and long-running users in the
eligible list. This includes E1,
E2, and E3 users but no E0
users.

SYTSCG_SRMC2ELG 0 10 The number of medium- and
long-running users in the eligible
list. This includes all E2 and E3
users but no E0 or E1 users.

SYTSCG_SRMC3ELG 0 10 The number of long-running
users in the eligible list. This
includes all E3 users but no E0,
E1, or E2 users.

SYTSCG_SRME2ETF 0 10 The elapsed time slice factor for
Q2. This number is multiplied
by the Q1 elapsed time slice to
obtain an elapsed time slice for
a Q2 user.

SYTSCG_SRME3ETF 0 10 The elapsed time slice factor for
Q3. This number is multiplied
by the Q1 elapsed time slice to
obtain an elapsed time slice for
a Q3 user.

SYTSCG_SRME1ETS 0 10 The amount of time in TOD
clock units of a Q1 user's
elapsed time slice. The elapsed
time slice is the wall clock time
this user will be allowed to
remain in the dispatch list at one
time.

SYTSCG_SRMRELDL 0 10 The total relative shares of all
VMDBKs in the dispatch list.

SYTSHS_RSASHARE 0 7 The number of resident shared
frames.

SYTSHS_SYSTADCS 0 7 The number of DCSSs that are
currently active.

SYTSHS_SYSTANSS 0 7 The number of NSSs that are
currently active.

SYTUSR_CALMPNCT 0 8 The number of nontrivial
transactions completed in a
virtual MP environment.
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SYTUSR_CALMPNTR 0 8 The accumulated time in TOD
clock units for non- trivial
transactions completed in a
virtual MP environment.

SYTUSR_CALMPTCT 0 8 The number of trivial
transactions completed in a
virtual MP environment.

SYTUSR_CALMPTRV 0 8 The accumulated time in TOD
clock units for trivial transactions
completed in a virtual MP
environment.

SYTUSR_CALQDNTR 0 8 The accumulated time in TOD
clock units for QUICKDSP
VMDBKs.

SYTUSR_CALQDNCT 0 8 The number of transactions
added for a QUICKDSP
VMDBK.

SYTUSR_CALUPNCT 0 8 The number of nontrivial
transactions completed in a
virtual UP environment.

SYTUSR_CALUPNTR 0 8 The accumulated time in TOD
clock units for non- trivial
transactions completed in a
virtual UP environment.

SYTUSR_CALUPTCT 0 8 The number of trivial
transactions completed in a
virtual UP environment.

SYTUSR_CALUPTRV 0 8 The accumulated time in TOD
clock units for trivial transactions
completed in a virtual UP
environment.

SYTUSR_SRMCDORM 0 8 The number of users now in the
dormant list. These are users
with no work currently active.
They might be in a wait state or
have no work at all pending.

SYTUSR_SYSUSRS 0 8 The number of current logged-
on users.
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SYTUWT_CALCFWT 0 12 The number of VMDBKs with
the VMDCFWT flag on in the
dispatch list. The VMDCFWT
flag is set on when a VMDBK is
in console function wait. During
such a wait, the virtual CPU is
not permitted to run. When it
is necessary to enter console
function mode, VMDCFWT is
turned on in each VMDBK in a
user's local cyclic list. When that
virtual CPU reaches ENDOP
(i.e., end of operation--a point
between instructions or units
of operation), all of a user's
VMDBKs remain in CP wait
while console functions are
executed. The virtual CPUs are
started upon exit from console
function mode.

SYTUWT_CALCPURN 0 12 The number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list that are running on
the real processor.

SYTUWT_CALCPUWT 0 12 The number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list that are waiting for
the real processor.

SYTUWT_CALELSVM 0 12 The number of VMDBKs in the
eligible list that are in SVM wait.

SYTUWT_CALIOWT 0 12 The number of VMDBKs
with the VMDIOWT flag on in
the dispatch list. VMDIOWT
indicates that a GUEST is
waiting for I/O completion status
that prevents it from running.

SYTUWT_CALOTHR 0 12 The number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list that are not in any
of the above states.

SYTUWT_CALQDISP 0 12 The number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list that are QUICKDSP
users.

SYTUWT_CALTIDL 0 12 The number of times a VMDBK
was found in test idle and not
in SVM wait (VMDSVMWF
of VMDSVMWT=OFF and
VMDSTATE = VMDTIDLE).

SYTUWT_CALTSVM 0 12 The number of times a VMDBK
was found in test idle and
in SVM wait (VMDSVMWF
of VMDSVMWT=ON and
VMDSTATE = VMDTIDLE).
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SYTUWT_CALWTPAG 0 12 The number of VMDBKs with
the VMDWTPAG flag on in the
dispatch list. The VMDWTPAG
flag is set when a VMDBK is in
page wait; the user is waiting
for storage to be paged in
VMDWTPAG. This is a soft
wait condition and as such can
be cleared by a GUEST PSW
SWAP.

SYTUWT_SRMCELIG 0 12 The number of VMDBKs in the
eligible list.

SYTUWT_SRMDSVMW 0 12 The number of VMDBKs in the
dormant list and in SVM wait.

SYTUWT_CALSIMWT 0 12 The number of VMDBKs with
the VMDSIMWT flag on in
the dispatch list. VMDSIMWT
flag is set when a VMDBK is
in simulation wait. Simulation
wait is, in effect, a lock held by
the task processing a virtual
CPU simulation function (e.g.,
instruction simulation interrupt
reflection). It ensures that, if
loss of control occurs, execution
of the virtual CPU cannot be
resumed, nor can any other
simulation function be initiated.

SYTXSG_XSTCPPAR 0 14 The number of XSTORE blocks
in CP partition. Updated only
when XSTORE is attached or
detached from user.

SYTXSG_XSTCTXAV 0 14 The number of expanded
storage blocks that are
available, but not in use by CP
at this time.

SYTXSG_XSTUSRSH 0 14 The number of times a shared
system (NSS/DCSS) was
visited by migration. Because
of multiple visits to the same
shared system, this number
can be greater than the actual
number of shared systems.

SYTXSG_XSTXBGET 0 14 The number of expanded
storage (XSTORE) allocations.
To locate the current user of
XSTORE, see MRSTOXSU
in storage domain. If no
MRSTOXSU is written, no user
is currently attaching XSTORE.

SYTXSG_XSTXBREL 0 14 The number of expanded
storage deallocations.

TCPU The total CPU utilization.
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TRIVRESPMP The trivial response time
for virtual MP users, in
milliseconds.

TRIVRESPUP The trivial response time for
virtual UP users, in milliseconds.

USERS The number of logged on users.
VCPU The virtual CPU utilization.

PROCessor Variables

Name Domain Record Description
PRCPRP_DSVMAXUS 5 3 The maximum number of users

allowed in the processor local
dispatch vector (PLDV).

PRCPRP_HFCOUNT 5 3 The number of times this
processor was sampled for high-
frequency data.

PRCPRP_HFUSERC 5 3 The number of VMDBKs in the
PLDV when the PLDV was not
empty (DSVUSERC).

PRCPRP_HFUSERZ 5 3 The number of times PLDV had
no VMDBKs.

PRCPRP_PFXDSPCS 5 3 The number of long paths
through the dispatcher. This is
roughly the number of times a
different user was selected to
be dispatched. It also includes
the number of times a running
user was examined to see if it
should continue to run and was
selected to run again (no switch
was made).

PRCPRP_PLSDSPCM 5 3 The number of times a VMDBK
was chosen to be dispatched,
then had to be moved to the
master processor for master-
only work. This is the only time
work will be passed from a
nonmaster processor to another
processor.

PRCVFN_SYSUVFCT 5 4 The number of usable vector
facilities.

PRDVFF_SYSUVFCT 5 5 The number of usable vector
facilities.

STORSP_PFXCLEAR 3 2 The number of first-time-
referenced FASTPATH page
faults.

STORSP_PFXPTRCT 3 2 The number of FASTPATH page
translations.

STORSP_PLSALNCT 3 2 The number of frames obtained
from the available list.
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STORSP_PLSDISPE 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the emergency scan of the
dispatch list.

STORSP_PLSDISP1 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the first scan of the
dispatch list.

STORSP_PLSDISP2 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the second scan of the
dispatch list.

STORSP_PLSDORME 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the emergency scan of the
dormant list.

STORSP_PLSDORM1 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the first pass of the
dormant list.

STORSP_PLSDORM2 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the second pass of the
dormant list.

STORSP_PLSDRMPE 3 2 The number of frames taken
from dormant users in pass E of
the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSDRMP1 3 2 The number of frames taken
from dormant users in pass 1 of
the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSDRMP2 3 2 The number of frames taken
from dormant users in pass 2 of
the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSDSPPE 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the dispatch list users in
pass E of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSDSPP1 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the dispatch list users in
pass 1 of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSDSPP2 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the dispatch list users in
pass 2 of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSDXFRE 3 2 The total number of regular
free storage frames that are
returned.

STORSP_PLSELGPE 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the eligible list users in
pass E of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSELGP1 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the eligible list users in
pass 1 of the DEMAND SCAN.
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STORSP_PLSELGP2 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the eligible list users in
pass 2 of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSELIGE 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the emergency scan of the
eligible list.

STORSP_PLSELIG1 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the first scan of the eligible
list.

STORSP_PLSELIG2 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the second scan of the
eligible list.

STORSP_PLSFRECT 3 2 The number of requests for free
storage.

STORSP_PLSFRET 3 2 The number of free storage
returns.

STORSP_PLSFSPCT 3 2 The number of calls for free
storage that are satisfied from
regular free storage subpools.

STORSP_PLSFVRCT 3 2 The number of calls for free
storage that are satisfied from
V=R subpools.

STORSP_PLSFVRLS 3 2 The total number of V=R
requests satisfied from V=R
free storage, but not from V=R
subpools.

STORSP_PLSFVRRQ 3 2 The total number of V=R free
storage requests.

STORSP_PLSLTD1 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the first pass of the long-
term dormant list.

STORSP_PLSLTD2 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the second pass of the
long-term dormant list.

STORSP_PLSLTDP1 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the long-term dormant
users in pass 1 of the DEMAND
SCAN.

STORSP_PLSLTDP2 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the long-term dormant
users in pass 2 of the DEMAND
SCAN.

STORSP_PLSPGXTD 3 2 The number of free storage
frame requests.
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STORSP_PLSPNEW 3 2 The number of first-time-
referenced page translations,
excluding FASTPATH page
faults.

STORSP_PLSPREAD 3 2 The total number of page
translations that resulted in a
page READ.

STORSP_PLSRELES 3 2 The total number of times any
release function was performed.
Includes releasing any range of
virtual system pages as well as
shared pages.

STORSP_PLSRELFR 3 2 The total number of frames that
are returned by any release
function.

STORSP_PLSRETFR 3 2 The total number of frames that
are returned to the available list.

STORSP_PLSSHARE 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the emergency scan of
NSS and DCSS.

STORSP_PLSSHAR1 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the first scan of NSS and
DCSS.

STORSP_PLSSHRPE 3 2 The number of frames taken
from NSS and DCSS in pass E
of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSSHRP1 3 2 The number of frames taken
from NSS and DCSS in pass 1
of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSSHRP2 3 2 The number of frames taken
from NSS and DCSS in pass 2
of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSSTLWT 3 2 The number of frame
replacement WRITEs pending
that are requested by the
available list replenishment
DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSSYSE 3 2 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN completed
after the emergency scan of the
system VMDBK.

STORSP_PLSSYS1 3 2 The number of times the
demand scan completed after
the first scan of the system
VMDBK.

STORSP_PLSSYSPE 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the system VMDBK in pass
E of the DEMAND SCAN.
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STORSP_PLSSYSP1 3 2 The number of frames taken
from the system VMDBK in pass
1 of the DEMAND SCAN.

STORSP_PLSTDFCT 3 2 The number of frames taken
when trimming dormant users.

STORSP_PLSTEFCT 3 2 The number of frames taken
when trimming eligible list users.

STORSP_PLSTRDCT 3 2 The number of trim dormant
user invocations.

STORSP_PLSTRECT 3 2 The number of trim eligible user
invocations.

STORSP_PLSTRMWT 3 2 The number of changed frames
taken by the TRI function.

SYTCOM_PLSISEBL 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor from the
CP system service BLOCKIO.

SYTCOM_PLSISEM 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor from the
CP system service MSG.

SYTCOM_PLSISEMA 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor from the
CP system service MSGALL.

SYTCOM_PLSISEMO 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor from the
CP system service MONITOR.

SYTCOM_PLSISERA 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor from the
CP system service RPI.

SYTCOM_PLSISEVM 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor from a
virtual machine.

SYTCOM_PLSISTBL 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service BLOCKIO.

STYCOM_PLSVSTVM 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
VMCF on a processor to a
virtual machine.

SYTCOM_PLSISTM 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service MSG.
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SYTCOM_PLSISTMA 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service MSGALL.

SYTCOM_PLSISTMO 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service MONITOR.

SYTCOM_PLSISTRA 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service RPI.

SYTCOM_PLSISTVM 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to a virtual
machine.

SYTCOM_PLSISUBL 0 11 The number of times data is
not successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service BLOCKIO.

SYTCOM_PLSISUM 0 11 The number of times data is
not successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service MSG.

SYTCOM_PLSISUMA 0 11 The number of times data is
not successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service MSGALL.

SYTCOM_PLSISUMO 0 11 The number of times data is
not successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service MONITOR.

SYTCOM_PLSISURA 0 11 The number of times data is
not successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor to the CP
system service RPI.

SYTCOM_PLSISUVM 0 11 The number of times data is
not successfully transferred by
IUCV on a processor from a
virtual machine.

SYTCOM_PLSVSEVM 0 11 The number of times data is
successfully transferred by
VMCF on a processor from a
virtual machine.

SYTCOM_PLSVSUVM 0 11 The number of times data is
not successfully transferred
by VMCF on a processor to a
virtual machine.

SYTPRP_CALFSTPH 0 2 The number of FASTPATH
instruction simulations
(PFXFSTSG + PFXFSTXC +
PFXFST44).
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SYTPRP_PFXPRBTM 0 2 The total CPU time spent
in emulation mode on this
processor for all users.

SYTPRP_PFXRUNCI 0 2 The number of interceptions
from SIE on this processor. This
does not include interceptions
from SIE instructions issued
in order to run a VGUEST (a
GUEST of a GUEST) during
GUEST SIE simulation. It
does not include interceptions
handled by the FASTPATH
simulation support code.

SYTPRP_PFXRUNCP 0 2 The number of SIE instructions
on this processor. This does
not include instructions issued
in order to run a VGUEST
during GUEST SIE simulation.
It does not include instructions
issued following a successful
FASTPATH simulation support
code.

SYTPRP_PFXRUNPF 0 2 The number of host page faults
on this processor resulting from
GUEST references to storage
paged out by CP. This does not
include faults on RCP pages.

SYTPRP_PFXTMSYS 0 2 The total CPU time spent on
this processor that has been
charged to the system instead
of the user. This includes time
doing things such as instruction
simulation. It also includes time
doing other types of system
work, such as making scheduler
decisions.

SYTPRP_PFXTOTWT 0 2 The total system wait time on
this CPU (includes both active
wait and enabled CPU wait).
This is the time this CPU had no
work to do, measured in CPU
time.

SYTPRP_PFXUTIME 0 2 The total CPU time spent on this
processor that was charged to
users. This includes any time
that CP spends on behalf of
a user doing such things as
instruction simulation or page
translation. This is CPU time,
not elapsed time.

SYTPRP_PLSCUHAF 0 2 The number of times a VMDBK
was dispatched with hard affinity
(dedicated to this processor).

SYTPRP_PLSVFLOD 0 2 The number of vector loads.
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SYTPRP_PLSVFOTM 0 2 The amount of CPU time
this processor has spent on
switching vector users.

SYTPRP_PLSVFVTM 0 2 The amount of CPU time this
processor has been using the
real vector facility while in SIE.

SYTRSP_PLSALEMP 0 4 The number of times the
available list became empty.

SYTRSP_PLSNOCMP 0 4 The number of times the
DEMAND SCAN ran and was
unable to obtain enough frames.

SYTRSP_PLSPRQDF 0 4 The number of tasks deferred
while waiting for a page.

SYTRSP_PLSSHRRD 0 4 The total number of page
READs and PAGEINs for
shared pages.

SYTRSP_PLSSTLFR 0 4 The number of frames taken to
satisfy a free storage extend
condition.

SYTSCP_PLSEFRC1 0 13 The number of times a user
was forced into Q1 due to being
behind schedule, even if it would
not fit (from E1).

SYTSCP_PLSEFRC2 0 13 The number of times a user
was forced into Q2 due to being
behind schedule, even if it would
not fit (from E2).

SYTSCP_PLSEFRC3 0 13 The number of times a user
was forced into Q3 due to being
behind schedule, even if it would
not fit (from E3).

SYTSCP_PLSEQKAD 0 13 The number of times a
QUICKDSP user was added to
the dispatch list.

SYTSYP_PLSABNCT 0 1 The number of soft ABENDs
taken.

SYTSYP_PLSCTCS 0 1 The cumulative count of
real CLEAR SUBCHANNEL
instructions executed on this
processor.

SYTSYP_PLSCTHS 0 1 The cumulative count of
real HALT SUBCHANNEL
instructions executed on this
processor.

SYTSYP_PLSCTRS 0 1 The cumulative count of real
RESUME SUBCHANNEL
instructions executed on this
processor.

SYTSYP_PLSCTSI 0 1 The cumulative count of
solicited interrupts received by
this processor.
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SYTSYP_PLSCTSS 0 1 The cumulative count of
real START SUBCHANNEL
instructions executed on this
processor.

SYTSYP_PLSCTUI 0 1 The cumulative count of
unsolicited interrupts received
by this processor.

SYTSYP_PLSDIAGT 0 1 The number of IBM-supplied
diagnose instructions executed.

SYTSYP_PLSEXTNC 0 1 The number of external SIGPs
issued by this processor
signaling another processor.

SYTSYP_PLSEXTNX 0 1 The number of external
interrupts received by this CPU.

SYTSYP_PLSMCHCT 0 1 The number of machine checks
that occurred on this processor.

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPR 0 1 The number of READ
operations done for system
paging.

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPW 0 1 The number of WRITE
operations done for system
paging.

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSR 0 1 The number of READ
operations done for spooling.

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSW 0 1 The number of WRITE
operations done for spooling.

SYTSYP_PLSPRVIS 0 1 The number of simulated
instructions.

SYTXSP_PFXPGIN 0 5 The number of FASTPATH
PAGEINs for this CP.
Does not include those in
SYTXSP_PLSPGIN.

SYTXSP_PLSPGIN 0 5 The number of PGINs that could
not be handled by the page fault
fastpath for this processor.

SYTXSP_PLSGOUT 0 5 The number of CP PAGEOUTs
to move contents of a real
storage frame to expanded
storage so that the frame can be
added to the available list; that
is, long-path PAGEOUTs.

EMAP USER Variables

Name Domain Record Description
ACTIVE   The number of active users on

the system. This is a USER
variable because the data
comes from USER domain data.
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SCLADL_SRMABSDL 2 4 The total absolute shares of all
VMDBKs in the dispatch list.
The unit of value is the same as
SCLADL_VMDABSSH.

SCLADL_SRMCDSIP 2 4 The number of users in the
dispatch list.

SCLADL_SRMC1DSP 2 4 The number of short-, medium-,
and long-running users in the
dispatch list.

SCLADL_SRMC2DSP 2 4 The number of medium- and
long-running users in the
dispatch list. This includes all
Q2 and Q3 users but no Q0 or
Q1 users.

SCLADL_SRMC3DSP 2 4 The number of long-running
users in the dispatch list. This
includes all Q3 users but no Q0,
Q1, or Q2 users.

SCLADL_SRMRELDL 2 4 The total relative shares of all
VMDBKs in the dispatch list.

SCLADL_SRMTOTST 2 4 The memory available to the
scheduler to assign to users as
they enter the dispatch list.

SCLADL_SRMWSSDL 2 4 The accumulated count of all
dispatch list users' working-set
sizes. This is an instantaneous
(not smoothed) value.

SCLADL_VMDCTPRS 2 4 The virtual system's resident
page count.

SCLADL_VMDCTPST 2 4 The number of frames taken
from this virtual system that
have been taken by the
DEMAND SCAN, the trim
function, and the free storage
frame table scan from this virtual
system.

SCLADL_VMDCTXBK 2 4 The number of expanded
storage blocks allocated to
a virtual machine by CP for
paging.

SCLADL_VMDDPRTY 2 4 The user's dispatch list priority.
This is based on the user's
share; its time spent in the
eligible list, and shares of all
other dispatch list users. It is
then adjusted by such factors
as interactive bias, paging bias,
and the limits on how large or
small this priority is allowed to
be. It represents the relative
order in which this user will be
selected to be dispatched.
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SCLADL_VMDELIST 2 4 This user's eligible list (or
dispatch list) class. This can
be 0, 1, 2, or 3. Classes 1 - 3
relate to the time this scheduler-
determined transaction has
been running. Class 1 is short-
running, class 2 is medium-
running, and class 3 is long-
running.

SCLADL_VMDEPRTY 2 4 The eligible list Y priority. This
represents the scheduler's
estimate of the latest time this
VMDBK should be selected to
go into the dispatch list from
the eligible list. It is used to
order users in the eligible list
and also in the dispatch page
steal list when they are in the
dispatch list. The dispatch page
steal ordering determines in
what order users are selected
by RSM to take pages from
whenever RSM is taking pages
from dispatch list users.

SCLADL_VMDESLIC 2 4 The elapsed time slice this user
will receive in the dispatch list
before having to return to the
eligible list.

SCLADL_VMDFLREO 2 4 The number of frame list
reorders for this virtual system's
list of frames.

SCLADL_VMDOPRTY 2 4 The user's dispatch list priority
before adjustment factors such
as interactive bias and paging
bias.

SCLADL_VMDPGRTE 2 4 The number of pages per
second that this user read
during its last stay in the
dispatch list.

SCLADL_VMDRESET 2 4 The total number of referenced
frames resident when RESET
was done for this virtual system.

SCLADL_VMDRPLIM 2 4 The resident page growth limit.
SCLADL_VMDRTHRU 2 4 This user's required throughput

or resource access in the
dispatch list.
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SCLADL_VMDTTIME 2 4 The total time that has been
expended on this VMDBK.
This includes time that the
VMDBK spent doing its own
work and also time that CP
spent doing work on behalf of
the VMDBK. It is in CPU timer
format. The complement of
SCLADL_VMDTTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

SCLADL_VMDVTIME 2 4 The total time that this user was
running and doing productive
work. This does not include any
time that CP spends on behalf
of that user doing such things
as instruction simulation or
page translation. This is in CPU
timer format. The complement
of SCLADL_VMDVTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

SCLADL_VMDVUSCT 2 4 The number of start requests to
virtual unit record devices.

SCLADL_VMDWSSPR 2 4 This user's projected working-
set size. This is the scheduler's
estimate of the amount of
storage this user will require to
be resident as it runs during its
next stay in the dispatch list. It
is based upon the user's past
behavior and, in some cases, on
the behavior of similar types of
users.

SCLAEL_SRMC1ELG 2 6 The number of short-, medium-,
and long-running users in the
eligible list. This includes all
E1, E2, and E3 users but no E0
users.

SCLAEL_SRMC2ELG 2 6 The number of medium- and
long-running users in the eligible
list. This includes all E2 and E3
users but no E0 or E1 users.

SCLAEL_SRMC3ELG 2 6 The number of long-running
users in the eligible list. This
includes all E3 users but no E0,
E1, or E2 users.

SCLAEL_SRMRELDE 2 6 The total relative shares of all
VMDBKs in the dispatch and
eligible lists.

SCLAEL_VMDCTPRS 2 6 The virtual system's resident
page count.
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SCLAEL_VMDCTPST 2 6 The number of frames taken
from this virtual system that
have been taken by the
DEMAND SCAN, the trim
function, and the free storage
frame table scan from this virtual
system.

SCLAEL_VMDCTXBK 2 6 The number of expanded
storage blocks allocated to
a virtual machine by CP for
paging.

SCLAEL_VMDELIST 2 6 This user's eligible list (or
dispatch list) class. This can
be 0, 1, 2, or 3. Classes 1 - 3
relate to the time this (scheduler
determined) transaction has
been running. Class 1 is short-
running, class 2 is medium-
running, and class 3 is long-
running.

SCLAEL_VMDEPRTY 2 6 The eligible list Y priority. This
represents the scheduler's
estimate of the latest time this
VMDBK should be selected to
go into the dispatch list from the
eligible list. It is used to order
users in the eligible list and in
the dispatch page steal list when
they are in the dispatch list. The
dispatch page steal ordering
determines in what order users
are selected by RSM to take in
pages from dispatch list users.

SCLAEL_VMDPGRTE 2 6 The number of pages per
second that this user read
during its last stay in the
dispatch list.

SCLAEL_VMDRELSH 2 6 This user's relative share of
the system, as set in the user's
directory entry or via the SET
SHARE command. Set to zero
if the user is an absolute share
user, or if this VMDBK has a
virtual processor dedicated to
it and the user is a virtual MP
user. Set to a negative value
if this VMDBK has a virtual
processor dedicated to it and
this is a virtual UP user.

SCLAEL_VMDURRSP 2 6 The user's resource
requirements for storage and
paging.
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SCLAEL_VMDWSSPR 2 6 This user's projected working-
set size. This is the scheduler's
estimate of the amount of
storage this user will require to
be resident as it runs during its
next stay in the dispatch list. It
is based upon the user's past
behavior and, in some cases, on
the behavior of similar types of
users.

SCLDDL_VMDCTPRS 2 5 The virtual system's resident
page count.

SCLDDL_VMDCTPST 2 5 The number of frames taken
from this virtual system that
have been taken by the
DEMAND SCAN, the trim
function, and the free storage
frame table scan.

SCLDDL_VMDCTXBK 2 5 The number of expanded
storage blocks allocated to
a virtual machine by CP for
paging.

SCLDDL_VMDCWSS 2 5 This user's core working-set
size.

SCLDDL_VMDDPRTY 2 5 The user's dispatch list priority.
This is based on the user's
share; its time spent in the
eligible list, and shares of all
other dispatch list users. It is
then adjusted by such factors
as interactive bias, paging bias,
and the limits on how large or
small this priority is allowed to
be. It represents the relative
order in which this user will be
selected to be dispatched.

SCLDDL_VMDFLREO 2 5 The number of frame list
reorders for this virtual system's
list of frames.

SCLDDL_VMDOPRTY 2 5 This is the user's dispatch
list priority before adjustment
factors such as interactive bias
and paging bias.

SCLDDL_VMDPGRTE 2 5 The number of pages per
second that this user read
during its last stay in the
dispatch list.

SCLDDL_VMDRESET 2 5 The total number of referenced
frames resident when reset
was done for this virtual system
or shared frame list resident
frames.

SCLDDL_VMDRPLIM 2 5 The resident page growth limit.
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SCLDDL_VMDRTHRU 2 5 This user's required throughput
or resource access in the
dispatch list. This is the amount
of time while the user is in
the dispatch list that it should
be offered access to system
resources, considering its share
and the time it spent in the
eligible list.

SCLDDL_VMDTTIME 2 5 The total time that has been
expended on this VMDBK.
This includes time that the
VMDBK spent doing its own
work and also time that CP
spent doing work on behalf of
the VMDBK. It is in CPU timer
format. The complement of
SCLDDL_VMDTTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

SCLDDL_VMDVTIME 2 5 The total time that this user was
running and doing productive
work. This does not include any
time that CP spends on behalf
of that user doing such things
as instruction simulation or page
translation. This is in CPU timer
format. The complement of
SCLDDL_VMDVTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

SCLDDL_VMDWSSPR 2 5 This user's projected working-
set size. This is the scheduler's
estimate of the amount of
storage this user will require to
be resident as it runs during its
next stay in the dispatch list. It
is based upon the user's past
behavior and, in some cases, on
the behavior of similar types of
users.

SCLSHR_VMDRELSH 2 9 This user's relative share of
the system, as set in the user's
directory entry or via the SET
SHARE command. Set to zero
if the user is an absolute share
user or if this VMDBK has a
virtual processor dedicated to
it and this is a virtual MP user.
Set to a negative value if the
VMDBK has a virtual processor
dedicated to it and the user is a
virtual UP user.

STOXSU_CALXSTOR 3 10 The size, in megabytes, of
expanded storage attached to
the user.

UCCPU   The CP state CPU utilization.
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UCONIO   The I/O rate to virtual console.
UCTCAIO   The virtual CTCA I/O rate.
UDASDIO   The virtual DASD I/O rate.
UIORT   The non-spooled I/O rate.
ULOCKPG   The number of locked pages.
UPAGE   The paging I/O rate. Same as

UPAGING.
UPAGING   The paging I/O rate. Same as

UPAGE.
UPGFAULT   The page fault rate.
URESPG   The number of resident pages.
USEACT_CALIUCVR 4 3 The number of messages on the

IUCV RECEIVE queue. A zero
value may mean the data could
not be obtained or there were no
messages.

USEACT_CALIUCVS 4 3 The number of messages on
the IUCV SEND queue. A zero
value may mean the data could
not be obtained or there were no
messages.

USEACT_CALIUCVY 4 3 The number of messages on
the IUCV REPLY queue. A zero
value may mean the data could
not be obtained or there were no
messages.

USEACT_CALVMCF 4 3 The number of messages on
the VMCF queue. A zero value
may mean the data could not
be obtained or there were no
messages.

USEACT_CALXSTOR 4 3 The size, in megabytes, of
expanded storage attached
to the user. A zero value
indicates no expanded storage
is attached (VMDXSTOR).

USEACT_VMDCTFLT 4 3 The number of host segment
and page faults on GUEST
pages that occurred while
running this virtual CPU. This
does not include faults on RCP
pages.

USEACT_VMDCTLKP 4 3 The number of frames locked by
this virtual system.

USEACT_VMDCTNPS 4 3 The number of nonpreferred
paging slots.

USEACT_VMDCTPGR 4 3 The number of times I/O
was issued for a page READ
request.
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USEACT_VMDCTPGW 4 3 The number of times I/O was
issued for a page WRITE
request.

USEACT_VMDCTPPS 4 3 The number of preferred paging
slots.

USEACT_VMDCTPRS 4 3 The virtual system's count of
resident frames.

USEACT_VMDCTPST 4 3 The number of frames taken
from this virtual system.

USEACT_VMDCTPWT 4 3 The number of outstanding
paging and spooling I/Os for this
user.

USEACT_VMDCTSPR 4 3 The number of times I/O was
issued for a spool READ
request.

USEACT_VMDCTSPW 4 3 The number of times I/O was
issued for a spool WRITE
request.

USEACT_VMDCTVFL 4 3 The number of times this virtual
system's vector facility was
loaded into a real vector facility.
If the virtual vector facility is
currently loaded then this count
is approximately equal to the
number of saves.

USEACT_VMDCTXBK 4 3 The number of expanded
storage blocks allocated to
a virtual machine by CP for
paging.

USEACT_VMDFLREO 4 3 The total number of frame list
reorders for this virtual system
or shared list of frames.

USEACT_VMDISEVM 4 3 The number of times IUCV data
was successfully transferred by
this virtual machine (SENDs and
REPLYs with RC=0 when this
virtual machine is the source).
This field is not valid in the
system VMDBK.

USEACT_VMDISTVM 4 3 The number of times IUCV data
was successfully transferred to
this virtual machine (SENDs and
REPLYs with RC=0 when this
virtual machine is the target).
This field is not valid in the
system VMDBK.

USEACT_VMDISUVM 4 3 The number of times IUCV data
was not successfully transferred
by this virtual machine (SENDS
and REPLYs with RC=0 when
this virtual machine is the
source). This field is not valid in
the system VMDBK mode.
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USEACT_VMDPGSPL 4 3 The number of pages spooled
for this user. This includes the
pages spooled for the virtual
reader, printer, punch, console,
dump, and trace files.

USEACT_VMDRESET 4 3 The total number of referenced
frames resident when RESET
is done for this virtual system or
shared frame list.

USEACT_VMDTTIME 4 3 The total time that has been
expended on this VMDBK.
This includes time that the
VMDBK spent doing its own
work and also time that CP
spent doing work on behalf of
the VMDBK. It is in CPU timer
format. The complement of
USEACT_VMDTTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

USEACT_VMDVCSCT 4 3 The number of START requests
to the virtual machine console.

USEACT_VMDVDSCT 4 3 The cumulative count of virtual I/
O requests the virtual machine
has issued to DASD.

USEACT_VMDVFOTM 4 3 The amount of time in TOD
clock units that is consumed
by the system to support this
GUEST's loading and unloading
of its vector facility.

USEACT_VMDVFVTM 4 3 The amount of time in TOD
clock units that is consumed by
the GUEST vector instructions
while in SIE.

USEACT_VMDVOSCT 4 3 The number of START requests
to devices for which no other
counter is defined in the
VMDVSRCA array.

USEACT_VMDVSEVM 4 3 The number of times VMCF
data was successfully
transferred by this virtual
machine (SENDs, SENDXs,
SEND/RECEIVEs, and REPLYs
with RC=0 and this virtual
machine is the source).

USEACT_VMDVSTVM 4 3 The number of times VMCF
data was successfully
transferred to this virtual
machine (SENDs, SENDXs,
SEND/RECEIVEs, and REPLYs
with RC=0 and this virtual
machine is the target).
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USEACT_VMDVSUVM 4 3 The number of times VMCF
data was not successfully
transferred by this virtual
machine (SENDs, SENDXs,
SEND/RECEIVEs, and REPLYs
with RC=0 and this virtual
machine is the source).

USEACT_VMDVTIME 4 3 The total time that this user was
running, doing productive work.
This does not include any time
that CP spends on behalf of
that user doing such things as
instruction simulation or page
translation. This is in CPU timer
format. The complement of
USEACT_VMDVTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

USEACT_VMDVTSCT 4 3 The number of START requests
to virtual channel-to-channel
adapters.

USEACT_VMDVUSCT 4 3 The number of START requests
to virtual unit record devices.

USEACT_VMDWSSPR 4 3 This user's projected working-
set size. This is the scheduler's
estimate of the amount of
storage this user will require to
be resident as it runs during its
next stay in the dispatch list. It
is based upon the user's past
behavior and, in some cases, on
the behavior of similar types of
users.

USEATE_VMDCTFLT 4 9 The number of host segment
and page faults on GUEST
pages that occurred while
running this virtual CPU.

USEATE_VMDCTLKP 4 9 The number of frames locked by
this virtual system.

USEATE_VMDCTNPS 4 9 The number of nonpreferred
paging slots.

USEATE_VMDCTPGR 4 9 The number of times I/O
was issued for a page READ
request.

USEATE_VMDCTPGW 4 9 The number of times I/O was
issued for a page WRITE
request.

USEATE_VMDCTPPS 4 9 The number of preferred paging
slots.

USEATE_VMDCTPRS 4 9 The virtual system's count of
resident frames.

USEATE_VMDCTPST 4 9 The number of frames taken
from this virtual system.
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USEATE_VMDCTPWT 4 9 The number of outstanding
paging and spooling I/Os for this
user.

USEATE_VMDCTSPR 4 9 The number of times I/O was
issued for a spool READ
request.

USEATE_VMDCTSPW 4 9 The number of times I/O was
issued for a spool WRITE
request.

USEATE_VMDCTVFL 4 9 The number of times this virtual
system's vector facility was
loaded into a real vector facility.
If the virtual vector facility is
currently loaded, then this count
is approximately equal to the
number of saves.

USEATE_VMDCTXBK 4 9 The number of expanded
storage blocks allocated to
a virtual machine by CP for
paging.

USEATE_VMDISEVM 4 9 The number of times IUCV data
was successfully transferred
by this virtual machine (SENDs
and REPLYs with RC=0 when
this virtual machine was the
source). This field is not valid in
the system VMDBK.

USEATE_VMDISTVM 4 9 The number of times IUCV data
was successfully transferred
to this virtual machine (SENDs
and REPLYs with RC=0 when
this virtual machine was the
target). This field is not valid in
the system VMDBK.

USEATE_VMDISUVM 4 9 The number of times IUCV data
was not successfully transferred
by this virtual machine (SENDs
and REPLYs with RC = 0 when
this virtual machine was the
source). This field is not valid in
the system VMDBK.

USEATE_VMDPGSPL 4 9 The number of pages spooled
for this user. This includes the
pages spooled for the virtual
reader, printer, punch, console,
dump, and trace files.

USEATE_VMDRESET 4 9 The total number of referenced
frames resident when reset was
done for this virtual system or
shared frame list.
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USEATE_VMDTTIME 4 9 The total time that has been
expended on this VMDBK.
This includes time that the
VMDBK spent doing its own
work and also time that CP
spent doing work on behalf of
the VMDBK. It is in CPU timer
format. The complement of
USEATE_VMDTTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

USEATE_VMDVCSCT 4 9 The number of START requests
to the virtual machine console.

USEATE_VMDVDSCT 4 9 The cumulative count of virtual I/
O requests the virtual machine
issued to DASD.

USEATE_VMDVFOTM 4 9 The amount of time in TOD
clock units consumed by the
system to support this GUEST's
loading and unloading of its
virtual vector facility.

USEATE_VMDVFVTM 4 9 The amount of time in TOD
clock units that is consumed
by the GUEST using vector
instructions while in SIE.

USEATE_VMDVSEVM 4 9 The number of times VMCF
data was successfully
transferred by this virtual
machine (SENDs, SENDXs,
SEND/RECEIVEs, and REPLYs
with RC=0 when this virtual
machine is the source).

USEATE_VMDVSOCT 4 9 The number of START requests
to devices other than those
for which no other counter is
defined in the VMDVSRCA
array.

USEATE_VMDVSTVM 4 9 The number of times VMCF
data was successfully
transferred to this virtual
machine (SENDs, SENDXs,
SEND/RECEIVEs, and REPLYs
with RC=0 when this virtual
machine is the target).

USEATE_VMDVSUVM 4 9 The number of times VMCF
data was not successfully
transferred by this virtual
machine (SENDs, SENDXs,
SEND/RECEIVEs, and REPLYs
with RC=0 and this virtual
machine is the source).
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USEATE_VMDVTIME 4 9 The total time that this user was
running and doing productive
work. This does not include any
time that CP spent on behalf of
that user doing things such as
instruction simulation or page
translation. This is in CPU timer
format. The complement of
USEATE_VMDVTIME is the
elapsed time in TOD clock units.

USEATE_VMDVTSCT 4 9 The number of START requests
to virtual channel-to-channel
adapters.

USEATE_VMDVUSCT 4 9 The number of START requests
to virtual unit record devices.

USEATE_VMDWSSPR 4 9 This user's projected working-
set size. This is the scheduler's
estimate of the amount of
storage this user will require to
be resident as it runs during its
next stay in the dispatch list. It
is based upon the user's past
behavior and, in some cases, on
the behavior of similar types of
users.

USEINT_HFCFWT 4 4 The number of times a user
was found in console-function
wait. During such a wait the
virtual CPU is not permitted to
run. When it is necessary to
enter console-function mode,
VMDCFWT is set in each
VMDBK in a user's local cyclic
list. When that virtual CPU
reaches ENDOP (i.e., end of
operation--a point between
instruction or units of operation),
all of a user's VMDBKs remain
in console-function wait while
console functions are executed;
the flag is reset when the virtual
CPUs are started upon exit
from console-function mode
(VMDCFWT).

USEINT_HFCPURN 4 4 The number of times a user was
found running on the real CPU
(VMDSTATE = VMDISPCH).

USEINT_HFCPUWT 4 4 The number of times a user
was found waiting to run on
the real CPU (VMDSTATE =
VMDREADY).

USEINT_HFDISP0 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q0 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 0).
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USEINT_HFDISP1 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q1 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 1).

USEINT_HFDISP2 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q2 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 2).

USEINT_HFDISP3 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q3 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 3).

USEINT_HFDORM 4 4 The number of times a user was
found dormant (VMDSLIST =
VMDDORM).

USEINT_HFDSVM 4 4 The number of times a user
was found in SVM wait and in
the dormant list (VMDSVMWF
of VMDSVMWT = ON and
VMDSLIST = VMDDORM)

USEINT_HFELIG0 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E0 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 0).

USEINT_HFELIG1 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E1 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 1).

USEINT_HFELIG2 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E2 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 2).

USEINT_HFELIG3 4 4 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E3 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 3).

USEINT_HFESVM 4 4 The number of times a user was
found in SVM wait and in the
eligible list.

USEINT_HFIOWT 4 4 The number of times this
user was in I/O wait. I/O wait
indicates that a GUEST is
waiting for I/O completion status
and thus is prevented from
running (VMDIOWT).

USEINT_HFLOAD 4 4 The number of times a user was
considered a LOADing user
(VMDLOADU is ON).
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USEINT_HFOTHR 4 4 The number of times a user was
not found in any of the following
states. USEINT_HFSTCT
shows the total number of
samples taken.
In console-function wait
(USEINT_HFCFWT)
Running on the real CPU
(USEINT_HFCPURN)
Waiting to run on the real CPU
(USEINT_HFCPUWT)
Dormant (USEINT_HFDORM)
In SVM wait and in the dormant
list (USEINT_HFDSVM)
In SVM wait and in the eligible
list (USEINT_HFESVM)
I/O wait (USEINT_HFIOWT)
Considered to be a LOADing
user (USEINT_HFLOAD)
In simulation wait
(USEINT_HFSIMWT)
In test idle and not in SVM wait
(USEINT_HFTIDL)
In test idle and in SVM wait
(USEINT_HFTSVM)
In page wait
(USEINT_HFWTPAG)

USEINT_HFQUCT 4 4 The number of times VMDBK
was high-frequency sampled for
queues. This value is the sum of
the following variables:
USEINT_HFDISP0
USEINT_HFDISP1
USEINT_HFDISP2
USEINT_HFDISP3
USEINT_HFELIG0
USEINT_HFELIG1
USEINT_HFELIG2
USEINT_HFELIG3

USEINT_HFSIMWT 4 4 The number of times this user
was found in simulation wait.
Simulation wait is, in effect, a
lock held by the task processing
a virtual CPU simulation function
(e.g., instruction simulation
interrupt reflection). It ensures
that if a loss of control occurs,
execution of the virtual CPU
cannot be resumed, nor can
any other simulation function be
initiated (VMDSIMWT).

USEINT_HFSTCT 4 4 The number of times VMDBK
was high-frequency sampled for
states.
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USEINT_HFTIDL 4 4 The number of times a user was
found in test idle and not in SVM
wait.

USEINT_HFTSVM 4 4 The number of times a user was
found in test idle and in SVM
wait.

USEINT_HFWTPAG 4 4 The number of times a user
was found in page wait. Page
wait is when the current GUEST
instruction refers to a GUEST
page that is not present in host
storage and must be brought
in from auxiliary storage. Page
wait prevents the virtual CPU
from running; however it is a soft
wait condition, and therefore can
be cleared by a GUEST PSW
SWAP (VMDWTPAG).

USEINT_VMDCETSD 4 4 The number of times this user
was removed from the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3) because it
reached elapsed time slice end
(occurs four times).

USEINT_VMDCIDLD 4 4 The number of times this user
was removed from the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3) because
its TEST IDLE time had expired
or because it was granted no
TEST IDLE time (occurs 4
times).

USEINT_VMDCNTID 4 4 The number of times user was
not granted a TEST IDLE time
when it went idle in the dispatch
list.

USEINT_VMDCPRMD 4 4 The number of times this
user was preempted from the
dispatch list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3)
due to a requirement for storage
for E1 users (occurs 4 times).

USEINT_VMDCTIDL 4 4 The number of times user was
granted a TEST IDLE time when
it went idle in the dispatch list.

USEINT_VMDCWSGD 4 4 The number of times this user
was removed from the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3) because
it reached its working-set size
growth limit and its new working-
set size would no longer fit
available storage (occurs 4
times).

USEINT_VMDSVMFX 4 4 The number of times the SVM-
WAIT flag was left on at the end
of a transaction and had to be
corrected by the scheduler by
resetting it.
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USEITE_HFCFWT 4 10 The number of times a user
was found in console-function
wait. During such a wait the
virtual CPU is not permitted
to run. When it is necessary
to enter console-function
mode, VMDCFWT is set in
each VMDBK in a user's local
cyclic list. When that virtual
CPU reaches ENDOP (i.e.,
end of operation--a point
between instructions or units
of operation), all of a user's
VMDBKs remain in console-
function wait while console
functions are executed; the
flag is reset when the virtual
CPUs are started upon exit
from console-function mode
(VMDCFWT).

USEITE_HFCPURN 4 10 The number of times a user was
found running on the real CPU
(VMDSTATE = VMDISPCH).

USEITE_HFCPUWT 4 10 The number of times a user
was found waiting to run on
the real CPU (VMDSTATE =
VMDREADY).

USEITE_HFDISP0 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q0 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 0).

USEITE_HFDISP1 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q1 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 1).

USEITE_HFDISP2 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q2 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 2).

USEITE_HFDISP3 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in Q3 (VMDSLIST
= VMDDISPL, VMDELIST = 3).

USEITE_HFDORM 4 10 The number of times a user was
found dormant (VMDSLIST =
VMDDORM).

USEITE_HFDSVM 4 10 The number of times a user
was found in SVM wait and in
the dormant list (VMDSVMWF
of VMDSVMWT = ON and
VMDSLIST = VMDDORM).

USEITE_HFELIG0 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E0 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 0).

USEITE_HFELIG1 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E1 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 1).
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USEITE_HFELIG2 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E2 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 2).

USEITE_HFELIG3 4 10 The number of times the
VMDBK was in E3 (VMDSLIST
= VMDELIG, VMDELIST = 3).

USEITE_HFESVM 4 10 The number of times a user was
found in SVM wait and in the
eligible list.

USEITE_HFIOWT 4 10 The number of times this
user was in I/O wait. I/O wait
indicates that a GUEST is
waiting for I/O completion status
and thus is prevented from
running (VMDIOWT).

USEITE_HFLOAD 4 10 The number of times a user was
considered a LOADing user
(VMDLOADU is ON).

USEITE_HFOTHR 4 10 The number of times a user was
not found in any of the following
states. USEITE_HFSTCT shows
the total number of samples
taken.
In console-function wait
(USEITE_HFCFWT)
Running on the real CPU
(USEITE_HFCPURN)
Waiting to run on the real CPU
(USEITE_HFCPUWT)
Dormant (USEITE_HFDORM)
In SVM wait and in the dormant
list (USEITE_HFDSVM)
In SVM wait and in the eligible
list (USEITE_HFESVM)
I/O wait (USEITE_HFIOWT)
Considered to be a LOADing
user (USEITE_HFLOAD)
In simulation wait
(USEITE_HFSIMWT)
In test idle and not in SVM wait
(USEITE_HFTIDL)
In test idle and in SVM wait
(USEITE_HFTSVM)
In page wait
(USEITE_HFWTPAG)
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USEITE_HFQUCT 4 10 The number of times VMDBK
was high-frequency sampled for
queues. This value is the sum of
the following variables:
USEITE_HFDISP0
USEITE_HFDISP1
USEITE_HFDISP2
USEITE_HFDISP3
USEITE_HFELIG0
USEITE_HFELIG1
USEITE_HFELIG2
USEITE_HFELIG3

USEITE_HFSIMWT 4 10 The number of times this user
was found in simulation wait.
Simulation wait is, in effect, a
lock held by the task processing
a virtual CPU simulation function
(e.g., instruction simulation
interrupt reflection). It ensures
that if a loss of control occurs,
execution of the virtual CPU
cannot be resumed, nor can
any other simulation function be
initiated (VMDSIMWT).

USEITE_HFSTCT 4 10 The number of times VMDBK
was high-frequency sampled for
states.

USEITE_HFTIDL 4 10 The number of times a user was
found in test idle and not in SVM
wait.

USEITE_HFTSVM 4 10 The number of times a user was
found in test idle and in SVM
wait.

USEITE_HFWTPAG 4 10 The number of times a user
was found in page wait. Page
wait is when the current GUEST
instruction refers to a GUEST
page that is not present in host
storage and must be brought
in from auxiliary storage. Page
wait prevents the virtual CPU
from running; however it is a soft
wait condition, and therefore can
be cleared by a GUEST PSW
SWAP (VMDWTPAG).

USEITE_VMDCETSD 4 10 The number of times this user
was removed from the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3) because it
reached elapsed time slice end
(occurs 4 times).
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USEITE_VMDCIDLD 4 10 The number of times this user
was removed from the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3) because
its TEST IDLE time had expired
or because it was granted no
TEST IDLE time (occurs 4
times).

USEITE_VMDCNTID 4 10 The number of times a user was
not granted a TEST IDLE time
when it went idle in the dispatch
list.

USEITE_VMDCPRMD 4 10 The number of times this
user was preempted from the
dispatch list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3)
due to a requirement for storage
for E1 users (occurs 4 times).

USEITE_VMDCTIDL 4 10 The number of times a user was
granted a TEST IDLE time when
it went idle in the dispatch list.

USEITE_VMDCWSGD 4 10 The number of times this
user was removed from the
dispatch list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3)
because it reached its working-
set size growth limit, and its
new working-set size would
no longer fit available storage
(occurs 4 times).

USEITE_VMDSVMFX 4 10 The number of times the SVM-
WAIT flag was left on at the end
of a transaction and had to be
reset by the scheduler.

USELON_VMDRELSH 4 1 This user's relative share of
the system, as set in the user's
directory entry or via the SET
SHARE command. Set to zero
if the user is an absolute share
user or if this VMDBK has a
virtual processor dedicated to
it and this is a virtual MP user.
Set to a negative value if the
VMDBK has a virtual processor
dedicated to it and this is a
virtual UP user.

USPOOLPAG   The rate of pages spooled.
USPOOLRT   The spooled I/O rate.
UTCPU   The total CPU utilization.
UURIO   The virtual unit record I/O rate.
UVCPU   The virtual CPU utilization.
UWSET   The WSET size, in pages.
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About Domains
The following table describes each domain:

Domain Description
00 System domain (defines only SAMPLE records). This domain

is always ENABLEd and cannot be separately ENABLEd or
DISABLEd.

01 Monitor domain. This domain is always ENABLEd and cannot be
separately ENABLEd or DISABLEd. EMAP does not directly report
on anything from this domain. Instead, the information is used to
interpret the data from the other domains.

02 Scheduler domain (defines only EVENT records).
03 Storage domain.
04 User domain.
05 Processor domain.
06 I/O domain.
07 Seek domain (defines only EVENT records). You should collect I/

O domain records whenever you collect seek domain records.
10 Application-supplied data domain.

Domain Names and Numbers
The following table lists all monitor domain records, their types, the related MONITOR command domain name, and the
prefix used in related variable names. You can use this table to help you determine what operands to use on MONITOR
ENABLE and MONITOR DISABLE commands. For most EMAP reports, only Sample domain data are required.

Domain Record Type MONITOR Command
Domain Name

Prefix Used in Variable
Names

00 01 Sample N/A SYTSYP
00 02 Sample N/A SYTPRP
00 03 Sample N/A SYTRSG
00 04 Sample N/A SYTRSP
00 05 Sample N/A SYTXSP
00 06 Sample N/A SYTASG
00 07 Sample N/A SYTSHS
00 08 Sample N/A SYTUSR
00 09 Sample N/A SYTCPC
00 10 Sample N/A SYTSCG
00 11 Sample N/A SYTCOM
00 12 Sample N/A SYTUWT
00 13 Sample N/A SYTSCP
00 14 Sample N/A SYTXSG
00 15 Sample N/A SYTCUG
00 16 Sample N/A SYTCUP
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01 01 Event N/A MTREPR
01 02 Event N/A MTRECM
01 03 Event N/A MTRSUS
01 04 Sample N/A MTRSYS
01 05 Sample N/A MTRPRP
01 06 Sample N/A MTRDEV
01 07 Sample N/A MTRMEM
01 08 Sample N/A MTRPAG
01 09 Sample N/A MTRSPR
01 10 Sample N/A MTRSCM
01 11 Sample N/A MTREND
01 12 Event N/A MTRSOS
01 13 Both N/A MTREOF
01 14 Both N/A MTRDDR
01 15 Sample N/A MTRUSR
01 16 Sample N/A MTRSCH
01 17 Sample N/A MTRXSG
02 01 Event SCHeduler SCLRDB
02 02 Event SCHeduler SCLRDC
02 03 Event SCHeduler SCLWRR
02 04 Event SCHeduler SCLADL
02 05 Event SCHeduler SCLDDL
02 06 Event SCHeduler SCLAEL
02 07 Event SCHeduler SCLSRM
02 08 Event SCHeduler SCLSTP
02 09 Event SCHeduler SCLSTP
02 10 Event SCHeduler SCLSQD
03 01 Sample STORage STORSG
03 02 Sample STORage STORSP
03 03 Sample STORage STOSHR
03 04 Sample STORage STOASP
03 05 Event STORage STOSHS
03 06 Event STORage STOSHP
03 07 Event STORage STOATC
03 08 Sample STORage STOBPG
03 09 Sample STORage STOXSG
03 10 Sample STORage STOXSU
03 11 Sample STORage STOASS
04 01 Event USER USELON
04 02 Event USER USELOF
04 03 Sample USER USEACT
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04 04 Sample USER USEINT
04 05 Event USER USEDFC
04 06 Event USER USEDTC
04 07 Event USER USERDC
04 08 Event USER USETRE
04 09 Event USER USEATE
04 10 Event USER USEITE
05 01 Event PROCessor PRCVON
05 02 Event PROCessor PRCVOF
05 03 Sample PROCessor PRCPRP
05 04 Event PROCessor PRCVFN
05 05 Event PROCessor PRCVFF
06 01 Event I/O IODVON
06 02 Event I/O IODVOF
06 03 Sample I/O IODDEV
06 04 Sample I/O IODCAD
06 05 Event I/O IODATD
06 06 Event I/O IODDTD
06 07 Event I/O IODDSB
06 08 Event I/O IODDSB
06 09 Event I/O IODATS
07 01 Event SEEKS SEKSEK
10 01 Event APPLDATA APLEDT
10 02 Sample APPLDATA APLSDT

Sample EMAP Reports
This article contains sample EMAP reports. Preceding each sample report are listings of the input report control and report
definition files.

Reading EMAP Reports

Each EMAP report includes the following components:

• The standard EMAP title line. This title line is printed at the top of the page and includes information about the EMAP
copyright date and release number.

• The reporting time period. This information is printed on the left side of the page under the standard EMAP title line.
• The user-supplied titles. These titles print in the center of the page under the standard EMAP title line.
• The run time and date. This information is printed on the right side of the page under the standard EMAP title line.
• The user-requested performance data. EMAP prints this data below the times and titles.

This article includes the following sample reports:
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• Tabular format report with detail lines by time of day
• List format report
• Plot format report
• Graph format report

Sample Tabular Format Report

The following report control file and report definition file produce a tabular report showing the number of users logged on,
paging and spooling statistics, the number of each of several kinds of instructions executed, and the number of external
interrupts during each two-minute period of input data.

A sample report control file is shown next.

PROD 11J0SJZKK6C7JY3J1Q2J

EACH 2 MINUTES

HISTORY DISK D021493 T160155 *

TITLE1 LEGENT SOFTWARE

TITLE2 EMAP

TITLE3 SAMPLE REPORT

REPORT TABULAR

A sample report definition file is shown next.

* The name of this file is TABULAR EMAPRPT fm

FORMAT TABULAR BY TIME

GLOBAL

SYTUSR_SYSUSRS

PROC

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPR

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPW

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSR

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSW

SYTSYP_PLSCTSS

SYTSYP_PLSDIAGT

SYTSYP_PLSPRVIS

SYTSYP_PLSEXTNX

A sample report is displayed next.

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.               E  M  A  P              Version 05   09/15/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                  EMAP                              REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00             SAMPLE REPORT                          REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  02 MINUTES

PERIOD NONE                                                                   REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

TIME     SYTUSR    SYTSYP    SYTSYP    SYTSYP    SYTSYP      SYTSYP      SYTSYP      SYTSYP      SYTSYP

OF DAY   SYSUSRS   PLSPIOPR   PLSPIOPW   PLSPIOSR   PLSPIOSW   PLSCTSS    PLSDIAGT    PLSPRVIS   PLSEXTNX

16.06.45     320     166.9       146.2      3.0         3.1       196.3      267.4     519.7       233.3

16.08.45     318     175.6       153.9      2.2         1.9       191.4      260.4     499.7       225.0

16.10.45     318     165.4       147.7      2.3         2.6       203.9      238.0      503.8      231.4

16.12.45     319     148.0       128.9      2.4         1.3       191.1      230.2      531.8      199.6
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16.14.45     317     122.5       110.6      1.1         2.1       185.5      250.6      473.1      220.5

16.16.45     317     214.0       193.6      2.0         5.2       163.3      228.4      465.1      188.9

16.18.45     319     181.4       161.3      1.1         1.5       175.2      233.0      452.1      199.4

16.20.45     321     164.7       149.6      2.5         0.9       159.0      218.9      423.9      196.4

16.22.45     320     179.8       149.7      2.2         2.3       142.6      219.9      392.9      204.4

16.24.45     320     170.3       164.3      5.0         3.3       192.1      315.6      572.7      214.8

16.26.45     320     134.3       115.8      1.1         2.0       208.1      238.3      502.3      248.6

16.28.45     319     178.8       161.2      0.9         1.2       202.2      203.0      466.6      203.8

16.30.45     318     182.2       165.3      1.2         3.3       200.3      188.5      509.2      199.9

16.32.45     318     148.5       130.2      4.4         7.8       187.5      221.5      499.9      240.1

16.34.45     321     122.5       108.5      2.9         5.5       198.6      225.9      467.7      211.4

16.36.45     323     97.0         89.5      6.3         3.6       179.0      215.8      428.0      236.3

16.38.45     324     148.0       129.6      9.0         2.4       175.0      178.3      418.1      215.6

16.40.45     322     187.3       168.7     12.7         3.3       168.0      215.6      496.7      197.2

16.42.45     321     158.4       137.2      4.9         1.9       200.4      212.3      547.7      218.1

16.44.45     324     156.2       143.6      2.0         0.6       220.5      174.2      496.3      221.4

16.46.45     322     209.6       179.4      3.0         2.1       173.0      187.1      478.8      204.0

16.48.45     321     176.4       153.7      1.8         5.5       165.2      170.3      439.2      233.4

16.50.45     318     148.3       137.0      3.8         7.0       172.2      313.4      574.8      223.1

16.52.45     322     200.5       168.4      2.9         8.7       150.5      282.8      538.7      214.0

16.54.45     316     179.0       154.8      6.1         1.7       162.5      228.5      436.8      222.7

16.56.45     311     145.6       123.4      3.7         4.1       205.2      151.2      454.6      228.5

16.58.45     279     145.1       123.0      2.5         4.5       173.3      168.0      452.2      233.2

17.00.45     275     147.0       128.4      2.3         6.1       183.6      162.5      450.0      217.5

17.02.45     273     120.1       109.8      1.8         5.4       172.2      161.1      443.8      246.3

17.04.45     269     117.4        91.8      2.6         1.0       129.8      163.6      364.6      254.6

17.06.45     265     156.6       136.1      3.2         1.1       158.0      166.6      412.3      239.5

17.08.45     266     120.1        99.3      3.5         1.3       128.7      180.7      380.7      238.2

17.10.45     257     153.4       135.4      5.0         0.6       162.7      185.3      420.8      216.3

17.12.45     255     112.4        92.5      2.7         2.3       164.4      198.9      420.6      247.5

17.14.45     255     111.1        90.9     11.5         3.1       179.7      243.9      472.1      245.0

17.16.45     252      85.4        82.2     28.4         1.7       182.5      162.3      391.8      232.0

17.18.45     251      90.5        80.1     15.5         1.9       170.2      169.5      398.0      290.6

Sample List Format Report

The following report control file and report definition file produce a list format report that describes a number of variables
and shows their average, minimum, and maximum values for the reporting period and the date and time when those
minimum and maximum values were reached.

A sample report control file is displayed next.

PROD 11J0SJZKK6C7JY3J1Q2J

HISTORY DISK D021493 T160155 *

TITLE1 Computer Associates

TITLE2 EMAP

TITLE3 SAMPLE REPORT 

REPORT LIST

A sample report definition file is displayed next.

* The name of this file is LIST EMAPRPT fm

FORMAT LIST
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GLOBAL

SYTUSR_SYSUSRS

PROC

TCPU

VCPU

CCPU

PAGE

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSR

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSW

SYTSYP_PLSCTSS

GLOBAL

SYTUWT_CALCPUWT

SYTUWT_CALWTPAG

SYTUWT_CALIOWT

SYTUWT_CALCFWT

SYTUWT_CALTSVM

SYTUWT_CALSIMWT

SYTUWT_CALTIDL

SYTUWT_CALOTHR

PROC

SYTSYP_PLSDIAGT

SYTSYP_PLSPRVIS

SYTSYP_PLSEXTNX

A sample report is displayed next.

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.                   E  M  A  P                   Version 05         09/15/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                EMAP                               REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                           SAMPLE REPORT                           REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                  REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

VARIABLE             DESCRIPTION                          AVERAGE     MINIMUM   DATE   TIME      MAXIMUM   DATE   TIME

SYSUSRS -NUMBER OF CURRENT LOGGED-

ON USERS                    297         242  02/14 17.26.46        324  02/14 16.44.46

CPU UTIL-

TOTAL CPU UTILIZATION                               11.0         9.2  02/14 17.24.46       98.9  02/14 17.20.46

CPU UTIL-

VIRTUAL STATE CPU UTILIZATION                        7.7         5.5  02/14 17.24.46       56.4  02/14 17.08.46

CPU UTIL-

CP STATE CPU UTILIZATION                            11.0         9.2  02/14 17.24.46       42.6  02/14 17.20.46

  RATE  -

PAGING RATE PER SECOND                             214.0        54.8  02/14 17.26.46      269.3  02/14 16.16.46

PLSPIOSR-

NBR OF READ OPERATIONS DONE FOR SPOOLING             4.5         0.9  02/14 16.28.46       28.4  02/14 17.16.46

PLSPIOSW-

NBR OF WRITE OPERATIONS DONE FOR SPOOLING            3.1         0.6  02/14 16.44.46        8.7  02/14 16.52.46

PLSCTSS -

NUMBER OF REAL START SUBCHANNELS                   176.6       128.7  02/14 17.08.46      220.5  02/14 16.44.46

CALCPUWT-

NBR VMDBKS IN DISPATCH LIST WAITING REAL CPU          11           3  02/14 17.04.46         21  02/14 16.50.46

CALWTPAG-

NBR VMDBKS IN DISPATCH LIST WAITING ON PAGING          3           0  02/14 16.12.46         11  02/14 16.28.46
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CALIOWT -NUMBER VMDBKS IN DISPATCH LIST WAITING ON I/

O          2           0  02/14 16.06.46          5  02/14 16.44.46

CALCFWT -NBR VMDBKS IN D-

LIST WAITING ON CONSOLE FUNC           0           0  02/14 16.06.46          3  02/14 16.30.46

CALTSVM -

TIMES A VMDBK WAS TEST IDLE AND IN SVM WAIT            1           0  02/14 16.06.46          3  02/14 17.02.46

CALSIMWT-

NBR VMDBKS IN DISPATCH LIST IN SIMULATION WAIT         2           0  02/14 16.46.46          6  02/14 16.28.46

CALTIDL -

TIMES A VMDBK WAS TEST IDLE AND NOT SVM WAIT           4           1  02/14 16.30.46          9  02/14 16.36.46

CALOTHR -

NUMBER VMDBKS IN DISPATCH LIST IN OTHER WAITS          4           1  02/14 16.08.46          8  02/14 17.10.46

PLSDIAGT-

COUNT OF IBM SUPPLIED DIAGNOSE INSTRUCTION         207.7       128.5  02/14 17.26.46      315.6  02/14 16.24.46

PLSPRVIS-

COUNT OF SIMULATED INSTRUCTIONS                    459.9       364.6  02/14 17.04.46      574.8  02/14 16.50.46

PLSEXTNX-

NUMBER EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS RECEIVED                226.3       188.9  02/14 16.16.46      290.6  02/14 17.18.46

Sample Plot Format Report

The following report control file and report definition file produce a report that plots the value of each of eight variables
each half hour (the default interval). The variables plotted are described at the bottom of the report.

A sample report control file is displayed next.

PROD 11J0SJZKK6C7JY3J1Q2J

HISTORY DISK D021493 T160155 *

TITLE1 Computer Associates

TITLE2 EMAP

TITLE3 SAMPLE REPORT 

SCALE 1

REPORT PLOT

A sample report definition file is displayed next.

* The name of this file is PLOT EMAPRPT fm

FORMAT PLOT

GLOBAL

SYTUSR_SYSUSRS

PROC

TCPU

VCPU

CCPU

PAGE

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSR

SYTSYP_PLSPIOSW

SYTSYP_PLSCTSS

A sample report is displayed next.

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.                     E  M  A  P                   Version 05       09/15/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                             EMAP                                  REPORT PAGE             1
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TO   2010/03/30  23.40.00                         SAMPLE REPORT                             REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES

PERIOD NONE                                                                                  REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

         0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

02/14/92 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+

16.06.45 .1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111      319

16.06.45 .2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222     99.8

16.06.45 .33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333   .        .        .        .        .    56.2

16.06.45 .44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444     .        .        .        .        .        .    43.6

16.06.45 .5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555    308.2

16.06.45 .66       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     2.3

16.06.45 .777      .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     2.9

16.06.45 .8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888    185.7

16.36.45 .1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111      308

16.36.45 .2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222     99.6

16.36.45 .33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333   .        .        .        .        .    55.9

16.36.45 .44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444     .        .        .        .        .        .    43.7

16.36.45 .5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555    291.0

16.36.45 .6666     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     4.3

16.36.45 .7777     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     3.9

16.36.45 .8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888    175.0

17.06.45 .1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111      254

17.06.45 .2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222  .    96.7

17.06.45 .333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333  .        .        .        .        .    57.3

17.06.45 .444444444444444444444444444444444444444.        .        .        .        .        .        .    39.4

17.06.45 .5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555    186.8

17.06.45 .66666666 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     7.9

17.06.45 .77       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     2.2

17.06.45 .8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888    166.3

         +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+

         0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

SYMBOLS  1 = PLOT SYTUSR_SYSUSRS  - NUMBER OF CURRENT LOGGED-ON USERS

         2 = PLOT  TOTAL CPU UTIL - TOTAL CPU UTILIZATION

         3 = PLOT  VIRT  CPU UTIL - VIRTUAL STATE CPU UTILIZATION

         4 = PLOT   CP   CPU UTIL - CP STATE CPU UTILIZATION

         5 = PLOT PAGING   RATE   - PAGING RATE PER SECOND

         6 = PLOT SYTSYP_PLSPIOSR - NBR OF READ OPERATIONS DONE FOR SPOOLING

         7 = PLOT SYTSYP_PLSPIOSW - NBR OF WRITE OPERATIONS DONE FOR SPOOLING

         8 = PLOT SYTSYP_PLSCTSS  - NUMBER OF REAL START SUBCHANNELS

NOTE
The values for several variables exceed 100, the scale of the graph. The scale of the graph was set to 100 by
the SCALE command in the report control file. If no SCALE command had been specified, the scale would have
been set to the maximum value plotted (in this case, 319). In this case, the smallest values would not have
appeared clearly on the graph.

Sample Graph Format Report

The following report control file and report definition file produce a graph of the value of each of five variables during each
five-minute period of a single day. The variables graphed are described at the bottom of the report.

A sample report control file is displayed next.
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PROD 11J0SJZKK6C7JY3J1Q2J

FROM 04/15/10 08.00.00

TO   04/15/10 17.00.00

EACH 5 MINUTES

REPORT GRAPH1

A sample report definition file is diplayed next.

* This file is named GRAPH1 EMAPRPT fm

FORMAT GRAPH

TITLE1 LEGENT SOFTWARE

TITLE2 EMAP

TITLE3 SAMPLE REPORT 

GLOBAL

SYTUSR_SYSUSRS

PROC

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPR

SYTSYP_PLSPIOPW

SYTSYP_PLSPRVIS

SYTSYP_PLSEXTNX

A sample report is displayed next.

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.                     E  M  A  P                   Version 05       09/15/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                             EMAP                                  REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                         SAMPLE REPORT                             REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  05 MINUTES

PERIOD NONE                                                                                  REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

       600  .

       585  .

       570  .                  4                   4

       555  .                  4                   44

       540  .                 44   4               44  4   4      4                44    4

       525  .                 44   4             4 444 4   4      4 4  4           444   4 4  4

       510  .                 44   4       4     4 44444 4 4     44 44 4   4       444 44444 44

       495  .                 44  444   44 4   4 444444444 4    444444 4   4      4444444444444

       480  .   4             44 4444   4444   44444444444444   444444444 44      44444444444444             4

       465  .   4  4          44 4444  444444  44444444444444 4 444444444 44     444444444444444          4  4

       450  .   4  4     4444 44 4444  444444  4444444444444444 444444444444    4444444444444444 4444     4  4

       435  .  44  4     444444444444 44444444 4444444444444444 4444444444444  4444444444444444444444     4  444

       420  . 444  444   44444444444444444444444444444444444444 4444444444444  4444444444444444444444   444  444

       405  . 4444 444 4 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444  4444444444444444444444 4 444 4444 44

       390  . 444444444 4 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 4444444444444444444444 4 44444444444

       375  . 44444444444 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 44444444444444

       360  . 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

       345  . 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

       330  . 44444444444444444444414411411114111111444111111111444444444444444444411114114444444444444444444444444444

       315  . 44444444444444441111111111111111111111111111111111111114444444444441111111111111111114444444444444444444

       300  . 44444444444444411111111111111111111111111111111111111111144444444411111111111111111114444444444444444444

       285  . 44545444444444111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114111111111111111111111444444444545444444
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       270  . 44545444411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114444545444444

       255  . 51111111111511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115111111111454444

       240  . 15151155155551511111111115111111111111111551111111111111111511111111115111111151111115155551551151111154

       225  . 15151555155551555155155115111515511111515555111111111115115551511111155511515155515555155555555151511111

       210  . 15151555555555555555555155511555551551555555111111111115515551551511155551555555515555555555555151515511

       195  . 15151555555555555255255555555555555555225525515111111155555555555515552555555555555555555555555151515515

       180  . 15151555555555552252355255555555252555232222555111111555555555555555552255255252555255555555555151515515

       165  . 15151555555555552352352355555522223252333333252555115555555555555552553325222322255255555555555151515515

       150  . 15151555252552223323322325522223333323333333323555515555555555555552223332332333325322255252555151515515

       135  . 15151555353553223333333335533333333323333333333225515555555555555553333333333333335322355353555151515515

       120  . 15151555323223333333333335233333333333333333333232555555555555555523333333333333332333322323555151515515

       105  . 15151522333233333333333332333333333333333333333333225225552555555523333333333333333333332333225151515515

        90  . 15122233333333333333333333333333333333333333333333322332223222525233333333333333333333333333332221515515

        75  . 12133333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333233333232333333333333333333333333333333331215515

        60  . 23233333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333332312315

        45  . 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333323322

        30  . 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

        15  . 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

            0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

              08.05.28        09.25.28        10.45.29        12.05.28        13.25.28        14.45.28        16.05.28

                      08.45.28        10.05.28        11.25.29        12.45.28        14.05.28        15.25.28

SYMBOLS  1 = PLOT SYTUSR_SYSUSRS  - NUMBER OF CURRENT LOGGED-ON USERS

SYMBOLS  2 = PLOT SYTSYP_PLSPIOPR - NBR READ OPERATIONS DONE FOR PAGING

SYMBOLS  3 = PLOT SYTSYP_PLSPIOPW - NBR WRITE OPERATIONS DONE FOR PAGING

SYMBOLS  4 = PLOT SYTSYP_PLSPRVIS - COUNT OF SIMULATED INSTRUCTIONS

SYMBOLS  5 = PLOT SYTSYP_PLSEXTNX - NUMBER EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS RECEIVED

History Reporting
Explore PM for z/VM history reporting subsystem, EXPLHIST, uses performance data gathered by the Explore PM for
z/VM real-time monitor to produce reports you can use to study the long-term performance trends for your system.
EXPLHIST runs in a CMS machine. 

Types of Reports

With Explore PM for z/VM history reporting, you can request tabular reports of one or more performance variables and
plot reports of one or two variables.

Prerequisite for Generating Reports

Before you can generate history reports, the real-time facility of Explore PM for z/VM must collect performance data. For
information about the real-time facility, see Using RealTime and Flashback .

After the data is collected by the real-time facility, it is stored in the log file, which is the CMS file EXPLORE LOG A6
on the A-disk of the Explore PM for z/VM service machine. Before you can use this data in reports, you must use the
EXPLDUMP utility to reformat the data and store it in a history file on disk or tape. For information about the EXPLDUMP
utility, see Utilities .

How Many Users Are Monitored?

The maximum number of users monitored by Explore PM for z/VM is determined by the USERS operand of the
EXPLRVM command.The EXPLRVM command is explained in Using RealTime and Flashback.

What Is the Shortest Reporting Interval?

The minimum time interval that each detail line in a report can represent is the interval covered by each history record.
This interval is determined by the following:
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• The setting of the real-time SET SCAN command (normally placed in the file INITSERV EXPLORE), as explained in
Using RealTime and Flashback .

• The SUM parameter of the EXPLDUMP utility, as explained in Utilities.
• The INTERVAL statement of the EXPLCOMP utility (if used), as explained in Utilities .

In general, to compute the length of a history record interval in minutes, multiply the value for the SET SCAN command by
the value for the SUM parameter of the EXPLDUMP utility. For the shortest history record interval, specify a value of 1 for
both the SET SCAN command and the SUM parameter.

Specifying Commands and Input Files
This article explains how to specify input to EXPLHIST and how to use input files from tape and from disk.

Specifying Command Input

To generate reports from a history file, use the history-reporting module EXPLHIST. You use commands to specify the
reports you want to generate, the time period they cover, and their format. You can supply these commands in any of the
following ways:

Run a supplied report.

• Enter your commands interactively.
• Enter your commands in a CMS file called a history reporting procedure, which you can use as input to EXPLHIST.
• Use an exec.

Accessing the EXPLHIST Menu

To access the EXPLHIST menu, follow these steps:

1. Enter *MENU on the real-time command line to activate the menu facility. This displays the Explore PM for z/VM
general menu

2. Select *HISTORY. This displays the History Menu
3. Select *EXPLHIST. This displays the EXPLHIST Menu

Sample EXPLHIST Menu

The following is a sample EXPLHIST menu:

EXPLORE Version 05.0      DATA COLLECTION AND CONTROL      07/13/2010 16:39:07 

 ==>                                                                  EXPLORE   

  USER CP0 TCPU LOW .0 THRES 5.0          USER CP0 CCPU LOW .0 THRES 2.0        

  CP0 TCPU LOW .0 THRES 5.0               CP0 CCPU LOW .0 THRES 2.0             

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                   Explore for VM History Reporting Menu                        

                                                                                

  Selected history reports                                                      

   _ RUNHIST CHANSUM     Produce Channel I/O Summary report.                    

   _ RUNHIST DASTAP      Produce Disk and tape I/O Summary.                     

   _ RUNHIST SYSPERF     Produce System Performance Summary report.             

   _ RUNHIST SYSSUM      Produce System Resource Utilization Summary.           

   _ RUNHIST SUM         Produce User Resource Utilization Summary.             

   _ RUNHIST DEGSUM      Produce User Degradation Analysis.                     

   _ RUNHIST PLOT TCPU   Plot system total CPU utilization.                     

   _ RUNHIST PLOT PAGE   Plot system paging rate.                               

   _ RUNHIST PLOT IORT   Plot system non-spooled I/O rate.                      
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  Execute history reporting and supply report control commands interactively    

   _ CMS EXPLHIST                                                               

                                                                                

   Return to previous menu                          Help facility               

    _ *EMAP                                          _ HELP EXPLHIST            

 EXPLHIST                                                                       

Running Supplied Reports

The lines on the EXPLHIST Menu that begin with the command RUNHIST describe a number of commonly used reports.
To run one of these reports, either cursor-select it from the menu or enter the appropriate command on the command line.
You will be prompted for the source of the history data and the time period you want the report to cover.

The following history reports are commonly used for system reporting:

Option Report Description
RUNHIST CHANSUM Channel I/O Summary I/O counts, rates and channel busy

percentages for all channels in the system
RUNHIST DASTAP Disk and Tape I/O Summary I/O activity on disk and tape devices by

device
RUNHIST PAGESUM System Storage and Paging Summary Main storage utilization and paging

statistics, by date and time
RUNHIST SYSPERF System Performance Summary User load on the system, system resource

utilization, and system wide performance,
by time

RUNHIST SYSSUM System Resource Utilization Summary Logged-on users and their impact on
system resources, by time

RUNHIST VMSTAT Summary of VM Statistics A summary by performance variable of key
system activity indicators

RUNHIST SUM User Resource Utilization Summary System resource utilization for each user,
including CPU utilization, paging rates, I/O
rates, and main storage utilization

RUNHIST DEGSUM User Degradation Analysis By user ID, the factors affecting the
performance of virtual machines, including
an analysis of virtual machine wait
statistics, which outlines the reasons for
poor user performance

Descriptions of Supplied Plot Reports

The following are commonly used historical plots:

Option Produces Plot of
RUNHIST PLOT TCPU System total CPU utilization
RUNHIST PLOT VCPU System virtual CPU utilization
RUNHIST PLOT CCPU System CP state CPU utilization
RUNHIST PLOT PAGE System paging rate
RUNHIST PLOT IORT System non-spooled I/O rate
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Entering Commands Interactively

To run EXPLHIST and enter your commands interactively, take the following steps:

1. To supply command input to EXPLHIST from the CMS console, you specify the execute command without a filename
parameter. Do one of the following:
– On the CMS console, enter EXPLHIST.
– From the EXPLHIST Menu, either cursor-select the CMS EXPLHIST option or enter CMS EXPLHIST on the

command line.
EXPLHIST displays the following two lines:

EXPLORE    - VERSION 05.0.00 - COPYRIGHT 2011, CA Technologies

EXPLORE    HISTORY REPORTING -->>>   ENTER COMMAND

2. Begin entering commands, one at a time, pressing ENTER after each until you have entered the commands for your
first report. Then enter the END command. Continue by entering the commands for any other reports, ending each
report request with the END command. You can request up to 50 reports for each execution of EXPLHIST.
Each command entered is validated, edited, and printed before the next is read. If a command error is encountered, an
error message is displayed after the command on the console and is written to the virtual printer. You can then re-enter
the command correctly.

3. Enter RUN to run the requested reports. Output reports will be spooled as CLASS A HOLD.
4. Changing to CMS File Input Mode

While in CMS console input mode, you can enter a PROC command to cause EXPLHIST to change to CMS file input
mode. EXPLHIST will continue executing, but it will begin reading commands from the CMS file named by the PROC
command.
Report generation begins when a RUN command is read from the CMS file or when end-of-file is reached while
reading the CMS file. Control does not revert back to the CMS console.
A sample CMS Console command input is displayed next.

CA Technologies     E  X  P  L  O  R  E      COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

1. EXPLORE    HISTORY REPORTING -->>>   ENTER COMMAND

2. FROM 04/01/2010

2. TO 04/30/2010

2. EACH 1 DAY

2. PERIOD MONTHLY

2. SYSPERF

3. END

1. EXPLORE    HISTORY REPORTING -->>>   ENTER COMMAND

4. FROM 04/01/2010

4. TO 04/30/2010

4. SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

4. PERIOD MONTHLY

4. AVERAGED

4. PLOT CPU ACTIVE

4. PLOT2 PAGE IO

5. END

1. EXPLORE    HISTORY REPORTING -->>>   ENTER COMMAND

6. RUN

Prompts generated by the history reporting subsystem.
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• EXPLHIST commands for the first report requested in this run.
• END command marking the end of the first report request.
• EXPLHIST commands for the second report requested this run.
• END command marking the end of the second report request.
• RUN command signaling the end of command input. Report generation is started when the RUN command is entered.

An example of switching to CMS File Input Mode is shown next.

CA Technologies      E  X  P  L  O  R  E      COPYRIGHT 1984, 2011  5.0 03/31/10

1. EXPLORE    HISTORY REPORTING -->>>   ENTER COMMAND

2. TITLE1 CA SOFTWARE, INC.

2. TITLE2 MONTHLY PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

2. FROM 04/01/2010

2. TO 04/31/2010

3. ESTOP

4. PROC EXPMONTH

5. * CMS FILE - EXPMONTH

5. SHIFT 07.00.00 20.00.00

5. EACH 30 MINUTES

5. PERIOD MONTHLY

5. AVERAGED

6. END

7. RUN

Prompts generated by the history reporting subsystem.

• EXPLHIST commands entered on the CMS console.
• ESTOP command, which causes the run to be cancelled without reporting when a command error is encountered. It

also causes the commands read from the CMS file invoked by the PROC command to be echoed on the CMS console.
• PROC command, which causes input mode to be switched to CMS file input. Subsequent commands listed were read

from the CMS file EXPMONTH EXPLHIST.
• Commands were read from the CMS file EXPMONTH.
• END command, read from the CMS file EXPMONTH, signaling the end of the report request.
• RUN command, read from the CMS file EXPMONTH, signaling end of command input. Report generation is started

when the RUN command is entered.

Supplying Command Input From CMS Files

Command input for EXPLHIST can be read from a CMS disk file. A disk file containing EXPLHIST commands is a history
reporting procedure. Using procedures allows you to produce frequently desired reports without having to enter all the
necessary commands on the CMS console each time the reports are needed.

For instructions about using history reporting procedures and descriptions of supplied procedures, see History Reporting
Procedures.

Using Execs

Two execs are supplied for EXPLHIST start-up: EXPHIST EXEC and EXPHISTA EXEC. They supply the CMS
LABELDEF command needed for the history tape input file and a CP SPOOL command for the printed output.

A general-purpose exec, EXPLHIST EXEC, is also supplied.

Supplied Exec EXPHIST EXEC
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EXPHIST EXEC causes EXPLHIST to be executed without a filename parameter. When executed by this exec,
EXPLHIST will read command input from the CMS console. EXPHIST EXEC is shown below:

&TRACE *

CP SPOOL PRINTER CLASS A HOLD

SET CMSTYPE HT

&STACK LIFO EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPLTPI FID ?

SET CMSTYPE RT

EXPLHIST

&EXIT

Supplied Exec EXPHISTA EXEC

The other supplied exec, EXPHISTA EXEC, executes EXPLHIST with a filename parameter of EXPLHCTL. EXPLHIST
will, when executed by this exec, read command input from the CMS file EXPLHCTL EXPLHIST, a supplied history
reporting procedure. The exec EXPHISTA EXEC is supplied as follows:

&TRACE *

CP SPOOL PRINTER CLASS A HOLD

SET CMSTYPE HT

&STACK LIFO EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPLTPI FID ?

SET CMSTYPE RT

EXPLHIST EXPLHCTL

&EXIT

Supplied Exec EXPLHIST EXEC

EXPLHIST EXEC causes EXPLHIST to be executed with the parameter you specify on the command line. EXPLHIST
EXEC is shown below:

&TRACE *

CP SP P CL A HOLD

SET CMSTYPE HT

&STACK LIFO EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPLTPI FID ?

SET CMSTYPE RT

EXPLHIST &1

&EXIT &RC

Specifying Input Files

History records can be input from a tape or disk file created by the EXPLDUMP utility. History files on tape can span
multiple tape volumes. Explore PM for z/VM performs its own multi-volume tape handling.

Using Tape Input

Usage Requirements

When you use input from tape, you must supply a LABELDEF command before executing EXPLHIST to identify the tape
file to the CMS file handling routines. The filename used is EXPLTPI. The tape must be on a tape drive attached to the
CMS machine as virtual address x'181'.
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The tape label used for Explore PM for z/VM history tapes is EXPLORE.HISTORY. The required tape label is supplied
by a CMS LABELDEF command in the EXPLHIST exec. Because CMS limits command line tokens to eight characters,
the 17-character file ID must be placed on the stack, where the LABELDEF command can read it. The CMS LABELDEF
command is documented in the VM/ESA CMS Command Reference and the Z/VM Command Reference.

The following example shows how the LABELDEF command is specified in an EXEC 2 exec for the EXPLTPI tape file:

       .

       .

       .

&STACK LIFO EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPLTPI FID ?

       .

       .

       .

The following example shows how the required LABELDEF command is specified in a REXX exec for the EXPLTPI tape
file:

      .

      .

      .

PUSH 'EXPLORE.HISTORY'

'LABELDEF EXPLTPI FID ?'

      .

      .

      .

If you specify neither the DISKLOG nor the TAPELOG command, then history file input is taken from tape. In this default
input mode, command processing is as follows:

Step Processing
1 Command input is analyzed to determine the types of history

records required for the reporting run and the time range of those
records required for reporting.

2 History records matching the reporting requirements are read from
the tape history file and written to the disk history file specified by
the OUTMODE command. This file is created by EXPLHIST. The
default file ID is EXPDISK EXPLHIST.
This pre-selection and copying of history records can provide
considerable savings in disk space usage and file processing
time. This method also requires less intervention when processing
multivolume tape history files and requesting multiple history
reports.
If only one report is requested in an EXPLHIST run, the tape
history file is not copied to disk, avoiding unnecessary overhead.

3 When the copy operation is complete, the tape file is closed. If
desired, the tape unit can be detached. History records are read
for report generation exclusively from the newly created disk file.
The disk history file is not erased upon successful completion
of EXPLHIST, so it can be used for further reporting. Be aware,
however, that a disk file created by EXPLHIST may not contain all
history records in the tape history file.
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If You Specify the TAPELOG Command

When you specify the TAPELOG command, the history reporting subsystem reads history file input directly from a history
tape file, without creating an intermediate disk file. All records in the tape file are considered for report generation.

Explore PM for z/VM history file can span multiple tape volumes. When processing multivolume tape files, EXPLHIST
rewinds and unloads the history tape when end-of-file is reached. Since EXPLHIST reads the entire history file for each
report to be produced, considerable operator intervention may be required to handle history tape mounts. To avoid this
inconvenience, consider using the default history input mode if sufficient minidisk space is available.

You may be able to reduce a multivolume history file to a single tape volume using the compression and interval
summarization functions of the EXPLCOMP utility. Since EXPLHIST rewinds a single volume tape file to the load point
when end-of-file is reached, only a single history tape mount would be required to produce any number of reports. For
more information about the EXPLCOMP utility, see The EXPLCOMP Command.

CMS Messages Issued

When EXPLHIST determines that it has read all the input data requested, it closes the input file immediately, even if it has
not reached EOF. If the input file is on tape, CMS may issue the following CMS message:

DMSTLM424E TAP1(181) not positioned at EOF or EOV label.

This message should be ignored. It is generated when the tape file is closed before the entire file has been read.

If you specify the TAPELOG command, EXPLHIST will read the input tape once for each report in the run, and the
preceding message may be issued more than once during the run.

Using Disk Input

If You Specify the DISKLOG Command

When you specify the DISKLOG command, EXPLHIST reads history file input from the specified disk files. The default
CMS file ID for the disk history input file is EXPDISK EXPLHIST. All records in the disk file are considered for report
generation.

You can create disk history files either by using the EXPLDUMP utility, as explained in Creating History files
(EXPLDUMP), or by executing EXPLHIST without specifying a TAPELOG or DISKLOG command, as explained in the
preceding section.

History Reporting Procedures
 

Command input for EXPLHIST can be read from a CMS disk file. A disk file containing EXPLHIST commands is a history
reporting procedure. Using procedures allows you to produce frequently desired reports without having to enter all the
necessary commands on the CMS console each time the reports are needed. You can request up to 50 reports for each
execution of EXPLHIST.

File Restrictions

A CMS file used for command input must be a fixed format, 80-byte record length file. The filetype must be EXPLHIST.
Any one- to eight-character CMS filename can be used, except the following:

Restricted Filename Reserved for Use as the Filename of
EXPDISK The history data disk input file
INITHIST The initialization procedure for EXPLHIST
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Each command in a CMS file makes up a record.

Setting Up

To supply command input to EXPLHIST via CMS disk files, do one of the following:

• On the command line, enter the EXPLHIST command followed by the name of a CMS file containing EXPLHIST
commands. Specify only one filename. The following command executes EXPLHIST using command input from the
file EXPLHCTL:

EXPLHIST EXPLHCTL

• If you are running EXPLHIST under the real-time facility, prefix the command with CMS. The following command
executes EXPLHIST from the real-time facility using command input from the file EXPLHCTL:

CMS EXPLHIST EXPLHCTL

• Either while supplying command input interactively from the CMS console or in another CMS file, specify the PROC
command followed by the name of a CMS file containing EXPLHIST commands. The following figure shows how to
enter the PROC command on the CMS console:

EXPLORE- Version 05.0-COPYRIGHT 2011, CA Technologies

EXPLORE    HISTORY REPORTING -->>>   ENTER COMMAND

PROC EXPLHCTL

Command Processing

Each EXPLHIST command read from a CMS file is validated, edited, and printed before the next command is read. If
the ESTOP command is specified, command input read from the CMS file is echoed on the CMS console. If a command
error is encountered, an error message is displayed on the console and written to the virtual printer. EXPLHIST will accept
command input until a RUN command is read or end-of-file is reached on the CMS file. At this point, report generation is
started and no further command input is accepted.

Guidelines for Building Multiple-File Procedures

A history reporting procedure can be comprised of multiple CMS files, one calling another through the PROC commands,
as shown in the example in the Examples section. The following guidelines describe the building multiple-file history
reporting procedures:

• Put the RUN command in the lowest level CMS file.
• Place the END command immediately following the commands for a single report request and before any PROC

filename calls to higher-level CMS files.
• Use the RESET option of the FROM, TO, SHIFT, EACH, and PERIOD commands to reset the values of these

commands to previous values when using multi-level CMS file procedures.
• Use the ESTOP command to terminate processing when command errors are encountered.

Examples

Sample Single-File History Reporting Procedure

The following is a sample history reporting procedure contained within a single CMS file:

* 'MONTHLY EXPLHIST A1'

* EXPLORE for VM HISTORY MONTHLY OVERVIEW PROCEDURE
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TITLE1 MONTHLY PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

TITLE2 FOR

TITLE3 TECHNICAL SUPPORT

FROM 05/01/2010

TO 05/30/2010

SHIFT 06.00.00 22.00.00

EACH 1 HOUR

PERIOD DAILY

PLOT CPU ACTIVE

PLOT2 PAGE IO

END

*

PLOT PAGE WAIT

PLOT2 IO WAIT PERCENT

END

EACH 1 DAY

PERIOD MONTHLY

PLOT LOGGED

END

*

TITLE1 MONTHLY PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

TITLE2 FOR

TITLE3 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

EACH 1 HOUR

PERIOD MONTHLY

AVERAGED

PLOT CPU ACTIVE

PLOT2 PAGE IO

END

*

RUN

Sample Multiple-File History Reporting Procedure

The single-file procedure in the preceding example could be broken into the following three CMS files. The first file,
MONTHLY EXPLHIST, calls the other two, TECHMON EXPLHIST and OPERMON EXPLHIST.

File MONTHLY EXPLHIST

* 'MONTHLY EXPLHIST A1'

* EXPLORE for VM HISTORY MONTHLY OVERVIEW PROCEDURE

FROM 05/01/2010

TO 05/30/2010

PROC TECHMON

PROC OPERMON

RUN

File TECHMON EXPLHIST

* 'TECHMON EXPLHIST A1'

TITLE1 MONTHLY PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

TITLE2 FOR
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TITLE3 TECHNICAL SUPPORT

SHIFT 06.00.00 22.00.00

EACH 1 HOUR

PERIOD DAILY

PLOT CPU ACTIVE

PLOT2 PAGE IO

END

*

PLOT PAGE WAIT

PLOT2 IO WAIT PERCENT

END

EACH 1 DAY RESET

PERIOD MONTHLY RESET

PLOT LOGGED

END

File OPERMON EXPLHIST

* 'OPERMON EXPLHIST A1'

TITLE1 MONTHLY PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

TITLE2 FOR

TITLE3 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

EACH 1 HOUR

PERIOD MONTHLY

AVERAGED

PLOT CPU ACTIVE

PLOT2 PAGE IO

END

The preceding three-file procedure produces the same reports as the single-file procedure, but it provides more flexibility.
For example, suppose that the last report in the run (titled MONTHLY PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW FOR OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT) is not needed one month. If you had used the single-file procedure, you would need to either change all
commands for this report to comments or else delete the commands and reenter them later. If you used the multiple-file
procedure, on the other hand, all you need to do is change the PROC OPERMON command in the first file to a comment,
as follows:

* 'MONTHLY EXPLHIST A1'

* EXPLORE for VM HISTORY MONTHLY OVERVIEW PROCEDURE

FROM 05/01/2001

TO 05/30/2001

PROC TECHMON

*PROC OPERMON

RUN

For another example of a history reporting procedure consisting of multiple CMS files, see the descriptions of supplied
CMS files EXPLHCTL EXPLHIST and EXP1 EXPLHIST through EXPB EXPLHIST.

Supplied Procedures
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EXPCPU EXPLHIST System Resource Usage

The supplied procedure EXPCPU EXPLHIST generates the following reports:

• A plot of the percentage of time the CPU is active and the percentage of time the CPU is active in virtual state
• A plot of the number of page-ins and page-outs per second and the percentage of time any channel was busy
• The System Resource Utilization Summary, which shows, by time, logged-on users and the impact they impose upon

system resources
• The Channel I/O Summary, which lists I/O counts, rates and channel busy percentages for all channels in the system
• The Disk and Tape I/O Summary, which lists I/O activity for all disk and tape devices
• Procedure

The procedure is shown below.

    ESTOP   

    DISKLOG 

    FROM    

    TO  

    SHIFT   

    EACH    

    PERIOD  

    PLOT CPU ACTIVE 

    PLOT2 CPU VIRTUAL   

    END 

    PLOT PAGE IO    

    PLOT2 CHAN BUSY 

    END 

    SYSSUM  

    END 

    CHANSUM 

    END 

    DASTAP  

    END 

    RUN 

EXPUSER EXPLHIST Plots of System Activity

The supplied procedure EXPUSER EXPLHIST generates the following reports:

• A plot of the percentage of time the CPU was active and the number of page-ins and page-outs per second for the
virtual machine MVS

• A plot of the number of I/Os per second for all channels and the percentage of time channel n was busy
• Usage Note

Before running this procedure, replace n in the variable CHAN n BUSY with the number of the channel you want a
report about.

• Procedure
The procedure is shown below.

    ESTOP   

    DISKLOG 

    FROM    

    TO  

    SHIFT   
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    EACH    

    PERIOD  

    PLOT CPU ACTIVE USER MVS    

    PLOT2 PAGE IO USER MVS  

    END 

    PLOT CHAN IO    

    PLOT2 CHAN n BUSY   

    END 

    RUN     

Multiple File Procedure Plots of System Resource Usage

The following is an example of a multiple-file history reporting procedure. The low-level CMS file, EXPLHCTL EXPLHIST,
calls the remaining CMS files, EXP1 EXPLHIST through EXPB EXPLHIST. When EXP3 EXPLHIST is called, it calls
EXP3A EXPLHIST; similarly, EXP7 EXPLHIST calls EXP7A EXPLHIST. This makes this a three-level reporting procedure.
Procedures can comprise up to ten levels of CMS files.

The supplied procedure EXPLHCTL EXPLHIST generates the following reports:

• A plot of the number of users who used any CPU time
• A plot of the number of users logged on
• A plot of the number of users in Q1 and the number in Q2
• A plot of the number of users in E1 and the number in E2
• A plot of the number of users in voluntary wait and the percentage of time users were in voluntary wait
• A plot of the number of main storage pages occupied and the percentage of main storage utilization
• A plot of the number of page-ins and page-outs per second and the percentage of all I/Os that page I/Os comprise
• A plot of the percentage of time the CPU was active and the percentage of time the CPU was active in virtual state
• An average plot of the percentage of time the CPU was active and the percentage of time the CPU was active in virtual

state each month
• A plot of the number of I/Os per second for all channels and the percentage of time any channel was busy
• A plot of the percentage of time any channel was busy
• A plot of the number of I/Os per second and the number of DASD I/Os per second
• EXPLHCTL EXPLHIST

The contents of the CMS file EXPLHCTL EXPLHIST are as follows:

    ESTOP   

    DISKLOG 

    TITLE1 SAMPLE REPORTING PROCEDURES  

    TITLE2 FOR  

    TITLE3 EXPLORE for VM HISTORY REPORTING 

    FROM    

    TO  

    EACH 10 MINUTES 

    PROC EXP1   

    PROC EXP2   

    PROC EXP3   

    PROC EXP4   

    PROC EXP5   

    PROC EXP6   

    PROC EXP7   

    PROC EXP8   

    PROC EXP9   
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    PROC EXPB   

    RUN     

EXP1 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP1 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT ACTIVE 

    END 

EXP2 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP2 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT LOGGED 

    END 

EXP3 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP3 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT INQUE Q1   

    PLOT2 INQUE Q2  

    END 

    PROC EXP3A  

EXP3A EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP3A EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT INQUE E1   

    PLOT2 INQUE E2  

    END 

EXP4 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP4 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT VOLWAIT    

    PLOT2 VOLWAIT PERCENT   

    END 

EXP5 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP5 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT MAIN   

    PLOT2 MAIN PERCENT  

    END 

EXP6 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP6 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT PAGE IO    

    PLOT2 PAGE IO PERCENT   

    END 

EXP7 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP7 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT CPU ACTIVE 

    PLOT2 CPU VIRTUAL   
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    END 

    PROC EXP7A  

EXP7A EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP7A EXPLHIST are as follows:

    AVERAGED    

    PERIOD MONTHLY  

    PLOT CPU ACTIVE 

    PLOT2 CPU VIRTUAL   

    END 

EXP8 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP8 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT CHAN IO    

    PLOT2 CHAN BUSY 

    END 

EXP9 EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXP9 EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT CHAN BUSY  

    END 

EXPB EXPLHIST
The contents of the CMS file EXPB EXPLHIST are as follows:

    PLOT IO 

    PLOT2 IO DASD   

    END 

History Report Commands
In most cases, the value or function set by a command remains in effect until it is changed or reset by a subsequent
command of the same type.

Commands are processed in the order in which they are read. It is therefore important to pay careful attention to the
placement of commands within an input stream, especially when writing procedures using multiple CMS files.

Commands for producing up to 50 reports can be supplied for a single execution of EXPLHIST. These commands can
be read from the CMS console, a CMS file or files, or both. Except as noted, all commands have the same format and
function whether input from the CMS console or from a CMS file.

Each group of commands for a single report must be followed by an END command.

To support twenty-first century dates, four character year specifications are accepted for FROM and TO commands.
Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is specified, and it is less than 50, it is assumed to be a
twenty-first century date (20yy).

Specify the RUN command following the commands for all reports in a run. When the RUN command is read, report
generation is started and no further command input is accepted.
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Summary of History Report Commands
The following table briefly describes the EXPLHIST commands:

Command Function
* Indicates a comment
AVERAGED Requests an averaged report
CHANSUM Generates the Channel I/O Summary Report
CMS Allows a CMS command to be issued
CP Allows a CP command to be issued
DASTAP Generates the Summary of Disk and Tape I/O Activity Report
DEGSUM Generates the User Performance Degradation Summary Report
DISKLOG Causes history records to be read from the disk file EXPDISK

EXPLHIST
EACH Specifies the time period that each detail line in a report

represents
END Defines the end of commands for an individual report
ESTOP Stops processing if a command error is encountered and echoes

on the CMS console commands read from CMS files
EXCLUDE Excludes data from specified dates or times
FROM Specifies the date and time of the oldest performance records to

be used in the run
GROUP Assigns virtual machines to performance groups
INCLUDE Includes data from specified dates or times
NOESTOP Resets ESTOP processing: CMS commands read from CMS files

are not echoed on the console and processing does not stop if a
command error is encountered

OUTMODE Specifies the CMS filemode for EXPDISK EXPLHIST when using
the default mode of history file input

PAGESUM Generates the System Storage and Paging Summary Report
PERIOD Subdivides the FROM and TO range into fixed reporting intervals
PLOT Selects one or two performance variables to be plotted
PROC Allows commands to be read from a specified CMS file
QUIT Terminates the program while the program is in command input

mode
RLINES Sets the number of lines to be printed on each report page
RUN Starts report generation
SCALE Specifies the scale of plot reports
SHIFT Specifies the hours of each day to be included in the report
SQL Generates SQL/DS history reports
SUM Generates the User Resource Utilization Summary Report
SYSPERF Generates the System Performance Summary Report
SYSSUM Generates the System Resource Utilization Summary Report
TAPELOG Causes history records to be read from an Explore PM for z/VM

history tape for each report
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TITLE1 Specifies titles to be centered on the first, second, and third
TITLE2 60-character lines at the top of each page
TITLE3
TO Specifies the date and time of the most recent performance

records to be used in the run
VMSTAT Generates the Summary of VM Statistics Report

* (Asterisk) - History Reports
An asterisk (*) in column 1 indicates that the rest of the line is a comment. Comments can begin in column 2 and extend
through column 80.

The format of the command is:

*[comment]

An example appears below.

*THIS IS A COMMENT

AVERAGED
Use the AVERAGED command to request an averaged plot. An averaged plot is one in which data from a minor range is
averaged at intervals over a major range. The minor range is determined by the value of the SHIFT command. The major
range is determined by the value of the PERIOD command. (For an averaged plot, the minimum value for PERIOD is
monthly. The actual amount of input history data can be less than one month, however.) The interval is determined by the
value of the EACH command and must be 23 hours or less.

Usage Note
Use the AVERAGED command only for plot reports. AVERAGED is reset at the end of each plot and therefore
must be specified individually in the commands for each averaged plot desired.
If you have less than 24 hours of data (or you specify FROM and TO such that they span a time range of less
than 24 hours), then AVERAGED has no effect, since there will never be more than one interval to be averaged.
The format of the command is:
AVERAGED

Default
If AVERAGED is not specified, a chronological plot is produced.

Example
Use the following commands to plot the average monthly CPU activity for each 15-minute interval between 8:00
A.M. and 5:00 P.M. for user CHRIS:
SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

EACH 15 MINUTES

PERIOD MONTHLY

AVERAGED

PLOT CPU ACTIVE USER CHRIS ALONE

END

RUN
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CHANSUM
Use the CHANSUM command to generate a Channel I/O Summary Report. For a description and example of this report,
see Creating Tabular Reports.

The format of the command is:

CHANSUM

Usage Note
You cannot use the EACH command or the AVERAGED command when requesting a CHANSUM report.

Example
Following is an example of the use of the CHANSUM command:
FROM 01/01/10

TO   03/31/10

PERIOD MONTHLY

CHANSUM

END

RUN

CMS
Use the EXPLHIST command CMS to issue any CMS command. Control is returned to EXPLHIST after the CMS
command is finished executing.

WARNING
The CMS command is valid only when input through the CMS console. Exercise care when using this command.
Do not invoke a function or program that would load on top of EXPLHIST in the virtual machine.

The format of the command is:

CMS [command]

   [EXEC execname]

command
Any CMS command

EXEC execname
The keyword EXEC followed by the name of an exec

Default
If no CMS command is specified, the command CMS SUBSET is issued.

Examples

• The following command issues the CMS SUBSET command:

CMS

• The following command issues the CMS command ACC 191 A:

CMS ACC 191 A

• The following command invokes the exec FILELIST:

CMS EXEC FILELIST
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CP
Use the EXPLHIST command CP to issue a CP command. You can issue any CP command your privilege classes allow.
The CP command is valid only when input through the CMS console.

The format of the command is:

CP command

command
Any CP command

Example
The following command issues the CP command QUERY PRT *:
CP QUERY PRT *

DASTAP
Use the DASTAP command to generate a Disk and Tape I/O Summary (DASTAP) Report. For a description and example
of this report, see Creating Tabular Reports.

The format of the command is:

DASTAP

NOTE
You cannot use the EACH command or the AVERAGED command when requesting a DASTAP report.

 

Example
The following is an example of the use of the DASTAP command:

FROM 04/01/10

TO   04/15/10

PERIOD 7 DAYS

DASTAP

END

RUN

 

 

 

DEGSUM
Use the DEGSUM command to generate a User Degradation Analysis (DEGSUM) Report. For a description and example
of this report, see Creating Tabular Reports.

The format of the command is:

DEGSUM
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NOTE
You cannot use the EACH command or the AVERAGED command when requesting a DEGSUM report.

Example
The following is an example of the use of the DEGSUM command:

FROM 01/01/10

TO   06/15/10

DEGSUM

END

RUN

DISKLOG
Use the DISKLOG command to specify CMS disk files for input to EXPLHIST.

For an overview of how to specify history record input files to EXPLHIST and a description of the default input mode, see
Specifying Commands and Input Files.

Usage Notes
If the DISKLOG command is used, it must be the first statement (except for comments) in the parameter file. You cannot
use both the DISKLOG and TAPELOG commands in the same run of EXPLHIST.
The filename of a disk history file is always EXPDISK. Only the filetype and filemode can be changed to distinguish history
files. The FTYPE parameter of the EXPLDUMP utility can be used to set the history file's filetype, as explained in Utilities.
The CMS RENAME command can be used to change the filetype.
The format of the command is:

DISKLOG [EXPLHIST]

         [yyyymmddhh [-yyyymmddhh]] 

•EXPLHIST
The CMS filetype of the disk history file to be processed for reporting.

yyyymmddhh
The CMS filetype of the disk history file to be processed for reporting, in yyyymmddhh format. This format is
recommended, since it specifies the year, month, day, and hour of the start of history data contained in the disk
file.
To specify a range of filetypes in yyyymmddhh format, specify the low range value, a hyphen (-), and the high
range value.

Default
If the DISKLOG command is supplied without any parameters, history record input is read from the file EXPDISK
EXPLHIST.
If neither the DISKLOG nor the TAPELOG command is specified, history input is read from tape, as explained in
Specifying Commands and Input Files. If neither the DISKLOG nor the TAPELOG command is specified and more than
one report is requested in the run, history input is written to the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm, where fm is the disk specified
by the OUTMODE command.

Disk Input File Naming Conventions
To allow more than one history file to exist on a disk, EXPLHIST processes disk files named as follows:

EXPDISK yyyymmddhh fm

Replace yyyymddhh with the CMS filetype, which specifies when the history file data starts. Replace fm with the CMS
filemode.
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By specifying the disk history file filetype in yyyymmddhh format, you can uniquely identify the history file and specify the
starting date and time of the performance data in it.
To create history files using this filetype convention, use the EXPLDUMP utility and specify the FTYPE parameter of the
format function.

Examples
In the following example, history records are read from the CMS file EXPDISK EXPLHIST *:

DISKLOG

FROM  03/01/2010 00.00.00

TO    03/15/2010 12.00.00

GROUP C CMS001 CMS030 WDPRO01 WDPRO04

PLOT  CPU ACTIVE GROUP C

END

.

.

.

In the following example, history records are read from the CMS file EXPDISK 20020101:

DISKLOG 20020101

GROUP C CMS001 CMS030 WDPRO01 WDPRO04

GROUP H CMS010 CMS070 PRODCA PRODCC

PLOT  CPU ACTIVE GROUP CH

END  

.

.

.

.

The following command causes history records to be read from CMS files EXPDISK 20020101 through EXPDISK
200260131. All history files whose filetypes fall into the numerical range of 20020101 to 20020131, inclusive, are
concatenated and processed in oldest to newest order.

DISKLOG 20020101-20020131

EACH Command For History Reports
Use the EACH command to specify the time period that each detail line in a report represents. The interval you specify
remains in effect until changed by a subsequent EACH command.

Usage Notes
The EACH command can be used with PLOT and PLOT2 commands and with tabular reports by time
(PAGESUM, SYSPERF, and SYSSUM only). In a request for an AVERAGED plot, the value specified with the
EACH command cannot exceed 23 hours.
If the value specified by the EACH command is smaller than the interval that each history record represents, then
the EACH specification is ignored and each detail line in the report covers one history reporting interval.
The format of the command is:
EACH [nn unit] [RESET]

nn
A one- or two-digit number from 1 to 99
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unit
One of the following units:

• MINUTES
• HOURS
• DAYS
• MONTHS
• YEARS

RESET
After the current report request is completed, resets the value of the EACH interval to the value that was
in effect before this EACH command was processed

The default is:
EACH 30 MINUTES.

Examples
The following example specifies that report detail lines are to represent 15-minute intervals:
EACH 15 MINUTES

The following command specifies that detail lines in the current report are to represent 15-minute intervals, and,
after the current report is created, the value of the EACH command is to be reset to the interval that was in effect
before this EACH command was specified:
EACH 15 MINUTES RESET

END
Specify the END command as the last command for an individual report request.

Usage Notes
Each report request must have an END command. If the END command is omitted, no report is produced.
The format of the command is:
END

Example
The following example shows how the END command is used to end each of three reports in the run:
FROM 04/01/10

TO 06/30/10

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.0 0

PLOT PAGE IO

PLOT2 LOGGED

END

*

PAGESUM

END

*

CHANSUM

END

*

RUN

ESTOP
Use the ESTOP command to cause processing to be terminated when a command error is encountered while commands
are being read. The ESTOP command also causes commands that are read from a CMS file to be echoed on the CMS
console. ESTOP remains in effect until reset by a subsequent NOESTOP command.
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Usage Notes
If you want command errors to be written to the CMS console, then ESTOP must precede report commands
(FROM, TO, SHIFT, EACH, PERIOD, AVERAGED, PLOT, and PLOT2). If it is not necessary to view commands
on the console, ESTOP can be placed anywhere in the command stream prior to the END command and it will
trap all command errors.
The format of the command is:
ESTOP

EXCLUDE and INCLUDE Commands For History Reports
Use the EXCLUDE command to exclude selected performance data from the reports. Use the INCLUDE command to
selectively include performance data for reporting. For example, you might want to exclude data collected on all Saturdays
and Sundays except for a particular weekend.

Default
By default, data from all days of the week and all dates and times is included in reports. A blank EXCLUDE
command or a blank INCLUDE command resets all EXCLUDE commands and all INCLUDE commands to this
default.

Formats
The EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands have two formats. Use the day’s format to exclude or include one day
of the week, selected days of the week, or a range of days of the week. Use the date/time format to exclude or
include a date or time or a range of dates or times.

Days Format
EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands in the days format apply to the individual report request. An EXCLUDE
command in this format overrides any preceding EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command of the same format; an
INCLUDE command in this format overrides any preceding EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command of the same format.
EXCLUDE [SUN] [MON] [TUE] [WED] [THU] [FRI] [SAT]

        [day-day]

INCLUDE [SUN] [MON] [TUE] [WED] [THU] [FRI] [SAT]

        [day-day]

day
To specify a range of days to be included or excluded, specify the earlier day, a hyphen (-), and the later
day. The following are valid values:

• SUN
• MON
• TUE
• WED
• THU
• FRI
• SAT

Date/Time Format
EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands of the date/time format apply to the entire reporting run; they cannot be
uniquely specified for each report request.
EXCLUDE [01/01/00] [00.00.00] [ - [12/31/50] [23.59.59]] 

         [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss] [ - [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss]] 

         [==/==/==] [==.==.==] [ - [==/==/==] [==.==.==]] 

INCLUDE [01/01/00] [00.00.00] [ - [12/31/50] [23.59.59]] 

         [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss] [ - [mm/dd/yy] [hh.mm.ss]] 

         [==/==/==] [==.==.==] [ - [==/==/==] [==.==.==]]
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mm/dd/yy
The date to be excluded or included.

hh.mm.ss
The time to be excluded or included.

Two equal signs (==) can be substituted for month (mm), day (dd), year (yy), hour (hh), minute (mm), or second
(ss). When == is specified for a date or time qualifier, all date or time values corresponding to that position are
accepted for exclusion or inclusion purposes.
To specify a date/time range, specify the earlier value, a space, a hyphen (-), a space, and the later value.

Defaults
The defaults shown above are used for any omitted values in a date/time format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE
command. For example, the following commands are equivalent:
This command:
EXCLUDE 11.30.00 - 12.30.00

is equivalent to this command:
EXCLUDE 01/01/00 11.30.00 - 12/31/50 12.30.00

Accordingly, neither of these commands excludes the lunch hour for every day of input data; rather, each of
them excludes all data for the twentieth century except for the morning of January 1, 1900 and the afternoon and
evening of December 31, 2050.
Similarly, to exclude or include one entire day, you can specify a date range, using the date to be excluded as
both the starting and ending date. For example, to exclude data from July 4, 2010, you could use the following
date range:
This command:
EXCLUDE 07/04/10 - 07/04/10

is equivalent to this command:
EXCLUDE 07/04/10 00.00.00 - 07/04/10 23.59.59

Alternatively, you could specify the date and use a time of ==.==.== to indicate that all times on that date are to be
excluded, as follows:
EXCLUDE 07/04/10 ==.==.==

Rules of Precedence

In the following discussion, when a data record is said to match the days format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command, the
day of the week of the data record is identical to a day specified by the days format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command
or that it falls within the range specified by the EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command. Similarly, when a data record is said
to match a date/time format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command, the date/time of the record either matches a date/time
specified by the command or falls within the range of dates and times specified by the command.

General Rules
Only one EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command of the days format can be in effect at one time. However, one
or more date/time format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands can be in effect in addition to an EXCLUDE or
INCLUDE command of the days format.
When both formats of the EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command are in effect, the days comparison is performed
first. If the record passes the days test (explained below) then the date/time test is performed. Data records are
compared to each date/time format command in the order in which the commands were specified. The first match
stops all further comparisons; a match to a date/time EXCLUDE command excludes the record from the report,
and a match to a date/time INCLUDE command includes the record in the report.
If a data record passes the days test and does not match any date/time EXCLUDE or INCLUDE command, then
the last date/time format command is used as the final guideline. If the last date/time format command is an
EXCLUDE command, then the record is included in the report; it will not be excluded because it does not match
the EXCLUDE command. Similarly, if the last command is an INCLUDE command, then the record is not included
in the report, since it does not match the INCLUDE command.
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Passing the Days Test
There are four possible situations with days format EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands. If the record matches an
EXCLUDE command, processing will stop, and the record will be excluded from the report. If the record does not
match, processing continues with the date/time format commands. If the record matches an INCLUDE command,
processing continues with the date/time format commands--the record is not necessarily included in the report. If
the record does not match the INCLUDE command, processing stops, and the record is excluded from the report.
The following table summarizes these four possible situations.

Command Match? Result

Days EXLUDE Match Record excluded from report

Days EXCLUDE No match Processing continues

Days INCLUDE Match Processing continues

Days INCLUDE No match Record excluded from report

Guidelines for Mixing EXCLUDE and INCLUDE Commands
Be careful when using EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands together. The first match to an INCLUDE command
of the date/time format will cause a record to be included in reporting even when a later EXCLUDE command
would have matched and excluded it. Similarly, any EXCLUDE or INCLUDE commands with generic time or date
specifications (=) should come last. It is also a good idea to use an EXCLUDE command rather than an INCLUDE
command of the days format when date/time format commands are also in effect because it is easier to see what
will happen.
The following is usually the best order when combining EXCLUDE and INCLUDE commands of both formats:

• Days EXCLUDE commands
• Specific date/time format EXCLUDE commands
• Generic date/time format EXCLUDE commands
• Specific date/time format INCLUDE commands
• Generic date/time format INCLUDE commands

Examples
Each of the following commands excludes data for Saturday and Sunday:
EXCLUDE SAT-SUN

EXCLUDE SAT SUN

The following command excludes data for the month of April, 2010:
EXCLUDE 04/01/10 - 04/30/10

The following command excludes data for the hours of 6 A.M. to 12 noon every day:
EXCLUDE ==/==/== 06.00.00 - ==/==/== 12.00.00

The following command excludes data for the Fourth of July every year:
EXCLUDE 07/04/==  ==.==.==

The following commands report on data from the entire year of 2010, Monday through Friday, with the exception
of Wednesday, July 7:
EXCLUDE SAT SUN

EXCLUDE 07/07/10 ==.==.==

INCLUDE ==/==/10 ==.==.==

The following command, on the other hand, includes data from Monday through Friday for the entire year 2010,
including Wednesday, July 7:
EXCLUDE SAT SUN

INCLUDE ==/==/10 ==.==.==

EXCLUDE 07/07/10 ==.==.==
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FROM and TO Commands For History Reports
Use the FROM and TO commands to specify the time period a report is to cover: Use the FROM command to specify the
earliest history records to be used, and use the TO command to specify the most recent records to be used.

Usage Notes
You can specify the date and time in either order. The date and time you specify remain in effect until changed by
a subsequent FROM or TO command.
The format of the command is:
FROM [mm/dd/yyyy] [hh.mm.ss] [RESET]

TO      [mm/dd/yyyy] [hh.mm.ss] [RESET]

mm/dd/yyyy
The date of the earliest or most recent records to be included in the report.
To support twenty-first century dates, four character year specifications are accepted for FROM and TO
commands. Specify either mm/dd/yyyy, or mm/dd/yy. If a two-character year is specified, and it is less
than 50, it is assumed to be a twenty-first century date (20yy).

hh.mm.ss
The time of the earliest or most recent records to be included in the report.

RESET
After completion of the current report request, resets the value of the FROM or TO command to the value
that was in effect before this FROM or TO command was processed.

Defaults
The default starting date and time is 01/01/0000 at 00.00.00.
The default ending date and time is 12/31/9999 at 23.59.59.

Examples
The following commands select history data collected between 8 A.M. on January 1, 2010 and 5:00 P.M. on June
1, 2010:
FROM 01/01/10 08.00.00

TO   06/01/10 17.00.00

The following command selects history records starting with the earliest data collected on June 1, 2010 and resets
the FROM value to the value that was in effect before the 06/01/10 value was specified:
FROM 06/01/10 RESET

GROUP Command For History Reports
Use the GROUP command to assign virtual machines to performance groups. You use performance groups to do the
following:

• Report on the performance of several virtual machines as a group
• Contrast one performance group with all other virtual machines

Performance groups assigned on the real-time data collection facility are carried over to the history reporting facility. If the
GROUP command is supplied to EXPLHIST for history reporting, the new performance groups override all performance
groups established by the GROUP command on the real-time data collection facility.

Usage Note
Use the GROUP command only with plot reports; the GROUP command has no effect on tabular reports.
The format of the command is:
GROUP [groupid] [userid] ... [ userid]
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groupid
One of eight performance group IDs from A through H. You can assign up to 50 virtual machines to a
single performance group. One virtual machine can belong to as many as eight performance groups.

userid
The user IDs of the virtual machines that belong to the performance group. You can issue as many
GROUP commands as necessary to assign virtual machines to a performance group.

Example
The following commands produce a plot showing the CPU utilization for virtual machines MVSSP3, MVSTST, and
VS1 as a single figure, and a similar plot for virtual machines CMS001, CMS030, WDPRO01, and WDPRO04:
FROM  03/01/10 00.00.00

TO    03/15/10 12.00.00

GROUP A MVSSP3 MVSTST VS1

GROUP C CMS001 CMS030 WDPRO01 WDPRO04

PLOT  CPU ACTIVE GROUP A

PLOT2 CPU ACTIVE GROUP C

END

RUN

NOESTOP
Use the NOESTOP command after you have issued the ESTOP command to do the following:

• Stop commands read from a CMS file from being echoed on the CMS console
• Allow processing to continue even if a command error is encountered while commands are being read. Where

applicable, the default value for the command in error is used for report processing.

The format of the command is:

NOESTOP

Default
The default is NOESTOP.

OUTMODE
Use the OUTMODE command to specify the CMS disk that is to contain the output history file EXPDISK EXPLHIST.

Usage Note
Use the OUTMODE command only when you are using the default history file input mode (that is, you have
specified neither the TAPELOG command nor the DISKLOG command).
The format of the command is:
OUTMODE x

x
A one-character filemode designating the CMS disk to contain the EXPDISK EXPLHIST history file

Default
OUTMODE A.

PAGESUM
Use the PAGESUM command to generate a System Storage and Paging Summary Report. For a description and
example of this report, see Creating Tabular Reports.
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The format of the command is:

PAGESUM

Usage Note
You cannot use the AVERAGED command when requesting a PAGESUM report.

Example
The following is an example of the use of the PAGESUM command:
.

  .

  .

FROM 01/01/10

TO   06/15/10

PAGESUM

END

  .

  .

  .

PERIOD Command For History Reports
Use the PERIOD command to subdivide the time range covered by the report into fixed reporting intervals. A separate
report is produced for each interval. The period that you set remains in effect until you issue a subsequent PERIOD
command.

PERIOD also provides the time period within which data is averaged in an averaged report. If AVERAGED is specified,
PERIOD must also be supplied and must be MONTHLY or greater.

The format of the command is:

PERIOD [time-period] [RESET]

time-period
Specify one of the following to divide your report into intervals, or NONE to indicate the report is not to be divided.
Replace nnn with a whole number between 1 and 999.

• NONE
• HOURLY
• DAILY
• MONTHLY
• YEARLY
• nnn HOURS
• nnn DAYS
• nnn MONTHS
• nnn YEARS

RESET
After the current report request is processed, resets the value of the PERIOD command to the value that was in
effect before the current PERIOD command was processed.
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Default
The default PERIOD is NONE; that is, the FROM and TO range is not subdivided, and no time period is set for
how data is to be averaged to produce an AVERAGED report. If a PERIOD has been set, specifying PERIOD
without any parameters resets the PERIOD to NONE.

Guidelines
The first time period in your report will begin with the date and time of the first record meeting the criteria specified
by the FROM, TO, SHIFT, INCLUDE, and EXCLUDE commands, and it will include the number of clock or
calendar hours, days, months, or years that you specify. For example, suppose you specify PERIOD 5 DAYS and
the first record included in the report is for a Friday. The first time period in the report will cover Friday through
Tuesday, and the second period will cover Wednesday through Sunday, even if Saturdays and Sundays are
excluded by an EXCLUDE command.
Because of this, you should follow these guidelines to create weekly reports:

• Always specify PERIOD 7 DAYS, even if you are excluding weekends or other days from the report.
• Determine which day of the week you want each period to begin with, and use a date that falls on that

weekday in the FROM command. For example, if you want a weekly report for the year of 2010 and you want
each period to begin on a Monday, do not use the command FROM 01/01/04, since January 1, 2004 was a
Thursday. Instead, use either FROM 12/25/06 or FROM 01/05/09, since each of those days was a Monday.

• Be sure that your input file includes data for the date you specify in your FROM command. For example, if
you specify FROM 01/01/10 but the earliest data in your input file is for April 1, 2010, a Thursday (and April 1,
2010 meets the criteria specified by the TO, SHIFT, INCLUDE, and EXCLUDE commands), then each period
in your report will cover Thursday through Wednesday. In this case, you should change the date in the FROM
command to 04/05/10 (the first Monday for which you have data).

Examples
If AVERAGED was not specified, the following command would subdivide the FROM and TO range into monthly
reporting intervals. If AVERAGED was specified, this command specifies that the data produced on the averaged
report is to be averaged by month.
PERIOD MONTHLY

The following command resets the value of PERIOD, after current report processing, to what it was before it was
set to MONTHLY:
PERIOD MONTHLY RESET

The following command subdivides the FROM and TO range into weekly reporting intervals:
PERIOD 7 DAYS

PLOT and PLOT2
Use the PLOT command to plot the value of a performance variable. Use the PLOT2 command with the PLOT command
to plot the value of a second performance variable below the variable specified with the PLOT command.

Formats
The PLOT command has two formats, one for regular plot variables and one for VMSTAT variables, as explained
in the following sections.
The general format is shown below.
PLOT  variable [USER userid [ALONE]] 

             [GROUP group-IDs [ALONE]]   

PLOT2 variable [USER userid [ALONE]] 

             [GROUP group-IDs [ALONE]]

variable
One of the variables in the table in Plot Variables.
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USER userid
Plots the value of the variable for userid in addition to plotting the value for the "system." Replace userid
with either the user ID of a virtual machine, a real-time performance group, or CPn, where n is the number
of a real processor.
This operand is valid only for variables that have Both or User in the Data Avail. column of the table in
Plot Variables.

ALONE
Plots the value of the variable for the virtual machine or group specified without plotting the value for the
"system."

GROUP group-IDs
Plots the value of the variable for the performance groups specified by group-IDs in addition to plotting the
value for the "system." You can assign users to a group either by using the GROUP command in the real-
time facility of EXPLORE or by supplying a GROUP command to EXPLHIST during report generation.
This operand is valid only for variables that have Both or User in the Data Avail. column of the table. Valid
group IDs are the letters A through H.

The VMSTAT format is shown next.
PLOT  VMSTAT variable [ RATE ] 

                 [COUNT]    

PLOT2 VMSTAT variable [ RATE ]

                 [COUNT]

VMSTAT
Indicates that the variable specified is an HCP statistical counter.

variable
An HCP statistical counter. These variables are described in Plot Variables.

RATE
Expresses the value of the HCP statistical counter variable as a rate per second. RATE is the default
when plotting VMSTAT variables.

COUNT
Expresses the value of the HCP statistical counter variable as a count per reporting interval.

Examples
The following example plots the "system" page I/O rate as a percentage of the overall I/O rate for the "system":
PLOT PAGE IO PERCENT

This example plots CPU utilization as a percentage for user VSESIPO and contrasts it to "system" CPU utilization.
PLOT2 CPU ACTIVE USER VSESIPO

The following command plots CPU utilization of users in performance groups A, B and C and the "system" CPU
utilization.
PLOT CPU ACTIVE GROUP ABC

The following command plots the percentage of time user DOCWORK1 spent in Q1:
PLOT INQUE Q1 PERCent USER DOCWORK1

The following two commands are functionally equivalent; each plots the rate per second of user program check
interrupts:
PLOT VMSTAT PGIRPG

PLOT VMSTAT PGIRPG RATE

PROC
Use the PROC command to cause commands to be read from a specified CMS file that contains EXPLHIST commands.
The CMS file can also contain PROC commands that invoke other CMS files.
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NOTE
If you are entering EXPLHIST commands interactively through the CMS console and enter the PROC command,
console input mode will be terminated. Report generation will begin as if the last statement in the CMS file
specified in the PROC command were a RUN command.

The format of the command is:

PROC filename

filename
The 1- to 8-character filename of a CMS file that contains EXPLHIST commands. The filetype must be
EXPLHIST. Any filemode is valid. It can also contain PROC commands, invoking additional CMS files. Command
files can be nested 10 levels deep, but a higher level CMS file cannot invoke a lower level CMS file. Likewise, a
CMS file cannot contain a PROC command that would invoke itself.

A CMS file used for command input must be a fixed-format, 80-byte record length file. You can use any 1- to 8-character
filename conforming to CMS conventions except the name EXPDISK, which is the filename used for the history data disk
input file, and the name INITHIST, which is the filename used for the initialization procedure for EXPLHIST.

Example
The following command invokes the CMS file EXPLHCTL:
PROC EXPLHCTL

QUIT
Use the QUIT command to unconditionally terminate EXPLHIST while the program is in command input mode. Processing
terminates immediately and no reports are produced.

The format of the command is:

QUIT

RLINES Command For History Reports
Use the RLINES command to specify the number of lines to be printed per report page.

The format of the command is:

RLINES nn

nn
A two-digit number specifying the number of lines to be printed per report page

The default is:

RLINES 62

RUN
Use the RUN command to signal the end of all commands for all report requests. When the RUN command is read, report
generation begins and no further command input is accepted. You can request up to 50 reports at a time.

The format of the command is:
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RUN

SCALE and SCALE2
Use the SCALE command to specify the scale for a variable specified with the PLOT command. Use the SCALE2
command to specify the scale for a variable specified with the PLOT2 command.

NOTE
The values set by the SCALE and SCALE2 commands remain in effect until changed by a subsequent SCALE
or SCALE2 command. You can specify the SCALE and SCALE2 commands for each plot report you request.

The format of the command is:

SCALE [DYNAMIC]

    [nnnnn]

[OFF]

        

SCALE2 [DYNAMIC]

    [nnnnn]

[OFF]

DYNAMIC
If a variable's value exceeds 100, sets the scale of the plot to the maximum value for the variable during the
reporting interval. Dynamic scaling is suppressed when EXPLHIST is processing tape history files. Dynamic
scaling is the default scaling mode.

OFF
Turns scaling off, causing all variables to be plotted using the default scale of 100.

nnnnn
A scale factor between 1 and 99,999, which will be multiplied by 100 to set the scale. The default scale factor is 1,
which results in a scale of 100.

Examples
Because scaling is set off in the following example, the variable main storage pages occupied will be plotted on a
scale of 0 to 100:
FROM 01/01/10 07.00.00

SCALE OFF

PLOT MAIN

END

RUN

In the next example, the system I/O rate will be dynamically scaled and the number of pageable pages will be
plotted on a scale of 0 to 2000:
DISKLOG

SHIFT 23.00.00 07.00.00

SCALE DYNAMIC

PLOT IO

SCALE2 20

PLOT2 PAGE PAGEABLE

END

RUN

In the following example, scaling is turned off for the plot of the number of users logged on and reset to dynamic
scaling for the subsequent plot:
ESTOP

SCALE OFF
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PLOT LOGGED

END

*

SCALE

PLOT CPU ACTIVE

END

RUN

SHIFT Command For History Reports
Use the SHIFT command to specify the hours of each day that EXPLHIST is to report on. The SHIFT range that you set
remains in effect until you issue a subsequent SHIFT command. To reset the command to the default value, reissue the
SHIFT command with no operands.

The format of the command is:

SHIFT [hh.mm.ss hh.mm.ss] [RESET]

hh.mm.ss
The times at which you want the time range to begin and end, where hh is hours, mm is minutes, and ss is
seconds. Both the beginning and ending must be supplied. You may specify a SHIFT range that crosses midnight.

RESET
Resets the value of the SHIFT range, after completion of the current report request, to the value, which was in
effect before this SHIFT command was processed.

Default
The default SHIFT range is from 00.00.00 to 23.59.59.

Examples
The following command defines the time range used in selecting history records for reporting:
SHIFT 15.00.01 23.00.01

The following command sets the time range back, after current report processing to the range, which was in effect
before 15.00.01 to 23.00.01 was set:
SHIFT 15.00.01 23.00.01 RESET

SQL
Use the SQL command to generate SQL/DS history reports. For a description and example of these reports, see Creating
Tabular Reports.

The format of the command is:

SQL type

type
Type of SQL/DS history report. Valid options include:
GLOBAL

creates an SQL/DS Global data report
AGENT

creates an SQL/DS Agent Summary report
AGENTS

creates an SQL/DS Agent Storage report
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USER
creates an SQL/DS User Status report

USERS
creates an SQL/DS User Summary report

Example
The following is an example of the use of the SQL commands:

DISKLOG

FROM  04/15/20107

TO    04/31/2010 

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SQL GLOBAL

END

SQL AGENT

END

SQL USER

END

RUN

SUM Command for History Reports
Use the SUM command to generate a User Resource Utilization Summary Report. For a description and example of this
report, see Creating Tabular Reports.

The format of the command is:

SUM

Usage Note
You cannot use the EACH command or the AVERAGED command when requesting a SUM report.

Example
Following is an example of the use of the SUM command:
.

   .

   .

FROM  04/15/2010

TO    04/31/2010 

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SUM

END

   .

   .

   .

SYSPERF Command For History Reports
Use the SYSPERF command to generate a System Performance Summary Report. For a description and example of this
report, see Creating Tabular Reports.
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NOTE

You cannot use the AVERAGED command when requesting a SYSPERF report.

The format of the command is:

SYSPERF

Example
The following is an example of the use of the SYSPERF command:
EACH 1 HOUR

SHIFT 07.30.00 04.30.00

SYSPERF

END

RUN

SYSSUM
Use the SYSSUM command to generate a System Resource Utilization Summary Report. For a description and example
of this report, see Creating Tabular Reports.

NOTE
You cannot use the AVERAGED command when requesting a SYSSUM report.

The format of the command is:

SYSSUM

Example
The following is an example of the use of the SYSSUM command:
FROM  04/15/2010

TO    04/31/2010 

PERIOD 7 DAYS

SYSSUM

END

RUN

TAPELOG
Use the TAPELOG command to specify a history tape for input to EXPLHIST. Reporting is done directly from the tape file
without an intermediate disk file.

For an overview of how to specify history record input files to EXPLHIST and a description of the default input mode, see
Specifying Commands and Input Files.

Usage Notes
If the TAPELOG command is used, it must be the first command in the parameter file. You cannot use both the TAPELOG
command and the DISKLOG command in the same run of EXPLHIST. When the TAPELOG command is specified,
EXPLHIST reads the entire history file for each report to be produced. This can necessitate significant operator
intervention when processing multivolume history files. To avoid this problem, you can specify neither the DISKLOG nor
the TAPELOG command. This causes history input to be read from tape and written to an intermediate history file on disk
that contains only those records needed for reporting.

Format
The format of the command is:
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TAPELOG

Default
If neither the DISKLOG nor the TAPELOG command is specified, history input is read from tape, as explained in
Specifying Commands and Input Files.

TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3
Three 60-character lines at the top of each page are reserved for titles. Use the TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands
to specify titles to be centered on these lines. If you do not use these commands, the default title lines are printed. The
titles you specify remain in effect for all reports until changed by subsequent TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands.

The format of the command is:

TITLE1 titletext

TITLE2 titletext

TITLE3 titletext

titletext
The title that you want to appear on the report. It can range from 2 to 60 characters in length.

Example
The following commands cause the two specified titles to be printed on reports:
TITLE1 CA TECHNOLOGIES

TITLE2 CPU UTILIZATION ANALYSIS

VMSTAT Command For History Reports
Use the VMSTAT command to generate a Summary of VM Statistics Report. For a description and example of this report,
see Creating Tabular Reports.

NOTE
You cannot use the EACH command or the AVERAGED command when requesting a VMSTAT report.

The format of the command is:

VMSTAT

Example
The following is an example of the use of the VMSTAT command:
.

.

.

PERIOD 5 DAYS

VMSTAT

END

.

.

.
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Creating Plot Reports
This article explains the components of EXPLHIST printed plots and gives several sample plots and the commands
necessary to produce them. For descriptions of the variables that you can plot, see Plot Variables.

Reading Plot Reports

The following is a sample EXPLHIST plot report:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                        Version 05.0

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                            TITLE1                         REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/03/30  23.40.00                             TITLE2                         REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                 TITLE3                         REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES                PERCENTAGE OF TIME CPU IS ACTIVE

PERIOD DAILY               PERCENTAGE OF TIME CPU IS ACTIVE IN CP STATE          REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     02/03/30+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     08.21.15 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .           32.1

     08.21.15 .++++++++++++++++

+    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .           17.2

     08.53.51 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .        .        .           73.6

     08.53.51 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+   .        .        .        .        .        .        .           36.0

     09.26.32 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .     .           85.6

     09.26.32 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+   .        .        .        .        .        .        .           35.5

     10.00.07 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .        .      85.9

     10.00.07 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+   .        .        .        .        .        .        .           35.5

     10.33.28 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.     99.2

     10.33.28 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+.        .        .        .        .        .          48.8

     11.06.52 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     99.5

     11.06.52 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+      .        .        .        .        .        .          42.8

     11.39.42 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .       70.7

     11.39.42 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+       .        .        .        .        .        .        .           31.6

     12.12.27 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .       73.6

     12.12.27 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+ .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .            28.3

     12.45.14 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .     95.0

     12.45.14 .++++++++++++++++++++++++

+    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .            25.0

     SUMMARY: .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .           SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .        .      79.5

     PERIOD   .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+      .        .        .        .        .        .        .           33.4

     RANGE    .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .        .      79.5

     RANGE    .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+      .        .        .        .        .        .        .           33.4
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+.........+
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     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT PERCENTAGE OF TIME CPU IS ACTIVE

              + = PLOT PERCENTAGE OF TIME CPU IS ACTIVE IN CP STATE

Explanation of the report
The preceding report contains the following information:

• – The FROM, TO, and SHIFT headings in the upper left portion of the preceding report shows the time period the
report covers. In this case, the report is limited to data for 3/30/10, and the SHIFT heading shows that the report is
further limited to data for the period between 8:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. for each day.

– The EACH and PERIOD headings immediately below this information show the time period each plot line in the
report represents, and the time period that each plot in the report covers. In this case, each plot line represents 30
minutes, and a separate plot is created for each day the report covers.

– The middle of the top portion of the report has three lines for user-supplied titles. In this case, the titles TITLE1,
TITLE2, and TITLE3 were specified. Below these are the titles that EXPLHIST supplies, which depend upon the
variables being plotted.

– The upper right portion of the report shows the page number and the date and time the report was generated. The
ID of the CPU being reported on follows this.

– The first line in the body of the plot shows the scale of the plot. This scale is also shown below the plot. If two
variables are plotted using different scales, the top scale is the scale for the variable specified with the PLOT
command, and the bottom scale is the scale for the variable specified with the PLOT2 command.

– The next line shows the date of data collection represented by the plot, or, if the period specified by the EACH
command is DAYS, MONTHS or YEARS, the literal YY/MM/DD.

– The remainder of the body of the plot consists of one plot line for each variable for each time period specified by the
EACH command. The variable specified by the PLOT command is plotted using Xs, and the variable specified by
the PLOT2 command is plotted using plus signs (+).

– The time or date each line represents appears to the left of the line; unless the AVERAGED command was
specified, this is the starting time or date of the data in the history record included in the plot line.

– The numeric value plotted appears to the right of the plot line. If both a value for a user and a value for the system
are plotted on the same line, as in the example in the Sample Report section in this article, the numeric value is the
value for the user.

– Below the body of the plot is a summary of the plot. To the right of the heading PERIOD, the average value for the
period for each of the variables is plotted. To the right of the heading RANGE, the average value for the entire time
of the report (all of the periods) for each of the variables is plotted. These plots will be the same if the period and
range of the report are the same.

– The last lines in the plot begin with the heading SYMBOLS and describe the variables being plotted. In this case, X
was used to plot the percentage of time the CPU was active and a plus sign (+) was used to plot the percentage of
time the CPU was active in CP state.

Plot Variables
Contents

The following table describes the variables you can use with the PLOT and PLOT2 commands. The column headed Data
Available indicates whether the data is available for the system, the user, or both.

Variable Data Available Description
ACTIVE System The number of different virtual machines

that used some CPU during the interval
CHAN BUSY System The percentage of time any channel was

busy
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CHAN IO System The number of I/Os per second for all
channels

CHAN n BUSY System The percentage of time channel n was busy
CPU ACTIVE Both The percentage of time the CPU was active
CPU CP System The percentage of time the CPU was active

in CP state
CPU VIRTUAL Both The percentage of time the CPU was active

in virtual state
CPU VSUPER User The percentage of time CP was active for

the user
DEVICE ccuu BUSY System The percentage of time that device ccuu

was busy
DEVICE ccuu IO System The number of I/Os per second for device

ccuu
DEVICE ccuu IO PERCent System The percentage of all I/Os that were for

device ccuu
DEVICE ccuu Q System The average queue depth for device ccuu
DEVICE Q System The average queue depth for all devices
EXTEND System The number of free pages extended
FXTEND System The number of free pages freed
INQUE System The number of users in all queues
INQUE E System The number of users in E1+E2
INQUE E PERCent User The percentage of time the user was in

E1+E2
INQUE E1 System The number of users in E1
INQUE E2 System The number of users in E2
INQUE PERCent User The percentage of time the user was in any

queue
INQUE Q System The number of users in Q1+Q2+Q3
INQUE Q PERCent User The percentage of time the user was in

Q1+Q2+Q3
INQUE Q1 System The number of users in Q1
INQUE Q2 System The number of users in Q2
INQUE Q3 System The number of users in Q3
IO Both The number of I/Os per second
IO DASD System The number of DASD I/Os per second
IO TAPE System The number of tape I/Os per second
IO WAIT System The number of users waiting for I/O
IO WAIT PERCent User The percentage of time the user was

waiting for I/O
LOGGED System The number of users logged on
MAIN Both The number of main storage pages

occupied
MAIN PERCent Both The percentage of main storage utilization
PAGE AVAILABLE System The number of pages available in free list
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PAGE IO Both The number of page-ins and page-outs per
second

PAGE IO PERCent Both The percentage of all I/Os that page I/Os
comprise

PAGE PAGEABLE Both The number of pageable pages
PAGE RESERVED Both The number of reserved pages
PAGE SHARED Both The number of shared pages
PAGE STEAL System The page steal rate per second
PAGE STEAL PERCent System The page steal rate percentage of page I/O

rate
PAGE WAIT User The percentage of time the user was in

page wait
VOLWAIT System The number of users in voluntary wait
VOLWAIT PERCent User The percentage of time the user was in

voluntary wait

VMSTAT Variables

The following table describes the VMSTAT variables for VM/ESA and z/VM. The column headed Data Source indicates
the data source in CP, with the first three letters identifying the IBM control block.

Label Data Source Description

%PAGE %PAGE The percentage of page space active.

%SPL %SPL The percentage of spool space active.

CCFWT CALCFWT The total number of VMBKs in the dispatch
list which were in PAGE WAIT.

CCPURN CALCPURN The total number of VMBKs in the dispatch
list which were running on a processor.

CCPUWT CALCPUWT The total number of VMBKs in the dispatch
list which were in CONSOLE FUNCTION
WAIT.

CELSVM CALELSVM The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in SVM WAIT.

CIOACT CALIOACT The total number of VMDBKs that had
asynchronous I/O outstanding which
caused them to be left in the dispatch list

CIOWT CALIOWT The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in I/O WAIT state.

CLLIST CALLLIST The number of VMDBKs, which were in the
dispatch list waiting for a CPU, but were
also on the limit list, prevented from running
by MAX SHARE.

CMPNCT CALMPNTR The number of non-trivial transactions
completed in a virtual MP environment.
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CMPNTR CALMPNTR The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for non-trivial transactions completed in a
virtual MP environment.

CMPTCT CALMPTCT The number of trivial transactions
completed in a virtual MP environment.

CMPTRV CALMPTRV The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for trivial transactions completed in a virtual
MP environment.

CMSACT XCTMSACT Accumulated elapsed time in microseconds
which display user exits were active.

CNOTEL FTRNOTEL The number of time s a presented CCW
was not eligible for fast CCW translation.

COTHR CALOTHR The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were not in CALPCPRN,
CALCPUWT, CALSIMWT, CALCFWT,
CALWTPAG, CALIOWT, CALTSVM, or
CALTIDL.

CQDISP CALQDISP The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were quick dispatch
users.

CQDNCT CALQDNCT The number of transactions added for a
quick dispatch VMDBK.

CQDNTR CALQDNTR The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for quick dispatch VMDBKs.

CRABRT FTRABORT The number of times fast CCW translation
was aborted.

CRDONE FTRDONE The number of times fast CCW translation
completed successfully.

CSIMWT CALSIMWT The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in SIMUALTION
WAIT.

CSLKTM CALSLKTM The number of formal spin request for the
scheduler lock.

CTIDL CALTIDL The total number of VMDBKs, which were
found in TEST IDLE and not in SVM WAIT.

CTSVM CALTSVM The total number of VMDBKs, which were
found in both TEST IDLE and in SVM
WAIT.

CUPNCT CALUPNCT The number of non-trivial transactions
completed in a virtual UP environment.

CUPNTR CALUPNTR The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for non-trivial transactions completed in a
virtual UP environment.

CUPTCT CALUPTCT The number of trivial transactions
completed in a virtual UP environment.
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CUPTRV CALUPTRV The accumulated time in TOD clock units
for trivial transactions completed in a virtual
UP environment.

CWRITE FTRWRITE The number of times a write channel
program was presented for fast CCW
translation.

CWTPAG CALWTPAG The total number of VMDBKs in the
dispatch list which were in PAGE WAIT.

EAVGAG XSTAVGAG The average age of paging XSTORE
blocks.

EBLKCY XSTBLKCY The number of blocks migrated from a non-
dormant guest.

EBLKDM XSTBLKDM The number of blocks migrated from a
dormant guest.

EBLKSH XSTBLKSH The number of blocks migrated from a
shared system.

EBLKSY XSTBLKSY The number of blocks migrated from the CP
system.

EBMULT XSTBMULT Used to control number of migrate buffers
obtained at migration invocation.

EBPRCT XSTBPRCT The number of blocks of pages read.

ECPPAR XSTCPPAR The total number of blocks in CP partition
for allocation.

ECPSTR XSTCPSTR The size in blocks of XSTORE retained for
CP use.

ECTGAL XSTCTGAL The number of blocks to flush from a user's
partition.

ECTPGM XSTCTPGM The number of PGMBKs selected.

ECTXAV XSTCTXAV The number of available blocks in the CP
partition.

ECTXER XSTCTXER The number of currently allocated XSTORE
blocks in error.

ECYCLS XSTCYCLS The number of times through the cyclic list.

ECYCMX XSTCYCMX The number of users to visit before lowering
target time.

EFLCYC XSTFLCYC The number of cycles while flushing.

EFRMAQ XSTFRMAQ Migration frame queue (buffers).

EGUEST XSTGUEST The total number of XSTORE blocks
migrated and allocated to users.

EHICNT XSTHICNT The number of times XSTLOH20 was larger
than XSTRSTHI.

EHITHR XSTHITHR The high threshold for migration.

EINCRB XSTINCRB The number of blocks per increment.
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ELOH2O XSTLOH2O The minimum number of XSTORE blocks
available during this migration.

ELOTHR XSTLOTHR The low threshold for migration.

EMAXCT XSTMAXCT The number of times target time lowered.

EMAXK XSTMAXK The highest XSTORE increment number.

EMIGS XSTMIGS The number of migrate invocations.

EMRABI XSTMRABI The number of pages read in as part of a
block but not used (as seen by migrate).

ENOIO XSTNOIO I/O not required for migration.

ENUMAQ XSTNUMAQ The number on the migrate frame queue.

EOTALB XSTOTALB The total XSTORE blocks configured to CP.

ERHICT XSTRHICT The number of times buffer decreased.

ERLOCT XSTRLOCT The number of times buffer increased.

ERSTHI XSTRSTHI XSTLOTHR was lowered if XSTLOH20 was
larger 3 times in a row at end of migration.

ERSTLO XSTRSTLO XSTLOTHR was raised if XSTLOH20 was
smaller than RSTLO at end of migration.

ESRABI XSTSRABI The number of pages read in as part of a
block but not used (as seen by steal).

ESRGCT XSTSRGCT The number of single reads for guests.

ESRSCT XSTSRSCT The number of single reads for system.

ESTIME XSTSTIME The migrate/steal timer.

ETARGT XSTTARGT The target age, in seconds.

EUSRCY XSTUSRCY The number of non-dormant guests, which
were the target of migration.

EUSRDM XSTUSRDM The number of dormant guests, which were
the target of migration.

EUSRSH XSTUSRSH The number of shared systems, which were
the target of migration.

EXBGET XSTXBGET The number of XSTORE allocations.

EXBREL XSTXBREL The number of XSTORE releases.

EXBZIP XSTXBZIP The number of times no XSTORE was
available.

GDISKS QDGDISKS The number of active virtual disk in storage.
An active disk is one, which is currently
linked by at least one user.

GLKCNT QDGLKCNT The total number of links to all virtual disks
in storage. This includes one of each disk
created with the define command.

GSYSCA QDGSYSCA The total number of currently allocated
blocks for virtual disk in storage.
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GSYSLM QDSYSLM The limit of total allocation of virtual disks
in storage for all users on the system. The
units are in 512 byte blocks. A value of - 1
indicates there is no limit.

GUSRLM QDGUSRLM The limit of total allocation of virtual disks in
storage for any single user on the system.
The units are in 512 byte blocks. A value of
- 1 indicates there is no limit.

LAVGML CALAVGML The average system modified device load
(MLOAD) for paging.

LAVMLS CALAVMLS The average system modified device load
(MLOAD) for spooling.

LDMOIU CALDMOIU The total number of dump slots in use on
special dump-only volumes.

LDMPAV CALDMPAV The total number of dump slots available on
special dump-only volumes.

LPLTAV CALPLTAV The total number of slots, which have been
allocated for paging.

LPLTIU CALPLTIU The total number of slots, which are
currently being used for paging.

LPRFAV CALPRFAV The total number of preferred paging slots,
which have been allocated for the system.
This is not a valid variable for VM/ESA
releases 3.1 and above.

LPRFIU CALPRFIU The total number of preferred paging slots,
which are currently in use. This is not a
valid variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

LSLTAV CALSLTAV The total number of slots, which have been
allocated for spooling.

LSLTIU CALSLTIU The total number of slots, which are
currently being used for spooling.

LTOSML CALTOSML The sum of modified device load (MLOAD)
on system spooling exposure.

LTOTML CALTOTML The sum of modified device load (MLOAD)
on system paging exposure.

L90FUL CAL90FUL The number of times available paging slots
were 90% full.

L91FUL CAL91FUL The number of times available paging slots
were 91% full.

MDCAC HCPDCAC The authorized cache capacity.

MDCAU HCPDCAU The number of active users which
performed at least one insert into
the minidisk cache after the last fair
share interval. The value is the sum of
TCMFSHVM + TCMNFSVM.
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MDCEM HCPDCEM The total number of times the empty pointer
moves. This is not a valid variable for VM/
ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCEX HCPDCEX The number of fair share exclusions. The
number of times a data buffer not places in
the minidisk cache because the fair share
limit was exceeded. The value is from
TCMFSLEX.

MDCFA HCPDCFA The number of failed searches. This is not
valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCFP HCPDCFP The number of probes during failure. This
is not valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

MDCHT HCPDCHT The number of cache hits. This is not valid
with VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCIA HCPDCIA The number of I/Os avoided.

MDCIB HCPDCIB The number of invalidated blocks.

MDCIH HCPDCIH The total number of invalidation request
hits. This is not valid for VM/ESA releases
3.1 and above.

MDCIS HCPDCIS The total number of inserts in hash table.

MDCIT HCPDCIT The total number of invalidation request.

MDCLI HCPDCLI The fair share limit for cache inserts.

MDCLP HCPDCLP The hash table load factor * 100. This is not
valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCMS HCPDCMS The number of cache misses. This is not
valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and above.

MDCNE HCPDCNE The total number of expanded storage
pages in the minidisk cache. The value is
from TCMXSTOR.

MDCPH HCPDCPH The number of partial hits.

MDCPN HCPDCPN The number of non-aligned page ops.

MDCPR HCPDCPR The number of PAGEINS.

MDCPW HCPDCPW The number of PAGEOUTS.

MDCPY HCPDCPY The number of aligned page ops.

MDCQC HCPDCQC The number of queued cpex events.

MDCSP HCPDCSP The number of probes during succ. This
is not valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

MDCSU HCPDCSU The number of successful searches. This
is not valid for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

MDCTR HCPDCTR The total number of read request.
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MDCXG HCPDCXG The number of XSTORE blocks minidisk
cache receives from CP expanded storage.
The value is the sum of TCMXSTOR +
TCMXSTDL.

MDCXR HCPDCXR The number of XSTORE blocks minidisk
cache steals from CP expanded storage.
The value is from TCMXSTDL.

PABNCT PLSABNCT The number of soft abends.

PAISRV PLSAISRV The number of restore VAC instructions.

PAISVC PLSAISVC The number of vector change control
intercepts.

PALEMP PLSALEMP The number of times available list was
empty.

PALNCT PLSALNCT The number of times a new frame was
needed from available list.

PASARL PLSASARL The number of ASAs released because that
page is currently in main storage and has
been changed.

PBISAS PLSBISAS The number of STAP (B212) instructions.

PBISBP PLSBISBP The number of PTLB (B20D) instructions.

PBISBT PLSBISBT The number of TB (B22C) instructions.

PBISCP PLSBISCP The number of STIDP (B202) instructions.

PBISIU PLSBISIU The number of IUCV (B2F0) instructions.

PBISSI PLSBISSI The number of SIE (B214) instructions.

PBISTE PLSBISTE The number of SCK (B204) instructions.

PBISXE PLSBISXE The number of SPX (B210) instructions.

PBISXS PLSBISXS The number of STPX (B211) instructions.

PCFMCK PLSCFMCK The number of call-from-CFM CPEBKs
unstacked and executed.

PCPSUS PLSCPSUS Invocations of IORSUSNS exit.

PCTCS PLSCTCS The number of real CSCHs executed.

PCTHS PLSCTHS The number of real HSCHs executed.

PCTPGN PLSCTPGN The page-in rate between real storage and
expanded storage.

PCTPGO PLSCTPGO The page-out rate between real storage
and expanded storage.

PCTRS PLSCTRS The number of real RSCHs executed.

PCTSI PLSCTSI The number of I/O solicited interrupts.

PCTSS PLSCTSS The number of real SSCHs executed.

PCTUI PLSCTUI The number of I/O unsolicited interrupts.

PCUHAF PLSCUHAF The number of users dispatched with hard
affinity (which is, a dedicated processor).
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PDGUCT PLSDGUCT The number of user-supplied diagnose
instructions.

PDIAGT PLSDIAGT The number of all diagnose instructions.

PDISPE PLSDISPE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of
dispatch list.

PDISP1 PLSDISP1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of dispatch list.

PDISP2 PLSDISP2 The number of times the demand scan
completed after second scan of dispatch
list.

PDORME PLSDORME The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency pass of
dormant list.

PDORM1 PLSDORM1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first pass of dormant list.

PDORM2 PLSDORM2 The number of times the demand scan
completes after second pass of dormant
list.

PDRMPE PLSDRMPE The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list emergency pass.

PDRMP1 PLSDRMP1 The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list pass 1.

PDRMP2 PLSDRMP2 The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list pass 2.

PDSPCM PLSDSPCM Master-only forced selects.

PDSPCN PLSDSPCN Windows to wait for lock on CPU.

PDSPCW PLSDSPCW Entries to wait state on CPU.

PDSPPE PLSDSPPE The number of frames taken from users
during dispatch list emergency pass.

PDSPP1 PLSDSPP1 The number of frames taken from users
during dispatch list pass 1.

PDSPP2 PLSDSPP2 The number of frames taken from users
during dispatch list pass 2.

PDSWCU PLSDSWCU User work select slow paths.

PDXFRE PLSDXFRE The total number of disextend frames
returned.

PEFRC1 PLSEFRC1 E1 "forced" into the dispatch list.

PEFRC2 PLSEFRC2 E2 "forced" into the dispatch list.

PEFRC3 PLSEFRC3 E3 "forced" into the dispatch list.

PELGPE PLSELGPE The number of frames taken from users
during eligible list emergency pass.

PELGP1 PLSELGP1 The number of frames taken from users
during eligible list pass 1.
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PELGP2 PLSELGP2 The number of frames taken from users
during eligible list pass 2.

PELIGE PLSELIGE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of eligible
list.

PELIG1 PLSELIG1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of eligible list.

PELIG2 PLSELIG2 The number of times the demand scan
completed after second scan of eligible list.

PEQKAD PLSEQKAD The number of QUICKDSP users added.

PEXTNC PLSEXTNC The number of SIGP external call interrupts
on CPU.

PEXTNK PLSEXTNK The number of clock comparator interrupts
with required CPU switch.

PEXTNX PLSEXTNX The number of external interrupts on CPU.

PFRECT PLSFRECT The number of calls for free storage.

PFRET PLSFRET The number of free storage returns by the
system.

PFSPCT PLSFSPCT The number of requests satisfied by regular
free storage subpools.

PFVRCT PLSFVRCT The number of requests satisfied by V=R
subpools.

PFVRLS PLSFVRLS The number of V=R requests satisfied
from V=R free storage, but not from V=R
subpools.

PFVRRQ PLSFVRRQ Total number of V=R free storage requests.

PGIRPG PLSGIRPG The number of program interrupts reflected
to virtual machines.

PIORCT PLSIORCT The number of IORBKs processed.

PISEAC PLSISEAC The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*ACCOUNT to a virtual machine.

PISEBL PLSISEBL The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*BLOCKIO to a virtual machine.

PISECC PLSISECC The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *CCS.
This is not a valid variable for VM/ESA
releases 3.1 and above.

PISECF PLSISECF The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *CONFIG
to a virtual machine. This not a valid
variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.
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PISECR PLSISECR The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *CRM to
a virtual machine.

PISEID PLSISEID The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *IDENT
to a virtual machine.

PISELO PLSISELO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*LOGREC to a virtual machine.

PISEM PLSISEM The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *MSG to
a virtual machine.

PISEMA PLSISEMA The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *MSGALL
to a virtual machine.

PISEMO PLSISEMO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service
*MONITOR to a virtual machine.

PISERA PLSISERA The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *RPI to a
virtual machine.

PISESI PLSISESI The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *SIGNAL to
a virtual machine.

PISESP PLSISESP The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *SPL to a
virtual machine.

PISESY PLSISESY The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *SYMPTOM
to a virtual machine.

PISEVM PLSISEVM The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP systems from a virtual
machine.

PISTAC PLSISTAC The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *ACCOUNT.

PISTBL PLSISTBL The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *BLOCKIO.

PISTCC PLSISTCC The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MSG.

PISTCF PLSISTCF The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service *CONFIG. This is not a
valid variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.
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PISTCR PLSISTCR The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service *CRM.

PISTID PLSISTID The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *INDENT.

PISTLO PLSISTLO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers to CP system *LOGREC.

PISTM PLSISTM Number of successful IUCV data transfers
to CP system service *MSG.

PISTMA PLSISTMA Number of successful IUCV data transfers
to CP system service *MSGALL.

PISTMO PLSISTMO The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *MONITOR.

PISTRA PLSISTRA The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *RPI.

PISTSI PLSISTSI The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *SIGNAL.

PISTSP PLSISTSP The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *SPL.

PISTSY PLSISTSY The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to the CP
system service *SYMPTOM.

PISTVM PLSISTVM The number of successful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service.

PISUAC PLSISUAC The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *ACCOUNT.

PISUBL PLSISUBL The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *BLOCKIO.

PISUCC PLSISUCC The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *CCS.

PISUCF PLSISUCF The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service
*CONFIG to a virtual machine. This is not a
valid variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

PISUCR PLSISUCR The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service *CRM
to a virtual machine.

PISUID PLSISUID The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service
*INDENT to a virtual machine.
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PISULO PLSISULO The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from the CP system service
*LOGREC to a virtual machine.

PISUM PLSISUM The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MSG.

PISUMA PLSISUMA The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MSGALL.

PISUMO PLSISUMO The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *MONITOR.

PISURA PLSISURA The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to CP system service *RPI.

PISUSI PLSISUSI The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *SIGNAL
to a virtual machine.

PISUSIP PLSISUSIP The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from CP system service *SPL to a
virtual machine.

PISUSY PLSISUSY The number of unsuccessful IUCV
data transfers from CP system service
*SYMPTOM to a virtual machine.

PISUVM PLSISUVM The number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers from a virtual machine to a CP
system service.

PIUCVT PLSIUCVT The total number of IUCV functions. The
following fields indicate the total number of
successful IUCV transfers.

PKEUIE PLSKEUIE The number of ISKE (B229) instructions.

PKEYIK PLSKEYIK The number of ISK (09) instructions.

PKEYRE PLSKEYRE The number of RRBE (B22A) instructions.

PKEYRR PLSKEYRR The number of RRB (B213) instructions.

PKEYSE PLSKEYSE The number of SSKE (B22B) instructions.

PKEYSK PLSKEYSK The number of SSK (08) instructions.

PLTDPE PLSLTDPE The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list emergency
pass.

PLTDP1 PLSLTDP1 The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list pass 1.

PLTDP2 PLSLTDP2 The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list pass 2.

PLTD1 PLSLTD1 The number of times demand scan
completed after pass 1 while scanning long-
term dormant users.

PLTD2 PLSLTD2 The number of times demand scan
completed after pass 2 while scanning long-
term dormant users.
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PMCHCT PLSMCHCT The number of primary machine-checks on
CPU.

PMCVMC PLSMCVMC The number of machine check interrupts
reflected to virtual machines.

PNOCMP PLSNOCMP The number of times the demand scan
completed without satisfying the demand
for frames.

PPCVSC PLSPCVSC The number of SERVC (B220) instructions.

PPGIN PLSPGIN The number of longpath page-ins.

PPGMRD PLSPGMRD The number of page table translations,
which resulted in a page, read from DASD
during XSTORE migrations.

PPGMRX PLSPGMRX The number of page table translations,
which resulted in a page, read from
XSTORE during XSTORE migration.

PPGOUT PLSPGOUT The number of longpath page-outs.

PPGXRD PLSPGXRD The number of page table translations,
which resulted in a page, read from
XSTORE.

PPGXTD PLSPGXTD The number of free storage frame requests.

PPGXWT PLSPGXWT The number of page tables paged to
XSTORE.

PPIOPR PLSPIOPR The number of paging read requests.

PPIOPW PLSPIOPW The number of paging write requests.

PPIOSR PLSPIOSR The number of spooling read requests.

PPIOSW PLSPIOSW The number of spooling write requests.

PPNEW PLSPNEW The number of page translations for a first-
time referenced page.

PPREAD PLSPREAD The number of page translations, which
resulted in a page read.

PPRQDF PLSPRQDF The total number of page requests
deferred.

PPRVGP PLSPRVGP The number of SIGP (AE) instructions.

PPRVIS PLSPRVIS The number of non-fast-path guest
instruction simulations performed on this
processor.

PPRVLC PLSPRVLC The number of LCTL (B7) instructions.

PPRVLP PLSPRVLP The number of LPSW (82) instructions.

PPRVMN PLSPRVMN The number of STNSM (AC) instructions.

PPRVMO PLSPRVMO The number of STOSM (AD) instructions.

PPRVMS PLSPRVMS The number of SSM (80) instructions.

PPRVSC PLSPRVSC The number of SVC interrupts reflected to
virtual machines.
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PPRVSV PLSPRVSV The number of SVC (0A) instructions.

PPRVTC PLSPRVTC The number of STCTL (B6) instructions.

PPRVTP PLSPRVTP The number of TPROT (E501) instructions.

PPRVVN PLSPRVVN The number of guest SVC 76s reflected.

PPTLCA PLSPTLCA The number of calls to set a pending host
TLB for a user (not the current user).

PPTLCD PLSPTLCD The number of calls to set a pending host
TLB for a user.

PPTLCL PLSPTLCL The number of calls to purge the TLB on
local processor.

PPTLCS PLSPTLCS The number of calls on a processor to
purge the TLB on all processors.

PRELES PLSRELES The number of times any release function
was performed, including release of any
virtual system pages or shared pages.

PRELFR PLSRELFR The number of frames returned by any
release function.

PRETFR PLSRETFR The number of frames returned to the
available list.

PRSCHC PLSRSCHC The number of virtual RSCHs executed.

PSHARE PLSSHARE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of shared
storage.

PSHRPE PLSSHRPE The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage emergency pass.

PSHRP1 PLSSHRP1 The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage pass 1.

PSHRP2 PLSSHRP2 The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage pass 2.

PSHRRD PLSSHRRD The total number of page reads and
PAGINs for shared pages.

PSIOCT PLSSIOCT The number of virtual SIOs executed.

PSIOFC PLSSIOFC The number of virtual SIOFs executed.

PSSCHC PLSSSCHC The number of virtual SSCHs executed.

PSTKCC PLSSTKCC CPEBKs stacked.

PSTKCD PLSSTKCD The number of calls to update user-
scheduling status.

PSTKCH PLSSTKCH The number of adds for hot shot.

PSTKCI PLSSTKCI IORBKs stacked.

PSTKCJ PLSSTKCJ The number of dormant adds after hot shot.

PSTKCM PLSSTKCM Wakeup by proxy on master CPU.

PSTKCS PLSSTKCS Special CPEBK calls.
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PSTKCW PLSSTKCW Work bit stack calls.

PSTKGS PLSSTKGS SIGPs to drop MP adjunct.

PSTKPE PLSSTKPE Elapsed time slice drops.

PSTLFR PLSSTLFR The number of frames taken for free
storage by the frame table scan.

PSTLNU PLSSTLNU The number of users "stolen" from another
PLDV.

PSTLWT PLSSTLWT The number of frame replacement page I/O
write requests.

PSVCCT PLSSVCCT The number of CP SVCs on CPU.

PSYSE PLSSYSE The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency scan of the
system VMDBK.

PSYSPE PLSSYSPE The number of frames taken from users
during system storage emergency pass.

PSYSP1 PLSSYSP1 The number of frames taken from users
during system storage pass 1.

PSYSP2 PLSSYSP2 The number of frames taken from users
during system storage pass 2.

PSYS1 PLSSYS1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of the system
VMDBK.

PTCCC PLSTCCC The number of virtual test channels and
clear channels (TCCCS) executed to virtual
machines.

PTDFCT PLSTDFCT The trim dormant frame count.

PTEFCT PLSTEFCT The trim eligible frame count.

PTMRCO PLSTMRCO The number of guest timer updates when
leaving guest wait state.

PTMRCW PLSTMRCW The number of guest entries to an enabled
wait state.

PTRDCT PLSTRDCT The number of trim dormant user
invocations

PTRECT PLSTRECT The number of trim eligible user
invocations.

PTRMWT PLSTRMWT The number of frame replacement writes
pending which are requested by the trim
from dormant and eligible list user scans.

PTRQCF PLSTRQCF The number of false clock comparator
interrupts because CKC set to TRQBK
already dequeued on another CPU.
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PUNKMC PLSUNKMC The number of times an unrecognized
monitor call (MC) instruction was invoked
UNRECOGNIZZED CODES. The user and
I/O domains do not detect unrecognized
codes.

PURFTF PLSURFTF The number of times guest faulted on a
frame for first time but did not modify it.

PVATCA PLSVATCA The number of guest virtual to guest real
address translations.

PVATCL PLSVATCL The number of guest virtual to host real
address translations.

PVFLDR PLSVFLDR The number of vector register pairs loaded.

PVFLOD PLSVFLOD The number of vector load operations.

PVFOTM PLSVFOTM The amount of CPU time spent switching
vector users.

PVFSVR PLSVFSVR The number of vector register pairs saved.

PVIPRC PLSVIPRC The number of page faults recognized for a
PAGEX guest.

PVIPRS PLSVIPRS The number of page faults recognized for a
PAGEX guest.

PVIXEX PLSVIXEX The number of external interrupts reflected
to virtual machines.

PVOPIF PLSVOPIF The number of instruction fetches.

PVPTNV PLSVPTNV The number of IPTE (B221) instructions.

PVSEVM PLSVSEVM The number of successful VMCF data
transfers by a virtual machine.

PVSTVM PLSVSTVM The number of successful VMCF data
transfers to a virtual machine.

PVSUVM PLSVSUVM The number of unsuccessful VMCF data
transfers to a virtual machine.

PWRUCI PLSWRUCI The number of SIE interceptions while
simulating the SIE instruction.

PWRUCP PLSWRUCP The number of SIE instruction executions
while simulating the SIE instruction.

PXITCT PLSXITCT The number of user exit calls.

PXPGIN PLSXPGIN The number of PGIN (B22E) instructions.

PXPGOU PLSXPGOU The number of PGOUT (B22F) instructions.

RABSDE SRMABSDE The sum of the absolute shares of all
VMDBKs currently in the eligible and
dispatch lists.

RABSDL SRMABSDL The sum of the absolute shares of all
VMDBKs (excluding dedicated VMDBKs)
currently in the dispatch list.
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RAPGDE SRMAPGDE The average paging rate of a user in
dispatch or eligible list.

RATOD SRMATOD This TOD only advances at the rate the
system is running user work. (Artificial
TOD)

RATOD2 SRMATOD2 This TOD only advances with each CPU’s
user time and each CPU’s wait time.
(Artificial TOD2)

RAVLHT The available high threshold list.

RAVLLT The available low threshold list.

RAWSDE SRMAWSDE The average working set size of a user in
dispatch or eligible list.

RBIASD SRMBIASD The duration, which the IABIAS parameter
of the SET SRM command is currently set
to. The range is 1-100.

RBIASI SRMBIASI The intensity, which the IABIAS parameter
of the SET SRM command is currently set
to. The range is 0.00-1.00.

RBLOCK SRMBLOCK The blocked class. This is used when
selecting VMDBKs for the dispatch list.

RCDISP SRMCDISP The number of VMDBKs in dispatch list
(Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RCDLDG SRMCDLDG The number of loading VMDBKs in dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RCDORM SRMCDORM The number of VMDBKs in dormant list.

RCELDG SRMCELDG The number of loading VMDBKs in eligible
list (E0, E1, E2, E3).

RCELIG SRMCELIG The number of VMDBKs in eligible list (E0,
E1, E2, E3).

RCKVAL SRMCKVAL The relative E1 elapsed-time-slice (ETS)
adjustment factor used by the E1 ETS
adjustment logic in HCPSTP.

RCONLL SRMCONLL The number of users actually in the limit list.

RCRCPU SRMCRCPU The number of CPUs not in wait state.

RCTGRW SRMCTGRW Count drops for growth limit.

RCTLCK SRMCTLCK Count drops for LOCKSHOT end.

RCTPRM SRMCTPRM Count drops for preemption.

RC1DLD SRMC1DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q1, Q2
and Q3.

RC1DSP SRMC1DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q1, Q2 and Q3.

RC1ELD SRMC1ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E1, E2
and E3.

RC1ELG SRMC1ELG The number of VMDBKs in E1, E2, E3.
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RC1LOW SRMC1LOW The Q1 + E1 threshold value.

RC2DLD SRMC2DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q2 and
Q3.

RC2DSP SRMC2DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q2 and Q3.

RC2ELD SRMC2ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E2 and
E3.

RC2ELG SRMC2ELG The number of VMDBKs in E2 and E3.

RC3DLD SRMC3DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q3.

RC3DSP SRMC3DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q3.

RC3ELD SRMC3ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E3.

RC3ELG SRMC3ELG The number of VMDBKs in E3.

RC3LOW SRMC3LOW The Q3 + E3 threshold value.

RDLTLD SRMDLTLD The total dispatch list time for all E1 loading
users.

RDSVMW SRMDSVMW The number of dormant list users in SVM
wait.

RD1DSP SRMD1DSP The default number of users allowed in
dispatch list (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RD1LDG SRMD1LDG The default percentage of load capacity,
which can be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RD1WSS SRMD1WSS The default working set size E1.

RD2DSP SRMD2DSP The default number of users allowed in Q2
and Q3.

RD2LDG SRMD2LDG The default percentage of load capacity for
Q2 and Q3.

RD2WSS SRMD2WSS The default working set size E2.

RD3DSP SRMD3DSP The default number of users allowed in Q3.

RD3LDG SRMD3LDG The default percentage of load capacity for
Q3.

RD3WSS SRMD3WSS The default working set size E3.

REDFFC SRMEDFFC The constant used to adjust each EDFF.

REDFF1 SRMEDFF1 Class 1 eligible list delay factor feedback.

REDFF2 SRMEDFF2 Class 2 eligible list delay factor feedback.

REDFF3 SRMEDFF3 Class 3 eligible list delay factor feedback.

REPNF1 SRMEPNF1 Expansion factor class 1.

REPNF2 SRMEPNF2 Expansion factor class 2.

REPNF3 SRMEPNF3 Expansion factor class 3.

RETSDC SRMETSDC The amount the E1 time slice was
decremented when a user completes
after an E1 stay. (The elapsed time slice
decrement)
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RETSIN SRMETSIN The amount the E1 time slice was
incremented whenever a user does not
complete after an E1 stay. (The elapsed
time slice increment)

RETSLC SRMETSLC The E1 slice time *. Any SRMEXETF
should always be less than SRMMVESL.

RETSMN SRMETSMN The minimum elapsed time slice (.05
second or 50,000 microseconds).

RETSMX SRMETSMX The maximum elapsed time slice (16
seconds or 16M microseconds).

RE0ETF SRME0ETF The E0 elapsed time slice factor. An E0
slice was an E1 slice times this number.

RE1ETF SRME1ETF The dummy holder for indexing.

RE1ETS SRME1ETS The E1 elapsed time slice.

RE2ETF SRME2ETF The E2 elapsed time slice factor. An E2
slice was an E1 slice times this number.

RE3ETF SRME3ETF The E3 elapsed time slice factor. An E3
slice was an E1 slice times this number.
Resource limits note: EO users are not
subject to any of these quotas.

RHFRST SRMHFRST Half a reset interval.

RHOTIN SRMHOTIN The HOTSHOT intensity, which is the
intensity of the HHOTSHOT boost for
unsolicited terminal interrupts for a VMDBK.

RLDGCP SRMLDGCP The total load capacity, which is the number
of users, paging continuously, required to
drive the paging hardware at its maximum
rate. It is based on the number of read
exposures.

RLDGFW SRMLDGFW Fullword to hold number of page reads per
minor time slice, which constitute a "loading
user".

RLLCNT SRMLLCNT The number of adds to the limit list. This
does not include adds from a virtual MP
priority drop.

RLOTHR SRMLOTHR The low through-out value to use when
SRMRTBSZ or more users in dispatch list.

RL1DSP SRML1DSP The limit on number of users allowed in
dispatch list (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RL1LDG SRML1LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RL2DSP SRML2DSP The limit on number of users allowed in Q2
and Q3.

RL2LDG SRML2LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in (Q2, Q3).
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RL3DSP SRML3DSP The limit on number of users allowed in Q3.

RL3LDG SRML3LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in Q3.

RMNLDC SRMMNLDC The minimum loading capacity for the
system.

RMNPGR SRMMNPGR The minimum system paging rate used by
the scheduler.

RMSCPU SRMMSCPU The CPU address of the master-side CPU.

RMXPAG SRMMXPAG The total paging capacity, in pages per
second, which can be delivered by the
paging hardware.

RNCPUA SRMNCPUA The number of CPUs available to schedule
time on for non-dedicated users.

RPGRDE SRMPGRDE The total last-recorded paging rates of all
users currently in the eligible and dispatch
lists (in pages per second).

RPGRDL SRMPGRDL The total last-recorded paging rates of all
users currently in the dispatch list (in pages
per second).

RPGRLD SRMPGRLD The number of page reads by all E1 loading
users.

RPGSRW SRMPGSRW The system resource weight for paging.
This was computed by HCPSTPGS
whenever the system paging rate
changes. It was used in eligible list priority
calculation.

RPGWTF SRMPGWTF The paging weighting factor.

RP1LDG SRMP1LDG The percentage of load capacity, which can
be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RP1WSS SRMP1WSS The percentage of available memory, which
can be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RP2LDG SRMP2LDG The percentage of load capacity for Q2 and
Q3.

RP2WSS SRMP2WSS The percentage of available memory, which
can be taken by Q2 and Q3.

RP3LDG SRMP3LDG The percentage of load capacity for Q3.

RP3WSS SRMP3WSS The percentage of available memory, which
can be taken by Q3.

RRELDE SRMRELDE The sum of the relative shares of all relative
share holders currently in the eligible and
dispatch list.

RRELDL SRMRELDL The sum of the relative shares of all
relative share holders (excluding dedicated
VMDBKs) currently in the dispatch list.

RRSCTM SRMRSCTM The CPU time reset interval.
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RRSRVP SRMRSRVP The percentage, in units of CPUs to be held
in reserve for the relative share users. (The
reserved percent)

RRTHRU SRMRTHRU The sum of the through-put values for all
relative and absolute share dispatch list
users. "Through-put" is the value that a
given user was to receive in the dispatch
list. A user's through-put was translated into
a dispatch list share through comparison
with this field.

RSAAVA RSAAVAIL The total number of frames currently on the
available list.

RSACPL RSACPLOK The total number of frames locked by the
CP LOCK command.

RSACTS RSACTSHR The total number of resident frames for
shared address spaces.

RSAFRQ RSAFRQWT The total number of deferred tasks waiting
for a frame.

RSAFST RSAFSTOR The dwords of subpool free storage
allocated and available.

RSAFSY RSAFSYUD The dwords of subpool free storage
currently in use.

RSAFVR RSAFVRUD The dwords of V=R subpool free storage
currently in use.

RSANON RSANONPG The total number of pages made non-
pageable (i.e. locked for I/O).

RSAPGA RSAPGABL The total number of pageable frames in
the system. This includes pages which
have been made non-pageable Dynamic
page area (DPA) size = RSAPGABL minus
RSANONPG

RSANU RSANUMSA The total number of shared address space
defined.

RSASAV RSASVAFR The total number of frames in use for save
areas.

RSASH RSASHARE The resident shared frame count.

RSAXFR RSAXFREE The number of free storage extend frames.
When using z/VM this is the total number
of frames in use for save, subpool, system
and VMDBK free storage.

RSAXTE RSAXTEND The number of unsuccessful requests for a
free storage extended frame. When using z/
VM this is the total number

RSA2GD RSA2GDCT The total number of deferred tasks waiting
for frames, which are above the 2 gigabyte
line.
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RSDORL SRMSDORL The smoothed number of users in the
dormant list.

RSDSPL SRMSDSPL The smoothed number of users in the
dispatch list (Q0).

RSDSP1 SRMSDSP1 The smoothed number of users in Q1.

RSDSP2 SRMSDSP2 The smoothed number of users in Q2.

RSDSP3 SRMSDSP3 The smoothed number of users in Q3.

RSELGL SRMSELGL The smoothed number of users in the
eligible list (E0).

RSELG1 SRMSELG1 The smoothed number of users in E1.

RSELG2 SRMSELG2 The smoothed number of users in E2.

RSELG3 SRMSELG3 The smoothed number of users in E3.

RSLDDL SRMSLDDL The smoothed number of loading users in
the dispatch list (Q0).

RSLDD1 SRMSLDD1 The smoothed number of loading users in
Q1.

RSLDD2 SRMSLDD2 The smoothed number of loading users in
Q2.

RSLDD3 SRMSLDD3 The smoothed number of loading users in
Q3.

RSLDEL SRMSLDEL The smoothed number of loading users in
the eligible list (E0).

RSLDE1 SRMSLDE1 The smoothed number of loading users in
E1.

RSLDE2 SRMSLDE2 The smoothed number of loading users in
E2.

RSLDE3 SRMSLDE3 The smoothed number of loading users in
E3.

RSLKTM SRMSLKTM The elapsed spin time on the scheduler
lock starting at zero and counting up when
formally spinning on the lock.

RSMSZ HCPRSMSZ The actual real storage size.

RSPGRT SRMSPGRT The system CPU-page read ratio.

RSPLIN SRMSPLIN The sampling interval.

RSSTEL SRMSSTEL The smoothed "steal" output for indicate
load.

RSTDSP SRMSTDSP The smoothed total users in the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RSTEAL SRMSTEAL The instantaneous steal value.

RSTORP SRMSTORP The smoothed storage utilization projection.

RSTORQ SRMSTORQ The storage required from preemption.

RSTRD SRMSTRD The smoothed "time it takes to read a
page." Computed by HCPSTP.
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RSTSRW SRMSTSRW The length of time an average real CPU
has spent doing overhead work (work billed
to the system).

RTATM1 SRMTATM1 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
1.

RTATM2 SRMTATM2 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
2.

RTATM3 SRMTATM3 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
3.

RTDTM1 SRMTDTM1 The total d-list time, class 1.

RTDTM2 SRMTDTM2 The total d-list time, class 2.

RTDTM3 SRMTDTM3 The total d-list time, class 3.

RTIDLE SRMTIDLE The maximum amount of time granted to
a user who goes idle in the dispatch list
before being dropped to the dormant list.

RTIMIN SRMTIMIN The system sampling interval.

RTOTST SRMTOTST The total storage to consider when
selecting VMDBKs for the dispatch list.

RTSHOT SRMTSHOT Short time slice for hot shot dispatch for a
terminal user.

RTSLIC SRMTSLIC The time slice value.

RT1PGR SRMT1PGR The total page rate of all E1 users.

RT1USR SRMT1USR The number of E1 users included.

RT1WSS SRMT1WSS The total working set size of all E1 users.

RVFACT SRMVFACT The number of active vector users elapsed
time slice variables.

RWSSDE SRMWSSDE The total of working set sizes for all users
currently in the eligible and dispatch lists.

RWSSDL SRMWSSDL The sum of WSSs for all users currently in
the dispatch list.

RWSSD1 SRMWSSD1 The sum of WSSs for all Q1, Q2, and Q3
users currently in the dispatch list.

RWSSD2 SRMWSSD2 The sum of WSSs for all Q2 and Q3 users
currently in the dispatch list.

RWSSD3 SRMWSSD3 The sum of WSSs for all Q3 users currently
in the dispatch list.

RWSSL1 SRMWSSL1 The largest E1 user, which can fit into
storage (total unused Q1 storage).

RWSSL2 SRMWSSL2 The largest E2 user, which can fit into
storage (total unused Q2 storage).

RWSSL3 SRMWSSL3 The largest E3 user, which can fit into
storage (total unused Q3 storage).

RWSSMN SRMWSSMN The minimum user working set size.
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RWSSMP SRMWSSMP The percentage of available memory, which
constitutes a maximum WSS.

RWTCPU SRMWTCPU The mask of CPUs in wait state.

RXPCTG SRMXPCTG The percentage of XSTORE to use in
working set size and available memory
calculations.

RXSIZE SRMXSIZE The blocks of XSTORE available to CP.

RXSRTE SRMXSRTE The current system XSTORE page-in and
page-out rate (smoothed by HCPSTPGS).

R1AVPG SRM1AVPG The average user paging rate, in pages per
microsecond.

R1AVWS SRM1AVWS The average user working set size.

SCORCT SYSCORCT The error recording correlation count.

SCPUS SYSCPUS The active processor count.

SDIALD SYSDIALD The total number of current dialed users.

SFNDX SYSSFNDX The number of SFNDX pages in warm start
area.

SHIMAX SYSHIMAX The user high-water-mark.

SLOGON SYSLOGON The number of logons.

SLUCNT SYSLUCNT The total number of users logged on
through SNA.

SMAXU SYSMAXU The maximum number of users.

SMCHCT SYSMCHCT The number of system recovery machine
checks.

SMSPID SYSMSPID The maximum spool file ID.

SPGRAT SYSPGRAT The paging ratio.

SRSVPG SYSRSVPG Reserved pages.

SRS98X SYSRS98X The total number of pages locked by
DIAG98 in 24-bit mode.

SRS983 SYSRS983 The total number of pages locked by
DIAG98 in 31-bit mode. This is not a valid
variable for VM/ESA releases 3.1 and
above.

SSCMAV SYSSCMAV The number of SCMBKs available.

SSFCRT SYSSFCRT The number of spool file created since IPL.

SSFPUR SYSSFPUR The number of spool files purged since IPL.

STADCS SYSTADCS The number of concurrently active DCSS.

STANSS SYSTANSS The number of concurrently active NSS.

STORS SYSTORS The real machine specified storage size.

STPXB SYSTPXB The use of storage is partial to minidisk
cache.

STRAC SYSTRAC The number of trace table pages per CPU.
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STRCPC SYSTRCPC The actual trace table count per CPU.

SUSRS SYSUSRS The number of users currently logged on.

SVRFRE SYSVRFRE The size of V=R free storage.

SVRSIZ SYSVRSIZ The size of V=R area.

SXMCHR SYSXMCHR The XSTORE MDC read hit ratio.

SXMCPR SYSXMCPR The XSTORE MDC read rate.

SXMCPW SYSXMCPW The XSTORE MDC write rate.

SXSTMG SYSXSTMG The XSTORE migration rate.

SXSTPG SYSXSTPG The XSTORE paging rate.

SXTSIZ SYSXTSIZ The number of blocks of XSTORE.

TMIDSZ TCMMIDSZ The maximum XSTORE blocks allowed in
minidisk cache. The maximum XSTORE
blocks allowed is based on the average age
of a page in the DPA.

TMMAIN TCMMMAIN The current number of pages in main
storage being used as track cache.

TMMNDL TCMNDL The number of main storage pages deleted
from cache.

TMNABV TCMNABV The number of pages in use for track cache
pages within main storage. The pages must
be equal to or greater than 2 gigabytes.
This field will be zero for ESA/390 systems.

TMNBLW TCMMNBLW The number of pages in use for track cache
pages within main storage. The pages must
be less than 2 gigabytes. This filed will be
equal to TCMMAIN for ESA/390 systems.

TMNMAX TCMMNMAX The maximum number of main storage
pages, as set by the user command, being
used as cache.

TMNMIN TCMMNMIN The minimum number of main storage
pages, as set by the user command, being
used as cache.

TSTLMN TCMSTLMN The number of times the steal function was
invoked to steal main storage pages from
the track changes.

TXIDSZ TCMXIDSZ The maximum XSTORE blocks allowed
in cache. The maximum XSTORE blocks
allowed is based on the average age of the
XSTORE block.

TXSMIN TCMXSMIN The minimum XSTORE blocks used by
cache.

VMDFRE VMDSFORE The total number of referenced frames
resident when the system shared frame-
owned list was reset.
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VMDFRO VMDSFORO The total number of times the system
shared frame-owned list was ordered.

XCLEAR PFXCLEAR The number of fastpath page clears.

XCTID PFXCTID The number of times the interrupt.

XCTIG PFXCTIG The number of times the interrupt.

XCTVD PFXCTVD The number of times virtual device lock.

XCTVG PFXCTVG The number of times the VDEV lock.

XDSPCS PFXDSPCS The number of full select paths.

XDSPCT PFXDSPCT The number of entries to dispatcher.

XDSWCT PFXDSWCT The number of entries to user work.

XFSTSG PFXFSTSG The number of fast path simulations.

XLRC PFXLRC The local SAVBK return queue count.

XPGIN PFXPGIN The number of fast path PGINs.

XPTRCT PFXPTRCT The number of fast path page translations.

XRUNCI PFXRUNCI The number of SIE interceptions.

XRUNCP PFXRUNCP The number of SIE instructions.

XRUNCR PFXRUNCR The number of times guest’s work.

XRUNPF PFXRUNPF The number of host page faults for guest
pages.

XRUNPR PFXRUNPR The number of host page faults on RCP
pages.

XSPINC PFXSPINC The number of spins on a spin lock.

XSPINT PFXSPINT The elapsed time in forma spin locks on the
processor.

XSTKCR PFXSTKCR The number of time-slice-end reorders.

XSTKPQ PFXSTKPQ The number of dispatch list adds.

XSVCLC PFXSVCLC The number of CP call-with-save-area.

XTOTWT PFXTOTWT The total system wait time on the CPU.

Sample Plot Reports
To plot the value of a single variable, specify the PLOT command followed by the variable name. Use the EACH command
to specify the interval that each plot line is to represent. The default is 30 minutes.

Sample Commands

The following commands plot the number of virtual machines logged on each half hour between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M. on
01/30/10. LOGGED is the variable to be plotted. Since the EACH command specifies the default value, it could have been
omitted.

FROM 01/30/10 08.00.00
Date and time of the earliest data to be included

TO 01/30/10 17.00.00
Date and time of the earliest data to be included
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EACH 30 MINUTES
Report at 30-minute intervals

PLOT LOGGED
Plot the number of users logged on

END
End of this report request

RUN
End of all report requests

Sample Report

The preceding commands create a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.            E  X  P  L  O  R  E                           Version 05.0

FROM  2010/01/30  08.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/01/30  17.00.00                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES

PERIOD NONE                                    NUMBER OF LOGGED USERS                        REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     02/03/30+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     09.23.01 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      .        .        .        .      64

     09.55.46 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .        .        .      70

     10.29.14 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .        .        .      76

     11.01.56 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.        .        .      79

     11.34.53 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .        .      80

     12.07.42 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .        .        .      78

     12.40.35 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .        .        .      76

     13.13.23 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .        .        .      76

     13.45.53 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .      75

     14.18.26 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .      75

     14.51.06 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .      75

     15.23.38 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .      75

     15.56.22 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .      74

     16.28.58 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .      72

     SUMMARY: .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .      74

     RANGE    .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .      74

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50         60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT NUMBER OF LOGGED USERS

Plotting the Value of a Variable for a User Against the Value for the System

To plot the value of a variable for a specific virtual machine as well as the value for the system, specify the USER operand
and a user ID with the PLOT command.

Sample Commands
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The following commands plot the percentage of main storage utilization at 8-hour intervals from January 6, 2010 to
January 10, 2010 at 08.00.00 A.M. Since the operand USER is specified with the value MVS, the percentage of main
storage utilization by the virtual machine MVS is plotted in addition to the total system storage utilization.

FROM 01/06/10
Date of the earliest data to be included

TO 01/10/10 08.00.00
Date and time of the most recent data to be included

EACH 8 HOURS
Report at 8-hour intervals

PLOT MAIN USER MVS
Plot the percentage of main storage utilization by user MVS against the rest of the system

END
End of this report request

RUN
End of all report requests

Sample Report

The preceding commands create a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.            E  X  P  L  O  R  E                           Version 05.0

FROM  2010/01/06  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/01/10  08.00.00                                                                    REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                        REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  08 HOURS

PERIOD NONE                                PERCENT MAIN STORAGE UTILIZATION                  REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     97/01/06 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+....... ..+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     13.46.12 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     15.2

     21.22.24 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX----------------------------------------------------------------------------------     18.1

     97/01/07 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .

     07.19.46 .XXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      9.2

     15.49.08 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     13.6

     23.22.56 .XXXXXXXXXXXXX---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     13.4

     97/01/08 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .

     07.23.37 .XXXXXXXXXXX-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     10.6

     15.11.41 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     14.6

     23.18.26 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------     16.7

     97/01/09 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .

     07.12.44 .XXXXXX----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      6.1

     15.00.05 .XXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      9.2

     23.07.01 .XXXXX-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      5.2

     97/01/10 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .

     07.19.23 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------------------------------------------------     20.9

     SUMMARY: .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXXXXX----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     12.1

     RANGE    .XXXXXXXXXXXX----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     12.1

 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT PERCENT MAIN STORAGE UTILIZATION, USER= MVS, - = REST OF SYSTEM
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Limiting a Report to Specified Hours of the Day

To limit a report to specified hours of the day, use the SHIFT command. For example, you can report on just the data for 8
A.M. to 5 P.M., or for midnight to 8 A.M. Shifts can cross midnight.

Sample Commands

The following commands plot the percentage of CPU utilization and the paging rate for virtual machine MVSTEST and for
the entire system on January 13, 2010. The SHIFT command limits the report to data for the shift of 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
The DISKLOG command causes input to be read from the formatted disk file EXPDISK EXPLHIST.

DISKLOG
Read history report input from formatted disk file EXPDISK EXPLHIST

FROM 01/13/10
Date of the earliest data to be included

TO 01/13/10
Date of the most recent data to be included

SHIFT 08.00.00 20.00.00
Limit the data to the specified hours each day

EACH 30 MINUTES
Report at 30-minute intervals

PLOT CPU ACTIVE USER MVSTEST
Plot the percentage of time the CPU was active for user MVSTEST against the system CPU activity

PLOT2 PAGE IO USER MVSTEST
Plot the page I/O rate for user MVSTEST against the system page I/O rate

END
End of this report request

RUN
End of all report request

Sample Report

The preceding commands create a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/01/13  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/01/13  23.59.59                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES                           PERCENTAGE OF TIME CPU IS ACTIVE

PERIOD NONE                                    PAGE I/

O RATE PER SECOND                       REPORT CPU ID 021347/3033

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     02/03/30 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     08.22.10 .-------------------------------------  .        .        .        .        .        .        .            0.0

     08.22.10 .-----    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .               0

     08.54.37 .----------------------------------------------------       .        .        .        .        .          0.0

     08.54.37 .----------------   .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .              0

     09.27.28 .XXXXXXXXXX---------------------------------------------------------- .        .        .        .        10.2

     09.27.28 .+++++++

+-----------------------------------      .        .        .        .        .        .           8

     10.00.30 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX------------------------------------------------------------      .        .      22.7
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     10.00.30 .+++++++++++++++++++

+------------------------------         .        .        .        .        .         20

     10.33.14 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------       .        .        .        .        .         21.0

     10.33.14 .+++++++++++++++++

+----------------     .        .        .        .        .        .        .           18

     11.05.56 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------        .        .        .        .        24.3

     11.05.56 .++++++++++++

+----------------------    .        .        .        .        .        .        .           13

     11.38.51 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------------   .        .        .       58.9

     11.38.51 .++++++++++++++++++

+----------------------------- .        .        .        .        .        .          19

     12.11.42 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX------------ .        .        .        .        .         45.7

     12.11.42 .++++++++++++++++

+-------------------   .        .        .        .        .        .        .           17

     12.44.14 .XXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------       .        .        .        .        .        .        .           12.4

     12.44.14 .++++

+------------- .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .              5

     13.16.41 .XXXXXXXXXX--------------------         .        .        .        .        .        .        .           10.1

     13.16.41 .++

+------------    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .              3

     13.49.18 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------  .        .        .        .        .        .          27.7

     13.49.18 .++++++++++++

+--------------  .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .            13

     14.22.14 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------------------         .        .        .       47.2

     14.22.14 .++++++++++++++++++

+-------------------------------         .        .        .        .        .         19

     14.55.40 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------------------------------------     58.5

     14.55.40 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+--------------------------------         .        .        .        .        28

     15.29.16 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX------------------------------------------.     57.2

     15.29.16 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+--------------------------------      .        .        .        .        31

     16.02.39 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX----------------------------------------------  .     50.8

     16.02.39 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+----------------------------------      .        .        .        .        29

     16.35.45 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------       .     55.1

     16.35.45 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++

+-------------------------------- .        .        .        .        .         26

     17.08.42 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------------     .     50.0

     17.08.42 .+++++++++++++++++++

+---------------------        .        .        .        .        .        .          20

     17.41.49 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------------------     51.3

     17.41.49 .++++++++++++++

+---------------------------       .        .        .        .        .        .          15

     18.14.20 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-------------------------------------------------------------------------   .     22.7

     18.14.20 .+++

+--------       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .              4

     18.46.44 .XX---------------------------------------------------------.        .        .        .        .          1.9

     18.46.44 .

+--------.        .        .        .        .        .       .        .        .        .                1

     19.19.06 .X--------------------------------------------------        .        .        .        .        .          0.9

     19.19.06 .

+------- .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .               1
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     19.51.26 .X----------------------------------    .        .        .        .        .        .        .            0.5

     19.51.26 .

+------  .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .               1

     SUMMARY: .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .           SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------- .        .        .        .        28.8

     PERIOD   .++++++++++++

+---------------------     .        .        .        .        .        .        .           13

     RANGE    .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------- .        .        .        .        28.8

     RANGE    .++++++++++++

+---------------------     .        .        .        .        .        .        .           13

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT PERCENTAGE OF TIME CPU IS ACTIVE, USER= MVSTEST, - = REST OF SYSTEM

              + = PLOT PAGE I/O RATE PER SECOND, USER= MVSTEST, - = REST OF SYSTEM

Creating a Separate Report for Each Period

To create separate reports for each day, month, year, or other interval, use the PERIOD command.

Sample Commands

The following commands produce a plot of the percentage of time CP was active on behalf of the virtual machine VSETST
between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. The PERIOD DAILY command causes a separate plot to be produced for
that shift for each day.

FROM 01/13/10
Date of the earliest data to be included

TO 01/14/10
Date of the most recent data to be included

EACH 30 MINUTES
Report at 30-minute intervals

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00
Limit the data to the specified hours each day

PERIOD DAILY
Start a new report daily

PLOT CPU VSUPER USER VSETST
Plot the percentage of time CP was active on behalf of the virtual machine VSETST

END
End of this report request

RUN
End of all report requests

Compare this example to the preceding example, which does not include a PERIOD command and therefore produces
only a single plot.

Also compare this example to the example in the Sample Plot Reports section in this article, which does not include a
SHIFT command and therefore produces a report with a detail line for every 30-minute interval included by the FROM and
TO commands.

Sample Report

The preceding commands create a report like the following:
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Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/01/13  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/01/13  23.59.59                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES

PERIOD DAILY                        PERCENT TIME CPU ACTIVE IN VIRTUAL SUPERVISOR STATE      REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

    02/03/30 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     08.22.10 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     08.54.37 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     09.27.28 .X       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     1.4

     10.00.30 .X       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     1.0

     10.33.14 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     11.05.56 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     11.38.51 .XX      .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     1.9

     12.11.42 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     12.44.14 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     13.16.41 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     13.49.18 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     14.22.14 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     14.55.40 .XXXXXXXXXXX      .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    10.6

     15.29.16 .XXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    13.0

     16.02.39 .XXXXXXXXX.       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     9.1

     16.35.45 .XXXXXXX  .       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     6.7

     SUMMARY: .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXX      .       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     2.7

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT PERCENT TIME CPU IS ACTIVE IN VIRTUAL SUPERVISOR STATE, USER= VSETST

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/01/13  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/01/13  23.59.59                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES

PERIOD DAILY                        PERCENT TIME CPU ACTIVE IN VIRTUAL SUPERVISOR STATE      REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     93/08/14 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     08.18.21 .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.0

     08.51.01 .X        .       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.5

     09.23.48 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    14.4

     09.56.47 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    15.3

     10.29.28 .X        .       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     0.5

     11.02.24 .X        .       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     1.1

     11.35.47 .XXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    12.3

     12.08.46 .XXX      .       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     3.3

     12.41.43 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    15.2

     13.14.23 .XXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    11.5

     13.47.29 .XXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    12.1
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     14.20.44 .XXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .    10.0

     14.54.15 .XXXXXXXX .       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     8.2

     15.27.50 .XXXXXXXXX.       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     9.3

     SUMMARY: .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     8.1

     RANGE    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .     5.3

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT PERCENT TIME CPU IS ACTIVE IN VIRTUAL SUPERVISOR STATE, USER= VSETST

Because the variable CPU VSUPER is not available at the system level, the preceding report does not include a "rest of
system" value plotted with hyphens.

Creating an Averaged Plot of a Single Variable

To plot the average value of a variable, specify the AVERAGED command with PLOT command.

Sample Commands

The following commands plot the average I/O rate for device X'550' for the months of July and August, 2010. Since
PERIOD MONTHLY is specified, a separate plot is produced for each month. Each line in a plot shows the month's
average I/O rate for the device for one 30-minute interval between 8:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.

FROM 07/01/10
Date of the earliest data to be included

TO 08/31/10
Date of the most recent data to be included

SHIFT 08.00.00 16.00.00
Limit the data to the specified hours each day

EACH 30 MINUTES
Report at 30-minute intervals

PERIOD MONTHLY
Start a new report monthly

AVERAGED
Produce an averaged report

PLOT DEVICE 550 IO
Plot the I/O rate for device X'550'

END
End of this report request

RUN
End of all report requests

Compare this example to the preceding example, which does not include the AVERAGED command. Each line in the
preceding report shows the CP-state CPU utilization for user VSETST for a 30-minute interval on a particular day, instead
of the average utilization for that user for that 30-minute interval for every day in the month.

Also compare this example to the example in the Specifying the Scale of a Plot section in this article, which uses the
EACH 1 DAYS command to produce a detail line for each day that shows the average interrupt rate for the specified
period for that day.

Sample Report

The preceding commands create a report like the following:
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Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/07/01  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/08/31  23.59.59                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES

PERIOD MONTHLY AVERAGED                  I/

O RATE PER SECOND FOR DEVICE 550                  REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     02/07/01 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     08.00.00 .XXX      .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       3

     08.30.00 .XXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       4

     09.00.00 .XXXXXX   .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       6

     09.30.00 .XXXXXXXX .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       8

     10.00.00 .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

     10.30.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      14

     11.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      11

     11.30.00 .XXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      11

     12.00.00 .XXXXXXX  .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       7

     12.30.00 .XXXXXX   .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       6

     13.00.00 .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

     13.30.00 .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

     14.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      13

     14.30.00 .XXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      11

     15.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      11

     15.30.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      15

     SUMMARY: .        .         .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT I/O RATE PER SECOND FOR DEVICE 550

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/07/02 00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/08/31  23.59.59                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES

PERIOD MONTHLY AVERAGED                  I/

O RATE PER SECOND FOR DEVICE 550                  REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     02/08/01 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     08.00.00 .XXX      .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       3

     08.30.00 .XX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       2

     09.00.00 .XXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       4

     09.30.00 .XXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      10

     10.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      10

     10.30.00 .XXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      10

     11.00.00 .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

     11.30.00 .XXXXX    .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       5

     12.00.00 .XXX      .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       3
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     12.30.00 .XXX      .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       3

     13.00.00 .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

     13.30.00 .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

     14.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      11

     14.30.00 .XXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      10

     15.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      10

     15.30.00 .XXXXXXXXX.        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       9

     SUMMARY: .        .         .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXX  .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       7

     RANGE    .XXXXXXXX .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       8

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT I/O RATE PER SECOND FOR DEVICE 550

Creating an averaged Plot of Two Variables

To plot the average value of two variables, specify the AVERAGED command with the PLOT and PLOT2 commands.

Sample Commands

The following commands produce a plot for each month showing the average number of users logged on (LOGGED) and
the average number of users in voluntary wait status (VOLWAIT) for each one-hour period between 7:00 A.M. and 6:00
P.M.:

SHIFT 07.00.00 18.00.00
Limit the data to the specified hours each day

EACH 1 HOURS
Report at 1-hour intervals

PERIOD MONTHLY
Start a new report monthly

AVERAGED
Produce an averaged report

PLOT LOGGED
Plot the number of users logged on

PLOT2 VOLWAIT
Plot the number of users in a voluntary wait status

END
End of this report request

RUN
End of all report requests

Sample Report

The preceding commands create a report like the following. Since the input data covers less than one month (the earliest
data included in the report is 8/1/10and the report date is 8/15/10), only one plot is produced.

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/08/01  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/08/01  23.59.59                                                                   REPORT DATE    08/15/2010

SHIFT  07.00.00  18.00.00                                                                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  01 HOURS                                  NUMBER OF LOGGED USERS
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PERIOD MONTHLY AVERAGED                  NUMBER OF USERS IN VOLUNTARY WAIT                   REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

   02/03/30 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     07.00.00 .XXXXX           .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       5

     07.00.00 .++

+             .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       3

     08.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX             .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      21

     08.00.00 .++++++++++

+              .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      11

     09.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .      47

     09.00.00 .+++

+            .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       4

     10.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .      63

     10.00.00 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+     .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      29

     11.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .      72

     11.00.00 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+            .        .        .        .        .        .        .      31

     12.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .      74

     12.00.00 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+      .        .        .        .        .      55

     13.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .      72

     13.00.00 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+         .        .        .        .        .        .        .      34

     14.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .      72

     14.00.00 .++++

+           .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       5

     15.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .        .        .      70

     15.00.00 .+++++++++++

+             .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      12

     16.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .      71

     16.00.00 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+           .        .        .        .        .        .        .      32

     17.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .        .        .        .      67

     17.00.00 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+   .        .        .        .        .        .      49

     18.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      .        .        .        .        .      55

     18.00.00 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+          .        .        .        .        .      51

     SUMMARY:         .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .        .        .      57

     PERIOD   .+++++++++++++++++++++++++

+        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      26

     RANGE    .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .        .        .      57

     RANGE    .+++++++++++++++++++++++++

+        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      26

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100

     SYMBOLS  X = PLOT NUMBER OF LOGGED USERS

              + = PLOT NUMBER OF USERS IN VOLUNTARY WAIT
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Specifying the Scale of a Plot

By default, variables are plotted on a scale of 0 to 100. To plot a variable using a different scale, specify the SCALE
command with the PLOT command.

Sample Commands

The following commands plot the average daily external interrupt rate, including data for the shift of 7:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
only. A separate plot is produced for each month. The SCALE command specifies the scale of the plots; the command
SCALE 5 sets the scale of the plot to 500 interrupts per second.

FROM 03/26/10
Date of the earliest data to be included

TO 04/10/10
Date of the most recent data to be included

SHIFT 07.00.00 18.00.00
Limit the data to the specified hours each day

EACH 1 DAYS
Produce one plot line for each day

PERIOD MONTHLY
Start a new report monthly

SCALE 5
Plot on a scale of 1-500 instead of 1-100

PLOT VMSTAT PEXTNX RATE
Plot the real external interrupt rate per second

END
End of this report request

RUN
End of all report requests

Compare this example to the example in the Creating an Averaged Plot of a Single Variable section in this article, which
uses the AVERAGED command to show the average value of a variable for 30-minute intervals for each month.

Sample Report

The preceding commands create a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/03/26  23.40.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/04/10  23.40.00                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  07.00.00  18.00.00                                                                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  01 DAYS

PERIOD MONTHLY                          PEXTNX - EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS ON CPU                  REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        50       100       150       200       250       300       350       400       450       500

     YY/MM/DD +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     10/03/26 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .     205

     10/03/27 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .        .        .        .        .        .     241

     10/03/28 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .     250

     10/03/29 XXXXXXXXXX.            .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      49

     10/03/30 XXXXXX    .            .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      31

     10/03/31 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      .        .        .        .        .        .     216
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     SUMMARY     : .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .        .     165.3

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        50       100       150       200       250       300       350       400       450       500

     SYMBOLS  X = PEXTNX - EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS ON CPU

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                            Version 05.0

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH  01 DAYS

PERIOD MONTHLY                          PEXTNX - EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS ON CPU                  REPORT CPU ID 000047/3090

              0        50       100       150       200       250       300       350       400       450       500

     YY/MM/DD +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

     10/04/01 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .     359

     10/04/02 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      .        .        .        .        .        .        .     174

     10/04/03 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .     205

     10/04/04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .        .        .        .        .        .     206

     10/04/05 XXXXXXXXXXXX           .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .      58

     10/04/06               .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .       0

     10/04/07 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .        .        .        .        .        .     201

     10/04/08 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .        .        .        .        .        .     200

     10/04/09 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .        .        .        .        .        .     210

     10/04/10 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .     221

     SUMMARY: .             .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        .        . SUMMARY:

     PERIOD   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .        .        .        .        .        .        .     183.4

     RANGE    .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     .        .        .        .        .        .        .     176.6

              +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

              0        50       100       150       200       250       300       350       400       450       500

     SYMBOLS  X = PEXTNX - EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS ON CPU

     RECORDS SELECTED = 000001410

Creating Tabular Reports
This article contains a description and example of each of the following tabular reports:

Command Report Generated Description
CHANSUM Channel I/O Summary Lists I/O statistics and channel busy

percentages for each channel in the system
DASTAP Disk and Tape I/O Summary Lists I/O and queue depth statistics for each

disk and tape device
DEGSUM User Degradation Analysis Lists wait statistics for each user ID to aid

in the analysis of the performance of virtual
machines

PAGESUM System Storage and Paging Summary Reports main storage utilization and paging
statistics by date and time
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SQL AGENT SQL/DS Agent Summary Lists wait statistics for each SQL/DS
agent to aid in the analysis of SQL/DS
performance

SQL AGENTS SQL/DS Agent Storage Reports SQL/DS real storage utilization for
each agent

SQL GLOBAL SQL/DS Global Data Displays general information about SQL/DS
activity for the current monitoring level

SQL USER SQL/DS User Status Displays information about SQL/DS
connected users for the current monitoring
interval

SQL USERS SQL/DS User Summary Reports communication statistics for all
SQL/DS users

SUM User Resource Utilization Summary Reports system resource utilization by user
ID, including CPU utilization, paging and I/
O rates, working set size, cards read, and
lines printed

SYSPERF System Performance Summary Reports, by date and time, user load on the
system, system resource utilization, and
system-wide performance

SYSSUM System Resource Utilization Summary Reports, by time, the number of users
logged on, the percentage of time the CPU
is active, and the number of users in each
of several types of queues and wait states

VMSTAT Summary of VM Statistics Describes a number of key system
activity indicators and lists their average,
maximum, and minimum values for the
reporting period

Channel I/O Summary (CHANSUM)
The Channel I/O Summary (CHANSUM) Report lists I/O statistics and channel busy percentages for each channel in the
system.

 Related Report 

You can use the CHANSUM report in conjunction with the System Performance Summary (SYSPERF) Report, which
reports on user load on the system, system resource utilization, and system-wide performance by date and time.

Command Used

Use the following command to request a Channel I/O Summary Report:

CHANSUM

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate a Channel I/O Summary Report:

FROM    02/01/10

TO      02/28/10

PERIOD  1 DAY

CHANSUM

END

RUN

 Sample Report 
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The preceding commands generate a report like the following, shown in part:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.             E  X  P  L  O  R  E                             

 Version 05.0

FROM  2010/03/30  00.00.00                                                                       REPORT PAGE 

            1

TO        2010/03/30  23.40.00                      CHANNEL I/O SUMMARY                          REPORT DATE 

   03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                        REPORT TIME 

     18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                      REPORT CPU ID

 071754/9672

                                       CHAN I/O         CHANNEL                                          

 CHANNEL

                 TOTAL         I/O      PCT OF       QUEUE  DEPTH         --- PERCENT TIME BUSY  ---     

 RECORDS

    CHANNEL    I/O COUNT    RATE/SEC    SYSTEM     MAX   AVG    PCT     CHAN  BUSY2  CTLU DEVICE OTHER   

 PROCESSED

      00           2,784       6.3        7.9       0    0.0    0.0     16.7    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        

    15

      01           5,274      12.0       14.9       0    0.0    0.0     20.8    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        

    15

      02           1,196       2.7        3.4       0    0.0    0.0     13.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        

    15

      03          12,485      28.4       35.4       0    0.0    0.0      6.6    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        

    15

      04           2,255       5.1        6.4       0    0.0    0.0     20.2    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        

    15

      05          11,100      25.2       31.4       0    0.0    0.0      2.2    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        

    15

An explanation of the report follows.

 Heading  Description 

CHANNEL The channel number for which performance data is presented.

TOTAL I/O COUNT The total I/O count for the channel.

I/O RATE/SEC The channel I/O rate per second.

CHAN I/O PCT OF SYSTEM The percentage of the system I/O activity that occurred on the channel.

CHANNEL QUEUE DEPTH These values are not available on VM/XA or VM/ESA ESA feature.

CHAN The percentage of time the channel was
busy as returned by the STCPS instruction.
Channel busy information is not available
for byte multiplexor channels for some CPU
models.

BUSY2 Not available on VM/XA or VM/ESA ESA
feature.

PERCENT TIME BUSY

CTLU Not available on VM/XA or VM/ESA ESA
feature.
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DEVICE Not available on VM/XA or VM/ESA ESA
feature.

OTHER Not available on VM/XA or VM/ESA ESA
feature.

CHANNEL RECORDS PROCESSED The number of channel history records used for the report data.

Disk and Tape I/O Summary (DASTAP)
The Disk and Tape I/O Summary (DASTAP) Report lists I/O and queue depth statistics for each disk and tape device for
which at least one I/O was recorded. I/Os performed via the IOASSIST microcode feature are not included in this report.

 Related Report 

You may want to use this report in conjunction with the System Performance Summary (SYSPERF) Report, which reports
on user load on the system, system resource utilization, and system-wide performance by date and time.

Command Used

Use the following command to request a Disk and Tape I/O Summary Report:

DASTAP

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate a Disk and Tape I/O Summary Report:

EXCLUDE SAT-SUN

FROM    02/01/10

TO      02/28/10

DASTAP

END

RUN

 Sample Report 

The preceding commands generate a report like the one following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.             E  X  P  L  O  R  E                             

 Version 05.0

FROM  2010/03/30  00.00.00                          DISK AND TAPE                             REPORT PAGE    

         1

TO        2010/03/30  23.40.00                                      I/O                       REPORT DATE   

 03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                               SUMMARY                               REPORT TIME    

  18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                   REPORT CPU ID

 071754/9672

                          TOTAL    TOTAL                DEVICE I/O      I/O                    DEVICE        

 DEVICE

 DEVICE        DEVICE      I/O      I/O      ACTIVE     PERCENT OF    SERVICE   DEVICE      QUEUE  DEPTH     

 ACTIVE

  ADDR  VOLSER  TYPE      COUNT     RATE    I/O RATE    CHAN   SYS      TIME     BUSY     MAX   AVG    PCT   

 PERCENT

  120   VM3380  3380      33,325    14.4      14.4         0  11.7      0.0       2.5      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0
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  121   VM3381  3380      35,462    15.3      15.3         0  12.5      0.0       3.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  122   VM3382  3380      14,265     6.1       6.1         0   5.0      0.0       1.5      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  123   VM3383  3380      22,153     9.5       9.5         0   7.8      0.0       1.9      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  124   MVSTST  3380         239     0.1       0.1         0   0.1      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  228   P33801  3380      32,919    14.3      14.3         0  11.6      0.0       2.2      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  229   P33802  3380       6,481     2.8       2.8         0   2.3      0.0       0.6      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  22A   VM3388  3380      29,411    12.7      12.7         0  10.3      0.0       2.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  259   VMSW02  3350         250     0.1       0.1         0   0.1      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  25A   VMSW03  3350      12,812     5.5       5.5         0   4.5      0.0       1.1      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  25B   DOSRES  3350       2,049     0.8       0.8         0   0.7      0.0       0.2      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  25C   OSVM02  3350       1,516     0.6       0.6         0   0.5      0.0       0.1      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  25D   ADMVM1  3350      14,433     6.2       6.2         0   5.1      0.0       1.5      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  25F   OSVM03  3350         658     0.2       0.2         0   0.2      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  340   VMU004  3350       1,408     0.6       0.6         0   0.5      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  341   VMU005  3350       1,443     0.6       0.6         0   0.5      0.0       0.1      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  342   VMSPR3  3350       2,414     1.0       1.0         0   0.8      0.0       0.1      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  344   ADMVM2  3350       2,480     1.0       1.0         0   0.9      0.0       0.1      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  345   SYSWK1  3350       2,461     1.0       1.0         0   0.9      0.0       0.2      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  346   HP3RES  3350      10,472     4.5       4.5         0   3.7      0.0       0.7      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  347   OSVM01  3350       5,358     2.3       2.3         0   1.9      0.0       0.5      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  348   VSE003  3330           6     0.0       0.0         0   0.0      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  349   CIC160  3330       2,054     0.8       0.8         0   0.7      0.0       0.1      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  34A   WM08RS  3330         674     0.2       0.5         0   0.2      0.0       0.1      0    0.0    0.0   

   50.0

  34B   MV3IPO  3330         845     0.3       0.3         0   0.3      0.0       0.1      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  34D   MV3RES  3330         329     0.1       0.1         0   0.1      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  34E   CIC170  3330           6     0.0       0.0         0   0.0      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

   50.0
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  580           3420       6,186     2.6       2.6         0   2.2      0.0       1.5      0    0.0    0.0   

  100.0

  581           3420         133     0.0       0.1         0   0.0      0.0       0.0      0    0.0    0.0   

   50.0

  582           3420       2,449     1.0       2.1         0   0.9      0.0       0.4      0    0.0    0.0   

   50.0

An explanation of the report follows.

 Heading  Description 

DEVICE ADDR The device address for which performance data is presented.

VOLSER The volume serial number of the pack mounted on the device.

DEVICE TYPE The device type.

TOTAL I/O COUNT The total I/O count for the device.

TOTAL I/O RATE The total I/O rate for the device.

ACTIVE I/O RATE The I/O rate for the device when it was active. This rate is calculated by dividing the
device I/O count by the time period covered by only those history records in which some
activity was recorded for the device.

CHAN Not availableDEVICE I/O PERCENT OF

SYS The percentage of nonspooled I/Os for this
device

I/O SERVICE TIME The average time in milliseconds that I/Os took to complete on the device. This value is
obtained by dividing the percentage device busy by the device I/O rate.

DEVICE BUSY The percentage of time that the device was busy. This column will contain zeros unless
the Explore PM for z/VM service machine command SET BUSY ON is also used.

MAX The maximum observed queue depth for
the device.

AVG The average observed queue depth for the
device. This value can become inflated if
the history records are highly summarized
from using the EXPLDUMP utility with
a SUM option value greater than 1 or 2,
or from using EXPLCOMP's INTERVAL
control statement.

DEVICE QUEUE DEPTH

PCT The percentage of history records in which
at least one I/O was queued on the device.

DEVICE ACTIVE PERCENT The percentage of history records for the device in which at least one I/O was recorded.

User Degradation Analysis (DEGSUM)
The User Degradation Analysis (DEGSUM) lists wait statistics for each user ID. This report is useful in analyzing poor
user performance.

Command Used

Use the following command to request a User Degradation Analysis:
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DEGSUM

Sample Commands

The following commands generate a User Degradation Analysis:

EXCLUDE SAT-SUN

DEGSUM

END

RUN

Sample Report

The preceding commands generate a report like the one following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.             E  X  P  L  O  R  E                              Version 05.0

FROM  2010/03/30  00.00.00                                  USER                                    REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/03/30  23.40.00                           DEGREDATION                                REPORT DATE     03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                    ANALYSIS                               REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                         REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

                                                               WAIT          TIME

           PERCENT   WAIT   WAIT   WAIT   WAIT   WAIT   WAIT   INST   IN     SLICE   WAIT   WAIT    VM

  USERID    ACTIVE   CPU    PAGE   STG    I/O    CON    SIOB   SIM   QUEUE    END    IDLE   PSW    SLEEP

 ALRTCICS    26.7     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0   26.7    0.1    0.1    0.1    0.0    46.5   46.5     0.0

 ANDY        53.3     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.4    0.2    0.0    66.6   66.2     0.0

 BOBT        13.3     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0   13.3    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    46.7   46.7     0.0

 BSS         53.3     4.4    0.2    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.8    1.0    5.4    0.0    47.9   47.9     0.0

 BUD         13.3     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0   13.3    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    73.3   73.3     0.0

 BWW         53.3     0.8    0.4    0.0    0.0    0.4    0.7    1.3    2.3    0.0    64.7   64.5     0.0

 CATHY       46.7     0.1    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.0    0.2    0.3    0.0    66.6   66.4     0.0

 CAW         53.3     0.1    0.0    0.0    0.0    2.8    0.1    0.3    0.2    0.0    79.8   79.7     0.0

 CHONG       60.0     0.3    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.3    2.3    1.1    0.0    72.7   70.7     0.0

 CJT          6.7     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.1    0.0    66.6   66.6     0.0

 CLYDE       46.7     1.2    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.0    0.4    1.4    0.0    65.4   65.1     0.0

 CMSBATCH    73.3    14.3    1.9    0.0    0.0    0.0    3.7    5.6   19.8    0.0    80.2   80.2     0.0

 CRA         73.3     0.5    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.7    0.7    0.0    72.6   72.1     0.0

 C1           6.7     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.0    66.6   66.6     0.0

 C2          20.0     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.9    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    46.7   46.7     0.0

 C4           0.0     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    46.7   46.7     0.0

 C6          46.7     0.2    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.2    0.0    0.0    0.2    0.0    46.5   46.5     0.0

 DAVID       33.3     1.1    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.2    0.3    1.4    0.0    71.9   71.9     0.0

 DB          33.3     0.2    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.3    0.3    0.6    0.8    0.0    39.2   39.2     0.0

 DJM         26.7     0.0    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.0    0.3    0.2    0.0    53.2   53.0     0.0

 DMD         60.0     0.2    0.2    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.4    0.6    0.8    0.0    59.2   59.2     0.0

 EDP         33.3     0.6    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.0    0.2    0.7    0.0    92.6   92.5     0.0

 EXPLORE    100.0   100.0    0.0    0.0    0.0  100.0    0.0  100.0  100.0    0.0     0.0    0.0     0.0

 EXPVMBAT    80.0     3.9    0.7    0.1    0.0   12.4    3.2    5.1    8.1    0.0    81.4   81.4     0.0

 FAQSVM      53.3     2.3    0.2    0.0    0.0   16.0    2.1    2.3    4.8    0.0    52.8   52.7     0.0

 FAVER4      13.3     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.2    0.9    0.9    0.6    0.0    66.1   65.7     0.0

 FAVER5       6.7     0.1    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.7    0.8    0.8    0.0    65.9   65.8     0.0

 FFFSAC       0.0     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    60.0   60.0     0.0

 GRIMM       20.0     0.0    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.3    0.9    0.8    0.0    99.7   99.0     0.0

 HMJ         60.0     0.4    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.3    0.5    0.9    1.3    0.0    78.8   78.7     0.0
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 IRENE       20.0     0.3    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.9    0.3    0.4    0.5    0.0    92.8   92.7     0.0

 JAS         20.0     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0   20.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    60.0   60.0     0.0

 JFM         53.3     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0   53.3    0.0    1.0    0.3    0.0    66.7   65.7     0.0

 JKM         60.0     0.6    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    6.4    3.9    0.0    66.1   59.7     0.0

 JSR         80.0     0.7    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.3    0.5    1.0    1.6    0.0    91.8   91.5     0.0

 JV          40.0     0.9    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.4    1.3    1.9    0.0    52.0   51.1     0.0

 KEITH       60.0     0.6    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.3    0.9    1.5    1.9    0.0    78.1   77.8     0.0

 KLC          0.0     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    66.7   66.7     0.0

 KLW         66.7     1.0    0.9    0.0    0.0    0.4    0.8    2.1    2.8    0.0    77.0   76.6     0.0

 KR          33.3     1.1    0.6    0.0    0.0    0.6    0.5    1.1    2.2    0.0    44.4   44.4     0.0

 LH           0.0     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    46.7   46.7     0.0

 LKH          6.7     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.1    0.0   100.0  100.0     0.0

An explanation of the report follows.

USERID
The user for which the following wait statistics are presented.

PERCENT ACTIVE
The percentage of intervals in which the virtual machine used any CPU; that is, the number of user records for the
user with a nonzero TCPU%, divided by the total number of user records for the user. For example, if the interval
length is 32 minutes (the default), and a user works for even a brief period each half hour, the value for PERCENT
ACTIVE for that user would be 100%.

WAIT CPU
The percentage of time spent waiting for the CPU, including time the virtual machine was dispatched.

WAIT PAGE
The percentage of time spent waiting for paging.

WAIT STG
The percentage of time spent waiting for storage. Users waiting for storage occupy the dispatch queue eligible
lists.

WAIT I/O
The percentage of time spent waiting for I/O completion.

WAIT CON
The percentage of time spent waiting on the virtual console functions.

WAIT SIOB
The percentage of time spent waiting for scheduling I/O blocks.

WAIT INST SIM
The percentage of time spent waiting for instruction simulation.

IN QUEUE
The percentage of time spent in the dispatch queues Q1, Q2 and Q3.

TIME SLICE END
The percentage of time the user was found to be at the end of his queue time slice.

WAIT IDLE
The percentage of time spent idle.

WAIT PSW
The percentage of time the user spent with a wait PSW.

VM SLEEP
The percentage of time the user spent in VM SLEEP.
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System Storage and Paging Summary (PAGESUM) Report
 Contents 

The System Storage and Paging Summary (PAGESUM) Report reports main storage utilization and paging statistics by
date and time. This report's detailed information is useful when studying storage and paging activity.

Command Used

Use the following command to request a System Storage and Paging Summary Report:

PAGESUM

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate a System Storage and Paging Summary Report:

FROM    01/01/10

PERIOD  NONE

PAGESUM

END

RUN

 Sample Report 

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.             E  X  P  L  O  R  E                             

 Version 05.0

FROM  2010/03/30  00.00.00                         SYSTEM STORAGE                                   REPORT

 PAGE             1

TO        2010/03/30  23.59.59                              AND PAGING                              REPORT

 DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                   SUMMARY                                 REPORT

 TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                         REPORT CPU

 ID 071754/9672

       ----  PAGING I/O  -----     -- PAGES ---    - FREE STORAGE --     -- FREELIST --    SWAP    ---

 STEALING ---

      FAULT  IN  OUT  SIO CHAIN   PAGE RESE   SHAR  PAGS PAGS  TRY SUBP   FREE TIMES   RE-  FLUSH   PCT  STL 

 CHK FULL

TIME   RATE RATE RATE RATE PCT    ABLE RVED    -ED  XTND RETD SPLT SPLT   PAGS EMPTY CLAIM   LIST  PAGE RATE

 RATE SCAN

97/03/30

00.00   17    2    1    3    0    4063    0     95     0    0    0    0     67  0.0     0     13      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

00.32   29    0    0    0    0    4064    0     97     0    0    0    0     64  0.0     0     13      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

01.05   21    0    0    0    0    4086    0     69     0    0    0    0     47  0.0     0      0      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

07.07   31    0    0    0    0    4086    0     86     0    0    0    0     54  0.0     0      0      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

07.39   38    0    0    0    0    4085    0     95     0    0    0    0     55  0.0     0      0      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0
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08.11   33    1    1    2    0    4084    0     95     0    0    0    0     67  0.0     0      0      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

08.44   30   13    9    9    0    4081    0     98     0    0    0    0     64  0.0     0      0      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

09.16   29   11    7   13    0    4078    0    101     0    0    0    0     67  0.0     0      1      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

09.49   62   21   13   21    0    4075    0    102     0    0    0    0     64  0.0     0      2      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

10.22   80   30   19   34    0    4073    0    103     0    0    0    0     55  0.0     0      3      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

10.55   46   27   17   28    0    4071    0    104     0    0    0    0    110  0.0     0      3      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

11.28   46   24   17   28    0    4069    0    105     0    0    0    0     69  0.0     0      4      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

12.01   79   16   11   19    0    4067    0    105     0    0    0    0    361  0.0     0      5      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

12.33   62   25   17   28    0    4066    0    107     0    0    0    0     61  0.0     0      6      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

13.06   67   31   22   32    0    4064    0    107     0    0    0    0     60  0.0     0      7      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

13.39   75   34   22   33    0    4063    0    108     0    0    0    0     63  0.0     0      8      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

14.12   86   35   21   32    0    4062    0    108     0    0    0    0     57  0.0     0      9      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

14.45   66   26   15   28    0    4061    0    109     0    0    0    0     96  0.0     0     10      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

15.18   56   28   17   33    0    4060    0    110     0    0    0    0     72  0.0     0     11      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

15.51   67   28   17   29    0    4060    0    111     0    0    0    0     57  0.0     0     12      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

16.24   71   27   18   30    0    4059    0    110     0    0    0    0     64  0.0     0     13      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

16.57   80   16    8   17    0    4060    0    110     0    0    0    0    194  0.0     0     13      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

17.30   38    8    5    9    0    4060    0    110     0    0    0    0     53  0.0     0     14      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

18.02   71    3    2    5    0    4072    0    130     0    0    0    0     59  0.0     0     14      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

18.52   39    4    3    5    0    4075    0    108     0    0    0    0     26  0.0     0     14      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

19.32   69    4    4    6    0    4076    0    101     0    0    0    0    191  0.0     0     14      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

20.04   69    4    2    5    0    4075    0    105     0    0    0    0     53  0.0     0     15      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

20.37   67    1    1    2    0    4076    0     96     0    0    0    0     58  0.0     0     15      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

21.09   62    1    1    2    0    4075    0     92     0    0    0    0    115  0.0     0     15      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

21.41   62    2    2    3    0    4074    0     91     0    0    0    0     43  0.0     0     15      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

22.13   47    1    1    2    0    4074    0     90     0    0    0    0    244  0.0     0     15      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0
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22.46   47    0    0    0    0    4074    0     90     0    0    0    0     42  0.0     0     15      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

23.18   69    1    1    2    0    4074    0     88     0    0    0    0    165  0.0     0     15      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0 

SUMMARY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PERIOD  55   13    9   14    0    4070    0    101     0    0    0    0     88  0.0     0      8      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

RANGE   55   13    9   14    0    4070    0    101     0    0    0    0     88  0.0     0      8      0  0.0 

 0.0  0.0

An explanation of the report follows.

 Heading  Description 

TIME The time for which paging statistics are presented. If the EACH interval is daily or longer,
this field is the date represented by the paging statistics

FAULT RATE The rate per second at which page faults
occurred during the interval. Page faults
occur when storage accessed by a virtual
machine does not reside in main storage.

IN RATE The page-in rate per second during the
interval.

OUT RATE The page-out rate per second during the
interval.

SIO RATE The paging and spooling SSCH rate
per second (from the VMSTAT variable
PPAGPS).

PAGING I/O

CHAIN PCT This value is not available on VM/XA or VM/
ESA ESA feature.

PAGEABLE The average number of pageable pages
during the interval.

RESERVED The average number of reserved pages
during the interval.

PAGES

SHARED The average number of shared pages
during the interval.

PAGS XTND The number of free page extends during
the interval.

PAGS RETD The number of extended pages returned
during the interval.

TRY SPLT The number of attempts to split a free
storage subpool. This value is valid for VM/
SP and HPO only.

FREE STORAGE

SUBP SPLT The number of times a subpool was split
to satisfy an extend request. This value is
valid for VM/SP and HPO only.

FREELIST FREE PAGES The average number of pages on the
available list during the interval.
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TIMES EMPTY The average number of times the available
list was empty during the interval.

RECLAIM This value is not available.

SWAP FLUSH LIST The average number of times during the interval that a page frame was obtained by
paging out a page on the flush list. This value is valid for VM/SP and HPO only.

PCT PAGE The percentage of the page I/O rate that is
the page steal rate. This value is calculated
by dividing the page-steal rate by the page
I/O rate.

STL RATE The page-steal rate per second. This is the
rate at which page frames are stolen from
in-queue users.

CHK RATE The number of page frames per second
checked for recent use during an attempt to
steal a page. This value is valid for VM/SP
and HPO only.

STEALING

FULL SCAN The number of times per second all page
frames were examined during an attempt to
steal a page. This value is valid for VM/SP
and HPO only.

SQL/DS Agent Summary (SQL AGENT) Report
Contents

The SQL/DS Agent Summary (SQL AGENT) Report shows the wait statistics for each real SQL agent. This report is
useful in analyzing poor SQL agent performance.

Related Reports

You may want to use the SQL AGENT report in conjunction with the Agent Storage (SQL AGENTS) Report, which reports
on.

Command Used

Use the following command to request an SQL/DS Agent Summary Report:

SQL AGENT

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an SQL/DS Agent Summary Report:

DISKLOG

FROM  04/15/2010

TO    04/31/2010

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SQL AGENT

END

RUN
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Sample Report

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM  2010/04/15  00.00.00                                                                  REPORT PAGE             1

TO        2010/04/31  23.59.59                   SQL/

DS REAL AGENT SUMMARY                  REPORT DATE    04/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                   REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                 REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

              PERCENT       - - - - - - - - - - -    PERCENT WAIT   - - - - - - - - - - - -

   AGENT       ACTIVE      COMM      LOCK     CHKPT    OUT PAGE    OUT BLK     I/O      LPAGE

   1            81.7        3.1       9.5        .1        1.0         .8      23.0        .1

   2            64.3        5.8       8.1        .0         .1         .0      37.4        .0

   3            23.5        1.9       5.7        .0         .9         .9      48.6        .0

   4             2.2         .1        .1        .0         .0         .0      17.3        .0

   5              .1         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   CHECKPT        .2         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   OPERATOR       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   RECOVERY       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   PROTOTYP       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   QUEUES         .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   PACKAGES       .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

   SYSTEM         .0         .0        .0        .0         .0         .0        .0        .0

An explanation of the report follows.

AGENT
The agent for which the following wait statistics are presented.

PERCENT ACTIVE
The percentage of intervals in which the virtual machine used any CPU; that is, the number of user records for
the agent with a nonzero TCPU%, divided by the total number of agent records for the agent. For example, if the
interval length is 32 minutes (the default), and an agent works for even a brief period each half hour, the value for
PERCENT ACTIVE for that agent would be 100%

WAIT COMM
The percentage of time spent waiting for a user request or completion of an APPC/VM function.

WAIT LOCK
The percentage of time spent waiting to obtain a lock held by another agent.

WAIT CHKPT
The percentage of time spent waiting for a checkpoint to be processed.

WAIT OUT PAGE
The percentage of time spent waiting for a data page buffer.

WAIT OUT BLK
The percentage of time spent waiting for a directory block buffer.

WAIT I/O
The percentage of time spent waiting for I/O completion.

WAIT LPAGE
The percentage of time spent with LPAGE.
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SQL/DS Agent Storage (SQL AGENTS) Report
Contents

The SQL/DS Agent Storage (SQL AGENTS) Report shows storage used by SQL agents above and below the 16M line.
This report is useful when studying SQL storage activity.

Related Reports

You may want to use the SQL AGENTS report in conjunction with the Agent Summary (SQL AGENT) Report, which
reports on the wait statistics for each agent.

Command Used

Use the following command to request an SQL/DS Agent Storage Report:

SQL AGENTS

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an SQL/DS Agent Storage Report:

DISKLOG

FROM  04/15/2010

TO    04/31/2010

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SQL AGENTS

END

RUN

Sample Report

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.          E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM  2010/04/15  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/04/31  23.59.59                   SQL/

DS REAL AGENT SUMMARY                       REPORT DATE    04/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                  REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

AGENT      ALLOC    IN USE    FREE    HI USE    USER         ALLOC    IN USE    FREE    HI USE    USER

            - - - - - - - -  < 16M  - - - - - - - -           - - - - - - - -  > 16M  - - - - - - - -

1           4096     3992      104     4096     VSEPROD       8192     7168     1024     8192     VSEPROD

2           4096     3072     1024     4096     SQLUSER       8192     7420      722     8192     SQLUSER

3           4096     1024     3072     4096     VSETST        8192     5120     3072     8192     SQLUSER

4           1024      512      512     1024                   8192     4352     3840     8192

5           1024        0     1024     1024                   8192        0     8192     8192

CHECKPT     2048        0     2048     2048                   2048        0     2048     2048

OPERATOR    4096        0     4096     4096                   4096     1104     2992     4096

RECOVERY    4096        0     4096     4096                   4096        0     4096     4096

PROTOTYP    8192        0     8192     8192                   8192        0     8192     8192

QUEUES      8192        0     8192     8192                   8192        0     8192     8192
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PACKAGES       0        0        0        0                      0        0        0        0

SYSTEM      8192        0     8192     8192                   8192        0     8192     8192

An explanation of the report follows.

AGENT
The agent for which the following wait statistics are presented.

ALLOC < 16M
The amount of storage below the 16M line (in bytes) allocated to the agent.

IN USE < 16M
The amount of storage below the 16M line (in bytes) in use by the agent.

FREE < 16M
The amount of storage below the 16M line (in bytes) allocated to the agent that is not in use.

HI USE < 16M
The maximum amount of storage below the 16M line (in bytes) in use by the agent since SQL/DS started or the
RESET HIGHSTOR command was last issued.

USER < 16M
The SQL/DS user ID associated with the agent when the agent reached its highest level of storage usage below
the 16M line.

ALLOC > 16M
The amount of storage above the 16M line (in bytes) allocated to the agent.

IN USE > 16M
The amount of storage above the 16M line (in bytes) in use by the agent.

FREE > 16M
The amount of storage above the 16M line (in bytes) allocated to the agent that is not in use.

HI USE > 16M
The maximum amount of storage above the 16M line (in bytes) in use by the agent since SQL/DS started or the
RESET HIGHSTOR command was last issued.

USER > 16M
The SQL/DS user ID associated with the agent when the agent reached its highest level of storage usage above
the 16M line.

SQL/DS Global Data (SQL GLOBAL) Report
Contents

The SQL/DS Global Data (SQL GLOBAL) Report describes key SQL activity indicators and provides the status of SQL
agents and users.

Related Reports

This report summarizes SQL global activity. The SQL USER, SQL USERS, SQL AGENT, and SQL AGENTS reports
provide more detailed information.

Command Used

Use the following command to request an SQL/DS Global Data Report:

SQL GLOBAL

Sample Commands
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The following commands generate an SQL/DS Global Data Report:

DISKLOG

FROM  04/15/2010

TO    04/31/2010

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SQL GLOBAL

END

RUN

Sample Report

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.           E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM     2010/04/15  00.00.00                                                                 REPORT PAGE             1

TO           2010/04/31  23.59.59                   SQL/

DS REAL AGENT SUMMARY                 REPORT DATE    04/31/2010

SHIFT     00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                  REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                   REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

       1  REAL AGENTS ACTIVE                    4  REAL AGENTS AVAILABLE                  1  CONNECTED USERS

       0  INACTIVE PSEUDO AGENTS                0  PSEUDO AGENTS AVAILABLE               95  PSEUDO AGENTS WAITING

      10  RDSCALLS                             42  DBSS CALLS                            16  MONITORING CALLS

      14  LUWS STARTED                          0  LUWS ROLLED BACK                       0  DEADLOCKS

       0  LOCK ESCALATIONS                      0  LOCK EXCALATIONS FAILED                0  LOCK REQUEST WAITS

     192  LOOKS IN PAGEBUF                     89  DBSPACE READS                          2  DBSPACE WRITES

     101  LOOKS IN DIRBUF                     233  DIRECT BLOCK READS                    63  DIRECT BLOCK WRITES

       3  LOG PAGE READS                        3  LOG PAGE WRITES                        1  SYSTEM CHECKPOINTS

     325  DASD READS                           68  DASD WRITES                          393  DASD I/O

    4661K BYTE LOG SIZE                       439  LOG BYTES USED                      4194K BYTES UNTIL OVERFLOW

      10  PAGES UNTIL CHECKPOINT

An explanation of the report follows.

Agent Information
The following fields contain general information about SQL/DS agent usage and activity:
REAL AGENTS ACTIVE

The number of real agents currently active.
REAL AGENTS AVAILABLE

The number of real agents currently available.
CONNECTED USERS

The number of currently connected users.
INACTIVE PSEUDO AGENTS

The number of pseudo-agents currently inactive.
PSEUDO AGENTS AVAILABLE

The number of pseudo-agents currently available. This is the number of user SQL/DS connections
available
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PSEUDO AGENTS WAITING
The number of pseudo-agents currently waiting.

SQL/DS Counter Values
The following fields, with the exception of the one labeled MONITORING CALLS, contain information from the
internal counters maintained by SQL/DS collected by Explore PM for z/VM at each data collection interval. This
information corresponds to that obtained by issuing the SQL/DS COUNTER * command, as described in the IBM
SQL/DS (DB2) documentation.

RDSCALLS
The number of calls to RDS (Relational Data System). The execution of each SQL data request results in
at least one call to RDS. The SQL/DS Counter is RDSCALL.

DBSS CALLS
The number of calls to the DBSS (Database Storage Subsystem) by RDS. The number of calls to DBSS
can indicate whether the form of the SQL statements within a program are degrading the program's
performance. The SQL/DS Counter is DBSSCALL.

MONITORING CALLS
The number of calls to RDS generated by Explore PM for z/VM’s SQL/DS monitoring.

LUWS STARTED
The number of LUWs started. You can use this value to check the effect of your tuning efforts: generally, if
tuning is successful, the number of LUWs started over a given time interval should increase. The SQL/DS
Counter is BEGINLUW.

LUWS ROLLED BACK
The number of LUWs rolled back. If 5% or more of the LUWs started are rolled back, the applications
involved should be examined. The SQL/DS Counter is ROLLBACK.

DEADLOCKS
The number of deadlocks. If 5% or more of LUWs started become deadlocked, the applications involved
should be examined. If deadlocks cannot be avoided by altering the logic of the competing applications,
try to run them at different times. The SQL/DS Counter is DEADLOCK.

LOCK ESCALATIONS
The number of successful lock escalations; that is, the number of times a set of small locks acquired by
an LUW were replaced with a single larger DBSPACE lock. The number of successful lock escalations
plus the number of times the lock escalation process failed is the number of times that an LUW reached
either the user lock limit (as specified with the NLRBU SQL/DS initialization parameter) or the system lock
limit (as specified with NLRBS).
If lock escalations impair performance, you should consider either increasing the lock level for the
DBSPACE in which the escalation occurred or increasing the number of lock request blocks available.
The SQL/DS Counter is ESCALATE.

LOCK ESCALATIONS FAILED
The number of times the lock escalation process failed; that is, the number of times SQL/DS attempted
to replace a set of small locks acquired by an LUW with a single larger DBSPACE lock but could not. The
usual cause of failure of lock escalation is that the attempt to acquire the larger replacement lock resulted
in deadlock. The number of successful lock escalations plus the number of times the lock escalation
process failed is the number of times that an LUW reached either the user lock limit (as specified with the
NLRBU SQL/DS initialization parameter) or the system lock limit (as specified with NLRBS). The SQL/DS
Counter is LOCKLMT.

LOCK REQUEST WAITS
The number of lock requests resulting in waits because another user already had an incompatible lock
on the data to be accessed. If this value is 10% or more of the number of calls to RDS, consider whether
the application's LUWs are too long or whether the lock level for the DBSPACEs involved is too high. The
SQL/DS Counter is WAITLOCK.
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LOOKS IN PAGEBUF
The number of looks in the page buffer; that is, the number of times SQL/DS attempted to read data from
a page in the page buffer. If the page is not in the page buffer, SQL/DS must perform an I/O (a page read)
to bring the page into the buffer (and, if the buffer is full, perform an additional I/O [a page write] to free a
page in the buffer).
The ratio of page reads to looks in the page buffer is the hit ratio for the page buffer pool. In the worst
case, the value of this ratio is 1; that is, SQL/DS had to read a page every time it looked for a page in
the buffer pool. Unless your applications involve a large amount of random (nonsequential) access of
data, the hit ratio indicates how effectively your buffer pool configuration minimizes database I/O. If a
change in your configuration results in a significant decrease in the value of this ratio, the change was
probably effective; otherwise, the change probably was not worthwhile. Generally, a consistently low
ratio may suggest that the buffer pool size can be decreased and the storage can be used for other SQL/
DS resources, while a high value can indicate that more page buffers should be allocated. The SQL/DS
Counter is LPAGBUFF.

DBSPACE READS
The number of DBSPACE page reads. The SQL/DS Counter is PAGEREAD.

DBSPACE WRITES
The number of DBSPACE page writes. The SQL/DS Counter is PAGWRITE.

LOOKS IN DIRBUF
The number of looks in the directory buffer; that is, the number of times SQL/DS attempted to read a
directory block from the directory buffer. If the directory block is not in the directory buffer, SQL/DS must
perform an I/O (a directory block read) to bring the block into the buffer (and, if the buffer is full, perform
an additional I/O [a directory block write] to free a page in the buffer).
The ratio of directory block reads to looks in the directory buffer is the hit ratio for the directory buffer pool,
which indicates how effectively your buffer pool configuration minimizes database I/O. In the worst case,
this ratio is equal to 1, indicating that SQL/DS had to read a directory block each time it looked in the
directory buffer. If this ratio exceeds 0.10, consider using the NDIRBUF initialization parameter to allocate
more directory buffers. The SQL/DS Counter is LDIRBUFF.

DIRECT BLOCK READS
The number of directory block reads. See the above explanation of LDIRBUFF for tuning information. The
SQL/DS Counter is DIRREAD.

DIRECT BLOCK WRITES
The number of directory block writes. The SQL/DS Counter is DIRWRITE.

LOG PAGE READS
The number of log page reads. The SQL/DS Counter is LOGREAD

LOG PAGE WRITES
The number of log page writes. The SQL/DS Counter is LOGWRITE.

SYSTEM CHECKPOINTS
The number of checkpoints taken. Checkpoints require substantial overhead and therefore should be kept
to a minimum. Checkpoints occur when the number of log pages specified with the CHKINTVL SQL/DS
initialization parameter are filled or when an update is made to a table in a nonrecoverable DBSPACE.
One checkpoint every 10 to 15 minutes is acceptable. The SQL/DS Counter is CHKPOINT.

DASD READS
The total number of directory, log, and data page reads. The SQL/DS Counter is DSADREAD.

DASD WRITES
The total number of directory, log, and data page writes. The SQL/DS Counter is DASDWRIT.

DASD I/O
The total number of DASD I/Os. The SQL/DS Counter is DASDIO.
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Log Information
The following fields contain information about the SQL/DS log:
LOG SIZE

The configured size of the log, in bytes.
LOG BYTES USED

The amount of the log currently in use, in bytes.
BYTES UNTIL OVERFLOW

The amount of the log currently available, in bytes.
PAGES UNTIL CHECKPOINT

The number of log pages that must be written for the next checkpoint to occur.

SQL/DS User Status (SQL USER) Report
 Contents 

The SQL/DS User Status (SQL USER) Report shows the current monitoring interval for SQL/DS connected users. 

 Related Reports 

You may want to use the SQL USER report in conjunction with the User Summary (SQL USERS) Report.

Command Used

Use the following command to request an SQL/DS User Status Report:

SQL USER

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate an SQL/DS User Status Report:

DISKLOG

FROM  04/15/2010

TO    04/31/2010

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SQL USER

END

RUN

 Sample Report 

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM  2010/04/15  00.00.00                                                                   REPORT PAGE     

        1

TO    2010/04/31  23.59.59                   SQL/DS REAL AGENT SUMMARY                       REPORT DATE   

 04/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                     REPORT TIME     

 18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                  REPORT CPU ID

 071754/9672

VMUSER       SQLUSER      CPU        PROTOCOL          STATE               CONVERSATION          APPLICATION

VSETST       VSETST       N/A           P       03/12/2010 03:43:03     03/12/2010 03:43:05
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VSEPROD      VSEPROD      N/A           P       03/12/2010 03.22.10     03/12/2010 03:23:33     

 CUST.LISTING.PGM03

SQLUSER      SQLUSER      N/A           P       03/12/2010 04:02:54     03/12/2010 04:02:58

DAVEL        DAVEL        N/A           P       03/12/2010 08:28:46     03/12/2010 08:28:46

An explanation of the report follows.

 Heading  Description 

VMUSER The virtual machine user ID.

SQLUSER The SQL/DS user ID.

CPU The amount of storage in use by the agent, in bytes.

The type of communication protocol used for communication with SQL/DS, as follows:

P Private flow

PROTOCOL

D DRDA protocolP

STATE The time elapsed since the pseudo-agent associated with the user entered its current
state. This information is displayed in seconds, unless the elapsed time exceeds 12
days, in which case it is displayed in days, hours, and minutes.

CONVERSATION The duration of the conversation between the user and SQL/DS. This information is
displayed in seconds, unless the elapsed time exceeds 12 days, in which case it is
displayed in days, hours, and minutes.

APPLICATION The application server name associated with the user.

SQL/DS User Summary (SQL USERS) Report
 Contents 

The SQL/DS User Summary (SQL USERS) Report shows accumulated information about SQL/DS connected users for
the current monitoring interval.

 Related Reports 

You may want to use the SQL USERS report in conjunction with the User Status (SQL USER) Report.

Command Used

Use the following command to request an SQL/DS User Summary Report:

SQL USERS

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate an SQL/DS User Summary Report:

DISKLOG

FROM  04/15/2010

TO    04/31/2010

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SQL USERS

END

RUN

 Sample Report 
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The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM  2010/04/15  00.00.00                                                                  REPORT PAGE      

       1

TO    2010/04/31  23.59.59                   SQL/DS REAL AGENT SUMMARY                      REPORT DATE   

 04/31/2010

SHIFT 00.00.00  23.59.59                                                                    REPORT TIME     

 18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                 REPORT CPU ID

 071754/9672

VMUSER       SQLUSER      CPU        PROTOCOL          STATE        CONVERSATION        APPLICATION

SQLUSER      SQLUSER      N/A           P               .094          23561.881         CUST.LISTING.PGM03

VSEPROD      VSEPROD      N/A           P              1.231          408.26.39

VSETST       VSETST       N/A           P              3.890          86400.042

DAVEL        DAVEL        N/A           P               .077          23643.447

An explanation of the report is below.

 Heading  Description 

VMUSER The virtual machine user ID.

SQLUSER The SQL/DS user ID.

CPU The amount of storage in use by the agent, in bytes.

The type of communication protocol used for communication with SQL/DS, as follows:

P Private flow

PROTOCOL

D DRDA protocolP

STATE The time elapsed since the pseudo-agent associated with the user entered its current
state. This information is displayed in seconds, unless the elapsed time exceeds 12
days, in which case it is displayed in days, hours, and minutes.

CONVERSATION The duration of the conversation between the user and SQL/DS. This information is
displayed in seconds, unless the elapsed time exceeds 12 days, in which case it is
displayed in days, hours, and minutes.

APPLICATION The application server name associated with the user.

User Resource Utilization Summary (SUM) Report
 Contents 

The User Resource Utilization Summary (SUM) Report shows system resource utilization by user ID, including CPU
utilization, paging and I/O rates, working set size, cards read, and lines printed. This report can aid the performance
analyst in determining the effect of individual users on system performance. 

 Related Report 

You may want to use the SUM report in conjunction with the System Performance Summary (SYSPERF) Report, which
reports on user load on the system, system resource utilization, and system-wide performance by date and time.
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Command Used

Use the following command to request a User Resource Utilization Summary Report:

SUM

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate a User Resource Utilization Summary Report:

FROM  01/01/10 08.00.00

TO    01/31/10 17.00.00

SHIFT 08.00.00 17.00.00

SUM

END

RUN

 Sample Report 

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM   2010/01/01  00.00.00                          USER RESOURCE                            REPORT PAGE    

         1

TO          2010/01/31  23.59.59                               UTILIZATION                    REPORT DATE   

 03/31/2010

SHIFT    08.00.00  17.00.00                                    SUMMARY                        REPORT TIME    

  18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                   REPORT CPU ID

 071754/9672

                  PERCENT CPU        TCPU/   PAGE   PAGE

              --- UTILIZATION ---    VCPU     IN    OUT    I/O    RESIDENT   WSET SIZE   NON-SPL    -- CARDS

 --    PRINT

  USERID     TOT   REL  VIRT    CP   RATIO   RATE   RATE   RATE     SIZE     AVG   MAX     I/O     READ   

 PUNCH   LINES

 VSE3       11.3   0.1   8.5   2.8    1.3     0.7    0.3  186.4      536     608  1100     81.9K    0.0     

 7.0K   65.5K

 VSESIPO     5.0   0.0   4.0   1.0    1.2     0.0    0.1   20.4     2136    2140  5484      8.9K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 PHOENIX     4.0   0.0   2.3   1.7    1.7     1.3    0.6  111.3      108     328   504     48.9K    0.0     

 0.4    21.7

 MVSSP3      3.0   0.0   1.4   1.6    2.1     4.6    2.6    6.9      240     536  1056      3.0K    0.0     

 0.0     4.1K

 CMSBATCH    2.4   0.0   1.7   0.7    1.3     0.0    0.0    4.1      156     164   716      1.8K    0.0     

 0.0     6.0

 VSE2TST     1.7   0.0   0.9   0.8    1.9     1.2    0.6   13.7      120     236   540      6.0K    0.0     

 0.0     4.3K

 EXPLORE     1.7   0.0   0.7   1.0    2.4     0.6    0.6    1.0      124     228   332    463.5     0.0     

 0.0   126.5

 EXPVMBAT    1.6   0.0   0.6   1.0    2.6     0.4    0.2   29.7       36     160   556     13.0K    0.0     

 0.0   885.8

 SYSTEM      1.4   0.0   0.0   1.4    0.0     0.1    0.0    0.0     1216    1216  1308      0.0     0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 VS1         1.1   0.0   0.6   0.4    1.6     0.1    0.0    3.9       76     184   588      1.7K    0.0     

 0.0     2.8K
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 MGY         1.0   0.0   0.7   0.3    1.3     0.5    0.1    8.2       12     116   184      3.6K    0.0     

 3.2K    0.0

 VMEXP       1.0   0.0   0.3   0.7    3.1     0.3    0.3    0.0       12     100   248      8.0     0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 FAQSVM      0.9   0.0   0.2   0.7    4.8     0.0    0.0    1.0        8      44   124    440.0     0.0     

 0.0     5.8K

 BSS         0.8   0.0   0.8   0.1    1.0     0.2    0.1    4.4       20      68   220      1.9K    0.0   

 401.6     0.0

 VGRAF       0.8   0.0   0.3   0.5    2.5     0.0    0.0   17.4       92     100   152      7.6K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 BWW         0.6   0.0   0.5   0.1    1.2     0.3    0.2    5.9       12      48   224      2.6K    0.0   

 194.0     0.0

 VGRAF1      0.6   0.0   0.2   0.3    2.4     0.0    0.0   10.2       88     104   144      4.5K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 RSCS        0.5   0.0   0.1   0.4    4.4     0.0    0.0   26.4       96     100   116     11.6K    0.0     

 6.8     0.0

 PRD         0.5   0.0   0.3   0.2    1.9     0.1    0.1    3.8        0      36   132      1.6K    0.0    

 17.2     2.2K

 VGRAF2      0.5   0.0   0.2   0.3    2.6     0.0    0.0   14.5       72      80   120      6.4K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 PROP        0.4   0.0   0.3   0.2    1.5     0.0    0.0    1.1        0     132   152    495.5     0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 PHOLLY      0.4   0.0   0.2   0.2    2.0     0.0    0.0    1.7       16     140   224    748.0     0.0     

 0.1     5.6

 KLW         0.4   0.0   0.2   0.2    1.8     0.0    0.0    1.3        8      96   256    576.1     0.0    

 45.8   757.6

 WORDP4      0.4   0.0   0.3   0.1    1.3     0.0    0.0    0.4        4      64   224    216.0     0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 VGRAF3      0.3   0.0   0.1   0.2    2.5     0.0    0.0    4.0       48      60   100      1.7K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 KR          0.3   0.0   0.3   0.1    1.1     0.1    0.1    2.2       12      44   156    971.1     0.0    

 17.1    27.6

 VGRAFR      0.3   0.0   0.1   0.2    2.5     0.0    0.0    5.2       64      72   136      2.2K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 WORDP2      0.3   0.0   0.2   0.1    1.5     0.4    0.1    3.4        4      60   252      1.5K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 PRODDWM     0.3   0.0   0.2   0.0    1.1     0.0    0.0    2.3        8      20    72      1.0K    0.0   

 227.6     0.0

 KEITH       0.3   0.0   0.2   0.1    1.6     0.2    0.1    4.3        4      56   188      1.9K    0.0     

 2.0    61.4

 WORDP1      0.3   0.0   0.2   0.1    1.3     0.0    0.0    0.4        0      40   152    200.0     0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 VTERM       0.2   0.0   0.1   0.2    3.3     0.0    0.0    2.9      140     144   200      1.3K    0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 RMK         0.2   0.0   0.2   0.0    1.0     0.0    0.0    1.2       16      36   124    531.0     0.0    

 12.6     0.0

 DAVID       0.2   0.0   0.1   0.2    3.6     0.0    0.0    0.0        0      16   108     32.0     0.0     

 0.0     0.0

 ALRTCICS    0.2   0.0   0.2   0.1    1.4     0.0    0.0    2.7        0      12   108      1.2K    0.0    

 54.0   130.4

 DJM         0.2   0.0   0.2   0.0    1.1     0.0    0.0    0.4        4       8    84    187.4     0.0   

 101.0     0.0
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 HMJ         0.2   0.0   0.1   0.1    1.4     0.0    0.0    0.3        0      40   200    144.0     0.0     

 0.0     0.8

 JSR         0.2   0.0   0.1   0.0    1.3     0.0    0.0    0.0        4      52   132     32.0     0.0    

 34.3     0.0

 CHONG       0.2   0.0   0.1   0.1    1.5     0.0    0.0    0.3        0      28    80    163.4     0.0     

 0.0   149.2

 WM08        0.2   0.0   0.1   0.1    1.7     0.1    0.0    0.9        0      40   164    424.1     0.0   

 780.2     0.0

 CRA         0.2   0.0   0.1   0.0    1.3     0.0    0.0    0.0        0      36   136     40.0     0.0     

 5.7     0.0

 DB          0.1   0.0   0.1   0.1    1.7     0.2    0.0    1.2        0      32   144    562.4     0.0   

 790.8     0.0

 MEAD        0.1   0.0   0.1   0.1    2.3     0.1    0.0    1.4        0      32   108    655.5     0.0   

 169.0   149.0

 NICK        0.1   0.0   0.1   0.1    2.3     0.0    0.0    0.1        0      16    80     72.0     0.0     

 2.1K    0.0

 PEP         0.1   0.0   0.1   0.0    1.1     0.0    0.0    1.0        0      16   140    440.1     0.0    

 13.6     0.0

 PHIL        0.1   0.0   0.1   0.1    1.9     0.0    0.0    0.7        4      32   128    334.9     0.0   

 291.1     0.0

An explanation of the report follows.

 Heading  Description 

USERID The virtual machine user ID.

TOT The percentage of time the CPU was active
for this user in either virtual or CP state.

REL The percentage of time the CPU was active
for this user relative to the total time the
CPU was active. This value is provided to
show the percentage of all CPU used that
was used by this user.

VIRT The percentage of time the CPU was active
in virtual state.

PERCENT CPU UTILIZATION

CP The percentage of time the CPU was active
in CP state.

TCPU/VCPU RATIO The ratio of total CPU utilization on behalf of this virtual machine to the CPU utilization by
the virtual machine; that is, the time the CPU was active is divided by the time the CPU
was active in virtual state. The higher this value is, the higher overhead for this virtual
machine
This value can be unreliable when virtual CPU consumption (PERCENT CPU
UTILIZATION VIRT) is very small. If the value for PERCENT CPU UTILIZATION VIRT is
0.0, then the value for TCPU/VCPU RATIO is essentially a random number and should
be ignored.

PAGE IN RATE The page-in rate per second.

PAGE OUT RATE The page-out rate per second.

I/O RATE The virtual I/O rate for this user. This is the rate at which virtual machines issued I/O-type
instructions, not the rate at which real I/O occurred. I/O-type instructions performed using
the IOASSIST microcode feature are not included in this value.
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RESIDENT SIZE The size in K of this user's resident working set.

AVG The average working set size for this user.WSET SIZE

MAX The maximum working set size for this user
encountered during the interval. This value
can be equal to the AVG value when the
number of samples used to determine the
statistics is very small.

NON-SPL /O The nonspooled I/O count for this user during the reporting period. This field is followed
by K or M when the counts are sufficiently large. I/Os performed via the IOASSIST
microcode feature are not included in this value.

READ The number of cards read to or from spool
during the reporting period. This field is
followed by K or M if the count is sufficiently
large.

CARDS

PUNCH The number of cards punched to or from
spool during the reporting period. This
field is followed by K or M if the count is
sufficiently large.

PRINT LINES The number of lines printed to or from spool by the user during the reporting period. This
field is followed by K or M if the count is sufficiently large.

System Performance Summary (SYSPERF) Report
 Contents 

The System Performance Summary (SYSPERF) Report shows, by date and time, user load on the system, system
resource utilization, and system-wide performance.

 Related Reports 

This report summarizes system performance. The SUM, SYSSUM, CHANSUM, and DASTAP reports provide more
detailed information.

Command Used

Use the following command to request a System Performance Summary Report:

SYSPERF

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate a System Performance Summary Report:

INCLUDE MON-FRI

TO      01/31/10 17.00.00

SHIFT   08.00.00 17.00.00

SYSPERF

END

RUN

 Sample Report 

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:
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Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM  2010/01/01  00.00.00                       SYSTEM PERFORMANCE                          REPORT PAGE     

        1

TO        2010/01/31  17.00.00                                    SUMMARY                    REPORT DATE   

 03/31/2010

SHIFT  08.00.00  17.00.00                                                                    REPORT TIME     

 18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                               REPORT CPU ID

 071754/9672

                            PERCENT CPU    TCPU/          MAIN   VIRT    NUMBER USERS IN      VOL            

 RESPONSE

          LOGGED  ACTIVE   -UTILIZATION-   VCPU    PAGE   STOR   I/O    -RESOURCE QUEUES -    WAIT    IN Q   

   TIME

   TIME    USERS   USERS   TOT  VIRT  CP   RATIO   RATE   UTIL   RATE   CPU PAGE  STG  I/O   USERS   USERS  

 TRIV  MINOR

02/05/21

 11.58.25   141      70     71   43   28    1.6     27     99    577     7   18    0    6     139      32    .

 0   . 0

 13.17.58   147      96     42   26   16    1.6     16     99    279     5   12    0    6     148      23    .

 0   . 0

 13.50.43   153      63     56   35   20    1.6     22     98    358     7   16    0    9     152      32    .

 0   . 0

 14.33.47   156      61     73   45   28    1.6     32     96    474     9   38    0    8     152      55    .

 0   . 0

 14.56.46   156      67     75   45   30    1.6     25     99    404     8   25    0    7     153      40    .

 0   . 0

 15.51.28    75      57     77   43   34    1.7     20     99    873    11   25    0    7      97      43    .

 0      0

 16.24.32   111      54     87   58   29    1.5     26     99    375     9   30    0    5     110      44    .

 0      0

 16.57.17   110      61     64   36   28    1.7     19     98    345     6   22    0    8     108      36    .

 0   . 0

 17.30.07    96      51     58   34   24    1.7     17     99    344     5   18    0    8      83      31    .

 0   . 0

 18.02.54    70      37     69   35   34    1.9     20     99    388     6   18    0    8      64      32    .

 0   . 0

 18.35.23    59      31     43   21   22    2.0     16     91    215     5   14    0    7      54      26    .

 0   . 0

 19.07.49    57      32     46   25   21    1.8     12     99    255     5    8    0    4      55      17    .

 0   . 0

 19.40.17    54      25     42   27   15    1.5     12     98    208     7    6    0    2      52      15    .

 0   . 0

 SUMMARY:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PERIOD     111      56     63   37   26    1.7     25     98    533     7   19    0    6     109      32    .

 0   . 0

 RANGE      111      56     63   37   26    1.7     25     98    533     7   19    0    6     109      32    .

 0   . 0
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An explanation of the report follows.

 Heading  Description 

TIME The time that the performance data represents. If the EACH interval is daily or greater,
TIME is the date the data represents.

LOGGED USERS The average number of users logged on simultaneously during the interval.

ACTIVE USERS The number of users active during the interval. A virtual machine is considered active
if it used CPU time during the interval. This value can be higher than the value for
LOGGED USERS, since two users active during the interval might not be logged on
simultaneously.

TOT The percentage of time the CPU is active.

VIRT The percentage of time the CPU is active in
virtual state.

PERCENT CPU UTILIZATION

CP The percentage of time the CPU is active in
CP state.

TCPU/VCPU RATIO The time the CPU was active divided by the time the CPU was active in virtual state.

PAGE RATE The system page rate per second.

MAIN STORAGE UTIL The percentage of main storage in use by the system.

VIRT I/O RATE The virtual I/O rate per second. This is the rate at which virtual machines issued I/O-type
instructions, not the rate at which real I/O occurred.

CPU The number of users in the dispatch
queues. These users are ready to run and
are waiting on the CPU.

PAGE The number of users in a page-wait state.

STG The number of users in the eligible lists
for the dispatch queues. These users are
waiting for storage.

NUMBER USERS IN
RESOURCE QUEUES

I/O The number of users waiting for an I/O to
complete.

VOL WAIT USERS The number of users in a voluntary wait state.

IN Q USERS The number of users in the system resource queues.

RESPONSE TIME These columns will always be zero when reporting on data collected on VM/XA or VM/
ESA. Use EMAP for response time reporting.

System Resource Utilization Summary (SYSSUM) Report
 Contents 

The System Resource Utilization Summary (SYSSUM) Report shows, by time, the number of users logged on, the
percentage of time the CPU is active, and the number of users in each of several types of queues and wait states.

 Related Report 

The SYSSUM report provides an overview of general system load by date and time. You may want to use it in conjunction
with the System Performance Summary (SYSPERF) Report, which reports on user load on the system, system resource
utilization, and system-wide performance by date and time.
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Command Used

Use the following command to request a System Resource Utilization Summary Report:

SYSSUM

 Sample Commands 

The following commands generate a System Resource Utilization Summary Report:

FROM  01/01/01

EACH  30 MINUTES

SYSSUM

END

RUN

 Sample Report 

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM  2010/01/01  00.00.00                         SYSTEM RESOURCE                           REPORT PAGE     

        1

TO        2010/01/01  23.59.59                                      UTILIZATION              REPORT DATE   

 03/31/2010

SHIFT  00.00.00  23.59.59                                        SUMMARY                     REPORT TIME     

 18:26:36

EACH  30 MINUTES   PERIOD NONE                                                               REPORT CPU ID

 071754/9672

                     PERCENT CPU      PERCENT CPU     DISPATCH    ELIGIBLE   ACTIVE    NUMBER USERS IN     

 VOL    PRIV

           LOGGED   -UTILIZATION-    -- WAITING --     QUEUES      QUEUES     USER    -RESOURCE QUEUES -   

 WAIT    OP

    TIME    USERS   TOT  VIRT  CP   PAGE  I/O  IDLE   Q1    Q2    E1    E2    WSET    CPU PAGE  STG  I/O  

 USERS   RATE

  02/01/01

  11.58.25   141     71   43   28     0     0    0    2.0   4.3   0.0   0.0    140     7   18    0    6    

 139     95

  13.17.58   147     42   26   16     0     0    0    1.0   4.0   0.0   0.0     96     5   12    0    6    

 148     46

  13.50.43   153     56   35   20     0     0    0    2.0   4.0   0.0   0.0    156     7   16    0    9    

 152     61

  14.33.47   156     73   45   28     0     0    0    3.0   5.0   0.0   0.0    180     9   38    0    8    

 152     92

  14.56.46   156     75   45   30     0     0    0    2.0   5.0   0.0   0.0    160     8   25    0    7    

 153     73

  15.51.28    75     77   43   34     0     0    0    2.0   6.0   0.0   0.0    204    11   25    0    7     

 97    125

  16.24.32   111     87   58   29     0     0    0    2.0   5.0   0.0   0.0    240     9   30    0    5    

 110    110

  16.57.17   110     64   36   28     0     0    0    2.0   4.0   0.0   0.0    172     6   22    0    8    

 108    134

  17.30.07    96     58   34   24     0     0    0    1.0   4.0   0.0   0.0    168     5   18    0    8     

 83     98
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  18.02.54    70     69   35   34     0     0    0    1.0   4.0   0.0   0.0    232     6   18    0    8     

 64    106

  18.35.23    59     43   21   22     0     0    0    1.0   4.0   0.0   0.0    220     5   14    0    7     

 54     68

  19.07.49    57     46   25   21     0     0    0    1.0   4.0   0.0   0.0    204     5    8    0    4     

 55     68

  19.40.17    54     42   27   15     0     0    0    1.0   6.0   0.0   0.0    216     7    6    0    2     

 52     38

 

 SUMMARY:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  PERIOD     111     63   37   26     0     0    0    1.6   4.5   0.0   0.0    168     7   19    0    6    

 109     87

  RANGE      111     63   37   26     0     0    0    1.6   4.5   0.0   0.0    168     7   19    0    6    

 109     87

An explanation of the report follows.

 Heading  Description 

TIME The time that the performance data represents. If the EACH interval is daily or greater,
TIME is the date the data represents.

LOGGED USERS The number of users logged on during the interval.

TOT The percentage of time the CPU is active

VIRT The percentage of time the CPU is active in
virtual state

PERCENT CPU UTILIZATION  

CP The percentage of time the CPU is active in
CP state

PERCENT CPU WAITING These values are not available on VM/XA or VM/ESA ESA feature.

Q1 The number of users in the interactive
dispatch queue

DISPATCH QUEUES

Q2 The number of users in the batch dispatch
queue

E1 The number of users in the eligible list for
Q1

ELIGIBLE QUEUES

E2 The number of users in the eligible list for
Q2

ACTIVE USER WSET The average user working set size in K for users active during the interval.

CPU The number of users in the dispatch
queues. These users are ready to run and
are waiting for the CPU.

PAGE The number of users in page wait state

STG The number of users in the eligible lists
for the dispatch queues. These users are
waiting for storage.

NUMBER OF USERS IN

I/O The number of users in I/O wait state.

VOL WAIT USERS The number of users in voluntary (PSW) wait state.
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PRIV OP RATE The rate at which guest privileged operations were simulated by CP. Privileged
operations simulated by microcode are not included.

Summary of VM Statistics (VMSTAT) Report
Contents

The Summary of VM Statistics (VMSTAT) Report describes a number of key system activity indicators and lists their
average, maximum, and minimum values for the reporting period, along with the date and time the minimum and
maximum values were reached.

Sample Command

Use the following command to generate a Summary of VM Statistics Report:

VMSTAT

Sample Commands

The following commands generate a Summary of VM Statistics Report:

DISKLOG

FROM 06/03/10

TO   06/03/10

SHIFT 07.00.00 19.59.59

VMSTAT

END

RUN

Sample Report

The preceding commands generate a report like the following:

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.       E  X  P  L  O  R  E                          Version 05.0

FROM    2010/06/03  00.00.00                            SUMMARY                             REPORT PAGE             1

TO          2010/06/03  23.59.59                                   OF                       REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT    07.00.00  19.59.59                             VM STATISTICS                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

PERIOD NONE                                                                                 REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

VARIABLE             DESCRIPTION                          AVERAGE     MINIMUM   DATE   TIME      MAXIMUM   DATE   TIME

LOGD   -

NUMBER OF VIRTUAL MACHINES LOGGED ON                292.6       273.0  06/10 16.23.30      309.0  06/10 14.05.24

ACTIV  -

NUMBER OF USERS ACTIVE DURING THE INTERVAL          207.0       199.0  06/10 16.23.30      213.0  06/10 15.49.05

TCPU   -

TOTAL PERCENT CPU UTILIZATION                        88.1        79.4  06/10 14.05.24       97.0  06/10 15.49.05

VCPU   -

PERCENT CPU UTILIZATION IN VIRTUAL STATE             54.1        47.6  06/10 14.05.24       59.4  06/10 15.49.05

CCPU   -

PERCENT CPU UTILIZATION IN CP STATE                  34.0        31.9  06/10 14.05.24       37.6  06/10 15.49.05
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IORT   -OVERALL I/O RATE PER SECOND - NON-SPOOLED I/

OS      164.4       157.3  06/10 14.05.24      171.3  06/10 15.49.05

SPLIO  -OVERALL I/O RATE PER SECOND - SPOOLED I/

OS          120.3         0.0  06/10 14.41.38      120.3  06/10 14.05.24

IORT   -CHANNEL 00 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        7.9         4.3  06/10 14.05.24       13.7  06/10 15.49.05

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 00 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                    0.0         0.0  06/10 14.05.24        0.0  06/10 14.05.24

IORT   -CHANNEL 01 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                       21.5        17.1  06/10 15.14.54       28.7  06/10 16.23.30

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 01 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                   16.4        12.1  06/10 15.14.54       19.4  06/10 16.23.30

IORT   -CHANNEL 02 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                       21.6        17.2  06/10 15.14.54       28.8  06/10 16.23.30

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 02 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                   17.0        13.4  06/10 15.14.54       19.3  06/10 16.23.30

IORT   -CHANNEL 03 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        8.2         6.6  06/10 14.41.38       10.9  06/10 16.23.30

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 03 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                    6.3         5.6  06/10 15.49.05        7.2  06/10 16.23.30

IORT   -CHANNEL 04 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        5.9         4.5  06/10 16.23.30        8.6  06/10 14.05.24

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 04 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                    8.8         5.6  06/10 15.49.05       15.3  06/10 14.41.38

IORT   -CHANNEL 05 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        8.5         0.0  06/10 15.49.05       15.7  06/10 15.14.54

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 05 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                    6.1         0.0  06/10 15.49.05       12.3  06/10 15.14.54

IORT   -CHANNEL 06 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        5.7         4.4  06/10 14.41.38        6.6  06/10 16.23.30

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 06 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                   12.1         5.8  06/10 14.41.38       17.7  06/10 16.23.30

IORT   -CHANNEL 07 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        6.7         5.0  06/10 16.23.30        8.2  06/10 15.49.05

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 07 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                    8.2         6.0  06/10 14.05.24       10.3  06/10 15.14.54

IORT   -CHANNEL 08 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                       25.0        22.1  06/10 14.05.24       29.6  06/10 15.49.05

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 08 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                   18.2        16.3  06/10 14.05.24       22.1  06/10 15.49.05

IORT   -CHANNEL 09 I/

O RATE PER SECOND                       25.1        22.2  06/10 14.05.24       29.6  06/10 15.49.05

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 09 PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                   18.4        16.6  06/10 15.14.54       21.0  06/10 15.49.05

IORT   -CHANNEL 0A I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        5.8         5.0  06/10 14.05.24        7.1  06/10 15.14.54

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 0A PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                   10.1         6.7  06/10 14.05.24       22.6  06/10 15.14.54

IORT   -CHANNEL 0B I/

O RATE PER SECOND                        3.8         2.1  06/10 16.23.30        5.7  06/10 15.49.05

BUSY   -

CHANNEL 0B PERCENTAGE OF TIME BUSY                    5.9         4.1  06/10 16.23.30        6.9  06/10 14.41.38
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PAGRT  -PAGE I/

O RATE PER SECOND                            160.5       147.5  06/10 16.23.30      184.8  06/10 14.41.38

PIRT   -

PAGE IN RATE PER SECOND                              89.8        83.1  06/10 16.23.30      103.2  06/10 14.41.38

PORT   -

PAGE OUT RATE PER SECOND                             70.7        64.4  06/10 16.23.30       81.6  06/10 14.41.38

PPAGPS -

PAGING AND SPOOLING SSCH RATE PER SECOND            174.7       158.8  06/10 16.23.30      197.8  06/10 14.41.38

STLRT  -

PAGE STEAL RATE PER SECOND                            0.0         0.0  06/10 14.05.24        0.0  06/10 14.05.24

MAINP  -

MAIN STORAGE PERCENT UTILIZATION                     98.6        98.3  06/10 16.23.30       98.7  06/10 14.05.24

WSET   -

VIRTUAL MACHINE WORKING SET SIZE IN  K              259.0       257.9  06/10 15.49.05      266.9  06/10 15.14.54

FREE   -

NUMBER OF PAGES AVAILABLE IN FREELIST               122.0        97.0  06/10 14.05.24      171.0  06/10 16.23.30

PGABL  -

NUMBER OF PAGEABLE PAGES                         16,272.0    16,272.0  06/10 14.05.24   16,272.0  06/10 14.05.24

SHARE  -

NUMBER OF SHARED PAGES                                0.9         0.9  06/10 14.05.24        0.9  06/10 14.05.24

RESVD  -

NUMBER OF RESERVED PAGES                          1,069.6     1,046.0  06/10 14.05.24    1,107.0  06/10 16.23.30

XTEND  -

NUMBER OF FREE PAGES EXTENDED                         0.0         0.0  06/10 14.05.24        0.0  06/10 14.05.24

XFRET  -

NUMBER OF FREE PAGES RETURNED TO PAGE AREA          205.2       199.0  06/10 14.41.38      217.0  06/10 14.05.24

IOUSR  -NUMBER OF USERS WAITING ON I/

O                      123.0       121.0  06/10 15.14.54      127.0  06/10 14.05.24

PGUSR  -

NUMBER OF USERS WAITING ON PAGING                    61.8        54.0  06/10 16.23.30       67.0  06/10 14.41.38

PCTSI  -SOLICITED I/

O INTERRUPT RATE PER SECOND             258.2       247.3  06/10 14.05.24      276.5  06/10 15.49.05

PEXTNX -

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT RATE PER SECOND                  106.7        97.3  06/10 14.05.24      116.1  06/10 16.23.30

PGIRPG -

PROGRAM INTERRUPTS REFLECTED TO USERS                13.5         6.1  06/10 14.05.24       27.1  06/10 14.41.38

An explanation of the report follows.

VARIABLE and DESCRIPTION
An abbreviation and a short description of the value being reported on

AVERAGE
The average value of the variable for the time period of the report

MINIMUM
The minimum value of the variable for the time period of the report

DATE
The date when the minimum value of the variable was recorded

TIME
The time when the minimum value of the variable was recorded

MAXIMUM
The maximum value of the variable for the time period of the report
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DATE
The date when the maximum value of the variable was recorded

TIME
The time when the maximum value of the variable was recorded
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Cross-System Reporting
This section describes the Explore PM for z/VM variables, ID options, and canned reports for use with the cross-system
report writer.

For complete information about using the cross-system report writer, see Batch Reporting.

Use Explore PM for z/VM cross-system reporting (EXPRPT) to generate reports for analyzing performance data across
systems running under VM. You must be running the Explore PM for z/VM product for a particular system in order to
collect data for that system. You can also run reports for VM alone. However, you must have another Explore PM for z/VM
product to use the cross-system report writer.

Specifying Explore PM for z/VM Input Files
The cross-system report writer cannot create reports directly from the Explore PM for z/VM data collection file EXPLORE
LOG. Before you can use this data as input to the report writer, you must use either the FORMAT or FMERGE function
subcommand of the EXPLDUMP utility to reformat your history records. For more information about the EXPLDUMP
utility, see Creating History files (EXPLDUMP).

Input Files

To specify the input data files for your reports to EXPRPT, you use the INPUT command followed by one or more
filenames. Use the following filename to specify an Explore PM for z/VM log file as input:

TAPEVMx

Replace x with any alphanumeric character.

Prerequisite

You must have version 6.4 or higher of the Explore PM for z/VM cross-system report writer to use it with data collected
by Explore PM for z/VM. The version of the report writer you are running is printed in the upper right corner of all output
reports.

Messages

For information about messages generated by the cross-system report writer, see Messages.

Variables
 

The variables you specify determine what your report describes. For example, if you use the command PLOT EVM
CHANNEL IO (where EVM CHANNEL IO is the variable), then you get a report that plots channel I/O activity.

Structure of Variable Names

Report-writer variables have the following structure:

EVM variable-class variable-name

This structure is made up of the following parts:
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EVM
Signals to the report writer that the variable is Explore PM for z/VM variable.

variable-class
One of the variable classes listed in the next section. For example, CHANNEL and DEVICE are both valid
variable classes.

variable-name
A variable name from the variable class selected. For example, both BUSY and IO are valid variable names for
the variable class CHANNEL. See the next section for more information.

Conventions for Presenting Variables

Each part of a variable is presented in either all uppercase letters or in mixed case, as follows:

• Uppercase letters indicate you must enter the entire word.
• Mixed case indicates you can enter either the uppercase portion or the entire word.

System Modifications for Data Collection (Explore Versions 2 and 3 Only)

If you are using the cross-system report writer with data collected by version 2 or 3 of Explore PM for z/VM, note that the
descriptions of some variables in the following sections indicate that those versions of Explore PM for z/VM collected data
for those variables only if you made certain modifications to your system. Those modifications are as follows:

• For Explore PM for z/VM version 2, the EXPLHOOK program must have been used.
• For Explore PM for z/VM version 3, the optional CP source modifications must have been installed and a CP nucleus

containing them must have been used.

No system modifications are required for version 4 of Explore PM for z/VM to collect data for the cross-system report
writer variables.

Variable Descriptions

The following sections list and describe all report-writer variables. Variable class presents the variables alphabetically; the
classes consist of:

• CHANNEL
• CONFIG
• COUNT
• DEVICE
• INTERVAL
• SYSTEM
• USER
• VMSTAT

Types of Variables

Most variable classes for Explore PM for z/VM include both standard variables and "raw" variables, variables whose
values are taken directly from your history records without manipulation. Raw variables are provided for users who want
to perform their own calculations on their data; most raw variables are useful only when used in such calculations, not as
independent values.
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Version Information

Each variable class either indicates that all the variables are valid for data collected by all versions of Explore PM for z/
VM, or else the table describing the variables includes a column with the heading "Version" that specifies the versions
of Explore PM for z/VM for which each variable is valid.

CHANNEL Variables
 

For details about the standard variables, raw variables, and ID options, see the following sections.

Standard Variables

System Class Variable Name Description Version

EVM CHANNEL %FAIL_CTLU The percentage of time
SIOs failed because the
control unit was busy.

2

EVM CHANNEL %FAIL_DEVICE The percentage of time
SIOs failed because the
device was busy.

2

EVM CHANNEL %FAIL_OTHER The percentage of time
SIOs failed because of
reasons other than that
the control unit or device
was busy.

2

EVM CHANNEL %Q The percentage of
intervals in which the
average channel queue
depth was non-zero.

2

EVM CHANNEL BUSY The percentage of time
the channel was busy.
For version 2 or 3 of
Explore PM for z/VM, a
system modification was
required for this data to
be collected.

2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL BUSY2 The percentage of time
channel on non-IPL
processor was busy. A
system modification was
required for this data to
be collected.

2

EVM CHANNEL IO The number of I/Os. 2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL Q The average channel
queue depth.

2
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Raw Variables

System Class Variable Name Description Version

EVM CHANNEL CFMSTSZ The main storage size. 2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL CMNCPUI The CPU ID. 2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL CMNDATE The start date of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL CMNMODL The CPU model. 2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL CMNTIME The start time of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL CMNTIMI The length of the sample
interval represented by
this record, in seconds.

2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL CMNELSE The Explore PM for z/VM
release number.

2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL RCHBUSY2 The number of channel
busy samples - non-
IPL processor. A system
modification was required
for this data to be
collected.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHBUSYS The number of channel
busy samples. For
version 2 or 3 of Explore
PM for z/VM, a system
modification was required
for this data to be
collected.

2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL RCHCHCKC The channel chaining
check count.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHCSTAT Channel status byte. 2

EVM CHANNEL RCHCTLCK The channel control
check count.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHCTYPE Channel type byte. 2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL RCHCUBS The number of control
unit busy samples.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHDCKC The channel data check
count.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHDEVBS The number of device
busy samples.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHFOTHR The number of SIO fails
for other than channel,
CU, and device busy
samples.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHICCKC The interface control
check count.

2
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EVM CHANNEL RCHID The channel number. 2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL RCHIOCNT The channel I/O count. 2, 3, 4

EVM CHANNEL RCHIQCNT The channel queue
count.

2

EVM CHANNEL RCHSAMSZ The sample size. 2, 3, 4

 

ID Options

You can use the following ID options with any CHANNEL variable:

• CHPID
• CPUID
• CPUMOD

CONFIG Variables
Contents

For details about the raw variables and ID options, see the following sections.

Raw Variables

System Class Variable Name Description Version

EVM CONFIG CFAPFLG AP/MP environment flag:
0 Single processor
environment
1 P or MP environment

2

EVM CONFIG CFCHANIN For channels 0 through
31, one of the following
values:
0 Absent
1 Present

2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CFHPOFLG High performance option
flag:
0 Z/VM without HPO
1 Z/VM with HPO
2 Z/VM with HPO release
3.4 or higher

2

EVM CONFIG CFMSTSZ The main storage size. 2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CFNCHAN The number of channels,
including only channels
numbered 0 through 31.

2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CFRESETD The reset date. 2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CFRESETT The reset time. 2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CMNCPUI The CPU ID. 2, 3, 4
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EVM CONFIG CMNDATE The start date of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CMNMODL The CPU model. 2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CMNTIME The start time of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CMNTIMI The length of the sample
interval represented by
this record, in seconds.

2, 3, 4

EVM CONFIG CTRELSE The Explore PM for z/VM
release number.

2, 3, 4

ID Options

You can use the following ID options with any CONFIG variable:

• CPUID
• CPUMOD

COUNT Variables
Contents

For details about the standard variables and ID options, see the following sections.

Standard Variables

All COUNT variables are valid for data collected by all versions of Explore PM for z/VM.

System Class Variable Name Description

EVM COUNT CHANNEL The number of CHANNEL
records accepted.

EVM COUNT CONFIG The number of CONFIG records
accepted.

EVM COUNT DEVICE The number of DEVICE records
accepted.

EVM COUNT SYSTEM The number of SYSTEM
records accepted.

EVM COUNT USER The number of USER records
accepted.

EVM COUNT VMSTAT The number of VMSTAT records
accepted.

ID Options

The ID options you can use for each COUNT variable are the same as those you can use with the corresponding variable
class for the type of record being counted. For example, with the variable EVM COUNT CHANNEL, you can use any ID
option valid with CHANNEL variables.
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Cross-System Reporting DEVICE Variables
For details about the standard variables, raw variables, and ID options, see the following sections.

Standard Variables

All DEVICE variables are valid for data collected by all versions of Explore PM for z/VM.

System Class Variable Name Description

EVM DEVICE %ACTIVE The percentage of intervals
during which the device was
found active.

EVM DEVICE %Q The percentage of intervals in
which the queue depth was non-
zero.

EVM DEVICE BUSY The percentage of time that
device was busy. For version
2.3 or lower of Explore PM for z/
VM, EXPLHOOK was required
to collect this data. For versions
2.4 through 3.3 of Explore PM
for z/VM, this data was collected
only if the command SET BUSY
ON was issued on the service
machine. For versions 3.4 and
higher of Explore PM for z/VM,
this data was always collected.

EVM DEVICE IO The number of I/Os.

EVM DEVICE Q The average queue depth.

EVM DEVICE TYPE The device type.

EVM DEVICE VOLSER The volume serial number.

 

Raw Variables

All DEVICE variables are valid for data collected by all versions of Explore PM for z/VM.

System Class Variable Name Description

EVM DEVICE CFMSTSZ The main storage size.

EVM DEVICE CMNCPUI The CPU ID.

EVM DEVICE CMNDATE The start date of the log record.

EVM DEVICE CMNMODL The CPU model.

EVM DEVICE CMNTIME The start time of the log record.

EVM DEVICE CMNTIMI The length of the sample
interval represented by this
record, in seconds.
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EVM DEVICE CTRELSE The Explore PM for z/VM
release number.

EVM DEVICE DBUSY The number of device busy
samples.

EVM DEVICE DCUUADDR The real CUU address.

EVM DEVICE DDEVTYPE The device class and type.

EVM DEVICE DDNAME The device name.

EVM DEVICE DDST2 The device status byte 2.

EVM DEVICE DDST3 The device status byte 3.

EVM DEVICE DDSTAT The device status byte.

EVM DEVICE DDVOLSER The device VOLSER, if DASD.

EVM DEVICE DIOCOUNT The device I/O count.

EVM DEVICE DQCOUNT The device queue count.

EVM DEVICE DSAMPSZ The sample size.

 

ID Options

You can use the following ID options with any DEVICE variable:

• CPUID
• CPUMOD
• DEVCLASS
• DEVID
• DISKID
• VOLSER

INTERVAL Variables
Contents

For details about the standard variables and ID options, see the following sections.

Standard Variables

All INTERVAL variables are valid for data collected by all versions of Explore PM for z/VM.

System Class Variable Name Description

EVM INTERVAL CHANNEL The total interval that the input
CHANNEL records represent, in
milliseconds.

EVM INTERVAL CONFIG The total interval that the input
CONFIG records represent, in
milliseconds.

EVM INTERVAL DEVICE The total interval that the input
DEVICE records represent, in
milliseconds.
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EVM INTERVAL SYSTEM The total interval that the input
SYSTEM records represent, in
milliseconds.

EVM INTERVAL USER The total interval that the input
USER records represent, in
milliseconds.

EVM INTERVAL VMSTAT The total interval that the input
VMSTAT records represent, in
milliseconds.

ID Options

The ID options you can use for each INTERVAL variable are the same as those you can use with the corresponding
variable class for the type of record whose interval is being measured. For example, with the variable EVM INTERVAL
CHANNEL, you can use any ID option valid with CHANNEL variables.

SYSTEM Variables
Contents

For details about the standard variables, raw variables, and ID options, see the following sections.

Standard Variables

System Class Variable Name Description Version

EVM SYSTEM %MAIN The percentage of main
storage utilization.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM ACTIVE The number of users who
used CPU time.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CPU_ACTIVE The percentage of time
CPU was active.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CPU_CP The percentage of time
CPU was active in CP
state.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CPU_QUEUE The number of users in
the dispatch queues.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CPU_TVR Ratio of CPU active and
CPU active in virtual
state.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CPU_VIRTUAL The percentage of time
the CPU was active in
virtual state.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM IDLE_WAIT The idle wait percentage. 2

EVM SYSTEM INQUE The number of users in
all queues.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM INQUE_E The number of users in
E1+E2.

2, 3, 4
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EVM SYSTEM INQUE_E1 The number of users in
E1.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM INQUE_E2 The number of users in
E2.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM INQUE_Q The number of users in
Q1+ Q2+Q3.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM INQUE_Q1 The number of users in
Q1.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM INQUE_Q2 The number of users in
Q2.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM INQUE_Q3 The number of users in
Q3.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM IO_QUEUE The number of users
awaiting I/O completion.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM IO_WAIT The I/O wait percentage. 2

EVM SYSTEM LOGGED The number of users
logged on, whether or not
disconnected.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM MAIN The number of main
storage pages occupied.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_%IO Page I/O percentage of
all I/O.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_%STEAL Page steal percentage of
page I/O.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_AVAILable The number of pages
available in the free list.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_FLUSH The number of pages
available in the flush list.

2

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_IN The number of page-in
operations.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_IO The number of page-in
and page-out operations.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_OUT The number of page-out
operations.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_PAGEABLE The number of pageable
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_QUEUE The number of users in a
page-wait state.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_RESERVED The number of reserved
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_SHARED The number of shared
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_STEAL The number of page
steals.

2, 3, 4
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EVM SYSTEM PAGE_ WAIT The page wait percent. 2

EVM SYSTEM PAGE_ QUEUE The number of users
waiting for storage.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM VOLWAIT The number of users in
voluntary wait.

2, 3, 4

Raw Variables

System Class Variable Name Description Version

EVM SYSTEM CFMSTSZ The main storage size. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CMNCPUI The CPU ID. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CMNDATE The start date of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CMNMODL The CPU model. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CMNTIME The start time of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CMNTIMI The length of the sample
interval represented by
this record, in seconds.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM CTRELSE The Explore PM for z/VM
release number.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSCPUA The number of CPU
active samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSCPUAV The number of CPU
active in virtual state
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSCPUCP CPU active in CP state
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSE1CNT The number of users in
E1.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSE2CNT The number of users in
E2.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSFREE The number free pages
extended.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSFRET The number free pages
returned to the page pool.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSIDLEW The percentage of the
time CPU is in idle wait.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSIOCNT The I/O count. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSIOWS The number of I/O wait
samples.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSPAVA The number of free list
pages.

2, 3, 4
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EVM SYSTEM SYSPFLU The number of flush list
pages.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSPINC The number of pages in. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSPOCC The number of pages
occupied.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSPOUTC The number of pages out. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSPPAG The number of pageable
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSPRES The number of reserved
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSPSHR The number of shared
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSPSTL The page steal count. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSPSWWC The number of PSW wait
samples.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSPWSAM The number of page wait
samples.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ1CNT The number of users in
Q1.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ1CPU The percentage of CPU
used by Q1 users.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ1DRP The number of Q1 entries
processed.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ1PRD The average number of
page reads per Q1 entry
processed.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ1SEC The trivial command
response time.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ1STL The average number of
page steals per Q1 entry
processed.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ2CNT The number of users in
Q2.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ2CPU The percentage of CPU
used by Q2 users.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ2DRP The number of Q2 entries
processed.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ2PRD The average number of
page reads per Q2 entry
processed.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ2SEC The total of the time
spent in queue plus the
eligible list time, divided
by the number of entries
processed.

2
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EVM SYSTEM SYSQ2STL The average number of
page steals per Q2 entry
processed.

2

EVM SYSTEM SYSQ3CNT The number of users in
Q3.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSSAMSZ The sample size. 2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSUACT The number of users
logged on, whether or not
disconnected.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSUDIAL The number of dialed
users.

2, 3, 4

EVM SYSTEM SYSULOG The number of users
logged on to a terminal
and not disconnected.

2, 3, 4

ID Options

You can use the following ID options with any SYSTEM variable:

• CPUID
• CPUMOD

Cross-System Reporting USER Variables
For details about the standard variables, raw variables, and ID options, see the following sections.

Standard Variables

System Class Variable Name Description Version

EVM USER %ACTIVE The percentage of time
the virtual machine was
active.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %INQUE The percentage of time
the user was in any
queues.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %INQUE_E The percentage of time
the user was in E1+E2.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %INQUE_Q The percentage of
time the user was in
Q1+Q2+Q3.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %MAIN The percentage of main
storage utilization.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %TIME_SLICE_END The percentage of time
the user was found to be
at the end of its queue
time slice.

2, 3, 4
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EVM USER %VM_SLEEP The percentage of time
the user spent in VM
SLEEP.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %VOLWAIT The percentage of time
the user was in voluntary
wait.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_AP_LOCK The percentage of time
the user spent waiting
because of attached
processor lock.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_CON The percentage of time
spent waiting for virtual
console functions.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_CPU The percentage of time
spent waiting for the
CPU.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_I/O The percentage of time
spent waiting for I/O
completion.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_IDLE The percentage of time
spent idle.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_INST_SIM The percentage of
time spent waiting for
instruction simulation.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_PAGE The percentage of time
spent waiting for paging.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_PSW The percentage of time
the user spent with a wait
PSW.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_SIOB The percentage of
time spent waiting for
scheduling I/O blocks.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_STG The percentage of time
spent waiting for storage.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER %WAIT_SWAP_IN The percentage of time
the user spent waiting for
swap in when running the
HPO option.

2

EVM USER CARDS_PUNCH The number of cards
punched.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER CARDS_READ The number of cards
read.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER CARDS_ACTIVE The percentage of CPU
used by the user.

2, 3, 4
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EVM USER CARDS_TVR Ratio of total CPU
utilization to the amount
of CPU utilization in
virtual state.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER CARDS_VIRTUAL The percentage of time
the CPU was active in
virtual state.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER CARDS_VSUPER The percentage of time
the CPU was active in CP
state.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER IO The number of non-
spooled I/Os.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER MAIN The number of main
storage pages occupied.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_%IO Page I/O percent of all I/
O.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_IN The number of page-in
operations.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_IO The number of page-in
and page-out operations.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_OUT The number of page-out
operations.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_PAGEABLE The number of pageable
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_RESERVED The number of reserved
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_SHARED The number of shared
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_WAIT Page wait percentage. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_ LINEs The number of lines
printed.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER PAGE_ SIZE Size of the user's
resident working set, in
pages.

2, 3, 4

 

Raw Variables

System Class Variable Name Description Version

EVM USER CFMSTSZ The main storage size. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER CMNCPUI The CPU ID. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER CMNDATE The start date of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER CMNMODL The CPU model. 2, 3, 4
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EVM USER CMNTIME The start time of the log
record.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER CMNTIMI The length of the sample
interval represented by
this record, in seconds.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER CTRELSE The Explore PM for z/VM
release number.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UCPUACT The number of CPU
active samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UCPUACTV The number of CPU
active in virtual state
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UCPUVSUP The number of CPU
active in CP state
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UCRDS Delta count of cards read. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER UDISP The number of user in
running state samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UE1SAMP The number of samples
in E1 + E2.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UETIME The number of user
at end of time slice
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UFAVOR The favor percentage. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER UGROUP User performance group
indicator.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UIDLEMIN The number of minutes
the user has been idle.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UIOCOUNT The number of non-
spooled I/Os.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UIOWSAMP The number of I/O wait
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER ULINS Delta count of lines
printed.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER ULK The number of pages
locked for console.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER ULKIO The number of pages
locked for I/O functions.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER ULOGD The user logon date. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER ULOGT The user logon time. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPAGINCT The number of page-ins. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPAGOCC The number of pages
occupied.

2, 3, 4
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EVM USER UPAGOUTC The number of page-
outs.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPAGPAG The number of pageable
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPAGRES The number of reserved
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPAGSHR The number of shared
pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPNCH Delta count of cards
punched.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPRTY The user priority. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER UPSWSAMP The number of samples
in PSW wait.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UQ1SAMP The number of samples
in Q1 + Q2 + Q3.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER URUNABL The number of user
ready to run samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER USAMPSZ The sample size. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER USIZE The virtual machine size,
in bytes, not including
shared segment.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER USLEEP The number of user in CP
sleep wait samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UUSERID The user ID. 2, 3, 4

EVM USER UWAPLK The number of user in AP
lock wait samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UWCONS The number of user
waiting on console
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UWIDLE The number of user
in idle wait samples
(wait PSW and no I/Os
pending).

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UWINST The number of users in
instruction simulation wait
samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UWPAG The number of users in
page wait samples.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UWSET The user working set
size, in pages.

2, 3, 4

EVM USER UWSIOB The number of users
in schedule IOB wait
samples.

2, 3, 4
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EVM USER UWSWAPIN The number of samples
in which the user was in
swap-in wait.

2, 3, 4

 

ID Options

You can use the following ID options with any USER variable:

• CPUID
• CPUMOD
• GROUPID
• USERID

VMSTAT Variables For Cross-System Reporting
Contents

For details about the standard variables, raw variables, and ID options, see the following sections.

Standard Variables

All VMSTAT variables are valid for data collected by all versions of Explore PM for z/VM

System Class Variable Name Description
EVM VMSTAT DESCRIPTION-SP A short description of a

performance variable for the z/
VM feature.

EVM VMSTAT DESCRIPTION-XASP A short description of a
performance variable for z/VM
feature.

EVM VMSTAT VALUE The value of a performance
variable.

EVM VMSTAT vmstatvar The value of the specified
Explore PM for z/VM VMSTAT
variable.
For more information, see Batch
Reporting.

 

Using Standard VMSTAT Variables

To use the first four standard VMSTAT variables listed in the preceding table, specify the ID option VMSTATID and an
Explore PM for z/VM VMSTAT variable following the variable.

For example, if you are running a VM/ESA system and want a description of the Explore PM for z/VM VMSTAT variable
PPRVIS, specify the variable EVM VMSTAT DESCRIPTION-XASP followed by the ID option VMSTATID and the variable
name PPRVIS, as follows:

EVM VMSTAT DESCRIPTION-XASP VMSTATID(PPRVIS)
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Similarly, if you want the value of the Explore PM for z/VM VMSTAT variable PPRVIS, you can specify the following:

EVM VMSTAT VALUE VMSTATID(PPRVIS)

This is equivalent to using the last variable in the preceding table and specifying the following:

EVM VMSTAT PPRVIS

Raw Variables

All VMSTAT variables are valid for data collected by all versions of Explore PM for z/VM.

System Class Variable Name Description
EVM VMSTAT CFMSTSZ The main storage size.
EVM VMSTAT CMNCPUI The CPU ID.
EVM VMSTAT CMNDATE The start date of the log record.
EVM VMSTAT CMNMODL The CPU model.
EVM VMSTAT CMNTIME The start time of the log record.
EVM VMSTAT CMNTIMI The length of the sample

interval represented by this
record, in seconds.

EVM VMSTAT CTRELSE The Explore PM for z/VM
release number.

EVM VMSTAT VMSSAMSZ The sample size.
EVM VMSTAT VMSSTCT The VMSTAT variable delta

count.
EVM VMSTAT VMSSTRT The VMSTAT variable rate.
EVM VMSTAT VMSTATN The VMSTAT variable name.

 

ID Options

You can use the following ID options with any VMSTAT variable:

• CPUID
• CPUMOD
• VMSTATI

ID Options
An ID option is a keyword that names a type of resource. For example, the ID option CPUID signifies CPUs, and the ID
option VOLSER signifies volumes. You can use ID options to do either of the following:

• To organize the data in a report by a specific type of resource
For example, you can create a tabular report in which each row contains information about only a single virtual
machine.

• To limit the range of the variable to a particular resource or group of resources
For example, you can report on the value of a variable for a specific channel or a specific group of channels.
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Summary of ID Options

The following table lists all ID options for Explore PM for z/VM, the identifiers that are valid for each, their maximum length
in characters, and the variable classes with which they can be used:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes That Use ID
Option

CHPID Channel path IDs Exactly 2 hexadecimal digits CHANNEL

CPUID CPU serial numbers 6 All EVM variable classes

CPUMOD CPU model numbers 6 All EVM variable classes

DEVCLASS One of the following device
classes:
DISK Disk device
GRPH Graphics device
SPEC Special device
TAPE Tape device
TERM Terminal
UNIT Unit record device

4 DEVICE

DEVID Device channel and device
addresses (CUUs)

Exactly 4 hexadecimal digits DEVICE

DISKID Disk channel and device
addresses (CUUs)

Exactly 4 hexadecimal digits DEVICE

GROUPID String of user performance
indicators (see the following
section)

8 USER

VMID Virtual machine names (VM
user ID)

8 USER

VMSTATID System activity indicator IDs 6 VMSTAT

VOLSER Volumes IDs 6 DEVICE

Using the GROUPID Option

When you create performance groups, you assign each a single letter. The letters you can assign depend on the version
of Explore PM for z/VM. Each user is assigned an eight-character group ID that lists all the performance groups the user
belongs to, padded with blanks if the user belongs to fewer than eight groups. For example, a user that belongs to groups
A, C, and E is assigned the group ID ACE#####, where # represents a blank. A user that belongs to groups B, C, D, and
E is assigned the group ID BCDE####.

Group Identifier

A A*

B B*,+B*

C C*,+C*,++C*

D D*,+D*,++D*,+++D*

E E*,+E*,++E*,+++E*,++++E*

F F*,+F*,++F*,+++F*,++++F*,+++++F*
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G G*,+G*,++G*,+++G*,++++G*,+++++G*,++++++G*

H through X x*,+x*,++x*,+++x*,++++x*,+++++x*,++++++x*,+++++++x*

NOTE
Replace x with the letter of the performance group, H-X, which you want to select.

Examples

Group Identifier

C GROUPID(C*,+C*,++C*)

A and C GROUPID(A*,C*,+C*,++C*)

B, C, and E GROUPID(B*,+B*,C*,+C*,++C*,E*,+E*,++E*,+++E*,++++E*)

A GROUPID(A*,L*,+L*,++L*,+++L*,++++L*,+++++L*,++++++L*,+++
++++L*)

Canned Reports
A canned report is a report for which commands are already written for you. The report writer includes canned reports on
many frequently requested topics. You can also create your own customized canned reports.

The set of commands that the report writer generates when you request a canned report is called an expansion.
Expansions are provided both as sample report writer commands and to allow you to tailor canned reports.

For information about tailoring and running canned reports, see Batch Reporting.

Variable Values in Canned Reports

For explanations of the variable values in your canned reports and descriptions of the variables in the expansions,
see Variables.

Zero Values

Some variables in canned reports are valid only for data collected by particular versions of Explore PM for z/VM. Data for
certain other variables was collected in version 2 or 3 of Explore PM for z/VM only if certain modifications were made to
your system. If your report includes all zero values for a variable, check the descriptions in Variables to see if one of these
conditions applies.

Summary of Canned Reports

Report Description
EVM.CHANSUM The I/O counts, rates, and busy percentages for all channels in the

system.
EVM.DASTAP The I/O counts, rates, and busy percentages for all disk and tape

devices.
EVM.DEGSUM The factors affecting the performance of each virtual machine, by

user ID.
EVM.SUM A summary of system resource utilization by user ID.
EVM.SYSPERF User load on the system and system resource utilization, by time.
EVM.SYSSUM A summary of system resource utilization by time.
EVM.VMSTAT A summary by performance variable of key system activity

indicators.
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EVM.CHANSUM Report
Contents

The EVM.CHANSUM report displays the I/O counts, rates, and busy percentages for all channels in the system.

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an EVM.CHANSUM report:

CANRPT EVM.CHANSUM

END

RUN

Expansion

The CANRPT EVM.CHANSUM command expands as follows:

      CANRPT EVM.CHANSUM    

  ERPT237I CANNED REPORT EXPANSION

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +* DISPLAY THE I/O COUNTS, RATES AND BUSY      *

 +* PERCENTAGES FOR ALL CHANNELS IN THE SYSTEM  *

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +TITLE2 CHANNEL I/O SUMMARY

 +TAB CHPID HDR1() HDR2(CHANNEL) SORT ALPHA,

 +    EVM CHANNEL IO XTND,

 +        HDR1(TOTAL) HDR2(I/O COUNT) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL IO RATE HDR1(I/O) HDR2(RATE/SEC) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL IO PCT HDR1(PCT OF) HDR2(SYSTEM) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL Q MAX FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(MAX) HDR2(Q-DEPTH) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL Q HDR1(AVG) HDR2(Q-DEPTH) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL %Q HDR1(%NON-0Q) HDR2(INTERVALS) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL BUSY HDR1(CHANNEL) HDR2(% BUSY) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL BUSY2 HDR1(NON-IPL) HDR2(% BUSY) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL %FAIL_CTLU,

 +        HDR1(%FAILED-) HDR2(CTLU) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL %FAIL_DEVICE,

 +        HDR1(%FAILED-) HDR2(DEVICE) AND,

 +    EVM CHANNEL %FAIL_OTHER,

 +        HDR1(%FAILED-) HDR2(OTHER) AND,

 +    EVM COUNT CHANNEL HDR1(RECORDS) HDR2(PROCESSED)

 +ERPT237I END OF UNCAN EXPANSION

Sample Report

The CANRPT EVM.CHANSUM command generates a report like the following:

CA                               E X  P  L  O  R  E            Copyright (c) 2011 CA.   Version 05.0  03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                                                      REPORT PAGE             1
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TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                CHANNEL I/O SUMMARY                   REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT NONE                                                                      REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH   DAY

PERIOD NONE                                                                     REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

      TOTAL   I/O   PCT OF   MAX    AVG    %NON-0Q  CHANNEL  NON-

IPL  %FAILED- %FAILED- %FAILED- RECORDS CHANNEL

 I/O COUNT RATE/SEC SYSTEM Q-DEPTH Q-DEPTH INTERVALS  % BUSY   % BUSY CTLU DEVICE OTHER  PROCESSED

 ------- --------- -------- ------ ------- ------ --------- -------- ------- ----------- ----- --------

   00     14,878    5.16     2.1      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   01          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   02          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   03     33,047   11.45     4.6      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   04     23,008    7.98     3.2      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   05        763    0.26     0.1      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   06     20,673    7.17     2.9      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   07     32,768   11.36     4.5      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   08          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   09     43,666   15.14     6.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   0A     54,913   19.03     7.6      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   0B     27,400    9.50     3.8      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   0C     44,408   15.39     6.1      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   0D        763    0.26     0.1      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   0E          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   0F     53,677   18.61     7.4      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   10          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   11     41,157   14.27     5.7      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   12     42,106   14.59     5.8      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   13     32,324   11.20     4.5      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   14      7,414    2.57     1.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   15          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   16     39,253   13.61     5.4      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   17     27,400    9.50     3.8      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   18          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   19     43,507   15.08     6.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   1A     16,723    5.80     2.3      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   1B     27,400    9.50     3.8      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   1C     44,427   15.40     6.1      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   1D     27,974    9.70     3.9      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   1E          0    0.00     0.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

   1F     25,551    8.86     3.5      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        1

 ----- --------- -------- ------ ------- -------- --------- -------- ------- ----- ----- -----   ------

 SUM    725,200  251.3    100.0      0      0.0       0.0      0.0      0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0        32

 ------- --------- -------- ------ ------- -------- --------- -------- ------- ----- ----- -----   ----

EVM.DASTAP Report
Contents

The EVM.DASTAP report displays the I/O counts, rates, and busy percentages for all disk and tape devices.

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an EVM.DASTAP report:
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CANRPT EVM.DASTAP

END

RUN

Expansion

The CANRPT EVM.DASTAP command expands as follows:

     CANRPT EVM.DASTAP  

  ERPT237I CANNED REPORT EXPANSION

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +* DISPLAY THE I/O COUNTS, RATES AND BUSY      *

 +* PERCENTAGES FOR ALL DISK AND TAPE DEVICES   *

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +TITLE1 DISK AND TAPE

 +TITLE2 I/O

 +TITLE3 SUMMARY

 +DEFINE VAR EVM DEVICE ACTIVE_TIME = ,

 +           EVM INTERVAL DEVICE / 1000

 +DEFINE VAR EVM DEVICE ACTIVE_IO_RATE = ,

 +         ( EVM DEVICE IO * 10 ) / ,

 +           EVM DEVICE ACTIVE_TIME

 +SELECT DEVCLASS(DISK,TAPE)

 +RANGE EVM DEVICE IO 1+

 +TAB DEVID  SORT ALPHA HDR1(DEVICE) HDR2(ADDR),

 +    EVM DEVICE VOLSER  AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE TYPE    AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE IO XTND HDR1(I/O) HDR2(COUNT) AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE IO RATE FORMAT(NNNN.N),

 +        HDR1(I/O) HDR2(RATE) AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE ACTIVE_IO_RATE FORMAT(NNNN.N),

 +        HDR1(ACTIVE) HDR2(I/O RATE) AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE IO PCT HDR1(I/O) HDR2(%SYSTEM) AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE BUSY   AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE Q MAX FORMAT(NNN),

 +        HDR1(MAX) HDR2(Q-DEPTH) AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE Q HDR1(AVG) HDR2(Q-DEPTH) AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE %Q HDR1(%NON-0Q) HDR2(INTERVALS) AND,

 +    EVM DEVICE %ACTIVE

 +ERPT237I END OF UNCAN EXPANSION

Sample Report

The CANRPT EVM.DASTAP command generates a report like the following:

CA                           E  X  P  L  O  R  E               Copyright (c) 2011 CA.    Version 05.0  03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                 DISK AND TAPE                         REPORT PAGE             1

TO   2010/03/30  23.40.00                      I/O                              REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT NONE                                    SUMMARY                            REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH DAY

PERIOD NONE                                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672
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 DEVICE        DEVICE    I/O      I/O    ACTIVE    I/O     DEVICE    MAX     AVG     %NON-0Q   ACTIVE

  ADDR  VOLSER  TYPE    COUNT     RATE  I/O RATE %SYSTEM    BUSY   Q-DEPTH Q-DEPTH  INTERVALS  PERCENT

 ------ ------ ------ ---------- ------ -------- -------- -------- ------- -------- --------- --------

  0600  MHSM90  3390     256,964   72.5    84.4     0.4      0.5       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0601  MHSM91  3390     395,952  111.8   150.3     0.7      0.1       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0602  MRS210  3390     804,530  227.1   226.4     1.4      7.4       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0603  MRS220  3390      56,061   15.8    18.4     0.1      0.1       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0604  MOPS90  3390     171,280   48.4    48.2     0.3      4.0       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0605  MRS230  3390      27,693    7.8     9.6     0.0      0.1       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0606  MVS821  3390     822,570  232.2   231.5     1.4      5.9       1      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0607  MVS822  3390     576,945  162.9   162.4     1.0      1.3       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0608  VMESP0  3390     593,203  167.5   167.0     1.0     26.9       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0609  MRS280  3390      72,001   20.3    20.3     0.1      0.5       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  060A  MSMP90  3390       8,398    2.4     4.6     0.0      0.0       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  060B  MRS240  3390      59,942   16.9    16.9     0.1      1.0       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  060C  MSYS90  3390     345,817   97.6    97.3     0.6      2.6       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  060D  MVS220  3390     142,494   40.2    40.1     0.2      1.4       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  060E  CMS925  3390   1,488,254  420.2   418.9     2.6      8.8       1      0.1       0.0    100.0

  060F  VMESP1  3390     554,994  156.7   156.2     1.0     17.4       1      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0610  MVS120  3390     483,818  136.6   136.2     0.8      3.8       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0611  MVS320  3390     162,103   45.8    45.6     0.3      2.5       1      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0612  VMEPG1  3390     734,488  207.4   206.7     1.3     33.8       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0613  MVS520  3390     391,430  110.5   110.2     0.7      7.5       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0614  MVS620  3390     565,330  159.6   159.1     1.0      0.7       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0615  MVS720  3390     256,728   72.5    72.3     0.4      0.7       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0616  VMEPG2  3390     663,889  187.4   186.9     1.2     34.3       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0617  MVS721  3390     304,480   86.0    85.7     0.5      2.9       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0618  VMEPG3  3390     571,620  161.4   160.9     1.0     34.2       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  0619  MVS420  3390     240,036   67.8    67.6     0.4      2.9       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  061A  VMERES  3390     330,152   93.2    92.9     0.6      3.5       0      0.0       0.0    100.0

  061B  CMS9TK  3390   6,802,066 1920.4  1914.5    11.9     49.9       1      0.1       0.0    100.0

  061C  CMS921  3390   1,070,474  302.2   301.3     1.9      5.3       1      0.1       0.0    100.0

  061D  CMS922  3390     845,311  238.7   237.9     1.5     18.4       1      0.2       0.0    100.0

  061E  CMS923  3390     426,405  120.4   120.0     0.7      6.0       1      0.0       0.0    100.0

 ------ ------ ------ ---------- ------ -------- -------- -------- ------- -------- --------- --------

EVM.DEGSUM Report
Contents

The EVM.DEGSUM report displays, by user ID, the factors affecting the performance of virtual machines.

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an EVM.DEGSUM report:

CANRPT EVM.DEGSUM

END

RUN

Expansion

The CANRPT EVM.DEGSUM command expands as follows:
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     CANRPT EVM.DEGSUM  

  ERPT237I CANNED REPORT EXPANSION

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +* DISPLAY BY USERID, THE FACTORS AFFECTING    *

 +* THE PERFORMANCE OF VIRTUAL MACHINES         *

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +TITLE1 USER

 +TITLE2 DEGRADATION

 +TITLE3 ANALYSIS

 +TAB VMID SORT ALPHA HDR1() HDR2(USERID),

 +    EVM USER %ACTIVE         AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_CPU       AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_PAGE      AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_STG       AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_I/O       AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_CON       AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_SIOB      FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_INST_SIM  FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %INQUEUE_Q      FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %TIME_SLICE_END FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_IDLE      FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_PSW       FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %VM_SLEEP       FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_AP_LOCK   FORMAT(NNNN.N) AND,

 +    EVM USER %WAIT_SWAP_IN   FORMAT(NNNN.N)

 +ERPT237I END OF UNCAN EXPANSION

Sample Report

The CANRPT EVM.DEGSUM command generates a report like the following:

CA                                     E  X  P  L  O  R  E        Copyright (c) 2011 CA.   Version 05.0  03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                       USER                            REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                    DEGRADATION                        REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT NONE                                      ANALYSIS                         REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH DAY

PERIOD NONE                                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

         PERCENT %WAIT %WAIT $WAIT  %WAIT  %WAIT %WAIT %WAIT  %IN   %TIME %WAIT  %WAIT   %VM  %WAIT  %WAIT

USERID  ACTIVE   CPU   PAGE  STG    I/O    CON   SIOB INST  QUEUE  SLICE  IDLE   PSW   SLEEP AP-LOC  SWAP

 ------- ------- ----- ----- -----  -----  ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ -----

 DDOUGHE    0.1    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   8.9    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DDR        0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.6   6.7    0.0   99.3   99.3   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DDS        0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.1    0.0   0.1   0.0   7.2    0.0   99.7   99.9   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DDS2       0.1    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   5.5    0.0   99.3   99.3   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEBI       0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.8    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.4    0.0   99.1  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVTALT    0.1    0.0   0.0   0.0   17.5    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0   82.4  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVTALT2   0.3    1.4   0.0   0.0   65.5    0.0   0.0   0.6   9.1    0.0   33.1   98.6   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVTEPIC   0.2    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0   43.9   0.0   0.0   5.8    0.0   97.2   56.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVTEPI2   0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.7    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.6    0.0   99.3  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 

 DEVTEXP    0.2    0.0   0.0   0.0   72.9    0.0   0.0   0.0   6.6    0.0   27.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVTEXP2   4.2    8.3   0.0   0.0   57.4   15.9   0.0   0.6   0.2    0.0   32.8   90.3   0.0   0.0   0.0
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 DEVTST     0.6    0.0   0.0   0.0   91.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   3.7    0.0    8.7   99.9   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVTST2    1.4    1.5   0.0   0.0   98.4    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.1   98.6   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVTSYS    0.1    0.0   0.0   0.0   77.3    0.0   0.0   0.0   5.8    0.0   22.6  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 

 DEVTSYS2   0.4    0.5   0.0   0.0   83.4    0.7   0.0   0.1   0.0    0.0   14.8   98.3   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DEVVSE     1.8    3.3   0.0   0.0   97.6    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.1    0.0    0.6   98.3   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DFAULKN    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   5.0    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DFRANCI    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.6    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.5    0.0   99.3  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DFS        0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   5.9    0.0   99.6   99.3   0.0   0.0   0.0 

 DGARRET    0.0    0.1   0.0   0.0    1.0    0.0   0.0   0.3   8.4    0.0   96.4   97.5   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DGARRET2   0.0    0.3   0.0   0.0    0.5    0.0   1.3   0.0   8.7    0.0   98.1   98.6   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DGERBER    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   7.1    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DGORISE    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   8.5    0.0   99.9   97.1   0.0   0.0   0.0 

 DGRUPE     0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    1.8    0.0   0.0   0.0   6.7    0.0   97.3   99.1   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DGT        0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   7.0    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DHENNIN    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.6    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 

 DHEPNER    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   6.3    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DHOAK      0.0    0.9   0.0   0.0    1.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   6.5    0.0   98.0   99.1   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DISKACNT   0.1    0.0   0.0   0.0    6.2    0.0   0.0   4.0   9.6    0.0   89.6   95.9   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DJONES     0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.2    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DKAEPPE    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   8.8    0.0   99.1   98.4   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DLEDRIC    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   8.8    0.0   99.3   97.2   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DLEE       0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   7.3    0.0   99.3   99.3   0.0   0.0   0.0 

 DLM        0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.1   9.4    0.0   99.9   99.9   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DLM2       0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.3    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DLOGAN     0.1    0.0   0.0   0.0    2.7    0.0   0.8   0.0   8.6    0.0   96.4   99.1   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DLOGAN2    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.6    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DMANKIN    0.1    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.7    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.2    0.0   97.1   97.8   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DMCCOY     0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.6    0.0   98.7   97.4   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DMCINTO    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.3    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DMILLER    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.7    0.0  100.0   99.6   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DO         0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   4.7   0.0   6.8    0.0   95.3   95.3   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DOCAMO     0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0   47.5   0.0   0.0   6.7    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DOCRUB     0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.5    0.0  100.0   99.3   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DONM       0.0    0.1   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.1   9.3    0.0   99.3   99.3   0.0   0.0   0.0

 DOUG       0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0   0.0   9.5    0.0  100.0  100.0   0.0   0.0   0.0

 -------- ------- ----- ----- ------ -----  ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- ------ ------ ----- ----- -----

EVM.SUM Report
Contents

The EVM.SUM report displays a summary of system resource utilization by user ID.

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an EVM.SUM report:

CANRPT EVM.SUM

END

RUN
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Expansion

The CANRPT EVM.SUM command expands as follows:

 CANRPT EVM.SUM

  ERPT237I CANNED REPORT EXPANSION

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +* DISPLAY A SUMMARY OF SYSTEM RESOURCE        *

 +* UTILIZATION BY USER ID.                 *

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +TITLE1 USER RESOURCE

 +TITLE2 UTILIZATION

 +TITLE3 SUMMARY

 +TAB VMID HDR1() HDR2(USERID),

 +    EVM USER CPU_ACTIVE FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(%CPU) HDR2(TOT)  AND,

 +    EVM USER UCPUACT PCT FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(%CPU) HDR2(REL)  AND,

 +    EVM USER CPU_VIRTUAL FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(%CPU) HDR2(VIRT) AND,

 +    EVM USER CPU_VSUPER FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(%CPU) HDR2(CP)   AND,

 +    EVM USER CPU_TVR          AND,

 +    EVM USER PAGE_IN RATE     AND,

 +    EVM USER PAGE_OUT RATE    AND,

 +    EVM USER IO RATE          AND,

 +    EVM USER MAIN             AND,

 +    EVM USER WSET_SIZE,

 +        HDR1(WSET) HDR2(AVG)  AND,

 +    EVM USER WSET_SIZE MAX,

 +        HDR1(SIZE) HDR2(MAX)  AND,

 +    EVM USER IO               AND,

 +    EVM USER CARDS_READ       AND,

 +    EVM USER CARDS_PUNCH      AND,

 +    EVM USER PRINT_LINES

 +ERPT237I END OF UNCAN EXPANSION

Sample Report

The CANRPT EVM.SUM command generates a report like the following:

CA                                E  X  P  L  O  R  E       Copyright (c) 2011 CA.  Version 05.0   03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                   USER RESOURCE                       REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                    UTILIZATION                        REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT NONE                                       SUMMARY                         REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH DAY

PERIOD NONE                                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

        %CPU  %CPU  %CPU  %CPU  TCPU/ PAGE   PAGE   I/O    MAIN   WSET   SIZE   I/O    CARDS  CARDS  PRINT

USERID   TOT   REL  VIRT   CP   VCPU   IN     OUT   COUNT  USED   AVG    MAX    COUNT  READ   PUNCH  LINES

 -------- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ------- ----- -----  ----- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------

CP0      97.5  12.7  61.1  36.3  1.6  25.76   87.61  159.0     0  12384  18055   563K   7100  52184  77708

CP2      97.4  12.7  73.0  24.4  1.3  26.66    1.80  144.4     0      0      0   512K      0     0      0
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CP1      97.3  12.7  72.8  24.4  1.3  24.71    1.02  140.9     0      0      0   499K      0     0      0

CP3      97.2  12.7  73.3  23.8  1.3  22.58    1.75  137.2     0      0      0   486K      0     0      0

MVSB1    70.5   9.2  54.7  15.8  1.3   0.00    0.00   0.11     0      0      0    392   1316     0      0

MVSC4    50.7   6.6  47.6   3.1  1.1  10.80   16.51   0.00  6415   6977   9690      0      0     0      0

CALLTRK  20.3   2.7  13.3   7.0  1.5   8.40   13.99   0.00  2837   2736   3733      0      0     0   3916

VTAM     17.4   2.3   6.4  11.0  2.7   2.21    3.66   0.19  1043   1050   1188    687      0     0     92

ORASV39  12.6   1.7  12.0   0.7  1.1   0.07    0.25   0.00    46     52    327      0      0     0      0

MVSDEMO  11.6   1.5   8.2   3.4  1.4   0.00    0.00   0.00     0      0      0      0      0     0     32

MVSC2    10.5   1.4   7.8   2.7  1.4   1.19    1.85   0.00  5779   6210   7603      0     28     0      0

MVSB2     9.8   1.3   6.6   3.3  1.5   0.00    0.00   0.00     0      0      0      0      4     0      0

SYSTEM0   9.4   1.2   0.0   9.4  0.0   0.00    0.00   0.00     0      0      0      0      0     0      0

VM6COSTA  8.8   1.2   8.5   0.3  1.0   1.81    3.24   0.00  1217   1312   3789      0      0     0      0

ALERTVM   7.7   1.0   5.5   2.2  1.4   0.00    0.00   0.00   139     80    144      0      0     0     88

ORASV23   7.5   1.0   6.1   1.4  1.2   0.11    0.43   0.00   117    119    407      0      0     0      0

RDSVXA    7.1   0.9   1.8   5.3  3.9   0.12    0.24   0.00   177    164    190      0      0     0     48

MVSC3     6.1   0.8   5.2   1.0  1.2   5.82   10.15   0.02  3223   3733   5686     78      0     0      0

GRAFF     5.7   0.7   5.6   0.1  1.0   0.19    0.35   0.16   120    138    696    565      0   256    636

BATCH1    5.7   0.7   5.3   0.3  1.1   0.08    0.16   0.00    67     73    127      0      0     0    868

BATCH3    4.8   0.6   4.7   0.1  1.0   0.01    0.07   0.00    50     50     63      0      0     0     48

DEVTEXP2  4.2   0.6   2.2   2.0  1.9   0.61    1.77   0.00   523    587   2030      0    332     0   4224

ORASV71   4.0   0.5   3.7   0.3  1.1   0.05    0.22   0.00    41     54    308      0      0     0      0

MVSC1     3.5   0.5   2.6   1.0  1.4   0.00    0.00   0.00     0      0      0      0      8     0      0

SYSTEM2   3.3   0.4   0.0   3.3  0.0   0.00    0.00   0.00     0      0      0      0      0     0      0

SYSTEM1   3.3   0.4   0.0   3.3  0.0   0.00    0.00   0.00     0      0      0      0      0     0      0

MVSC6     3.1   0.4   2.4   0.7  1.3   3.19    5.17   0.00  4664   5287   6193      0      0     0      0

SYSTEM3   3.1   0.4   0.0   3.1  0.0   0.00    0.00   0.00     0      0      0      0      0     0      0

BATCH7    3.0   0.4   1.9   1.1  1.6   0.31    0.66   0.00   132    168    268      0      0     0     28

TECHESA   2.7   0.4   1.9   0.8  1.4   1.13    2.16   0.00  1229   1341   2048      0     32   544   4660

EURSV04   2.1   0.3   1.8   0.3  1.2   0.06    0.12   0.00    51     60    116      0      0     0      0

TECHVSE   1.9   0.2   1.5   0.3  1.2   1.49    2.82   0.00  1193   1312   1732      0    208   272   3860

DEVVSE    1.8   0.2   1.2   0.6  1.5   1.41    2.19   0.00   939   1022   1861      0   1684  1360   9464

SFCM2     1.7   0.2   0.1   1.7 21.9   0.46    0.74   0.00    91    140    365      0      0     0    244

TEUSV01   1.6   0.2   1.5   0.1  1.1   0.02    0.16   0.00    22     24    177      0      0     0      0

EVMTECH   1.5   0.2   0.8   0.7  1.9   1.08    2.63   0.07   813    919   2123    238      0     0      0

DEVTST2   1.4   0.2   1.2   0.3  1.2   0.71    1.52   0.00   969   1034   1454      0    128     0   3024

EXPLORE   1.4   0.2   0.7   0.7  2.1   1.25    2.25   0.00   707    750   1199      0      0     0      0

ORASV26   1.4   0.2   1.2   0.2  1.2   0.02    0.24   0.00    71     94    338      0      0     0      0

CPREPORT  1.3   0.2   0.6   0.7  2.1   1.03    1.66   0.00   667    670   1192      0      0     0    480

TECHESA3  1.3   0.2   0.9   0.4  1.4   0.74    0.94   0.00   788    806   1671      0    160     0    160

ORASV08   1.3   0.2   1.1   0.2  1.2   0.17    0.78   0.00   137    150    289      0      0     0      0

ORASV60   1.2   0.2   1.1   0.1  1.1   0.01    0.20   0.00    38     65    330      0      0     0      0

ORASV18   1.0   0.1   0.9   0.1  1.1   0.06    0.39   0.00   102    115    346      0      0     0      0

RSCS      0.9   0.1   0.4   0.4  2.0   0.09    0.15   0.00   190    190    216      0      0  1388  23464

-------- ----   ---   ---   ---  ---  ------  -----   ----  ----   ----  ------   ----   ----  ---- -----

EVM.SYSPERF Report
The EVM.SYSPERF report displays, by time, user load on the system and system resource utilization.

NOTE
If you have real user IDs that conflict with the standard system names CP, CPn, SYSTEM, SYSTEMn, or AP,
then data in the column labeled I/O COUNT in the EVM.SYSPERF report will be inaccurate. For information
about modifying the canned report for your system, see Batch Reporting.
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Sample Commands

The following commands generate an EVM.SYSPERF report:

CANRPT EVM.SYSPERF

SELECT VMID(¬PGROUP1,¬PGROUP2)

EACH 15 MINUTES

END

RUN

Because some versions of Explore PM for z/VM produced USER records for performance group subtotals, specify a
SELECT command like that shown in the preceding sample commands, substituting the names of your performance
groups for PGROUPn.

Using SET SYSID in Real-time

If you use the Explore PM for z/VM real-time command SET SYSIDn to change the user ID for any of your processors
from the default, specify the following command after the CANRPT EVM.SYSPERF command:

SELECT VMID(¬newname)

Replace newname with the name you assigned to your processor using the SET SYSID command.

Expansion

The CANRPT EVM.SYSPERF command expands as follows:

      CANRPT EVM.SYSPERF    

  ERPT237I CANNED REPORT EXPANSION

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +* DISPLAY BY TIME, USER LOAD ON THE SYSTEM    *

 +* AND SYSTEM RESOURCE UTILIZATION             *

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +TITLE1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

 +TITLE2 SUMMARY

 +HEADER(34,25) ---- CPU UTILIZATION ----

 +HEADER(97,15) NUMBER OF USERS

 +TAB DATETIME,

 +    EVM SYSTEM LOGGED AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM ACTIVE AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_ACTIVE HDR1(TOT) HDR2(PCT) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_VIRTUAL HDR1(VIRT) HDR2(PCT) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_CP     HDR1(CP) HDR2(PCT) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_TVR AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM PAGE_IO RATE AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM %MAIN  AND,

 +    EVM USER IO VMID(¬CP+,¬SYSTEM+,¬AP) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(CPU) HDR2(-Q-) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM PAGE_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(PAGE) HDR2(-Q-) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM STG_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(STG) HDR2(-Q-) AND,
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 +    EVM SYSTEM IO_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(I/O) HDR2(-Q-) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM VOLWAIT

 +ERPT237I END OF UNCAN EXPANSIO

 

Sample Report

The CANRPT EVM.SYSPERF command generates a report like the following:

CA                                     E  X  P  L  O  R  E         COPYRIGHT 2011 VERSION 05.0  03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00               SYSTEM PERFORMANCE                  REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                    SUMMARY                        REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT NONE                                                                   REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH 15 MINUTES                                                               REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

PERIOD NONE                       ---- CPU UTILIZATION ----                      NUMBER OF USERS

              LOGGED ACTIVE   TOT    CP    VIRT  TCPU/   PAGE   MAIN     I/O    CPU PAGE STG I/O  WAIT

DATE    TIME  USERS  USERS    PCT   PCT    PCT   VCPU     IO    UTIL    COUNT   -Q- -Q-  -Q- -Q-  USERS

 -------- ----- ------- ------  -----  -----  ----- ------- ------ ------   -----   --- ---- --- --- ------

01/19/10 11.00    918    302   331.6   92.0  239.6    1.4   172.4   99.3   10694    24   0  0 341   990

01/19/10 11.15    911    188   398.9  117.5  281.4    1.4   221.8   99.2   17836    23   0  0 341   990

01/19/10 11.30    909    179   399.6  115.5  284.1    1.4   178.6   99.3   16252    23   0  0 341   990

01/19/10 11.45    912    168   400.0  106.1  293.8    1.4   196.7   99.4   15099    26   0  0 323   987

01/19/10 12.00    896    162   399.0  104.1  294.8    1.4   166.1   99.3    6841    23   0  0 296   982

-------- ----- ------- ------- ----- ------ ------ ------- -------- -----  ------  --- ---- --- ---  --

PERIOD            910    195   389.2  109.0  280.3    1.4   191.8   99.3   66722    24   0  0 332   988

 -------- ----- ------- ------- ----- ------ ------ ------- -------- -----  ------  --- ---- --- ---  -

EVM.SYSSUM Report
Contents

The EVM.SYSSUM report displays a summary of system resource utilization by time.

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an EVM.SYSSUM report:

CANRPT EVM.SYSSUM

END

RUN

Expansion

The CANRPT EVM.SYSSUM command expands as follows:

     CANRPT EVM.SYSSUM  

  ERPT237I CANNED REPORT EXPANSION

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +* DISPLAY A SUMMARY OF SYSTEM RESOURCE        *

 +* UTILIZATION BY TIME.                    *
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 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +TITLE1 SYSTEM RESOURCE

 +TITLE2 UTILIZATION

 +TITLE3 SUMMARY

 +HEADER(24,15) CPU UTILIZATION

 +HEADER(41,11) PERCENT CPU

 +HEADER(57,8) DISPATCH

 +HEADER(68,8) ELIGIBLE

 +HEADER(80,6) ACTIVE

 +HEADER(88,15) NUMBER OF USERS IN

 +HEADER(105,3) VOL

 +HEADER(111,4) PRIV

 +TAB DATETIME,

 +    EVM SYSTEM LOGGED AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_ACTIVE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(PCT) HDR2(TOT )  AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_VIRTUAL FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(PCT) HDR2(VIRT) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_CP FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(PCT) HDR2(CP  )   AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM PAGE_WAIT FORMAT(NNN),

 +        HDR1(WAIT) HDR2(PAGE) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM IO_WAIT FORMAT(NNN),

 +        HDR1(WAIT) HDR2(I/O) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM IDLE_WAIT FORMAT(NNN),

 +        HDR1(WAIT) HDR2(IDLE) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM INQUE_Q1 FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(QUEUE) HDR2(Q1) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM INQUE_Q2 FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(QUEUE) HDR2(Q2) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM INQUE_E1 FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(QUEUE) HDR2(E1) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM INQUE_E2 FORMAT(NNN.N),

 +        HDR1(QUEUE) HDR2(E2) AND,

 +    EVM USER WSET_SIZE RANGE(ACTIVE),

 +        HDR1(USER) HDR2(WSET) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM CPU_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(CPU) HDR2(-Q-) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM PAGE_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(PAGE) HDR2(-Q-) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM STG_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(STG) HDR2(-Q-) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM IO_QUEUE FORMAT(3N),

 +        HDR1(I/O) HDR2(-Q-) AND,

 +    EVM SYSTEM VOLWAIT FORMAT(5N),

 +        HDR1(WAIT) HDR2(USERS) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT VALUE VMSTATID(PPRVIS,PRVLG) RATE,

 +        FORMAT(5N) HDR1(OP) HDR2(RATE)

 +RANGE EVM USER UCPUACT 1+ ID ACTIVE

 +ERPT237I END OF UNCAN EXPANSION
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Sample Report

The CANRPT EVM.SYSSUM command generates a report like the following:

CA                                     E  X  P  L  O  R  E        COPYRIGHT 2011  VERSION 05.0  03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                SYSTEM RESOURCE                     REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                  UTILIZATION                       REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT NONE                                    SUMMARY                         REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH 15 MINUTES

PERIOD NONE       CPU UTILIZATION  PERCENT CPU  DISPATCH  ELIGIBLE   ACTIVE  NUMBER OF USERS  VOL  PRIV

           LOGGED PCT PCT  PCT WAIT WAIT WAIT QUEUE QUEUE QUEUE QUEUE USER CPU PAGE STG I/O WAIT  OP

DATE    TIME USERS TOT  VIRT  CP PAGE I/O IDLE  Q1   Q2   E1    E2    WSET  -Q- -Q-  -Q- -Q- USERS RATE

 -------- ----- ----- ---- ---  --- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ----- --- ---- ---  ---  ----- 

01/19/10 11.00  918  332  240   92   0   0   0   15.3  8.7  0.0   0.0  272   24   0   0  341  990   645

01/19/10 11.15  911  399  281  117   0   0   0   14.2  9.0  0.0   0.0  417   23   0   0  341  990   712

01/19/10 11.30  909  400  284  115   0   0   0   14.2  9.2  0.0   0.0  425   23   0   0  341  990   634

01/19/10 11.45  912  400  294  106   0   0   0   16.2  9.4  0.0   0.0  435   26   0   0  323  987   697

01/19/10 12.00  896  399  295  104   0   0   0   15.5  7.5  0.0   0.0  426   23   0   0  296  982   670

-------- ----- ----- ---- ---  ---  --- --- --- ----- ---- ---- ----- ----- --- ---- ---  ---  -----  ---

PERIOD          910  389  280  109   0   0   0   15.0  9.0  0.0   0.0  389   24   0   0  332  988   672

-------- ---- ---- ---- ---  ---  --- --- --- ----- ---- ---- ----- ----- --- ---- ---  ---  -----  ---

EVM.VMSTAT Report
Contents

The EVM.VMSTAT report displays a summary by performance variable of key system activity indicators.

NOTE
This canned report should be used only with data collected about Z/VM or VM/ESA feature.

Sample Commands

The following commands generate an EVM.VMSTAT report:

CANRPT EVM.VMSTAT

END

RUN

Expansion

The CANRPT EVM.VMSTAT command expands as follows:

     CANRPT EVM.VMSTAT  

  ERPT237I CANNED REPORT EXPANSION

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +* DISPLAY A SUMMARY BY PERFORMANCE VARIABLE   *

 +* OF KEY SYSTEM ACTIVITY INDICATORS           *

 +*---------------------------------------------*

 +TITLE1 SUMMARY

 +TITLE2 OF

 +TITLE3 VM STATISTICS

 + DEFINE VAR EVM VMSTAT AVG_VALUE = ,
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 +            EVM VMSTAT VALUE / EVM COUNT VMSTAT

 +TAB VMSTATID SORT ALPHA HDR1() HDR2(VARIABLE),

 +    EVM VMSTAT DESCRIPTION_XASP,

 +        HDR1() HDR2(DESCRIPTION) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT AVG_VALUE XTND,

 +        HDR1() HDR2(AVERAGE) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT VALUE MIN XTND,

 +        HDR1() HDR2(MINIMUM) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT VALUE MINDATE HDR1() HDR2(DATE) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT VALUE MINTIME HDR1() HDR2(TIME) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT VALUE MAX XTND,

 +        HDR1() HDR2(MAXIMUM) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT VALUE MAXDATE HDR1() HDR2(DATE) AND,

 +    EVM VMSTAT VALUE MAXTIME HDR1() HDR2(TIME)

 +RANGE EVM VMSTAT VALUE 1+

 +ERPT237I END OF UNCAN EXPANSION

Sample Report

The CANRPT EVM.VMSTAT command generates a report like the following:

CA                              E  X  P  L  O  R  E            Copyright (c) 2011 CA.   Version 05.0   03/31/10

FROM  2010/03/30  23.40.00                      SUMMARY                          REPORT PAGE             1

TO    2010/03/30  23.40.00                         OF                            REPORT DATE    03/31/2010

SHIFT NONE                                   VM STATISTICS                       REPORT TIME      18:26:36

EACH DAY

PERIOD NONE                                                                      REPORT CPU ID 071754/9672

VARIABLE              DESCRIPTION                AVERAGE MINIMUM  DATE    TIME    MAXIMUM   DATE     TIME

-------- --------------------------------------  ------- ------- ------  ------ ------- ----- --------

EBLKCY NBR OF BLOCKS MIGRATED FROM NON-DORMANT GST 3,891  3,687 01/19/10 11.51.00  4,982 01/19/10 11.54.00

EBLKDM NBR OF BLOCKS MIGRATED FROM DORMANT GUEST   5,652  5,339 01/19/10 11.51.00  7,322 01/19/10 11.54.00

EBLKSH NBR OF BLOCKS MIGRATED FROM SHARED SYSTEM     243    181 01/19/10 11.51.00    571 01/19/10 11.54.00

EBLKSY NBR OF BLOCKS MIGRATED FROM THE CP SYSTEM      62     55 01/19/10 11.51.00     97 01/19/10 11.54.00

EBPRCT  BLOCKS OF PAGES READ                       1,591    943 01/19/10 12.00.00  1,712 01/19/10 11.07.00

ECTPGM  COUNT OF PGMBKS SELECTED                   1,108  1,059 01/19/10 11.51.00  1,367 01/19/10 11.54.00

ECTXAV  COUNT OF AVAILABLE BLOCKS IN CP PARTITION     31     14 01/19/10 12.00.00     34 01/19/10 11.07.00

ECYCLS NBR OF TIMES THROUGH VMDBK CYCLIC CHAIN         2      2 01/19/10 12.00.00      2 01/19/10 11.07.00

ECYCMX  NBR USERS VISIT BEFORE LOWERING TGT TIME      14     14 01/19/10 12.00.00     14 01/19/10 11.54.00

EFRMAQ  MIGRATION FRAME QUEUE (BUFFERS)         409,441 409,441 01/19/10 11.51.00409,441 01/19/10 11.07.00

EHITHR  HIGH THRESHOLD FOR MIGRATION                   6      6 01/19/10 11.51.00      6 01/19/10 11.07.00

ELOH2O  MIN NBR XSTORE BLKS AVAILABLE DURING MIGR     26     26 01/19/10 12.00.00     26 01/19/10 11.54.00

EMIGS   COUNT OF MIGRATE INVOCATIONS                  86     67 01/19/10 12.00.00     90 01/19/10 11.07.00

EMRABI  PAGS READ AS PT OF BLOCK BUT NOT USED-MIGR 1,429  1,243 01/19/10 11.51.00  2,420 01/19/10 11.54.00

ENOIO   NO I/O WAS REQUIRED FOR MIGRATION          1,468  1,277 01/19/10 11.51.00  2,485 01/19/10 11.54.00

ERHICT  NUMBER OF TIMES BUFFER DECREASED               9      8 01/19/10 12.00.00      9 01/19/10 11.07.00

ERLOCT  NUMBER OF TIMES BUFFER INCREASED               3      3 01/19/10 11.51.00      3 01/19/10 11.07.00

ESRABI  PAGS READ AS PART BLOCK BUT NOT USED-STEAL 1,929  1,665 01/19/10 12.00.00  1,979 01/19/10 11.07.00

ESRGCT  SINGLE READS FOR GUESTS                    2,748  2,135 01/19/10 12.00.00  2,863 01/19/10 11.07.00

ESRSCT  SINGLE READS FOR SYSTEM                      248    199 01/19/10 11.51.00    509 01/19/10 11.54.00

ESTIME  MIGRATE/STEAL TIMER                          127    122 01/19/10 11.51.00    152 01/19/10 11.54.00

ETARGT  TARGET AGE IN SECONDS                        111    100 01/19/10 11.51.00    168 01/19/10 11.54.00

EUSRCY  NBR NON-DORMANT GUESTS TARGET OF MIGR        313    295 01/19/10 11.51.00    406 01/19/10 11.54.00
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EUSRDM  NBR DORMANT GUESTS TARGET OF MIGR            444    408 01/19/10 11.51.00    635 01/19/10 11.54.00

EUSRSH  NBR SHARED SYS THAT WERE TARGET OF MIGR       38     34 01/19/10 11.51.00     60 01/19/10 11.54.00

EXBGET  NUMBER OF XSTORE ALLOCATIONS              22,016 21,436 01/19/10 11.51.00 25,112 01/19/10 11.54.00

EXBREL  NUMBER OF XSTORE RELEASES                 22,510 21,980 01/19/10 11.51.00 25,336 01/19/10 11.54.00

EXBZIP  TIMES NO XSTORE WAS AVAILABLE                 90     90 01/19/10 11.51.00     90 01/19/10 11.07.00

FREBQ   COUNT OF BLOCK QUEUE SEARCH               10,357  9,235 01/19/10 11.51.00 16,344 01/19/10 11.54.00

FRECS   COUNT OF CALLS TO HCPFRESY                   825    753 01/19/10 11.51.00  1,212 01/19/10 11.54.00

FRECV   COUNT OF CALLS TO HCPFREVM                   584    544 01/19/10 11.51.00    796 01/19/10 11.54.00

FREFQ   COUNT OF FRMTE QUEUE SEARCH             107,158 92,939 01/19/10 11.51.00 182,990 01/19/10 11.54.00

FREMB   COUNT OF BLOCK MERGE SEARCH               11,117 10,302 01/19/10 11.51.00 15,466 01/19/10 11.54.00

FREMG   COUNT OF FRET/MERGE CALLS                  1,399  1,359 01/19/10 11.51.00  1,613 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCHT   COUNTER FOR CACHE HITS                   74,083 58,757 01/19/10 11.51.00 155,823 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCIS   COUNTER FOR NBR INSERTS IN HASH TABLE      3,792  2,923 01/19/10 11.51.00  8,424 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCMS   COUNTER FOR CACHE MISSES                  2,338  1,513 01/19/10 11.51.00   6,741 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCPH   COUNT OF PARTIAL HITS                         5      4 01/19/10 11.51.00      12 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCPN   COUNT OF NON-ALIGNED PAGE OPS            63,612 51,233 01/19/10 11.51.00 129,635 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCPR   COUNT OF PAGEINS                         74,088 58,761 01/19/10 11.51.00 155,835 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCPW   COUNT OF PAGEOUTS                        10,643  9,890 01/19/10 11.51.00  14,662 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCPY   COUNT OF ALIGNED PAGE OPS                21,120 17,418 01/19/10 11.51.00  40,862 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCXG   NUMBER OF BLOCKS GOTTEN FROM PGX            982    146 01/19/10 11.51.00   5,443 01/19/10 11.54.00

MDCXR   NUMBER OF BLOCKS RETURNED TO PGX          4,259  2,364 01/19/10 12.00.00   4,614 01/19/10 11.07.00

 ------  -----------------------------      ---------- ------  -------- --------  ------  -------- ------
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Utilities
This document explains how to use the utility programs provided with Explore PM for z/VM. It is intended for systems
programmers and other data center professionals using Explore PM for z/VM.

This document assumes the following:

• Readers have a working knowledge of Explore PM for z/VM and are familiar with CMS tape and disk file processing
• Those who intend to modify or write execs are familiar with the EXEC 2 or REXX language, or both

Notes for Writers of EXECs and LABELDEFS

If you provide your own REXX execs to process Explore PM for z/VM tapes, you should use the REXX instruction
ADDRESS COMMAND to invoke Explore PM for z/VM utility programs. The default instruction for programs with filetype
EXEC, ADDRESS CMS, generally invokes the supplied exec with the same name as the intended module, rather than the
module itself.

The Explore PM for z/VM command CMS may also have this effect. This often has the effect of ignoring user-supplied
replacement LABELDEFs. To determine if this caused a command to fail, issue the CMS command QUERY LABELDEF.

REXX Alternatives
If you write your own execs using REXX, use the REXX QUEUE or PUSH command in situations where the
supplied EXEC 2 execs use the &STACK command in order to avoid CMS restrictions that limit token lengths to
eight characters.

Disconnected Virtual Machine
If you run EXECs that process tapes in a disconnected virtual machine, ensure that the tape labels are correct. If
CMS encounters errors on OPEN, it issues prompts at the terminal, which could leave a disconnected user in a
VM READ state.
One way to ensure that tape labels are correct is to provide your own label-checking code in your EXEC. Another
is to specify a secondary user ID in the user directory for the user ID that will be running the EXEC. (In general,
the Explore PM for z/VM service machine cannot be controlled through a secondary user ID, but CMS-generated
messages and prompts done by user-written EXECs with the REXX statements PULL and SAY are exceptions.)

 

Compressing and Summarizing History Files (EXPLCOMP)
EXPLCOMP allows you to manage and tailor Explore PM for z/VM history files. You can use EXPLCOMP to reduce the
record lengths of history records and also to reduce the number of history records stored. The result is reduced storage
media space consumed by history records.

EXPLCOMP utilizes a parameter file, EXPLCOMP PARM, which it reads at execution to get information about input and
output files and how to manipulate history records.

The EXPLCOMP PARM File
The EXPLCOMP PARM file contains the following information:

• The names of the performance variables to be included in the history file produced by EXPLCOMP
• XPLCOMP parm commands, which provide EXPLCOMP with information about input and output files and tell

EXPLCOMP how to manipulate history records

NOTE

The commands must precede the performance variable names.
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The EXPLCOMP PARM file supplied with EXPLORE contains the names of all Explore PM for z/VM history performance
variables. If you use this file as supplied, all history data from a tape input file is used to produce a tape output file in
compressed format.

If you do not want your output files to contain data for all performance variables used by Explore PM for z/VM, you need
to follow the steps for limiting the data contained in history files produced by EXPLCOMP. The steps are detailed in Using
EXPLCOMP.

WARNING
The EXPLCOMP PARM file must consist of fixed-length 80-byte records. Otherwise, unpredictable results may
occur when EXPLCOMP processes the file.

The EXPLCOMP EXEC
Explore PM for z/VM supplies an EXPLCOMP EXEC that facilitates using EXPLCOMP. The EXPLCOMP EXEC contains
the CMS LABELDEF commands necessary for tape processing.

EXPLCOMP performs the following functions:

• History file merging
• History record compression or decompression
• Data summarization by interval
• Performance variable selection

You can use one or any number of these functions simultaneously. For example, two history files can be merged and
compressed and the data interval of the merged records can be summarized to daily intervals in a single execution of
EXPLCOMP. The functions are explained further in the following sections.

History File Merging
Whenever two input files are used, EXPLCOMP merges the history records of the two files and writes the merged
performance history to the output file. The input and output history files that EXPLCOMP uses are described in
Using EXPLCOMP.

History Record Compression and Decompression
By default, EXPLCOMP automatically compresses input history records by removing repetitive binary zeros. Such
compression can result in considerable space savings. EXPLCOMP can also decompress previously compressed
records.
The Explore PM for z/VM history reporting program, EXPLHIST, can process compressed or noncompressed
history records.
The cross-system report writer processes only uncompressed records.

Data Summary
EXPLCOMP can summarize several performance data records into a single data record that represents a
longer time interval. You specify the time interval, and EXPLCOMP averages history records by that interval and
writes the averaged values as new history records. No data summarization is done by default. To signal data
summarization and to specify an interval, use the INTERVAL parm command, as explained in INTERVAL.
Under certain conditions, repeated summarization of data by interval can lead to round-off errors. Specifically,
this can happen if you repeatedly summarize, by interval data, which is already the result of summarizing other
data by interval. For instance, each week you create a history file for producing weekly reports that contains
data summarized by day. Each month you create a history file for producing monthly reports that contains data
from the files used for weekly reports summarized by week. Then every three months you create a history file for
producing quarterly reports that contains data from the files used for monthly reports summarized by month. It is
possible that some of the data output by EXPLCOMP during the last run may contain round-off errors. However,
it is important to note as well that these are minor mathematical inaccuracies that decrease in significance in
proportion to decreases in the granularity of the data.
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Performance Variable Selection
EXPLCOMP allows you to limit the data in a history file to a subset of the performance variables reported on by
Explore PM for z/VM.

WARNING
If you limit the data in a history file produced by EXPLCOMP, subsequent history reporting will be limited
to the data contained in that history file. Other data is eliminated from the output file. Incidentally, limiting
the data in the history file produced by EXPLCOMP will not, by itself, reduce the size of the output file. In
order to reduce the size of the output file, compression must be turned on.

The Cross-System Report Writer
The cross-system report writer processes only uncompressed records. It also requires that you use the BLKSIZE
parm command to set the block size for records in the output file to 32,740 bytes or less. For more information,
see BLKSIZE parm command.

Using EXPLCOMP
This article contains the following sections:

NOTE
Before using EXPLCOMP, log data must be formatted into history records by the EXPLDUMP utility.

• If you have more than 500 devices, use the NDEVICES command to specify the number of devices you have. For
more information, see NDEVICES.

• If you have more than 200 unique user IDs, use the NUSERS command to specify the number of user IDs you have.
For more information, see NUSERS.

To use EXPLCOMP, follow these steps:

1. Determine whether you want to limit the data in the history file produced by EXPLCOMP to a selected group of
performance variables. If you limit the data in the history file produced by EXPLCOMP to a selected group of
performance variables, only these variables will be available for subsequent history reporting.

2. Edit the EXPLCOMP PARM file according to the following guidelines:
a. If you elected to limit the data produced by EXPLCOMP to a selected group of variables, follow the procedure

described in this article. Be sure to include the SELECT parm command in the set of parm commands placed in the
EXPLCOMP PARM file during step 2B.Otherwise, skip this step.

b. Place the EXPLCOMP parm commands that you want to issue into the EXPLCOMP PARM file. Information about
EXPLCOMP parm commands is provided later in this article.If you want to use only a small number of commands,
you can enter most commands as parameters when you execute the EXPLCOMP utility.

c. Define the input files. Information about defining input files for EXPLCOMP is provided later in this article.
d. Define the output files. Information about defining output files for EXPLCOMP is provided later in this article.

3. Issue the EXPLCOMP command. Information about the EXPLCOMP command is provided later in this article.

Limiting Data in Output History Files

By default, when EXPLCOMP produces a history file, it includes data for all of the performance variables monitored by
Explore PM for z/VM.

However, you can use the SELECT parm command to limit the data in a history file to a subset of the performance
variables monitored by Explore PM for z/VM.

To limit the data contained in output history files:

1. Make a backup copy of the EXPLCOMP PARM file and save it
2. Delete the names of the performance variables for which you do not want data in the history file from the EXPLCOMP

PARM file
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3. Include the SELECT parm command in the list of EXPLCOMP parm commands at the start of the EXPLCOMP PARM
file

The SELECT parm command tells EXPLCOMP to read the list of variables in the EXPLCOMP PARM file and to include
in the history file only data for those variables. If you edit the list of variables in the EXPLCOMP PARM file, but do not
include the SELECT parm command, the history file will contain data for all performance variables monitored by Explore
PM for z/VM.
Although you can delete all the system record type variable names from the EXPLCOMP PARM file, EXPLCOMP will still
include some system variables.
The following is a list of the history performance variables:

• – System
– Channel
– User
– VMSTAT
– Device
– SQL/DS

Defining Input Files

EXPLCOMP accepts one or two Explore PM for z/VM history files as input. Both of the files can be disk files, both of the
files can be tape files, or there can be one disk and one tape file.

Whenever two input files are used, EXPLCOMP merges the history records of the two files and writes the merged
performance history to the output files.

Use the following guidelines to define files as EXPLCOMP input files and tell EXPLCOMP which files to use.

Disk Input Files
Define disk input files according to the following guidelines:

• If you plan to use one disk file as input, define that file to EXPLCOMP using the INDISKA or INDISKB parm
command.

• If you plan to use two disk files as input, define those files to EXPLCOMP using both INDISKA and INDISKB.
• An input file defined by the INDISKA parm command is an INDISKA file. An input file defined by the INDISKB

parm command is an INDISKB file. The INDISKA and INDISKB parm commands are described later in this
article.

Tape Input Files
Define tape input files according to the following guidelines:

• If you plan to use one or two tape files as input, you must supply a tape label for each tape input file. The tape
label used for Explore PM for z/VM history tapes is EXPLORE.HISTORY. The required tape label is supplied
by a CMS LABELDEF command. The EXPLCOMP EXEC file contains the necessary LABELDEF commands.
The tape input files are referred to as EXPLIN and EXPLIN2. This example shows how the LABELDEF
command is specified in the EXPLCOMP exec for the EXPLIN file:

&STACK EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPLIN FID ?

• The following example shows how the LABELDEF command is specified in the EXPLCOMP exec for the
EXPLIN2 file:

&STACK EXPLORE.HISTORY
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LABELDEF EXPLIN2 FID ?

• When using the INPUT parm command with tape files, the TAPEA parameter refers to EXPLIN and the TAPEB
parameter refers to EXPLIN2. For more information, see INPUT.

• The &STACK command is used to avoid CMS restrictions that limit token lengths to eight characters in certain
instances.

Mount the tape
If you are using an EXPLIN tape file as input, mount the EXPLIN tape on a tape drive defined to the virtual
machine in which EXPLCOMP is to be executed as virtual tape address 181.
If you are using an EXPLIN2 tape file, mount the EXPLIN2 tape on a tape drive defined to the virtual machine in
which EXPLCOMP is to be executed as virtual tape address 183.

Input Command
Use the INPUT command to tell EXPLCOMP, which input files to use for processing. If you don't use the INPUT
command, EXPLCOMP uses the file you have defined as the EXPLIN file.
Note:  EXPLCOMP parm commands, including the INDISKA, INDISKB, and INPUT parm commands, are
described individually later in this article.

Defining Output Files

EXPLCOMP can write output to a disk file, a tape file, or both. If you don't specify what type of file you want to use,
EXPLCOMP writes output to a tape file. However, before EXPLCOMP can write output to tape, the output tape must be
mounted on a tape drive defined to the virtual machine in which EXPLCOMP is to be executed as virtual tape address
182.

Use the following guidelines to define files as EXPLCOMP output files and tell EXPLCOMP which files to use.

Output Disk File
Define the output disk file (if any) to EXPLCOMP with the OUTDISK parm command.

Output Tape File
Define the output tape file (if any) according to the following guidelines:

• Specify a CMS LABELDEF command for the tape file in the EXPLCOMP EXEC file. The following LABELDEF
command is specified in the supplied EXPLCOMP EXEC:

&STACK EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPLOUT FID ?

• The &STACK command is used to avoid CMS restrictions that limit token lengths to eight characters in certain
instances.

Mount the Tape
If you are using a tape output file, mount the output tape on a tape drive defined to the virtual machine in which
EXPLCOMP is to be executed as virtual tape address 182.

Specify Filemode
If you are using a disk output file, you can use the OUTMODE parm command to tell EXPLCOMP the filemode
of the output file. The OUTMODE parm command allows you to specify only the filemode of the output disk file. If
you want to specify the filename and filetype in addition to the filemode of the output disk file, use the OUTDISK
parm command.

List Output Files
Use the OUTPUT parm command to tell EXPLCOMP which files to use for output. If you don't use the OUTPUT
parm command, EXPLCOMP writes output to the EXPLOUT tape file.
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NOTE

For more information about EXPLCOMP parm commands, including the OUTDISK, OUTMODE, and
OUTPUT parm commands, see EXPLCOMP Parm Commands.

The EXPLCOMP Command
The EXPLCOMP command invokes the EXPLCOMP EXEC, which issues the CMS LABELDEF commands necessary for
tape input and output and then executes the EXPLCOMP program.

You can issue the EXPLCOMP command from CMS or from within Explore PM for z/VM's real-time CMS interface. From
within the real-time interface, preface the EXPLCOMP command with CMS.

Syntax
The EXPLCOMP command has the following syntax:
EXPLCOMP [parm1] [parm2]...[parmn]

Parameters
The parameters for the EXPLCOMP command are EXPLCOMP parm commands. No parameters are required on
the command line when all necessary EXPLCOMP parm commands are included in the EXPLCOMP PARM file.

• Specify EXPLCOMP parm commands either in the EXPLCOMP PARM file or on the command line. However,
not all parm commands can be issued on the command line.

• We recommend that you specify EXPLCOMP parm commands in the EXPLCOMP PARM file.
• EXPLCOMP parm commands specified on the command line take precedence over those specified in the

EXPLCOMP PARM file.

EXPLCOMP Parm Commands
You can specify EXPLCOMP parm commands in the following ways:

• In the EXPLCOMP PARM file, preceding any performance variable names. This is the recommended method of
specifying EXPLCOMP parm commands.

• As parameters when you enter EXPLCOMP to execute the utility. Parm commands supplied as parameters take
precedence over any like commands specified in the EXPLCOMP PARM file.

The following figure is a partial listing of an EXPLCOMP PARM file showing EXPLCOMP parm commands followed by
performance variable names. Since no SELECT parm command precedes the list of variable names, EXPLCOMP does
not use the list to determine what data appears in the output file.

REPLACE

NOCOMPR

INDISKA EXPDISK EXPLHIST *

INDISKB EXPDISK DISKB *

OUTDISK EXPDISK EXPLCOMP A

INPUT DISKA DISKB

OUTPUT BOTH

*

****************************************************************

**  CONTROL PARAMETERS MUST PRECEDE SELECTION VARIABLE NAMES  **

****************************************************************

*

*   SYSTEM HISTORY RECORD - RECORD TYPE = 0A00

SYSSAMSZ       SAMPLE SIZE

SYSUACT        LOGGED USERS COUNT WHETHER OR NOT DISC
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SYSULOG        LOGGED USERS COUNT (LOGGED, NOT DISC)

SYSUDIAL       DIALED USERS COUNT

               .

               .

               .

Contents

Summary of Parm Commands

The following tables list the EXPLCOMP parm commands. EXPLCOMP parm commands are divided into the following
three types:

• Input file commands
• History record manipulation commands
• Output file commands

Detailed descriptions of each EXPLCOMP parm command follow the summary tables. The parms are listed in
alphabetical order.

Input File Parm Commands

The following table lists parm commands that supply EXPLCOMP with information about history input files:

Command Description
INDISKA Defines a disk history input file for EXPLCOMP
INDISKB Defines a disk history input file for EXPLCOMP
INPUT Selects history input files to be processed by EXPLCOMP

History Record Manipulation Parm Comm

The following table lists parm commands that tell EXPLCOMP how to manipulate history records:

Command Description
COMPRESS Writes EXPLCOMP output files in compressed form
DECOMPR Decompresses compressed input files and writes them in the

normal Explore PM for z/VM history record format
FROM With the TO command, controls the date and time ranges of the

data in the EXPLCOMP output files
INTERVAL Indicates that input records are to be summarized according to the

specified time interval
NDEVICES Specifies the maximum number of real devices that can be found

in history input files; used only with the INTERVAL command
NOCOMPR Suppresses the compression function of EXPLCOMP and writes

EXPLCOMP history output records in the normal Explore PM for z/
VM history record format

NOSELECT Suppresses the performance variable selection function of
EXPLCOMP

NUSERS Specifies the maximum number of virtual machines that can
be found in history input files; used only with the INTERVAL
command
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SELECT Enables the performance variable selection function of
EXPLCOMP

TO With FROM, controls the date and time ranges of the data in
EXPLCOMP history output files

Output File Parm Commands

The following table lists parm commands that supply EXPLCOMP with information about the output history file:

Command Description
BLKSIZE Specifies the maximum output file block size
OUTDISK Defines a disk file EXPLCOMP might use for output
OUTMODE Identifies the filemode of the CMS disk file to be used for

EXPLCOMP output
OUTPUT Specifies whether EXPLCOMP output files are to be written to

disk, tape, or both
REPLACE Erases the existing EXPLCOMP output file before writing history

output

Parm Command Interaction

The INPUT, INDISKA, and INDISKB parm commands work together. The INPUT parm command instructs EXPLCOMP to
process one of the following files or groups of files:

• One disk file, either an INDISKA file (INPUT DISKA) or an INDISKB file (INPUT DISKB)
• One INDISKA and one INDISKB file (INPUT DISKA DISKB)
• One tape file, either EXPLIN (INPUT TAPEA) or EXPLIN2 (INPUT TAPEB)
• One EXPLIN tape file and one EXPLIN2 tape file (INPUT TAPEA TAPEB)
• One disk file and one tape file (INPUT DISKA TAPEA, INPUT DISKA TAPEB, INPUT DISKB TAPEA, or INPUT DISKB

TAPEB)

Examples

The following example shows how to instruct EXPLCOMP to use the disk file EXPDISK 91010101 A1 and the EXPLIN
tape file as input. The LABELDEF command necessary to define the EXPLIN (TAPEA) tape history file is not shown
here but is in the EXPLCOMP EXEC file. The input history tape must be mounted on a tape device defined to the virtual
machine in which EXPLCOMP is to execute as virtual tape address 'X'181.

INDISKA EXPDISK 91010101 A1

INPUT DISKA TAPEA

The following example shows how to instruct EXPLCOMP to use the disk files EXPDISK 91010101 A1 and EXPDISK
91010112 A1 as input:

INDISKA EXPDISK 91010101 A1

INDISKB EXPDISK 91010112 A1

INPUT DISKA DISKB

BLKSIZE
The BLKSIZE parm command specifies the maximum block size to be used in the EXPLCOMP output files. Explore PM
for z/VM history files contain variable length logical records blocked into variable length physical blocks. Use the BLKSIZE
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parm command to specify the maximum block length. The BLKSIZE parm command sets the block size of all output files
simultaneously and is valid for disk or tape history output files.

BLKSIZE nnnnn

nnnnnn
A decimal number specifying the maximum block size that EXPLCOMP is to use when writing history output files.
The default maximum block size is 32768 for disk files and 32760 for tape files.
Note:  If you are creating output for use with the cross-system report writer, you must use the BLKSIZE parm
command to set the block size to 32,740 bytes or less.

Example

To set a maximum output file block size of 8192, you would use the following command:

BLKSIZE 8192 

COMPRESS
The COMPRESS parm command specifies that EXPLCOMP output files are to be written in compressed form.

COMPRESS 

NOTE

• EXPLCOMP automatically writes compressed output files; COMPRESS is the default.
• Use the DECOMPR parm command to decompress previously compressed files. Use the NOCOMPR parm

command to turn off compression. See the DECOMPR parm command and the NOCOMPR parm command
descriptions for more information.

• The Explore PM for z/VM history reporting program, EXPLHIST, can process compressed or decompressed
history records.

• The cross-system report writer processes only decompressed records.

DECOMPR
The DECOMPR parm command decompresses EXPLCOMP input files that have been compressed and writes the files in
the normal Explore PM for z/VM history record format.

DECOMPR

NOTE

• Because EXPLHIST accepts either compressed or normal history record formats, it is not necessary to
decompress a file for EXPLHIST processing.

• By default, EXPLCOMP automatically writes compressed history output files. You can turn off compression
with the NOCOMPR parm command. See NOCOMPR.

FROM
The FROM and TO parm commands control the date and time ranges of the data in EXPLCOMP output files.
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The FROM parm command defines the starting date and time of the performance data to be written to the EXPLCOMP
output files. Only data with a record start time equal to or greater than the FROM time is written to the EXPLCOMP output
files.

FROM [mm/dd/yyyy] [hh.mm.ss]

mm/dd/yyyy
The month, day, and year at which data inclusion is to start.
Note: A four-character year format is supported for the data (yyyy). This allows support for twenty-first century
data. If a two-character year is specified, the following assumption is made: yy < 50 = 21 century. That is, if a two-
character year is specified, and it is less than 50, it will be assumed to be a twenty-first century year (20yy)

hh.mm.ss
The hour, minute, and second at which data inclusion is to start.
Note:  The default starting date is 01/01/0000. The default starting time is 00.00.00.

Example

In the following example, data collected on or after January 1, 2010 at 8 A.M. will be written to the history output files:

FROM 01/01/2010 08.00.00 

In the following example, data collected between June 30, 2010 and December 31, 2010, inclusive, will be written to the
history output files:

FROM 06/30/2010 

TO 12/31/2010 

INDISKA
The INDISKA parm command can be specified only in the EXPLCOMP PARM file. This parm command defines a disk
history input file to EXPLCOMP. Once the INDISKA parm command has been used to define a file to EXPLCOMP, the file
is an INDISKA file. EXPLCOMP can process one or two input files in a single run. If two disk input files are to be used, an
INDISKA and an INDISKB parm command are required.

INDISKA [fn [ft [fm]] ]

fn
The filename of a CMS disk file that EXPLCOMP uses for input.

ft
The filetype of the specified file.

fm
The filemode of the specified file.

NOTE

• See the description of the INPUT parm command for an explanation of how the INDISKA, INDISKB,
and INPUT parm commands work together.

• The default INDISKA file is EXPDISK EXPLHIST *.

Example

In the following example, NEXPDISK EXPLHIST A1 is defined as an INDISKA file.
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INDISKA NEXPDISK EXPLHIST A1

INDISKB
The INDISKB parm command can be specified only in the EXPLCOMP PARM file. This parm command defines a
disk input file to EXPLCOMP. Once you use the INDISKB parm command to define a file, the file is an INDISKB file.
EXPLCOMP can process one or two input files in a single run. If two disk input files are to be used, an INDISKA and an
INDISKB parm command are required.

INDISKB [fn [ft [fm]] ]

fn
The filename of a CMS disk history file that EXPLCOMP might use for input.

ft
The filetype of the specified file.

fm
The filemode of the specified file.

NOTE

• See the description of the INPUT parm command for an explanation of how the INDISKA, INDISKB, and
INPUT parm commands work together.

• The default INDISKB file is EXPDISK DISKB *.

Example

In the following example, NEXPDISK DISKB A1 is being defined as an INDISKB file:

INDISKB NEXPDISK DISKB A1

INPUT
The INPUT parm command tells EXPLCOMP which defined history input files to process. You first define history input files
in the following ways:

• Use the INDISKA or INDISKB parm commands to define disk input files.
• Use CMS LABELDEF commands to define tape input files.

EXPLCOMP accepts one or two history files as input. If two files are input, both can be disk files, both can be tape files, or
one can be a disk file and the other a tape file. Whenever two input files are used, EXPLCOMP merges the history records
of the two files and writes the merged performance history to the output files.

INPUT [DISKA] [DISKB] [TAPEA] [TAPEB]

NOTE
You can specify a maximum of two options. The default for the INPUT parm command is INPUT TAPEA.

DISKA
Instructs EXPLCOMP to use an INDISKA file as input.

DISKB
Instructs EXPLCOMP to use an INDISKB file as input.
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TAPEA
Instructs EXPLCOMP to use the tape history file defined by the LABELDEF command for EXPLIN on virtual tape
address 181 as input.

TAPEB
Instructs EXPLCOMP to use the tape history file defined by the LABELDEF command EXPLIN2 on virtual tape
address 183 as input.

INTERVAL
The INTERVAL parm command performs the following functions:

• Instructs EXPLCOMP to summarize history input records according to a time interval
• Specifies the time interval to be used for data summarization

Under certain conditions, repeated summarization of data by interval can lead to round-off errors. Specifically, this can
happen if you repeatedly summarize, by interval data, which is the result of summarizing other data by interval. Suppose,
for instance, that each week you create a history file for producing weekly reports that contains data summarized by day.
Each month you create a history file for producing monthly reports that contains data from the files used for weekly reports
summarized by week. Then every three months you create a history file for producing quarterly reports that contains data
from the files used for monthly reports summarized by month. It is possible that some of the data output by EXPLCOMP
during the last run may contain round-off errors. However, it is important to note as well that these are minor mathematical
inaccuracies that decrease in significance in proportion to decreases in the granularity of the data.

INTERVAL [nnn MINUTES]

         [nnn HOURs  ]

         [nnn DAYs   ]

         [nnn MONTH  ]

nnn
A one- to three-digit number.
Notes:

• The default used when no parameters are supplied in the INTERVAL parm command is INTERVAL 1 HOUR.
The maximum interval that can be specified is INTERVAL 1 MONTH.

• The minimum interval is controlled by the interval at which history input records occur. Explore PM for z/VM
history records cannot be broken down into an interval smaller than the existing records. For example, if the
parm command INTERVAL 15 MINUTES were supplied and the interval at which history input records occur
was 32 minutes, then no interval summarization would occur.

Example

The following example instructs EXPLCOMP to average history records over eight-hour intervals:

INTERVAL 8 HOURS

NDEVICES
The NDEVICES parm command specifies the maximum number of real devices for which information can be found in
input files.

NDEVICES is used only in conjunction with EXPLCOMP's summarization by interval function.
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EXPLCOMP uses the number of devices specified by the NDEVICES parm command to build internal tables for device
performance data summarization. If too few devices are specified in the NDEVICES parm command or by its default,
EXPLCOMP output files will not contain information about all real devices.

NDEVICES [nnnnn]

nnnnn
A one- to five-digit decimal number up to 99999 that specifies the maximum number of real devices for which
information can be found in history input files.
The default is 500.

NOCOMPR
The NOCOMPR parm command suppresses the compression function of EXPLCOMP. When you specify NOCOMPR,
EXPLCOMP output records are written in the normal Explore PM for z/VM history record format.

NOCOMPR

NOTE

• The history reporting program, EXPLHIST, accepts either compressed or normal history record formats.
• The cross-system report writer processes only uncompressed records.

NOSELECT
The NOSELECT parm command suppresses EXPLCOMP's performance variable selection function. EXPLCOMP does
not perform variable selection unless SELECT is specified, so the NOSELECT parm command is actually redundant.

NOSELECT

NUSERS
The NUSERS parm command specifies the maximum number of virtual machines for which information can be found in
history input files.

NUSERS is used only in conjunction with EXPLCOMP's summarization by interval function.

EXPLCOMP uses the number of virtual machines specified by the NUSERS parm command to build internal tables for
virtual machine performance data summarization. If too few users are specified on the NUSERS parm command or by its
default, EXPLCOMP output files will not contain information about all virtual machines.

NUSERS nnnnn

nnnnn
A one- to five-digit decimal number up to 99999 that specifies the maximum number of virtual machines for which
information can be found in history input files.
The default is 200.

OUTDISK
The OUTDISK parm command defines a file to which EXPLCOMP might write history output records. You can specify this
parm command in the EXPLCOMP PARM file only.
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OUTDISK [fn [ft [fm]] ]

fn
The filename of a CMS disk file to which EXPLCOMP might write output.

ft
The filetype of the specified file.

fm
The filemode of the specified file.
Notes:

• The default is EXPDISK EXPLCOMP A1.
• See the description of the OUTPUT parm command later in this section for an explanation of how the

OUTPUT, OUTDISK, and OUTMODE parm commands work together.

OUTMODE 1
Use the OUTMODE parm command to specify a new filemode for the disk history output file, overriding the filemode
specified in the OUTDISK parm command or its default.

Although you can enter the OUTMODE parm command as a parameter to the EXPLCOMP command or in the
EXPLCOMP PARM file, it is intended for use as a parameter only.

OUTMODE [fm]

fm
The filemode letter of the output file to be written by EXPLCOMP. The filemode number is always 1.
Notes:

• The default filemode letter is A.
• See the description of the OUTPUT parm command in this section for an explanation of how the OUTPUT,

OUTDISK, and OUTMODE parm commands work together. See the description of the REPLACE parm
command.

OUTPUT
The OUTPUT parm command specifies whether history output files are to be written to disk, tape, or both.

OUTPUT [DISK]

        [BOTH]  

        [TAPE]  

Disk
Instructs EXPLCOMP to write a file defined by the OUTDISK parm command as the history output file.

Tape
Instructs EXPLCOMP to use the file defined by a CMS LABELDEF command for EXPLOUT as the history
output file. The output tape volume must be mounted on a tape drive attached to the virtual machine in which
EXPLCOMP is to be run as virtual tape device address 182.

Both
Instructs EXPLCOMP to use two history output files: a file defined by the OUTDISK parm command and the file
defined by a CMS LABELDEF command for EXPLOUT. The output tape volume must be mounted on a tape drive
attached to the virtual machine in which EXPLCOMP is to be run as virtual tape device address 182.
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Notes:

• The default is OUTPUT TAPE.
• The OUTPUT, OUTDISK, OUTMODE, and REPLACE parm commands work together. The OUTPUT parm

command instructs EXPLCOMP to write history output to one of the following files or groups of files:
• A disk file (OUTPUT DISK). The disk file must be EXPLDISK EXPLCOMP A1 or it must have been defined

previously with the OUTDISK parm command. You can use the OUTMODE parm command to override the
filemode of the disk output file.

• A tape file (OUTPUT TAPE). The tape file, EXPLOUT, must have been defined previously with a CMS
LABELDEF command.

• A disk file and a tape file (OUTPUT BOTH). The files must have been defined previously as described in the
preceding sentence.

WARNING
The REPLACE parm command pertains only to output disk files. The REPLACE parm command causes
EXPLCOMP to erase any existing disk history file named by the OUTDISK parm command or its default
before writing output.

WARNING
If the REPLACE parm command is not specified, and there is an existing disk history file, history output
is added to the end of the existing disk history file.

Example

The following example shows how to instruct EXPLCOMP to use a file defined by the OUTDISK parm command as the
history output file:

OUTPUT DISK

REPLACE
The REPLACE parm command instructs EXPLCOMP to erase the existing CMS disk history file before writing output. Use
the REPLACE parm command only when EXPLCOMP output files are to be written to CMS disks.

REPLACE

Notes:

• If you do not specify REPLACE, no erase is done and the new history output is added to the end of the existing CMS
disk history file.

• If you specify REPLACE and history output is to be written to a CMS disk file, the CMS disk file named by the
OUTDISK parm command is erased before any new history output is written. If OUTDISK was not specified, the
default file EXPDISK EXPLCOMP A1 is erased before any new history output is written.

SELECT
The SELECT parm command enables EXPLCOMP's performance variable selection function.

SELECT

NOTE
EXPLCOMP does not automatically perform variable selection; NOSELECT is the default.
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TO
The FROM and TO parm commands control the date and time ranges of the data in EXPLCOMP output files.

The TO parm command defines the ending date and time of the performance data to be written to the EXPLCOMP output
files. Only data with a record start time less than or equal to the TO time is written to the EXPLCOMP output files.

TO [mm/dd/yyyy] [hh.mm.ss]

mm/dd/yyyy
The month, day, and year at which data inclusion is to end.
Note: A four-character year format is supported for the data (yyyy). This allows support for twenty-first century
data. If a two-character year is specified, the following assumption is made: yy < 50 = 21 century. That is, if a two-
character year is specified, and it is less than 50, it will be assumed to be a twenty-first century year (20yy).

hh.mm.ss
The hour, minute, and second at which data inclusion is to end.
Note:  The default ending date is 12/31/9999. The default ending time is 23.59.59.

Examples

• In the following example, only data collected prior to April 1, 2010 will be written to the history output files:

TO 03/31/2010 23.59.59

• In the following example, only data collected between June 30, 2010 and December 31, 2010, inclusive, will be written
to the history output files:

FROM 06/30/2010

TO   12/31/2010

EXPLCOMP Parm Commands Example
The following example shows EXPLCOMP parm commands and performance variables in a sample EXPLCOMP PARM
file. Use of this file would result in the selection of channel data from June 30, 2010 through December 31, 2010.

          FROM 06/30/2010

           TO 12/31/2010

           INPUT DISK

           OUTPUT TAPE

           SELECT

           RCHSAMSZ

           RCHID

           RCHBUSYS

           RCHQCNT

           RCHIOCNT

           RCHCUBS

           RCHDEVBS

           RCHFOTHR

           RCHCTLCK

           RCHCHCKC

           RCHDCKC

           RCHICCKC

           RCHCSTAT

           RCHCTYPE
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           RCHBUSY2

Performance Variables
Contents

Variables for System History Records

Variable Description

SYSCPUA CPU active samples

SYSCPUAV CPU active in virtual state samples

SYSCPUCP CPU active in CP state samples

SYSE1CNT Users in E1 count

SYSE2CNT Users in E2 count

SYSFREE Number of free pages extended

SYSFRET Number of free pages returned to page pool

SYSIDLEW Percentage of time CPU is in idle wait

SYSIOCNT I/O count

SYSPAVA Free list pages count

SYSPFLU Flush list pages count

SYSPINC Pages in count

SYSPOCC Pages occupied count

SYSPOUTC Pages out count

SYSPPAG Pageable pages count

SYSPRES Reserved pages count

SYSPSHR Shared pages count

SYSPSTL Page steal count

SYSQ1CNT Users in Q1 count

SYSQ1CPU Percentage of CPU used by Q1 users

SYSQ1DRP Number of Q1 entries processed

SYSQ1PRD Average page reads per Q1 entry processed

SYSQ1STL Average page steals per Q1 entry processed

SYSQ2CNT Users in Q2 count

SYSQ2CPU Percentage of CPU used by Q2 users

SYSQ2DRP Number of Q2 entries processed

SYSQ2PRD Average page reads per Q2 entry processed

SYSQ3CNT Users in Q3 count

SYSSAMSZ Sample size

SYSUACT Logged users count, connected and disconnected
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SYSUDIAL Dialed users count

Variables for User History Records

Variable Description
UCPUACT CPU active samples
UCPUACTV CPU active virtual state samples
UCPUVSUP CPU active in CP state samples
UCRDS Cards read count
UDISP User in running state samples
UE1SAMP In E1 + E2 samples
UETIME User at end of time slice samples
UGROUP User performance group indicators
UIDLEMIN Minutes user has been idle
UIOCOUNT I/O count
UIOWSAMP I/O wait samples
ULINS Lines printed count
ULK Number of pages locked for console
ULKIO Number of pages locked for I/O functions
ULOGD User log-on date
ULOGT User log-on time
UPAGINCT Pages-in count
UPAGOCC Pages occupied count
UPAGOUTC Pages-out count
UPAGPAG Pageable pages count
UPAGRES Reserved pages count
UPAGSHR Shared pages count
UPNCH Cards punched count
UPRTY User priority
UPSWSAMP In PSW wait samples
UQ1SAMP In Q1 + Q2 + Q3 samples
URUNABL User ready to run samples
USAMPSZ Sample size
USIZE Virtual machine size in bytes, not including shared segment
USLEEP User in CP sleep wait samples
UUSERID User ID
UWAPLK User in AP lock wait samples
UWCONS User waiting for console samples
UWIDLE User in idle wait samples (wait PSW and no I/Os pending)
UWINST Users in instruction simulation wait samples
UWPAG Users in page wait samples
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UWSET User working set size in pages
UWSIOB Users in schedule IOB wait samples
UWSWAPIN User in swap-in wait samples

Variables for Device History Records

Variable Description
DBUSY Device busy samples
DCUUADDR Real CUU address
DDEVTYPE Device class and type
DDNAME Device name
DDST2 Device status byte 2
DDST3 Device status byte 3
DDSTAT Device status byte
DDVOLSER Device volser, if DASD
DIOCOUNT Device I/O count
DQCOUNT Device queue count
DSAMPSZ Sample size

Variables for Channel History Records

Variable Description
RCHBUSYS Channel busy samples
RCHCTYPE Channel type byte
RCHID Channel number (ID)
RCHIOCNT Channel I/O count
RCHSAMSZ Sample size

Variables for VMSTAT Records

Variable Data Source Description
%PAGE %PAGE The percentage of page space active.
%SPL %SPL The percentage of spool space active.
ABNCT HCPBNCT The number of soft abend occurrences.
ARBFS HCPRBFS Default: fair share limit computed.
ARBGR HCPRBRGR The maximum size of granule.
ARBHI HCPRBHI The cache ceiling in pages (-1 = not set).
ARBHR HCPRBHR Hit ratio must be above 0.9 to do hit.
ARBHT HCPRBHT Hits must increase by 2% to increase.
ARBIN HCPRBIN Default: arbiter invoked every 10 seconds.
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ARBLC HCPRBLC The last change to cache, in number of
pages.

ARBLO HCPRBLO The cache floor in pages.
ARBMA HCPRBMA Default: moving average was 1 arbiter

events.
ARBML HCPRBML The minimum fair share limit per minute.
ARBMX HCPRBMX The maximum number of pages in the

cache.
ARBRT HCPRBRT Need this many elements in hits average.
ARBTI HCPRBTI Default: sample every two seconds.
ARBV1 HCPRBV1 0.9 (*100): used to compute epsilon for I/O.
DMPNC HCPMPNC The number of alloc disk dump cylinders.
EBLKCY XSTBLKCY The number of blocks migrated from a non-

dormant guest.
EBLKDM XSTBLKDM The number of blocks migrated from a

dormant guest.
EBLKSH XSTBLKSH The number of blocks migrated from a

shared system.
EBLKSY XSTBLKSY The number of blocks migrated from the CP

system.
EBMULT XSTBMULT Used to control number of migrate

buffers obtained at migration invocation
(XSTBMULT * XSTCTPGV).

EBPRCT XSTBPRCT The number of blocks of pages read.
ECPPAR XSTCPPAR The total number of blocks in CP partition

for allocation.
ECPSTR XSTCPSTR The size in blocks of XSTORE retained for

CP use.
ECTGAL XSTCTGAL The number of blocks to flush from a user's

partition.
ECTPGM XSTCTPGM The number of PGMBKs selected.
ECTXAV XSTCTXAV The number of available blocks in the CP

partition; update holding XSTBUFLK.
ECTXER XSTCTXER The number of currently allocated XSTORE

blocks in error.
ECYCLS XSTCYCLS The number of times through cyclic list.
ECYCMX XSTCYCMX The number of users to visit before lowering

target time.
EFLCYC XSTFLCYC The number of cycles while flushing.
EFRMAQ XSTFRMAQ Migration frame queue (buffers).
EHICNT XSTHICNT The number of times XSTLOH20 was larger

than XSTRSTHI.
EHITHR XSTHITHR The high threshold for migration.
EINCRB XSTINCRB The number of blocks per increment.
ELOH2O XSTLOH2O The minimum number of XSTORE blocks

available during this migration.
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ELOTHR XSTLOTHR The low threshold for migration.
EMAXCT XSTMAXCT The number of times target time lowered.
EMAXK XSTMAXK The highest XSTORE increment number.
EMIGS XSTMIGS The number of migrate invocations.
EMRABI XSTMRABI The number of pages read in as part of a

block but not used (as seen by migrate).
ENOIO XSTNOIO I/O not required for migration.
ENUMAQ XSTNUMAQ The number on the migrate frame queue.
EOTALB XSTOTALB The amount of XSTORE installed in blocks.
ERHICT XSTRHICT The number of times buffer decreased.
ERLOCT XSTRLOCT The number of times buffer increased.
ERSTHI XSTRSTHI XSTLOTHR was lowered if XSTLOH20 was

larger 3 times in a row at end of migration.
ERSTLO XSTRSTLO XSTLOTHR was raised if XSTLOH20 was

smaller than RSTLO at end of migration.
ERSTHI XSTRSTHI XSTLOTHR was lowered if XSTLOH20 was

larger 3 times in a row at end of migration.
ESRABI XSTSRABI The number of pages read in as part of a

block but not used (as seen by steal).
ESRGCT XSTSRGCT The number of single reads for guests.
ESRSCT XSTSRSCT The number of single reads for system.
ESTIME XSTSTIME The migrate/steal timer.
ETARGT XSTTARGT The target age, in seconds.
EUSRCY XSTUSRCY The number of non-dormant guests that

were the target of migration.
EUSRDM XSTUSRDM The number of dormant guests that were

the target of migration.
EUSRSH XSTUSRSH The number of shared systems that were

the target of migration.
EXBGET XSTXBGET The number of XSTORE allocations.
EXBREL XSTXBREL The number of XSTORE releases.
EXBZIP XSTXBZIP The number of times no XSTORE was

available.
FREBQ HCPREGQ The number of block queue search.
FRECS HCPRECS The number of calls to HCPFRESY.
FRECV HCPRECV The number of calls to HCPFREVM.
FREFQ HCPREFQ The number of FRMTE queue search.
FREMB HCPREMB The number of block merge search.
FREMG HCPREMG The number of fret/merge calls.
FREMX HCPREMX The maximum request size.
IOVPL HCPOVPL The maximum PCIs / channel program.
MDCAC HCPDCAC The authorized cache capacity.
MDCAI HCPMDCAI The number of active inserts to cache.
MDCAU HCPDCAU The number of active users over delta time.
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MDCEI HCPDCEI The number of I/O error invalidates.
MDCEM HCPDCEM The number of times empty ptr moves.
MDCEX HCPDCEX The number of fair share exclusions.
MDCFA HCPDCFA The number of failed searches.
MDCFP HCPDCFP The number of probes during failure.
MDCHT HCPDCHT The number of cache hits.
MDCIS HCPDCIS The number of inserts in hash table.
MDCIV HCPDCIV The inventory count.
MDCLI HCPDCLI The fair share limit for cache inserts.
MDCLP HCPDCLP The hash table load factor * 100.
MDCMS HCPDCMS The number of cache misses.
MDCNE HCPDCNE The number of entries.
MDCPC HCPDCPC The number of hash slots per page.
MDCPH HCPDCPH The number of partial hits.
MDCPM HCPDCPM The maximum number of pending items in

directory.
MDCPN HCPDCPN The number of non-aligned page ops.
MDCPR HCPDCPR The number of page-ins.
MDCPW HCPDCPW The number of page-outs.
MDCPY HCPDCPY The number of aligned page ops.
MDCQC HCPDCQC The number of queued cpex events.
MDCSP HCPDCSP The number of probes during succ.
MDCSU HCPDCSU The number of successful searches.
MDCXG HCPDCXG The number of blocks gotten from PGX.
MDCXR HCPDCXR The number of blocks returned to PGX.
MDCXS HCPDCXS The current used size of the directory index

in bytes.
PABNCT PLSABNCT The number of soft abends.
PAISRV PLSAISRV The number of restore VAC instructions.
PAISVC PLSAISVC The number of vector change control

intercepts.
PALEMP PLSALEMP The number of times available list was

empty.
PALNCT PLSALNCT The number of times a new frame was

needed from available list.
PASARL PLSASARL The number of ASAs released because

page was currently in main storage and has
been changed.

PBISAS PLSBISAS STAP (B212).
PBISBT PLSBISBT TB (B22C).
PBISCP PLSBISCP STIDP (B202).
PBISIU PLSBISIU IUCV (B2F0).
PBISPB PLSBISPB PTLB (B20D).
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PBISSI PLSBISSI SIE (B214).
PBISTE PLSBISTE SCK (B204).
PBISXE PLSBISXE SPX (B210).
PBISXS PLSBISXS STPX (B211).
PCFMCK PLSCFMCK The number of call-from-CFM CPEBKs

unstacked and executed.
PCPSUS PLSCPSUS Invocations of IORSUSNS exit.
PCTCS PLSCTCS The number of real CSCHs executed.
PCTHS PLSCTHS The number of real HSCHs executed.
PCTMPN PLSCTMPN The number of PAGINs when migrating

pages from XSTORE to DASD.
PCTPGN PLSCTPGN The page-in rate between real storage and

expanded storage.
PCTPGO PLSCTPGO The page-out rate between real storage

and expanded storage.
PCTRS PLSCTRS The number of real RSCHs executed
PCTSI PLSCTSI The number of I/O solicited interrupts.
PCTSS PLSCTSS The number of real SSCHs executed.
PCTUI PLSCTUI The number of I/O unsolicited interrupts.
PCUHAF PLSCUHAF The number of users dispatched with hard

affinity (that is, a dedicated processor).
PDGXnn PLSDGXnn The number of diagnose X'nn', where nn is

any multiple of 4 between X'00' and X'F8'.
PDIAGT PLSDIAGT The number of all diagnose operations.
PDISPE PLSDISPE The number of times the demand scan

completed after emergency scan of
dispatch list.

PDISP1 PLSDISP1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of dispatch list.

PDISP2 PLSDISP2 The number of times the demand scan
completed after second scan of dispatch
list.

PDORME PLSDORME The number of times the demand scan
completed after emergency pass of
dormant list.

PDORM1 PLSDORM1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first pass of dormant list.

PDORM2 PLSDORM2 The number of times the demand scan
completes after second pass of dormant
list.

PDRMPE PLSDRMPE The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list emergency pass.

PDRMP1 PLSDRMP1 The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list pass 1.

PDRMP2 PLSDRMP2 The number of frames taken from users
during dormant list pass 2.

PDSPCM PLSDSPCM Master-only forced selects.
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PDSPCN PLSDSPCN Windows to wait for lock on CPU.
PDSPCW PLSDSPCW Entries to wait state on CPU.
PDSPPE PLSDSPPE The number of frames taken from users

during dispatch list emergency pass.
PDSPP1 PLSDSPP1 The number of frames taken from users

during dispatch list pass 1.
PDSPP2 PLSDSPP2 The number of frames taken from users

during dispatch list pass 2.
PDSWCU PLSDSWCU User work select slow paths.
PDXFRE PLSDXFRE The total number of disextend frames

returned.
PEFRC1 PLSEFRC1 E1 "forced" into the dispatch list.
PEFRC2 PLSEFRC2 E2 "forced" into the dispatch list.
PEFRC3 PLSEFRC3 E3 "forced" into the dispatch list.
PELGPE PLSELGPE The number of frames taken from users

during eligible list emergency pass.
PELGP1 PLSELGP1 The number of frames taken from users

during eligible list pass 1.
PELGP2 PLSELGP2 The number of frames taken from users

during eligible list pass 2.
PELIGE PLSELIGE The number of times the demand scan

completed after emergency scan of eligible
list

PELIG1 PLSELIG1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of eligible list.

PELIG2 PLSELIG2 The number of times the demand scan
completed after second scan of eligible list.

PEQKAD PLSEQKAD The number of QUICKDSP users added.
PEXTNC PLSEXTNC The number of SIGP external call interrupts

on CPU.
PEXTNK PLSEXTNK The number of clock comparator interrupts

with required CPU switch.
PEXTNX PLSEXTNX The number of external interrupts on CPU.
PFRECT PLSFRECT The number of calls for free storage.
PFRET PLSFRET The number of free storage returns by the

system.
PFSPCT PLSFSPCT The number of requests satisfied by regular

free storage subpools.
PFVRCT PLSFVRCT The number of requests satisfied by V=R

subpools.
PFVRLS PLSFVRLS The number of V=R requests satisfied

from V=R free storage, but not from V=R
subpools.

PFVRRQ PLSFVRRQ Total number of V=R free storage requests.
PGDAP HCPPGDAP The total number of paging slots available.
PGDAS HCPPGDAS Total number of spool slots available.
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PGDAX HCPPGDAX The effective number current available
slots.

PGDPF HCPPGDPF The total number of preferred slots
available.

PGDPR HCPPGDPR The theoretical maximum paging rate.
PGDPT HCPPGDPT The number of preferred slots in use.
PGDTX HCPPGDTX The effective number of available paging

slots.
PGDUP HCPPGDUP The number of paging slots in use.
PGDUS HCPPGDUS The number of spool slots in use.
PGIRPG PLSGIRPG The number of program interrupts reflected

to virtual machines.
PIORCT PLSIORCT The number of IORBKs processed.
PISEBL PLSISEBL Number of successful IUCV data transfers

from CP system service *BLOCKIO.
PISEM PLSISEM Number of successful IUCV data transfers

from CP system service *MSG.
PISEMA PLSISEMA Number of successful IUCV data transfers

from CP system service *MSGALL.
PISEMO PLSISEMO Number of successful IUCV data transfers

from CP system service *MONITOR.
PISERA PLSISERA Number of successful IUCV data transfers

from CP system service *RPI.
PISEVM PLSISEVM Number of successful IUCV data transfers

from a virtual machine.
PISTBL PLSISTBL Number of successful IUCV data transfers

to CP system service *BLOCKIO.
PISTM PLSISTM Number of successful IUCV data transfers

to CP system service *MSG.
PISTMA PLSISTMA Number of successful IUCV data transfers

to CP system service *MSGALL.
PISTMO PLSISTMO Number of successful IUCV data transfers

to CP system service *MONITOR.
PISTRA PLSISTRA Number of successful IUCV data transfers

to CP system service *RPI.
PISTVM PLSISTVM Number of successful IUCV data transfers

to a virtual machine.
PISUBL PLSISUBL Number of unsuccessful IUCV data

transfers to CP system service *BLOCKIO.
PISUM PLSISUM Number of unsuccessful IUCV data

transfers to CP system service *MSG.
PISUMA PLSISUMA Number of unsuccessful IUCV data

transfers to CP system service *MSGALL.
PISUMO PLSISUMO Number of unsuccessful IUCV data

transfers to CP system service *MONITOR.
PISURA PLSISURA Number of unsuccessful IUCV data

transfers to CP system service *RPI.
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PISUVM PLSISUVM Number of unsuccessful IUCV data
transfers to a virtual machine.

PIUCVT PLSIUCVT The total number of IUCV functions.
PKEYIE PLSKEYIE ISKE (B229).
PKEYIK PLSKEYIK ISK (09).
PKEYRE PLSKEYRE RRBE (B22A).
PKEYRR PLSKEYRR RRB (B213).
PKEYSE PLSKEYSE SSKE (B22B).
PKEYSK PLSKEYSK SSK (08).
PLTDPE PLSLTDPE The number of frames taken from users

during long-term dormant list emergency
pass.

PLTDP1 PLSLTDP1 The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list pass 1.

PLTDP2 PLSLTDP2 The number of frames taken from users
during long-term dormant list pass 2.

PLTD1 PLSLTD1 The number of times demand scan
completed after pass 1 while scanning long-
term dormant users.

PLTD2 PLSLTD2 The number of times demand scan
completed after pass 2 while scanning long-
term dormant users.

PMCHCT PLSMCHCT The number of primary machine-checks on
CPU.

PMCVMC PLSMCVMC The number of machine check interrupts
reflected to virtual machines.

PNOCMP PLSNOCMP The number of times the demand scan
completed without satisfying the demand
for frames.

PPAGPS PLSPAGPS The number of SSCH requests for paging
and spooling requests.

PPCVSC PLSPCVSC The number of SERVC (B220) instructions.
PPGIN PLSPGIN The number of longpath page-ins.
PPGOUT PLSPGOUT The number of longpath page-outs.
PPGXTD PLSPGXTD The number of free storage frame requests.
PPIOPR PLSPIOPR The number of paging read requests.
PPIOPW PLSPIOPW The number of paging write requests.
PPIOSR PLSPIOSR The number of spooling read requests.
PPIOSW PLSPIOSW The number of spooling write requests.
PPNEW PLSPNEW The number of page translations for a first-

time referenced page.
PPREAD PLSPREAD The number of page translations that

resulted in a page read.
PPRQDF PLSPRQDF The total number of page requests

deferred.
PPRVGP PLSPRVGP SIGP (AE).
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PPRVIS PLSPRVIS The number of non-fast-path guest
instruction simulations performed on this
processor.

PPRVLC PLSPRVLC LCTL (B7).
PPRVLP PLSPRVLP LPSW (82).
PPRVMN PLSPRVMN STNSM (AC).
PPRVMO PLSPRVMO STOSM (AD).
PPRVMS PLSPRVMS SSM (80).
PPRVSC PLSPRVSC The number of SVC interrupts reflected to

virtual machines.
PPRVSV PLSPRVSV SVC (0A).
PPRVTC PLSPRVTC STCTL (B6).
PPRVTP PLSPRVTP TPROT (E501).
PPRVVN PLSPRVVN The number of guest SVC 76s reflected.
PPTLCA PLSPTLCA The number of calls to set a pending host

TLB for a user (not the current user).
PPTLCD PLSPTLCD The number of calls to set a pending host

TLB for a user.
PPTLCL PLSPTLCL The number of calls to purge the TLB on

local processor.
PPTLCS PLSPTLCS The number of calls on a processor to

purge the TLB on all processors.
PRELES PLSRELES The number of times any release function

was performed, including release of any
virtual system pages or shared pages.

PRELFR PLSRELFR The number of frames returned by any
release function.

PREORD PLSREORD The number of virtual system or shared
frame list reorders.

PRETFR PLSRETFR The number of frames returned to the
available list.

PRSCHC PLSRSCHC The number of virtual RSCHs executed.
PSHARE PLSSHARE The number of times the demand scan

completed after emergency scan of shared
storage.

PSHAR1 PLSSHAR1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of shared
storage.

PSHRPE PLSSHRPE The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage emergency pass.

PSHRP1 PLSSHRP1 The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage pass 1.

PSHRP2 PLSSHRP2 The number of frames taken from users
during shared storage pass 2.

PSHRRD PLSSHRRD The total number of page reads and
PAGINs for shared pages.

PSIOCT PLSSIOCT The number of virtual SIOs executed.
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PSIOFC PLSSIOFC The number of virtual SIOFs executed.
PSSCHC PLSSSCHC The number of virtual SSCHs executed.
PSTKCC PLSSTKCC CPEBKs stacked.
PSTKCD PLSSTKCD The number of calls to update user

scheduling status.
PSTKCH PLSSTKCH The number of adds for hot shot.
PSTKCI PLSSTKCI IORBKs stacked.
PSTKCJ PLSSTKCJ The number of dormant adds after hot shot.
PSTKCM PLSSTKCM Wakeup by proxy on master CPU.
PSTKCS PLSSTKCS Special CPEBK calls.
PSTKCW PLSSTKCW Work bit stack calls.
PSTKGS PLSSTKGS SIGPs to drop MP adjunct.
PSTKPE PLSSTKPE Elapsed time slice drops.
PSTLFR PLSSTLFR The number of frames taken for free

storage by the frame table scan.
PSTLNU PLSSTLNU The number of users "stolen" from another

PLDV.
PSTLWT PLSSTLWT The number of frame replacement page I/O

write requests.
PSVCCT PLSSVCCT The number of CP SVCs on CPU.
PSYSE PLSSYSE The number of times the demand scan

completed after emergency scan of the
system VMDBK.

PSYSPE PLSSYSPE The number of frames taken from users
during system storage emergency pass.

PSYSP1 PLSSYSP1 The number of frames taken from users
during system storage pass 1.

PSYSP2 PLSSYSP2 The number of frames taken from users
during system storage pass 2.

PSYS1 PLSSYS1 The number of times the demand scan
completed after first scan of the system
VMDBK.

PTCCC PLSTCCC The number of virtual test channels and
clear channels (TCCCS) executed to virtual
machines.

PTDFCT PLSTDFCT The trim dormant frame count.
PTEFCT PLSTEFCT The trim eligible frame count.
PTMRCE PLSTMRCE The number of guest entries to an enabled

wait state.
PTMRCO PLSTMRCO The number of guest timer updates when

leaving guest wait state.
PTRDCT PLSTRDCT The number of trim dormant user

invocations.
PTRECT PLSTRECT The number of trim eligible user

invocations.
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PTRMWT PLSTRMWT The number of frame replacement writes
pending that are requested by the trim from
dormant and eligible list user scans.

PTRQCF PLSTRQCF The number of false clock comparator
interrupts because CKC set to TRQBK
already dequeued on another CPU.

PUNKMC PLSUNKMC The number of times an unrecognized
monitor call (MC) instruction.

PURFTF PLSURFTF The number of times guest faulted on a
frame for first time but did not modify it.

PVATCA PLSVATCA The number of guest virtual to guest real
address translations.

PVATCL PLSVATCL The number of guest virtual to host real
address translations.

PVFLDR PLSVFLDR The number of vector register pairs loaded.
PVFLOD PLSVFLOD The number of vector load operations.
PVFSVR PLSVFSVR The number of vector register pairs saved.
PVIPRC PLSVIPRC The number of page faults recognized for a

PAGEX guest.
PVIPRS PLSVIPRS The number of page faults satisfied for a

PAGEX guest.
PVIXEX PLSVIXEX The number of external interrupts reflected

to virtual machines.
PVIXIU PLSVIXIU The total number of guest external interrupt

X'4000' (IUCV).
PVIXLD PLSVIXLD The total number of guest external interrupt

X'2402' (LDSF).
PVIXVM PLSVIXVM The total number of guest external interrupt

X'4001' (VMCF).
PVOPFT PLSVOPFT The number of operand fetches.
PVOPIF PLSVOPIF The number of instruction fetches.
PVOPST PLSVOPST The number of operand stores.
PVPTNV PLSVPTNV IPTE (B221).
PVSEVM PLSVSEVM The number of successful VMCF data

transfers by a virtual machine.
PVSTVM PLSVSTVM The number of successful VMCF data

transfers to a virtual machine.
PVSUVM PLSVSUVM The total number of unsuccessful VMCF

data transfers to a virtual machine.
PWRUCI PLSWRUCI The number of SIE interceptions while

simulating the SIE instruction.
PWRUCP PLSWRUCP The number of SIE inst. executions while

simulating the SIE instruction.
PXPGIN PLSXPGIN PGIN (B22E).
PXPGOU PLSXPGOU PGOUT (B22F).
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RABSDE SRMABSDE The sum of the absolute shares of all
VMDBKs currently in the eligible and
dispatch lists.

RABSDL SRMABSDL The sum of the absolute shares of all
VMDBKs (excluding dedicated VMDBKs)
currently in the dispatch list. The scheduler
lock protected this field.

RAPGDE SRMAPGDE The average paging rate of a user in
dispatch or eligible list.

RAWSDE SRMAWSDE The average working set size of a user in
dispatch or eligible list.

RBIASD SRMBIASD The duration that the IABIAS parameter of
the SET SRM command is currently set to.
The range is 1-100.

RBIASI SRMBIASI The intensity that the IABIAS parameter of
the SET SRM command is currently set to.
The range is 0.00-1.00.

RBLOCK SRMBLOCK The blocked class. This is used when
selecting VMDBKs for the d-list.

RCCCQ HCPRCCCQ MP defer queues.
RCCIN HCPRCCIN The percentage of system fixed free

storage in use (100% * (RSMDU /
RSMFD)).

RCDISP SRMCDISP The number of VMDBKs in dispatch list
(Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RCDLDG SRMCDLDG The number of loading VMDBKs in dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RCDORM SRMCDORM The number of VMDBKs in dormant list.
RCELDG SRMCELDG The number of loading VMDBKs in eligible

list (E0, E1, E2, E3).
RCELIG SRMCELIG The number of VMDBKs in eligible list (E0,

E1, E2, E3).
RCKVAL SRMCKVAL The relative E1 elapsed-time-slice (ETS)

adjustment factor used by the E1 ETS
adjustment logic in HCPSTP host multi-
CPU controls.

RCRCPU SRMCRCPU The number of CPUs not in wait state.
RCTGRW SRMCTGRW Count drops for growth limit.
RCTLCK SRMCTLCK Count drops for lockshot end.
RCTPRM SRMCTPRM Count drops for preemption.
RC1DLD SRMC1DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q1, Q2

and Q3.
RC1DSP SRMC1DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q1, Q2 and Q3.
RC1ELD SRMC1ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E1, E2

and E3.
RC1ELG SRMC1ELG The number of VMDBKs in E1, E2, E3.
RC1LOW SRMC1LOW The Q1 + E1 threshold value.
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RC2DLD SRMC2DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q2 and
Q3.

RC2DSP SRMC2DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q2 and Q3.
RC2ELD SRMC2ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E2 and

E3.
RC2ELG SRMC2ELG The number of VMDBKs in E2 and E3.
RC3DLD SRMC3DLD The number of loading VMDBKs in Q3.
RC3DSP SRMC3DSP The number of VMDBKs in Q3.
RC3ELD SRMC3ELD The number of loading VMDBKs in E3.
RC3ELG SRMC3ELG The number of VMDBKs in E3.
RC3LOW SRMC3LOW The Q3 + E3 threshold value.
RDLTLD SRMDLTLD The total d-list time for all E1 loading users.

The fields RDLTLD and RPGRLD are used
by HCPSTP to calculate RSTRD.

RDSVMW SRMDSVMW The number of dormant list users in SVM
wait.

RD1DSP SRMD1DSP The default number of users allowed in
dispatch list (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RD1LDG SRMD1LDG The default percentage of load capacity that
can be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RD1WSS SRMD1WSS The default percentage of available
memory that can be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3.

RD2DSP SRMD2DSP The default number of users allowed in Q2
and Q3.

RD2LDG SRMD2LDG The default percentage of load capacity for
Q2 and Q3.

RD2WSS SRMD2WSS The default percentage of available
memory that can be taken by Q2 and Q3.

RD3DSP SRMD3DSP The default number of users allowed in Q3.
RD3LDG SRMD3LDG The default percentage of load capacity for

Q3.
RD3WSS SRMD3WSS The default percentage of available

memory that can be taken by Q3.
REDFFC SRMEDFFC The constant used to adjust each EDFF.
REDFF1 SRMEDFF1 Class 1 eligible list delay factor feedback.
REDFF2 SRMEDFF2 Class 2 eligible list delay factor feedback.
REDFF3 SRMEDFF3 Class 3 eligible list delay factor feedback.
REPNF1 SRMEPNF1 Expansion factor class 1.
REPNF2 SRMEPNF2 Expansion factor class 2.
REPNF3 SRMEPNF3 Expansion factor class 3.
RETSDC SRMETSDC The amount the E1 time slice was

decremented when a user completes after
an E1 stay.

RETSIN SRMETSIN The amount the E1 time slice was
incremented whenever a user does not
complete after an E1 stay.
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RETSLC SRMETSLC The elapsed time slice. Any SRMEXETF
should always be less than SRMMVESL.

RETSMN SRMETSMN The minimum elapsed time slice (.05
second or 50,000 microseconds).

RETSMX SRMETSMX The maximum elapsed time slice (16
seconds or 16M microseconds).

RE0ETF SRME0ETF The E0 elapsed time slice factor. An E0
slice was an E1 slice times this number.

RE1ETF SRME1ETF The dummy holder for indexing.
RE1ETS SRME1ETS The E1 elapsed time slice.
RE2ETF SRME2ETF The E2 elapsed time slice factor. An E2

slice was an E1 slice times this number.
RE3ETF SRME3ETF The E3 elapsed time slice factor. An E3

slice was an E1 slice times this number.
Resource limits note: EO users are not
subject to any of these quotas.

RHFRST SRMHFRST Half a reset interval.
RHOTIN SRMHOTIN The hot shot intensity, which is the intensity

of the hot shot boost for unsolicited terminal
interrupts for a VMDBK.

RLDGCP SRMLDGCP The total load capacity, which is the
number of users, paging continuously,
required to drive the paging hardware at
its maximum rate. Based on the number of
read exposures.

RLDGFW SRMLDGFW Fullword to hold number of page reads per
minor time slice, which constitute a loading
user.

RLMDSP SRMLMDSP The start of the dispatch user limit table.
Dummy entry for indexing.

RLMLDG SRMLMLDG The start of the loading user limit table.
Dummy entry for indexing.

RLOTHR SRMLOTHR The low through-out value to use when
SRMRTBSZ or more users in dispatch list.

RL1DSP SRML1DSP The limit on number of users allowed in
dispatch list (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RL1LDG SRML1LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in (Q1, Q2, Q3).

RL2DSP SRML2DSP The limit on number of users allowed in Q2
and Q3.

RL2LDG SRML2LDG The limit on number of loading users
allowed in (Q2, Q3).

RL3DSP SRML3DSP The limit on number of users allowed in Q3.
RL3LDG SRML3LDG The limit on number of loading users

allowed in Q3.
RMNLDC SRMMNLDC The minimum loading capacity for the

system.
RMNPGR SRMMNPGR The minimum system paging rate used by

the scheduler.
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RMSCPU SRMMSCPU The CPU address of the master-side CPU.
RMXPAG SRMMXPAG The total paging capacity, in pages per

second, which can be delivered by the
paging hardware.

RNCPUA SRMNCPUA The number of CPUs available to schedule
time on for non-dedicated users.

RPCWSS SRMPCWSS The start of the WSS limit table. The
percentage of available memory that can be
taken by Q0. This value is always 100% to
eliminate the test for Q0.

RPGRDE SRMPGRDE The total last-recorded paging rates of all
users currently in the eligible and dispatch
lists (in pages per second).

RPGRDL SRMPGRDL The total last-recorded paging rates of all
users currently in the dispatch list (in pages
per second).

RPGRLD SRMPGRLD The number of page reads by all E1 loading
users. The fields RDLTLD and RPGRLD
are used by HCPSTP to calculate RSTRD.

RPGSRW SRMPGSRW The system resource weight for paging.
This was computed by HCPSTPGS
whenever the system paging rate
changes. It was used in eligible list priority
calculation.

RPGWTF SRMPGWTF The paging weighting factor.
RP1LDG SRMP1LDG The percentage of load capacity that can

be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3, as set by the CP
command SET SRM LDUBUF.

RP1WSS SRMP1WSS The percentage of available memory that
can be taken by Q1, Q2, Q3, as set by the
CP command SET SRM STORBUF.

RP2LDG SRMP2LDG The percentage of load capacity for Q2 and
Q3, as set by the CP command SET SRM
LDUBUF.

RP2WSS SRMP2WSS The percentage of available memory that
can be taken by Q2 and Q3, as set by the
CP command SET SRM STORBUF.

RP3LDG SRMP3LDG The percentage of load capacity for Q3,
as set by the CP command SET SRM
LDUBUF.

RP3WSS SRMP3WSS The percentage of available memory that
can be taken by Q3, as set by the CP
command SET SRM STORBUF.

RRELDE SRMRELDE The sum of the relative shares of all relative
share holders currently in the eligible and
dispatch list. The scheduler lock protected
this field.

RRELDL SRMRELDL The sum of the relative shares of all
relative share holders (excluding dedicated
VMDBKs) currently in the dispatch list. The
scheduler lock protected this field.
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RRSCTM SRMRSCTM The configuration CPU time reset interval.
RRSRVP SRMRSRVP The percentage of CPUs to be held in

reserve for the relative share users.
RRTHRU SRMRTHRU The sum of the through-put values for all

relative and absolute share dispatch list
users. "Through-put" is the value that a
given user was to receive in the dispatch
list. A user's through-put was translated into
a dispatch list share through comparison
with this field.

RSAADU HCPRSAADU The average number of dispatch list users.
RSAALR HCPRSAALR The total taken by available list

replenishment.
RSADTA HCPRSADTA The number of frames taken during the last

interval for replenishment.
RSAGRT HCPRSAGRT The number of frames taken in available list

replenishment per second.
RSDORL SRMSDORL The smoothed number of users in the

dormant list.
RSDSPL SRMSDSPL The smoothed number of users in the

dispatch list (Q0).
RSDSP1 SRMSDSP1 The smoothed number of users in Q1.
RSDSP2 SRMSDSP2 The smoothed number of users in Q2.
RSDSP3 SRMSDSP3 The smoothed number of users in Q3.
RSELGL SRMSELGL The smoothed number of users in the

eligible list (E0).
RSELG1 SRMSELG1 The smoothed number of users in E1.
RSELG2 SRMSELG2 The smoothed number of users in E2.
RSELG3 SRMSELG3 The smoothed number of users in E3.
RSLDDL SRMSLDDL The smoothed number of loading users in

the dispatch list (Q0).
RSLDD1 SRMSLDD1 The smoothed number of loading users in

Q1.
RSLDD2 SRMSLDD2 The smoothed number of loading users in

Q2.
RSLDD3 SRMSLDD3 The smoothed number of loading users in

Q3.
RSLDEL SRMSLDEL The smoothed number of loading users in

the eligible list (E0).
RSLDE1 SRMSLDE1 The smoothed number of loading users in

E1.
RSLDE2 SRMSLDE2 The smoothed number of loading users in

E2.
RSLDE3 SRMSLDE3 The smoothed number of loading users in

E3.
RSMAC HCPRSMAC The number of frames on the available list.
RSMCL HCPRSMCL The number of frames locked by the CP

LOCK command.
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RSMCM HCPRSMCM The number of pages that are in use by the
save area manager.

RSMDU HCPRSMDU The number of double words of free storage
in use.

RSMFD HCPRSMFD The number of double words of system free
storage.

RSMFR HCPRSMFR The free storage VMDBK count.
RSMFW HCPRSMFW The number of deferred tasks waiting for a

frame.
RSMHT HCPRSMHT The available list high threshold.
RSMLT HCPRSMLT The available list low threshold.
RSMLTD HCPRSMLTD Decrement available list low threshold

count.
RSMNP HCPRSMNP The number of pageable frames that are

locked.
RSMOP HCPRSMOP The number of offline frames.
RSMPG HCPRSMPG The pageable page count; dynamic page

area (DPA) size.
RSMSH HCPRSMSH The shared system reset interval.
RSMSP HCPRSMSP The resident shared frame count.
RSMSR HCPRSMSR The number of V=R subpool releases.
RSMSS HCPRSMSS The shared segment reset interval.
RSMSU HCPRSMSU The free storage system free double words

in use.
RSMSV HCPRSMSV The free storage system chain count.
RSMSW HCPRSMSW The frame replacement page I/O writes

pending (steal writes).
RSMSZ HCPRSMSZ The actual real storage size.
RSMTW HCPRSMTW The number of tasks waiting for a page.
RSMUV HCPRSMUV The number of free storage user double

words in use.
RSMVR HCPRSMVR The number of double words of V=R free

storage in use.
RSMVU HCPRSMVU The number of free storage VMDBK double

words in use.
RSMXP HCPRSMXP The number of free storage pages in use.
RSMXS HCPRSMXS The number of free storage system free

frames allocated.
RSMXV HCPRSMXV Free storage user free frames allocated

control blocks.
RSPGRT SRMSPGRT The system CPU-page read ratio.
RSPLIN SRMSPLIN The sampling interval.
RSQHT HCPRSQHT The number of times buffer was ready for I/

O.
RSQMS HCPRSQMS The number of time 3800 had to wait.
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RSSTEL SRMSSTEL The smoothed "steal" output for indicate
load.

RSTDSP SRMSTDSP The smoothed total users in the dispatch
list (Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3).

RSTEAL SRMSTEAL The Instantaneous steal value.
RSTORP SRMSTORP The smoothed storage utilization projection.
RSTORQ SRMSTORQ The storage required from preemption.
RSTRD SRMSTRD The smoothed "time it takes to read a

page." Computed by HCPSTP using
RDLTLD and RPGRLD.

RSTSRW SRMSTSRW The length of time an "average" real CPU
has spent doing overhead work (work
billed to the system). The scheduler lock
protected this field.

RTATM1 SRMTATM1 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
1.

RTATM2 SRMTATM2 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
2.

RTATM3 SRMTATM3 The total active (non-dormant) time, class
3.

RTDTM1 SRMTDTM1 The total d-list time, class 1.
RTDTM2 SRMTDTM2 The total d-list time, class 2.
RTDTM3 SRMTDTM3 The total d-list time, class 3.
RTIDLE SRMTIDLE The maximum time granted to a user who

goes idle in the dispatch list before being
dropped to the dormant list.

RTIMIN SRMTIMIN The system sampling interval.
RTOTST SRMTOTST The total storage to consider when

selecting VMDBKs for the d-list.
RTSHOT SRMTSHOT Short time slice for hot shot dispatch for a

terminal user.
RTSLIC SRMTSLIC The time slice value.
RT1PGR SRMT1PGR The total page rate of all E1 users. The

fields RT1PGR, RT1USR, and RT1WSS
are used to calculate an "average" E1 user
WSS and paging rate.

RT1USR SRMT1USR The number of E1 users included. The
fields RT1PGR, RT1USR, and RT1WSS
are used to calculate an "average" E1 user
WSS and paging rate.

RT1WSS SRMT1WSS Total WSS of all E1 users. The fields
RT1PGR, RT1USR, and RT1WSS are used
to calculate an "average" E1 user WSS and
paging rate.

RVFACT SRMVFACT The number of active vector users elapsed
time slice variables.

RWSSDE SRMWSSDE The total of working set sizes for all users
currently in the eligible and dispatch lists.
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RWSSD1 SRMWSSD1 The sum of WSSs for all Q1, Q2, and Q3
users currently in the dispatch list.

RWSSD2 SRMWSSD2 The sum of WSSs for all Q2 and Q3 users
currently in the dispatch list.

RWSSD3 SRMWSSD3 The sum of WSSs for all Q3 users currently
in the dispatch list.

RWSSL1 SRMWSSL1 The largest E1 user that can fit into storage
= total unused Q1 storage.

RWSSL2 SRMWSSL2 The largest E2 user that can fit into storage
= total unused Q2 storage.

RWSSL3 SRMWSSL3 The largest E3 user that can fit into storage
= total unused Q3 storage.

RWSSMN SRMWSSMN The minimum user working set size.
RWSSMP SRMWSSMP The percentage of available memory that

constitutes a maximum WSS.
RWTCPU SRMWTCPU The mask of CPUs in wait state.
RXPCTG SRMXPCTG The percentage of XSTORE to use in WSS

and available memory calculations.
RXSIZE SRMXSIZE The blocks of XSTORE available to CP.
RXSRTE SRMXSRTE The current system XSTORE page-in and

page-out rate (smoothed by HCPSTPGS).
R1AVPG SRM1AVPG The average user paging rate, in pages per

second.
R1AVWS SRM1AVWS The average user working set size.
SCORCT SYSCORCT The error recording correlation count.
SCPUS SYSCPUS The active processor count.
SDIALD SYSDIALD Current dialed users.
SFNDX SYSSFNDX The number of SFNDX pages in WRMST

area.
SHIMAX SYSHIMAX The user high-water-mark.
SLOGON SYSLOGON The number of logons.
SMAXU SYSMAXU The maximum number of users.
SMCHCT SYSMCHCT System recovery machine checks.
SMSPID SYSMSPID The max spool file ID.
SPGCYL SYSPGCYL Paging cylinders in use.
SPGRAT SYSPGRAT The paging ratio.
SPGSLT SYSPGSLT Paging slots available.
SPGSTL SYSPGSTL The number of page steals.
SRSVPG SYSRSVPG Reserved pages.
SSFCRT SYSSFCRT Spool file created since IPL.
SSFPUR SYSSFPUR Spool file purged since IPL.
STADCS SYSTADCS Concurrently active DCSS.
STANSS SYSTANSS Concurrently active NSS.
STORS SYSTORS The real machine specified storage size.
STRAC SYSTRAC The number of trace table pages per CPU.
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STRCPC SYSTRCPC The actual trace table count per CPU.
SUSRS SYSUSRS The number of users currently logged on.
SVRFRE SYSVRFRE The size of V=R free storage.
SVRSIZ SYSVRSIZ The size of V=R.
SXMCHR SYSXMCHR The XSTORE MDC read hit ratio.
SXMCPR SYSXMCPR The XSTORE MDC read rate.
SXMCPW SYSXMCPW The XSTORE MDC write rate.
SXSTMG SYSXSTMG The XSTORE migration rate.
SXSTPG SYSXSTPG The XSTORE paging rate.
SXTSIZ SYSXTSIZ The number of pages in extended storage.
WRKA1 HCPWRKA1 The first page of reserved storage.
WRKRS HCPWRKRS The V=R real storage data.
XCLEAR PFXCLEAR The number of fastpath page clears.
XCTID PFXCTID The number of times the interrupt queue

lock request was deferred.
XCTIG PFXCTIG The number of times the interrupt queue

lock request was granted.
XCTVD PFXCTVD The number of times the VDEV lock

request was deferred.
XCTVG PFXCTVG The number of times the VDEV lock

request was granted.
XDSPCS PFXDSPCS The number of full select paths.
XDSPCT PFXDSPCT The number of entries to dispatcher.
XDSWCT PFXDSWCT The number of entries to user work.
XFSTSG PFXFSTSG The number of fast path simulations.
XFSTXC PFXFSTXC The number of fast path reflections.
XFST44 PFXFST44 The number of fast path simulations of

diagnose X'44'.
XLRC PFXLRC The local SAVBK return queue count.
XPGIN PFXPGIN The number of fast path PGINs.
XPTRCT PFXPTRCT The number of fast path page translations.
XRUNCI PFXRUNCI The number of SIE interceptions.
XRUNCP PFXRUNCP The number of SIE instructions.
XRUNCR PFXRUNCR The number of times guest work was

dispatched.
XRUNPF PFXRUNPF The number of host page faults for guest

pages.
XRUNPR PFXRUNPR The number of host page faults on RCP

pages.
XSPINC PFXSPINC The number of spins on a spin lock.
XSTKCR PFXSTKCR The number of time-slice-end reorders.
XSTKPQ PFXSTKPQ The number of dispatch list adds.
XSVCLC PFXSVCLC The number of CP call-with-save-area.
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XTEND PFXTEND The number of unique extend conditions
not yet satisfied.

Variables for SQL/DS Records
Contents

SQL/DS Current Interval Variables

The following variables contain general information about SQL/DS activity collected by EXPLORE at each data collection
interval.

Variable Description

SQLSDAT The date of the sample, in mm/dd/yy format.

SQLSTIM The time of the sample, in hh:mm:ss format.

SQLSAMP Number of data samples.

SQLMDBU Maximum number of SQL/DS connected users.

SQLMXTN Maximum number of SQL/DS DB extents.

SQLMAGT Maximum number of agents. This is the combined number of real
and psuedo-agents.

SQLUADR Address of the storage used by Explore PM for z/VM for SQL/DS
user data.

SQLXADR Address of the storage used by Explore PM for z/VM for SQL/DS
extent data.

SQLAADR Address of the storage used by Explore PM for z/VM for SQL/DS
agent data.

SQLLADR Address of the storage used by Explore PM for z/VM for SQL/DS
lock data.

SQLSADR Address of the storage used by Explore PM for z/VM for SQL/DS
SNA data.

SQLCALL The number of calls to RDS generated by EXPLORE data
collection.

SQLCDAT The start date of the SHOW CONNECT command issued by
Explore PM for z/VM during the interval, in mm/dd/yy format.

SQLCTIM The start time of the SHOW CONNECT command issued by
Explore PM for z/VM during the interval, in hh:mm:ss format.
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SQL/DS Counter Variables
The following variables contain information from the internal counters maintained by SQL/DS collected by Explore PM for
z/VM at each data collection interval. This information corresponds to that obtained by issuing the SQL/DS COUNTER *
command, as described in the IBM SQL/DS (DB2) documentation.

Variable SQL/DS Counter Description
SQLRDS RDSCALL The number of calls to RDS (Relational

Data System). The execution of each SQL
data request results in at least one call to
RDS.

SQLDBSS DBSSCALL The number of calls to the DBSS (Database
Storage Subsystem) by RDS. The number
of calls to the DBSS can indicate whether
the form of the SQL statements within
a program are degrading the program's
performance.
When retrieving a row requires a
comparison of values (for example, to
satisfy the selection criteria in a WHERE
clause), the DBSS can resolve the
comparison only if the predicates in the
request are sargable. If a predicate is
residual (not sargable), DBSS must pass
the data back to RDS to be resolved. Using
sargable predicates in SQL statements
can improve performance by reducing the
number of calls by DBSS to RDS and thus
reducing the program's CPU usage.

SQLLUW BEGINLUW The number of LUWs started. You can use
this value to check the effect of your tuning
efforts: generally, if tuning is successful, the
number of LUWs started over a given time
interval should increase.

SQLLUWR ROLLBACK The number of LUWs rolled back. If 5%
or more of the LUWs started are rolled
back, the applications involved should be
examined.

SQLSYSC CHKPOINT The number of checkpoints taken.
Checkpoints require substantial overhead
and therefore should be kept to a minimum.
Checkpoints occur when the number of
log pages specified with the CHKINTVL
SQL/DS initialization parameter are filled
or when an update is made to a table in a
nonrecoverable DBSPACE. One checkpoint
every 10 to 15 minutes is acceptable.
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SQLMAXL LOCKLMT The number of times the lock escalation
process failed; that is, the number of times
SQL/DS attempted to replace a set of small
locks acquired by an LUW with a single
larger DBSPACE lock but could not. The
usual cause of failure of lock escalation
is that the attempt to acquire the larger
replacement lock resulted in deadlock. The
number of successful lock escalations plus
the number of times the lock escalation
process failed is the number of times that
an LUW reached either the user lock limit
(as specified with the SQL/DS NLRBU
initialization parameter) or the system lock
limit (as specified with NLRBS).

SQLESCL ESCALATE The number of successful lock escalations;
that is, the number of times a set of small
locks acquired by an LUW were replaced
with a single larger DBSPACE lock. The
number of successful lock escalations plus
the number of times the lock escalation
process failed is the number of times that
an LUW reached either the user lock limit
(as specified with the NLRBU SQL/DS
initialization parameter) or the system lock
limit (as specified with NLRBS).
If lock escalations impair performance,
you should consider either increasing
the lock level for the DBSPACE in which
the escalation occurred or increasing the
number of lock request blocks available.

SQLWLOC WAITLOCK The number of lock requests resulting in
waits because another user already had
an incompatible lock on the data to be
accessed. If this value is 10% or more
of the number of calls to RDS, consider
whether the application's LUWs are too
long or whether the lock level for the
DBSPACEs involved is too high.

SQLDLOC DEADLOCK The number of deadlocks. If 5% or more of
the LUWs started become deadlocked, the
applications involved should be examined.
If deadlocks cannot be avoided by altering
the logic of the competing applications, try
to run them at different times.
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SQLLPGB LPAGBUFF The number of looks in the page buffer; that
is, the number of times SQL/DS attempted
to read data from a page in the page buffer.
If the page is not in the page buffer, SQL/
DS performs an I/O (a page read) to bring
the page into the buffer (and, if the buffer is
full, perform an additional I/O [a page write]
to free a page in the buffer).
The ratio of page reads to looks in the
page buffer is the hit ratio for the page
buffer pool. In the worst case, the value
of this ratio is 1; that is, SQL/DS had
to read a page every time it looked for
a page in the buffer pool. Unless your
applications involve a large amount of
random (nonsequential) access of data, the
hit ratio indicates how effectively your buffer
pool configuration minimizes database I/
O. If a change in your configuration results
in a significant decrease in the value
of this ratio, the change was effective;
otherwise, the change was not worthwhile.
A consistently low ratio may suggest that
the buffer pool size can be decreased and
the storage can be used for other SQL/DS
resources; a high value indicates that more
page buffers should be allocated.

SQLDPGR PAGEREAD The number of DBSPACE page reads.
SQLDPGW PAGWRITE The number of DBSPACE page writes.
SQLLDBU LDIRBUFF The number of looks in the directory buffer;

that is, the number of times SQL/DS
attempted to read a directory block from
the directory buffer. If the directory block
is not in the directory buffer, SQL/DS must
perform an I/O (a directory block read) to
bring the block into the buffer (and, if the
buffer is full, perform an additional I/O [a
directory block write] to free a page in the
buffer).
The ratio of directory block reads to looks
in the directory buffer is the hit ratio for the
directory buffer pool, which indicates how
effectively your buffer pool configuration
minimizes database I/O. In the worst case,
this ratio is equal to 1, indicating that SQL/
DS had to read a directory block each time
it looked in the directory buffer. If this ratio
exceeds 0.10, consider using the NDIRBUF
SQL/DS initialization parameter to allocate
more directory buffers.

SQLDIRR DIRREAD The number of directory block reads.
SQLDIRW DIRWRITE The number of directory block writes.
SQLLOGR LOGREAD The number of log page reads.
SQLLOGW LOGWRITE The number of log page writes.
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SQLDAR DSADREAD The total number of directory, log, and data
page reads.

SQLDAW DASDWRIT The total number of directory, log, and data
page writes.

SQLDAIO DASDIO The total number of DASD I/Os.

SQL/DS Log Variables
Explore PM for z/VM provides the following SQL/DS log information. This information corresponds to that displayed by the
SQL/DS SHOW LOG command as described in the IBM SQL/DS documentation.

Variable Description
SQLLGSZ The log size in bytes.
SQLLGUS The number of log bytes used.
SQLLGRM The number of log bytes before overflow.
SQLLGPG The number of log pages before a checkpoint is reached.

SQL/DS Agent Count Variables
The following variables contain general information about SQL/DS agent usage and activity:

Variable Description
SQLTNU The total number of psuedo agent’s in-use.
SQLTAAG The number of real agents currently active.
SQLTWTP The number of psuedo-agents currently waiting.
SQLTINP The number of psuedo-agents currently inactive.
SQLTAVA The number of real agents currently available.
SQLTAVP The number of psuedo-agents currently available. This is the

number of user SQL/DS connections available.
SQLTUSR The number of currently connected users.

SQL/DS Checkpoint Agent Status Variable
The following variable contains information about the status of the SQL/DS checkpoint agent:

SQLPCST
The status of the checkpoint agent, as follows:

1. Not active
2. Waiting start log archive
3. Waiting start checkpoint archive
4. Waiting start checkpoint
5. Processing checkpoint archive
6. Processing checkpoint
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SQL/DS Accumulated Global Variables
The following variables contain information from the internal counters maintained by SQL/DS and Explore PM for z/VM
from the time that SQL/DS started.

Variable Description
SQLCALLA The number of calls to RDS generated by Explore data collection.
SQLRDSA The number of RDS calls.
SQLDBSSA The number of DBSS calls.
SQLLUWA The number of LUWs started.
SQLLUWRA The number of LUWs rolled back.
SQLSYSCA The number of system checkpoints.
SQLMAXLA The number of times the lock escalation process failed.
SQLESCLA The number of successful lock escalations.
SQLWLOCA The number of lock requests resulting in waits because another

user already had an incompatible lock on the data to be accessed.
SQLDLOCA The number of deadlocks.
SQLLPGBA The number of looks in page buffer.
SQLDPGRA The number of DBSPACE page reads.
SQLDPGWA The number of DBSPACE page writes
SQLLDBUA The number of looks in directory buffer.
SQLDIRRA The number of directory block reads.
SQLDIRWA The number of directory block writes.
SQLLOGRA The number of log page reads.
SQLLOGWA The number of log page writes.
SQLDARA The number of DASD reads.
SQLDAWA The number of DASD writes.
SQLDAIOA The number of DASD I/Os.

SQL/DS Connected User Variables
The following variables contain information about users connected to SQL/DS. This information corresponds to that
obtained by issuing the SQL/DS SHOW CONNECT command, as described in the IBM SQL/DS documentation.

Variable Description
SQLUASN Address (in Explore PM for z/VM’s storage) of the SNA data

extension associated with the user.
SQLUVID The user’s VM user ID.
SQLUSID The user’s SQL/DS user ID.
SQLUREQ The application requestor level associated with the user.
SQLUANM The application server name associated with the user.
SQLUSSD The date on which the psuedo-agent associated with the user

entered its current state, in mm/dd/yy format.
SQLUSST The time at which the psuedo-agent associated with the user

entered its current state, in hh.mm:ss format.
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SQLUCSD The start date of the conversation between the user and SQL/DS,
in mm/dd/yy format.

SQLUCST The start time of the conversation between the user and SQL/DS,
in hh:mm:ss format.

SQLUCPU The CPU time (in milliseconds) spent servicing the user. This
information is available only if the accounting indicator is on.

SQLUST The status of the active agents associated with the user.
SQLUAIN The status of the accounting indicator.
SQLUPIN The type of communication protocol used for communication with

SQL/DS, as follows:
00 Private flow
02 DRDA

SQLULOG Whether the user is currently logged on to VM, as follows:
01 The user is logged on
00 The user has logged off

SQL/DS Active Agent Variables
The following variables contain information about active SQL/DS real agents. Much of this information corresponds to that
obtained by issuing the SQL/DS SHOW ACTIVE command, as described in the IBM SQL/DS documentation.

 Variable  Description 
SQLAAGT The agent number.
SQLALWT The address (in Explore PM for z/VM’s storage) of the agent’s lock data chain.

The type of logical units of work currently in progress for the agent, as follows:
 NIW None 
 NEW New
 R/O Read-only

SQLAKST

 R/W Read/write
The type of connection between the agent and SQL/DS, as follows:
 APPL The agent is connected to SQL/DS directly

from VM or is a batch application running
under a VSE guest.

SQLASSA

 SUBS The agent is connected to SQL/DS via
CICS running under a VSE guest.

The agent’s current processing status, as follows:
 1 Not processing SQL/DS operator command
 2 Processing SQL/DS operator command
 3 Not processing and in wait
 4 Processing and in wait
 5 Processing log archive checkpoint

SQLAPST

 6 Processing LPAGEBUF RSCP
SQLAWST  4 Communication. The agent is waiting for a

user request or completion of an APPC/VM
function.
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 5 Lock. The agent is waiting to obtain a lock
held by another agent.

 6 Checkpoint. The agent is waiting for a
checkpoint to be processed.

 7 Page buffer. The agent is waiting for a data
page buffer.

 8 Block. The agent is waiting for a directory
block buffer.

 9 Database I/O. The agent is waiting for I/O
to complete.

 A No explanation of this wait code is
available.

SQLAVID The VM user ID for which the agent is doing work.
SQLATID The agent’s internal SQL/DS transaction identifier.
SQLARCM The current resource consumption by the agent. This is the number of looks in the page

buffer since the start of its last logical unit of work.
Whether a rollback or commit is scheduled or in progress, as follows:
 R A rollback is scheduled or in progress.
 C A commit is scheduled or in progress

SQLARTY

 Blank Neither a rollback nor commit is scheduled
or in progress.

The status of the rollback or commit associated with the agent, if any, as follows:
 3 The rollback or commit is in progress.

SQLARCS

 4 The rollback or commit is scheduled.
The requestor of the rollback or commit, if any, associated with the agent:
 4 Scheduled
 5 User
 6 System
 8 Lock limit

SQLARRQ

 9 DBSS LIMIT
SQLAPCR The creator of the package used.
SQLAPNM The name of the package used.
SQLAPSN The package section number.
SQLAVAD The address (in Explore PM for z/VM’s storage) of the user table entry for the agent.

SQL/DS Agent Storage Variables
The following variables contain information about SQL/DS agent storage usage. This information corresponds to that
obtained by issuing the SQL/DS SHOW STORAGE command, as described in the IBM SQL/DS documentation.

Variable Description
SQLAALA The amount of storage over the 16M line allocated to the agent.
SQLAALB The amount of storage below the 16M line allocated storage

allocated to the agent.
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SQLAIUA The amount of storage above the 16M line in use by the agent.
SQLAIUB The amount of storage below the 16M line in use by the agent.
SQLAHIA The maximum amount of storage above the 16M line allocated to

any agent since SQL/DS was initialized or the SQL/DS RESET
HIGHSTOR command was issued.

SQLAHIB The maximum amount of storage below the 16M line allocated to
any agent since SQL/DS was initialized or the SQL/DS RESET
HIGHSTOR command was issued

SQLAHUA The SQL/DS user ID associated with the agent for which the
maximum amount of storage above the 16M line was allocated.

SQLAHUB The SQL/DS user ID associated with the agent for which the
maximum amount of storage below the 16M line was allocated.

SQL/DS Lock Variables
The following variables contain information about locking for users and agents. This information corresponds to that
obtained from the SQL/DS SHOW LOCK USER command, as described in the IBM SQL/DS documentation.

 Variable  Description 
SQLKAGT The identifier of the agent.
SQLKDBS If applicable, the number of the DBSPACE to which the lock applies.

The type of lock, as follows:
 DB A lock on the database
 DBSP A lock on a DBSPACE
 IKEY A lock on an index key
 INT A lock on a whole internal DBSPACE
 IPAG A lock on a page of an index
 PAGE A lock on a page
 ROW A lock on a row
 SYS An internal system lock

SQLKLTY

 TABL A lock on a table
SQLKSID The SQL/DS user ID of the user associated with the agent.
SQLKVID The VM user ID of the user associated with the agent.
SQLKNXT The address of next lock record for the agent.
SQLKSIX The number of share and intention exclusive locks held by the agent.
SQLKIS The number of intention share locks held by the agent.
SQLKIX The number of intention exclusive locks held by the agent.
SQLKS The number of share locks held by the agent.
SQLKU The number of update locks held by the agent.
SQLKX The number of exclusive locks held by the agent.
SQLKNW The number of users waiting for locks of the type indicated by the variable SQLKLTY.
SQLKDBD The database connection date, in mm/dd/yy format.
SQLKDBT The database connection time, in hh:mm:ss format.
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SQL/DS Want Lock Variables
The following variables contain information about locks wanted. This information corresponds to that displayed by the
SQL/DS SHOW LOCK WANTLOCK command, as described in the IBM SQL/DS documentation.

 Variable  Description 
The entity used by SQL/DS to qualify the lock, which depends on the lock type as
follows:
 DB Blanks
 DBSP Blanks
 IKEY SQL/DS's internal identifier of the index key
 IPAG The index page number
 PAGE The page number
 ROW SQL/DS's internal identifier of the row
 SYS Blanks

SQLWLQL

 TABL The internal table ID
The state of the lock request, as follows:
 G WAIT The agent is waiting for the lock.
 C WAIT The agent is waiting for the lock to be

converted. This occurs when an agent
issues a new lock request in order to
access a resource it has already locked
using a different lock mode than the current
mode.

 DENIED The lock was not available and the
database manager canceled the agent’s
request.

SQLWRST

 GRANT The agent is holding the lock.
The mode requested for the lock, as follows:
 IS Intention share
 IX Intention exclusive
 S Share
 SIX Share and intention exclusive
 U Update

SQLWRMD

 X Exclusive
The lock's duration, as follows:
 INST  Used by SQL/DS to determine whether

requested resources are free. The lock is
freed when the request is granted.

 LONG The lock will be held until the end of the
LUW.

 MED The lock will be held until either SQL/DS
explicitly releases it or until the end of the
LUW.

SQLWDUR

 SHORT The lock will be held until the call to DBSS
completes, which may occur before the end
of the LUW.
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SQL/DS LUW Variables

Variable Description
SQLLVAD Addr of user entry this data pertains to.
SQLLSNA SNA LUWID.
SQLLDRD DRDA external name (1st 43 chars).
SQLLVID User id of associated user.

Displaying History Records
Contents

The EXPLDSP utility program displays history records in a dump format. This utility helps you write special report
programs and helps Technical Support personnel answer your questions.

For information about the layouts of history records, see History Record Layouts.

The EXPLDSP EXEC

Explore PM for z/VM supplies the EXPLDSP EXEC, which facilitates using EXPLDSP. The EXPLDSP EXEC contains the
CMS LABELDEF command necessary for tape input.

Make sure that the history file against which you plan to use the EXPLDSP utility has been decompressed. Otherwise,
one of the following may occur:

• If you use the RTYPE option with a specification of anything other than ALL, EXPLDSP produces no output.
• If you either use the RTYPE option with a specification of ALL, or do not use the RTYPE option, EXPLDSP displays the

records in their compressed format.

If necessary, use the EXPLCOMP utility with the DECOMPR parm command to copy and uncompress the input file prior
to running EXPLDSP.

Running EXPLDSP
To run the EXPLDSP utility, issue the EXPLDSP command with appropriate parameters.
The EXPLDSP command invokes the EXPLDSP EXEC supplied with EXPLORE. The EXPLDSP EXEC does the
following:

• Supplies the necessary CMS LABELDEF for tape input. Edit the EXPLDSP EXEC if you need to change the
LABELDEF.

• Issues the EXPLDSP command with appropriate parameters.
• Closes the printer file created by EXPLDSP. This must be done before the printer file can be viewed or printed.

The EXPLDSP utility does not close the printer file.

You can also manually perform the preceding steps.

CMS LABELDEF

A CMS LABELDEF command is required for the input tape file. The CMS filename is EXPDISK.

The EXPLDSP EXEC supplied with EXPLORE contains the following CMS LABELDEF.
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&STACK EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPDISK FID ?

The &STACK command is used to avoid CMS restrictions that limit token lengths to eight characters in certain instances.

If you are using the EXPLDSP EXEC to run EXPLDSP, and you need to use a different LABELDEF, edit the EXPLDSP
EXEC and change the LABELDEF it contains.

The EXPLDSP Command

Issue the EXPLDSP command to execute the EXPLDSP utility. The EXPLDSP command invokes the EXPLDSP EXEC,
which issues the CMS LABELDEF command required for tape input and then passes control to EXPLDSP.

You can issue the EXPLDSP command from CMS or from within Explore PM for z/VM's real-time CMS interface. From
within the real-time interface, preface the EXPLDSP command with CMS.

Syntax

EXPLDSP [(][INPUT {DISK | TAPE} ] [FROM mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss] [MODE x] [TO mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss] 

[FType {EXPLHIST | ft}][RTYPE {[CONFIG | ALL] [SYSTEM] [DEVICE] [CHANNEL] [SQL] [STAT] 

[USER]}] [USERID id1 [id2 [...id32]] ] [)]

NOTE
Because of space limitations, the list of EXPLDSP options is continued on the next line.

Operands

INPUT DISK

Directs EXPLDSP to use the EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm disk history file. This is the default.

INPUT TAPE

Directs EXPLDSP to use the output tape file from EXPLDUMP as input. A LABELDEF command for EXPDISK must be
provided.

FROM mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss

Specifies the starting date and time for the selection of data. The default is 01/01/00 00:00:00. Note that both the date and
the time are required, if this option is used.

Note: To support twenty-first century data, the following date assumption is made: yy < 50 = 21st century. That is, if a year
is specified that is less than 50, it will be assumed to be a twenty-first century year (20)yy.

MODE x

Specifies a filemode for the input file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm. The default is *.

TO mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss

Specifies the ending date and time for the selection of data. The default is 12/31/99 23:59:59. Note that both the date and
the time are required, if this option is used.

Note: To support twenty-first century data, the following date assumption is made: yy < 50 = 21st century. That is, if a year
is specified that is less than 50, it will be assumed to be a twenty-first century year (20)yy.

FType ft

Specifies a filetype for the input history file, when using DISK input. The default is EXPLHIST.

RTYPE
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Specifies which types of records are to be printed. You can specify any number of the following record types. If RTYPE is
not specified, all records are printed.

Note: Do not use the RTYPE option on a compressed input file. You can use the EXPLCOMP utility with the DECOMPR
parm command to copy and uncompress the input file.

ALL
Selects all record types or clears previously specified record types.ALL is the default.

CHANNEL
Selects channel records.

CONFIG
Selects configuration records.

DEVICE
Selects real device records.

SQL
Selects SQL/DS records.

STAT
Selects statistical counter records.

SYSTEM
Selects system records.

USER
Selects user records.

USERID idn

Defines specific user records to be printed. idn is the user ID for which specific records are desired: you can specify up to
32 user IDs. If USERID is used, it must be the last option specified.

Creating History files (EXPLDUMP)
The EXPLDUMP Command

This section explains the EXPLDUMP utility, which reformats the disk data collection file for use by the history reporting
subsystem.

The EXPLDUMP Utility

The EXPLDUMP utility reformats Explore PM for z/VM disk data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm, for use by the history
reporting subsystem, EXPLHIST. The output of EXPLDUMP can be a disk file ready for EXPLHIST processing, a history
tape usable by EXPLHIST, or both.

The EXPLDUMP EXEC
EXPLORE supplies an EXPLDUMP EXEC that facilitates using EXPLDUMP. The EXPLDUMP EXEC contains the
CMS LABELDEF commands necessary for tape processing.

NOTE

To reduce the number of history tapes, EXPLDUMP supports merging the previous history tape with the
current disk file into a new history tape. Because CMS does not handle multi-volume tape processing
well, we recommend that merged tape output be restricted to single volumes for greatest ease of use.
However, the history reporting subsystem will create and process multi-volume tape history files.
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Data Integrity
In certain circumstances, you can undermine the integrity of your history data if you use EXPLDUMP carelessly.
The circumstances are documented in the explanations of the FMERGE, FORMAT, MERGE, and SELECT
function subcommands later in this article.
Review the relevant information before using any of these function subcommands.

Files Used with EXPLDUMP

EXPLDUMP works with the following five files:

EXPLORE LOG fm
EXPLRVM's data collection file. This CMS file contains the raw data from the data collection process. The data is
a memory dump of Explore PM for z/VM data buffers after data compression has been performed to save space.
Use the INMODE parameter of the EXPLDUMP utility to select the filemode.

EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm
Data ready to be processed by EXPLHIST, the history reporting subsystem. This data has been formatted by
EXPLDUMP into history records. The records are documented in History Record Layouts to allow you to write
your own report program if you wish. During the formatting process, summarization of data from each EXPLRVM
scan interval is performed under the control of the SUM parameter of the EXPLDUMP utility. The filemode is
determined by the INMODE command, if being used for input, or by the OUTMODE command, if EXPDISK
EXPLHIST fm is used for output.

EXPLIN
The input history tape file. This data has been formatted by the EXPLDUMP utility into history records ready for
processing by the EXPLHIST. The records are documented in History Record Layouts to allow you to write your
own report program if you wish.

EXPLOUT
The output history tape file. This data was formatted into history records ready for processing by EXPLHIST. The
records are documented in History Record Layouts to allow you to write your own report program if you wish.

EXPLSAVE
The output tape from the program EXPLSAVE, which is part of FLASHBACK. For more information about
EXPLSAVE, see Backing Up the Log File to Tape (EXPLSAVE).

Long-Term Archival of Performance Data

You can use the SUM parameter, which is available for the FORMAT and FMERGE function subcommands to facilitate
long-term archival of data from the EXPLORE LOG file. Information about the FORMAT function subcommand and the
FMERGE function subcommand is provided later in this article.

The SUM parameter causes EXPLDUMP to summarize raw data from EXPLORE LOG fm when creating history records
for EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm, for EXPLOUT or for both.

This parameter facilitates long-term archiving of such data. The following table shows the effect the SUM parameter has
on the time interval at which history records are created.

EXPLRVM Scan
Interval

SUM1 SUM2 SUM 4 SUM 8 SUM 16 (default)

2 minutes (default) 2 min. 4 min. 8 min. 16 min. 32 min.
1 minute 1 min. 2 min. 4 min. 8 min. 16 min.

For example, when performance data is summarized at 32-minute intervals, the minimum reporting interval for history
reporting is also each 32 minutes.
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The summarization of data for archival purposes should not restrict reporting requirements because it is seldom
necessary to report large amounts of data at intervals less than 32 minutes. It is therefore recommended that the default
of SUM 16 be used to summarize data intended for long-term archival purposes.

The EXPLCOMP utility can be used to manipulate Explore PM for z/VM history files to further facilitate long-term archiving
of performance history data. For more information about EXPLCOMP, see Compressing and Summarizing History Files
(EXPLCOMP).

Using EXPLDUMP

Before executing EXPLDUMP, you should:

• Make sure that the virtual machine from which you run EXPLDUMP has access to the EXPLORE LOG fm data
collection file immediately before each execution of EXPLDUMP.

• Make sure that you have correctly configured EXPLORE to collect data for the users and devices for which you want to
be able to create history reports. For information about configuring EXPLORE, see Installing and Using RealTime and
Flashback.

Invoking EXPLDUMP

Issue the EXPLDUMP command to run the EXPLDUMP utility. The EXPLDUMP command invokes the EXPLDUMP
EXEC, which does the following:

• Supplies the CMS LABELDEF commands required for tape input and output. Edit the EXPLDUMP EXEC if you need
to change the LABELDEFs.

• Issues the EXPLDUMP command with appropriate parameters. Information about the EXPLDUMP command is
provided later in this article.

There is no implied erase of the data collection file EXPLORE LOG A upon successful execution of EXPLDUMP. After the
data collection file has been successfully processed, both by EXPLDUMP and EXPLSAVE of the FLASHBACK feature, it
should be erased. You can do this while EXPLRVM is active.

How to Erase EXPLORE LOG A

You cannot directly erase the file EXPLORE LOG A from a user ID other than that of the Explore PM for z/VM service
machine while the Explore PM for z/VM service machine is logged on.

If you want to erase the file EXPLORE LOG A from a user ID other than that of the Explore PM for z/VM service machine
while the Explore PM for z/VM service machine is logged on, you must:

1. Create an EXPLORE procedure on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine that erases EXPLORE LOG A.
2. Invoke the procedure using the > command while logged on to EXPLORE from another user ID. For more information

about the > command, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

CMS LABELDEFs

A CMS LABELDEF command is required for both the input and output tape files. The CMS filenames are EXPLIN and
EXPLOUT for input and output, respectively.

The supplied EXPLDUMP EXEC contains the following LABELDEFs that specify the default tape labels used by
EXPLDUMP. The &STACK command is used in both LABELDEFs to avoid CMS restrictions that limit token lengths to
eight characters in certain instances.

Input Tape LABELDEFs
The EXPLDUMP EXEC detects whether you are using the EXPLSAVE tape file (which requires a special
LABELDEF) as an input file. It then issues one of the following two LABELDEFs.
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For all input files except the EXPLSAVE tape file, the EXPLDUMP EXEC issues the following input tape
LABELDEF:

 

   &STACK EXPLORE.HISTORY

   LABELDEF EXPLIN FID ?

When the EXPLSAVE tape file is the input file, the EXPLDUMP EXEC issues the following input tape LABELDEF:

 

&STACK EXPLORE

LABELDEF EXPLIN FID ?

Output Tape LABELDEF
The EXPLDUMP EXEC contains the following output tape LABELDEF:
&STACK EXPLORE.HISTORY

LABELDEF EXPLOUT FID ?

Virtual Addresses
The input tape is always virtual address X'181'. The output tape is always virtual address X'182'.

CMS Error Messages
If you receive CMS error messages for Error in fileid after supplying your own LABELDEFs, you should check
your exec to be sure that it does not invoke the Broadcom-supplied EXPLDUMP EXEC, which may override your
LABELDEFs.

Changing LABELDEFs
If you are changing LABELDEFs, you must change the EXPLDUMP, EXPLHIST, and (if you use it) the
EXPLCOMP execs together.

The EXPLDUMP Command

The EXPLDUMP command invokes the EXPLDUMP EXEC, which issues the CMS LABELDEF commands necessary for
tape input and output and then executes the EXPLDUMP program.

You can issue the EXPLDUMP command from:

• The Explore PM for z/VM service machine.
• The CMS command line.
• Within Explore PM for z/VM real-time CMS interface. From within the real-time interface, preface the EXPLDUMP

command with CMS.

NOTE
If you issue the EXPLDUMP command from CMS or from within the real-time CMS interface, you should re-
access the minidisk containing the EXPLORE LOG file immediately prior to issuing the EXPLDUMP command.

Otherwise, if Explore PM for z/VM has updated the file since you last accessed the minidisk on which it resides, you might
receive I/O errors or fail to get the most current data because the directory information available at the time of the last
access is no longer accurate.

If you want to force Explore PM for z/VM to write data for the current interval to the EXPLORE LOG file using the >LOGIT
command, issue the command before re-accessing the minidisk containing the EXPLORE LOG file. For information about
the > and LOGIT commands, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

Syntax

The syntax of the EXPLDUMP command is as follows:
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EXPLDUMP [fcommand [(options]] 

The following table shows the syntax of the EXPLDUMP command:

fcommand
One of the following EXPLDUMP function subcommands:

• FORMAT
• FMERGE
• MERGE
• SELECT

The EXPLDUMP function subcommands are described on the following pages.
options

Any valid options corresponding to the EXPLDUMP function subcommand you selected.

NOTE

If you do not specify a function subcommand, EXPLDUMP defaults to FORMAT file processing.

EXPLDUMP Function Subcommand

EXPLDUMP accepts the following subcommands, which specify the type of file processing EXPLDUMP performs.

FMERGE
EXPLDUMP copies the formatted input history tape (EXPLIN) to the output history tape (EXPLOUT), formats
data from the input disk file (EXPLORE LOG fm), and writes the formatted data to both the output history tape
(EXPLOUT) and EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm, for processing by EXPLHIST.

FORMAT
EXPLDUMP reads the raw data from the EXPLORE LOG fm disk file or EXPLSAVE tape file and formats it into
history records for use by EXPLHIST (or for use by a user-written report program).

MERGE
EXPLDUMP merges the input history tape with the formatted disk file (EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm), creating a new
output history tape, EXPLOUT.

SELECT
EXPLDUMP selects records by date from the input history tape (EXPLIN) and writes them to EXPLOUT, to
EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm or to both.

The function subcommands and types of file processing are explained in detail in the following sections.

FMERGE

EXPLDUMP FMERGE copies the formatted input history file, EXPLIN, to the output history file, EXPLOUT. Data from
the input disk file, EXPLORE LOG fm, is formatted and written to both the output history file, EXPLOUT, and EXPDISK
EXPLHIST fm for processing by EXPLHIST.

WARNING
When using EXPLDUMP FMERGE with the EXPLORE LOG file, make sure that the file contains data for at
least one full log interval. EXPLDUMP FMERGE may not produce any output if the EXPLORE LOG file does not
contain data for at least one full log interval.

WARNING
EXPLDUMP FMERGE ignores data in the disk input file, which is not newer than the newest data in the tape
input file.

Syntax
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EXPLDUMP FMERGE [([OUTPUT {BOTH}] [FTYPE {EXPLHIST}][REPLACE] [INMODE fm ] [FROM mm/dd/yyyy]

                          {TAPE}           {DATE}

                                           {yyyymmdd}

 

                 [TO mm/dd/yyyy] [OUTMODE fm] [BLKSIZE n ] [SUM n] ]

NOTE

Because of space limitations, the list of EXPLDUMP FMERGE options is continued below the line containing
{yyyymmdd}.

EXPLDUMP FMERGE with no options copies the input history file, EXPLIN, to the output history file, EXPLOUT.
Data from the input disk file EXPLORE LOG * is formatted and written to both the output history file, EXPLOUT,
and EXPDISK EXPLHIST A1. A block size of 32760 is used for EXPLOUT. Sixteen EXPLRVM scan intervals are
summarized for each output record.

OUTPUT BOTH
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to both EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm and EXPLOUT.

OUTPUT TAPE
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to the file EXPLOUT.

FTYPE EXPLHIST
Directs EXPLDUMP to use the default filetype EXPLHIST for the EXPDISK history file. FTYPE EXPLHIST is the
default for FTYPE.

FTYPE DATE
Directs EXPLDUMP to create the EXPDISK history file using the year, month, day and hour of the start of history
data as the filetype. The format of this filetype is yymmdd.

FTYPE yyyymmdd
Directs EXPLDUMP to use the filetype supplied by the FTYPE parameter as the filetype for the EXPDISK history
file.

REPLACE
Directs EXPLDUMP to erase the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm or EXPDISK yymmddhh fm before starting. The
REPLACE operand is ignored if FTYPE DATE is specified.

INMODE fm
Specifies a filemode for the input file EXPLORE LOG fm. The default filemode is *.

FROM mm/dd/yyyy
Specifies the starting date for the selection of data in all input files. The default starting date is 01/01/0000.

TO mm/dd/yyyy
Specifies the ending date for the selection of data in all input files. The default ending date is 12/31/9999.

NOTE
A four-character year format is supported for the data (yyyy). This allows support for twenty-first century data.
If a two-character year is specified, the following assumption is made: yy < 50 = 21st century. That is, if a two-
character year is specified, and it is less than 50, it will be assumed to be a twenty-first century year (20yy).

OUTMODE fm
Specifies a filemode for the output file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm. The default filemode is A1.

BLKSIZE n
Sets a block size for EXPLOUT. The default block size is 32760.
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SUM n
Specifies the number of EXPLRVM scan intervals to be summarized for each output record. Valid selections are
1, 2, 4, 8, and 16. The default is 16.

Examples

• The following copies the input history file, EXPLIN, to the output history file, EXPLOUT. Data from the history disk file
EXPLORE LOG * is formatted and written to both the output history file, EXPLOUT, and EXPDISK EXPLHIST A1. A
block size of 32760 is used for EXPLOUT. Sixteen EXPLRVM scan intervals are summarized for each output record.

EXPLDUMP FMERGE

• The following example erases the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST A1 before copying starts. The input history file, EXPLIN, is
copied to the output history file, EXPLOUT. Data from the history disk file EXPLORE LOG B1 is formatted and written
to both the output history file, EXPLOUT, and EXPDISK EXPLHIST A1. A block size of 32760 is used for EXPLOUT.
Eight EXPLRVM scan intervals are summarized for each output record.

EXPLDUMP FMERGE ( REPLACE INMODE B1 SUM 8

FORMAT

EXPLDUMP FORMAT reads raw data from the EXPLORE LOG fm disk file or EXPLSAVE tape file and reformats it into
history records for use by EXPLHIST or by a user-written report program.

FORMAT file processing is the default type of EXPLDUMP file processing.

WARNING
When using EXPLDUMP FORMAT with the EXPLORE LOG file, make sure that the file contains data for at
least one full log interval. EXPLDUMP FORMAT may not produce any output if the EXPLORE LOG file does not
contain data for at least one full log interval.

WARNING
The FORMAT function does not check for data duplication in the disk output file. When the output file is a disk
file and the FORMAT function is used without the REPLACE option, the FORMAT function appends data from
the input file to the output disk file. If your output file is a disk file and you use the FORMAT function without
the REPLACE option, make sure that the input file does not contain data that is already in the output disk file.
Otherwise that data will occur twice in the output disk file. You can use the FROM and TO options to bypass old
data.

WARNING
To ensure that the EXPLORE LOG file does not contain data that is already in the disk output file, you might
want to erase the EXPLORE LOG file after it has been formatted with EXPLDUMP or use the EXPLPURG utility
to clear old data from the EXPLORE LOG file. For information about the EXPLPURG utility, see Purging the Log
File (EXPLPURG).

The output files are EXPDISK ftype fm, EXPLOUT or both, depending on the OUTPUT option specified.

Syntax

EXPLDUMP [FORMAT] [ ( [INPUT {DISK}]     [OUTPUT {DISK}] [REPLACE] [FTYPE {EXPLHIST}]

                             {EXPLSAVE}           {TAPE}                   {DATE}

                                                  {BOTH}                   {yyyymmdd}

 

         [FROM mm/dd/yyyy] [TO mm/dd/yyyy] [INMODE fm] [OUTMODE fm] [BLKSIZE n] [SUM n]]                      
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NOTE

Because of space limitations, the list of EXPLDUMP FORMAT options is continued below the line containing
{BOTH} and {yyyymmdd}.

EXPLDUMP FORMAT with no options reads the data from EXPLORE LOG fm, reformats it into history records
(summarizing 16 scan intervals for each record) and appends it to the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm.

INPUT DISK
Directs EXPLDUMP to process input data from EXPLORE LOG fm.

INPUT EXPLSAVE
Directs EXPLDUMP to process input data from the EXPLSAVE tape. The CMS LABELDEF from EXPLIN must be
updated.

OUTPUT DISK
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm. DISK is the default OUTPUT mode.

OUTPUT TAPE
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to the file EXPLOUT.

OUTPUT BOTH
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to both EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm and EXPLOUT.

FTYPE EXPLHIST
Directs EXPLDUMP to use the default filetype EXPLHIST for the EXPDISK history file. FTYPE EXPLHIST is the
default for FTYPE.

FTYPE DATE
Directs EXPLDUMP to create the EXPDISK history file using the year, month, day and hour of the start of history
data as the filetype. The format of this filetype is yyyymmdd.

FTYPE yyyymmdd
Directs EXPLDUMP to use the filetype supplied by the FTYPE parameter as the filetype for the EXPDISK history
file.

REPLACE
Directs EXPLDUMP to erase the file EXPDISK ftype fm before starting. The REPLACE operand is ignored if
FTYPE DATE is specified.

FROM mm/dd/yyyy
Specifies the starting date for the selection of data from the input file. The default starting date is 01/01/0000.

TO mm/dd/yyyy
Specifies the ending date for the selection of data from the input file. The default ending date is 12/31/9999.

NOTE
A four-character year format is supported for FROM and TO data (yyyy). This allows support for twenty-first
century data. If a two-character year is specified, the following assumption is made: yy < 50 = 21st century. That
is, if a two-character year is specified, and it is less than 50, it will be assumed to be a twenty-first century year
(20yy).

INMODE fm
Specifies a filemode for the input file EXPLORE LOG fm. The default is *.

OUTMODE fm
Specifies a filemode for the output file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm. The default is A1.

BLKSIZE n
Sets a block size for EXPLOUT. The default is 32760.
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SUM n
Specifies the number of EXPLRVM scan intervals to be summarized for each output record. Valid selections are
1, 2, 4, 8, and 16. The default is 16.

Examples

• The following command reads the data from EXPLORE LOG fm, reformats it into history records (summarizing 16
scan intervals for each record) and writes it to the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST A1:

EXPLDUMP FORMAT

• The following example reads the data from EXPLORE LOG fm, reformats it into history records (summarizing 8 scan
intervals for each record) and writes it to the file EXPLOUT:

EXPLDUMP FORMAT ( OUTPUT TAPE SUM 8

MERGE

EXPLDUMP MERGE merges the input history tape, EXPLIN, with the formatted disk file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm and
creates a new output history tape, EXPLOUT.

WARNING
EXPLDUMP MERGE ignores data in the disk input file, which is not newer than the newest data in the tape input
file.

Syntax

EXPLDUMP MERGE [( [INMODE fm] [BLKSIZE n] [FTYPE {EXPLHIST} | {yyyymmdd}]] 

NOTE

EXPLDUMP MERGE without any options searches all disks, in order, for the input file, EXPDISK EXPLHIST *,
and uses a block size of 32760.

FTYPE EXPLHIST
Directs EXPLDUMP to merge the disk history file named EXPHIST EXPLHIST with the input history tape.

FTYPE yyyymmdd
Directs EXPLDUMP to merge the disk history file whose filetype matches the FTYPE parameter with the input
history tape.

INMODE fm
Specifies a filemode for the input file, EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm. The default filemode is *.

BLKSIZE n
Sets the block size for EXPLOUT. The default block size is 32760.

Examples

• The following merges the input history tape with EXPDISK EXPLHIST *, and creates a new output history tape,
EXPLOUT, using a block size of 32760:

EXPLDUMP MERGE

The following merges the input history tape with EXPDISK EXPLHIST B1, and creates a new output history tape,
EXPLOUT, using a block size of 32760:

EXPLDUMP MERGE ( INMODE B1
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SELECT

EXPLDUMP SELECT selects records by date from the input history tape, EXPLIN, and writes them to EXPLOUT, or
EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm, or both.

WARNING
It is recommended that you do not use the SELECT function to append data to an existing file. If you append out
of sequence data to an existing file, EXPLORE programs will not function correctly with that file.

Syntax

EXPLDUMP SELECT [( [OUTPUT [DISK]]  [REPLACE] [OUTMODE fm] [BLKSIZE n] [FROM mm/dd/yyyy ] [TO mm/dd/yyyy]] 

           [TAPE]

           [BOTH]

NOTE
EXPLDUMP SELECT with no options writes all the records from the input history tape, EXPLIN, to EXPDISK
EXPLHIST A1.

OUTPUT DISK
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm. DISK is the default output mode.

OUTPUT TAPE
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to the file EXPLOUT.

OUTPUT BOTH
Directs EXPLDUMP to write to both EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm and EXPLOUT.

REPLACE
Directs EXPLDUMP to erase the file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm before starting.

OUTMODE fm
Specifies a filemode for the output file EXPDISK EXPLHIST fm. The default filemode is A1.

BLKSIZE n
Sets the block size for the output files. The default block size is 32760.

FROM mm/dd/yyyy
Specifies the starting date for the selection of data. The default starting date is 01/01/0000.

TO mm/dd/yyyy
Specifies the ending date for the selection of data. The default ending date is 12/31/9999.

NOTE
A four-character year format is supported for FROM and TO data (yyyy). This allows support for twenty-
first century data. If a two-character year is specified, the following assumption is made: yy < 50 = 21st
century. That is, if a two-character year is specified, and it is less than 50, it will be assumed to be a
twenty-first century year (20yy).

Examples

• The following selects all records from the input history tape, EXPLIN, and writes them to EXPDISK EXPLHIST A1:

EXPLDUMP SELECT

• The following selects those records from the input history tape, EXPLIN, which were collected between August 1, 2010
and October 1, 2010, and writes them to the file EXPLOUT:

EXPLDUMP SELECT ( OUTPUT TAPE FROM 08/01/10 TO 10/01/10
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Merging History
Contents

The EXPLMRG utility can merge several Explore PM for z/VM History files at one time. EXPLMRG uses a control file to
determine which files to merge and what output is desired. The number of input and output files is limited only by the size
of the virtual machine.

WARNING
EXPLMRG is designed to be used with EXPLORE History files only. Do not attempt to use EXPLMRG to merge
any of the following types of files:

• EXPLORE LOG files
• EMAP files
• CP Monitor format files

The following table lists alternatives for processing these types of files:

For File Type Use the Following Instead of EXPLMRG
CP Monitor
Format

The EMAP ARCHIVE command with the MERGE operand. For
more information about EMAP, see Batch Reporting.

EMAP The EMAP ARCHIVE command with the MERGE operand.
EXPLORE LOG You cannot directly merge EXPLORE LOG files.

However, you can use the EXPLDUMP utility to convert
EXPLORE LOG files to History files, which can subsequently
merged. For information about EXPLDUMP, see Creating History
files (EXPLDUMP).
You can also use the EXPLSAVE utility to append data from
an EXPLORE LOG disk file to a tape backup copy of an earlier
EXPLORE LOG file. For information about EXPLSAVE, see
Backing Up the Log File to Tape (EXPLSAVE).

Invoking EXPLMRG

The following general procedure explains how to use EXPLMRG.

1. Define the input and output files. Information about defining the input and output files is described later in this article.
2. Issue any required CMS LABELDEF commands. Information about CMS LABELDEF requirements for EXPLMRG is

described later in this article.
3. Issue the EXPLMRG command with appropriate parameters. Information about the EXPLMRG command is described

later in this article.

WARNING
EXPLMRG opens all input and output files at once. Consequently, you cannot specify the same file on more
than one statement and you cannot use the same TAPEccuu more than once.

Defining Input and Output Files

This section explains how to define the input and output files for EXPLMRG. Input and output files are defined in the
control file used with EXPLMRG.

The Control File
The control file used with EXPLMRG is a CMS file containing INPUT and OUTPUT control statements, which are
explained in the next section.
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WARNING
You must create the control file for EXPLMRG yourself. There is no control file shipped with Explore PM
for z/VM. There are no restrictions on the filename, filetype, or filemode of the control file. However, the
control file must consist of 80-byte, fixed-length, records.

Control Statements
The following two types of statements are used in the control file to define input and output files:
INPUT fn ft fm [( BLKSIZE xxxxx]

 

OUTPUT fn ft fm [( BLKSIZE xxxxx] [REPLACE]

fn
The filename for both CMS disk files and tape files.

ft
The filetype. If the filetype starts with TAPE, it is assumed to be a tape file. Such a filetype must have the format
of TAPEccuu, where ccuu is the virtual tape drive address. For example, if tape drive 181 were being used, the
required filetype would be TAPE0181.

fm
The filemode for CMS disk files. fm is ignored if a tape file is used.

BLKSIZE xxxxx
Specifies the file block size. The minimum is 4096 and the maximum is 32760, which is also the default.
It is not necessary to specify BLKSIZE for the following:

• Disk input files
• Disk output files when adding to an existing file

REPLACE
A specification that the existing output file should be erased.
Note:  As many INPUT and OUTPUT statements as required can be used.

CMS LABELDEFs

A CMS LABELDEF command is required for each input and output tape file. The CMS filename used in the LABELDEF
should be the same as that used in the INPUT or OUTPUT statement in the control file.

Example

Suppose that your control file contains the following INPUT commands:

 

INPUT FILE1 TAPE0181 A1 

INPUT FILE2 TAPE0182 A1

INPUT FILE3 TAPE0288 A1

 

The CMS LABELDEF commands you issue for the input tapes should be as follows:

 

LABELDEF FILE1 FID ?

LABELDEF FILE2 FID ?

LABELDEF FILE3 FID ?
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Note:  The dataset name used by the other utilities shipped with Explore PM for z/VM is EXPLORE.HISTORY. Enter this
name when prompted by CMS after issuing the LABELDEF command.

WARNING
If you change the dataset name for one utility, make sure that you change it for all of the other utilities as well.

The EXPLMRG Command

Issue the EXPLMRG command to execute the EXPLMRG utility.

You can issue the EXPLMRG command from CMS or from within the Explore PM for z/VM real-time CMS interface. From
within the real-time interface, preface the EXPLMRG command with CMS.

Syntax

EXPLMRG fn ft fm

fn ft fm
The filename, filetype, and filemode of the control file.

NOTE
The default is EXPLMRG EXPLMRG *.

Purging the Log File (EXPLPURG)
The EXPLPURG utility purges old data from the disk data collection file of Explore PM for z/VM, EXPLORE LOG fm.

After using the EXPLSAVE or EXPLDUMP utilities to copy the data collection file to tape, EXPLPURG can be used to
control the amount of data available to Flashback. Retention periods are from midnight to midnight. Data from the current
day is never purged.

The EXPLPURG EXEC
EXPLORE supplies an EXPLPURG EXEC that facilitates using EXPLPURG.
EXPLPURG is a nucleus extension and is non-reentrant. The EXPLPURG EXEC does the following:

• Drops any loaded copy of EXPLPURG
• Loads EXPLPURG
• Executes EXPLPURG
• Drops EXPLPURG

WARNING
Do not attempt to run EXPLPURG from a virtual machine with an MW (Multi-Write) link to an Explore PM for
z/VM service machine minidisk while the Explore PM for z/VM service machine is logged on. Doing so may
damage the structure of the minidisk to which you are linked.

Invoking EXPLDUMP

Issue the EXPLPURG command to execute EXPLPURG.

The EXPLPURG command invokes the EXPLPURG EXEC.

You can issue the EXPLPURG command from the following:

• CMS
• Within the Explore PM for z/VM real-time CMS interface. From within the real-time interface, preface the EXPLPURG

command with >EXEC. This executes the EXPLPURG command on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine. If you
do this, make sure that any WRKMODE or INMODE parameters refer to minidisks accessed by the Explore PM for z/
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VM service machine rather than your virtual machine. For more information about the > and EXEC commands, see
Using RealTime and Flashback.

• Within the Explore PM for z/VM service machine. From within the service machine, preface the EXPLPURG command
with CMS or EXEC.

Syntax

EXPLPURG [([WRKMODE fm] [INMODE fm] [DAYS xx] [REPLACE]] 

WRKMODE fm
Specifies a work mini-disk (fm) to be used if the A disk is not large enough. The A disk is used by default.

INMODE fm
Specifies from which minidisk (fm) the file EXPLORE LOG fm is to be processed, if it is defined on more than one
minidisk.

DAYS xx
Specifies the number of days of data, counting backward from the current system date, to keep. If DAYS is not
specified, all data will be kept.

REPLACE
Specifies that the input file is to be erased and replaced by the output file. If REPLACE is not specified, the output
file, EXPLORE COPY fm, will contain EXPLORE LOG fm data for the requested number of days.

NOTE
If the DAYS parameter would cause all data from the EXPLORE LOG file to be purged, then the
EXPLORE LOG file is not altered, and the following message is issued:

GE669  CLOSE ERROR 6

Example

The following command makes a copy of the last three day's data from the current log file. It then erases the original file
and names the new file the same name as the original.

EXPLPURG ( DAYS 3 REPLACE

Extracting Seek Data (EXPLRMON)
Contents

The EXPLRMON utility converts CP monitor format data to a format that can be used for DASD reporting (seeks analysis).

EXPLRMON utilizes a parameter file, EXPLRMON PARM, which it reads at execution to get information about input and
output files and how to manipulate history records.

The EXPLRMON PARM File
The EXPLRMON PARM file contains EXPLRMON parm commands, which provide EXPLRMON with information
about input and output files and determine whether EXPLRMON replaces previous output files. The EXPLRMON
parm commands are described later in this article.

The EXPLRMON EXEC
EXPLORE supplies the EXPLRMON EXEC, which facilitates using EXPLRMON. The EXPLRMON EXEC
contains the CMS LABELDEF command necessary for tape input.

Input Files
EXPLRMON accepts input from the following files:
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• The CP monitor format data file. There is no default or required name for this file.
• EMAP archive files. There are no default or required names for these files.

 

Output File
The output file produced by EXPLRMON is the disk file EXPRMON EXPLSEEK fm, which, along with the output from the
EXPLVTOC utility, is input to the EXPLDASD program to produce DASD seek performance reports.

 

NOTE

EXPLRMON does not alter the CP monitor format data file in any way.

 

Using EXPLRMON

 

The general procedure for using EXPLRMON is listed next:

• Edit the EXPLRMON PARM file. Insert the appropriate EXPLRMON parm commands. Information about EXPLRMON
parm commands is provided later in this article.

• If necessary, edit the EXPLRMON EXEC and modify the LABELDEF it contains. Information about LABELDEF
requirements for EXPLRMON is provided later in this article.

• Issue the EXPLRMON command with the appropriate parameters. Information about the EXPLRMON command is
provided later in this article.

• If you want to process multiple CP monitor format data files, concatenating the data from each one to a single
EXPRMON EXPLSEEK file, repeat the preceding steps for each CP monitor format data file.

CMS LABELDEF

If you are using an EMAP tape file as input, you need to issue a CMS LABELDEF command.

A CMS LABELDEF command is not required if you are using a CP monitor format tape as input.

Supplied LABELDEF
The EXPLRMON EXEC supplied with Explore PM for z/VM contains the following CMS LABELDEF:
LABELDEF EXPLTPI

NOTE

• The supplied LABELDEF does not check the fileid of the EMAP tape file.
• If you are using the EXPLRMON EXEC to run EXPLRMON, and you need to use a different

LABELDEF, edit the EXPLRMON EXEC and change the LABELDEF it contains.

The EXPLRMON Command

Issue the EXPLRMON command to execute the EXPLRMON utility. The EXPLRMON command invokes the EXPLRMON
EXEC, which issues the CMS LABELDEF command for the EMAP tape input file and then passes control to EXPLRMON.

You can issue the EXPLRMON command from CMS or from within the Explore PM for z/VM real-time CMS interface.
From within the real-time interface, preface the EXPLRMON command with CMS.

Syntax
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EXPLRMON

There are no parameters for the EXPLRMON command.

EXPLRMON Parm Commands

This section:

• Explains how to specify EXPLRMON parm commands
• Provides detailed information about each EXPLRMON parm command

Specify EXPLRMON parm commands in the EXPLRMON PARM file.

BLKSIZE

The BLKSIZE parm command specifies the maximum block size for the EXPRMON EXPLSEEK output file.

BLKSIZE nnnnn

nnnnnn
A decimal number specifying the maximum block size that EXPLRMON is to use when writing the EXPRMON
EXPLSEEK output file.

NOTE

The default block size is 32760.

Example

To set a maximum output file block size of 8192, you would use the following command:

BLKSIZE 8192

INDISK

The INDISK parm command specifies the name of the CP monitor format data file on disk.

The INDISK command is ignored if TAPE is specified as one of the operands for the INPUT command.

INDISK [fn [ft [fm]] ]

NOTE
The INDISK parm command defaults to D010100 T000000 *.

fn
The filename of a CMS disk file that EXPLRMON uses for input.

ft
The filetype of the specified file.

fm
The filemode of the specified file.

Example

In the following example, CPMDATA CPMON A1 is specified as the input file for the EXPLRMON utility.

INDISK CPMDATA CPMON A1
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INPUT

The INPUT parm command identifies the format of the input data and specifies whether the input data is on tape or in a
disk file.

INPUT {MONITOR} {DISK}

    {EMAP}    {TAPE}

 

NOTE

The defaults for the INPUT parm command are MONITOR and DISK.

• You can specify a maximum of two options.

DISK

Specifies that the input data is on disk. The file specified with the INDISK parm command is used as input. See the
section on INDISK for information about the INDISK parm command.

EMAP

Specifies that the input data is in EMAP archive format.

MONITOR

Specifies that the input data is in CP Monitor data format.

TAPE

Specifies that the input data is on tape. The file at the virtual tape address specified by the INTAPE parm command is
used as input. See the Intape section in this article for information about the INTAPE parm command.

Example

The following example instructs EXPLRMON to input the disk file D010191 T010000 A1 which contains data in CP
Monitor format.

INDISK D010191 T010000 A1

INPUT MONITOR DISK

INTAPE

The INTAPE parm command specifies the virtual address of the tape drive where a tape with input data is mounted.

INTAPE vaddr

NOTE
The default virtual address is X '181'.

vaddr
The virtual address of the tape drive where the tape containing input data is mounted.

Example

In the following example, EXPLRMON is instructed to use the tape on the tape drive at virtual address X'182' as input.

INTAPE 182
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OUTMODE

Use the OUTMODE parm command to specify a new filemode for the EXPRMON EXPLSEEK output file, overriding the
default filemode of A1.

OUTMODE [fm]

NOTE
The default filemode letter is A.

fm
The filemode letter of the output file to be written by EXPLRMON.

 

REPLACE

The REPLACE parm command instructs EXPLRMON to erase any existing EXPRMON EXPLSEEK file on the disk
specified with the OUTMODE parm command before writing output data.

If REPLACE is not specified, new output data is appended to the existing EXPRMON EXPLSEEK file.

REPLACE

Backing Up the Log File to Tape (EXPLSAVE)
This section explains when and how to use the EXPLSAVE utility, which allows you to back up the EXPLORE LOG disk
data collection file.

The EXPLSAVE Utility

The EXPLSAVE utility backs up the disk data collection file of Explore PM for z/VM, EXPLORE LOG fm, onto tape. You
can use this data as input to the FORMAT and FMERGE functions of the EXPLDUMP utility and you can retrieve it later
from Flashback with the ReCall command.

Explore PM for z/VM supplies the EXPLSAVE EXEC, which facilitates using EXPLSAVE. The EXPLSAVE EXEC contains
the CMS LABELDEF commands necessary for tape processing.

NOTE
To reduce the number of backup tapes, EXPLSAVE allows you to merge the data from the previous EXPLSAVE
backup tape and the data from the current disk file into a new backup tape. Because CMS does not handle
multi-volume tape processing well, it is best to restrict merged tape output to single volumes.

WARNING
EXPLSAVE requires that the oldest data in the input disk file be newer than the newest data in the previous
EXPLSAVE backup tape. However, EXPLSAVE does not attempt to determine whether this is in fact the case. If
it is not the case, the output tape produced by EXPLSAVE will be corrupt. Such a tape is not fully recoverable.

Using EXPLSAVE

To run the EXPLSAVE utility, issue the EXPLSAVE command with appropriate parameters.

• The EXPLSAVE EXEC
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The EXPLSAVE command invokes the EXPLSAVE EXEC supplied with EXPLORE. The EXPLSAVE EXEC does the
following:

• Supplies the CMS LABELDEFS needed for tape input and output. Information about LABELDEFS for the EXPLSAVE
utility is provided later in this article.

• Issues the EXPLSAVE command with appropriate parameters. Information about the EXPLSAVE command is provided
later in this article.

If necessary, clear the EXPLORE LOG file after running the EXPLSAVE utility.

CMS LABELDEFS

A CMS LABELDEF command is required for both the input and output tape files. The CMS filenames are EXPLIN and
EXPLOUT for input and output, respectively

Supplied LABELDEFs
The supplied EXPLSAVE EXEC contains the following LABELDEFs that specify the default tape labels used by
EXPLSAVE.
Input Tape LABELDEF

The EXPLSAVE EXEC contains the following input tape LABELDEF:
LABELDEF EXPLIN FID EXPLORE

Output Tape LABELDEF
The EXPLSAVE EXEC contains the following output tape LABELDEF:
LABELDEF EXPLOUT FID EXPLORE

The input tape is always virtual address X'181'. The output tape is always virtual address X'182'.

The EXPLSAVE Command

Issue the EXPLSAVE command to execute the EXPLSAVE utility. The EXPLSAVE command invokes the EXPLSAVE
EXEC, which issues the CMS LABELDEF commands for tape input and output and then passes control to EXPLSAVE.

You can issue the EXPLSAVE command from:

• The Explore PM for z/VM service machine
• The CMS command line
• Within the Explore PM for z/VM real-time CMS interface. From within the real-time interface, preface the EXPLSAVE

command with CMS.

NOTE
If you issue the EXPLSAVE command from CMS or from within the real-time CMS interface, you should re-
access the minidisk containing the EXPLORE LOG file immediately prior to issuing the EXPLSAVE command.

Otherwise, if Explore PM for z/VM has updated the file since you last accessed the minidisk on which it resides, you might
receive I/O errors or fail to get the most current data because the directory information available at the time of the last
access is no longer accurate.

If you want to force Explore PM for z/VM to write data for the current interval to the EXPLORE LOG file using the >LOGIT
command, issue the command before re-accessing the minidisk containing the EXPLORE LOG file. For information about
the > and LOGIT commands, Using RealTime and Flashback.

Syntax

EXPLSAVE [ ( [INPUT file] [INMODE mode] [BLKSIZE size] ]
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NOTE
If you specify EXPLSAVE with no options, the data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm, is copied from disk to the
output tape on virtual address X'182'. A block size of 32760 is used.

INPUT file
Specifies the files to be used for input. file can be one of the following:

DISK
Is the default. It copies the data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm, to the output tape on virtual address x'182'.

BOTH
Copies the previous backup tape on virtual address X'181' to the output tape on virtual address X'182'. Then it
copies the data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm, to the output tape.

INMODE mode
Indicates the CMS disks to be searched for the data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm. If the file is not found,
return code 28 is displayed.
The default is *, which searches all CMS disks until the first occurrence of the file is found.
You can also replace mode with a specific filemode, which restricts the search to a selected CMS disk.

BLKSIZE size
Specifies the block size used both for input and output tape files.
The default size is 32760. This is a good block size for 6250 density tape drives.
If you are not using 6250 or higher density tape drives, specify a block size in the vicinity of 4k. (Note that you can
use k when specifying block size. For example, both 4k and 4096 are valid size specifications.)

WARNING
Never specify a value for BLKSIZE smaller than the value used to create the input tape if you specify INPUT
BOTH. Doing so may cause the output file to be corrupted.

Examples

• The commands in the following examples must be preceded by CMS LABELDEF commands, as explained above. The
following command copies the data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm, from disk to the output tape on virtual address
X'182', using a block size of 32760:

EXPLSAVE

• The following command copies the previous backup tape on virtual address X'181' to the output tape on virtual address
X'182'. It then copies the data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm, from disk to the output tape. A block size of 32760 is
used:

EXPLSAVE (INPUT BOTH

Clearing the EXPLORE LOG File

There is no implied erase of the data collection file, EXPLORE LOG fm, upon successful execution of EXPLSAVE.

After the data collection file has been successfully processed by both EXPLSAVE and EXPLDUMP of the History
Reporting system, it should be erased. This can be done while EXPLRVM is active.

If you want to keep some of the data in the EXPLORE LOG fm file available to Flashback, you can use the EXPLPURG
utility instead of erasing the EXPLORE LOG fm file.

Erasing EXPLORE LOG A
You cannot directly erase the file EXPLORE LOG A from a user ID other than that of the Explore PM for z/VM
service machine while the service machine is logged on.
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If you want to erase the file EXPLORE LOG A from a user ID other than that of the service machine while the
service machine is logged on, take the following steps:

1. Create an EXPLORE procedure on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine that erases EXPLORE LOG A.
2. Invoke the procedure using the > command while logged on to Explore PM for z/VM from another user ID. For

more information about the > command, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

Working With the TOD Clock (EXPLTOD)
 

The EXPLTOD utility can be a useful tool for systems programmers. It converts the fullwords in which the computer stores
time to mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss format or converts time in mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss format to the fullwords used by the computer.
You can use EXPLTOD to quickly verify whether functions that convert between the fullwords in which the computer stores
time and mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss format are accurate.

The EXPLTOD utility has the following syntax:

EXPLTOD mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss

EXPLTOD xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx

EXPLTOD xxxxxxxx

mm/dd/yy hh.mm.ss
The date and time, measured in month/day/year hour/minute/second format.
If yy is less than 50, it is assumed to be year 20yy; if yy is 50 or greater, it is assumed to be year 19yy.
As a result, TOD year values representing dates before 1950 or after 2049 are not processed properly.

xxxxxxxx [xxxxxxxx]
The date and time in the format in which it is used by the computer.

 

Mapping DASD Devices (EXPLVTOC)
 

The EXPLVTOC utility maps the minidisks and datasets that reside on DASD volumes. This mapping allows reporting
of DASD seeks at the minidisk and dataset level. Without volume mapping, reporting would be limited to summaries of
volume seek activity.

The EXPLVTOC Procedure

EXPLORE supplies the EXPLVTOC procedure, which facilitates using EXPLVTOC. The procedure runs under the Explore
PM for z/VM real-time interface and therefore requires that Explore PM for z/VM data collection be active. The procedure
uses the Explore PM for z/VM EXTRACT command to obtain device real addresses and their associated volume serial
numbers. The EXPLVTOC procedure builds a work file that contains this information, and then the EXPLVTOC module is
invoked. This module uses the work file, the VM DIRECT file, and/or the EXPLVTOC PARM file to match DASD volume
serial numbers to real device addresses. The matching is necessary for reporting of DASD seek data at the minidisk and
dataset level. When the module is finished, the exec erases the work file.

NOTE
EXPLVTOC must have access to the EXPLORE PRODCODE file, which contains your Explore PM for z/VM
product code, in order to function.

Input Files
EXPLVTOC uses input from one or both of the following files:
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• VM DIRECT *, which is the VM user directory CMS file that contains minidisk extent information and owner
user IDs.

• EXPLVTOC PARM fm, which contains any minidisk or dataset information you supply in order to supplement
or replace information from the VM DIRECT file. For more information, see The EXPLCOMP PARM File.

You determine whether EXPLVTOC uses the VM DIRECT file, the EXPLVTOC PARM file, or a combination of the
two, prior to executing EXPLVTOC.

Output File
The output of the EXPLVTOC utility, the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK file, is input to the EXPLDASD report-producing
program.

Reading the VM DIRECT File
The only information that EXPLVTOC reads from VM DIRECT is the user ID from USER statements and part of
the information from MDISK statements.
EXPLVTOC does not read the user password information from VM DIRECT does it alter the VM DIRECT file in
any way.

Running EXPLVTOC
You need to run EXPLVTOC before you produce reports with EXPLDASD if one of the following is true:

• The EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK file does not exist.
• Your DASD layouts have changed since the last time you ran EXPLVTOC.

Compatibility
You can use the PROD= command in the EXPLVTOC PARM file to provide compatibility with previous releases of
Explore PM for z/VM. Normally the Explore PM for z/VM product code is read from the EXPLORE PRODCODE
file. If you use the PROD= command in the EXPLVTOC file to specify the product code, it must be the first
command in the PARM file. The product code defined with the PROD= command in the EXPLVTOC PARM file
must match the product code in the EXPLORE PRODCODE file.

Using EXPLVTOC

The general procedures for using EXPLVTOC are listed next. The second and third steps are explained in further detail in
the following sections.

1. Decide if you want EXPLVTOC to use information in addition to or other than the information contained in the VM
DIRECT file. Such information must be placed in the EXPLVTOC PARM file before you execute EXPLVTOC.

2. If you want EXPLVTOC to use information in addition to or other than the information contained in the VM DIRECT file,
add the appropriate EXPLVTOC parm commands to the EXPLVTOC PARM file. For more information, see EXPLVTOC
PARM file is provided later in this article.

3. If you want EXPLVTOC to use the information in the EXPLVTOC PARM file instead of the information in the VM
DIRECT file; that is, you do not want EXPLVTOC to access the VM DIRECT file at all, make sure that the virtual
machine from which you are going to execute EXPLVTOC does not have access to any minidisks containing instances
of VM DIRECT.

4. Issue the EXPLVTOC command. Information about the EXPLVTOC command is provided later in this article.

The EXPLVTOC PARM File

The EXPLVTOC PARM file provides information that EXPLVTOC uses instead of or in addition to information in the VM
DIRECT file. The EXPLVTOC PARM file can contain the following types of information:

• EXPLVTOC parm commands, which provide VTOC information to EXPLDASD. EXPLVTOC uses this information
instead of or in addition to information from the VM DIRECT file.

• Comments. A comment in the EXPLVTOC PARM file must begin with an asterisk (*) in column 1. Text may be placed
in columns 2-80.
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A sample EXPLVTOC PARM is placed on the Explore PM for z/VM service machine’s A disk during installation. You
should edit this file to customize EXPLVTOC for your system.

NOTE

• The EXPLVTOC PARM file must contain at least one line, which may be a comment.
• The EXPLVTOC PARM file must consist of fixed-length 80-byte records.

How EXPLVTOC Uses the EXPLVTOC PARM File

How EXPLVTOC uses the EXPLVTOC PARM file depends on whether the VM DIRECT file is available.

• If the VM DIRECT File Is Available

If EXPLVTOC finds the VM DIRECT file when it executes, it reads the directory information it needs from the VM DIRECT
file. EXPLVTOC uses information from the EXPLVTOC PARM file to supplement information read from the VM DIRECT
file in the following way:

• If an ADD command group from the EXPLVTOC PARM file matches a VTOC definition in the VM DIRECT file,
the information from the VM DIRECT file is modified by the information in the command group. Then the modified
information is written to the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK output file.

• If an ADD command group from the EXPLVTOC PARM file does not match any VTOC definitions in the VM DIRECT
file, the ADD command group is added to the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK file.

• If a DELETE command group from the EXPLVTOC PARM file matches a VTOC definition in the VM DIRECT file,
EXPLVTOC will not write that information to the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK output file. The VM DIRECT file is never
altered.

• If the VM DIRECT File Is Not Available

If EXPLVTOC does not find the VM DIRECT file when it executes (because, for instance, it executes from a virtual
machine that does not have access to any minidisks containing instances of VM DIRECT), EXPLVTOC uses information
from the EXPLVTOC PARM file to create the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK output file. In this case the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK
output file is created entirely from the EXPLVTOC parm commands in the EXPLVTOC PARM file.

If the EXPLVTOC PARM file is unavailable or contains no EXPLVTOC parm commands, no output is produced.

Using EXPLVTOC PARM instead of VM DIRECT

If you want EXPLVTOC to use EXPLVTOC PARM instead of VM DIRECT, you need to do the following:

• Enter all the minidisk definitions from the VM DIRECT file in the EXPLVTOC PARM file.
• Run EXPLVTOC in a virtual machine that does not have access to any disks containing instances of the VM DIRECT

file.

The EXPLVTOC Command

Issue the EXPLVTOC command to execute the EXPLVTOC utility. The EXPLVTOC command invokes the EXPLVTOC
procedure supplied with EXPLORE. The supplied EXPLVTOC procedure is described later in this article.

The EXPLVTOC command is a subcommand. You must issue the EXPLVTOC command from within the CMS real-time
interface.

Syntax

EXPLVTOC  [VM DIRECT *  EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK A1 EXPLVTOC PARM * ]

      [fn ft     fm fn      ft       fm fn       ft   fm]   

      [*  *      *  *        *        *  *       *    * ]   
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NOTE
If you enter EXPLVTOC without any parameters, the EXPLVTOC utility uses the default file definitions
(underlined in the preceding syntax).

fn
Any valid filename that you want to override the default filename for the file in that position.

ft
Any valid filetype that you want to override the default filetype for the file in that position.

fm
Any valid filemode that you want to override the default filemode for the file in that position.

*
A placeholder that indicates acceptance of the default filename, filetype, or filemode of the file in that position. You
need an asterisk only if you are specifying any information to the right of the asterisk.

Examples

• The following command accepts the defaults for all but the ninth position, the filemode for EXPLVTOC PARM; the
place-holding asterisks must all be included. EXPLVTOC looks for the EXPLVTOC PARM file on its B disk only:

EXPLVTOC * * * * * * * * B1

• The following command replaces the filetype of the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK file, EXPLSEEK, with DATAFILE.
EXPLVTOC creates the file EXPVTOC DATAFILE A instead of EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK A.

EXPLVTOC * * * * DATAFILE

EXPLVTOC PARM Commands

The EXPLVTOC PARM file can contain the following types of parm commands:

• ADD USER parm commands
• DELETE USER parm commands
• MDISK parm commands
• DSN parm commands

These parm commands are used to add or delete the minidisks and datasets for a user. Each of these tasks requires one
parm command group, which consists of an ADD USER or DELETE USER parm command and at least one MDISK parm
command.

• Guidelines

The following are guidelines for using EXPLVTOC parm commands:
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• It is usually best to specify DELETE parm command groups before ADD parm command groups in the EXPLVTOC
PARM file. This is because some ADD parm command groups may redefine an extent whose definition already exists
in the VM directory. In such a case, the existing definition should be deleted before the extent is redefined.

• DELETE parm command groups. Only use minidisk definitions in the VM directory and do not affect ADD parm
command groups in the EXPLVTOC PARM file.

• Do not embed DELETE parm command groups in ADD parm command groups.
• An MDISK parm command must follow the ADD or DELETE parm command it is associated with and must precede

any other ADD or DELETE parm command. You can code more than 1 MDISK parm command following an ADD or
DELETE parm command.

• A DSN parm command must immediately follow the MDISK parm command it refers to and must precede any other
MDISK, ADD, or DELETE parm commands.

• Use ADD parm command groups to describe extents not defined in the VM DIRECT file.
• Use ADD parm commands to subdivide minidisks owned by guest operating systems.

ADD USER

Use the ADD USER parm command to specify the user ID of the owner of the minidisk extent whose definition you are
adding or subdefining.

ADD USER userid

userid
The VM virtual machine user ID of the minidisk owner.

DELETE USER

Use the DELETE USER parm command to specify the user ID of the owner of the minidisk extent whose definition you
are deleting.

DELETE USER userid

userid
The VM virtual machine user ID of the minidisk owner.

DSN

Use the DSN parm command to specify a dataset name for the minidisk extent you defined with a preceding MDISK parm
command.

DSN dsn

dsn
A dataset name of up to 44 characters that may be used to name a DASD extent. A dataset name cannot contain
embedded blanks.

MDISK

Use the MDISK parm command to define the extent of a minidisk you are adding, subdefining, or deleting.

NOTE
The MDISK parm command uses the same format as the MDISK statements in the VM DIRECT file, but it does
not require access mode or password parameters.
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MDISK vaddr [devtype start number volser]

NOTE
The last four parameters are optional. The vaddr parameter is required.

vaddr
The virtual device address of the minidisk you are adding, subdefining, or deleting

devtype
The type of the real device (for example, 3380, 3350)

start
The starting cylinder or FBA block number where the minidisk extent starts on the real volume

number
The number of cylinders or FBA blocks that the minidisk extent contains

volser
The volume serial number of the real device

Sample EXPLVTOC Parm Command Groups

The following are sample ADD and DELETE parm command groups. These groups can be entered in your EXPLVTOC
PARM file exactly as shown.

• Adding VTOC Definitions of Minidisks
In the following example, VTOC definitions of two minidisks for user TEST01, A01 and A02, are added to the
EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK file.

ADD USER TEST01

MDISK A01 3380 10 2 VOL001

MDISK A02 3380 100 10 VOL002

• Adding Minidisk Definitions with a Dataset Name
To add a minidisk definition with a dataset name, supply a parm command group consisting of an ADD parm command
followed by one or more MDISK/DSN parm command pairs:

ADD USER TEST01

MDISK A01 3380 10 2 VOL001

DSN TEST01.SMALL.MINIDISK

MDISK A02 3380 100 10 VOL002

DSN TEST01.LARGE.MINIDISK

To add a dataset name to a minidisk defined in the VM directory, use a parm command group like the following:

ADD USER MVSPROD

MDISK 150 3380 0 884 VOL005

DSN MVSPROD.FULL.PACK.MINIDISK

Since the MDISK definition in the preceding example is already in the VM directory and we are only adding a DSN
without altering MDISK information, the entire MDISK parm command need not be specified. The following example
will provide the same result.

ADD USER MVSPROD

MDISK 150

DSN MVSPROD.FULL.PACK.MINIDISK

• Subdefining Minidisks
You may want to subdefine minidisks, such as those belonging to guest operating systems running under VM, in order
to report seeks in finer detail than at the minidisk level. Many times, for example, full-pack minidisks are defined for
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a virtual machine. If seeks were reported at the minidisk level, it would be impossible to identify contention problems
within the minidisk. An ADD parm command group containing DSNs allows subdefinition of the minidisk into unique
datasets. Subsequent seek reporting will provide seek detail at the individual dataset level. Given the dataset defined
in the VM directory as in the previous two examples, the following example subdefines the full-pack minidisk virtual
address 150:

ADD USER MVSPROD

MDISK 150 3380 0 101 VOL005

DSN MVSPROD.FILE.NUMBER.ONE

MDISK 150 3380 101 100 VOL005

DSN MVSPROD.FILE.NUMBER.TWO

MDISK 150 3380 201 500 VOL005

DSN MVSPROD.FILE.NUMBER.THREE

MDISK 150 3380 701 183 VOL005

DSN MVSPROD.FILE.NUMBER.FOUR

• Deleting a Minidisk Definition
To delete a minidisk definition from the list Explore PM for z/VM reads from the VM directory, use a parm command
group consisting of a DELETE USER parm command followed by one or more MDISK parm commands. The entire
MDISK parm command need not be supplied, but the virtual device address must be supplied. The following example
deletes the user ID VMUSERA minidisk 191 definition from the EXPVTOC EXPLSEEK file.

DELETE USER VMUSERA

MDISK 191

Following the DELETE USER parm command, use as many MDISK parm commands as you need to delete any
unwanted minidisk definitions for that user, as in the following example:

DELETE USER VMUSERB

MDISK 191

MDISK 193

MDISK 501

• Deleting a VTOC Definition
You can delete a VTOC definition (found in the VM directory) from the list used by EXPLVTOC and then either redefine
the same DASD extent, or redefine the extent with subdefinition, as in the following example:

DELETE USER MVSTST

MDISK 901

ADD USER MVSTST

MDISK 901 3380 300 149 VM3381

DSN MVSTST.PAYROLL.MASTER

MDISK 901 3380 449 1 VM3381

DSN MVSTST.PAYROLL.TAX.TABLES

MDISK 901 3380 450 250 VM3381

DSN MVSTST.EMPLOYEE.MASTER

The preceding example is composed of two parm command groups. The DELETE parm command group deletes the
virtual address 901 minidisk defined in the VM directory. The second parm command group redefines the same DASD
extent and subdefines it into three datasets.

 

• The EXPLVTOC PARM file must contain at least one line, which may be a comment.
• The EXPLVTOC PARM file must consist of fixed-length 80-byte records.
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History Record Layouts
This article contains the layouts of history records created by the EXPLDUMP utility from the EXPLRVM log data
collection. EXPLHIST uses these records for history reporting. Record layouts are provided for you in case you want to
write your own reporting program.

Record Common Segment

DS    XL4   RDW 

DS    0CL28

DS    0CL16

DS    CL8   START DATE OF LOG RECORD    

DS    CL8   START TIME OF LOG RECORD    

DS    0XL8

DS    XL4   CPU ID  

DS    XL2   CPU MODEL   

DS    XL4   LENGTH IN SECS OF SAMPLE INTERVAL REPRESENTED   

    BY THIS RECORD  

DS    XL2   RECORD TYPE IDENTIFIER  

Channel Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

DS    0CL40     CHANNEL RECORD SEGMENT (0D00)   

DS    XL4       SAMPLE SIZE 

DS    XL2       CHANNEL NUMBER  

DS    XL2       RESERVED    

DS    XL4       CHANNEL BUSY SAMPLES    

DS    XL4       RESERVED    

DS    XL4       CHANNEL I/O COUNT   

DS    XL4       RESERVED    

DS    XL4       RESERVED    

DS    XL4       RESERVED    

*   RESERVED    

DS    XL1   RESERVED    

DS    XL1   RESERVED    

DS    XL1   RESERVED    

DS    XL1   RESERVED    

DS    XL1   RESERVED    

DS    XL1   RESERVED    

DS    XL2   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

EQU   *-RCHID

Common Record Segment for SQL/DS Records

LOGRECDS DS    0H

CMNRLEN  DS    XL4  RDW 

CMNDATE  DS    CL8  DATE LOG RECORD WRITTEN 

CMNTIME  DS    CL8  TIME LOG RECORD WRITTEN 

CMNCPUI  DS    XL4  CPU ID  
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CMNMODL  DS    XL2  CPU MODEL   

CMNTIMIN DS    XL4  LENGTH IN SECS OF SAMPLE INTERVAL   

*                   REPRESENTED BY THIS RECORD  

CMNRECID DS    XL2  RECORD TYPE IDENTIFIER  

Device Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

DS    0CL36 DEVICE RECORD SEGMENT (0C00)    

DS    XL4   SAMPLE SIZE 

DS    XL2   REAL CUU ADDR   

DS    XL2   DEVICE CLASS AND TYPE   

DS    XL4   DEVICE I/O COUNT    

DS    XL2   DEVICE BUSY SAMPLES 

DS    XL2   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   DEVICE QUEUE COUNT  

DS    XL4   DEVICE NAME 

DS    XL8   DEVICE VOLSER IF DASD   

DS    XL1   DEVICE STATUS BYTE  

DS    XL1   RESERVED    

DS    XL1   DEVICE STATUS BYTE 2    

DS    XL1   DEVICE STATUS BYTE 3    

EQU   *-DCUUADDR

SQL/DS Active Agent Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

ZSQLASEG DS    0CL92    SQL/DS ACTIVE AGENT RECORD (1300)   

ZSQLAAGT DS    CL8  AGENT NUMBER    

ZSQLALWT DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF LOCK DATA CHAIN  

ZSQLAKST DS    CL1  WORK STATUS - 0=NIW 

*                                 1=NEW 

*                                 2=R/O 

*                                 3=R/W 

ZSQLASSA DS    CL1  SUBSYSTEM OR APPLICATION - 0=APPL   

*                                              1=SUBS   

ZSQLAPST DS    CL1  AGENT PROCESSING STATUS 

*                   1= NOT PROCESSING SQL OPERATOR CMD  

*                   2= PROCESSING SQL OPERATOR CMD  

*                   3= NOT PROCESSING AND IN WAIT   

*                   4= PROCESSING AND IN WAIT   

*                   5= PROCESSING LOG ARCHIVE CHKPT 

*                   6= PROCESSING LPAGEBUF RSCP 

ZSQLAWST DS    CL1  WAIT STATUS 

*                   4= COMMUNICATION    

*                   5= LOCK 

*                   6= CHECKPOINT   

*                   7= OUT OF PAGE  

*                   8= OUT OF BLOCK 

*                   9= I/O  
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*                   A= WITH LPAGE   

ZSQLATID DS    XL4  TRANID (FIXED)  

ZSQLARCM DS    XL4  RESOURCE CONSUMPTION (FIXED)    

ZSQLARTY DS    CL1  ROLLBACK/COMMIT TYPE    

*                   R= ROLLBACK 

*                   C= COMMIT   

*                   OR BLANK    

ZSQLARCS DS    CL1  ROLLBACK/COMMIT STATUS  

*                   3= ACTIVE   

*                   4= SCHEDULED    

ZSQLARRQ DS    CL1  ROLLBACK/COMMIT REQUESTOR   

*                   4= SCHEDULED    

*                   5= USER 

*                   6= SYSTEM   

*                   8= LOCK LIMIT   

*                   9= DBSS LIMIT   

         DS    XL1  RESERVED    

ZSQLAPCR DS    CL8  PACKAGE CREATOR 

ZSQLAPNM DS    CL8  PACKAGE NAME    

ZSQLAPSN DS    XL2  PACKAGE SECTION NUMBER (FIXED)  

         DS    XL2  RESERVED    

ZSQLAVAD DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF USER TABLE ENTRY 

*  SQL/DS AGENT STORAGE ALLOCATION

ZSQLGALA DS    XL4  >16M STORAGE ALLOCATED  

ZSQLGALB DS    XL4  <16M STORAGE ALLOCATED  

ZSQLGIUA DS    XL4  >16M STORAGE IN USE 

ZSQLGIUB DS    XL4  <16M STORAGE IN USE 

ZSQLGHIA DS    XL4  >16M STG IN USE HIGH WATER MARK 

ZSQLGHIB DS    XL4  <16M STG IN USE HIGH WATER MARK 

ZSQLGHUA DS    CL8  >16M HIGH WATER CAUSING USERID  

ZSQLGHUB DS    CL8  <16M HIGH WATER CAUSING USERID  

SQL/DS Connected User Data Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

ZSQLUSEG DS    0CL108   SQL/DS USER DATA RECORD (1100)  

ZSQLCASN DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF SNA DATA EXTENSION   

ZSQLCVID DS    CL8  VM USERID   

ZSQLCSID DS    CL8  SQL USERID  

ZSQLCREQ DS    CL8  APPLICATION REQUESTOR LEVEL 

ZSQLCANM DS    CL18 APPLICATION SERVER NAME 

         DS    XL2  RESERVED    

*

ZSQLCSST DS    XL8  STATE START TIME (TOD)  

ZSQLCCST DS    XL8  CONVERSION START TIME (TOD) 

ZSQLCCPU DS    XL4  CPU TIME IF ACCOUNTING INDICATOR='Y'    

ZSQLCST  DS    CL1  STATUS  

ZSQLCAIN DS    CL1  ACCOUNTING INDICATOR - 'Y' IF ON    

*                   OTHERWISE 'N'   

ZSQLCPIN DS    XL1  PROTOCOL INDICATOR - X'00' FOR PRIVATE  

                    FLOWS, X'02' FOR DRDA   

ZSQLCLOG DS    XL1  USER LOGGED ON FLAG - X'01' = LOGGED ON 
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                    X'00' = LOGGED OFF  

*  IN-DOUBT USER INFORMATION

ZSQLIAGT DS    CL4  INDOUBT AGENT NUMBER    

ZSQLIIID DS    CL8  INDOUBT USERID  

ZSQLICOR DS    CL8  INDOUBT COORDINATOR 

ZSQLIADP DS    XL2  INDOUBT ADAPTOR (FIXED) 

         DS    XL2  RESERVED    

ZSQLITRN DS    XL4  TRANSACTION 

ZSQLITIO DS    XL4  TERMINAL OPERATOR ID    

ZSQLITID DS    XL4  TERMINAL ID 

SQL/DS Extent/Pool Storage Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

ZSQLXSEG DS    0CL16    SQL/DS EXTENT DATA RECORD (1400)    

ZSQLXTNB DS    XL2  EXTENT NUMBER IN HEX - CONTAINS 

*                   (=C'EN') FOR THE 'END' FREE EXTENT  

ZSQLXPNB DS    XL2  POOL NUMBER IN HEX - CONTAINS   

*                   (=C'FR') FOR FREE EXTENTS   

*                   FOR FREE EXTENTS    

ZSQLXPUS DS    XL4  NUMBER OF PAGES USED    

ZSQLXFRE DS    XL4  NUMBER OF FREE PAGES    

ZSQLXRES DS    XL4  NUMBER OF RESERVED PAGES    

SQL/DS Global Data Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

ZSQLGSEG DS    0CL280   SQL/DS GLOBAL DATA RECORD (1000)    

ZSQL1TOD DS    XL8  TOD 

ZSQLSMPL DS    XL4  NUMBER OF SQL DATA SAMPLES  

ZSQLSSEC DS    XL4  NUMBER SECONDS IN SAMPLE INTERVAL   

ZSQLMDBU DS    XL4  MAX NUMBER OF SQL CONNECTED USERS   

ZSQLMXTN DS    XL4  MAX NUMBER OF SQL DB EXTENTS    

ZSQLMAGT DS    XL4  MAX NUMBER OF SQL REAL AND PSUEDO   

GENTS

ZASQLUSR DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF SQL USER DATA STORAGE    

ZASQLXTN DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF SQL EXTENT DATA STORAGE  

ZASQLAGT DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF SQL AGENT DATA STORAGE   

ZASQLLCK DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF SQL LOCK DATA STORAGE    

ZASQLSNA DS    XL4  ADDRESS OF SQL SNA DATA STORAGE 

         DS    XL4  RESERVED    

ZSQLCTRS DS    0XL4

*  START OF CURRENT INTERVAL VALUES FROM ACCUMULATIVE SQL COUNTERS

ZSQLECAL DS    XL4  NBR RDS CALLS BY EVM FOR SAMPLING   

*  SQL COUNTER DATA

ZSQLRDS  DS    XL4  NUMBER OF RDS CALLS 

ZSQLDBSS DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DBSS CALLS    

ZSQLLUW  DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LUWS STARTED  

ZSQLLUWR DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LUWS ROLLED BACK  
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ZSQLSYSC DS    XL4  NUMBER OF SYSTEM CHECKPOINTS    

ZSQLMAXL DS    XL4  NBR OF TIMES LOCK ESCALATION FAILED 

ZSQLESCL DS    XL4  NBR OF SUCCESSFUL LOCK ESCALATIONS  

ZSQLWLOC DS    XL4  NBR LOCK REQUESTS RESULTING IN WAIT 

ZSQLDLOC DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DEADLOCKS DETECTED    

ZSQLLPGB DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LOOKS IN PAGE BUFFER  

ZSQLDPGR DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DBSPACE PAGE READS    

ZSQLDPGW DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DBSPACE PAGE WRITES   

ZSQLLDBU DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LOOKS IN DIRECTORY BUFFER 

ZSQLDIRR DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DIRECTORY BLOCK READS 

ZSQLDIRW DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DIRECTORY BLOCK WRITES    

ZSQLLOGR DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LOG PAGE READS    

ZSQLLOGW DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LOG PAGE WRITES   

ZSQLDAR  DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DASD READS    

ZSQLDAW  DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DASD WRITES   

ZSQLDAIO DS    XL4  NUMBER OF DASD I/O  

ZSQLSPAR DS    XL4  RESERVED    

ZSQLCTRE DS    0XL4

*   END OF CURRENT INTERVAL VALUES FROM ACCUMULATIVE SQL COUNTERS

*   SQL LOG DATA

ZSQLLGSZ DS    XL4  LOG SIZE IN BYTES   

ZSQLLGUS DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LOG BYTES USED    

ZSQLLGRM DS    XL4  NUMBER OF LOG BYTES BEFORE OVERFLOW 

ZSQLLGPG DS    XL4  NUMBER LOG PAGES BEFORE CHECKPOINT  

*

ZSQLCSTT DS    XL8  SHOW CONNECT COMMAND START TIME 

*  SQL AGENT COUNTS

ZSQLTNU  DS    XL4  IN-USE COUNT    

ZSQLTAAG DS    XL4  ACTIVE AGENT COUNT  

ZSQLTWTP DS    XL4  WAITING P-AGENT COUNT   

ZSQLTINP DS    XL4  INACTIVE P-AGENT COUNT  

ZSQLTAVA DS    XL4  REAL AGENT AVAILABLE COUNT  

ZSQLTAVP DS    XL4  AVAILABLE P-AGENT COUNT (CONNECTIONS    

                    AVAILABLE)  

ZSQLTUSR DS    XL4  NUMBER OF CONNECTED USERS   

*  CHECKPOINT AGENT STATUS

ZSQLPCST DS    CL1  CHECKPOINT AGENT STATUS 

*                   1= NOT ACTIVE   

*                   2= WAITING START LOG ARCHIVE    

*                   3= WAITING START CHKPT ARCHIVE  

*                   4= WAITING START CHECKPOINT 

*                   5= PROCESSING CHECKPOINT ARCHIVE    

*                   6= PROCESSING CHECKPOINT    

         DS    XL1  RESERVED    

         DS    XL2  RESERVED    

ZSQL1PRV DS    XL88 ACCUMULATED SQL COUNTER DATA FROM...    

*                   PREVIOUS SAMPLE INTERVAL (22 FWORDS)    

*                   SAME ORDER AS CURRENT INTERVAL  

*                   COUNTERS ABOVE  

SQL/DS Lock/Wantlock Data Records
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ORG   LOGRECDS+32

ZSQLKSEG DS    0CL88    SQL/DS LOCK DATA RECORD (1200)  

ZSQLKAGT DS    CL3  AGENT NUMBER    

ZSQLKDBS DS    XL5  DBSPACE NUMBER  

ZSQLKLTY DS    CL4  LOCK TYPE   

ZSQLKSID DS    CL8  SQL USERID  

ZSQLKVID DS    CL8  VM USERID   

ZSQLKNXT DS    CL4  ADDRESS OF NEXT LOCK RECORD FOR 

*                   THIS AGENT  

*  SQL/DS LOCK DATA

ZSQLKSIX DS    XL2  NUMBER OF SIX MODES (FIXED) 

ZSQLKIS  DS    XL2  NUMBER OF IS MODES (FIXED)  

ZSQLKIX  DS    XL2  NUMBER OF IX MODES (FIXED)  

ZSQLKS   DS    XL2  NUMBER OF S MODES (FIXED)   

ZSQLKU   DS    XL2  NUMBER OF U MODES (FIXED)   

ZSQLKX   DS    XL2  NUMBER OF X MODES (FIXED)   

ZSQLKNWT DS    XL2  NUMBER OF WAITERS (FIXED)   

         DS    XL2  RESERVED    

ZSQLKDBC DS    XL8  DATABASE CONNECTION TIME (TOD)  

*  SQL/DS WANTLOCK DATA

ZSQLWLQL DS    CL11 LOCK QUALIFIER  

ZSQLWRST DS    CL6  REQUEST STATE   

ZSQLWRMD DS    CL3  REQUEST MODE    

ZSQLWDUR DS    XL5  DURATION    

         DS    XL3  RESERVED    

ZSQLKSER DS    XL4  LOCK RECORD SERIAL NUMBER   

SQL/DS LUWID Data Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

ZSQLLSEG DS    0CL16    SQL/DS LUWID DATA RECORD (1500) 

ZSQLLVAD DS    XL4  ADDR OF USER ENTRY THIS DATA    

*                   PERTAINS TO 

ZSQLLSNA DS    CL35 SNA LUWID   

ZSQLLDRD DS    CL43 DRDA EXTERNAL NAME (1ST 43 CHARS)   

ZSQLLVID DS    CL8  USER ID OF ASSOCIATED USER  

         DS    XL2  RESERVED    

System Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

DS    0CL160    SYSTEM RECORD SEGMENT (0A00)    

DS    XL4   SAMPLE SIZE 

DS    XL4   LOGGED USERS COUNT WHETHER OR NOT DISC  

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   DIALED USERS COUNT  

DS    XL4   USERS IN Q1 COUNT   

DS    XL4   USERS IN Q2 COUNT   

DS    XL4   USERS IN Q3 COUNT   

DS    XL4   USERS IN E1 COUNT   
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DS    XL4   USERS IN E2 COUNT   

DS    XL4   CPU ACTIVE SAMPLES  

DS    XL4   CPU ACTIVE IN VIRTUAL STATE SAMPLES 

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   CPU ACTIVE IN CP STATE SAMPLES  

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   PAGES IN COUNT  

DS    XL4   PAGES OUT COUNT 

DS    XL4   PAGES OCCUPIED COUNT    

DS    XL4   PAGEABLE PAGES COUNT    

DS    XL4   RESERVED PAGES COUNT    

DS    XL4   SHARED PAGES COUNT  

DS    XL4   FREE LIST PAGES COUNT   

DS    XL4   FLUSH LIST PAGES COUNT  

DS    XL4   PAGE STEAL COUNT    

DS    XL4   PAGE WAIT SAMPLES   

DS    XL4   I/O COUNT   

DS    XL4   I/O WAIT SAMPLES    

DS    XL4   PSW WAIT SAMPLES    

DS    XL4   % CPU USED BY Q1 USERS  

DS    XL4   AVG. PAGE READS PER ENTRY PROCESSED 

DS    XL4   NUMBER OF ENTRIES PROCESSED 

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   AVG. PAGE STEALS PER ENTRY PROCESSED    

DS    XL4   % CPU USED BY Q2 USERS  

DS    XL4   AVG. PAGE READS PER ENTRY PROCESSED 

DS    XL4   NUMBER OF ENTRIES PROCESSED 

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   AVG. PAGE STEALS PER ENTRY PROCESSED    

DS    XL4   % OF THE TIME CPU IS IN IDLE WAIT   

DS    XL4   NUMBER FREE PAGES EXTENDED  

DS    XL4   NUMBER FREE PAGES RETURNED TO PAGE POOL 

User Record Segment

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

DS    0CL196    USER RECORD SEGMENT (0B00)  

DS    XL4   SAMPLE SIZE 

DS    CL8   USER ID 

DS    XL4   IN Q1 + Q2 + Q3 SAMPLES 

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   IN E1 + E2 SAMPLES  

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   IN PSW WAIT SAMPLES 

DS    XL4   CPU ACTIVE SAMPLES  

DS    XL4   CPU ACTIVE VIRTUAL STATE SAMPLES    

DS    XL4   CPU ACTIVE VIRT SUPVR STATE SAMPLES 

DS    XL4   PAGES IN COUNT  

DS    XL4   PAGES OUT COUNT 

DS    XL4   PAGES OCCUPIED COUNT    

DS    XL4   PAGEABLE PAGES COUNT    
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DS    XL4   RESERVED PAGES COUNT    

DS    XL4   SHARED PAGES COUNT  

DS    XL4   I/O COUNT   

DS    XL4   I/O WAIT SAMPLES    

DS    XL8   USER PERFORMANCE GROUP INDICATORS   

    VALID GROUPS = A THRU H 

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   VIRTUAL MACH. SIZE IN BYTES 

    NOT INCLUDING SHARED SEGMENT    

DS    XL4   USER WORKING SET SIZE IN PAGES  

DS    XL4   MINUTES USER HAS BEEN IDLE  

DS    XL4   NBR PAGES LOCKED FOR CONSOLE    

DS    XL4   NBR PAGES LOCKED FOR I/O FUNCTIONS  

DS    XL8   USER LOG ON DATE    

DS    XL8   USER LOG ON TIME    

DS    XL4   USER IN RUNNING STATE SAMPLES   

DS    XL4   USER AT END OF TIME SLICE SAMPLES   

DS    XL4   USER READY TO RUN SAMPLES   

DS    XL4   USER IN CP SLEEP WAIT SAMPLES   

DS    XL4   USER WAITING ON CONSOLE SAMPLES 

DS    XL4   USER IN IDLE WAIT SAMPLES...    

*   (WAIT PSW AND NO I/O'S PENDING).    

DS    XL4   USERS IN INST. SIMULATION WAIT SAMPLES  

DS    XL4   USERS IN PAGE WAIT SAMPLES  

DS    XL4   USERS IN SCHEDULE IOB WAIT SAMPLES  

DS    XL4   LINES PRINTED DELTA COUNT   

DS    XL4   CARDS READ DELTA COUNT  

DS    XL4   CARDS PUNCHED DELTA COUNT   

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   RESERVED    

DS    XL4   USER IN AP LOCK WAIT SAMPLES    

DS    XL4   USER IN SWAP IN WAIT SAMPLES    

VM Configuration Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

DS    0CL60 CONFIG RECORD SEGMENT (0900)    

DS    0CL16

DS    CL8   RESET DATE  

DS    CL8   RESET TIME  

DS    CL4   ED/VM RELEASE NUMBER    

DS    XL4   MAIN STORAGE SIZE   

DS    XL2   NUMBER OF CHANNELS  

DS    CL32  CHANNELS: 0 = ABSENT, 1 = PRESENT   

DS    CL1   AP/MP ENVIRONMENT FLAG: 

    CHAR. 0 = SINGLE PROCESSOR ENVIRONMENT  

    CHAR. 1 = AP OR MP ENVIRONMENT  

DS    CL1   HIGH PERFORMANCE OPTION FLAG:   

    CHAR. 0 = Z/VM WITHOUT HPO  

    CHAR. 1 = Z/VM WITH HPO 
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    CHAR. 2 = Z/VM WITH HPO REL. 3.4 OR HIGHER  

VMSTAT Records

ORG   LOGRECDS+32

DS    0CL2010   VMSTAT RECORD SEGMENT (0E00)    

DS    XL4   SAMPLE SIZE 

DS    XL2   NUMBER OF VMSTAT ENTRIES    

*   FOLLOWING IS A VMSTAT ENTRY OCCURS 1 - 167 TIMES

DS    CL6   VMSTAT VARIABLE NAME    

DS    XL4   VMSTAT VARIABLE DELTA COUNT 

DS    XL2   VMSTAT VARIABLE RATE    

EQU   *-VMSTATN

NOTE
For information about VMSTAT variables, see Compressing and Summarizing History Files (EXPLCOMP).
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Messages
The purpose of Explore PM for z/VM messages is to:

• Inform you of the status and progress of a function or a task
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurs
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

Notational Conventions

The variable EXPORE or EXP in a message text indicates the userid running Explore PM for z/VM, usually EXPLORE.
For more information about the conventions for messages, see Conventions.

 

System Messages
This article lists and explains the messages issued by Explore PM for z/VM and components of EXPLORE other than:

• EMAP, which is described in EMAP Messages
• SQL/DS data collector, which is described in SQL Data Collector Messages

Message Format

Messages in line mode are in the format displayed in the following illustration:

You can identify the message type by its last letter, which is its severity code. The severity code can be one of the
following:

E
Dentoes Error message. The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error. The function or task
may end.

I
Denotes Informational message. Explore PM for z/VM initialization has completed or a task that Explore PM for
z/VM is executing has completed. When an informational message appears immediately after a severe error
message (severity code S), it tells you how to correct the problem the severe error message identified.

R
Denotes Response message. Explore PM for z/VM requests information. The function or task continues after you
supply the required information.
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S
Denotes Severe error message. An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are
returned to CMS and must restart the procedure after correcting the error.

W
Denotes Warning message. An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task continues, although the
results may be affected by the abnormal condition.

Messages File

Most Explore PM for z/VM message texts are kept in as files with a filetype of HELPEXPL file on the EXPLORE 191
minidisk. The 191 disk is where the message files as loaded by default but they can be located on another disk of the
users preference.

Help With Messages

Besides this section, to get more information or help on a system message you receive, you can use the CMS HELP
facility for that message.

To use CMS HELP on Explore PM for z/VM, type help followed by a space, then EXP, the message number, and the
severity code. For example, to get help on the message EXPCMS0626E, enter the following from CMS:

help exp0626e

When you are finished reading the message help, press PF3 to exit the CMS HELP facility.

NOTE
For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, see the CMS User guide appropriate for your system.

0501
NO-GO SET,CORRECT ERRORS AND RERUN

Reason:

The no-go switch within EXPLHIST has been set because of an error encountered in commands or internal processing.

Action:

If no command error message accompanies this message, contact Broadcom Support.

0503
NO VALID PLOT SUPPLIED - RUN ABORTED

Reason:

No PLOT or PLOT2 command has been issued for your report request, or an invalid PLOT command has been
encountered. A report will not be generated.

Action:

Correct and reissue the appropriate PLOT commands.

0504
CMS FILENAME SPECIFIED INCORRECTLY

Reason:
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A PROC command was supplied for command input from a CMS file, but no filename or an incorrectly specified filename
was supplied.

Action:

Correct the filename and reissue the command.

0505
NO VALID CONTROL PARMS ON CTL CARD

Reason:

The preceding command is invalid or contains invalid parameters. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates
immediately. If ESTOP is not specified, the defaults are used for those control parameters in error, and processing
continues.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0506
CTL CARD FILE NESTING LIMIT EXCEEDED

Reason:

CMS files used for command input can be nested up to 10 levels. This limit has been exceeded. If ESTOP is specified,
processing terminates. If ESTOP is not specified, CMS file calls exceeding 10 levels are ignored and processing
continues with the next command in the tenth level file.

Action:

Reorganize files into 10 or fewer levels and reissue the command, or issue the command more than once, specifying no
more than 10 levels of input files per instance of the command.

0507
RECURSIVE CTL CARD FILE CALL INVALID

Reason:

A CMS file used for command input attempted to call itself, a file in which it is nested, or another file antecedent in the
nesting order.

For instance, suppose that FILE1 calls FILE2, FILE2 calls FILE3, FILE3 calls FILE4, and FILE4 calls FILE5. This error
would occur if FILE4 attempted to call itself, FILE3 (in which it is nested), or FILE1 or FILE2 (both of which precede FILE4
in the nesting order). If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates. If ESTOP is not specified, the call is ignored and
processing continues with the next command.

Action:

Eliminate the recursive call from the CMS file.

0508
PERIOD MUST BE GE MONTHLY FOR AVERAGED

Reason:
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AVERAGED reporting must be performed over a major range of a month or longer. A report will not be produced. If
ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0509
EACH MUST BE LT DAILY FOR AVERAGING

Reason:

AVERAGED reporting must be performed at intervals of 23 hours or less. A report will not be produced. If ESTOP is
specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0510
SCALE(2) PARM INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED

Reason:

You issued a SCALE or SCALE2 command containing an invalid parameter. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0512
RLINES VALUE INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED

Reason:

The value of the RLINES parameter, which specifies the number of lines per report page, is invalid. The value of the
RLINES parameter must be a two-digit number. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0513
rc ERROR RETURN CODE FROM LISTFILE

Reason:

EXPLHIST received a nonzero return code after issuing a CMS LISTFILE command during DISKLOG processing. rc
identifies the return code. Processing terminates. No report is generated.

Action:

See the IBM manual Performance Guide for the meaning of the return code. Then take appropriate action.

0514
rc ERROR RETURN CODE FROM aaaaaa
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Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in EXPLHIST DISKLOG processing.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

0515
HISTORY INPUT FILE, FILETYPE INVALID

Reason:

An invalid CMS file type was specified in a DISKLOG command. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct the specification of the filetype and reissue the command.

0516
NO ENDING HISTORY FILETYPE SUPPLIED

Reason:

Concatenation of disk history input files was indicated but no ending file type was supplied. If ESTOP is specified,
processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0517
ALL DAYS NAMED TO BE EXCLUDED

Reason:

You issued an EXCLUDE command that named all days of the week. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0518
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE NO SECOND DAY PARM

Reason:

You issued an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command that did not include a second day of the week parameter. If ESTOP is
specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0519
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE INVALID PARAMETERS
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Reason:

You issued an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command containing invalid parameters. If ESTOP is specified, processing
terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command

0520
FROM/TO DATE OR TIME INVALID

Reason:

You issued a FROM or TO command containing an invalid date or time. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0521
FROM DATE GREATER THAN TO DATE

Reason:

The FROM date supplied is greater than the TO date. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0522
FROM/TO DATES AND TIMES EQUAL

Reason:

The FROM and TO dates and times are equal. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0523
FROM/TO DATE PARM INCORRECT

Reason:

The FROM or TO date parameter is invalid. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0524
FROM/TO TIME PARM INCORRECT

Reason:
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The FROM or TO time parameter is invalid. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0525
SHIFT TIME PARM INCORRECT

Reason:

The low or high SHIFT time parameter format is invalid. Times must be specified in the format hh.mm.ss. If ESTOP is
specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0526
FROM TIME GREATER THAN TO TIME

Reason:

The FROM date/time is greater than the TO date/time. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0527
LOW SHIFT TIME EQUAL TO HIGH

Reason:

The SHIFT times are equal. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0529
PERIOD NOT CORRECTLY SPECIFIED

Reason:

You issued a PERIOD command but did not specify a valid period unit of measure. If ESTOP is specified, processing
terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0530
EACH NUMBER PARM INCORRECT LENGTH

Reason:
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You issued an EACH command containing an invalid length for the nnn parameter. The nnn parameter must be one or two
digits. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0531
SHIFT TIME INVALID

Reason:

You issued a SHIFT command containing an invalid time or times. Times must be in the range 00.00.00 to 23.59.59. If
ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0532
EACH NUMBER INVALID

Reason:

The nnn parameter in the EACH command you issued contains invalid characters or is not in the range of valid values for
the specified unit of measure. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0533
PERIOD NUMBER PARM INCORRECT LENGTH

Reason:

The length of the nnn parameter in the PERIOD command you issued is invalid. The nnn parameter must have one, two,
or three digits. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0534
PERIOD NUMBER INVALID

Reason:

The nnn parameter in the PERIOD command you issued contains invalid characters or is not in the range of valid values
for the specified unit of measure. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.
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0535
PLOT BY USER INVALID WITHOUT PERCENT

Reason:

A plot by user or performance group is unavailable for the data selected unless percent is also specified. No report is
generated. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0536
PLOT INQUE REQUEST - INVALID PARM(S)

Reason:

You issued a PLOT INQUE command containing invalid parameters. No report is generated. If ESTOP is specified,
processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0537
PLOT PAGE REQUEST - INVALID PARM(S)

Reason:

You issued a PLOT PAGE command containing invalid parameters. No report is generated. If ESTOP is specified,
processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0538
PLOT CPU REQUEST - INVALID PARM(S)

Reason:

You issued PLOT CPU command containing invalid parameters. No report is generated. If ESTOP is specified, processing
terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0539
PLOT CHAN REQUEST - INVALID PARM(S)

Reason:

You issued a PLOT CHAN command containing invalid parameters. No report is generated. If ESTOP is specified,
processing terminates.

Action:
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Correct and reissue the command.

0540
PLOT I/O REQUEST - INVALID PARM(S)

Reason:

You issued a PLOT I/O command containing invalid parameters. No report is generated. If ESTOP is specified, processing
terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0541
PLOT DEVICE REQUEST - INVALID PARMS

Reason:

You issued a PLOT DEVICE command containing invalid parameters. No report is generated. If ESTOP is specified,
processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0542
PERCENT VALID ONLY WHEN PLOT BY USER

Reason:

The specification of PERCENT on the PLOT command is valid only when requesting a report on user performance data.
No report is generated.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0550
rc PRINTL ERROR RETURN CODE

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to print a report line. rc is the return code of the PRINTL macro. Processing
terminates.

Action:

See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of the return code. Then take
appropriate action.

0551
rc TYPLIN-CONWAIT CONSOLE WRITE ERR

Reason:
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An error occurred during an attempt to display a line on the CMS console. rc is the return code of the CONSOLE WRITE
macro. Processing terminates.

Action:

See the IBM CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of the return code. Then take
appropriate action.

0552
rc WAITRD ERROR READING CMS CONSOLE

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read a line from the CMS console. rc is the return code of the CONSOLE READ
macro. Processing terminates.

Action:

For the meaning of the return code, see the IBM CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler. Then take
appropriate action.

0553
rc ERROR RETURN CODE FSSTATE

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to find a CMS file. rc is the return code of the FSSTATE macro. Processing
terminates. No report is generated.

Action:

See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of the return code. Then take
appropriate action.

0554
rc ERROR RETURN CODE FSOPEN

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open a CMS file. rc is the return code of the FSOPEN macro. Processing
terminates. No report is generated.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0555
rc ERROR RETURN CODE FSREAD

Reason:

An error has occurred during an attempt to read a CMS file. rc is the return code of the FSREAD macro. Processing
terminates. No report is generated.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.
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0556
rc ERROR RETURN CODE FSCLOSE

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close a CMS file. Processing terminates. rc is the return code of the FSCLOSE
macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0557
CTL CARD FILE NOT RECFM F LRECL 80

Reason:

The CMS file specified for command input is not a fixed 80-byte record length file. Processing terminates. No report is
generated.

Action:

Change the format of the file. You can use XEDIT do this by saving the file in the required format.

0560
NO CONFIGURATION RECORD FOUND

Reason:

No configuration-type history record was found when Explore PM for z/VM read the tape or disk history file. The input file
is corrupted or is not an EXPLORE history file. Processing terminates. No report is generated.

Action:

Run EXPLDUMP to create a new file.

0561
NO RECORDS EXIST IN SPECIFIED RANGE

Reason:

No records within the specified date/time and SHIFT range were found in the formatted history file.

Action:

Check your FROM, TO, SHIFT, INCLUDE, and EXCLUDE statements for errors. Then check to see what data is in the
history file. To do this, run the following plot, without any other control statements, except a DISKLOG statement if the
history file is on disk:

ESTOP

PLOT IO

END

RUN
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0563
OPEN ERROR rc - filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSOPEN macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0564
CLOSE ERROR rc - filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSCLOSE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

When input is from tape, CLOSE error 6 on EXPDISK EXPLHIST means no records were extracted from the tape to the
disk work file. For more information, see the Reasons and Actions for messages GE560 and GE561.

0565
rc ERROR CODE FROM CMSSTOR OBTAIN REQUEST

Reason:

An error has occurred during an attempt to acquire free storage. rc is the return code of the CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro.
Processing terminates.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0566
READ ERROR rc - filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the return code is
128, EXPLORE was unable to process the file because is did not recognize the record format. Return code 128 is issued
by EXPLORE. For other return codes, the following holds:

• If the file is on disk, rc is the return code of the FSREAD macro.
• If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the RDTAPE macro.

Action:

If the return code is 128, verify that you are accessing the right file and that the file is not corrupted. For other return
codes, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.
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0567
WRITE ERROR rc - filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to write to the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on
disk, rc is the return code of the FSWRITE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the WRTAPE macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0568
NO HISTORY FILES IN RANGE REQUESTED

Reason:

No history files were found on accessed CMS disks in the range specified by a DISKLOG command. If uncorrected, the
CMS disk file EXPLDISK EXPLHIST * will be processed for history input. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0569
HISTORY FILE FORMAT NOT R2.10 AND UP

Reason:

The default EXPDISK EXPLHIST file or a file specified on the DISKLOG or TAPELOG statement contains a record which
appears to be a CONFIG record, but whose UP/MP flag field is neither 0 (data came from a uniprocessor) nor 1 (data
came from an AP or MP computer). This is normal for Explore PM for z/VM release 2.00 history files, which are no longer
supported. If the file was created by a more recent release of Explore PM for z/VM, the file may have been corrupted, or it
may not be an Explore PM for z/VM history file at all.

NOTE
The only type of data compression or packing allowed for an Explore PM for z/VM history file is that performed
by the EXPLCOMP utility with the COMPRESS or SELECT parameter (COMPRESS is a default).

Action:

Verify that there are no files of the same filename and filetype on other accessed disks. If necessary, use the EXPLDSP
utility to display the CONFIG records contained in the file.

0570
HELP REQUEST INVALID FROM CMS FILE

Reason:

A HELP command has been supplied in input from a CMS file. HELP commands are valid only when they are input from
the CMS console. Regardless of whether ESTOP is specified, processing continues.

Action:

Remove the HELP command from the file.
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0571
CP/CMS REQUEST INVALID FROM CMS FILE

Reason:

A CP or CMS pass-through command has been supplied in input from a CMS file. These commands are valid only when
they are input from the CMS console. Regardless of whether ESTOP is specified, processing continues.

Action:

Remove the command from the file.

0572
INVALID CP COMMAND PASS THRU REQUEST

Reason:

You issued a CP pass-through command was without any parameters or with invalid parameters. Regardless of whether
ESTOP is specified, processing continues.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0573
rc RETURN CODE FROM CP/CMS COMMAND

Reason:

A nonzero return code was returned from the pass-through of a CP or CMS command. rc is the code returned by CMS.
Regardless of whether ESTOP is specified, processing continues.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0574
INVALID GROUP ID SPECIFIED

Reason:

You issued a GROUP command containing an invalid performance group identifier. Valid performance group identifiers
are the letters from A to H. If ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0575
INVALID USER ID SPECIFIED

Reason:

You issued a GROUP command containing an invalid user ID. User IDs are from one to eight characters in length. If
ESTOP is specified, processing terminates.

Action:
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Correct and reissue the command.

0576
GROUP TABLE FULL

Reason:

All available space is used in the storage which contained user IDs belonging to a performance group. No more user IDs
can be added to the performance group. Processing continues.

Action:

Specify fewer user IDs.

0577
GROUP TABLE STORAGE REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

A request for storage to contain performance groups failed. rc is the return code of the CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro.
Processing terminates.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0578
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE TABLE FULL

Reason:

The maximum number of INCLUDE or EXCLUDE commands has been specified.

Action:

Specify fewer commands.

0579
MAXIMUM NUMBER REPORTS EXCEEDED

Reason:

More than 50 reports were requested in a single execution of EXPLHIST.

Action:

Specify fewer reports.

0599
MOUNT NEXT VOLUME ON ccuu FOR filename

Reason:

Multiple tape volumes are needed.

Action:
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Mount the next tape for the file identified by filename on tape drive ccuu.

0600
NO COMMAND FOUND

Reason:

A command passed to Explore PM for z/VM from an EXPLORE procedure or CMS program (EXEC 2 or REXX) consisted
of blanks. (In variable substitution in EXEC 2 programs, unset variables are set to null values; when transferred to Explore
PM for z/VM, they appear as blanks.)

Action:

Correct the command and rerun the program.

0601
string - EXCEEDS 8 CHARACTER LIMIT

Reason:

An operand longer than 8 characters was passed to EXPLORE from the command line or a program. The parsing routines
in Explore PM for z/VM allow a maximum operand length of 8 characters.

Action:

Reissue the command or rerun the program using operands of the appropriate length. When passing options on CMS
commands, place at least one blank on each side of a parenthesis. On commands that start with CP, only the CP is
parsed; therefore, longer operands can be passed to CP.

0602
TOO MANY OPERANDS 20 MAX

Reason:

A command with more than 20 operands was passed to EXPLORE from the command line or from a program. The
parsing routine in Explore PM for z/VM allows for a maximum of 20 operands, including the command verb.

Action:

Reissue the command or rerun the program using an appropriate number of operands. On commands that start with CP,
only the CP is parsed; therefore, more operands can be passed to CP.

0603
string - UNKNOWN COMMAND

Reason:

EXPLORE does not recognize the string identified in the message as an EXPLORE command. The following five
conditions can cause this error message:
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• When using a prefix command, you must place the ampersand (&) or greater than sign (>) next to the desired
command without intervening blanks.

• The command entered is not an Explore PM for z/VM command or procedure.
• The EXEC command was used to call an Explore PM for z/VM procedure or CMS program that does not exist on any

accessed disk.
• A PRT command in a procedure or program had a procedure or program as its target command.
• A procedure or program attempted to issue screen control commands, or to simulate a PA- or PF-key.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If the command was issued from the command line, correct and reissue the command.
• If the command was issued from a program, modify and rerun the program.

0604
ADDRESS REFERENCED IN CP INVALID

Reason:

A command referencing CP memory requested data from an address that is not addressable.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0605
userid - USER-ID NOT FOUND

Reason:

EXPLORE could not locate the user ID identified by userid. The following conditions can cause this message:

• The virtual machine requested is not currently logged on or was not logged on during the last scan of CP's control
blocks.

• For the WARN command, the virtual machine does not have a warning control block associated with it.
• EXPLRVM's user table is full. Specify a larger number on the USERS parameter of the EXPLRVM command.
• Explore PM for z/VM is not monitoring the virtual machine for z/VM for one of the following reasons:

– The EXCLUDE command was used to exclude it from the list of virtual machines to monitor.
– One or more INCLUDE commands were issued, but no INCLUDE command named the virtual machine.

Action:

Verify that the virtual machine is being monitored by EXPLORE. Then correct and reissue the command that generated
the message.

0606
xxxx - INVALID RDEVICE ADDRESS

Reason:

The following four conditions can cause this message:
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• The device address specified is not a valid hexadecimal address.
• The device specified is off-line.
• For the WARN command, no warning block is defined for the specified device.
• For the PLOT(E), COMP(E), and CPLT(A) commands, a user ID which was not logged on and had fewer than 5

characters may have been specified.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command that generated the message.

0607
string - SYMBOL NOT IN HCPSYM

Reason:

You issued a LOCATE or HCPxxx command, but the symbol you specified is not an entry in the symbol table.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0608
xxxxxxxx - NUMBER OF LINES NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

The line count specified is not decimal numeric.

Action:

Specify a decimal number for the line count.

0609
PRIVILEGED COMMAND

Reason:

You do not have authorization to use the command you issued.

Action:

Check the ENABLE and DISABLE commands in INITSERV EXPLORE on the service machine, and the EXPUSER1 user
security exit, if used.

0610
xxxxxxxx - LENGTH NOT VALID HEX

Reason:

The operand displayed is not a valid hexadecimal number.

Action:

Specify a valid hexadecimal value for the operand.
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0611
xxxxxxxx - VALID LENGTH 1-1000 HEX

Reason:

The length specified is not within the valid range.

Action:

Specify a length within the valid range.

0612
string - NOT FOUND

Reason:

The LOCATE screen control command could not find the specified character string.

Action:

None.

0613
operand- INVALID SORT SEQUENCE

Reason:

The sort sequence specified is not valid for the selected report command.

Action:

Reissue the command using a valid sort sequence.

0614
VARIABLE TO PLOT MISSING

Reason:

You issued a PLOT command, but did not specify a variable to be plotted.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information, see PLOT command.

0615
operand - INVALID PLOT VARIABLE

Reason:

You issued a PLOT command containing a variable that is not valid for the data group selected.

Action:

Reissue the command using a valid variable. For more information, see the PLOT command.
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0616
xxxx - INVALID RCHANNEL ADDRESS

Reason:

The following conditions can cause this message:

• The channel address specified is not a valid hexadecimal address.
• The channel specified is off-line.
• For the WARN command, no warning block is defined for the specified device.
• For the PLOT(E), COMP(E), and CPLT(A) commands, a user ID which was not logged on and had fewer than 5

characters may have been specified.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command that generated the message.

0617
xxxx - INVALID RCONTROL UNIT ADDRESS

Reason:

The following conditions can cause this message:

• The control unit address specified is not a valid hexadecimal address.
• The control unit specified is off-line.
• For the WARN command, no warning block is defined for the specified device.
• For the PLOT(E), COMP(E), and CPLT(A) commands, a user ID which was not logged on and had fewer than 5

characters may have been specified.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command that generated the message.

0618
xxxxxxxx - INVALID CLASS OR SORT SEQUENCE

Reason:

The operand displayed in the message is not a valid device class or report sort sequence parameter.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command containing the operand.

0619
INSUFFICIENT OPERANDS

Reason:

One or more operands required for the command you issued are missing.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.
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0620
INVALID VIRTUAL PRINTER STATUS

Reason:

EXPLORE cannot transfer reports to VM's spooling facility for one of the following reasons:

• No virtual printer was defined for EXPLORE.
• EXPLORE's virtual printer is unavailable.

Action:

Verify that a virtual printer is defined for EXPLORE. Then ready the virtual printer.

0621
RECURSIVE CALL OF PRT COMMAND

Reason:

The target of a PRT command was an EXPLORE procedure or CMS program, but another PRT command was found in
the procedure or program.

Action:

Remove the nested PRT command from the procedure or program.

0622
PROCEDURE NAME MISSING

Reason:

The AUTO or EXEC command was issued with no EXPLORE procedure or CMS program name specified.

Action:

Reissue the command with a procedure or program name.

0623
RECURSIVE PROCEDURES NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

An implicit or explicit EXEC command was found during the processing of an EXPLORE procedure or CMS program.

Action:

Remove the EXEC call from the procedure or program. Then rerun the procedure or program.

0624
SCREEN BUFFER OVERFLOW

Reason:

The output from an EXPLORE procedure or CMS program exceeds the capacity of the screen buffer.

Action:
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None.

0625
rc - ERROR RETURN CODE FROM XEDIT

Reason:

XEDIT returned a nonzero return code. rc is the return code.

Action:

See the XEDIT manual for the meaning of the return code. Then take appropriate action.

0626
rc - ERROR RETURN FROM CMS

Reason:

CMS returned a nonzero return code. rc is the return code.

The FORMAT, RDEVBLOK, SRMBK, STATUS, and VMDBK commands can return this error message with return code
028, indicating that the EXPLMAP file for the specified control block cannot be found, and the DSECT cannot be found in
the maclib specified or in the default maclib for the FORMAT command.

Action:

Look up the CMS system return code in the IBM manual explaining VM messages and codes. Then take appropriate
action.

If the FORMAT, RDEVBLOK, SRMBK, STATUS, or VMDBK command returned code 028, run EXPLMAP or EXPLBEXC
to create the EXPLMAP file. For information about mapping control blocks, see (Optional) Perform Control Bock Mapping.

0627
operand - INVALID AUTO REQUEST

Reason:

You issued an AUTO command containing an invalid request operand or no request operand. operand identifies the
invalid operand. For AUTO commands, valid request operands are ADD, CHG, DEL, LIST, ON, and OFF.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the AUTO command, see the Command Quick Reference.

0628
operand - NUMERIC OPERAND INVALID

Reason:

The operand displayed should be decimal numeric. This error will also result if the SET WINDOW GROUP command is
issued on the EXPLORE user interface. SET WINDOW GROUP is valid only on the EXPLORE Service Machine.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command containing the operand.
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0629
AUTO COMMAND TABLE FULL

Reason:

The AUTO command entry table is full.

Action:

If this message occurs on the EXPLORE service machine, specify a larger number for the AUTO parameter of the
EXPLRVM command. If this message occurs on the Real-Time CMS interface, use the AUTO option of the EXPLORE
command.

0630
operand - INVALID AUTO OPERAND IDENTIFIER

Reason:

An unknown AUTO command operand was encountered. Valid operands for ADD and CHG request types are START,
EVERY, COUNT, PROC, S, E, C, and P.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the AUTO command, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

0631
TIME INVALID OR MISSING

Reason:

Time is not specified in the correct format, or it is missing. The correct format is hh:mm:ss or ssss.

Action:

Correct or add the time specification.

0632
TIME OPERAND "START" OR "EVERY" REQUIRED

Reason:

When specifying a new AUTO command entry, either START or EVERY must be specified. When changing an entry, there
must be a valid START or EVERY value.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the AUTO command, see the Command Quick Reference.

0633
UNSUPPORTED FUNCTION KEY DEPRESSED

Reason:

You pressed an unsupported function key, or attempted to use a special feature such as a light pen.

Action:
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None.

0634
VMSTAT VARIABLES DO NOT HAVE EXTENDED DATA

Reason:

There is no extended data collection for variables that are part of the VMSTAT data group.

Action:

None.

0635
operand - INVALID SET PARAMETER

Reason:

You issued a SET command containing an invalid parameter.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the SET command, see the Command Quick Reference.

0636
NEW SYSTEM-ID MISSING

Reason:

You issued a SET SYSID command, but the name you supplied for the processor is invalid.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0637
xxxxxxxx - ADDRESS NOT WITHIN FIXED CP AREA

Reason:

You issued a LOCATE command, but specified an address that is not within the fixed portion of the CP nucleus.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the LOCATE command, see Using RealTime and
Flashback.

0638
operand - INVALID TRACE OPTION

Reason:

You issued a TRACE command containing an invalid operand. Valid operands for the TRACE command are: USER,
TYPE, RDEV, and I/O.

Action:
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Correct and reissue the command. For more information, see the TRACE command.

0639
xxxxxxxx - INVALID TRACE FLAG ID

Reason:

The displayed trace flag ID is invalid.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For a list of valid trace flag IDs, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

0640
xxxxxxxx - INVALID TRACE TYPE CODE

Reason:

The displayed trace type code is invalid.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For a list of valid trace types, see Using RealTime and Flashback.

0641
operand - INVALID QUERY REQUEST

Reason:

You issued a QUERY command that contained an invalid request operand.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the QUERY command, see Using RealTime and
Flashback.

0642
operand - INVALID WARN REQUEST

Reason:

You issued a WARN command containing an invalid request operand. Valid request operands are ON, OFF, LIST, USER,
RCHL, RCU, RDEV, and VMSTAT.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the WARN command, see the Command Quick
Reference.

0643
xxxxxxxx - INVALID WARN VARIABLE

Reason:

You issued a WARN command containing a variable that is invalid for the data ID you specified.

Action:
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Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the WARN command, see the Command Quick
Reference.

0644
operand - LEVEL NOT HIGH OR LOW

Reason:

The displayed operand, which describes level, must be set to HIGH or LOW.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command containing the operand.

0645
operand - INVALID WARN LIST REQUEST

Reason:

You issued a WARN command containing an invalid list operand. Valid list operands are USER, RCHL, RCU, RDEV, and
VMSTAT.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the WARN command, see the Command Quick
Reference.

0646
operand - INVALID CPLT REQUEST

Reason:

The displayed operand is not a valid CPLT command request-type operand. Valid operands are USER, RCHL, RCU, and
RDEV.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the CPLT command, see the Command Quick Reference.

0647
operand - INVALID CLASS OR PLOT VARIABLE

Reason:

The displayed operand is not a valid class or plot variable for request type RDEV.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command containing the operand.

0648
WARN TABLE FULL

Reason:

The warning control table is full. No more thresholds can be defined.
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Action:

None. If you are defining thresholds for virtual machines, then specify a larger value for the USERS option of the
EXPLRVM command.

0649
xxx - ERROR RETURN CODE FROM EXEC 2/REXX

Reason:

The program processor has returned a nonzero return code. The return code is displayed.

Action:

If the nonzero return code was produced by the exec processor, then see your EXEC2 or REXX manual for corrective
action. If not, then see the documentation for the exec, which was running.

0650
operand - INVALID EXTRACT REQUEST

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• You issued an EXTRACT command containing an invalid request operand. For the real-time interface, valid request
operands are LIST, USER, RCH, RCU, RDEV, VMSTAT, HCPxxxxx, DCP, W1, W2, W3, SET, SQL and COLOR. For
Flashback, valid request operands are LIST, USER, RCH, RCU, RDEV, VMSTAT, W3, SQL and COLOR.

• In Flashback, information from the log file is not available.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If you issued an EXTRACT command containing an invalid request operand, correct and reissue the command. For
more information about the EXTRACT command, see Command Quick Reference.

• Otherwise, verify that the log file is available, in the correct format, and uncorrupted. If necessary, restart logging and
collect new data.

0651
operand - INVALID EXTRACT LIST REQUEST

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• You issued an EXTRACT command containing an invalid data group operand. Valid data group operands are USER,
RCH, RCU, SQL, and RDEV.

• In Flashback, information from the log file is not available.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If you issued an EXTRACT command containing an invalid data group operand, correct and reissue the command. For
more information about the EXTRACT command, see Command Quick Reference.

• Otherwise, verify that the log file is available, in the correct format, and uncorrupted. If necessary, restart logging and
collect new data.
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0652
xxxxxxxxx- INVALID EXTRACT VARIABLE

Reason:

You issued an EXTRACT command containing a variable operand that is not valid for the data group selected. For data
group RDEV, it is not a valid variable or device type selection.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the EXTRACT command, see the Command Quick
Reference.

0653
rc - RETURN CODE FROM EXECCOMM

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If rc is 128 or 255 and you are using either the EXPLORE real-time interface or the EXPLCMND interface, ensure that the
interface is the same release as the EXPLORE service machine, and that the interface is supported in your environment.

Otherwise, issue a PRT command to record the screen buffer for problem resolution, and then contact Broadcom Support.

0654
rc - RETURN CODE FROM CMSSTOR

Reason:

The CMSSTOR macro failed with the return code identified by rc. The most common cause of this error is insufficient
storage.

Action:

Define the virtual machine with more storage. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

0655
rc - ERROR RETURN FROM CP

Reason:

You issued a CP command that generated a non-zero return code.

Action:

Check the command for valid format, and make sure Explore PM for z/VM has the privilege class required to issue the
command.

0656
operand - INVALID OPTION

Reason:

One of the following occurred:
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• You issued an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command with a function other than LIST after INITSERV has finished. Except
for the LIST function, INCLUDE and EXCLUDE can be used only in the INITSERV EXPLORE file.

• You issued a SET command containing an invalid operand. Valid operands are ON and OFF for most forms of SET.

Action:

Correct and reissue the SET command, or place INCLUDE or EXCLUDE commands in INITSERV EXPLORE.

0657
xxxxxxxx - NOT VALID HEXADECIMAL

Reason:

The displayed operand is not a valid hexadecimal number.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command containing the operand.

0658
operand - INVALID EXTRACT CODE

Reason:

The displayed operand is not a valid data format conversion code. Valid codes are CC, XX, BH, BD, RT, TD, TT, and IO.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command containing the operand.

0659
operand - INVALID LOG REQUEST

Reason:

You issued a DLOG or VLOG command containing an invalid request operand. operand identifies the invalid operand.
For DLOG commands, valid request operands are CLEAR, SAVE, TYPE, DATE, TIME, and DISK. For VLOG commands,
valid request operands are CLEAR, SAVE, USER, DATE, TIME, DISK, and ?.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information, see VLOG and DLOG commands.

0660
xxxxxxxx - INVALID LENGTH

Reason:

You issued an EXTRACT command containing a data length operand that is not valid with the data conversion code
selected.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the EXTRACT command, see the Command Quick
Reference.
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0661
entryrid - INVALID ENTRY ID SPECIFIED

Reason:

You issued an AUTO CHG or AUTO DEL command containing an entry ID that does not exist in the auto command table.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the AUTO command, see the Command Quick Reference.

0662
serverid - VIRTUAL MACHINE NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

You attempted to access EXPLORE from CMS, but could not because of one of the following:

• serverid is not the name of the EXPLORE service machine.
• The EXPLORE service machine is not logged on.
• The EXPLORE service machine is not running the EXPLRVM program.
• The EXPLORE service machine has temporarily transferred control to CMS (for instance, when a user issues a CMS

command, accesses XEDIT, or runs a program).
• Over 50 CMS users have requests pending for the EXPLORE service machine.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If serverid is not the name of the EXPLORE service machine, make sure that you correctly specified the name of the
EXPLORE service machine in the files EXPLORE EXEC and INITCMND EXPLORE. For more information about
customizing Explore PM for z/VM, see Customize the Product.

• If the service machine is not logged on, log it on before attempting to access EXPLORE.
• If the service machine is not running EXPLRVM, start EXPLRVM.
• If the service machine has transferred control to CMS, wait until it regains control.
• If the service machine is busy processing user requests, try again later.

0664
operand - INVALID RECALL REQUEST

Reason:

You have issued a RECALL command containing an invalid request operand. Valid operands are BACKWARD,
FORWARD, LAST, NEXT, START, TAPE, DISK, B, F, L, N, S, mm/dd/yy, and hh:mm:ss.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the RECALL command, see Command Quick Reference.

0665
READ ERROR rc - ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:
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An error occurred during an attempt to read the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the return code is
128, EXPLORE was unable to process the file because is did not recognize the record format. Return code 128 is issued
by EXPLORE. For other return codes, the following holds:

• If the file is on disk, rc is the return code of the FSREAD macro.
• If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the RDTAPE macro.

Action:

If the return code is 128, verify that you are accessing the right file and that the file is not corrupted. For other return codes
and for more information about the return code, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0666
PREMATURE EOF ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

There is no data in the log file. No report is produced.

Action:

Collect data. Then run the report.

0667
REQUEST DATE AND TIME NOT IN LOG FILE

Reason:

The requested date and time are not in the log file.

Action:

If you have requested data which is beyond the end of the log file, you must issue an RC START (or RECALL START)
command to reposition to the beginning of the log file before other requests will be processed correctly.

0668
OPEN ERROR rc - ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSOPEN macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0669
CLOSE ERROR rc - ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSCLOSE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

For EXPLBLD close error 06 (disk): no labels were found in the specified CP nucleus load map. If the file is packed, it
must be unpacked before input to EXPLBLD. The file may also not be a CP load map (which is a listing). It may be an IPL-
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able CP nucleus (which is a TEXT deck) instead. In that case, review your CP sysgen procedure. In either case, no output
file was created. Correct the error and rerun EXPLBLD.

For EXPLPURG close error 06 (disk): no records were copied because none in the log were created within the last nn
days (as specified in the DAYS option of the EXPLPURG command). Either rerun EXPLPURG with a larger number of
days to be kept or erase the log file.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0670
WRITE ERROR rc - ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to write to the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on
disk, rc is the return code of the FSWRITE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the WRTAPE macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0671
ERASE ERROR rc - ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to erase the file identified in the message.

Action:

See Return Codes, for information about the return code. Then take appropriate action.

0672
INVALID OPTION SPECIFICATION

Reason:

An invalid option or value was specified.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command containing the invalid option or value.

0673
LOGGING IS IN DISABLED STATUS

Reason:

You have issued the DLOG SAVE or VLOG SAVE command, but either the log disk is full or logging has been disabled
with the SET command.

Action:

If necessary, clear space on the log disk. Restart logging.
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0674
INVALID GROUP OR ACTION SPECIFIED

Reason:

You have issued a GROUP command containing an invalid performance group identifier or request operand. Valid
performance group identifiers are the letters from A to X or a custom name defined with the SET PGROUP command.
Valid request operands are ADD, DROP, or LIST.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information about the GROUP command, see Command Quick Reference.

0675
USER EXIT 'EXPUSER1' ERROR - REQUEST REJECTED

Reason:

A program check has occurred in the user security exit. The command being processed is automatically rejected.

Action:

Correct the problem in the security exit that produced the program check.

0676
INVALID TAPE FORMAT - INPUT NOT FROM EXPLSAVE

Reason:

The input tape is not an EXPLSAVE tape.

Action:

Verify that you are using the correct tape.

0677
Explore PM for z/VM COMMANDS AND FUNCTIONS DISABLED

Reason:

The specified service or local CMS user is not enabled for VMCF communication. The most common cause is that
Explore PM for z/VM has transferred control to CMS.

Action:

None.

0678
operand - INVALID DISABLE REQUEST

Reason:

You issued a DISABLE command containing an invalid operand.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.
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0679
CP LOAD MAP NOT CURRENT REBUILD USING 'EXPLBLD'

Reason:

The Symbol Table built by Explore PM for z/VM program EXPLBLD does not match the IPLed system.

Action:

Rebuild the Symbol Table using EXEC EXPLBLD. For instructions, see Installing.

0680
xxxx - IS NOT A DASD DEVICE

Reason:

The device address specified in the DASD command is not a defined address.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. You can use the RDEV DASD command to determine the addresses of your real
DASD devices.

0681
TIME REQUESTED MISSING - DATA STARTS AT mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

Reason:

For the time requested, there is no data in EXPLORE LOG or the file created by EXPLSAVE. The data for the next
existing time in the log file is displayed.

Action:

None.

0682
EXPLORE CALLED FROM EXEC NOT INVOKED BY EXPLORE

Reason:

One of the following occurred:

• A program not invoked by Explore PM for z/VM called the SUBCOM interface between Explore PM for z/VM and the
program processor.

• You attempted to use the CMS command to launch a program that must be launched with the EXEC command.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If the SUBCOM interface between Explore PM for z/VM and the program processor was called by a program not
invoked by Explore PM for z/VM, then either execute the program under Explore PM for z/VM or use EXPLCMND in
the program.

• If you attempted to use the CMS command to launch a program that must be launched with the EXEC command, use
the EXEC command to launch the program.
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0683
rc VMCF ERROR AT SERVICE MACHINE

Reason:

An attempt to communicate with the service machine caused VMCF to return an error code of rc.

Action:

If you are using mixed releases of Explore PM for z/VM, reinstall Explore PM for z/VM to correct the error. If the problem
persists, contact Broadcom Support.

0684
EXPLCMND NOT CALLED BY EXEC 2 OR REXX EXEC

Reason:

EXPLCMND was called with an EXTRACT command that was not within an EXEC 2 or REXX program, or was called
from a REXX program which did not use the REXX address command command.

Action:

Ensure that EXPLCMND is called properly.

0685
xxxxxxxx - INVALID TIME SPECIFIED HH:MM:SS

Reason:

The time specified is not valid.

Action:

Specify the time using eight numeric characters, and pad with zeros. For example, specify 8:01 A.M. as 08:01:00.

0686
xxxxxxxx - DEDICATED TERMINAL MODE - XEDIT DISABLED

Reason:

Since the Explore PM for z/VM terminal is not a CMS console; XEDIT is disabled to prevent accidental entry.

Action:

None.

0687
INSUFFICIENT SPACE ALLOCATED FOR MDISKS AND VTOCS

Reason:

EXPLORE did not have enough storage to report on all of the minidisks or volumes it found on your system.

Action:

Allocate additional space by specifying larger values on the MDISKS or VOLUMES control statement.
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0688
execname - EXEC ALREADY LOADED

Reason:

The program identified in the message is already memory resident.

Action:

Use the EXECDROP command to unload the current program before attempting to load a new program with EXECLOAD.

0689
filename filetype EXEC NOT FOUND

Reason:

The program identified in the message could not be found on an accessed disk.

Action:

Verify that you specified the right program and that EXPLORE has access to the disk where it is located.

0690
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE

Reason:

Insufficient storage available to load a program.

Action:

Enlarge the definition of, and then IPL, the EXPLORE virtual machine.

0691
FUNCTION RESERVED FOR SPLIT-SCREEN MODE

Reason:

The prefix command W2CMND was issued, but split-screen mode was not active. This command is valid only while in
split-screen mode.

Action:

None.

0692
INVALID SCREEN COMMAND PARAMETER

Reason:

You issued a SCREEN command containing an invalid parameter.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command. For more information on the SCREEN command, see Using RealTime and Flashback.
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0693
command - COMMAND WAS NOT VALID IN WINDOW 2

Reason:

The command specified is not valid in window 2 while in split-screen mode.

Action:

Issue the command in window 3 and without using the W2CMND prefix. If you used the SET INW2CMD command to start
the command, use SET INITCMD instead.

0694
SCREEN UPDATE INACTIVE - AUTO FACILITY DISABLED

Reason:

The real-time screen auto refresh function is inactive because the AUTO facility is disabled.

Action:

Use the AUTO ON command to activate the AUTO facility.

0695
APPLICATION NAME NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The command you issued did not include an application name.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0696
SEGMENT LOAD ERROR rc LOADING segname

Reason:

An error occurred when EXPLORE attempted to load the saved segment identified by segname. rc is the return code of
the SEGMENT LOAD macro.

Action:

See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of the return code. Then take
appropriate action.

0697
SEGMENT PURGE ERROR rc PURGING segname

Reason:

An error occurred when EXPLORE attempted to purge the saved segment identified by segname. rc is the return code of
the SEGMENT PURGE macro.

Action:
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See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of the return code. Then take
appropriate action.

0698
CHKPT CLOSE ERROR rc ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close the file identified in the message. CP Monitor format logging terminates. rc is
the return code of the FSCLOSE macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0699
CHKPT OPEN ERROR rc ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the file identified in the message. CP Monitor format logging terminates. rc is
the return code of the FSOPEN macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0700
IUCV CONNECT TO xxxxxxxx FAILED, RC = rc

Reason:

The EXPLORE virtual machine was unable to connect to the IUCV system service, xxxxxxxx. rc is the return code of the
CMSIUCV CONNECT macro.

Action:

See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of the return code. Then take
appropriate action.

0701
IUCV REPLY MACRO FAILED WITH IPRCODE rc

Reason:

An error occurred when the EXPLORE virtual machine attempted to reply to the IUCV system service during a
conversation. rc is the return code of the IUCV REPLY macro.

Action:

For more information about the meaning of the return code, see the list of IPRCODEs in Return Codes. Then take
appropriate action.

0702
IUCV RESUME MACRO FAILED WITH IPRCODE rc
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Reason:

An error occurred when the EXPLORE virtual machine attempted lift a suspension of incoming traffic on an IUCV path. rc
is the return code of the IUCV RESUME macro.

Action:

For more information about the meaning of the return code, see the list of IPRCODEs in Return Codes. Then take
appropriate action.

0703
IUCV QUIESCE MACRO FAILED WITH IPRCODE rc

Reason:

An error occurred when the EXPLORE virtual machine attempted to suspend incoming traffic on an IUCV path. rc is the
return code of the IUCV QUIESCE macro.

Action:

For more information about the meaning of the return code, see the list of IPRCODEs in Return Codes. Then take
appropriate action.

0704
TAPE OPEN ERROR rc OCCURRED ON DEVICE cccc

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open a file. Logging of data in CP Monitor format stops. rc is the return code of the
TAPECTL macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0705
TAPE CLOSE ERROR rc OCCURRED ON DEVICE aaaa

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close a file. Logging of data in CP Monitor format stops. rc is the return code of the
TAPECTL macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

0706
TAPE WRITE ERROR rc OCCURRED ON DEVICE aaaa

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to write to a file. Logging of data in CP Monitor format stops. rc is the return code of
the WRTAPE macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.
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0707
END OF CP MONITOR LOG TAPE, MOUNT NEW TAPE ON aaaa

Reason:

A new tape is required. EXPLORE pauses and data collection stops until a new tape is mounted.

Action:

Mount a new tape on the tape drive with virtual device address aaaa.

0708
CP MONITOR LOG DISK FULL, DATA WILL BE LOST

Reason:

There is no more room on the disk where Explore PM for z/VM stores CP Monitor data. CP Monitor data collected from
this point on will not be written to disk.

Action:

None.

0710
IUCV CONNECTION TO SERVER xxxxxxxx TERMINATED

Reason:

The EXPLORE virtual machine terminated its connection to the IUCV system service, xxxxxxxx.

Action:

None.

0711
INVALID TAPE ADDRESS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The command you entered contained an invalid tape address.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

0712
INVALID CONNECT COMMAND

Reason:

An invalid CONNECT command was entered.

Action:

Correct the command and re-enter it.
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0713
IUCV SEVER FAILED, USER=uname, IPRCODE=cc

Reason:

An attempt to sever the IUCV connection with the user identified by uname failed. cc identifies the return code of the
CMSIUCV SEVER macro. If the return code is 1001, no IUCV connection has been established to the named user. See
the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of other return codes.

This message usually indicates that the SQL data collection server has terminated the connection between the two virtual
machines.

Action:

If the SQL data collector was not deliberately logged off, look at the console for error code information. Fix the error and
restart the SQL data collector.

0714
SQL/DS DATA COLLECTOR NOT LOGGED ON OR NOT READY

Reason:

An attempt to connect to the SQL/DS data collection machine with IUCV has failed because the SQL/DS data collection
machine was either not logged on or the EXPSQLDC collection program was not running.

Action:

Restart EXPSQLDC in the SQL/DS data collector server machine.

0715
SQL DATA COLLECTOR IUCV CONNECT ALREADY PENDING

Reason:

An attempt to connect to the SQL/DS data collection machine with IUCV has failed because a previously requested
connection is still pending. The CONNECT command is rejected.

Action:

Wait until the IUCV connect completes.

0716
SQL DATA COLLECTOR CONNECTION ALREADY ESTABLISHED

Reason:

An attempt to connect to the SQL/DS data collection machine with IUCV has failed because a previously requested
connection is still active. The CONNECT command is rejected.

Action:

Reinitialize the SQL/DS data collector and EXPLRVM if a new connection is desired.

0717
HNDIUCV SET FUNCTION FAILED, RC = rc
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Reason:

An attempt to establish the IUCV environment has failed with the indicated return code.

Action:

Re-IPL CMS and restart EXPLRVM. If the error persists, contact Broadcom Support.

0718
IUCV RECEIVE REQUEST FAILED, RC = rc

Reason:

An IUCV RECEIVE function request failed with the IUCV error code indicated by rc.

Action:

For more information about the meaning of the return code, see the list of IPRCODEs in Return Codes. Then take
appropriate action. If necessary, contact Broadcom Support.

0719
IUCV RECEIVE BUFFER TOO SMALL FOR SQL DATA

Reason:

The SQL/DS data collector sent a data message to EXPLRVM but the message was too large to fit in the SQL/DS data
buffer.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

0720
IUCV SEVERED CONNECTION ATTEMPT TO SQL SERVER

Reason:

The IUCV connection with the SQL/DS data collection server has been severed by the server or by IUCV on the server
machine. This message is generated when the SQL/DS data collector terminates for any reason.

Action:

Restart the SQL/DS data collector and EXPLRVM in the service virtual machine. Reconnect the machines with the
CONNECT SQL command.

0721
IUCV CONNECTION SEVERED BY SQL/DS SERVER

Reason:

The Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collector severed its IUCV connection with the EXPLRVM data collection program.
This message is generated on the EXPLRVM data collection machine console when the SQL/DS data collection program,
EXPSQLDC, is terminated normally or abnormally.

Action:

If EXPSQLDC terminated abnormally, determine the error. In either case, restart the SQL/DS data collector. Reconnect
the machines with the CONNECT SQL command.
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0722
INVALID SQL/DS DATA RECEIVED

Reason:

The data collected by the Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collected contains an invalid count of users, agents and or
DB extents.

Action:

Terminate and restart or reconnect the Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collector. If the problem persists, contact
Broadcom Support.

0723
cmd INVALID SQL REQUEST

Reason:

An invalid SQL data report command was entered. The command is specified in cmd.

Action:

Correct the command and re-enter it.

0724
SQL/DS DATA COLLECTION IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

A SQL command was entered but no connection exists with the Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collection virtual
machine.

Action:

Start the Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collection program, EXPSQLDC, and connect the Explore PM for z/VM
service machine to the SQL/DS data collection machine using the CONNECT SQL command.

0725
USER uname USER NOT CURRENTLY CONNECTED TO SQL/DS

Reason:

A SQL data report command was entered requesting SQL/DS user information, but the user ID specified on the command
was not connected to the SQL/DS data base server.

Action:

Reissue the command, specifying a user ID that is using SQL/DS.

0726
NO DATA AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME, TRY AGAIN LATER

Reason:

An EXTRACT command was issued from an Explore PM for z/VM procedure requesting SQL/DS performance data. No
data is available at this time.
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Action:

Allow data collection to continue and re-execute the procedure later.

0727
NO DATA AVAILABLE FOR USER userid

Reason:

An EXTRACT command was issued from an Explore PM for z/VM procedure requesting SQL/DS performance data for
the specified user ID. No data is available for that user.

Action:

If the specified user ID is correct, wait until more data is collected before re-executing the procedure. If the user ID was
incorrectly specified, correct the user ID and re-execute the procedure.

0728
NO DATA AVAILABLE FOR AGENT agentid

Reason:

An EXTRACT command was issued from an Explore PM for z/VM procedure requesting SQL/DS performance data for
the specified agent. No data is available for that agent.

Action:

If the specified agent ID is correct, wait until more data is collected before re-executing the procedure. If the agent ID was
incorrectly specified, correct the agent ID and re-execute the procedure.

0729
IUCV TARGET XXXXXXXX NOT READY

Reason:

The specified IUCV target of a connect attempt was not ready when an IUCV CONNECT was attempted. The connection
was not completed.

Action:

Reissue the command.

0730
IUCV CONNECT TO XXXXXXXX ALREADY PENDING

Reason:

An IUCV connect attempt has already been performed and Explore PM for z/VM is waiting for a reply from the specified
target.

Action:

Wait until connection is complete.

0731
IUCV CONNECT TO XXXXXXXX ALREADY ESTABLISHED
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Reason:

An IUCV connect attempt failed because a connection already exists with the specified target.

Action:

None.

5101
OUTMODE COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

The CMS filemode supplied via the OUTMODE command is invalid. OUTMODE filemodes are one-character alphabetic
parameters. Processing continues using the default OUTMODE (A).

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5102
BLKSIZE COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

The block size specified by the BLKSIZE command was not valid. The block size must be a numeric value not greater
than 32,768 (32,760 for tape). Processing continues using the default block size (32,760 for tape, or 32,768 for disk).

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5103
INMODE COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

The CMS filemode specified by the INMODE command was invalid. INMODE filemodes are one-character alphabetic
parameters. Processing continues using the default INMODE (*).

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5105
INTERVAL COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

You issued an INTERVAL command containing an invalid parameter. Processing continues using the default
summarization interval of one hour.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.
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5106
NUSERS COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

You issued an NUSERS command containing an invalid parameter. The valid range for the number of users specified with
the NUSERS command is from 1 to 99,999. Processing continues using the default NUSERS value of 200 users.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5107
NDEVICES COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

You issued an NDEVICES command containing an invalid parameter. The valid range for the number of devices specified
with the NDEVICES command is from 1 to 99,999. Processing continues using the default NDEVICES value of 500
devices.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5108
FROM/TO COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

You issued a FROM or TO command containing an invalid parameter. Processing continues using the default FROM or
TO value. The default FROM value is 01/01/00 00:00:00. The default TO value is 12/31/02 23:59:59.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5109
FROM DATE GREATER THAN TO DATE

Reason:

The FROM date supplied is greater than the TO date supplied. Processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5110
FROM TIME GREATER THAN TO TIME

Reason:

The FROM time supplied is greater than the TO time supplied. Processing terminates.

Action:
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Correct and reissue the command.

5111
FROM DATE/TIME EQUALS TO DATE/TIME

Reason:

The FROM date and time supplied are equal to the TO date and time supplied. Processing terminates.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5120
STATE ERROR rc - filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The CMS FSSTATE macro failed with return code rc.

Action:

See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for the meaning of the return code. Then take
appropriate action.

5121
rc ERROR FROM CMSSTOR RELEASE CALL

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to release free storage acquired for buffer and table construction. rc is the return code
of the CMSSTOR RELEASE macro. Processing completes but free storage in CMS may be fragmented or not returned.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5122
INTERNAL PROCESSING ERROR AT aaaaaa

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in internal processing at address aaaaaa.

Action:

Note the address. Then contact Broadcom Support.

5163
OPEN ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSOPEN macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:
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If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5164
CLOSE ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSCLOSE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5165
rc ERROR FROM CMSSTOR OBTAIN REQUEST

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to acquire free storage. rc is the return code of the CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro.
Processing terminates.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5166
READ ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the return code is
128, EXPLORE was unable to process the file because is did not recognize the record format. Return code 128 is issued
by EXPLORE. For other return codes, the following holds:

• If the file is on disk, rc is the return code of the FSREAD macro.
• If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the RDTAPE macro.

Action:

If the return code is 128, verify that you are accessing the right file and that the file is not corrupted. For other return
codes, if the file is on disk or on tape, see Return Codes for information about the return code. Then take appropriate
action.

5167
WRITE ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to write to the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on
disk, rc is the return code of the FSWRITE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the WRTAPE macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.
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5201
VOLSER CORRELATION TABLE FULL

Reason:

The internal table of volume serial numbers and real device addresses is full. The table will hold 1,000 entries. Processing
continues, but some volumes may have the real address X'0000' when reported by EXPLDASD.

Action:

None.

5202
ERASE ERROR rc - filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to erase the CMS file identified in the message. rc is the return code of the FSERASE
macro. Processing terminates.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5203
NO DIRECTORY OR PARM FILES FOUND

Reason:

Neither the VM directory file nor an EXPLVTOC PARM file were available for processing during DASD reporting. At least
one of the two files must be available. Processing terminates, and no output is generated.

Action:

Make sure that EXPLORE has access to the VM directory file or supply an EXPVLTOC PARM file containing VM directory
information.

5204
PARM FILE DOES NOT CONTAIN ADD STATEMENTS

Reason:

No VM directory file was available for processing, and the EXPLVTOC PARM file did not contain any ADD commands. No
VTOC output file could be generated. Processing terminates.

Action:

Make sure that EXPLORE has access to the VM directory file or supply an EXPVLTOC PARM file containing VM directory
information.

5205
NO DIRECTORY FILE AVAILABLE ON ACCESSED DISKS

Reason:
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No VM directory file was available for processing. This is an informational message. Processing continues. The
EXPLVTOC PARM file will be used for minidisk definition input.

Action:

None.

5221
rc ERROR FROM CMSSTOR RELEASE CALL

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to release free storage acquired for buffer and table construction. rc is the return code
of the CMSSTOR RELEASE macro. Processing completes, but free storage in CMS may be fragmented or not returned.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5222
INTERNAL PROCESSING ERROR AT aaaaaa

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in internal processing at address aaaaaa.

Action:

Note the address. Then contact Broadcom Support.

5263
OPEN ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSOPEN macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5264
CLOSE ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSCLOSE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5265
rc ERROR FROM CMSSTOR OBTAIN REQUEST
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Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to acquire free storage. rc is the return code of the CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro.
Processing terminates.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5266
READ ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the return code is
128, EXPLORE was unable to process the file because is did not recognize the record format. Return code 128 is issued
by EXPLORE. For other return codes, the following holds:

• If the file is on disk, rc is the return code of the FSREAD macro.
• If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the RDTAPE macro.

Action:

If the return code is 128, verify that you are accessing the right file and that the file is not corrupted. For other return codes
and for more information about the return code, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5267
WRITE ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to write to the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on
disk, rc is the return code of the FSWRITE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the WRTAPE macro.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5301
OUTMODE COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

The CMS filemode supplied via the OUTMODE command is invalid. OUTMODE filemodes are one-character alphabetic
parameters. Processing continues using the default OUTMODE (A).

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5302
BLKSIZE COMMAND--INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

The block size specified by the BLKSIZE command was not valid. The block size must be a numeric value not greater
than 32,768 (32,760 for tape). Processing continues using the default block size (32,760 for tape, or 32,768 for disk).
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Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5320
ERASE ERROR rc - filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to erase the CMS file identified in the message. rc is the return code of the FSERASE
macro. Processing terminates.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5321
rc ERROR FROM CMSSTOR RETURN

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to release free storage acquired for buffer and table construction. rc is the return code
of the CMSSTOR RELEASE macro. Processing completes, but free storage in CMS may be fragmented or not returned.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5322
INTERNAL PROCESSING ERROR AT aaaaaa

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in internal processing at address aaaaaa.

Action:

Note the address. Then contact Broadcom Support.

5323
CP MONITOR FILE HAS INVALID RECORD FORMAT

Reason:

The file is either corrupted or is not in CP Monitor format. Processing terminates.

Action:

Use an uncorrupted file in CP Monitor format. You may have to collect new data first.

5363
OPEN ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSOPEN macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.
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Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5364
CLOSE ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSCLOSE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5365
rc ERROR FROM CMSSTOR OBTAIN

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to acquire free storage. rc is the return code of the CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro.
Processing terminates.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5366
READ ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the return code is
128, EXPLORE was unable to process the file because is did not recognize the record format. Return code 128 is issued
by EXPLORE. For other return codes, the following holds:

• If the file is on disk, rc is the return code of the FSREAD macro.
• If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the RDTAPE macro.

Action:

If the return code is 128, verify that you are accessing the right file and that the file is not corrupted. For other return codes
and for more information about the return code, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5367
WRITE ERROR rc - filename filemode filetype

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to write to the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on
disk, rc is the return code of the FSWRITE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the WRTAPE macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.
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5401
NUMBER OF MDISKS SPECIFIED TOO LARGE

Reason:

The number of minidisk table entries specified by the MDISK command was too large. The maximum is 99,999. The
default of 1,000 is used when this error occurs.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

5402
VTOC TABLE FULL

Reason:

The internal table of VTOC entries has overflowed. No more DASD extent definitions can be added. Processing
continues, but subsequent reporting will not completely map a DASD volume. The default table size is 1,000 entries. You
can override the default with the MDISK command.

Action:

Use the MDISK command to increase the size of the internal table of VTOC entries.

5421
rc ERROR FROM FREE STORAGE RETURN

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to release free storage acquired for buffer and table construction. rc is the return code
of the CMSSTOR RELEASE macro. Processing completes, but free storage in CMS may be fragmented or not returned.

Action:

For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

5422
INTERNAL PROCESSING ERROR AT aaaaaa

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in internal processing at address aaaaaa.

Action:

Note the address. Then contact Broadcom Support.

5465
rc ERROR FROM FREE STORAGE REQUEST

Reason:

An error has occurred during an attempt to acquire free storage. rc is the return code from the CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro.
Processing terminates.

Action:
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For more information, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

EMAP Messages
This article lists and explains messages issued by EMAP.

Each message begins with a unique alphanumeric identifier consisting of the following four components:

EMA
The prefix, which identifies the message as an EMAP message.

mmm
A three-character code that identifies the EMAP module that issued the message.

nnn
A three-digit number that identifies the problem or situation that caused the SQL/DS data collector to issue the
message.

s
A one-character severity code that indicates the seriousness of the error and defines the action that EMAP has
taken in response to the error. The severity codes and their meanings are as follows:
I

Informational message. The SQL/DS data collector continues to run normally.
W

Warning message. The SQL/DS data collector has encountered a minor error, but is continuing to run.
E

Error message. EMAP has encountered an error that is serious enough to terminate processing.

The message text follows the identifier.

EMAmmm001E
OPEN ERROR rc ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to open the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSOPEN macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

EMAmmm002E
CLOSE ERROR rc ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to close the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on disk,
rc is the return code of the FSCLOSE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the TAPECTL or TAPESL macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

EMAmmm003E
READ ERROR rc ON FILE filename filetype filemode
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Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to read the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the return code is
128, EXPLORE was unable to process the file because is did not recognize the record format. Return code 128 is issued
by EXPLORE. For other return codes, the following holds:

• If the file is on disk, rc is the return code of the FSREAD macro.
• If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the RDTAPE macro.

Action:

If the return code is 128, verify that you have loaded the correct tape. For other return codes, do one of the following:

• If the file is on disk, see "FSREAD" in Return Codes for CMS Macros Used by EXPLORE. Then take appropriate
action.

• If the file is on tape, see "RDTAPE" in Return Codes for CMS Macros Used by EXPLORE. Then take appropriate
action.

EMAmmm004E
WRITE ERROR rc ON FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to write to the file identified in the message. Processing terminates. If the file is on
disk, rc is the return code of the FSWRITE macro. If the file is on tape, rc is the return code of the WRTAPE macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

EMAmmm005E
FREE STORAGE ACQUISITION ERROR rc

Reason:

An error occurred when EMAP attempted to acquire free storage. rc is the return code of the CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

EMAmmm006E
FREE STORAGE CEILING REACHED

Reason:

EMAP must be able to process the reports that you request in 16 megabytes or less of free storage.

Action:

Reduce either the number of requested reports or the length of time requested in the reports.

EMAmmm007E
FREE STORAGE RETURN ERROR rc

Reason:
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An error occurred when EMAP attempted to release free storage that it had previously acquired. rc is the return code of
the CMSSTOR RELEASE macro.

Action:

If the file is on disk, see Return Codes. Then take appropriate action.

EMAmmm010E
INVALID TAPE ADDRESS IN command COMMAND

Reason:

EMAP received a HISTORY, MERGEIN, or MERGEOUT TAPE command with an invalid virtual address parameter.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm011E
INVALID FILETYPE IN command COMMAND

Reason:

EMAP received a HISTORY, MERGEIN, or MERGEOUT DISK command with an invalid filetype parameter.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm012E
NO SEARCH ENDING FILETYPE IN command COMMAND

Reason:

EMAP received a HISTORY DISK command specifying multiple data files as input; however, the filetype parameter for the
file at the end of the range is missing.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm013E
INVALID FILENAME IN command COMMAND

Reason:

EMAP received a HISTORY, MERGEIN, or MERGEOUT DISK command with an invalid filename parameter.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm014E
NO SEARCH ENDING FILENAME IN command COMMAND

Reason:
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EMAP received a HISTORY DISK command specifying multiple data files as input; however, the filename parameter for
the file at the end of the range is missing.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm015E
COMMAND command FAILED - RETURN CODE rc

Reason:

The CP or CMS command displayed in the message text failed. The return code displayed in the message text indicates
the cause of the failure.

Action:

See one of the following IBM manuals for the meaning of the return code:

• VM/ESA CP Command and Utility Reference
• CMS Command Reference

Then take appropriate action.

EMAmmm016E
FILE filename filetype filemode INVALID FORMAT

Reason:

EMAP detected a CMS file with an invalid format. The name of the file is displayed in the message text. This error usually
indicates that EMAP expected a file with a fixed format, but received a file with a variable format, or vice versa. The EMAP
PARM file and all EMAPRPT files must consist of fixed-length, 80-byte, records.

Action:

Specify the correct file format and run EMAP again.

EMAmmm017E
NO HISTORY FILES IN RANGE REQUESTED

Reason:

EMAP received a HISTORY DISK command specifying multiple data files as input; however, there are no files on
accessed disks in the specified range.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm018E
command COMMAND UNITS OF TIME PARM INVALID

Reason:

EMAP received a command with an invalid units parameter. The command in error is displayed in the message text.

Action:
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Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm019E
command COMMAND NUMBER OF UNITS LENGTH INVALID

Reason:

EMAP received a command with an invalid units parameter. The command in error is displayed in the message text.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm020E
command COMMAND NUMBER OF UNITS INVALID

Reason:

EMAP received a command with an invalid units parameter. The command in error is displayed in the message text.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm021E
FROM/TO DATE OR TIME INVALID

Reason:

EMAP received a FROM or TO command with an invalid date or time.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm022E
FROM DATE IS GREATER THAN TO DATE

Reason:

The specified start date is greater than the specified end date.

Action:

Correct the FROM or TO command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm023E
FROM AND TO DATES AND TIMES ARE EQUAL

Reason:

The specified start date is equal to the specified end date.

Action:

Correct the FROM or TO command and rerun EMAP.
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EMAmmm024E
FROM/TO DATE PARAMETER IS INVALID

Reason:

EMAP received a FROM or TO command with an invalid date parameter.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm025E
FROM/TO TIME PARAMETER IS INVALID

Reason:

EMAP received a FROM or TO command with an invalid time parameter.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm026E
SHIFT TIME PARAMETER IS INVALID

Reason:

EMAP received a SHIFT command with an invalid time parameter.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm027E
LOW SHIFT TIME IS EQUAL TO HIGH

Reason:

EMAP received a SHIFT command that specified equal start and end times.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm028E
CP MONITOR FILE HAS INVALID RECORD FORMAT

Reason:

EMAP detected a performance data input file with an invalid format. The file in error is a CP monitor file. This error usually
indicates a damaged file.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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EMAmmm030E
OUTPUT FILE ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

A file already exists with the name that is specified in the MERGEOUT command or in the FORMAT DCMPGS command.

Action:

Change the CMS filename and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm031E
ERROR RETURNED FROM CMS PRINTL MACRO - RC = rc

Reason:

An error occurred when EMAP attempted to print a line. rc is the return code of the CMS PRINTL macro.

Action:

See the IBM documentation for the meaning of the return code. Then take appropriate action.

EMAmmm032E
INVALID PRODUCT CODE OR PRODUCT EXPIRED

Reason:

The EMAP PARM file or the EXPLORE PRODCODE file contains an invalid or expired product code. EMAP terminates.

Action:

Contact your Broadcom Account Manager for a new product code.

EMAmmm008s
UNKNOWN COMMAND: command

Reason:

EMAP received an invalid command. The command in error is displayed in the message text.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm009s
COMMAND command INVALID

Reason:
EMAP received a command with an invalid format. The command in error is displayed in the message text.

Action:
Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm029s
NO DATA FOUND IN REQUESTED RANGE
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Reason:

EMAP found no performance data within the requested date and time range for at least one of the specified variable
names. No report was generated.

Action:

Change the date and time range and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm033s
NOT ENOUGH DATA TO NORMALIZE COUNTERS

Reason:

EMAP requires that input data files contain at least two intervals of data for each item reported on. When only one interval
is present, EMAP cannot normalize its internal counters.

Action:

Either change the reporting time range and remove the references to items containing less than two intervals of data, or
collect more data before rerunning EMAP.

EMAmmm034s
ALL DAYS OF THE WEEK WERE NAMED TO BE EXCLUDED

Reason:

EMAP received an EXCLUDE command that excluded all days of the week. You must include at least one day of the
week.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm035s
NO SECOND DAY PARM SUPPLIED FOR INCLUDE/EXCLUDE

Reason:

EMAP received an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command that incorrectly specified a range of days. The end day was either
omitted or was incorrectly specified.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm036s
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE COMMAND HAS INVALID PARAMETERS

Reason:

EMAP received an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command with invalid parameters.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.
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EMAmmm037s
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE TABLE FULL - ENTRY NOT ADDED

Reason:

The internal table used to hold the date and time format INCLUDE and EXCLUDE values is full. The supplied entry was
not added.

Action:

Use fewer INCLUDEs and EXCLUDEs. If necessary, divide the report and run the parts in separate executions of EMAP.

EMAmmm038s
RLINES COMMAND NUMBER OF LINES PARM INCORRECT

Reason:

EMAP received an RLINES command specifying an invalid number of lines per report page. The default number of lines
per report page has been substituted.

Action:

None.

EMAmmm040s
INVALID GROUP ID SPECIFIED FOR GROUP COMMAND

Reason:

EMAP received a GROUP command specifying an invalid performance group ID. Valid performance group identifiers are
the letters from A to X.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm041s
INVALID USERID SPECIFIED FOR GROUP COMMAND

Reason:

EMAP received a GROUP command that specified an invalid user ID.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm042s
PERFORMANCE GROUP TABLE FULL - ENTRY NOT ADDED

Reason:

The internal table used to hold performance group user IDs is full. The supplied entry was not added.

Action:

Restructure your report to use smaller performance groups, and rerun EMAP.
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EMAmmm043s
PERFORMANCE GROUP TABLE STORAGE REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

The free storage request performed to obtain storage in which to build the table of performance group user IDs failed. An
EMAmmm005E message, issued prior to this message, describes the type of storage obtain error that occurred.

Action:

If the reason for the failure was insufficient free storage, you may be able to avoid the error by increasing the virtual
storage size of the virtual machine in which EMAP executes.

EMAmmm044s
FILE filename filetype filemode NOT IN TOD SEQUENCE

Reason:

The input history files are not in time-of-day sequence. MONWRITE, EXPLRVM, and the EMAP ARCHIVE function create
files in TOD sequence.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

EMAmmm045s
INVALID SCALE FACTOR SPECIFIED ON SCALE COMMAND

Reason:

EMAP received a SCALE command that contained an invalid scale factor.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun EMAP.

EMAmmm055s
THE FIRST DATA FILE RECORD WAS NOT CONFIG

Reason:

The first record in a CP monitor data file was not a configuration record. Either the file is corrupted or it contains no data.
Processing terminates.

In a CP monitor data file, a configuration record must precede all data in order for EMAP to correctly merge data files.

Action:

Collect new data and then run EMAP.

SQL Data Collector Messages
Contents

This section lists and explains the messages issued by the Explore PM for z/VM SQL/DS data collector, EXPSQLDC.

See Messages for information about the conventions used for presenting Explore PM for z/VM messages.
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Each message begins with a unique alphanumeric identifier consisting of the following three components:

EXPSQL
The prefix, which identifies the message as an SQL/DS data collector message.

nnn
A three-digit number that identifies the problem or situation that caused the SQL/DS data collector to issue the
message.

s
A one-character severity code that indicates the seriousness of the error and defines the action that EXPSQLDC
has taken in response to the error. The severity codes and their meanings are as follows:

Code Meaning
I Informational message. The SQL/DS data collector continues to

run normally.
W Warning message. The SQL/DS data collector has encountered a

minor error, but is continuing to run.
E Error message. EMAP has encountered an error that is serious

enough to terminate processing.

The text of the message follows the identifier.

EXPSQL001E
INVALID INPUT PARAMETER

Reason:

An invalid parameter was supplied on the EXPSQLDC execute command. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a
non-zero return code.

Action:

Run the command with a valid parameter.

EXPSQL002E
SAMPLE INTERVAL LENGTH PARAMETER IS INVALID

Reason:

The sample interval length parameter supplied was invalid. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return
code.

Action:

Run the program again, using a sample interval length parameter in the range 1-60 minutes.

EXPSQL003E
FREE STORAGE OBTAIN ERROR,RC= rc FROM CMSSTOR

Reason:

An attempt to obtain CMS free storage failed with the return code indicated. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a
non-zero return code.

Action:
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See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the return code.

EXPSQL004E
INSUFFICIENT FREE STORAGE OBTAINED BY CMSSTOR

Reason:

An attempt to obtain CMS free storage resulted in CMS returning less free storage than requested. The EXPSQLDC
program terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Re-IPL CMS and start EXPSQLDC again. If the problem persists, define a larger storage size for the EXPSQLDC
machine and retry this.

EXPSQL005E
FREE STORAGE RETURN ERROR,RC= rc FROM CMSSTOR

Reason:

An attempt to return CMS free storage failed with the indicated return code. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a
non-zero return code.

Action:

See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the return code.

EXPSQL006E
EWAIT OPEN PROCESSING ERROR, RC= rc

Reason:

An error occurred in the Explore PM for z/VM wait facility. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return
code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL007E
EWAIT ADD PROCESSING ERROR, RC= rc

Reason:

An error occurred in the Explore PM for z/VM wait facility. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return
code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL008E
EWAIT WAIT PROCESSING ERROR, RC= rc
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Reason:

An error occurred in the Explore PM for z/VM wait facility. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return
code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL009E
ETIME OPEN PROCESSING ERROR, RC= rc

Reason:

An error occurred in the Explore PM for z/VM time facility. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return
code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL010E
ETIME ADD PROCESSING ERROR, RC= rc

Reason:

An error occurred in the Explore PM for z/VM time facility. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return
code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL011E
ETIME GET PROCESSING ERROR, RC= rc

Reason:

An error occurred in the Explore PM for z/VM time facility. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return
code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL012E
IMMCMD SET ERROR OCCURRED, RC= rc

Reason:

An error occurred during execution of the CMS IMMCMD macro processing the SET function. See the VM/ESA CMS
Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the indicated return code.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL013E
IMMCMD CLR ERROR OCCURRED, RC= rc

Reason:

An error occurred during execution of the CMS IMMCMD macro processing the CLR function. See the VM/ESA CMS
Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the indicated return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return code indicated in this error message and the storage dump produced by the
abend.

EXPSQL014E
SQL CONNECT ERROR, SQLCODE= code

Reason:

An error occurred during an attempt to connect to the SQL/DS application server. The EXPSQLDC program terminates
with a non-zero return code.

Action:

See the IBM SQL/DS (DB2) documentation.

EXPSQL015E
SQL CONNECT ERROR, APPLICATION SERVER INACTIVE

Reason:

An attempt was made to connect to an SQL/DS application server but the application server was not active. The
EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Start SQL/DS and restart EXPSQLDC.

EXPSQL016E
SQL CALL ERROR AT address, SQLCODE= rc

Reason:

An error occurred during a data request call to the SQL/DS application server. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a
non-zero return code.

Action:

See the IBM SQL/DS (DB2) documentation.

EXPSQL017E
HNDIUCV SET ERROR OCCURRED, RC= rc
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Reason:

An attempt install a CMS IUCV interrupt handler has failed with the indicated return code. The EXPSQLDC program
terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

See the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the return code.

EXPSQL018E
HNDIUCV CLR ERROR OCCURRED, RC= rc

Reason:

An attempt remove a CMS IUCV interrupt handler has failed with the indicated return code. The EXPSQLDC program
terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

See to the VM/ESA CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the return code.

EXPSQL019E
ERROR FROM CMSIUCV ACCEPT REQUEST, RC= rc

Reason:

A CMSIUCV ACCEPT request has failed with the indicated return code. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-
zero return code.

Action:

See the IBM CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the return code.

EXPSQL020E
ERROR FROM CMSIUCV SEVER REQUEST, RC= rc

Reason:

A CMSIUCV SEVER request has failed with the indicated return code. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-
zero return code.

Action:

See the VM/ESA  CMS  Application Development Reference for Assembler for an explanation of the return code.

EXPSQL021E
ERROR FROM IUCV SEND REQUEST, RC= rc

Reason:

An IUCV SEND request has failed with the IPRCODE indicated by rc. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a non-
zero return code.

Action:

For an explanation of the IPRCODE, see the list of IPRCODEs in Return Codes, or the IBM manual CP Programming
Services.
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EXPSQL022E
ERROR FROM IUCV SETMASK REQUEST, RC= rc

Reason:

An IUCV SETMASK request has failed with the IPRCODE indicated by rc. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a
non-zero return code.

Action:

For an explanation of the IPRCODE, see the list of IPRCODEs in Return Codes, or the IBM manual CP Programming
Services.

EXPSQL023E
ERROR FROM IUCV SETCMASK REQUEST, RC= rc

Reason:

An IUCV SETCMASK request has failed with the IPRCODE indicated by rc. The EXPSQLDC program terminates with a
non-zero return code.

Action:

For an explanation of the IPRCODE, see the list of IPRCODEs in Return Codes, or the IBM manual CP Programming
Services.

EXPSQL024E
NUMBER OF SQL USERS PARAMETER IS INVALID

Reason:
The number of SQL/DS user connections supplied on the EXPSQLDC execute command was invalid. The EXPSQLDC
program terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:
Rerun the command, either using a valid number or without specifying a number. The valid range is from 1 to 99,999.

EXPSQL025E
SQL RESPONSE FORMAT ERROR AT address

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to process an SQL/DS response to a performance data request. The EXPSQLDC
program terminates with a non-zero return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the error address indicated and the storage dump generated by this error.

EXPSQL099E
SQL initialization error - file ARIRVSTC TEXT not found

Reason:

EXPSQLDC program was executed, but IBM SQL interface module was not found.

Action:
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The ARIRVSTC TEXT file must be copied from the SQL product disk to the Explore server's A-disk and the following
command must be issued to regenerate the EXPSQLDC module:

EXPGEN  EXPSQLDC

LMP Messages
Broadcom LMP (License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of
licensed software. Broadcom LMP uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and
to report on activities regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that
solution software under the control of Broadcom LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution
keys, or changes in the CPU on which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the Broadcom LMP common enforcement software is
automatically invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a
discrepancy is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages
that are designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

Each message begins with a unique alphanumeric identifier consisting of the following four components:

CAS9 or VMESYS
The prefix, which identifies the message as an LMP message.

nnn
A four-digit number that identifies the problem or situation that caused the message to be issued.

s
A one-character severity code that indicates the seriousness of the error and defines the action that LMP has
taken in response to the error. The severity codes and their meanings are as follows:

Code Meaning
I Informational message. Explore PM for z/VM continues to run

normally.
W Warning message. Explore PM for z/VM has encountered a minor

error, but is continuing to run.
E Error message. Explore PM for z/VM has encountered an error

that is serious enough to terminate processing.
A Action is required.

The message text follows the identifier.

CAS9115I
LMP input:

Reason:

This message displays an Explore PM for z/VM LMP key found for this CPU.

Action:

No further action is needed.
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CAS9116I
EKG device code accepted. EKG activated on:

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating that a valid EKG LMP key has been accepted for Explore PM for z/VM on this
CPU.

Action:

No further action is needed.

CAS9125E
LMP key error:

Reason:

An error occurred while processing Explore PM for z/VM LMP keys.

Action:

Additional error messages will accompany this message further documenting the error condition.

CAS9171E
Error xxxx accessing LMP disk

Reason:

An error occurred while Explore PM for z/VM was attempting to access the LMP disk.

Action:

Make sure the LMP disk is linked by the Explore PM for z/VM service virtual machine and rerun EXPLRVM.

CAS9182A
WARNING: LMP key for Explore PM for z/VM expires in .. days

Reason:

This message indicates that the Explore PM for z/VM LMP key will expire in .. days.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get an Explore PM for z/VM LMP key for this CPU.

VMESYS1162W
NOTICE! No current Explore PM for z/VM LMP key found for this CPU.

Reason:

Explore PM for z/VM is not licensed to run on this CPU. Explore PM for z/VM operation continues; however, warning
messages are issued until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support to get an Explore PM for z/VM LMP key for this CPU.
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VMESYS1163W
Explore PM for z/VM must be licensed with a CA LMP key for lawful operation.

Reason:

Explore PM for z/VM is not licensed to run on this CPU. Explore PM for z/VM operation continues; however, warning
messages are issued until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support to get an Explore PM for z/VM LMP key for this CPU.

VMESYS1164W
This software product is the property of CA and is protected by copyright.

Reason:

Explore PM for z/VM is not licensed to run on this CPU. Explore PM for z/VM operation continues; however, warning
messages are issued until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support to get an Explore PM for z/VM LMP key for this CPU.

VMESYS1165W
Unauthorized use of this software product is unlawful and subject to prosecution.

Reason:

Explore PM for z/VM is not licensed to run on this CPU. Explore PM for z/VM operation continues; however, warning
messages are issued until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support to get an Explore PM for z/VM LMP key for this CPU.

Return Codes
This article lists the return codes for EXPLORE programs and for CMS macros used by Explore PM for z/VM.

Explore Programs
Nonzero return codes from EXPLORE programs are displayed on the console by CMS.

CMS Macros
EXPLORE passes nonzero return codes from the CMS macros it uses to the console. The information about CMS
macros in this article is taken from the IBM CMS Application Development Reference for Assembler.
That documentation contains more detailed information than is provided here about CMS programming macros
and their return codes.

Return Codes for EXPLORE Programs
Explore PM for z/VM may return the following codes during operation. The codes are listed under their respective utilities,
which are presented alphabetically.
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EXPLBLD

Code Meaning

4 A symbol address in the input data was not in hexadecimal format.

10000 EXPLBLD received a nonzero condition code from diagnose 08.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support.

10001 The user ID from which you ran EXPLBLD is missing the CP
privilege class required to issue the CP LOCATE command.

1nnnn Error nnnn occurred when EXPLBLD issued the CP LOCATE
command. See the IBM manual VM/ESA System Messages and
Codes for the description of message HCPnnnn.

2nnnn Error nnnn occurred when EXPLBLD issued the CMS SORT
command. See the IBM manual CMS Command Reference for
information about the return code for the CMS SORT command.

other A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLBLD by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLBMAP

Code Meaning

-3 The input data contained an invalid instruction mnemonic.

1 One or both of the following occurred:
The input data contained an invalid length modifier.
The input data contained invalid numeric data.

4 The input data contained invalid hexadecimal data.

 

EXPLCMND

Code Meaning

-3 The EXPLORE SUBCOM interface was called by an EXEC, which
was not invoked by EXPLCMND's EXEC command.

1 A program check or VMCF error occurred. Usually a dump is
taken.

2 An error occurred in an EXPLORE command (EXEC interpreter
interface only).

16 The command issued is not an EXPLORE command (EXEC
interpreter interface only).

20 One of the following conditions obtains:
The screen buffer is full (EXEC interpreter interface only).
The EXPLORE subcom entry point already exists.
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22 An internal error occurred in the EXPLORE subcom interface. For
assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

128 The parameter list is empty, too long, or contains invalid
parameters.

255 The format of an EXECCOMM or VMCF internal parameter list is
invalid.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLCMND by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLCOMP

Code Meaning

1 An internal error occurred.

128 A parm command is in error.

 

EXPLDASD

Code Meaning

4 You specified an invalid hexadecimal address.

128 A control statement included an invalid operand or too many
operands.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLDASD by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLDSP

Code Meaning

18 An internal error occurred. NOREC was specified on a RECFM=V
file.

128 You specified an invalid parameter.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLDSP by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.
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EXPLDUMP

Code Meaning

128 One of the following occurred:
You specified an invalid or unknown operand.
The EXPLORE LOG or EXPLHIST TAPE file contains an unknown
record type.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLDUMP by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLMRG

Code Meaning

128 You specified an invalid parameter.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLMRG by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLORE

Code Meaning

-3 An EXEC invoked with the CMS command attempted to issue an
EXPLORE command.

1 One of the following occurred:
Diagnose 8C error
Program check
VMCF error
Usually a dump is taken.

2 An error occurred in an EXPLORE command (EXEC interpreter
interface only).

4 Insufficient storage.

16 A command was issued that EXPLORE does not recognize
(EXEC interpreter interface only).

20 Either no service machine was specified or one of the following
conditions obtains:
The EXPLORE subcom interface already exists.
The Screen buffer is full (EXEC interpreter interface only).

128 The parameter list is empty, too long, or contains invalid
parameters.

255 The format of an EXECCOMM or VMCF internal parameter list is
invalid.
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xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLORE by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLPURG

Code Meaning

18 An internal error occurred. NOREC was specified on a RECFM=V
file.

128 You specified an invalid parameter.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLPURG by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLREVW

Code Meaning

-3 An EXEC invoked with the CMS command attempted to issue an
EXPLORE command.

1 One of the following occurred:
Diagnose 8C error
Program check
Usually a dump is taken.

2 An error occurred in an EXPLORE command (EXEC interpreter
interface only).

4 Insufficient storage.

16 A command was issued that EXPLORE does not recognize
(EXEC interpreter interface only).

20 One of the following conditions obtains:
The EXPLORE subcom interface already exists.
The Screen buffer is full (EXEC interpreter interface only).

128 The parameter list is empty, too long, or contains invalid
parameters.

255 The format of an EXECCOMM internal parameter list is invalid.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLREVW by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.
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EXPLRVM

Code Meaning

-3 An EXEC invoked with the CMS command attempted to issue an
EXPLORE command.

0 The program returned normally (the QUIT command was issued).

1 One of the following occurred:
Diagnose 8C error
Program check
VMCF error
Usually a dump is taken.

2 An error occurred in an EXPLORE command (EXEC interpreter
interface only).

4 Insufficient storage (the EXPLORE virtual machine is too small).

8 Your product code is invalid. Contact your account manager is you
need a new one.

16 A command was issued that EXPLORE does not recognize
(EXEC interpreter interface only).

20 One of the following conditions occurred:
The EXPLORE subcom interface already exists.
EXPLRVM or EXPLORE or EXPLREVW is already active in this
virtual machine.
The screen buffer is full (EXEC interpreter interface only).

128 The parameter list is empty or too long.

255 An unsupported parameter list format was received or the
EXPLRVM nucleus extension was loaded previously.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLRVM by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLSAMP

Code Meaning

1 One of the following occurred:
An internal error occurred; no devices are selected for sampling.
Either there are no DASD devices in the real device table (use
EXPLORE's RDEV DASD command to check the table), the
device specified on the SEEK command is not in the real device
table, or the device specified on the SEEK command is not a
DASD device.
No CLASDASD devices were found.
All CLASDASD devices were excluded by the DEV parameter.

2 EXPLSAMP is unable to locate a required CP field.

3 An internal error occurred on diagnose 04, indicating an attempt
was made to obtain data beyond the end of real storage.
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4 A hexadecimal conversion error occurred.

8 The EXPLRVM internal table anchor parameter is missing, or the
parameter pointed to zeros (note that the parameter value itself
was not zeros).

128 You specified an invalid parameter.

255 An unsupported parameter list format was received or the
EXPLRVM nucleus extension was loaded previously.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLSAMP by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

 

EXPLSAVE

Code Meaning

18 An internal error occurred. NOREC was specified on a RECFM=V
file.

128 You specified an invalid parameter.

xxx A CMS error occurred. This value is the error code passed to
EXPLSAVE by CMS. The component of CMS that generated the
error code is identified in the error message issued.

Return Codes for CMS Macros Used by EXPLORE
Contents

This section lists the return codes for some of the CMS programming macros used by EXPLORE. This information is
taken from the z/VM manual; for more detailed information about these macros and about macros not listed here, see the
z/VM manual.

CMSSTOR OBTAIN

Code Meaning

1 Insufficient storage space is available to satisfy the request for
free storage.

2 The USER key storage pointers were destroyed.

3 The NUCLEUS key storage pointers were destroyed.

4 An invalid size was requested. This error occurs if the requested
size is not greater than zero.

5 An address given for OBTAIN is not doubleword-aligned, or the
specified address plus the amount of storage requested would
cross either the 16-megabyte boundary or exceed the storage size
of the virtual machine.

9 An unexpected and unexplained error occurred in the storage
management routine.
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11 A register specified for either the minimum portion of BYTES/
DWORDS or the ADDR= parameter is not in the range 2-12.

CMSSTOR RELEASE

Code Meaning

2 The USER key storage pointers were destroyed.

3 The NUCLEUS key storage pointers were destroyed.

5 The size value on the BYTES or DWORDS parameter was invalid.
This error occurs if the specified value is not positive.

6 CMSSTOR OBTAIN never allocated the specified block of
storage. Any of the following conditions can cause this error to
occur:
The block crosses a page boundary that separates a page
allocated for USER storage from a page allocated for NUCLEUS
storage.
The block overlaps another block already on the free storage
chain.

7 The specified address is not doubleword-aligned.

9 An unexplained error occurred in the storage management
routine.

10 The block specified on the CMSSTOR RELEASE SUBPOOL
parameter does not match the subpool name specified on the
CMSSTOR OBTAIN macro. No storage is released.

11 A register specified for the ADDR= parameter is not in the range
2-12.

FSCLOSE

Code Meaning

6 The file is not open or no records were read or written.

31 An SFS file close failed, a rollback was performed.

FSERASE

Code Meaning

28 The file was not found.

36 The disk is not accessed.
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FSOPEN

Code Meaning

3 An I/O error occurred. OPENTYP=READ or WRITE.

10 The maximum number of files per minidisk was reached.

11 The output file record format is invalid.

12 The DISK or SFS directory for the output file is not accessed read/
write.

20 The filename or filetype contains an invalid character.

24 The filemode is invalid.

25 Insufficient virtual storage is available.

28 The file was not found.

30 An unspecified SFS error occurred. No rollback was performed.

31 Rollback occurred on an SFS file.

33 An invalid OPENTYP was specified.

34 An invalid cache was specified.

35 The file already exists for OPENTYPE=NEW.

36 The disk or directory is not accessed.

37 The file is already open using the macro interface, and
OPENTYP=READ/WRITE/NEW/REPLACE was specified on this
FSOPEN request.

40 One of the following occurred:
A required CSL routine is missing (it was dropped or not loaded).
An error occurred in a user exit.
An error occurred during a call to the user accounting exit routine
(DMS2AB).

49 The file is in DFSMS/VM migrated status and implicit RECALL is
off.

51 An error occurred during DFSMS/VM file recall processing.

55 An APPC/VM error occurred.

70 One of the following occurred:
The file is locked.
A deadlock was detected.
The file is already open for write using SFS OPEN and either
WRITE or REPLACE was specified for OPENTYP on this
FSOPEN.
Another user has the file open for writing and WRITE or
REPLACE was specified for OPENTYP on this FSOPEN.
You tried to make uncommitted updates to more than one file pool
in the same work unit (you should move all files being opened for
output to the same file pool).
The minidisk file is already open through DMSOPEN or
DMSOPDBK.

80 An I/O error occurred when accessing an OS dataset.

81 An OS dataset is read password protected.
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82 The organization of an OS dataset is not BSAM, QSAM, or BPAM.

83 An OS dataset has more than 16 extents.

84 An attempt was made to open a file on an OS or DOS formatted
minidisk.

88 The file contains more than 65535 blocks or records and FORM=E
was not specified for the FSCB.

99 A required system resource is unavailable for one of the following
reasons:
There is insufficient virtual storage for the file pool server.
The file pool server is unavailable.
The file is in migrated status and DFSMS is not enabled.

FSREAD

Code Meaning

1 One of the following occurred:
The file was not found.
The disk was not accessed.
The requestor does not have sufficient authority.

2 The buffer address is invalid.

3 An I/O to a minidisk failed.

4 The first character of the filemode is invalid.

5 The number of records to be read is less than or equal to zero (or
greater than 32,768 for an 800-byte formatted disk), or the record
format of the file does not match that specified in the FSCB.

7 The record format is invalid (only checked when the file is first
opened for reading).

8 The buffer is too small to hold all of the data read.

9 File open for output (for an 800-byte formatted disk).

11 The number of records to be read is greater than 1 for a variable-
length file.

12 End of file was reached, or the number of records to be read was
greater than number of records in the file. No records were read.

13 A variable-length file has an invalid displacement in the active file
table.

20 The filename contains an invalid character.

21 The filemode contains an Invalid character.

25 Insufficient free storage is available for file management control
areas.

26 The requested item number is negative or the item number plus
the number of items exceeds the file system capacity.

29 The storage group space limit was reached.

30 An unspecified SFS error occurred. No rollback was performed.

31 Rollback occurred on SFS file.
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40 One of the following occurred:
A required CSL routine is missing (either it was dropped or not
loaded).
An error occurred in a user exit.
An error occurred during a call to the user accounting exit routine
(DMS2AB).

42 The logical record length of the record just read is either less than
1 or greater than the defined logical record length of the file. Try
accessing the disk again (someone may have changed the file).

48 The file is empty.

49 External object cannot be opened.

50 The file is in DFSMS/VM migrated status and implicit RECALL is
off.

51 An error occurred during DFSMS/VM file recall processing.

55 An APPC/VM error occurred.

70 Either there is an SFS file sharing conflict or the file is already
open through DMSOPEN or DMSOPDBK with output intent.

80 An I/O error occurred when accessing an OS dataset.

81 An OS dataset is read password protected.

82 The organization of an OS dataset is not BSAM, QSAM, or BPAM.

83 An OS dataset has more than 16 extents.

84 An attempt was made to open a file on an OS or DOS formatted
minidisk.

99 A required system resource is unavailable for one of the following
reasons:
There is insufficient virtual storage for the file pool server.
The file pool server is unavailable.
The file is in migrated status and DFSMS is not enabled.

FSWRITE

Code Meaning

1 The requestor is not authorized to write to the file.

2 The buffer address is invalid.

3 An I/O to a minidisk failed.

4 The first character of the filemode is invalid.

5 The second character of the filemode is invalid.

6 The number of the last record to be written is too large (more than
65,535) to fit in a halfword and an extended PLIST is not specified.

7 The record number is more than one greater than the current
number of records in a file with variable length records.

8 The size of the output buffer is not greater than 0 or an attempt
was made to write a null record to a file with variable length
records.
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9 File open for input (for an 800-byte formatted disk).

10 Maximum number of files per minidisk reached (3400 for an 800-
byte formatted disk).

11 The record format is not F or V.

12 The disk or directory is not accessed read/write.

13 The disk is full.

14 The number of bytes to be written is not integrally divisible by the
number of records to be written.

15 The length of a fixed-length item not the same as the previous
item.

16 The record format specified is not the same as the file.

17 The size of the output buffer is greater than 65535 bytes for a file
with variable length records.

18 The number of records to write is greater than 1 for a variable-
length file.

19 Maximum number of data blocks per file reached (16060 for an
800-byte formatted disk).

20 The filename contains an invalid character.

21 The filemode contains an Invalid character.

25 Insufficient free storage is available for file management control
areas.

26 The requested item number is negative or the item number plus
the number of items exceeds the file system capacity.

29 The storage group space limit was reached.

30 An unspecified SFS error occurred. No rollback is performed.

31 Rollback occurred on SFS file.

38 The file was explicitly opened with READ intent.

39 The file is on a read-only extension of the disk specified by the
filemode of the file.

40 One of the following occurred:
A required CSL routine is missing (either it was dropped or not
loaded).
An error occurred in a user exit.
An error occurred during a call to the user accounting exit routine
(DMS2AB).

49 External object cannot be opened.

50 The file is in DFSMS/VM migrated status and implicit RECALL is
off.

51 An error occurred during DFSMS/VM file recall processing.

55 An APPC/VM error occurred.
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70 One of the following occurred:
The file is locked.
The file pool server detected a deadlock.
The file is already open for writing using SFS.
Another user has the file open for writing.
The file is implicitly open for reading and cannot be written to
because someone else has previously updated it.
The file is already open by DMSOPEN or DMSOPDBK.

80 An I/O error occurred when accessing an OS dataset.

81 An OS dataset is read password protected.

82 The organization of an OS dataset is not BSAM, QSAM, or BPAM.

83 An OS dataset has more than 16 extents.

84 An attempt was made to open a file on an OS or DOS formatted
minidisk.

99 A required system resource is unavailable for one of the following
reasons:
There is insufficient virtual storage for the file pool server.
The file pool server is unavailable.
The file is in migrated status and DFSMS is not enabled.

RDTAPE

Code Meaning

1 An invalid function or parameter list was specified.

2 A tape mark was detected. Usually this means that end of file or
end of tape was reached.

3 An I/O error occurred.

4 An invalid device address was specified.

5 The virtual tape device is not attached.

7 The device specified is not a tape device.

8 The block read is larger than the buffer provided.

9 The tape has been manually rewound or unloaded.

128 An unknown record type was found, or the tape is bad or incorrect.

TAPECTL

Code Meaning

1 An invalid function or parameter list was specified.

2 A tape mark was detected. Usually this means that end of file or
end of tape was reached.

3 An I/O error occurred.

4 An invalid device address was specified.

5 The virtual tape device is not attached.
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6 The volume is write protected.

7 The device specified is not a tape device.

9 The tape has been manually rewound or unloaded.

TAPESL

Code Meaning

4 The tape has been manually rewound or unloaded.

24 An invalid device type was specified.

28 The LABELDEF cannot be found.

32 One of the following occurred:
A block count error occurred.
An error occurred in checking the tape label.
If you also received the CMS error message DMSTLM431E
TAPn(ccuu) VOL1 LABEL MISSING, you used an unlabeled tape.
Tapes used with Explore PM for z/VM must have IBM standard
VOL1 and HDR1 labels. Use DITTO, MOVEFILE, or some
other utility to copy the data to a labeled tape, using unblocked,
undefined record format (RECFM=U) with a maximum block size
of 32K.
If you also received the CMS error message DMSTLM434E
TAPn(ccuu) INPUT LABEL ERROR IN FIELD FILEID, FILE
filename, then the 17-character dataset name specified in the
active LABELDEF does not match that found on the tape. Use the
CMS command Q LABELDEF to identify the active LABELDEF.
If it does not match the LABELDEF you used, you might have
invoked one of the execs distributed with Explore PM for z/VM,
which contain their own LABELDEF commands. If so, you might
need to change the LABELDEF in the exec.

36 The output tape is file protected.

39 A tape mount error occurred.

40 End of file or end of tape was reached.

100 One of the following occurred:
A tape I/O error occurred.
The virtual tape device is not attached.
The device does not support the format specified with the MODE
parameter.

104 Virtual storage capacity was exceeded.

WRTAPE

Code Meaning

1 An invalid function or parameter list was specified.

2 End of volume was detected.

3 An I/O error occurred.

4 An invalid device address was specified.
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5 The virtual tape device is not attached.

6 The volume is write-protected.

7 The device specified is not a tape device.

8 The block read is larger than the buffer provided.

9 The tape has been manually rewound or unloaded.

IUCV IPRCODEs

IPRCODE Description IUCV Function
0 Normal return.
1 Connection is not pending on this path

or
Path ID specified is not an established path.

ACCEPT

2 Path quiesced - SENDs not allowed. SEND
3 Message limit exceeded. SEND
4 Priority messages not allowed on this path. SEND
5 Receive buffer too short to contain

message
or
Answer buffer too short to contain
message.

RECEIVE
REPLY

6 Fetch protection exception on send buffer
or
Storage protection exception on answer
buffer.

RECEIVE
REPLY

7 Addressing exception on the send buffer
or
Addressing exception on answer buffer.

RECEIVE
REPLY

8 Message found but message class invalid
or
Message ID found but message class or
path ID invalid.

PURGE
other

9 Message has been purged. RECEIVE, REPLY
10 Invalid length for the interrupt buffer

extension
or
Message length is negative.

DCLBFR
other

11 Target communicator is not logged on. CONNECT
12 Target communicator has not invoked the

DECLARE BUFFER function.
CONNECT

13 Maximum number of connections for this
communicator exceeded.

CONNECT

14 Maximum number of connections for the
target exceeded.

CONNECT

15 No authorization found. CONNECT
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16 Invalid IUCV system service name. CONNECT
19 A previously declared buffer is still in use. DCLBFR
20 Originator has severed this path. ACCEPT
21 Parameter list data not allowed on this path

or
Message in parameter list not allowed on
this path.

REPLY
SEND

22 Send buffer list invalid. RECEIVE, REPLY
23 Negative length in buffer list. RECEIVE, REPLY
24 Incorrect total length of buffer list lengths. RECEIVE, REPLY
25 PRMMSG option invalid with ANSLIST

option
or
PRMMSG invalid with BUFLIST parameter.

REPLY
SEND

26 Buffer list not on a doubleword boundary. SEND, RECEIVE
27 Answer list not on a doubleword boundary. SEND, REPLY
30 IPAPPCSN flag in IPFLAGS1 not 0

or
IPAPPC flag in IPFLAGS1 not 0

SEND
other

31 IUCV function specified on an APPC/VM
path

48 Partner system service does not support
this function.

QUIESCE, RESUME, SEND

62 Two of the following buffers overlap:
Control buffer
External interrupt buffer
Interrupt buffer extension.

DCLBFR

91 A paging or storage error was detected in
the SEND data area.

RECEIVE

92 A paging or storage error was detected.
or
A paging or storage error was detected in
the RECEIVE data area.

DCLBFR, IPOLL
RECEIVE

93 A paging or storage error was detected in
the ANSWER data area.

REPLY

94 A paging or storage error was detected in
the REPLY data area.

REPLY

96 The send was going to be routed using
ISFC but the length was greater than the
maximum allowed.

SEND

97 The send was going to be routed using
ISFC but the answer area was greater than
the maximum allowed.

SEND
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